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With this new edition, we once again recognize the opportunity to provide useful and updated instruction in the field of removable partial prosthodontics as a significant responsibility. Removable partial dentures (RPDs) continue to be an option for tooth replacements worldwide. As dental implant use continues to grow in both application and scope as an option for stabilizing replacement teeth, RPDs remain the prosthesis of choice for many patients and clinical situations, making the need for a continued sound educational foundation necessary.

Though dentists will always be challenged as to whether they should try new techniques, devices, and materials in practice, appropriate care of the partially edentulous patient continues to require careful attention to basic prosthodontic principles. At issue with RPD care is always how well a new approach augments provision of the required support, stability, and retention—foundational principles for all tooth replacement prostheses.

In the Preface of the last edition, functional stability was highlighted as a critical consideration. As a therapeutic goal this remains to be the case as the evidence that brought the functional stability concern to light has not been countered. What has emerged as a means to efficiently address the issue of instability under function with RPDs is an increased application of implants for stabilizing RPDs in patients who are able to take advantage of them. The authors consider selective use of dental implants to address meaningful concerns identified in an individual patient related to support and stability to be laudable goals of treatment using RPDs.

This edition of McCracken’s Removable Partial Prosthodontics has attempted to embed implant considerations into the diagnostic and treatment considerations basic to RPD care. Implant use in RPDs is also addressed in Chapter 25, which reinforces implant application specific to limitations found in clinical examination. Where support is found to be a major limitation, or when functional instability is likely to be related to chronic mucosal pain, these are applications in which treatment goals are positively impacted through selective location of dental implants. When accomplished with a consideration of future patient needs based on an individual risk assessment, maintenance of a functional occlusion over time becomes a proactive, patient care planning, and education process, not a reactive response. It is obvious that continued application of implants with RPDs will necessarily lead to attempts at modification of prosthesis designs. The rationale of such modifications must balance the material requirements for durability, patient perception advantages to reduced bulk, and the biological tolerance of all oral tissues involved.

This edition continues to use modifications incorporated in recent past editions that were responses to evolving student learning needs. To provide a perspective for understanding the impact of removable partial denture prosthodontics, a review of tooth loss and its sequelae, functional restoration with prostheses, and prosthesis outcomes is provided at the outset to define a context for the student. Additionally, new art and color clinical photographs have been provided to completely update material that supplements the text. We continued the strategy begun with the last edition of making a content distinction to facilitate both the first-time learner and the more experienced clinician. The convention used was to separate the advanced level material by shaded boxes. This was accomplished with the full understanding that such a distinction is not always clear, and that some readers will object to how certain material was classified. Our hope is that it will help clarify the material for the majority of readers.
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NEW TO THIS EDITION

- Additional information on the use of implants
  - Chapter 4: New section on impact of implants on movements of partial denture
  - Chapter 6: New section on implants as a rest
  - Chapter 7: New section on implants as direct retainers
  - Chapter 10: New section on implant considerations in design
  - Chapter 25: A new chapter, *Considerations for the use of dental implants with removable partial dentures*, presents basic considerations when selecting implants to improve prosthesis performance through increasing functional stability
- Revamped art program. The line art for the book has been completely redrawn in full color to better show techniques and anatomic detail. In addition, new full-color photos have been added where appropriate.

KEY FEATURES

- Content that is considered beyond the basic level is set within a shaded box.
- A wide selection of relevant references is presented at the back of the text in Appendix B for quick and easy access.
- Various philosophies and techniques are presented throughout, facilitating the selection and incorporation of the applicable techniques on a case-by-case basis.
- Chapters presented in three logically-sequenced sections:
  - General Concepts/Treatment Planning
  - Clinical and Laboratory
  - Maintenance
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CHAPTER 1

Partially Edentulous Epidemiology, Physiology, and Terminology

This textbook focuses on what the clinician should know about partially edentulous patients to appropriately provide comfortable and useful tooth replacements in the form of removable partial dentures. Removable partial dentures are a component of prosthodontics, which denotes the branch of dentistry pertaining to the restoration and maintenance of oral function, comfort, appearance, and health of the patient by the restoration of natural teeth and/or the replacement of missing teeth and craniofacial tissues with artificial substitutes.

Current practice in the management of partial tooth loss involves consideration of various types of prostheses (Figure 1-1). Each type of prosthesis requires the use of various remaining teeth, implants, and/or tissues, and consequently demands appropriate application of knowledge and critical thinking to ensure the best possible outcome given patient needs and desires. Although more than one prosthesis may serve the needs of a patient, any prosthesis should be provided as part of overall management that meets the basic objectives of prosthodontic treatment, which include (1) the elimination of oral disease to the greatest extent possible; (2) the preservation of the health and relationships of the teeth and the health of oral and paraoral structures, which will enhance the removable partial denture design; and (3) the restoration of oral functions that are comfortable, are esthetically pleasing, and do not interfere with the patient’s speech.

It is critically important to emphasize that the preservation of health requires proper maintenance of removable partial dentures. To provide a perspective for understanding the impact of removable partial denture prosthodontics, a review of tooth loss and its sequelae, functional restoration with prostheses, and prosthesis use and outcomes is in order.

Familiarity with accepted prosthodontic terminology related to removable partial dentures is necessary. Figures 1-2 and 1-3 provide prosthesis terms related to mandibular and maxillary frameworks, and Appendix A provides a
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Tooth loss patterns associated with age are also evolving. The proportion of edentulous adults has been reported to be decreasing, although this varies widely by state. However, it has been reported that the absolute number of edentulous patients who need care is actually increasing. More pertinent to this text, estimates suggest that the need for restoration of partially edentulous conditions will also be increasing. An explanation for this is presented in an argument that 62% of Americans of the “baby boomer” generation and younger

**TOOTH LOSS AND AGE**

It should come as no surprise that tooth loss and age are linked. A specific tooth loss relationship has been documented with increasing age because some teeth are retained longer than others. It has been suggested that in general an interarch difference in tooth loss occurs, with maxillary teeth demonstrating loss before mandibular teeth. An intraarch difference has also been suggested, with posterior teeth lost before anterior teeth. These observations are likely related to respective caries susceptibilities, which have been reported (Table 1-1). Frequently the last remaining teeth in the mouth are the mandibular anterior teeth, especially the mandibular canines, and it is a common finding to see an edentulous maxilla opposing mandibular anterior teeth.

If one accepts that tooth loss and age are linked, how will this affect current and future dental practice? Replacement of missing teeth is a common patient need, and patients will demand it well into their elderly years. Current population estimates show that 13% of the U.S. population is 65 years of age or older. By the year 2030, this percentage is expected to double, with a significant increase also expected worldwide. These individuals are expected to be in better health, and health care strategies for this group should focus on maintenance of active and productive lives. Oral health care is expected to be a highly sought after and significant component of overall health care.

Tooth loss patterns associated with age are also evolving. The proportion of edentulous adults has been reported to be decreasing, although this varies widely by state. However, it has been reported that the absolute number of edentulous patients who need care is actually increasing. More pertinent to this text, estimates suggest that the need for restoration of partially edentulous conditions will also be increasing. An explanation for this is presented in an argument that 62% of Americans of the “baby boomer” generation and younger
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Figure 1-2  Mandibular framework designed for a partially edentulous arch with a Kennedy Classification II, modification 1 (see Chapter 3). Various component parts of the framework are labeled for identification. Subsequent chapters will describe their function, fabrication, and use. A, Major connector. B, Rests. C, Direct retainer. D, Minor connector. E, Guide plane. F, Indirect retainer.

Figure 1-3  Maxillary framework designed for a partially edentulous arch with a Kennedy Classification I (see Chapter 3). As in Figure 1-2, component parts are labeled for identification. A, Major connector. B, Rests. C, Direct retainer. D, Minor connector. E, Guide plane. F, Indirect retainer.
The attached gingiva of the alveolar bone can be loss of bone is an accompanying alteration in the oral most sensitive input, which means the input that provides the most refined and precisely controlled movement, comes from periodontal mechanoreceptors (PMRs), with additional input coming from the gingiva, mucosa, periosteum/bone, and temporomandibular joint (TMJ) complex. Chewing as a learned behavior has a basic pattern of movement that is generated from within the central nervous system. In typical function, this patterned movement is moderated on the basis of food and task needs by oral sensory input from various sources. With loss of the finely tuned contribution from tooth PMRs, the resulting peripheral receptor influence is less precise in muscular guidance, producing more variable masticatory function, and the type of prosthesis selected to replace missing teeth may potentially contribute to functional impediments.

The esthetic impact of tooth loss can be highly significant and may be more of a concern to a patient than loss of function. It is generally perceived that in today’s society, loss of visible teeth, especially in the anterior region of the mouth, carries with it a significant social stigma. With loss of teeth and diminishing residual ridge, facial features can change as the result of altered lip support and/or reduced facial height caused by a reduction in occlusal vertical dimension. Restoring facial esthetics in a manner that maintains an appropriate appearance can be a challenge and is a major factor in restoration and maintenance decisions made for various prosthetic treatments.

**FUNCTIONAL RESTORATION WITH PROSTHESSES**

Individuals with a full complement of teeth report some variation in their levels of masticatory function. The loss of teeth may lead patients to seek care for functional reasons if they notice diminished function to a level that is unacceptable to them. The level at which a patient finds function to be unacceptable varies among individuals. This variability increases with accelerating tooth loss. These variables may be confusing to clinicians, who may perceive that they have provided prostheses of equal quality to different patients with the same tooth loss patterns, and yet have received different patient reports of success.

An understanding of these variations among individuals with a full complement of teeth and those with prostheses can help clinicians formulate realistic treatment goals that can be communicated to the patient. A review of oral function, especially mastication, may help interested clinicians better understand issues related to the impact of removable partial denture function.

---

**Table 1-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caries Risk Assessment*</th>
<th>High Risk</th>
<th>Low Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower 6 and 7</strong></td>
<td>Mandibular 1st and 2nd molars</td>
<td>Upper 3 and lower 4 Maxillary canine, Mandibular 1st premolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Upper 6 and 7</strong></td>
<td>Maxillary 1st and 2nd molars</td>
<td><strong>Lower 1, 2, 3</strong> Mandibular central, Lateral incisors, Canines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower 5</strong></td>
<td>Mandibular 2nd premolar</td>
<td><strong>Upper 1, 2, 4, 5</strong> Maxillary central, Lateral incisors, Mandibular 1st and 2nd premolars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*If tooth loss parallels caries activity, caries risk may be a proxy for tooth loss.

---

**CONSEQUENCES OF TOOTH LOSS**

**Anatomic**

With the loss of teeth, the residual ridge no longer benefits from the functional stimulus it once experienced. Because of this, a loss of ridge volume—both height and width—can be expected. This finding is not predictable for all individuals with tooth loss, as the change in anatomy has been reported to be variable across patient groups. In general, bone loss is greater in the mandible than in the maxilla and more pronounced posteriorly than anteriorly, and it produces a broader mandibular arch while constricting the maxillary arch. These anatomic changes can present challenges to fabrication of prostheses, including implant-supported prostheses and removable partial dentures. Associated with this loss of bone is an accompanying alteration in the oral mucosa. The attached gingiva of the alveolar bone can be replaced with less keratinized oral mucosa, which is more readily traumatized.

**Physiologic**

What are we replacing when we consider managing missing teeth? We are replacing both the physical anatomic tools for mastication and the oral capacity for neuromuscular functions to manipulate food. Chewing studies have shown that the oral sensory feedback that guides movement of the mandible in chewing comes from a variety of sources. The most sensitive input, which means the input that provides the most refined and precisely controlled movement, comes from periodontal mechanoreceptors (PMRs), with additional input coming from the gingiva, mucosa, periosteum/bone, and temporomandibular joint (TMJ) complex.
Mastication

Although functionally considered as a separate act, mastication as part of the feeding continuum precedes swallowing and is not an end in itself. The interaction of the two distinct but coordinated aspects of feeding suggests that some judgment of mastication termination or completeness precedes the initiation of swallowing. Although the mastication-swallowing sequence is obvious, the interaction of the two functions is not widely understood and may be important to prosthesis use when removable partial dentures are considered.

Mastication involves two discrete but well-synchronized activities: subdivision of food by applied force, and selective manipulation by the tongue and cheeks to sort out coarse particles and bring them to the occlusal surfaces of teeth for further breakdown. The initial subdivision or comminution phase involves the processes of selection, which refers to the chance that a particle is placed between the teeth in position to be broken, and breakage, which is the degree of fragmentation of a particle once selected. The size, shape, and texture of food particles provide the sensory input that influences the configuration and area of each chewing stroke. Larger particles are selectively reduced in size more rapidly than fine particles in efficient mastication. The process of mastication is therefore greatly influenced by factors that affect physical ability to reduce food and to monitor the reduction process by neurosensory means.

Food Reduction

Teeth or prostheses serve the role of reducing food to a point ready for swallowing. An index of food reduction is described as masticatory efficiency, or the ability to reduce food to a certain size in a given time frame. A strong correlation has been shown between masticatory efficiency and the number of occluding teeth in dentate individuals, which would suggest variability of particle selection related to contacting teeth. Performance measures reveal a great deal of functional variability in patients with similar numbers of contacting teeth, and even greater variability is seen within populations with greater loss of teeth (increasing degrees of edentulousness).

Because occlusal contact area is highly correlated with masticatory performance, the loss of molar teeth would be expected to have a greater impact on measures of performance in that the molar has a larger occlusal contact area. This effect has been demonstrated in individuals with missing molars who reveal a greater number of chewing strokes required and a greater mean particle size before swallowing. The point at which an individual is prepared to swallow the food bolus is another measure of performance and is described as the swallowing threshold. Superior masticatory ability that is highly correlated with occlusal contact area also achieves greater food reduction at the swallowing threshold. Conversely, a diminished ability to chew is reflected in larger particles at the swallowing threshold.

These objective measures, which show a benefit to molar contact in dentate individuals, are in conflict with some subjective measures from patients who express no perceived functional problems associated with having only premolar occlusion. This shortened dental arch concept has highlighted that patient perceptions of functional compromise, as well as benefit, should be considered when it is decided whether to replace missing molars. When the loss of posterior teeth results in an unstable tooth position, such as distal or labial migration, tooth replacement should be carefully considered: this is a separate situation from the shortened dental arch concept.

It has been reported that prosthetic replacement of teeth provides function that is often less than that seen in the complete, natural dentition state. Functional measures are closest to the natural state when replacements are fixed partial dentures rigidly supported by teeth or implants, intermediate in function when replacements are removable and supported by teeth, lower in function when replacements are removable and supported by teeth and edentulous ridges, and lowest in function when replacements are removable and supported by edentulous ridges alone.

Objective and subjective measures of a patient’s oral function often are not in agreement. It has been shown that subjective measures of masticatory ability are often overrated compared with objective functional tests, and that for complete denture wearers, the subjective criteria may be more appropriate in monitoring perceived outcomes. Some literature reports that removable partial dentures can be described by patients as adding very little benefit over no prostheses. However, these findings may be related to a number of factors, including lack of maintenance of occluding tooth relationships, limitations of this form of dental prosthesis for patient populations that may be unreliable in maintaining follow-up visits, and intrinsic variation in patient response to prostheses.

Food reduction is also influenced by the ability to monitor the process required to determine the point at which swallowing is initiated. As was mentioned earlier, the size, shape, and texture of food are monitored during mastication to allow modification in mandibular movement for efficient food reduction. This has been demonstrated in dentate individuals given food particles of varying size and concentration suspended in yogurt, who revealed that increased concentrations and particle size required more time to prepare for swallowing (i.e., greater swallowing threshold). These findings suggest that the oral mucosa has a critical role in detecting characteristics necessary for efficient mastication. The influence of the removable partial denture on the ability of the mucosa to perform this role in mastication is not known.
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What does all this information mean to us today? It means a number of things that are important to consider. The need for partially edentulous management will be increasing. Patient use of removable partial dentures has been high in the past and is expected to continue in the future. Some patients who are given the choice between a prosthesis entirely supported by implants or a removable partial denture are not able to pursue implant care. This contributes to higher use of removable partial dentures.

Finally, these findings suggest that we should strive to understand how to maximize the opportunity for providing and maintaining stable prostheses because this is the most frequently deficient aspect of removable partial denture service. Consequently, throughout this text the basic principles of diagnosis, mouth preparation, prosthesis design, fabrication, placement, and maintenance will be reinforced to improve the reader’s understanding of care of removable partial denture prostheses.
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### CURRENT REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE USE

Given an understanding of the relationship between tooth loss and age, the consequences of tooth loss, and our ability to restore function with removable partial prostheses, what do we know about current prosthesis use for these conditions, and what are some common clinical outcomes? A recent study estimated 21.4% prosthesis use among individuals aged 15 to 74. In the 55- to 64-year-old group, 22.2% were found to wear a removable partial denture. This age group has the highest use of removable partial dentures among those reviewed. It has been suggested that the use of removable partial dentures among individuals aged 55 years or older is even greater.

Analysis of this study provides some useful information for consideration. Partially edentulous individuals not wearing a prosthesis were 6 times more likely to have missing mandibular teeth (19.4%) than missing maxillary teeth (2.2%). This might suggest greater difficulty in the use of a mandibular prosthesis. The distribution of prostheses used in this large patient group is shown in Table 1-2. The prostheses in this large study were evaluated on the basis of five technical quality characteristics: integrity, excessive wear of posterior denture teeth, the presence of temporary reline material or tissue conditioner or adhesive, stability, and retention. As seen in Table 1-3, lack of stability was the most common characteristic noted. In the maxilla, lack of stability was 7 times more prevalent than lack of retention. In the mandible, lack of stability was 1.8 times more prevalent than lack of retention. In another study, rest form, denture base extension, stress distribution, and framework fit were identified as common flaws associated with poor removable partial dentures. These characteristics are directly related to the functional stability of prostheses.

### NEED FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES

What does all this information mean to us today? It means a number of things that are important to consider. The need for partially edentulous management will be increasing. Patient use of removable partial dentures has been high in the past and is expected to continue in the future. Some patients who are given the choice between a prosthesis entirely supported by implants or a removable partial denture are not able to pursue implant care. This contributes to higher use of removable partial dentures.

Finally, these findings suggest that we should strive to understand how to maximize the opportunity for providing and maintaining stable prostheses because this is the most frequently deficient aspect of removable partial denture service. Consequently, throughout this text the basic principles of diagnosis, mouth preparation, prosthesis design, fabrication, placement, and maintenance will be reinforced to improve the reader’s understanding of care of removable partial denture prostheses.

### Table 1-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of Prostheses</th>
<th>RPD/RPD 9.0%</th>
<th>RPD/– 15.3%, –/RPD 4.5%</th>
<th>CU/CL 3.8%</th>
<th>CU/– 20.7%</th>
<th>CU/RPD 11.5%</th>
<th>RPD/CL 0.3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removable partial dentures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete dentures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CL,** Complete lower denture; **CU,** complete upper denture; **RPD,** removable partial denture. Natural teeth denoted with dash (–).

### Table 1-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical Quality Concerns for Removable Partial Dentures</th>
<th>Lack Stability</th>
<th>Lack Integrity</th>
<th>Lack Retention</th>
<th>Reline/Adhesive</th>
<th>Excessive Wear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maxillary RPD</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandibular RPD</td>
<td>38.2%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RPD,** Removable partial denture.
Do we treat or do we manage tooth loss? Is the distinction important as we attempt to help our patients decide which type of prosthesis to choose? For patients who want to know what to expect now and in the future, it is helpful to make this distinction, as it helps them realize that the decision has implications for future needs that may be different between prostheses.

Tooth Replacements From the Patient’s Perspective

Tooth loss is a permanent condition in that the natural order has been disrupted, and in this sense it is much like a chronic medical condition. Like hypertension and diabetes, two medical conditions that are not reversible and that require medical management to monitor care to ensure appropriate response over time, tooth replacement prostheses must be managed to ensure appropriate response over time.

The term management suggests a focus on meeting needs that may change over time. These needs may be expected or unexpected. Expected outcomes are those that accompany the common clinical course for a type of prosthesis that is related to the tooth-tissue response. This biological toll response is heavily influenced by the type of prosthesis chosen. In addition, various needs due to prosthesis degradation and related to expected time-to-retreatment concerns of life expectancy are seen. Unexpected needs are those that might involve factors related to our control of manipulations (such as tissue damage or abuse, material design flaws, or prosthesis design) or to those out of our control (such as parafunction or accidental trauma).

With this in mind, it is helpful to consider how we approach educating our patients about management of
missing teeth. Most often, a typical sequence is used to discuss tooth replacement options with patients: dental implant–supported prostheses, fixed prostheses, and, finally, removable partial dentures. When removable partial dentures are suggested, they are seldom described in the detail in which fixed or implant prostheses are described, as they generally are considered less like teeth and not as desirable a replacement. The desirability of a prosthesis is important to consider, and because removable partial dentures (RPDs) are less like teeth than other replacements, it is important to recognize what this suggests from the patient’s perspective.

Patients’ experiences have involved natural teeth, and their expectations of replacements would best be described within this context. The order with which we provide replacement prosthesis options for consideration is likely developed on the basis of numerous factors, including the following: we may believe we know what’s best for patients, our practice style may not include removable options, we may not have had good experience with removable prostheses and this lessens our confidence in their use, or RPDs do not match our practice resources.

Although these are important factors, the reason to include RPDs in the discussion is related to identifying whether such a prosthesis is viable, and, if so, whether it is the best option for the patient. We discover this only by interacting with our patients regarding their expectations and understanding their capacity to benefit from options of management that have trade-offs unique to each type of prosthesis.

**Shared Decision Making**

When patients are given information regarding their oral health status, which includes disease and functional deficits, as well as the means to address both, what do they need to hear? To achieve a state of oral health, they need to recognize behavioral issues related to plaque control, so that once active disease is controlled, they have an understanding that best ensures future health. For tooth replacement decisions, complex trade-offs in care choice are often required. The “shared decision making” approach addresses the need to fully inform patients about risks and benefits of care, and ensures that the patient’s values and preferences play a prominent role in the ultimate decision.

It is recognized that patients vary in their desire to participate in such decisions, thus our active inquiry is required to engage them in discussion. This becomes especially important when elective care, which involves potentially high-burden, costly options with highly variable maintenance requirements, is considered.

When patients wish to participate, it is our responsibility to provide them with specific and sufficient information that they can use to decide between treatment options. Specific information ideally comes from our own practice outcomes, in that such information provides effectiveness information and is provider specific. Sufficient information describes exactly what aspects of care are important to the overall decision. Ultimately, it is our role to help patients consider important differences between different prosthesis types.

What then defines important differences? Multiple outcomes combine to describe the overall impact of prosthetic care for all patients. These include technical outcomes, physical outcomes, esthetic outcomes, various maintenance needs, initial and future costs, and even physiologic outcomes that suggest to what extent prostheses “feel” like teeth.

When tooth replacement prostheses are considered from a patient’s perspective, it can be seen that the desire is to replace teeth that serve functional and social roles in everyday life. In considering how well various types of prostheses may meet patients’ specific needs, it is helpful to note what features of the original dentition—the gold standard, in this instance—we strive to duplicate in the replacement. Although it is common to find that existing oral conditions do not easily allow complete restoration to the state of a fully dentate patient, considering the respective strengths and weaknesses of the prosthodontic options (compared with this “gold standard”) helps in identification of realistic expectations.

In this text, the focus will be on a type of replacement prosthesis for patients with some, but not all, missing teeth. The replacement prosthesis ideally should provide function and a level of comfort as equivalent as possible to normal dentition. In achieving this, stability while chewing is a primary focus of attention, and we should strive to determine what is required to ensure it. If the prosthesis will be visible during casual speaking, smiling, and/or laughing, it is obvious that the replacement should look as natural as the surrounding environment. In summary, tooth replacement prostheses should provide a combination of several features of natural teeth: socially acceptable in appearance, comfortable and stable in function, and maintainable throughout their serviceable lifetime at a reasonable cost.

**TOOTH-SUPPORTED PROSTHESSES**

For partially edentulous patients, available prosthetic options include natural tooth–supported fixed partial dentures, removable partial dentures, and implant-supported fixed partial dentures. How well these options restore and maintain the features of natural teeth mentioned previously depends to a large extent on the numbers and locations of the missing teeth. The major categories of partial tooth loss (see Chapter 3) are those (1) with teeth both anterior and posterior to the space (a tooth-supported space), and (2) with teeth either anterior or posterior to the space (a tooth-and tissue-supported space). All prosthetic options listed are available for the tooth-bound space (although they are not necessarily indicated for every clinical situation), but only removable partial dentures and implant-supported prostheses are available for the distal extension (recognizing limited application of cantilevers).

Removable partial dentures can be designed in various ways to allow use of abutment teeth and supporting tissue...
for stability, support, and retention of the prosthesis. In terms of tooth-bound spaces, the removable partial denture is like a fixed partial denture because natural teeth alone provide direct resistance to functional forces. Because natural teeth support the prosthesis, it should not move under these functional forces. In this condition, the interface between, or relationship of, the removable partial denture framework and the abutment teeth should be designed to take advantage of tooth support—similar to the relationship between a fixed partial denture retainer and a prepared tooth. This means that it should provide positive vertical support (rest preparations) and a restrictive angle of dislodgment (opposing guide planes). Put another way, when the removable partial denture is selected for a tooth-bound situation, stability under functional load should be as well controlled as a fixed partial denture when appropriate tooth preparation is provided. Because removable partial denture clasps do not completely encircle the tooth, as a fixed partial denture retainer does, they must be designed to engage more than half the circumference to allow the prosthesis to maintain position under the influence of horizontal chewing loads. It should be obvious that careful planning and execution of the necessary natural tooth contour modifications are required to ensure movement control and functional stability for removable partial dentures supported by teeth. Similarities between the prosthesis-tooth interface for fixed partial dentures and for removable partial dentures are highlighted to emphasize the modification principles required to ensure stability for movement control in removable partial dentures. Over time, natural tooth support can be maintained as with the fixed partial denture. Chapter 14 helps to explain how this is accomplished when natural tooth modifications or surveyed crowns are produced.

**TOOTH AND TISSUE-SUPPORTED PROSTHESSES**

For removable partial dentures that do not have the benefit of natural tooth support at each end of the replacement teeth (extension base removable partial dentures), it is necessary that the residual ridge be used to assist in the functional stability of the prosthesis. When a removable partial denture is selected for a tooth–tissue–supported arch, the prosthesis must be designed to allow functional movement of the base to the extent expected by the residual ridge mucosa. This mucosa movement is variable, but for healthy residual ridge (masticatory) mucosa, movement from 1 to 3 mm can be expected. Consequently, unlike with the tooth-bound space, tooth modification for the tooth–tissue–supported prosthesis must be designed with the dual goal of framework tooth contact to allow appropriate functional stability from the tooth, but with allowance for the anticipated vertical and/or horizontal movement of the extension base. This introduces the concept of anticipated movement with a prosthesis and the requirement that we have a role in designing prostheses to appropriately control movement. Additionally, because tissue support in the tooth–tissue removable partial denture predictably changes over time, to adequately manage partial tooth loss with a removable prosthesis, we must carefully monitor our patients to maintain support and ensure maximum prosthetic function.

The clasp-retained partial denture, with extracoronal direct retainers, is used significantly more frequently than the precision attachment partial denture (Figure 2-1). It is capable of providing physiologically sound treatment for most patients who need partial denture restorations. Although the clasp-retained partial denture has disadvantages, its advantages of lower cost and shorter fabrication time ensure that it will continue to be widely used. Following are some possible disadvantages of a clasp-retained partial denture:

1. Strain on the abutment teeth often is caused by improper tooth preparation or clasp design, and/or loss of tissue support under distal extension partial denture bases.
2. Clasps can be unesthetic, particularly when they are placed on visible tooth surfaces without consideration of esthetic impact.
3. Caries may develop beneath clasp components, especially if the patient fails to keep the prosthesis and the abutments clean.

Despite these disadvantages, the use of removable prostheses may be preferred whenever tooth-bounded edentulous spaces are too large to be restored safely with fixed prostheses, or when cross-arch stabilization and wider distribution of forces to supporting teeth and tissues are desirable. Fixed partial dentures, however, should always be considered and used when indicated.

The removable partial denture retained by internal attachments eliminates some of the disadvantages of clasps, but it has other disadvantages, one of which is higher cost, which makes it more difficult to obtain for a large percentage of patients who need partial dentures. However, when alignment of the abutment teeth is favorable and periodontal health and bone support are adequate, when the clinical crown is of sufficient length and the pulp morphology can accommodate the required tooth preparation, and when the economic status of the patient permits, an internal attachment prosthesis provides an unquestionable advantage for esthetic reasons. When this situation exists, carefully weighing of tooth attachment versus implant attachment options is required (see RPDs and Implants, Chapter 25).

In most instances, if the extracoronal clasp-retained partial denture is designed properly, the only advantage of the internal attachment denture is esthetic, because abutment protection and stabilizing components should be used with both internal and external retainers. However, economics permitting, esthetics alone may justify the use of internal attachment retainers, especially when a crown is indicated for non-RPD reasons.

Injudicious use of internal attachments can lead to excessive torsional load on the abutments supporting distal extension removable partial dentures, especially in the mandible.
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The use of hinges or other types of stress breakers is discouraged in these situations. It is not that they are ineffective, but that they are frequently misused. As an example, in the mandibular arch, a stress-broken distal extension partial denture does not provide for cross-arch stabilization and frequently subjects the edentulous ridge to excessive trauma from horizontal and torquing forces. Therefore a rigid design is preferred, and some type of extracoronal clasp retainer is still the most logical and the most frequently used. It seems likely that its use will continue until a more widely acceptable retainer is devised.

As was reviewed in Chapter 1, the most commonly cited problem associated with removable partial dentures is instability. Healthy natural teeth should not move when used; therefore we should strive to provide and maintain as stable a prosthesis as possible given the means available. How do we ensure functional stability? By understanding that a removable partial denture can move under function (because it is not cemented to teeth like a fixed partial denture). We should take steps to prescribe the necessary prosthetic fit to teeth (and tissue) to control movement as much as possible. This entails providing appropriate natural tooth mouth preparations, ensuring an accurate frame fit at tooth and tissue, providing a simultaneous contacting relationship between natural and prosthetic opposing teeth, and providing and maintaining optimum support from the soft tissue and teeth.

As we will review in Chapter 4, control of the anticipated movement of your prosthesis is addressed by assigning the appropriate component part of the prosthesis to contact/engage the tooth or tissue in a manner that allows movement and removal of the prosthesis. Are there movements that we should control that are more important than others? Although we recognize the need to resist movement away...
from the teeth and tissue to keep prostheses from falling out of mouths, the most damaging forces are those resulting from functional closure during chewing (and in some patients, parafunction). Consequently, control of combined vertical (tissue-ward) and horizontal movement is most critical and places a premium on tooth modifications (rest and stabilizing component preparations) and verification of adequate fit of the frame to the teeth.

**SIX PHASES OF PARTIAL DENTURE SERVICE**

Partial denture service may be logically divided into six phases. The first phase is related to patient education. The second phase includes diagnosis, treatment planning, design of the partial denture framework, treatment sequencing, and execution of mouth preparations. The third phase is the provision of adequate support for the distal extension denture base. The fourth phase is establishment and verification of harmonious occlusal relationships and tooth relationships with opposing and remaining natural teeth. The fifth phase involves initial placement procedures, including adjustments to the contours and bearing surfaces of denture bases, adjustments to ensure occlusal harmony, and a review of instructions given the patient to optimally maintain oral structures and provided restorations. The sixth and final phase of partial denture service consists of follow-up services by the dentist through recall appointments for periodic evaluation of the responses of oral tissue to restorations and of the acceptance of restorations by the patient. The following is an overview of these phases. The context of each phase is discussed in greater detail in the respective chapters of this book.

**Education of Patient**

The term patient education is described in Mosby's Dental Dictionary as “the process of informing a patient about a health matter to secure informed consent, patient cooperation, and a high level of patient compliance.”

The dentist and the patient share responsibility for the ultimate success of a removable partial denture. It is folly to assume that a patient will have an understanding of the benefits of a removable partial denture unless he or she is so informed. It is also unlikely that the patient will have the knowledge to avoid misuse of the restoration or will be able to provide the required oral care and maintenance procedures to ensure the success of the partial denture unless he or she is adequately advised.

The finest biologically oriented removable partial denture is often doomed to limited success if the patient fails to exercise proper oral hygiene habits or ignores recall appointments. Preservation of the oral structures, one of the primary objectives of prosthodontic treatment, will be compromised without the patient's cooperation in oral hygiene and regular maintenance visits.

Patient education should begin at the initial contact with the patient and should continue throughout treatment. This educational procedure is especially important when the treatment plan and prognosis are discussed with the patient. Limitations imposed on the success of treatment through failure of the patient to accept responsibility must be explained before definitive treatment is undertaken. A patient usually will not retain all the information presented in the oral educational instructions. For this reason, patients should be given written suggestions to reinforce the oral presentations.

**Diagnosis, Treatment Planning, Design, Treatment Sequencing, and Mouth Preparation**

Treatment planning and design begin with thorough medical and dental histories. The complete oral examination must include both clinical and radiographic interpretation of (1) caries, (2) the condition of existing restorations, (3) periodontal conditions, (4) responses of teeth (especially abutment teeth) and residual ridges to previous stress, and (5) the vitality of remaining teeth. In addition, evaluation of the occlusal plane, the arch form, and the occlusal relations of the remaining teeth must be meticulously accomplished by clinical visual evaluation and diagnostic mounting. After a complete diagnostic examination has been accomplished and a removable partial denture has been selected as the treatment of choice, a treatment plan is sequenced and a partial denture design is developed in accordance with available support.

The dental cast surveyor (Figure 2-2) is an absolute necessity in any dental office in which patients are being treated with removable partial dentures. The surveyor is instrumental in diagnosing and guiding the appropriate tooth preparation and verifying that the mouth preparation has been performed correctly. There is no more reason to justify its omission from a dentist's armamentarium than there is to ignore the need for roentgenographic equipment, the mouth mirror and explorer, or the periodontal probe used for diagnostic purposes.

Several moderately priced surveyors that adequately accomplish the diagnostic procedures necessary for designing the partial denture are available. In many dental offices, this most important phase of dental diagnosis is delegated to the commercial dental laboratory because this invaluable diagnostic tool is absent, or because the dentist feels inexperienced or is apathetic. This situation places the technician in the role of diagnostician. Any clinical treatment based on the diagnosis of the technician remains the responsibility of the dentist. This makes no more sense than relying on the technician to interpret radiographs and to render a diagnosis.

After treatment planning, a predetermined sequence of mouth preparations can be performed with a definite goal in mind. It is mandatory that the treatment plan be reviewed to ensure that the mouth preparation necessary to accommodate the removable partial denture design has been properly sequenced. Mouth preparations, in the appropriate sequence, should be oriented toward the goal of providing
adequate support, stability, retention, and a harmonious occlusion for the partial denture. Placing a crown or restoring a tooth out of sequence may result in the need to restore teeth that were not planned for restoration, or it may necessitate remaking a restoration or even seriously jeopardizing the success of the removable partial denture. Through the aid of diagnostic casts on which the tentative design of the partial denture has been outlined and the mouth preparations have been indicated in colored pencil, occlusal adjustments, abutment restorations, and abutment modifications can be accomplished.

Support for Distal Extension Denture Bases
The third of the six phases in the treatment of a patient with a partial denture involves obtaining adequate support for distal extension bases. Therefore it does not apply to tooth-supported removable partial dentures. With the latter, support comes entirely from the abutment teeth through the use of rests.

For the distal extension partial denture, however, a base made to fit the anatomic ridge form does not provide adequate support under occlusal loading (Figure 2-3). Neither does it provide for maximum border extension nor accurate border detail. Therefore some type of corrected impression is necessary. This may be accomplished by several means, any of which satisfy the requirements for support of any distal extension partial denture base.

Foremost is the requirement that certain soft tissue in the primary supporting area should be recorded or related under some loading, so that the base may be made to fit the form of the ridge when under function. This provides support and ensures maintenance of that support for the longest possible time. This requirement makes the distal extension partial denture unique in that support from the tissue underlying the distal extension base must be made as equal to and compatible with the tooth support as possible.

A complete denture is entirely tissue supported, and the entire denture can move toward the tissue under function. In contrast, any movement of a partial denture base is inevitably a rotational movement that, if toward the tissue, may result in undesirable torquing forces to the abutment teeth and loss of planned occlusal contacts. Therefore every effort must be made to provide the best possible support for the distal extension base to minimize these forces.

Usually no single impression technique can adequately record the anatomic form of the teeth and adjacent structures and at the same time record the supporting form of the mandibular edentulous ridge. A method should be used that can record these tissues in their supporting form or in a supporting relationship to the rest of the denture (see Figure 2-3). This may be accomplished by one of several methods that will be discussed in Chapter 16.

Establishment and Verification of Occlusal Relations and Tooth Arrangements
Whether the partial denture is tooth supported or has one or more distal extension bases, the recording and verification of occlusal relationships and tooth arrangement are important steps in the construction of a partial denture. For the tooth-supported partial denture, ridge form is of less significance than it is for the tooth- and tissue-supported prosthesis because the ridge is not called on to support the prosthesis. For the distal extension base, however, jaw relation records should be made only after the best possible support is obtained for the denture base. This necessitates the making of a base or bases that will provide the same support as the finished denture. Therefore the final jaw relations should not be recorded until after the denture framework has been returned to the dentist, the fit of the framework to the abutment teeth and opposing occlusion has been verified and corrected, and a corrected impression has been made. Then a new resin base or a corrected base must be used to record jaw relations.

Occlusal records for a removable partial denture may be made by the various methods described in Chapter 17.

Initial Placement Procedures
The fifth phase of treatment occurs when the patient is given possession of the removable prosthesis. Inevitably it seems that minute changes in the planned occlusal relationships occur during processing of the dentures. Not only must occlusal harmony be ensured before the patient is given possession of the dentures, but the processed bases
FIGURE 2-3  A, Occlusal view of a cast from a preliminary impression, which produced an anatomic ridge form (left), and an altered cast of the same ridge showing a functional or supportive form (right). The altered cast impression selectively placed pressure on the buccal shelf region, which is the primary stress-bearing area of the mandibular posterior residual ridge. B, Buccal view of anatomic ridge form. C, Buccal view of functional or supportive ridge form. Note that the supportive form of the ridge clearly delineates the extent of coverage available for a denture base and is most different from the anatomic form when the mucosa is easily displaced.

must be reasonably perfected to fit the basal seats. It must be ascertained that the patient understands the suggestions and recommendations given by the dentist for care of the dentures and oral structures and understands about expectations (based on the “Shared Decision Making” discussion) in the adjustment phases and the use of restorations. These facets of treatment are discussed in detail in Chapter 20.

Periodic Recall
Initial placement and adjustment of the prosthesis certainly is not the end of treatment for the partially edentulous patient. Periodic reevaluation of the patient is critical for early recognition of changes in oral structures to allow steps to be taken to maintain oral health. These examinations must monitor the condition of the oral tissue, the response to tooth restorations, the prosthesis, the patient’s acceptance, and the patient’s commitment to maintain oral hygiene. Although a 6-month recall period is adequate for most patients, more frequent evaluation may be required for some. Chapter 20 contains some suggestions concerning this sixth phase of treatment.

REASONS FOR FAILURE OF CLASP-RETAINED PARTIAL DENTURES
Experience with the clasp-retained partial denture made by the methods outlined has proved its merit and justifies its continued use. The occasional objection to the visibility of retentive clasps can be minimized through the use of wrought-wire clasp arms. Few contraindications for use of a properly designed clasp-retained partial denture are known. Practically all objections to this type of denture can be eliminated by pointing to deficiencies in mouth preparation, denture design and fabrication, and patient education. These include the following:

Diagnosis and treatment planning
1. Inadequate diagnosis
2. Failure to use a surveyor or to use a surveyor properly during treatment planning

Mouth preparation procedures
1. Failure to properly sequence mouth preparation procedures
2. Inadequate mouth preparations, usually resulting from insufficient planning of the design of the
partial denture or failure to determine that mouth preparations have been properly accomplished
3. Failure to return supporting tissue to optimum health before impression procedures are performed
4. Inadequate impressions of hard and soft tissue

**Design of the framework**
1. Failure to use properly located and sized rests
2. Flexible or incorrectly located major and minor connectors
3. Incorrect use of clasp designs
4. Use of cast clasps that have too little flexibility, are too broad in tooth coverage, and have too little consideration for esthetics

**Laboratory procedures**
1. Problems in master cast preparation
   a. Inaccurate impression
   b. Poor cast-forming procedures
   c. Incompatible impression materials and gypsum products
2. Failure to provide the technician with a specific design and necessary information to enable the technician to execute the design
3. Failure of the technician to follow the design and written instructions

**Support for denture bases**
1. Inadequate coverage of basal seat tissue
2. Failure to record basal seat tissue in a supporting form

**Occlusion**
1. Failure to develop a harmonious occlusion
2. Failure to use compatible materials for opposing occlusal surfaces

**Patient-dentist relationship**
1. Failure of the dentist to provide adequate dental health care information, including details on care and use of the prosthesis
2. Failure of the dentist to provide recall opportunities on a periodic basis
3. Failure of the patient to exercise a dental health care regimen and respond to recall

A removable partial denture designed and fabricated so that it avoids the errors and deficiencies listed is one that proves the clasp-type partial denture can be made functional, esthetically pleasing, and long lasting without damage to supporting structures. The proof of the merit of this type of restoration lies in the knowledge that (1) it permits treatment for the largest number of patients at a reasonable cost; (2) it provides restorations that are comfortable and efficient over a long period of time, with adequate support and maintenance of occlusal contact relations; (3) it can provide for healthy abutments, free of caries and periodontal disease; (4) it can provide for the continued health of restored, healthy tissue of the basal seats; and (5) it makes possible a partial denture service that is definitive and not merely an interim treatment.

Removable partial dentures thus made will contribute to a concept of prosthetic dentistry that has as its goal the promotion of oral health, the restoration of partially edentulous mouths, and elimination of the ultimate need for complete dentures.
Classification of Partially Edentulous Arches

CHAPTER OUTLINE

Requirements of an Acceptable Method of Classification
Kennedy Classification
Applegate’s Rules for Applying the Kennedy Classification

Even though recent reports have shown a consistent decline in the prevalence of tooth loss during the past few decades, significant variation in tooth loss distribution remains. It would be most helpful to consider which combinations of tooth loss are most common and to classify these for the purpose of assisting our management of partially edentulous patients. Several classifications of partially edentulous arches have been proposed and are in use. This variety has led to some confusion and disagreement concerning which classification best describes all possible configurations and should be adopted.

The most familiar classifications are those originally proposed by Kennedy, Cummer, and Bailyn. Beckett, Godfrey, Swenson, Friedman, Wilson, Skinner, Applegate, Avant, Miller, and others have also proposed classifications. It is evident that an attempt should be made to combine the best features of all classifications so that a universal classification can be adopted.

A classification that is based on diagnostic criteria has been proposed recently for partial edentulism. The purpose of this system of classification is to facilitate treatment decisions on the basis of treatment complexity. Complexity is determined from four broad diagnostic categories that include location and extent of the edentulous areas, condition of the abutments, occlusal characteristics and requirements, and residual ridge characteristics. The advantage of this classification system over those in standard use has yet to be documented.

Today, the Kennedy method is probably the most widely accepted classification of partially edentulous arches. In an attempt to simplify the problem and encourage more universal use of a classification, and in the interest of adequate communication, the Kennedy classification will be used in this textbook. The student can refer to the “Selected Reading Resources” section for information relative to other classifications.
Although classifications are actually descriptive of the partially edentulous arches, the removable partial denture that restores a particular class of arch is described as a denture of that class. For example, we speak of a Class III or Class I removable partial denture. It is simpler to say “a Class II partial denture” than it is to say “a partial denture restoring a Class II partially edentulous arch.”

**REQUIREMENTS OF AN ACCEPTABLE METHOD OF CLASSIFICATION**

The classification of a partially edentulous arch should satisfy the following requirements:
1. It should permit immediate visualization of the type of partially edentulous arch that is being considered.
2. It should permit immediate differentiation between the tooth-supported and the tooth- and tissue-supported removable partial denture.
3. It should be universally acceptable.

**KENNEDY CLASSIFICATION**

The Kennedy method of classification was originally proposed by Dr. Edward Kennedy in 1925. It attempts to classify the partially edentulous arch in a manner that suggests certain principles of design for a given situation (Figure 3-1).

Kennedy divided all partially edentulous arches into four basic classes. Edentulous areas other than those that determine the basic classes were designated as modification spaces (Figure 3-2).

The following is the Kennedy classification:
- **Class I** Bilateral edentulous areas located posterior to the natural teeth
- **Class II** A unilateral edentulous area located posterior to the remaining natural teeth
- **Class III** A unilateral edentulous area with natural teeth remaining both anterior and posterior to it
- **Class IV** A single, but bilateral (crossing the midline), edentulous area located anterior to the remaining natural teeth

*Figure 3-1 Representative examples of partially edentulous arches classified by the Kennedy method.*
Box 3-1

RULES GOVERNING APPLICATION OF THE KENNEDY METHOD

Rule 1
Classification should follow rather than precede any extractions of teeth that might alter the original classification.

Rule 2
If a third molar is missing and is not to be replaced, it is not considered in the classification.

Rule 3
If a third molar is present and is to be used as an abutment, it is considered in the classification.

Rule 4
If a second molar is missing and is not to be replaced, it is not considered in the classification (e.g., if the opposing second molar is likewise missing and is not to be replaced).

Rule 5
The most posterior edentulous area (or areas) always determines the classification.

Rule 6
Edentulous areas other than those that determine the classification are referred to as modifications and are designated by their number.

Rule 7
The extent of the modification is not considered, only the number of additional edentulous areas.

Rule 8
No modification areas can be included in Class IV arches. (Other edentulous areas that lie posterior to the single bilateral areas crossing the midline would instead determine the classification; see Rule 5.)

Figure 3-3
Nine partially edentulous arch configurations. Identify each. Answers can be found at the end of the chapter, after the reference.
One of the principal advantages of the Kennedy method is that it permits immediate visualization of the partially edentulous arch and allows easy distinction between tooth-supported versus tooth- and tissue-supported prostheses. Those schooled in its use and in the principles of partial denture design can readily relate the arch configuration design to be used in the basic partial denture. This method permits a logical approach to the problems of design. It makes possible the application of sound principles of partial denture design and is therefore a logical method of classification. However, a classification system should not be used to stereotype or limit the concepts of design.

**APPLEGATE’S RULES FOR APPLYING THE KENNEDY CLASSIFICATION**

The Kennedy classification would be difficult to apply in every situation without certain rules for application. Applegate provided eight rules that govern application of the Kennedy method (Box 3-1).

Although some confusion may occur initially as to why Class I should refer to two edentulous areas and Class II should refer to one, the principles of design make this distinction logical. Kennedy placed the Class II unilateral distal extension type between the Class I bilateral distal extension type and the Class III tooth-supported classification because the Class II partial denture must embody features of both, especially when tooth-supported modifications are present. Because it has a tissue-supported extension base, the denture must be designed similarly to a Class I partial denture. Often, however, a tooth-supported, or Class III, component is present elsewhere in the arch. Thus the Class II partial denture rightly falls between the Class I and the Class III, because it embodies design features common to both. In keeping with the principle that design is based on classification, the application of such principles of design is simplified by retaining the original classification of Kennedy.

Figure 3-3 presents a chance to assess your skills. Review the figure and classify the partially edentulous arches illustrated. The answers are provided below.

**Reference**


**Answer to Figure 3-3:**

A. CL IV  
B. CL II Mod 2  
C. CL I Mod 1  
D. CL III Mod 3  
E. CL III Mod 1  
F. CL III Mod 1  
G. CL IV  
H. CL II  
I. CL III Mod 5
CHAPTER 4

Biomechanics of Removable Partial Dentures

As was stated in Chapter 1, the goal is to provide useful, functional removable partial denture prostheses by striving to understand how to maximize every opportunity for providing and maintaining a stable prosthesis. Because removable partial dentures are not rigidly attached to teeth, the control of potential movement under functional load is critical to providing the best chance for stability and patient accommodation. The consequence of prosthesis movement under load is an application of stress to the teeth and tissue that are contacting the prosthesis. It is important that the stress not exceed the level of physiologic tolerance, which is a range of mechanical stimulus that a system can resist without disruption or traumatic consequences. In the terminology of engineering mechanics, the prosthesis induces stress in the tissue equal to the force applied across the area of contact with the teeth and/or tissue. This same stress acts to produce strain in the supporting tissue, which results in load displacement in the teeth and tissue. The understanding of how these mechanical phenomena act within a biological environment that is unique to each patient can be discussed in terms of biomechanics. In the design of removable partial dentures, with a focus on the goal of providing and maintaining stable prostheses, consideration of basic biomechanical principles associated with the unique features of each mouth is essential. Oral hygiene and appropriate prosthesis maintenance procedures are required for continued benefit of optimum biomechanical principles.

BIOMECHANICS AND DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Removable partial dentures by design are intended to be placed into and removed from the mouth. Because of this, they cannot be rigidly connected to the teeth or tissue. This makes them subject to movement in response to functional loads, such as those created by mastication. It is important for clinicians who provide removable partial denture service
to understand the possible movements in response to function and to be able to logically design the component parts of the removable partial denture to help control these movements. Just how this is accomplished in a logical manner may not be clear to a clinician who is new to this exercise. One method of helping to organize design thought is to consider it as an exercise in creating a design solution.

Designing a removable partial denture can be considered similar to the classic, multifaceted design problem in conventional engineering, which is characterized by being open ended and ill structured. Open ended means that problems typically have more than one solution, and ill structured means that solutions are not the result of standard mathematical formulas used in some structured manner. The design process, which is a series of steps that lead toward a solution of the problem, includes identifying a need, defining the problem, setting design objectives, searching for background information and data, developing a design rationale, devising and evaluating alternative solutions, and providing the solution (i.e., decision making and communication of solutions) (Box 4-1).

The rationale for design should logically develop from analysis of the unique oral condition of each mouth under consideration. However, it is possible that alternative design “solutions” could be applied, and it is the evaluation of perceived merits of these various designs that seems most confusing to clinicians. The following biomechanical considerations provide a background related to principles of the potential movement associated with removable partial dentures, and the subsequent chapters covering the various component parts describe how these components are applied in designs to control the resultant movements of prostheses.

**Box 4-1**

**DESIGN PROCESS FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need</th>
<th>Tooth replacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition of problem</strong></td>
<td>Provision of stable removable prosthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives</strong></td>
<td>Limited functional movement within tooth-tissue tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background information</strong></td>
<td>Forces of occlusion, tissue “load-displacement” character and potential for movement, biomechanical principles applied to specific features of this unique mouth, removable partial denture component parts assigned to control movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Choice of a solution (among alternatives) for application</strong></td>
<td>Based on prior experience, principles and concepts learned from school and textbooks, and applicable clinical research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIOMECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

As Maxfield states, “Common observation clearly indicates that the ability of living things to tolerate force is largely dependent upon the magnitude or intensity of the force.” The supporting structures for removable partial dentures (abutment teeth and residual ridges) are living things that are subjected to forces. Whether the supporting structures are capable of resisting the applied forces depends on (1) what typical forces require resistance, (2) what duration and intensity these forces have, (3) what capacity the teeth and/or mucosae have to resist these forces, (4) how material use and application influence this teeth-tissue resistance, and (5) whether resistance changes over time.

Consideration of the forces inherent in the oral cavity is critical. This includes the direction, duration, frequency, and magnitude of the force. In the final analysis, it is bone that provides the support for a removable prosthesis (i.e., the alveolar bone by way of the periodontal ligament and the residual ridge bone through its soft tissue covering). If potentially destructive forces can be minimized, then the physiologic tolerances of the supporting structures are not exceeded and pathologic change does not occur. The forces that occur with removable prosthesis function can be widely distributed and directed, and their effect minimized by appropriate design of the removable partial denture. An appropriate design includes the selection and location of components in conjunction with a harmonious occlusion.

Unquestionably the design of removable partial dentures necessitates mechanical and biological considerations. Most dentists are capable of applying simple mechanical principles to the design of a removable partial denture. For example, the lid of a paint can is more easily removed with a screwdriver than with a half dollar. The longer the handle, the less effort (force) it takes. This is a simple application of the mechanics of leverage. By the same token, a lever system represented by a distal extension removable partial denture could magnify the applied force of occlusion to the terminal abutments, which would be undesirable.

Tylman states, “Great caution and reserve are essential whenever an attempt is made to interpret biological phenomena entirely by mathematical computation.” However, an understanding of simple machines applied to the design of removable partial dentures helps to accomplish the objective of preservation of oral structures. Without such understanding, a removable partial denture can be inadvertently designed as a destructive machine.

Machines may be classified into two general categories: simple and complex. Complex machines are combinations of many simple machines. The six simple machines are lever, wedge, screw, wheel and axle, pulley, and inclined plane (Figure 4-1). Of the simple machines, the lever, the wedge, and the inclined plane should be avoided in the design of removable partial dentures.
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In its simplest form, a lever is a rigid bar supported somewhere along its length. It may rest on the support or may be supported from above. The support point of the lever is called the **fulcrum**, and the lever can move around the fulcrum (Figure 4-2; see Figure 6-6).

The rotational movement of an extension base type of removable partial denture, when a force is placed on the denture base, is illustrated in Figure 4-3. It will rotate in relation to the three cranial planes because of differences in the support characteristics of the abutment teeth and the soft tissue covering the residual ridge. Even though the actual movement of the denture may be small, a lever force may be imposed on abutment teeth. This is especially detrimental when prosthesis maintenance is neglected. Three types of levers are used: first, second, and third class (see Figure 4-2). The potential of a lever system to magnify a force is illustrated in Figure 4-4.

A cantilever is a beam supported at one end that can act as a first-class lever (Figure 4-5). A cantilever design should be avoided (Figure 4-6). Examples of other lever designs and suggestions for alternative designs to avoid or minimize their destructive potential are illustrated in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. The most efficient means of addressing the potential effects of a lever is to provide a rigid element at the unsupported end to disallow movement. This is the most beneficial use of dental implants in conjunction with removable partial dentures (RPDs) and should be considered when support capacity for a distal extension is considered significantly poor.

A tooth is apparently better able to tolerate vertically directed forces than nonvertical, torquing, or horizontal forces. This characteristic is observed clinically, and it seems rational that more periodontal fibers are activated to resist the application of vertical forces to teeth than are activated to resist the application of nonvertical forces (Figure 4-9).

Again, a distal extension removable partial denture rotates when forces are applied to the artificial teeth attached to the extension base. Because it can be assumed that this rotation must create predominantly nonvertical forces, the location of stabilizing and retentive components in relation to the horizontal axis of rotation of the abutment becomes extremely important. An abutment tooth will better tolerate nonvertical forces if these forces are applied as near as possible to the horizontal axis of rotation of the abutment (Figure 4-10). The axial surface contours of abutment teeth must be altered to locate components of clasp assemblies more favorably in relation to the abutment's horizontal axis (Figure 4-11).
If it is presumed that direct retainers are functioning to minimize vertical displacement, rotational movement will occur about some axis as the distal extension base or bases move toward, away, or horizontally across the underlying tissue. Unfortunately, these possible movements do not occur singularly or independently but tend to be dynamic, and all occur at the same time. The greatest movement possible is found in the tooth-tissue–supported prosthesis because of reliance on the distal extension supporting tissue to share the functional loads with the teeth. Movement of a distal extension base toward the ridge tissue will be proportionate to the quality of that tissue, the accuracy and extent of the denture base, and the applied total functional load. A review of prosthesis rotational movement that is possible around various axes in the mouth provides some understanding of how component parts of removable partial dentures should be prescribed to control prosthesis movement.

One movement is rotation about an axis through the most posterior abutments. This axis may pass through occlusal rests or any other rigid portion of a direct retainer assembly located occlusally or incisally to the height of contour of the primary abutments (see Figures 4-6 and 4-7). This axis, known as the *fulcrum line*, is the center of rotation as the distal extension base moves toward the supporting tissue when an occlusal load is applied. The axis of rotation may shift toward more anteriorly placed components, occlusal or incisal to the height of contour of the abutment, as the base moves away from the supporting tissue when vertical dislodging forces act on the partial denture. These dislodging forces result from the vertical pull of food between opposing tooth surfaces, the effects of moving border tissue, and the forces of gravity against a maxillary partial denture. If it is presumed that the direct retainers are functional and that the supportive anterior components remain seated, rotation—rather than total displacement—should occur. Vertical tissue-ward movement of the denture base is resisted by the tissue of the residual ridge in proportion to the supporting quality of that tissue, the accuracy of the fit of the denture base, and the total amount of occlusal load applied. Movement of the base in the opposite direction is resisted by the action of the retentive clasp arms on terminal abutments and the action of stabilizing minor connectors in conjunction with seated, vertical support elements of the framework anterior to the terminal abutments acting as indirect retainers. Indirect retainers should be placed as far as possible from the distal extension base, affording the best possible leverage against lifting of the distal extension base.

A second movement is rotation about a longitudinal axis as the distal extension base moves in a rotary direction about the residual ridge (see Figure 4-3). This movement is resisted primarily by the rigidity of the major and minor connectors and their ability to resist torque. If the connectors are not rigid, or if a stress-breaker exists between the distal extension base and the major connector, this rotation about a longitudinal axis applies undue stress to the sides of the supporting ridge or causes horizontal shifting of the denture base.

A third movement is rotation about an imaginary vertical axis located near the center of the dental arch (see Figure 4-4). This movement occurs under function because diagonal and horizontal occlusal forces are brought to bear on the partial denture. It is resisted by stabilizing components, such as reciprocal clasp arms and minor connectors that are in contact with vertical tooth surfaces. Such stabilizing components are essential to any partial denture design, regardless of the manner of support and the type of direct retention employed. Stabilizing components on one side of the arch...
Distal extension removable partial dentures will rotate when force is directed on the denture base. Differences in displaceability of the periodontal ligament of the supporting abutment teeth and soft tissue covering the residual ridge permit this rotation. It would seem that rotation of the prosthesis occurs in a combination of directions rather than in a unidirectional way. The three possible movements of distal extension partial dentures are (A) rotation around a fulcrum line passing through the most posterior abutments when the denture base moves vertically toward or away from the supporting residual ridges; (B) rotation around a longitudinal axis formed by the crest of the residual ridge; and (C) rotation around a vertical axis located near the center of the arch.
The length of a lever from fulcrum (F) (see Figure 4-7) to resistance (R) is called the resistance arm. That portion of a lever from the fulcrum to the point of application of force (E) is called the effort arm. Whenever the effort arm is longer than the resistance arm, mechanical advantage favors the effort arm, proportionately to the difference in length of the two arms. In other words, when the effort arm is twice the length of the resistance arm, a 25-lb weight on the effort arm will balance a 50-lb weight at the end of the resistance arm. The opposite is also true and helps illustrate cross-arch stabilization. When the resistance arm is lengthened (cross-arch clasp assembly placed on a second molar (R2) versus a second premolar (R1)), the effort arm is more efficiently counteracted.

A cantilever can be described as a rigid beam supported only at one end. When force is directed against the unsupported end of the beam (as in this rest placed on a cantilevered pontic), the cantilever can act as a first-class lever. The mechanical advantage in this illustration favors the effort arm.

Design often seen for a distal extension removable partial denture. A cast circumferential direct retainer engages the mesiobuccal undercut and is supported by the disto-occlusal rest. If it is rigidly attached to the abutment tooth, this could be considered a cantilever design, and detrimental first-class lever force may be imparted to the abutment if tissue support under the extension base allows excessive vertical movement toward the residual ridge.

act to stabilize the partial denture against horizontal forces applied from the opposite side. It is obvious that rigid connectors must be used to make this effect possible.

Horizontal forces always will exist to some degree because of lateral stresses that occur during mastication, bruxism, clenching, and other patient habits. These forces are accentuated by failure to consider the orientation of the occlusal plane, the influence of malpositioned teeth in the arch, and the effects of abnormal jaw relationships. Fabricating an occlusion that is in harmony with the opposing dentition and that is free of lateral interference during eccentric jaw movements may minimize the magnitude of lateral stress. The amount of horizontal movement occurring in the partial denture therefore depends on the magnitude of the lateral forces that are applied and on the effectiveness of the stabilizing components.

In a tooth-supported partial denture, movement of the base toward the edentulous ridge is prevented primarily by the rests on the abutment teeth and to some degree by any
rigid portion of the framework located occlusal to the height of contour. Movement away from the edentulous ridge is prevented by the action of direct retainers on the abutments that are situated at each end of each edentulous space and by the rigid, minor connector stabilizing components.

Therefore the first of the three possible movements can be controlled in the tooth-supported denture. The second possible movement, which occurs along a longitudinal axis, is prevented by the rigid components of the direct retainers on the abutment teeth and by the ability of the major connector to resist torque. This movement is much less in the tooth-supported denture because of the presence of posterior abutments. The third possible movement occurs in all partial dentures. Therefore stabilizing components against horizontal movement must be incorporated into any partial denture design.

For prostheses capable of movement in three planes, occlusal rests should provide occlusal support only to resist tissue-ward movement. All other movements of the partial denture should be resisted by components other than occlusal rests. Entrance of the occlusal rest into a stabilizing function would result in direct transfer of torque to the abutment tooth. Because movements around three different axes are possible in a distal extension partial denture, an occlusal rest for such a partial denture should not have steep vertical walls or locking dovetails. This rest design is characterized by lack of free movement, which could cause horizontal and torqueing forces to be applied intracoronally to the abutment tooth.

In the tooth-supported denture, the only movements of any significance are horizontal, and these may be resisted by the stabilizing effects of components placed on the axial surfaces of the abutments. Therefore in the tooth-supported denture, the use of intracoronal rests is permissible. In these instances, the rests provide not only occlusal support but also notable horizontal stabilization.

In contrast, all Class I and Class II partial dentures, which have one or more distal extension bases, are not totally tooth
supported. Neither are they completely retained by bounding abutments. Any extensive Class III or Class IV partial denture that does not have adequate abutment support falls into the same category. These latter dentures may derive some support from the edentulous ridge and therefore may have composite support from both teeth and ridge tissue.

**Figure 4-9** More periodontal fibers are activated to resist forces directed vertically on the tooth than are activated to resist horizontally (off-vertical) directed force. The horizontal axis of rotation is located somewhere in the root of the tooth.

**Figure 4-10** Clasps placed closer to the occlusal/incisal surface have a greater likelihood of imparting tipping forces to the abutments.

**Figure 4-11** The abutment has been contoured (see shaded region) to allow rather favorable locations of retentive and reciprocal stabilizing components (mirror view).

**IMPACT OF IMPLANTS ON MOVEMENTS OF PARTIAL DENTURES**

Similar to the process of considering how an individual tooth is best used in RPD design to control prosthesis movement, use of an implant should be directed toward the most beneficial movement control. Although possible roles for implant use include all three desired principles demonstrated by prostheses—support, stability, and retention—the major functional demand is imposed by chewing, and therefore the greatest benefit of implant use involves resisting instability by improving support.

In this context, because implants are being considered to augment RPD design and not provide support for a fixed prosthesis, other benefits for the patient include reduced cost and less surgical morbidity. Because cost is typically a major consideration when one is choosing among prostheses, and because use of an RPD provides a distinct cost advantage, selection of the most advantageous position of the implant(s) based on design goals is a primary consideration. Minimizing rotation about an axis in a Kennedy Class I or II arch, or any long modification span, is important to consider.
Components of a typical removable partial denture are illustrated in Figure 5-1.

1. Major connectors
2. Minor connectors
3. Rests
4. Direct retainers
5. Stabilizing or reciprocal components (as parts of a clasp assembly)
6. Indirect retainers (if the prosthesis has distal extension bases)
7. One or more bases, each supporting one to several replacement teeth (see Figure 5-1)

When a prosthesis that can be removed from the mouth is used, the prosthesis must extend to both sides of the arch. This enables transfer of functional forces of occlusion from the denture base to all supporting teeth and tissues within an arch for optimum stability. It is through this cross-arch tooth contact, which occurs at some distance from the functional force, that optimum resistance can be achieved. This is most effectively accomplished when a rigid major connector joins the portion of the prosthesis receiving the function to selected regions throughout the arch.

The chief functions of a major connector include unification of the major parts of the prosthesis, distribution of the applied force throughout the arch to selected teeth and tissue, and minimization of torque to the teeth. A properly designed rigid major connector effectively distributes forces throughout the arch and acts to reduce the load to any one area while effectively controlling prosthesis movement.

The principle of leverage is connected with this component part. A rigid major connector will limit movement possibilities by acting as a counteracting lever. This phenomenon is referred to as cross-arch stability. Cross-arch stability becomes more important in situations associated with high potential for greater prosthesis movement (e.g., distal extensions).

In this chapter, major and minor connectors are considered separately as to their function, location, and design.
criteria. Other components are presented in designated chapters.

ROLE OF MAJOR CONNECTORS IN CONTROL OF PROSTHESIS MOVEMENT

A major connector is the component of the partial denture that connects the parts of the prosthesis located on one side of the arch with those on the opposite side. It is that unit of the partial denture to which all other parts are directly or indirectly attached. This component also provides cross-arch stability to help resist displacement by functional stresses.

The major connector may be compared with the frame of an automobile or with the foundation of a building. It is through the major connector that other components of the partial denture become unified and effective. If the major connector is flexible, the ineffectiveness of connected components jeopardizes the supporting oral structures and can be a detriment to the comfort of the patient. Failure of the major connector to provide rigidity may be manifest by traumatic damage to periodontal support of the abutment teeth, injury to residual ridges, or impingement of underlying tissue. It is the dentist’s responsibility to ensure that appropriate design and fabrication of the major connector are accomplished.

Location

Major connectors should be designed and located with the following guidelines in mind:
1. Major connectors should be free of movable tissue.
2. Impingement of gingival tissue should be avoided.
3. Bony and soft tissue prominences should be avoided during placement and removal.

4. Relief should be provided beneath a major connector to prevent its settling into areas of possible interference, such as inoperable tori or elevated median palatal sutures.

5. Major connectors should be located and/or relieved to prevent impingement of tissue that occurs because the distal extension denture rotates in function.

Appropriate relief beneath the major connector avoids the need for its adjustment after tissue damage has occurred. In addition to being time consuming, grinding to provide relief from impingement may seriously weaken the major connector, which can result in flexibility or possibly fracture. Major connectors should be carefully designed for proper shape, thickness, and location. Alteration of these dimensions by grinding can only be detrimental. Relief is covered at the end of this chapter and is expanded in Chapter 11.

Margins of major connectors adjacent to gingival tissue should be located far enough from the tissue to avoid any possible impingement. To accomplish this, it is recommended that the superior border of a lingual bar connector be located a minimum of 4 mm below the gingival margin(s) (Figure 5-2). At the inferior border of the lingual bar connector, the limiting factor is the height of the moving tissue in the floor of the mouth. Because the connector must have sufficient width and bulk to provide rigidity, a linguoplate is commonly used when space is insufficient for a lingual bar.

In the maxillary arch, because no moving tissue is present in the palate as in the floor of the mouth, the borders of the major connector may be placed well away from gingival tissue. Structurally, the tissue covering the palate is well suited for placement of the connector because of the presence of firm submucosal connective tissue and an adequate, deep blood supply. However, when soft tissue covering the midline of the palate is less displaceable than the tissue covering the residual ridge, varying amounts of relief under the connectors must be provided to avoid impingement of tissue. The amount of relief required is directly proportional to the difference in displaceability of the tissue covering the midline of the palate and the tissue covering the residual ridges. The gingival tissue, on the other hand, must have an unrestricted superficial blood supply to remain healthy. To

**Figure 5-2** A. Lingual bar major connector should be located at least 4 mm inferior to gingival margins and farther if possible. The vertical height of a finished lingual bar should be at least 4 mm for strength and rigidity. If less than 8 mm exists between gingival margins and the movable floor of the mouth, a linguoplate (B), a sublingual bar (C), or a continuous bar (D) is preferred as a major connector. Relief is provided for soft tissue under all portions of the mandibular major connector and at any location where the framework crosses the marginal gingiva. The inferior border of mandibular major connectors should be gently rounded after being cast to eliminate a sharp edge.
Palatal mean join Have gingival abruptly and Do margins connectors a their should parallel. Are and at away to Do from nearly curvature. right angle. Figure 5-3 palatal connector be placed a minimum of 6 mm away from and parallel to the gingival margins. Minor connectors that must cross gingival tissue should do so abruptly, joining the major connector at nearly a right angle (Figure 5-3). In this way, maximum freedom is ensured for gingival tissue.

Except for a palatal torus or a prominent median palatal suture area, palatal connectors ordinarily require no relief. Intimate contact between the connector and the supporting tissue adds much to the support, stability, and retention of the denture. Except for gingival areas, intimacy of contact elsewhere in the palate is not detrimental to the health of the tissue if rests are provided on abutment teeth to prevent tissue-ward movement.

An anterior palatal strap or the anterior border of a palatal plate also should be located as far as possible posteriorly to avoid interference with the tongue in the area of the rugae. It should be uniformly thin and its anterior border should be located to follow the contours between the crests of the rugae. The anterior borders of such palatal major connectors therefore will be irregular in outline as they follow the contours between the rugae. The tongue may then pass from one ruga prominence to another without encountering the border of the connector. When the connector border must cross a ruga crest, this should be done abruptly, while avoiding the crest as much as possible. The posterior limitation of a maxillary major connector should be just anterior to the vibrating line. A useful rule applied to major connectors and throughout partial denture design is to try to avoid adding any part of the denture framework to an already convex surface.

Characteristics of major connectors that contribute to the maintenance of health of the oral environment and the well-being of the patient may be listed as shown in Box 5-1.

**Box 5-1**

**CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR CONNECTORS CONTRIBUTING TO HEALTH AND WELL-BEING**

1. Are made from an alloy compatible with oral tissue
2. Are rigid and provide cross-arch stability through the principle of broad distribution of stress
3. Do not interfere with and are not irritating to the tongue
4. Do not substantially alter the natural contour of the lingual surface of the mandibular alveolar ridge or of the palatal vault
5. Do not impinge on oral tissue when the restoration is placed, is removed, or rotates in function
6. Cover no more tissue than is absolutely necessary
7. Do not contribute to retention or trapping of food particles
8. Have support from other elements of the framework to minimize rotation tendencies in function
9. Contribute to the support of the prosthesis

**Mandibular Major Connectors**

The six types of mandibular major connectors include the following:

1. Lingual bar (Figure 5-4, A)
2. Linguoplate (Figure 5-4, B)
3. Sublingual bar (Figure 5-4, C)
4. Lingual bar with cingulum bar (continuous bar) (Figure 5-4, D)
5. Cingulum bar (continuous bar) (Figure 5-4, E)
6. Labial bar (Figure 5-4, F)

The lingual bar and the linguoplate are by far the most common major connectors used in mandibular removable partial dentures.

**Lingual Bar**

The basic form of a mandibular major connector is a half-pear shape, located above moving tissue but as far below the gingival tissue as possible. It is usually made of reinforced, 6-gauge, half-pear-shaped wax or a similar plastic pattern (Figure 5-5).

The major connector must be contoured so that it does not present sharp margins to the tongue and cause irritation or annoyance by an angular form. The superior border of a lingual bar connector should be tapered toward the gingival tissue superiorly, with its greatest bulk at the inferior border, resulting in a contour that has a half-pear shape. Lingual bar patterns, both wax and plastic, are made in this conventional shape. However, the inferior border of the lingual bar should be slightly rounded when the framework is polished. A rounded border will not impinge on the lingual tissue when the denture bases rotate inferiorly under occlusal loads. Frequently, additional bulk is necessary to provide rigidity, particularly when the bar is long or when a less rigid alloy is used. This is accomplished by lining the ready-made form
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Figure 5-4

Figure 5-5
Sagittal section showing half-pea shape of lingual bar. A taper of the superior border of the bar to the soft tissues above will minimize interference with the tongue and will be more acceptable to the patient than would a dissimilar contour. Tissue relief is necessary to protect the soft tissue of the floor of the mouth.

Tissue relief is necessary to protect the soft tissue of the floor of the mouth. Underneath with a sheet of 24-gauge casting wax rather than altering the original half-pear shape.

The inferior border of a lingual mandibular major connector must be located so that it does not impinge on the tissue in the floor of the mouth because it changes elevations during the normal activities of mastication, swallowing, speaking, licking the lips, and so forth. Yet at the same time, it seems logical to locate the inferior border of these connectors as far inferiorly as possible to avoid interference with the resting tongue and trapping of food substances when they are introduced into the mouth. In addition, the more inferiorly a lingual bar can be located, the farther the superior border of the bar can be placed from the lingual gingival crevices of adjacent teeth, thereby avoiding impingement on the gingival tissue.
At least two clinically acceptable methods may be used to determine the relative height of the floor of the mouth and locate the inferior border of a lingual mandibular major connector. The first method is to measure the height of the floor of the mouth in relation to the lingual gingival margins of adjacent teeth with a periodontal probe (Figure 5-6). When these measurements are taken, the tip of the patient’s tongue should just lightly touch the vermillion border of the upper lip. Recording of these measurements permits their transfer to both diagnostic and master casts, thus ensuring a rather advantageous location of the inferior border of the major connector. The second method is to use an individualized impression tray for which lingual borders are 3 mm short of the elevated floor of the mouth, and then to use an impression material that will permit the impression to be accurately molded as the patient licks the lips. The inferior border of the planned major connector can then be located at the height of the lingual sulcus of the cast resulting from such an impression. Of the two methods, we have found measuring the height of the floor of the mouth to be less variable and more clinically acceptable.

**Linguoplate**

If the rectangular space is bounded by the lingual bar, the anterior tooth contacts, and the cingula, and the bordering minor connectors are filled in, a linguoplate results (Figure 5-7).

A linguoplate should be made as thin as is technically feasible and should be contoured to follow the contours of the teeth and the embrasures (Figure 5-8). The patient should be aware of as little added bulk and as few altered contours as possible. The upper border should follow the natural curvature of the supracircular surfaces of the teeth and should not be located above the middle third of the lingual surface, except to cover interproximal spaces to the contact points. The half-pear shape of a lingual bar should still form the inferior border that provides the greatest bulk and rigidity. All gingival crevices and deep embrasures must

---

**Figure 5-6**  
A, Height of floor of the mouth (tongue elevated) in relation to lingual gingival sulci measured with a periodontal probe. B, Recorded measurements are transferred to a diagnostic cast and then to a master cast after mouth preparations are completed. The line connecting marks indicates the location of the inferior border of the major connector. If periodontal surgery is performed, the line on the cast can be related to incisal edges of teeth and the measurements recorded for subsequent use. C, Impression made with functional movement of the tongue to demonstrate maximum shortening of the floor of the mouth. This allows visualization of the anatomic feature that establishes the inferior extent of a major connector. If a stock tray causes impingement on this functional position, an individualized or custom tray may be used for the same purpose.
be blocked out parallel to the path of placement to avoid gingival irritation and any wedging effect between the teeth. In many instances, judicious recontouring of the lingual proximal surfaces of overlapped anterior teeth permits closer adaptation of the linguoplate major connector, eliminating otherwise deep interproximal embrasures to be covered (Figure 5-9).

The linguoplate does not in itself serve as an indirect retainer. When indirect retention is required, definite rests must be provided for this purpose. Both the linguoplate and the cingulum bar ideally should have a terminal rest at each end, regardless of the need for indirect retention. However, when indirect retainers are necessary, these rests may also serve as terminal rests for the linguoplate or continuous bar.

Because no component part of a removable partial denture should be added arbitrarily, each component should be added to serve a definite purpose. Indications for the use of a linguoplate may be listed as follows:

1. When the lingual frenum is high or the space available for a lingual bar is limited. In either instance, the superior border of a lingual bar would have to be placed too close to the gingival tissue. Irritation could be avoided only by generous relief, which might be annoying to the tongue and create an undesirable food trap. When a clinical measurement from the free gingival margins to the slightly elevated floor of the mouth is less than 8 mm, a linguoplate is indicated in lieu of a lingual bar. The use of a linguoplate permits the inferior border to be placed more superiorly without tongue and gingival irritation and without compromise of rigidity.

2. In Class I situations in which the residual ridges have undergone excessive vertical resorption. Flat residual ridges offer little resistance to the horizontal rotational tendencies of a denture. The bracing effect provided by the remaining teeth must be depended upon to resist such rotation. A correctly designed linguoplate will engage the remaining teeth to help resist horizontal rotations.

3. For stabilizing periodontally weakened teeth, splinting with a linguoplate can be of some value when used with definite rests on sound adjacent teeth. As was described previously, a cingulum bar may be used to accomplish the same purpose because it actually represents the superior border of a linguoplate without the gingival apron. The cingulum bar accomplishes stabilization along with the other advantages of a linguoplate. However, it is frequently more objectionable to the patient’s tongue and is certainly more of a food trap than is the contoured apron of a linguoplate.
4. When the future replacement of one or more incisor teeth will be facilitated by the addition of retention loops to an existing linguoplate. Mandibular incisors that are periodontally weak may thus be retained, with provisions for possible loss and future additions. The same reasons for use of a linguoplate anteriorly apply to its use elsewhere in the mandibular arch. If a lingual bar alone is to be used anteriorly, there is no reason to add an apron elsewhere. However, when auxiliary splinting is used for stabilization of the remaining teeth or for horizontal stabilization of the prosthesis, or for both, small rectangular spaces sometimes remain. Tissue response to such small spaces is better when they are bridged with an apron than when they are left open. Generally, the apron is used to avoid gingival irritation or entrapment of food debris or to cover generously relieved areas that would be irritating to the tongue (Figure 5-10).

Sometimes a dentist is faced with a clinical situation wherein a linguoplate is indicated as the major connector of choice even though the anterior teeth are quite spaced and the patient strenuously objects to metal showing through the spaces. The linguoplate can then be constructed so that the metal will not appreciably show through the spaced anterior teeth (Figure 5-11). The rigidity of the major connector is not greatly altered. However, such a design may be as much of a food trap as the continuous bar type of major connector.

**Design of Mandibular Major Connectors**

The following systematic approach to the design of a mandibular lingual bar and linguoplate major connectors can be readily used with diagnostic casts after the diagnostic data are considered and related to the basic principles of major connector design:

**Step 1:** Outline the basal seat areas on the diagnostic cast (Figure 5-12, A)

**Step 2:** Outline the inferior border of the major connector (Figure 5-12, B)

**Step 3:** Outline the superior border of the major connector (Figure 5-12, C)

**Step 4:** Connect the basal seat area to the inferior and superior borders of the major connector, and add minor connectors to retain the acrylic resin denture base material (Figure 5-12, D)

**Sublingual Bar**

A modification of the lingual bar that has been demonstrated to be useful when the height of the floor of the mouth does not allow placement of the superior border of the bar at least 4 mm below the free gingival margin is the sublingual bar. The bar shape remains essentially the same as that of a lingual bar, but placement is inferior and posterior to the usual placement of a lingual bar, lying over and parallel to the anterior floor of the mouth. It is generally accepted that a sublingual bar can be used in lieu of a lingual plate if the lingual frenum does not interfere, or in the presence of an anterior lingual undercut that would require considerable blockout for a conventional lingual bar. Contraindications include interfering lingual tori, high attachment of a lingual frenum, and interference with elevation of the floor of the mouth during functional movements.

**Cingulum Bar (Continuous Bar)**

When a linguoplate is the major connector of choice, but the axial alignment of the anterior teeth is such that excessive blockout of interproximal undercuts must be made, a cingulum bar may be considered. A cingulum bar located on or slightly above the cingula of the anterior teeth may be added to the lingual bar or can be used independently (Figure 5-13). In addition, when wide diastemata exist between the lower anterior teeth, a continu-
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Figure 5-12  Sequence of design considerations for a mandibular major connector. A, Diagnostic cast with basal seat areas outlined. B, Inferior border of the major connector is outlined. Location of the inferior border was determined as suggested in Figure 5-6 and extends to the mesial of the mandibular right molar. C, Superior border of the major connector is outlined. Limited space for the lingual bar requires use of the linguoplate major connector. Linguoplate requires that rest seats be used on canines and the first premolar for positive support. D, Rest seat areas on the posterior teeth are outlined, and minor connectors for retention of resin denture bases are sketched.

Figure 5-13  A, Lingual bar and cingulum bar (continuous bar) major connector. Upper portion of this major connector is located on the cingula of anterior teeth. The requirement of positive support by rest seats, at least as far anteriorly as the canines, is critical. Note that the superior border of the lingual bar portion is often placed objectionably close to the gingival margins if sufficient bulk for rigidity is to be obtained. This type of major connector easily traps food and is often more objectionable to patients than a linguoplate. B, Cingulum bar (continuous bar) major connector. Although this design may reduce the possibility of food entrapment, it may not provide adequate rigidity.

Ous bar retainer may be more esthetically acceptable than a linguoplate.

Labial Bar
Fortunately, in only a few situations does extreme lingual inclination of the remaining lower premolar and incisor teeth prevent the use of a lingual bar major connector. With the use of conservative mouth preparations in the form of recontouring and blockout, a lingual major connector can almost always be used. Lingually inclined teeth sometimes may have to be reshaped by means of crowns. Although the use of a labial major connector may be
necessary in rare instances, this should be avoided by resorting to necessary mouth preparations rather than by accepting a condition that is otherwise correctable (Figure 5-14). The same applies to the use of a labial bar when a mandibular torus interferes with placement of a lingual bar. Unless surgery is definitely contraindicated, interfering mandibular tori should be removed so that the use of a labial bar connector may be avoided.

A modification to the linguoplate is the hinged continuous labial bar. This concept is incorporated in the Swing-Lock* design, which consists of a labial or buccal bar that is connected to the major connector by a hinge at one end and a latch at the other end (Figure 5-15).

Support is provided by multiple rests on the remaining natural teeth. Stabilization and reciprocation are provided by a linguoplate that contacts the remaining teeth and are supplemented by the labial bar with its retentive struts. Retention is provided by a bar type of retentive clasp with arms projecting from the labial or buccal bar and contacting the infrabulge areas on the labial surfaces of the teeth.

Use of the Swing-Lock concept would seem primarily indicated when the following conditions are present:

1. Missing key abutments. When all remaining teeth are used for retention and stability, the absence of a key abutment (such as a canine) may not present as serious a treatment problem with this concept as with more conventional designs (Figure 5-16).

2. Unfavorable tooth contours. When existing tooth contours (uncorrectable by recontouring with appropriate restorations) or excessive labial inclinations of anterior teeth prevent conventional clasp designs, the basic principles of removable partial design may be better implemented with the Swing-Lock concept.

*Swing-Lock Inc., Milford, Texas.
3. Unfavorable soft tissue contours. Extensive soft tissue undercuts may prevent proper location of component parts of a conventional removable partial denture or an overdenture. The hinged continuous labial bar concept may provide an adjunctive modality to accommodate such unfavorable soft tissue contours.

4. Teeth with questionable prognoses. The possibility of losing a key abutment tooth with a guarded prognosis seriously affects the stability and retention of a conventional prosthesis. Because all remaining teeth function as abutments in the Swing-Lock denture, it seems that the loss of a tooth would not compromise retention and stability to such a degree. The hinged labial bar type of restoration can be used satisfactorily in certain clinically compromised situations. As is true with any type of removable restoration, good oral hygiene, maintenance, regular recall, and close attention to details of design are paramount to successful implementation of this treatment concept.

Obvious contraindications to the use of this hinged labial bar concept are apparent. The most obvious is poor oral hygiene or lack of motivation for plaque control by the patient. Other contraindications include the presence of a shallow buccal or labial vestibule or a high frenal attachment. Any of these factors would prevent the proper placement of components of the Swing-Lock partial denture.

Maxillary Major Connectors

Six basic types of maxillary major connectors are considered:

1. Single palatal strap (Figure 5-17, A)
2. Combination anterior and posterior palatal strap–type connector (Figure 5-17, B)
3. Palatal plate-type connector (Figure 5-17C)
4. U-shaped palatal connector (Figure 5-17, D)
5. Single palatal bar (Figure 5-17, E)
6. Anterior-posterior palatal bars (Figure 5-17, F)

Whenever it is necessary for the palatal connector to make contact with the teeth for reasons of support, definite tooth support must be provided. This is best accomplished by establishing definite rest seats on the predetermined abutment teeth. These should be located far enough above the gingival attachment to provide for bridging of the gingival crevice with blockout. At the same time, they should be low enough on the tooth to avoid unfavorable leverage and low enough on the maxillary incisors and canine teeth to avoid incisal interference of the opposing dentition.

Major connector components resting on unprepared inclined tooth surfaces can lead to slippage of the denture or to orthodontic movement of the tooth, or to both. In either situation, settling into gingival tissue is inevitable. In the absence of the required vertical support provided by rests, the health of the surrounding tissue is usually impaired. Similarly, interproximal projections of the major connector that rest on the gingival third of the tooth and on gingival tissues that are structurally unable to render support may be traumatized. To prevent these sequelae, one should support the major connector with definite rests on the teeth, provide adequate gingival relief, and/or locate the connector far enough away from the gingival margin to avoid any possible restriction of blood supply and entrapment of food debris. All gingival crossings should be abrupt and at right angles to the major connector. Creating a sharp, angular form on any portion of a palatal connector should be avoided, and all borders should be tapered toward the tissue.

Single Palatal Strap

Bilateral tooth-supported prostheses, even those with short edentulous spaces, are effectively connected with a single, broad palatal strap connector, particularly when the edentulous areas are located posteriorly (Figure 5-18). Such a connector can be made rigid without objectionable bulk and interference with the tongue, provided the cast framework material is distributed in three planes. Suitable rigidity, without excessive bulk, may be obtained for a single palatal strap by the laboratory technician by casting a 22-gauge matte plastic pattern.

For reasons of torque and leverage, a single palatal strap major connector should not be used to connect anterior replacements with distal extension bases. To be rigid enough to resist torque and to provide adequate vertical support and horizontal stabilization, a single palatal strap would have to be objectionably bulky. When placed anteriorly, this bulk would become even more objectionable to the patient because it could interfere with speech.

Combination Anterior and Posterior Palatal Strap–type Connector

Structurally, this is a rigid palatal major connector. The anterior and posterior palatal strap combination may be used in almost any maxillary partial denture design (Figure 5-19).

A posterior palatal strap should be flat and a minimum of 8 mm wide. Posterior palatal connectors should be located as far posterior as possible to avoid interference with the tongue but anterior to the line of flexure formed by the junction of the hard and soft palates. The only condition that prevents their use is an inoperable maxillary torus that extends posterior to the soft palate. In this situation, a broad, U-shaped major connector may be used, as described elsewhere in this chapter.

The strength of this major connector design lies in the fact that the anterior and posterior components are joined together by longitudinal connectors on either side, which form a square or rectangular frame. Each component braces the others against possible torque and flexure. Flexure is practically nonexistent in such a design.

The anterior connector may be extended anteriorly to support anterior tooth replacements. In this form, a
U-shaped connector is made rigid by the horizontal strap that has been added posteriorly. If a maxillary torus exists, it may be encircled by this type of major strap-type connector without reduced rigidity.

The combination anterior-posterior connector design may be used with any Kennedy class of partially edentulous arch. It is used most frequently in Classes II and IV, whereas the single wide palatal strap is used more frequently in Class III situations. The palatal plate–type or complete coverage connector, described in this chapter, is used most frequently in Class I situations for reasons to be explained subsequently. All maxillary major connectors should cross the midline at a right angle rather than on a diagonal. It has been suggested that the tongue will accept symmetrically placed components far more readily than those placed without regard for symmetry.

**Palatal Plate–type Connector**

For lack of better terminology, the words *palatal plate* are used to designate any thin, broad, contoured palatal coverage used as a maxillary major connector and covering one half or more of the hard palate (*Figure 5-20*). Anatomic replica palatal castings have uniform thickness and strength by reason of their corrugated contours. Through the use of
**Figure 5-18**  A, This single palatal strap–type major connector is better suited for the restoration of short-span tooth-supported bilateral edentulous areas. It may also be used in tooth-supported unilateral edentulous situations with provision for cross-arch attachment by extracoronal retainers or internal attachments. Width of the palatal strap should be confined within the boundaries of supporting rests. B, Sagittal section. Midportion of the major connector demonstrates slight elevation to provide rigidity. Such thickness of the major connector does not appreciably alter palatal contours.

**Figure 5-19**  Anterior-posterior palatal strap–type major connector. The anterior component is a flat strap located as far posteriorly as possible to avoid rugae coverage and tongue interference. The anterior border of this strap should be located just posterior to a rugae crest or in the valley between two crests. The posterior strap is thin, a minimum of 8 mm wide, and located as far posteriorly as possible, yet entirely on the hard palate. It should be located at right angles to midline rather than diagonally.

**Figure 5-20**  Palatal major connector covering two thirds of the palate. The anterior border follows valleys between rugae and does not extend anteriorly to indirect retainers on the first premolars. The posterior border is located at the junction of the hard and soft palates but does not extend onto the soft palate. In the bilateral distal extension situation illustrated, indirect retainers are a must to aid in resisting horizontal rotation of the restoration. Note that provisions have been made for a butt-type joint joining the denture bases and framework as the denture base on each side passes through the pterygomaxillary notch.

Electrolytic polishing, uniformity of thickness can be maintained, and the anatomic contours of the palate will be faithfully reproduced in the finished denture.

The anatomic replica palatal major connector has several potential advantages:

1. It permits the making of a uniformly thin metal plate that reproduces faithfully the anatomic contours of the patient's own palate. Its uniform thinness and the thermal conductivity of the metal are designed to make the palatal plate more readily acceptable to the tongue and underlying tissue.

2. The corrugation in the anatomic replica adds strength to the casting; thus a thinner casting with adequate rigidity can be made.

3. Surface irregularities are intentional rather than accidental; therefore electrolytic polishing is all that is needed.

The original uniform thickness of the plastic pattern is thus maintained.

4. By virtue of intimate contact, interfacial surface tension between metal and tissue provides the prosthesis with greater retention. Retention must be adequate to resist...
the pull of sticky foods, the action of moving border tissue against the denture, the forces of gravity, and the more violent forces of coughing and sneezing. These are all resisted to some extent by the retention of the base itself, which is proportional to the total area of denture base contact with supporting tissue. The required amount of both direct and indirect retention will depend on the amount of retention provided by the denture base.

The palatal plate may be used in any one of three ways. It may be used as a plate of varying width that covers the area between two or more edentulous areas, as a complete or partial cast plate that extends posterior to the junction of the hard and soft palates (Figures 5-21 and 5-22), or in the form of an anterior palatal connector with a provision for extending an acrylic resin denture base in a posterior direction (Figure 5-23).

The palatal plate should be located anterior to the posterior palatal seal area. The maxillary complete denture's typical posterior palatal seal is not necessary with a maxillary partial denture's palatal plate because of the accuracy and stability of the cast metal.

When the last remaining abutment tooth on either side of a Class I arch is the canine or first premolar tooth, complete palatal coverage is strongly advised, especially when the residual ridges have undergone excessive vertical resorption. This may be accomplished in one of two ways. One method is to use a complete cast plate that extends to the junction of the hard and soft palates (see Figure 5-22). The other method is to use a cast major connector anteriorly, with retention posteriorly, for the attachment of an acrylic-resin denture base that extends posterior to the anatomic landmarks previously described (see Figure 5-23).

Despite increased costs, the advantages of a cast palate make it preferable to an acrylic-resin palate. However, the latter method may be used satisfactorily when relining is anticipated or cost is a factor. The complete palatal plate is not a connector that has received universal use. It has, however, become accepted as a satisfactory palatal connector for many maxillary partial dentures. In all circumstances, the portion contacting the teeth must have positive support from adequate rest seats. The dentist should be familiar with its use and, at the same time, with its limitations, so that it may be used intelligently and to fullest advantage.

Design of Maxillary Major Connectors
In 1953, Blatterfein described a systematic approach to designing maxillary major connectors. His method involves five basic steps and is certainly applicable to most maxillary removable partial denture situations. When using a diagnostic cast and knowledge of the relative displaceability of the palatal tissue, including that covering the median palatal raphe, he recommends the following basic steps:

Step 1: Outline of primary bearing areas. The primary bearing areas are those that will be covered by the denture base(s) (Figure 5-24, A and B).

Step 2: Outline of nonbearing areas. The nonbearing areas are the lingual gingival tissue within 5 to 6 mm of the remaining teeth, hard areas of the medial palatal raphe (including tori), and palatal tissue posterior to the vibrating line (Figure 5-24, C).
**Figure 5-23**  
A, Maxillary major connector in the form of a palatal linguoplate with provisions for attaching the full-coverage resin denture base. B, Completed removable partial denture with resin base. The palatal linguoplate is supported by rests occupying lingual rest seats prepared in cast restorations on canines. This type of removable partial denture is particularly applicable when (1) residual ridges have undergone extreme vertical resorption, and (2) terminal abutments have suffered some bone loss and splinting cannot be accomplished.

**Figure 5-24**  
A, Diagnostic cast of partially edentulous maxillary arch. B, The palatal extent of the denture base areas are located 2 mm from the palatal surface of the posterior teeth. C, Nonbearing areas outlined in black, which include lingual soft tissue within 5 to 6 mm of teeth, an unyielding median palatal raphe area, and the soft palate. The space bounded by bearing and nonbearing area outlines is available for placement of the major connector. D, The major connector selected will be rigid and noninterfering with the tongue and will cover a minimum of the palate.
Step 3: Outline of connector areas. Steps 1 and 2, when completed, provide an outline or designate areas that are available to place components of major connectors (see Figure 5-24, C).

Step 4: Selection of connector type. Selection of the type of connector(s) is based on four factors: mouth comfort, rigidity, location of denture bases, and indirect retention. Connectors should be of minimum bulk and should be positioned so that interference with the tongue during speech and mastication is not encountered. Connectors must have a maximum of rigidity to distribute stress bilaterally. The double-strap type of major connector provides the maximum rigidity without bulk and total tissue coverage. In many instances the choice of a strap type of major connector is limited by the location of the edentulous ridge areas. When edentulous areas are located anteriorly, the use of only a posterior strap is not recommended. By the same token, when only posterior edentulous areas are present, the use of only an anterior strap is not recommended. The need for indirect retention influences the outline of the major connector. Provision must be made in the major connector so that indirect retainers may be attached.

Step 5: Unification. After selection of the type of major connector based on considerations in Step 4, the denture base areas and connectors are joined (Figure 5-24, D).

Indications for the use of complete palatal coverage have been previously discussed in this chapter. Although many variations in palatal major connectors have been noted, a thorough comprehension of all factors that influence their design will lead to the best design for each patient.

**U-shaped Palatal Connector**

From both the patient’s standpoint and a mechanical standpoint, the U-shaped palatal connector is the least desirable of maxillary major connectors. It should never be used arbitrarily. When a large inoperable palatal torus exists, and occasionally when several anterior teeth are to be replaced, the U-shaped palatal connector may have to be used (Figure 5-25). In most instances, however, other designs will serve more effectively.

The following are the principal objections to use of the U-shaped connector:

1. Its lack of rigidity (compared with other designs) can allow lateral flexure under occlusal forces, which may induce torque or direct lateral force to abutment teeth.
2. The design fails to provide good support characteristics and may permit impingement of underlying tissue when subjected to occlusal loading.
3. Bulk to enhance rigidity results in increased thickness in areas that are a hindrance to the tongue.

Many maxillary partial dentures have failed for no other reason than the flexibility of a U-shaped major connector (Figure 5-26). To be rigid, the U-shaped palatal connector must have bulk where the tongue needs freedom the most—the rugae area. Without sufficient bulk, the U-shaped design leads to increased flexibility and movement at the open ends. In distal extension partial dentures, when tooth support posterior to the edentulous area is nonexistent, movement is particularly noticeable and is traumatic to the residual ridge. No matter how well the extension base is supported or how harmonious the occlusion, without a rigid major connector the residual ridge suffers.

The wider the coverage of a U-shaped major connector, the more it resembles a palatal plate-type connector with its several advantages. But when used as a narrow
U design, the necessary rigidity is usually lacking. A U-shaped connector may be made more rigid with multiple tooth support through definite rests. A common error in the design of a U-shaped connector, however, is its proximity to, or actual contact with, gingival tissue. The principle that the borders of major connectors should be supported by rests in prepared rest seats or should be located well away from gingival tissue has been stated previously. Most U-shaped connectors fail to do either, with resulting gingival irritation and periodontal damage to the tissue adjacent to remaining teeth.

**Single Palatal Bar**

To differentiate between a palatal bar and a palatal strap, a palatal connector component less than 8 mm in width is referred to as a bar in this textbook. The single palatal bar is perhaps the most widely used and yet the least logical of all palatal major connectors. It is difficult to say whether the bar or the U-shaped palatal connector is the more objectionable of palatal connectors.

For a single palatal bar to have the necessary rigidity for cross-arch distribution of stress, it must have concentrated bulk, which, unfortunately, is all too often ignored. For a single palatal bar to be effective, it must be rigid enough to provide support and cross-arch stabilization and must be centrally located between the halves of the denture. Mechanically, this practice may be sound enough. However, from the standpoint of patient comfort and alteration of palatal contours, it is highly objectionable.

A partial denture made with a single palatal bar is often too thin and flexible or too bulky and objectionable to the patient’s tongue. The decision to use a single palatal bar instead of a strap should be based on the size of the denture-bearing areas that are connected and on whether a single connector located between them would be rigid without objectionable bulk.

**Combination Anterior and Posterior Palatal Bar–type Connectors**

Structurally, this combination of major connectors exhibits many of the same disadvantages as the single palatal bar (Figure 5-27). To be sufficiently rigid and to provide needed support and stability, these major connectors must be excessively bulky. Because of its bulk and location, the anterior bar often interferes with the tongue.

**Beading of the Maxillary Cast**

*Beading* is a term used to denote the scribing of a shallow groove on the maxillary master cast outlining the palatal major connector exclusive of rugae areas (Figure 5-28). The purposes of beading are as follows:

1. To transfer the major connector design to the investment cast (Figure 5-29, A and B)

2. To provide a visible finishing line for the casting (Figure 5-30)

3. To ensure intimate tissue contact of the major connector with selected palatal tissue

Beadning is readily accomplished by using an appropriate instrument, such as a cleoid carver. Care must be exercised to create a groove not in excess of 0.5 mm in width or depth (Figure 5-31).
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MINOR CONNECTORS

Minor connectors are those components that serve as the connecting link between the major connector or the base of a removable partial denture and the other components of the prosthesis, such as the clasp assembly, indirect retainers, occlusal rests, or cingulum rests. In many instances, a minor connector may be continuous with some other part of the denture. For example, an occlusal rest at one end of a linguoplate is actually the terminus of a minor connector, even though that minor connector is continuous with the linguoplate. Similarly the portion of a partial denture framework that supports the clasp and the occlusal rest is a minor connector, which joins the major connector with the clasp proper. Those portions of a removable partial denture framework that retain the denture bases are also minor connectors.

Functions

In addition to joining denture parts, the minor connector serves two other purposes.

1. Transfers functional stress to the abutment teeth. This is a prosthesis-to-abutment function of the minor connector. Occlusal forces applied to the artificial teeth are transmitted through the base to the underlying ridge tissue if that base is primarily tissue supported. Occlusal forces applied to the artificial teeth are also transferred to abutment teeth through occlusal rests. The minor connectors arising from a rigid major connector make possible this transfer of functional stress throughout the dental arch.

2. Transfers the effects of the retainers, rests, and stabilizing components throughout the prosthesis. This is an abutment-to-prosthesis function of the minor connector. Thus forces applied on one portion of the denture may be resisted by other components placed elsewhere in the arch for that purpose. A stabilizing component on one side of the arch may be placed to resist horizontal forces that originate on the opposite side. This is possible only because of the transferring effect of the minor connector, which supports that stabilizing component, and the rigidity of the major connector.

Figure 5-29  A, Refractory cast. Note the definitive outline of the major connector indicated by beading lines that were transferred in duplicating the master cast. B, The wax pattern for the major connector is accurately executed by following the beading lines. The major connector is confined to previously scribed beading.

Figure 5-30  Cast and framework showing metal margin produced by the 0.5-mm beading line scribed on the cast. Such a margin is easily finished in the lab and provides intimate tissue contact, preventing food from easily dislodging the prosthesis. Care should be exercised in adapting such a beaded margin to noncompressible tissue, such as the median palatal raphe.
Form and Location

Like the major connector, the minor connector must have sufficient bulk to be rigid; otherwise the transfer of functional stresses to the supporting teeth and tissue will not be effective. At the same time, the bulk of the minor connector should not be objectionable.

A minor connector that contacts the axial surface of an abutment should not be located on a convex surface. Instead it should be located in an embrasure (Figure 5-32), where it will be least noticeable to the tongue. It should conform to the interdental embrasure, passing vertically from the major connector so that the gingival crossing is abrupt and covers as little of the gingival tissue as possible. It should be thickest toward the lingual surface, tapering toward the contact area (Figure 5-33).

The deepest part of the interdental embrasure should have been blocked out to avoid interference during placement and removal, and to avoid any wedging effect on the contacted teeth.
Figure 5-34  Finishing line at the junction of the ladderlike minor connector and the major connector blends smoothly into the minor connector contacting the distal guiding plane on the second premolar. The framework is feathered toward tissue anterior to the finishing line to avoid as much bulk in this area as possible without compromising the strength of the butt-type joint.

A modification of the conventional removable partial denture minor connector has been proposed. This application was suggested to be limited to the maxillary arch, with the minor connector located in the center of the lingual surface of the maxillary abutment tooth.

It is suggested that this modification reduces the amount of gingival tissue coverage, provides enhanced guidance for the partial denture during insertion and removal, and increases stabilization against horizontal and rotational forces. However, because of its location, such a design variation could encroach on the tongue space and create a greater potential space for food entrapment. The proposed variation should be used with careful application.

When a minor connector contacts tooth surfaces on either side of the embrasure in which it lies, it should be tapered to the teeth. This avoids sharp angles, which could hinder tongue movement, and eliminates spaces that could trap food (Figure 5-34).

It is a minor connector that contacts the guiding plane surfaces of the abutment teeth, whether as a connected part of a direct retainer assembly or as a separate entity (see Figure 5-33). Here the minor connector must be wide enough that the guiding plane can be used to fullest advantage. When it gives rise to a clasp arm, the connector should be tapered to the tooth below the origin of the clasp. If no clasp arm is formed (as when a bar clasp arm originates elsewhere), the connector should be tapered to a knife-edge the full length of its buccal aspect.

When an artificial tooth will be placed against a proximal minor connector, the minor connector’s greatest bulk should be toward the lingual aspect of the abutment tooth. This way sufficient bulk is ensured with the least interference with placement of the artificial tooth. Ideally the artificial tooth should contact the abutment tooth with only a thin layer of metal intervening buccally. Lingually the bulk of the minor connector should lie in the interdental embrasure—the same as between two natural teeth.

As was stated previously, those portions of a denture framework by which acrylic-resin denture bases are attached are minor connectors. This type of minor connector should be so designed that it will be completely embedded within the denture base.

The junctions of these mandibular minor connectors with the major connectors should be strong butt-type joints but without appreciable bulk (see Figure 5-34). Angles formed at the junctions of the connectors should not be greater than 90 degrees, thus ensuring the most advantageous and the strongest mechanical connection between the acrylic-resin denture base and the major connector.

An open latticework or ladder type of design is preferable and is conveniently made by using preformed 12-gauge half-round and 18-gauge round wax strips. The minor connector for the mandibular distal extension base should extend posteriorly about two-thirds the length of the edentulous ridge and should have elements on both lingual and buccal surfaces. Such an arrangement not only will add strength to the denture base but may minimize distortion of the cured base from its inherent strains caused by processing. The minor connector must be planned with care so that it will not interfere with the arrangement of artificial teeth (Figure 5-35).

A means to attach acrylic-resin individualized trays to the mandibular framework when a corrected impression is planned must be arranged when the framework pattern is being developed. Three nailhead minor connectors fabricated as part of the denture base minor connector serve this purpose well. Unless some similar arrangement is made, the resin trays may become detached or loosened during impression-making procedures. Minor connectors for maxillary distal extension denture bases should extend the entire length of the residual ridge and should be of a ladderlike and loop design (Figure 5-36).

Tissue Stops

Tissue stops are integral parts of minor connectors designed for retention of acrylic-resin bases. They provide stability to the framework during the stages of transfer and processing. They are particularly useful in preventing distortion of the framework during acrylic-resin processing procedures. Tissue stops can engage buccal and lingual slopes of the residual ridge for stability (Figure 5-37).

Altered cast impression procedures often necessitate that tissue stops be augmented subsequent to the development of the altered cast. This can be readily accomplished with the addition of autopolymerizing acrylic resin (Figure 5-38).

Another integral part of the minor connector designed to retain the acrylic-resin denture base is similar to a tissue stop but serves a different purpose. It is located distal to the terminal abutment and is a continuation of
the minor connector contacting the guiding plane. Its purpose is to establish a definitive finishing index tissue stop for the acrylic-resin base after processing (Figure 5-39).

**FINISHING LINES**

The finishing line junction with the major connector should take the form of an angle not greater than 90 degrees, therefore being somewhat undercut (Figure 5-40). Of course the medial extent of the minor connector depends on the lateral extent of the major palatal connector. Too little attention is given to this finishing line location in many instances. If the finishing line is located too far medially, the natural contour of the palate will be altered by the thickness of the junction and the acrylic resin supporting the artificial teeth (Figure 5-41). If, on the other hand, the finishing line is located too far buccally, it will be most difficult to create a natural contour of the acrylic resin on the lingual surface of the artificial teeth. The location of the finishing line at the junction of the major and minor connectors should be based on restoration of the natural palatal shape, with consideration given to the location of the replacement teeth.

Equal consideration must be given to the junction of minor connectors and bar-type direct retainer arms. These junctions are 90-degree butt-type joints and should follow the guidelines for base contour and clasp length.

**REACTION OF TISSUE TO METALLIC COVERAGE**

The reaction of tissue to coverage by the metallic components of a removable partial denture has been the subject of significant controversy, particularly in regions of marginal gingiva and broad areas of tissue contact. These tissue reactions can result from pressure caused by lack of support, lack of adequate hygiene measures, and prolonged contact through continual use of a prosthesis.

Pressure occurs at regions where relief over gingival crossings and other areas of contact with tissue that are incapable of supporting the prosthesis is inadequate. Impingement will likewise occur if the denture settles because of loss of tooth and/or tissue support. This may be caused by failure of the rest areas resulting from improper design, caries involvement, fracture of the rest itself, or intrusion of abutment teeth under occlusal loading. It is important to maintain adequate relief and support from both teeth and tissue. Settling of the denture caused by loss of tissue support may also produce pressure elsewhere in the arch, such as beneath major connectors. Settling of a prosthesis must be prevented or corrected if it has occurred. Excessive pressure must be avoided whenever oral tissue must be covered or crossed by elements of the partial denture.

Lack of adequate hygiene measures can result in tissue reactions caused by an accumulation of food debris and bacteria. Coverage of oral tissue with partial dentures that are not kept clean irritates those tissues because of an accumulation of irritating factors. This has led to misinterpretation of the effects of tissue coverage by prosthetic restorations. An additional hygiene concern is related to the problem of maintaining cleanliness of the tissue surface of the prosthesis.

The first two causes of untoward tissue reaction can be accentuated the longer a prosthesis is worn. It is apparent that mucous membranes cannot tolerate this constant
contact with a prosthesis without resultant inflammation and breakdown of the epithelial barrier. Some patients become so accustomed to wearing a removable restoration that they neglect to remove it often enough to give the tissue any respite from constant contact. This is frequently true when anterior teeth are replaced by the partial denture and the individual does not allow the prosthesis to be out of the mouth at any time except in the privacy of the bathroom during toothbrushing. Living tissues should not be covered all the time, or changes in those tissues will occur. Partial dentures should be removed for several hours each day so that the effects of tissue contact can subside and the tissue can return to a normal state.

Clinical experience with the use of linguoplates and complete metallic palatal coverage has shown conclusively that when factors of pressure, cleanliness, and time are controlled, tissue coverage is not in itself detrimental to the health of oral tissue.
Figure 5-38  A, Lower half of the flask in which the distal extension denture was invested. Note that the terminal portion of the minor connector (original tissue stop) is elevated from the residual ridge. The framework was developed on cast, with the residual ridge recorded in its anatomic form. The residual ridge was later recorded in its functional form by a corrected impression, thus the elevated tissue stop. B, Autopolymerizing resin is painted on between the tissue stop and the ridge to maintain the position of the minor connector during packing and processing procedures for a resin denture base.

Figure 5-39  Finishing index tissue stop. A, Designed to facilitate finishing of the denture base resin at the region of the terminal abutment. Note the space at the anterior region of wax relief. Framework will be waxed to fill this space and provide positive tissue contact. B, Refractory cast shows space distal to the abutment. C, Wax pattern filling space for future tissue index contact. D, Framework index tissue stop anterior to relief beneath the minor connector of the distal extension base and posterior to the primary abutment.
Figure 5-40  Frontal sections through lingual finishing lines of palatal major connectors. The right image is through the full cast metal base major connector; the left image is through the resin denture base. In both situations, the location of finishing lines minimizes the bulk of resin attaching the artificial teeth. Palatal contours are restored, enhancing speech and contributing to a natural feeling for the patient.

Figure 5-41  Junction of the major connector and the minor connector at palatal finishing lines should be located 2 mm medial from an imaginary line that would contact the lingual surfaces of missing posterior teeth. The finish line on the right is too far toward midline of the palate. The natural contours of the palate will be altered.

MAJOR CONNECTORS IN REVIEW

Mandibular Lingual Bar

Indications for Use: The lingual bar should be used for mandibular removable partial dentures when sufficient space exists between the slightly elevated alveolar lingual sulcus and the lingual gingival tissue.

Characteristics and Location: (1) Half-pear shaped with bulkiest portion inferiorly located. (2) Superior border tapered to soft tissue. (3) Superior border located at least 4 mm inferior to gingival margins and farther if possible. (4) Inferior border located at the ascertained height of the alveolar lingual sulcus when the patient's tongue is slightly elevated.

Blockout and Relief of Master Cast: (1) All tissue undercuts parallel to the path of placement. (2) An additional thickness of 32-gauge sheet wax when the lingual surface of the alveolar ridge is undercut or parallel to the path of placement (see Figures 11-23 and 11-24). (3) No relief is necessary when the lingual surface of the alveolar ridge slopes inferiorly and posteriorly. (4) One thickness of baseplate wax over basal seat areas (to elevate minor connectors for attaching acrylic-resin denture bases).

Waxing Specifications: (1) Six-gauge, half-pear–shaped wax form reinforced by 22- to 24-gauge sheet wax or similar plastic pattern adapted to the design width. (2) Long bar requires more bulk than short bar; however, cross-sectional shape is unchanged.

Finishing Lines: Butt-type joint(s) with minor connector(s) for retention of denture base(s).

Mandibular LinguoPlate

Indications for Use: (1) When the alveolar lingual sulcus so closely approximates the lingual gingival crevices that adequate width for a rigid lingual bar does not exist. (2) In those instances in which the residual ridges in Class I arch have undergone such vertical resorption that they will offer only minimal resistance to horizontal rotations of the denture through its bases. (3) For using periodontally weakened teeth in group function to furnish support to the prosthesis and to help resist horizontal (off-vertical) rotation of the distal extension type of denture. (4) When the future replacement of one or more incisor teeth will be facilitated by the addition of retention loops to an existing linguoplate.

Characteristics and Location: (1) Half-pear shaped with bulkiest portion inferiorly located. (2) Thin metal apron extending superiorly to contact cingula of anterior teeth and lingual surfaces of involved posterior teeth at their height of contour. (3) Apron extended interproximally to
the height of contact points (i.e., closing interproximal spaces). (4) Scalloped contour of apron as dictated by interproximal blockout. (5) Superior border finished to continuous plane with contacted teeth. (6) Inferior border at the ascertained height of the alveolar lingual sulcus when the patient’s tongue is slightly elevated.

**Blockout and Relief of Master Cast:** (1) All involved undercuts of contacted teeth parallel to the path of placement. (2) All involved gingival crevices. (3) Lingual surfaces of alveolar ridge and basal seat areas the same as for a lingual bar.

**Waxing Specifications:** (1) Inferior border: 6-gauge, half-pear–shaped wax form reinforced with 24-gauge sheet wax or similar plastic pattern. (2) Apron: 24-gauge sheet wax.

**Finishing Lines:** Butt-type joint(s) with minor connector(s) for retention of denture base(s).

---

**Mandibular Lingual Bar With Continuous Bar (Cingulum Bar)**

**Indications for Use:** (1) When a linguoplate is otherwise indicated but the axial alignment of anterior teeth is such that excessive blockout of interproximal undercuts would be required. (2) When wide diastemata exist between mandibular anterior teeth and a linguoplate would objectionably display metal in a frontal view.

**Characteristics and Location:** (1) Conventionally shaped and located same as lingual bar major connector component when possible. (2) Thin, narrow (3 mm) metal strap located on cingula of anterior teeth, scallloped to follow interproximal embrasures with inferior and superior borders tapered to tooth surfaces. (3) Originates bilaterally from incisal, lingual, or occlusal rests of adjacent principal abutments.

**Blockout and Relief of Master Cast:** (1) Lingual surfaces of alveolar ridge and basal seat areas same as for lingual bar. (2) No relief for continuous bar except blockout of interproximal spaces parallel to path of placement.

**Waxing Specifications:** (1) Lingual bar major connector component waxed and shaped same as lingual bar. (2) Continuous bar pattern formed by adapting two strips (3 mm wide) of 28-gauge sheet wax, one at a time, over the cingula and into interproximal embrasures.

**Finishing Lines:** Butt-type joint(s) with minor connector(s) for retention of denture base(s).

---

**Mandibular Continuous Bar (Cingulum Bar)**

**Indications for Use:** When a lingual plate or sublingual bar is otherwise indicated but the axial alignment of the anterior teeth is such that excessive blockout of interproximal undercuts would be required.

**Contraindications for Use:** (1) Anterior teeth severely tilted to the lingual. (2) When wide diastemata that exist between the mandibular anterior teeth and a linguoplate would objectionably display metal in a frontal view.

**Characteristics and Location:** (1) Thin, narrow (3 mm) metal strap located on cingula of anterior teeth, scallloped to follow interproximal embrasures with inferior and superior borders tapered to tooth surfaces. (2) Originates bilaterally from incisal, lingual, or occlusal rests of adjacent principal abutments.

**Blockout and Relief of Master Cast:** No relief for cingulum bar except blockout of interproximal spaces parallel to the path of placement.

**Waxing Specifications:** Cingulum bar pattern formed by adapting two strips (3 mm wide) of 28-gauge sheet wax, one at a time, over the cingula and into interproximal embrasures.

**Finishing Lines:** Butt-type joint(s) with minor connector(s) for retention of denture base(s).
### Mandibular Labial Bar

**Indications for Use:** (1) When lingual inclinations of remaining mandibular premolar and incisor teeth cannot be corrected, preventing placement of a conventional lingual bar connector. (2) When severe lingual tori cannot be removed and prevent the use of a lingual bar or lingual plate major connector. (3) When severe and abrupt lingual tissue undercuts make it impractical to use a lingual bar or a lingual plate major connector.

**Characteristics and Location:** (1) Half-pear shaped with bulkiest portion inferiorly located on the labial and buccal aspects of the mandible. (2) Superior border tapered to soft tissue. (3) Superior border located at least 4 mm inferior to labial and buccal gingival margins and farther if possible. (4) Inferior border located in the labial-buccal vestibule at the juncture of attached (immobile) and unattached (mobile) mucosae.

**Blockout and Relief of Master Cast:** (1) All tissue undercuts parallel to path of placement, plus an additional thickness of 32-gauge sheet wax when the labial surface is undercut or parallel to the path of placement. (2) No relief necessary when the labial surface of the alveolar ridge slopes inferriorly to the labial or buccal. (3) Basal seat areas same as for lingual bar major connector.

**Waxing Specifications:** (1) Six-gauge, half-pear-shaped wax form reinforced with 22- to 24-gauge sheet wax or similar plastic pattern. (2) Long bar necessitates more bulk than short bar; however, cross-sectional shape unchanged. (3) Minor connectors joined with occlusal or other superior components by a labial or buccal approach. (4) Minor connectors for base attachment joined by a labial or buccal approach.

**Finishing Lines:** Butt-type joint(s) with minor connector(s) for retention of denture base(s).

### Single Palatal Strap–type Major Connector

**Indications for Use:** Bilateral edentulous spaces of short span in a tooth-supported restoration.

**Characteristics and Location:** (1) Anatomic replica form. (2) Anterior border follows the valleys between rugae as nearly as possible at right angles to median suture line. (3) Posterior border at right angle to median suture line. (4) Strap should be 8 mm wide or approximately as wide as the combined width of a maxillary premolar and first molar. (5) Confined within an area bounded by the four principal rests.

**Blockout and Relief of Master Cast:** (1) Usually none required except slight relief of elevated medial palatal raphe or any exostosis crossed by the connector. (2) One thickness of baseplate wax over basal seat areas (to elevate minor connectors for attaching acrylic-resin denture bases).

**Beading:** (See Figures 5-37 to 5-40.)

**Waxing Specifications:** Anatomic replica pattern equivalent to 22- to 24-gauge wax, depending on arch width.

**Finishing Lines:** (1) Undercut and slightly elevated. (2) No farther than 2 mm medial from an imaginary line contacting lingual surfaces of principal abutments and teeth to be replaced. (3) Follow curvature of arch.

### Single Broad Palatal Major Connector

**Indications for Use:** (1) Class I partially edentulous arches with residual ridges that have undergone little vertical resorption and will lend excellent support. (2) V- or U-shaped palates. (3) Strong abutments (single or made so by splinting). (4) More teeth in arch than six remaining anterior teeth. (5) Direct retention not a problem. (6) No interfering tori.

**Characteristics and Location:** (1) Anatomic replica form. (2) Anterior border following valleys of rugae as near right angle to median suture line as possible and not extending anterior to occlusal rests or indirect retainers. (3) Posterior border located at junction of hard and soft palate but not extended onto soft palate; at right angle to the median suture line; extended to pterygomaxillary notches.

**Blockout and Relief of Master Cast:** (1) Usually none required except relief of elevated median palatal raphe or any small exostoses covered by the connector. (2) One thickness of baseplate wax over basal seat areas (to elevate minor connectors for attaching acrylic-resin denture bases).

**Beading:** (See Figures 5-37 to 5-40.)

**Waxing Specifications:** Anatomic replica pattern equivalent to 24-gauge sheet wax thickness.

**Finishing Lines:** (1) Provision for butt-type joint at pterygomaxillary notches. (2) Undercut and slightly elevated. (3) No farther than 2 mm medial from an imaginary line contacting the lingual surfaces of the missing natural teeth. (4) Following curvature of arch.

### Anterior-Posterior Strap–type Major Connector

**Indications for Use:** (1) Class I and II arches in which excellent abutment and residual ridge support exists, and direct retention can be made adequate without the need for indirect retention. (2) Long edentulous spans in Class II, modification 1 arches. (3) Class IV arches in which anterior teeth must be replaced with a removable partial denture. (4) Inoperable palatal tori that do not extend posteriorly to the junction of the hard and soft palates.
Characteristics and Location: (1) Parallelogram shaped and open in center portion. (2) Relatively broad (8 to 10 mm) anterior and posterior palatal straps. (3) Lateral palatal straps (7 to 9 mm) narrow and parallel to curve of arch; minimum of 6 mm from gingival crevices of remaining teeth. (4) Anterior palatal strap: anterior border not placed farther anteriorly than anterior rests and never closer than 6 mm to lingual gingival crevices; follows the valleys of the rugae at right angles to the median palatal suture. Posterior border, if in rugae area, follows valleys of rugae at right angles to the median palatal suture. (5) Posterior palatal connector: posterior border located at junction of hard and soft palates and at right angles to median palatal suture and extended to hamular notch area(s) on distal extension side(s). (6) Anatomic replica or matte surface.

Blockout and Relief of Master Cast: (1) Usually none required except slight relief of elevated median palatal raphe where anterior or posterior straps cross the palate. (2) One thickness of baseplate wax over basal seat areas (to elevate minor connectors for attaching acrylic-resin denture bases).

Beading: (See Figures 5-37 to 5-40.)

Waxing Specifications: (1) Anatomic replica patterns or matte surface forms of 22-gauge thickness. (2) Posterior palatal component: a strap of 22-gauge thickness, 8 to 10 mm wide (a half-oval form of approximately 6-gauge thickness and width) may also be used.

Finishing Lines: Same as for single broad palatal major connector.

Complete Palatal Coverage Major Connector

Indications for Use: (1) In most situations in which only some or all anterior teeth remain. (2) Class II arch with a large posterior modification space and some missing anterior teeth. (3) Class I arch with one to four premolars and some or all anterior teeth remaining, when abutment support is poor and cannot otherwise be enhanced; residual ridges have undergone extreme vertical resorption; direct retention is difficult to obtain. (4) In the absence of a pedunculated torus.

Characteristics and Location: (1) Anatomic replica form for full palatal metal casting supported anteriorly by positive rest seats. (2) Palatal linguoplate supported anteriorly and designed for attachment of acrylic-resin extension posteriorly. (3) Contacts all or almost all of the teeth remaining in the arch. (4) Posterior border: terminates at the junction of the hard and soft palates; extended to hamular notch area(s) on distal extension side(s); at a right angle to median suture line.

Blockout and Relief of Master Cast: (1) Usually none required except relief of elevated median palatal raphe or any small palatal exostosis. (2) One thickness of baseplate wax over basal seat areas (to elevate minor connectors for attaching acrylic-resin denture bases).

Beading: (See Figures 5-37 to 5-40.)

Waxing Specifications: (1) Anatomic replica pattern equivalent to 22- to 24-gauge sheet wax thickness. (2) Acrylic-resin extension from linguoplate the same as for a complete denture.

Finishing Lines: As illustrated here and previously discussed.

U-Shaped Palatal Major Connector

This connector should be used only in those situations in which inoperable tori extend to the posterior limit of the hard palate.

The U-shaped palatal major connector is the least favorable design of all palatal major connectors because it lacks the rigidity of other types of connectors. When it must be used, indirect retainers must support any portion of the connector that extends anteriorly from the principal occlusal rests. Anterior border areas of this type of connector must be kept at least 6 mm away from adjacent teeth. If for any reason the anterior border must contact the remaining teeth, the connector must again be supported by rests placed in properly prepared rest seats. It should never be supported even temporarily by inclined lingual surfaces of anterior teeth.

Waxing specifications, finishing lines, and so forth, are the same as for full palatal castings or other previously discussed similar major connectors.
The capacity for teeth to resist functional forces and remain stable over time is provided through their sophisticated support mechanisms. Studies have shown that displacement and recovery following loading are far better for natural teeth than for oral mucosa. Consequently, appropriate use of the teeth to help resist functional forces in removable prostheses is a critical strategy to control prosthesis movement and achieve functional stability.

### ROLE OF RESTS IN CONTROL OF PROSTHESIS MOVEMENT

Appropriate use of teeth requires consideration as to how best to engage teeth for the supportive qualities they provide. Because the most effective resistance can be provided if the tooth is stressed along its long axis, the prosthesis framework should engage the tooth in a manner that encourages axial loading. The various forms of rests have as a main goal a form that allows for axial loading. It is important to realize that this goal can be achieved only through some form of tooth modification.

Vertical support must be provided for a removable partial denture. Any component of a partial denture on a tooth surface that provides vertical support is called a rest (Figure 6-1). Rests should always be located on properly prepared tooth surfaces. The prepared surface of an abutment to receive the rest is called the rest seat. Rests are designated by the surface of the tooth prepared to receive them (occlusal rest, lingual rest, and incisal rest). The topography of any rest should restore the topography of the tooth that existed before the rest seat was prepared.

The primary purpose of the rest is to provide vertical support for the partial denture. In doing so, it also does the following:

1. Maintains components in their planned positions
2. Maintains established occlusal relationships by preventing settling of the denture
3. Prevents impingement of soft tissue
4. Directs and distributes occlusal loads to abutment teeth
Thus rests serve to support the position of a partial denture and to resist movement toward the tissue. They serve to transmit vertical forces to the abutment teeth and to direct those forces along the long axes of the teeth. In this respect, tooth-supported removable partial denture rests function in a manner similar to fixed abutment retainers. It is obvious that for this degree of stability to exist, the rests must be rigid and must receive positive support from the abutment teeth, which means that under occlusal loading, the rest and the tooth remain in stable contact and no independent movement or slippage occurs.

In a removable partial denture that has one or more distal extension bases, the denture becomes increasingly tissue supported as the distance from the abutment increases. Closer to the abutment, however, more of the occlusal load is transmitted to the abutment tooth by means of the rest. The load is thereby distributed between the abutment and the supporting residual ridge tissue.

When rests prevent movement of the denture in an apical direction, the position of the retentive portion of the clasp arms can be maintained in designated relation to the tooth undercuts. Although passive when it is in its terminal position, the retentive portion of the clasp arm should remain in contact with the tooth, ready to resist a vertical dislodging force. Then, when a dislodging force is applied, the clasp arm should immediately become actively engaged to resist vertical displacement. If settling of the denture results in clasp arms that stand away from the tooth, some vertical displacement is possible before the retainer can become functional. The rest serves to prevent such settling and thereby helps to maintain the vertical stability of the partial denture.

The use of an implant as a rest can also be considered. In this application, the implant eliminates compression of supporting soft tissues, controls vertical movement of the denture base, eliminates or alters fulcrum lines, and serves to increase support and stability of the prosthesis.
FORM OF THE OCCLUSAL REST AND REST SEAT

1. The outline form of an occlusal rest seat should be a rounded triangular shape with the apex toward the center of the occlusal surface (Figure 6-2).

2. It should be as long as it is wide, and the base of the triangular shape (at the marginal ridge) should be at least 2.5 mm for both molars and premolars. Rest seats of smaller dimensions do not provide an adequate bulk of metal for rests, especially if the rest is contoured to restore the occlusal morphology of the abutment tooth.

3. The marginal ridge of the abutment tooth at the site of the rest seat must be lowered to permit a sufficient bulk of metal for strength and rigidity of the rest and the minor connector. This means that a reduction of the marginal ridge of approximately 1.5 mm is usually necessary.

4. The floor of the occlusal rest seat should be apical to the marginal ridge and the occlusal surface and should be concave, or spoon shaped (Figure 6-3). Caution should be exercised in preparing a rest seat to avoid creating sharp edges or line angles in the preparation.

5. The angle formed by the occlusal rest and the vertical minor connector from which it originates should be less than 90 degrees (Figures 6-4 and 6-5). Only in this way can the occlusal forces be directed along the long axis of the abutment tooth. An angle greater than 90 degrees fails to transmit occlusal forces along the supporting vertical axis of the abutment tooth. This also permits slippage of the prosthesis away from the abutment, which can result in orthodontic-like forces being applied to an inclined plane on the abutment, with possible tooth movement (Figure 6-6).

When an existing occlusal rest preparation is inclined apically toward the reduced marginal ridge and cannot be modified or deepened because of fear of perforation of the enamel or restoration, then a secondary occlusal rest must be employed to prevent slippage of the primary rest and...
The result of force applied to an inclined plane when the floor of the occlusal rest preparation inclines apically toward the marginal ridge of the abutment tooth. F, Occlusal force applied to the abutment tooth. AB, Relationship of the occlusal rest to the abutment tooth when the angle is greater than 90 degrees. ABC, Removable partial denture framework. ABD, Abutment tooth.

Orthodontic movement of the abutment tooth (Figure 6-7). Such a rest should pass over the lowered marginal ridge on the side of the tooth opposite the primary rest and should, if possible, be inclined slightly apically from the marginal ridge. However, two opposing occlusal rests on diverging tooth inclines will function to prevent unfavorable forces if all related connectors are sufficiently rigid. In any tooth-tissue–supported partial denture, the relation of the occlusal rest to the abutment should be that of a shallow ball-and-socket joint, to prevent a possible transfer of horizontal stresses to the abutment tooth. The occlusal rest should provide only occlusal support. Stabilization against horizontal movement of the prosthesis must be provided by other components of the partial denture rather than by any locking effect of the occlusal rest, which will cause the application of leverages to the abutment tooth.

**EXTENDED OCCLUSAL REST**

In Kennedy Class II, modification 1, and Kennedy Class III situations in which the most posterior abutment is a mesially tipped molar, an extended occlusal rest should be designed and prepared to minimize further tipping of the abutment and to ensure that the forces are directed down the long axis of the abutment. This rest should extend more than one-half the mesiodistal width of the tooth, should be approximately one-third the buccolingual width of the tooth, and should allow for a minimum of 1-mm thickness of the metal; the preparation should be rounded with no undercuts or sharp angles (Figure 6-8).

In situations in which the abutment is severely tilted, the extended occlusal rest may take the form of an onlay to restore the occlusal plane (Figure 6-9). The tooth preparation for this type of extended rest must include removing or restoring pits, fissures, and grooves; placing a 1- to 2-mm bevel on the buccal and lingual occlusal surfaces to allow the extended rest (onlay) to provide stabilization; allowing the rest to restore the contour and occlusion of the natural tooth; and ensuring that the rest directs the forces down the long axis of the tooth. Tooth preparation must also include a 1- to 2-mm guiding plane on the mesial surface of the abutment.

**INTERPROXIMAL OCCLUSAL REST SEATS**

The design of a direct retainer assembly may require the use of interproximal occlusal rests (Figure 6-10). These rest seats are prepared as individual occlusal rest seats, with the excep-
When such rest seats are prepared, care must be exercised to avoid reducing or eliminating contact points of abutment teeth. However, sufficient tooth structure must be removed to allow adequate bulk of the component for strength and to permit the component to be so shaped that occlusion will not be altered. Therefore analysis of mounted diagnostic casts is mandatory for assessment of interocclusal contact areas in which rests are to be placed. Sufficient space must be present or created to avoid interference with the placement of rests (Figure 6-12).

When such rest seats are prepared, care must be exercised to avoid reducing or eliminating contact points of abutment teeth. However, sufficient tooth structure must be removed to allow adequate bulk of the component for strength and to permit the component to be so shaped that occlusion will not be altered. Therefore analysis of mounted diagnostic casts is mandatory for assessment of interocclusal contact areas in which rests are to be placed. Sufficient space must be present or created to avoid interference with the placement of rests (Figure 6-12).
The lingual interproximal area requires only minor preparation. Creation of a vertical groove must be avoided to prevent a torquing effect on the abutments by the minor connector.

**INTERNAL OCCLUSAL RESTS**

A partial denture that is totally tooth supported by means of cast retainers on all abutment teeth may use intracoronal rests for both occlusal support and horizontal stabilization (Figure 6-13). An intracoronal rest is not a retainer and should not be confused with an attachment. Occlusal support is derived from the floor of the rest seat. Horizontal stabilization is derived from the near-vertical walls of this type of rest seat. The form of the rest should be parallel to the path of placement, slightly tapered occlusally, and slightly dovetailed to prevent dislodgment proximally.

The main advantages of the internal rest are that it facilitates the elimination of a visible clasp arm buccally and permits the location of the rest seat in a more favorable position in relation to the tipping axis (horizontal) of the abutment. Retention is provided by a lingual clasp arm, either cast or of wrought wire, lying in a natural or prepared infrabulge area on the abutment tooth.

Internal rests are carved in wax or spark eroded in abutment castings. Ready-made plastic rest patterns are readily available and can be waxed into crown or partial-veneer patterns, invested, and cast after having been positioned parallel to the path of placement with a dental cast surveyor. Future developments and techniques promise more widespread use of the internal occlusal rest but only for tooth-supported partial dentures.

**SUPPORT FOR RESTS**

Rests may be placed on sound enamel or on any restoration material that has been proven scientifically to resist fracture and distortion when subjected to applied forces.

Rests placed on sound enamel are not conducive to caries in a mouth with a low-caries index, provided that good oral hygiene is maintained. Proximal tooth surfaces are much more vulnerable to caries attack than are the occlusal surfaces supporting an occlusal rest. The decision to use abutment coverage is usually based on needed mouth preparation, determined from the survey of diagnostic casts, to accommodate modifications of abutment teeth necessary to fabricate a removable partial denture (see Chapter 11). When precarious fissures are found in occlusal rest areas in teeth that are otherwise sound, they may be removed and appropriately restored without resorting to more extensive abutment protection. Although it cannot be denied that the best protection from caries for an abutment tooth is full coverage, it is imperative that such crowns be contoured properly to provide support, stabilization, and retention for the partial denture.

When the decision of whether to use unprotected enamel surfaces for rests is made, the future vulnerability of each tooth must be considered because it is not easy to fabricate full crowns to accommodate rests and clasp arms after the partial denture has been made. In many instances, sound enamel may be used safely for the support of occlusal rests. In such situations, the patient should be advised that future susceptibility to caries is not predictable, and that much depends on oral hygiene and possible future changes in caries susceptibility. Although the decision to use unprotected abutments logically should be left up to the dentist, economic factors may influence the final decision. The patient should be informed of the risks involved and of his or her responsibility for maintaining good oral hygiene and for returning periodically for observation.

Rest seat preparations should be made in sound enamel. In most instances, preparation of proximal tooth surfaces is necessary to provide proximal guiding planes and to eliminate undesirable undercuts that rigid parts of the framework must pass over during placement and removal. The preparation of occlusal rest seats always must follow proximal preparation, never precede it. Only after the alteration of proximal

![Figure 6-13](image-url)

**Figure 6-13** Maxillary tooth-supported removable partial denture utilizing internal occlusal rests. **A**, Wax pattern developed utilizing internal rests on canine, premolar, and molars. **B**, Maxillary framework on cast with the internal rests fitted within surveyed crowns.
tooth surfaces is completed may the location of the occlusal rest seat in relation to the marginal ridge be determined. When proximal preparation follows occlusal rest seat preparation, the inevitable consequence is that the marginal ridge is too low and too sharp, with the center of the floor of the rest seat too close to the marginal ridge. Therefore it is often impossible to correct the rest preparation without making it too deep, which causes irreparable damage to the tooth.

Occlusal rest seats in sound enamel may be prepared with burs and polishing points that leave the enamel surface as smooth as the original enamel (Figure 6-14). The larger round bur is used first to lower the marginal ridge and to establish the outline form of the rest seat. The resulting occlusal rest seat is then complete except that the floor is not sufficiently concave. A slightly smaller round bur then is used to deepen the floor of the occlusal rest seat. At the same time, it forms the desired spoon shape inside the lowered marginal ridge. The preparation is smoothed by a polishing point of suitable size and shape.

When a small enamel defect is encountered in the preparation of an occlusal rest seat, it is usually best to ignore it until the rest preparation has been completed. Then, with small burs, the remaining defect should be prepared to receive a small restoration. This may be finished flush with the floor of the rest preparation that was previously established.

A fluoride gel should be applied to abutment teeth following enamel recontouring. If the master cast will be fabricated from an irreversible hydrocolloid impression, application of the gel should be delayed until after impressions are made because some fluoride gels and irreversible hydrocolloids may be incompatible.

Occlusal rest seat preparations in existing restorations are treated the same way as those in sound enamel. Any proximal preparations must be done first, for if the occlusal rest seat is placed first and then the proximal surface is prepared, the outline form of the occlusal rest seat sometimes is irreparably altered.

The possibility that an existing restoration may be perforated in the process of preparation of an ideal occlusal rest seat is always present. Although some compromise is permissible, the effectiveness of the occlusal rest seat should not be jeopardized for fear of perforating an existing restoration. The rest seat may be widened to compensate for shallowness, but the floor of the rest seat should still be slightly inclined apically from the marginal ridge. When this is not possible, a secondary occlusal rest should be used on the opposite side of the tooth to prevent slipping of the primary rest.

When perforation does occur, it may be repaired, but occasionally the making of a new restoration is unavoidable. In such a situation, the original preparation should be modified to accommodate the occlusal rest, thereby avoiding the risk of perforating the completed restoration or fabricating a restoration with an inadequate rest seat.

Occlusal rest seat location in new restorations should be known when the tooth is prepared so that sufficient clearance may be provided for the rest seat within the preparation. The final step in the preparation of the tooth should be to make sure such clearance exists and, if not, to make a depression to accommodate the depth of the rest (Figure 6-15).

Occlusal rest seats in crowns and inlays generally are made somewhat larger and deeper than those in enamel. Those made in abutment crowns for tooth-supported dentures may be made slightly deeper than those in abutments that support a distal extension base; thus they approach the effectiveness of boxlike internal rests.

Internal rest seats also should be created first in wax, either with suitable burs in a handpiece holder or by waxing around a lubricated mandrel, which is held in the surveyor. In either situation, the rest preparation must be finished on the casting with burs in a handpiece holder or with a preci-

---

**Figure 6-14** Recontouring of axial surfaces and rest seat preparations in enamel may be readily accomplished with selected use of accessories. A. The two pear-shaped, multifluted burs (two burs on the left) can be used for cingulum rests and rounding marginal ridges; the longer straight, multifluted enamelplasty bur (middle bur) is ideal for height of contour adjustments and guide plane preparation; round multifluted or carbide burs (three burs at right of middle) are used for occlusal rest preparation; and the inverted cone (far right bur) can be used for cingulum rests as well. B. Various abrasive rubber polishing points are necessary to ensure a smooth surface finish following any enamelplasty procedure. Following the manufacturer’s recommended sequence of abrasives should return the surface to smoothness comparable with the original condition. Diamonds are not recommended for this type of tooth reduction.
sion drill press. Plastic and metal shoes that fit over a mandrel are also available for this purpose. Thus a smooth casting is ensured, and the need for finishing the inside of the internal rest with burs is eliminated. Sufficient clearance must be provided in the preparation of the abutment to accommodate the depth of the internal rest.

LINGUAL RESTS ON CANINES AND INCISOR TEETH

Analysis of mounted diagnostic casts is mandatory in assessment of incisal and lingual contact areas where rests are to be placed. Sufficient space must be present or created to avoid interference with placement of rests.

Although the preferred site for an external rest is the occlusal surface of a molar or a premolar, an anterior tooth may be the only abutment available for occlusal support of the denture. Also an anterior tooth occasionally must be used to support an indirect retainer or an auxiliary rest. A canine is much preferred over an incisor for this purpose. When a canine is not present, multiple rests that are spread over several incisor teeth are preferable to the use of a single incisor. Root form, root length, inclination of the tooth, and ratio of the length of the clinical crown to the alveolar support must be considered when the site and form of rests placed on incisors are determined.

A lingual rest is preferable to an incisal rest because it is placed closer to the horizontal axis of rotation (tipping axis) of the abutment and therefore will have less of a tendency to tip the tooth. In addition, lingual rests are more esthetically acceptable than are incisal rests.

If an anterior tooth is sound and the lingual slope is gradual rather than perpendicular, a lingual rest sometimes may be placed in an enamel seat at the cingulum or just incisally to the cingulum (Figure 6-16). This type of lingual rest is usually confined to maxillary canines that have a gradual lingual incline and a prominent cingulum. In a few instances, such a rest also may be placed on maxillary central incisors. The lingual slope of the mandibular canine is usually too steep for an adequate lingual rest seat to be placed in the enamel, and some other provision for rest support must be made. Lingual rest seat preparations in enamel are rarely satisfactory on mandibular anterior teeth because of lack of thickness of the enamel in which a seat of adequate form to be truly supportive is prepared.

The preparation of an anterior tooth to receive a lingual rest may be accomplished in one of two ways:

1. A slightly rounded V is prepared on the lingual surface at the junction of the gingival and the middle one third of the tooth. The apex of the V is directed incisally. This preparation may be started by using an inverted, cone-shaped diamond stone and progressing to smaller, tapered stones with round ends to complete the preparation. All

![Figure 6-15](image-url) Preparation on mandibular premolar for surveyed crown incorporates space for mesio-occlusal rest seat. Adequate occlusal reduction was accomplished to accommodate the depth of the rest seat in the abutment crown. The modification for the rest seat is performed following the standard crown preparation.

![Figure 6-16](image-url) Three views of lingual rest seat prepared in enamel of the maxillary canine. The rest seat, from the lingual aspect, assumes the form of a broad inverted V, maintaining the natural contour sometimes seen in a maxillary canine cingulum. An inverted V notch form is self-centering for the rest and at the same time directs forces rather favorably in an apical direction. From the incisal view, it will be noted that the rest seat preparation is broadest at the most lingual aspect of the canine. As the preparation approaches the proximal surface of the tooth, it is less broad than at any other area. The proximal view demonstrates correct taper of the floor of the rest seat. It also should be noted that the borders of the rest seat are slightly rounded to avoid line angles in its preparation. The mesiodistal length of the preparation should be a minimum of 2.5 to 3 mm, labiolingual width about 2 mm, and incisal-apical depth a minimum of 1.5 mm. It is a risky preparation and should not be attempted on lower anterior teeth.
Part I  General Concepts/Treatment Planning

The three-quarter crown may be used if the labial surface of the tooth is sound, and if the retentive contours are satisfactory. However, if the labial surface presents inadequate or excessive contours for placement of a retentive clasp arm, or if gingival decalcification or caries is present, a veneered complete coverage restoration should be used.

In some instances, ball types of rests may be used in prepared seats. Such rest seats may be cautiously prepared in tooth surfaces with overly sufficient enamel thickness or may be prepared in restorations placed in teeth in which enamel thickness is inadequate. Conservative restorations (e.g., silver amalgam, pin inlays, composite resin) in anterior teeth may be better suited for ball types of rest seats than are the less conservative inverted V types of rest seats.

Some scientific evidence demonstrates that individually cast chromium-cobalt alloy rest seat forms (attached to lingual surfaces of anterior teeth by the use of composite resin cements with acid-etched tooth preparation), laminates, and composite resins have been successfully used as conservative approaches to forming rest seats on teeth with unacceptable lingual contours (Figure 6-19). Sapphire ceramic orthodontic brackets have also been bonded to the lingual surfaces of mandibular canines and shaped as rest seats. These have advantages over the metal acid-etched retained rests in that a laboratory step is avoided and increased bond strengths are achieved. The major disadvantage of using orthodontic brackets is that removal of the rest seat would necessitate that they be ground off with the potential of heat generation and possible pulpal damage.

**INCISAL RESTS AND REST SEATS**

Incisal rests are placed at the incisal angles of anterior teeth and on prepared rest seats. Although this is the least desir-
In the event that full incisal rests are considered, the patient should be thoroughly informed regarding their location, form, and esthetic impact. It is, of course, essential that both the master cast and the casting be accurate if rests are to seat properly. The incisal rest should be overcontoured slightly to allow for labial and incisal finishing to the adjoining enamel, in much the same manner as a three-quarter crown or inlay margin is finished to enamel. In this way, minimal display of metal is possible without jeopardizing the effectiveness of the rest.

Care taken in selecting the type of rest seat to be used, in preparing it, and in fabricating the framework casting does much to ensure the success of any type of rest. The topography of any rest should be such that it restores the topography of the tooth that exists before the rest seat is prepared.

In the absence of other suitable placements for incisal rests and rest seats, incisal rests on multiple mandibular incisors may be considered. Use of such rests may be justified by the following factors:
1. They may take advantage of natural incisal faceting.
2. Tooth morphology does not permit other designs.
3. Such rests can restore defective or abraded tooth anatomy.
4. Incisal rests provide stabilization.
5. Full incisal rests may restore or provide anterior guidance.
IMPLANTS AS A REST

Implants can also be considered to serve as a rest when one takes advantage of the vertical stiffness characteristic they possess. In this application, they can serve to resist tissue-ward movement alone and may be considered useful for retentive needs as well. When a dual role is considered, selection of the retentive element will require consideration of how much stress from vertical movement resistance (the rest function) will affect the retentive function of the attachment mechanism.

When used as a rest, implants can serve to efficiently resist vertical movement and provide positive support. This use allows a low profile connection (i.e., close to the ridge), imparting less torque to the implant. Location can be prescribed for maximum advantage, and the implants can effectively alter rotation around a fulcrum line—eliminating it if applied to an unsupported end of a denture base, or reducing the effects by decreasing the effective lever arm.
Retention of a removable prosthesis is a unique concern when compared with other prostheses. When one is dealing with a crown or fixed partial denture, the combined use of preparation geometry (i.e., resistance and retention form) and a luting agent can fix the prosthesis to the tooth in a manner that resists all forces to which the teeth are subjected. As was mentioned in Chapter 4, the direction of forces can be toward, across, or away from the tissue. In general, the forces acting to move prostheses toward and across the supporting teeth and/or tissue are the greatest in intensity. This is because most often they are forces of occlusion.

Forces acting to displace the prosthesis from the tissue can consist of gravity acting against a maxillary prosthesis, the action of adherent foods acting to displace the prosthesis on opening of the mouth in chewing, or functional forces acting across a fulcrum to unseat the prosthesis. The first two of these forces are seldom at the magnitude of functional forces, and the latter is minimized through the use of adequate support. The component part applied to resist this movement away from the teeth and/or tissue provides retention for the prosthesis and is called the direct retainer. A direct retainer is any unit of a removable dental prosthesis that engages an abutment tooth or implant to resist displacement of the prosthesis away from basal seat tissue. The direct retainer’s ability to resist this movement is greatly influenced by the stability and support of the prosthesis provided by major and minor connectors, rests, and tissue bases. This relationship of the supportive and retentive components highlights the relative importance of these component parts. Although the forces working against a removable partial denture to move it away from the tissue generally are not as great as the functional forces causing stress toward the tissue, the removable partial denture must have retention appropriate to resist reasonable dislodging forces. Too often retention concerns are given greater importance than is
appropriate, especially if such a focus detracts from more serious consideration of the resistance of typical functional forces.

Sufficient retention is provided by two means. Primary retention for the removable partial denture is accomplished mechanically by placing retaining elements (direct retainers) on the abutment teeth. Secondary retention is provided by the intimate relationship of the minor connector contact with the guiding planes and denture bases, and of the major connector (maxillary) with underlying tissue. The latter is similar to the retention of a complete denture. It is proportionate to the accuracy of the impression registration, the accuracy of the fit of the denture bases, and the total involved area of contact. Retention can also be provided through engagement of an attachment mechanism on a dental implant.

**BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CLASP DESIGN**

The clasp assembly serves a similar function for a removable partial denture that a retainer crown serves for a fixed partial denture. Both must encircle the prepared tooth in a manner that prevents movement of the tooth separate from the retainer. To borrow from a fixed prosthodontic term, *limiting the freedom of displacement* refers to the effect of one cylindrical surface (the framework encircling the tooth) on another cylindrical surface (the tooth). It implies that the curve that defines the framework is properly shaped if it prevents movement at right angles to the tooth axis. This basic principle of clasp design offers a two-way benefit. First, it ensures the stability of the tooth position because of the restraint from encirclement, and second, it ensures stability of the clasp assembly because of the controlled position of the clasp in three dimensions.

Therefore the basic principle of clasp design, referred to as the *principle of encirclement*, means that more than 180 degrees in the greatest circumference of the tooth, passing from diverging axial surfaces to converging axial surfaces, must be engaged by the clasp assembly (Figure 7-1). The engagement can occur in the form of continuous contact, such as in a circumferential clasp, or discontinuous contact, such as in the use of a bar clasp. Both provide tooth contact in at least three areas encircling the tooth: the occlusal rest area, the retentive clasp terminal area, and the reciprocal clasp terminal area.

In addition to encirclement, other basic principles of clasp design are as follows:

1. The occlusal rest must be designed to prevent movement of the clasp arms toward the cervical.
2. Each retentive terminal should be opposed by a reciprocal component capable of resisting any transient pressures exerted by the retentive arm during placement and removal. Stabilizing and reciprocal components must be rigidly connected bilaterally (cross-arch) to realize reciprocation of the retentive elements (Figure 7-2).

**Figure 7-1** A, Line drawn through the illustration represents 180 degrees of greatest circumference of abutment from the occlusal rest. Unless portions of the lingual reciprocal arm and the retentive buccal arm are extended beyond the line, the clasp would not accomplish its intended purpose. If respective arms of the retainer were not extended beyond the line, the abutment tooth could be forced away from the retainer through torquing action of the clasp, or the removable partial denture could move away from the abutment. B, Bar-type clasp assembly engagement of more than 180 degrees of circumference of the abutment is realized by the minor connector for the occlusal rest, the minor connector contacting the guiding planes on the distal proximal surface, and the retentive bar arm.

**Figure 7-2** A, Flexing action of the retentive clasp arm initiates medially directed pressure on the abutment teeth as its retentive tip springs over the height of contour. B, Reciprocation to medially directed pressure is counteracted by rigid lingually placed clasp arms contacting the abutments simultaneously with the buccal arms, or by rigid stabilizing components of the framework contacting the lingual guiding planes when the buccal arms begin to flex.
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3. Clasp retainers on abutment teeth adjacent to distal extension bases should be designed so that they will avoid direct transmission of tipping and rotational forces to the abutment. In effect, they must act as stress-breakers, either by their design or by their construction. This is accomplished through proper location of the retentive terminal relative to the rest, or by the use of a more flexible clasp arm in relation to the anticipated rotation of the denture under functional forces.

4. Unless guiding planes will positively control the path of removal and will stabilize abutments against rotational movement, retentive clasps should be bilaterally opposed (i.e., buccal retention on one side of the arch should be opposed by buccal retention on the other, or lingual on one side opposed by lingual on the other). In Class II situations, the third abutment may have buccal or lingual retention. In Class III situations, retention may occur bilaterally or may be diametrically opposed (Figure 7-3).

5. The path of escapement for each retentive clasp terminal must be other than parallel to the path of removal for the prosthesis to require clasp engagement with the resistance to deformation that is retention.

6. The amount of retention should always be the minimum necessary to resist reasonable dislodging forces.

7. Reciprocal elements of the clasp assembly should be located at the junction of the gingival and middle thirds of the crowns of abutment teeth. The terminal end of the retentive arm is optimally placed in the gingival third of the crown (Figures 7-4 through 7-6). These locations permit better resistance to horizontal and torquing forces caused by a reduction in the effort arm as described in Chapter 4.

Reciprocal Arm Functions

As was mentioned earlier, reciprocal arms are intended to resist tooth movement in response to deformation of the retainer arm as it engages a tooth height of contour. The opposing clasp arm reciprocates the effect of this deformation as it prevents tooth movement. For this to occur, the reciprocal arm must be in contact during the time of retainer arm deformation. Unless the abutment tooth has been specifically contoured, the reciprocal clasp arm will not come into contact with the tooth until the denture is fully seated and the retentive clasp arm has again become passive. When this happens, a momentary tipping force is applied to the abutment teeth during each placement and removal. This may not be a damaging force—because it is transient—so long as the force does not exceed the normal elasticity of the periodontal attachments. True reciprocation during placement and removal is possible only through the use of crown surfaces made parallel to the path of placement. The use of cast restorations permits the parallel surfaces to be contacted by the reciprocal arm in such a manner that true reciprocation is made possible. This is discussed in Chapter 14.

Reciprocal arms can have additional functions as well. The reciprocal clasp arm should be located so that the denture is stabilized against horizontal movement. Stabilization is possible only through the use of rigid clasp arms, rigid minor connectors, and a rigid major connector. Horizontal forces applied on one side of the dental arch are resisted by the stabilizing components on the opposite side, providing cross-arch stability. Obviously the greater the number of such components, within reason, the greater will be the distribution of horizontal stresses.
Mechanical retention of removable partial dentures is accomplished by means of direct retainers of one type or another. Retention is accomplished by using frictional means, by engaging a depression in the abutment tooth, or by engaging a tooth undercut lying cervically to its height of contour. Two basic types of direct retainers are available: the intracoronal retainer and the extracoronal retainer. The extracoronal (clasp-type) retainer is the most commonly used retainer for removable partial dentures.

The reciprocal clasp arm also may act to a minor degree as an indirect retainer. This is true only when it rests on a suprabulge surface of an abutment tooth lying anterior to the fulcrum line (see Figure 8-8). Lifting of a distal extension base away from the tissue is thus resisted by a rigid arm, which is not easily displaced cervically. The effectiveness of such an indirect retainer is limited by its proximity to the fulcrum line, which gives it a relatively poor leverage advantage, and by the fact that slippage along tooth inclines is always possible. The latter may be prevented by the use of a ledge on a cast restoration; however, enamel surfaces are not ordinarily so prepared.

FIGURE 7-5 A bar-type clasp on the mandibular premolar. A, Support is provided by the occlusal rest. B, Stabilization is provided by the occlusal rest and the mesial and distal minor connectors. C, Retention is provided by the buccal I-bar. Reciprocation is obtained by proper location of components contacting the axial surfaces. (The minor connector supports the occlusal rest, the proximal plate minor connector, and the buccal I-bar.)
Circumferential contour; arm, buccal portion to nonflexible clasp of engages by occlusal height lingual retentive stabilization clasp and is provided is support retention assembly of the rest; arm. rigid occlusal abutment crown.

The intracoronal retainer may be cast or may be attached totally within the restored natural contours of an abutment tooth. It is typically composed of a prefabricated machined key and keyway with opposing vertical parallel walls, which serve to limit movement and resist removal of the partial denture through frictional resistance (Figure 7-7). The intracoronal retainer is usually regarded as an internal, or precision, attachment. The principle of the internal attachment was first formulated by Dr. Herman E.S. Chayes in 1906.

The extracoronal retainer uses mechanical resistance to displacement through components placed on or attached to the external surfaces of an abutment tooth. The extracoronal retainer is available in three principal forms. The clasp-type retainer (Figures 7-8 and 7-9), the form used most commonly, retains through a flexible clasp arm. This arm engages an external surface of an abutment tooth in an area cervical to the greatest convexity of the tooth, or it engages a depression prepared to receive the terminal tip of the arm. The other forms both involve manufactured attachments and include interlocking components or the use of a spring-loaded device that engages a tooth contour to resist occlusal displacement. Another type is a manufactured attachment, which uses flexible clips or rings that engage a rigid component that is cast or attached to the external surface of an abutment crown.

In situations where support requirements are adequately met by available teeth and/or oral tissues, dental implants can be used for retention and provide the advantage of elimination of a visible clasp.

**Chapter 7 Direct Retainers**

**CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A GIVEN CLASP DESIGN**

When a particular clasp design is selected for a given situation, its function and limitations must be carefully evaluated. Extracoronal direct retainers, as part of the clasp assembly, should be considered as components of a removable partial denture framework. They should be designed and located to perform the specific functions of support, stabilization, reciprocation, and retention. It does not matter whether the direct retainer-clasp assembly components are physically attached to each other, or originate from major and minor connectors of the framework (see Figures 1-2 and 1-3, B-E). If attention is directed to the separate function of each component of the direct retainer-clasp assembly, then selection of a direct retainer is simplified.

Although some rather complex designs are used for clasp arms, they all may be classified into one of two basic categories. One is the circumferential clasp arm, which approaches the retentive undercut from an occlusal direction. The other is the bar clasp arm, which approaches the retentive undercut from a cervical direction. A clasp assembly may comprise various retentive arms (i.e., a cast circumferential, a bar clasp arm, or a wrought-wire retainer), depending on the specific requirement for retainer construction, given the necessary adjustability, clasp approach position, and survey line location.

A clasp assembly should consist of four component parts. First, one or more minor connectors should be present, from which the clasp components originate. Second, a principal rest should be designed to direct stress along the long axis of the tooth. Third, a retentive arm should engage a tooth undercut. For most clasps, the retentive region is only at its terminus. Fourth, a nonretentive arm (or other component) should be present on the opposite side of the tooth for stabilization and reciprocation against horizontal movement of the prosthesis (rigidity of this clasp arm is essential to its purpose).

No confusion should exist between the choice of clasp arm and the purpose for which it is used. Either type of cast clasp arm (bar or circumferential) may be made tapered and retentive, or nontapered (rigid) and nonretentive. The choice depends on whether it is used for retention, stabilization, or reciprocation. An occlusal rest, such as in the RPI (rest, proximal plate, and I-bar component parts of the clasp assembly概念) may be used rather than a reciprocal clasp arm to satisfy the need for encirclement, provided it is located in such a way that it can accomplish the same purpose (Figure 7-10; see also Figure 7-9). The addition of a lingual apron to a cast reciprocal clasp arm alters neither its primary
Some clasp assemblies are designed to accommodate prosthesis functional movement (as mentioned in the basic principles above), and others do not incorporate such design features. Although it has been demonstrated by Kapur and others that adverse outcomes are not always associated with the use of rigid clasp assemblies in distal extension classifications, the following clasp assemblies will be described as clasps designed to accommodate distal extension functional movement and clasps designed without movement accommodation. The clinician should not interpret these categories as mutually exclusive because most any clasp assembly can be used to retain a well-supported and maintained prosthesis.

**TYPES OF CLASP ASSEMBLIES**

A wide variety of clasp assemblies are available for clinicians to use. This variety exists largely because of the imagination of clinicians and technicians who provided prostheses when tooth modification was not or could not be provided. To simplify clasp design and to improve the functional predictability of prostheses, today’s clinician must realize the need for tooth modification.

**Figure 7-7**  
A, The intracoronal retainer consists of a key and keyway with extremely small tolerance. Keyways are contained within abutment crowns, and (B) keys are attached to the removable partial denture framework. C, Frictional resistance to removal and placement and limitation of movement serve to retain and stabilize the prosthesis.
Clasps Designed to Accommodate Functional Movement

**RPI, RPA, and Bar Clasp**

Clasp assemblies that accommodate functional prosthesis movement are designed to address the concern of a Class I lever. The concern is that the distal extension acts as a long “effort arm” across the distal rest “fulcrum” to cause the clasp tip “resistance arm” to engage the tooth undercut. This results in harmful tipping or torquing of the tooth, which is greater with stiff clasps and increased denture base movement. Two strategies may be adopted to change the fulcrum location and subsequently the “resistance arm” engaging effect (mesial rest concept clasp assemblies), or to minimize the effect of the lever through the use of a flexible arm (wrought-wire retentive arm).

Mesial rest concept clasps have been proposed to accomplish movement accommodation by changing the fulcrum location. This concept includes the RPI and RPA [rest, proximal plate, Akers] clasps. The RPI is a current concept of bar clasp design that refers to the rest, proximal plate, and I-bar component parts of the clasp assembly. Basically, this clasp assembly consists of a mesio-occlusal rest with the minor connector placed into the mesiolingual embrasure, but not contacting the adjacent tooth (Figure 7-11, A). A distal guiding plane, extending from the marginal ridge to the junction of the middle and gingival thirds of the abutment.

**Figure 7-8** Extracoronal circumferential direct retainer. Assembly consists of (A) the buccal retentive arm; (B) the rigid lingual stabilizing (reciprocal) arm; and (C) the supporting occlusal rest. The terminal portion of the retentive arm is flexible and engages measured undercut. Assembly remains passive until activated by placement or removal of the restoration, or when subjected to masticatory forces that tend to dislodge the denture base.

**Figure 7-9** Extracoronal bar-type direct retainer. Assembly consists of (A) the buccal retentive arm engaging the measured undercut (with slight occlusal extension for stabilization, see insert where HOC is height of contour and UC is undercut); (B) the stabilizing (reciprocal) elements, with the proximal plate minor connector on the distal; (C) the lingually placed mesial minor connector for the occlusal rest, which also serves as a stabilizing (reciprocal) component; and (D) the mesially placed supporting occlusal rest. Assembly remains passive until activated.
tooth, is prepared to receive a proximal plate (Figure 7-11, B). The buccolingual width of the guiding plane is determined by the proximal contour of the tooth (Figure 7-11, A and C). The proximal plate, in conjunction with the minor connector supporting the rest, provides the stabilizing and reciprocal aspects of the clasp assembly. The I-bar should be located in the gingival third of the buccal or labial surface of the abutment in a 0.01-inch undercut (Figure 7-11, D). The whole arm of the I-bar should be tapered to its terminus, with no more than 2 mm of its tip contacting the abutment. The retentive tip contacts the tooth from the undercut to the height of contour (Figure 7-11, E). This area of contact, along with the rest and proximal plate contact, provides stabilization through encirclement (see Figure 7-11, C). The horizontal portion of the approach arm must be located at least 4 mm from the gingival margin and even farther if possible.

Three basic approaches to the application of the RPI system may be used. The location of the rest, the design of the minor connector (proximal plate) as it relates to the guiding plane, and the location of the retentive arm are factors that influence how this clasp system functions. Variations in these factors provide the basis for differences among these approaches. All advocate the use of a rest located mesially on the primary abutment tooth adjacent to the extension base area. One approach recommends that the guiding plane and the corresponding proximal plate minor connector should extend the entire length of the proximal tooth surface, with physiologic tissue relief eliminating impingement of the free gingival margin (Figure 7-12). A second approach suggests that the guiding plane and the corresponding proximal plate minor connector should extend from the marginal ridge to the junction of the middle and gingival thirds of the proximal tooth surface (Figure 7-13). Both approaches recommend that the retaining clasp arm should be located in the gingival third of the buccal or labial surface of the abutment in a 0.01-inch undercut. Placement of the retaining clasp arm generally occurs in an undercut located at the greatest mesiodistal prominence of the tooth or adjacent to the extension base area (Figure 7-14, A and B). The third approach favors a proximal plate minor connector that contacts approximately 1 mm of the gingival portion of the guiding plane (Figure 7-15, A) and a retentive clasp arm located in a 0.01-inch undercut in the gingival third of the tooth at the greatest prominence or toward the mesial away from the edentulous area (Figure 7-14, C). If the abutment teeth demonstrate contraindications for a bar-type clasp (i.e., exaggerated buccal or lingual tilts, severe tissue undercut, or a shallow buccal vestibule) and the desirable undercut is located in the gingival third of the tooth away from the extension base area, a modification should be considered for the RPI system (the RPA clasp) (Figure 7-15, B). Application of each approach is predicated on the distribution of load to be applied to the tooth and edentulous ridge.

The bar clasp, which gave rise to the RPI, is discussed here because of this association. It may not be configured to allow functional movement, but it can be. The term bar clasp is generally preferred over the less descriptive term Roach clasp arm. Reduced to its simplest term, the bar clasp arm arises from the denture framework or a metal base and approaches the retentive undercut from a gingival direction (see Figure 7-11). The bar clasp arm has been classified by the shape of the retentive terminal. Thus it has been identified as a T, modified T, I, or Y. The form the terminal takes is of little significance as long as it is mechanically and functionally effective, covers as little tooth surface as possible, and displays as little metal as possible.

In most situations, the bar clasp arm can be used with tooth-supported partial dentures, with tooth-supported modification areas, or when an undercut that can be logically approached with a bar clasp arm lies on the side of an abutment tooth adjacent to a distal extension base (Figure 7-16). If a tissue undercut prevents the use of a bar clasp arm, a mesially originating ring clasp, a cast, or a wrought-wire clasp or reverse-action clasp may be used. Preparation of adjacent abutments (natural teeth) to receive any type of interproximal direct retainer, traversing from lingual to buccal surfaces, is most difficult to adequately accomplish. Inevitably the relative size of the occlusal table is increased, contributing to undesirable and additional functional loading.

Specific indications for use of a bar clasp arm include (1) when a small degree of undercut (0.01 inch) exists in
the cervical third of the abutment tooth, which may be approached from a gingival direction; (2) on abutment teeth for tooth-supported partial dentures or tooth-supported modification areas (Figure 7-17); (3) in distal extension base situations; and (4) in situations in which esthetic considerations must be accommodated and a cast clasp is indicated. Thus use of the bar clasp arm is contraindicated when a deep cervical undercut exists or when a severe tooth and/or tissue undercut exists, either of which must be bridged by excessive blockout. When severe tooth and tissue undercuts exist, a bar clasp arm usually is an annoyance to the tongue and cheek and may traps food debris. Other limiting factors in the selection of a bar clasp assembly include a shallow vestibule or an excessive buccal or lingual tilt of the abutment tooth (Figure 7-18). Some common errors in the design of bar-type clasps are illustrated in Figure 7-19.
Combination Clasp

Another strategy that may be used to reduce the effect of the Class I lever in distal extension situations includes a flexible component in the “resistance arm”; this strategy is employed in the combination clasp. The combination clasp consists of
Figure 7-15  A, Bar clasp assembly in which the proximal plate (PP) contacts approximately 1 mm of the gingival portion of the guiding plane (GP). During function, the proximal plate and the I-bar clasp arm are designed to move in a mesiogingival direction, disengaging the tooth. Lack of sustained contact between the proximal plate and the guiding plane distributes increased functional force to the edentulous ridge. Asterisk (*) indicates center of rotation. B, Modification of the RPI (rest, proximal plate, and I-bar component parts) system (rest, proximal plate, Akers or RPA clasp) is indicated when a bar-type clasp is contraindicated and a desirable undercut is located in the gingival third of the tooth away from the extension base area.

Figure 7-16  Bar clasp arm properly used on the terminal abutment. The combination of rest, proximal plate, and bar clasp contacting the abutment tooth provides more than 180 degrees encirclement. A uniform taper to the bar ensures proper flexibility and internal stress distribution. Taper can originate from the minor connector junction or at a finishing line indicating the anterior extent of the denture base. Encirclement does not require that retentive tip modification (in the form of a T) be provided, and such a modification adds little to the clasp assembly.

Figure 7-17  A bar retainer is used on the anterior abutment of the modification space, and its terminus engages the distobuccal undercut. The denture is designed to rotate around the terminal abutments when force is directed toward the basal seat on the left. Such rotation would impart force on the right premolar directed superiorly and anteriorly. However, this direction of force is resisted in great part by mesial contact with the canine. A direct retainer on the right premolar engaging the mesiobuccal undercut would tend to force the tooth superiorly and posteriorly.
a wrought-wire retentive clasp arm and a cast reciprocal clasp arm (Figure 7-21). Although the latter may be seen in the form of a bar clasp arm, it is usually a circumferential arm. The retentive arm is almost always circumferential, but it also may be used in the manner of a bar, originating gingivally from the denture base.

Advantages of the combination clasp include its flexibility and adjustability and the appearance of the wrought-wire retentive arm. It is used when maximum flexibility is desirable, such as on an abutment tooth adjacent to a distal extension base or on a weak abutment when a bar-type direct retainer is contraindicated. It may be used for its adjustability when precise retentive requirements are unpredictable and later adjustment to increase or decrease retention may be necessary. A third justification for its use is its esthetic advantage over cast clasps. Wrought in structure, it may be used in smaller diameters than a cast clasp, with less danger of fracture. Because it is round, light is reflected in such a manner that the display of metal is less noticeable than with the broader surfaces of a cast clasp.

The most common use of the combination clasp is on an abutment tooth adjacent to a distal extension base where
it is bent by hand, it may be less accurately adapted to the tooth and therefore may provide less stabilization in the suprabulge portion; and (4) it may distort with function and not engage the tooth. The disadvantages of the wrought-wire clasp are offset by its several advantages, which include (1) its flexibility; (2) its adjustability; (3) its esthetic advantage over other retentive circumferential clasp arms; (4) coverage of a minimum of tooth surface as a result of its line contact with the tooth, rather than having the surface contact a cast clasp arm; and (5) a less likely occurrence of fatigue failure in service with the tapered wrought-wire retentive arm versus the cast, half-round retentive arm.

The disadvantages listed previously should not prevent its use regardless of the type of alloy that is used for the cast framework. Technical problems are minimized by selecting only a mesial undercut exists on the abutment or where a large tissue undercut contraindicates a bar-type retainer (Figure 7-22). When a distal undercut exists that may be approached with a properly designed bar clasp arm or with a ring clasp (despite its several disadvantages), a cast clasp can be located so that it will not cause abutment tipping as the distal extension base moves tissue-ward. When the undercut is on the side of the abutment away from the extension base, the tapered wrought-wire retentive arm offers greater flexibility than does the cast clasp arm and therefore better dissipates functional stresses. For this reason, the combination clasp is preferred (see Figure 7-22, D).

The combination clasp has several disadvantages: (1) it involves extra steps in fabrication, particularly when high-fusing chromium alloys are used; (2) it may be distorted by careless handling on the part of the patient; (3) because it is bent by hand, it may be less accurately adapted to the tooth and therefore may provide less stabilization in the suprabulge portion; and (4) it may distort with function and not engage the tooth. The disadvantages of the wrought-wire clasp are offset by its several advantages, which include (1) its flexibility; (2) its adjustability; (3) its esthetic advantage over other retentive circumferential clasp arms; (4) coverage of a minimum of tooth surface as a result of its line contact with the tooth, rather than having the surface contact a cast clasp arm; and (5) a less likely occurrence of fatigue failure in service with the tapered wrought-wire retentive arm versus the cast, half-round retentive arm.

The disadvantages listed previously should not prevent its use regardless of the type of alloy that is used for the cast framework. Technical problems are minimized by selecting

![Figure 7-20](image_url) Only one terminal of the retentive arm engages the undercut in the gingival third of the abutment. The suprabulge portion of the retentive clasp arm provides only limited stabilization and may be eliminated.

![Figure 7-21](image_url) A, A combination clasp consists of a cast reciprocal arm and a tapered, round wrought-wire retentive clasp arm. The latter is cast to, or soldered to, a cast framework. This design is recommended for the anterior abutment of the posterior modification space in a Class II partially edentulous arch, where only a mesiobuccal undercut exists, to minimize the effects of a first-class lever system. B, In addition to the advantages of flexibility, adjustability, and appearance, a wrought-wire retentive arm makes only line contact with the abutment tooth, rather than broader contact with the cast clasp.
The patient may be taught to avoid distortion of the wrought wire by the explanation that to remove a partial denture, the fingernail should always be applied to its point of origin, where it is held rigid by the casting, rather than to the flexible terminal end. Often, lingual retention may be used rather than buccal retention, especially on a mandibular abutment, so that the patient never touches the wrought-wire arm during removal of the denture. Instead, removal may be accomplished by lifting against the cast reciprocal arm located on the buccal side of the tooth. This may negate the esthetic advantage of the wrought-wire clasp arm, and esthetics should be given preference when the choice must be made between buccal and lingual retention. In most situations, however, retention must be used where it is possible, and the clasp designed accordingly.

**Clasps Designed Without Movement Accommodation**

**Circumferential Clasp**

Although a thorough knowledge of the principles of clasp design should lead to a logical application of those principles, it is better when some of the more common clasp designs are considered individually. The circumferential clasp will be considered first as an all-cast clasp.

The circumferential clasp is usually the most logical clasp to use with all tooth-supported partial dentures because of its retentive and stabilizing ability (Figure 7-23). Only when the retentive undercut may be approached better with a bar clasp arm or when esthetics will be enhanced should the latter be used. The circumferential clasp arm has the following disadvantages:

1. More tooth surface is covered than with a bar clasp arm because of its occlusal origin.
2. On some tooth surfaces, particularly the buccal surfaces of mandibular teeth and the lingual surfaces of maxillary teeth, its occlusal approach may increase the width of the occlusal surface of the tooth.
3. In the mandibular arch, more metal may be displayed than with the bar clasp arm.
4. As with all cast clasps, its half-round form prevents adjustment to increase or decrease retention. Adjustments in the retention afforded by a cast clasp arm should be made by moving a clasp terminal cervically into the angle of cervical convergence or occlusally into a lesser area of undercut. Tightening a clasp against the tooth or loosening it away from the tooth increases or decreases frictional resistance and does not affect the retentive potential of the clasp. True adjustment is, therefore, impossible with most cast clasps.

Despite its disadvantages, the cast circumferential clasp arm may be used effectively, and many of these disadvantages may be minimized by mouth preparation. Adequate mouth preparation will permit its point of origin to be placed far enough below the occlusal surface to avoid poor esthetics and increased tooth dimension (see Figure 7-23). Although some of the disadvantages listed imply that the bar-type clasp may be preferable, the circumferential clasp is actually superior to a bar clasp arm that is improperly used or poorly designed.

Experience has shown that faulty application and design too often negate the possible advantages of the bar clasp arm, whereas the circumferential clasp arm is not as easily misused.

The basic form of the circumferential clasp is a buccal and lingual arm originating from a common body (Figure 7-24). This clasp is used improperly when two retentive clasp arms originate from the body and occlusal rest areas and approach bilateral retentive areas on the side of the tooth away from the point of origin. The correct form of this clasp has only one retentive clasp arm, opposed by a nonretentive reciprocal arm on the opposite side. A common error is to use this clasp improperly by making both clasp terminals retentive. This not only is unnecessary but also disregards the need for reciprocation and bilateral stabilization. Other common errors in the design of circumferential clasps are illustrated in Figure 7-25.

**Ring Clasp.** The circumferential type of clasp may be used in several forms. It appears as though many of these forms of the basic circumferential clasp design were developed to accommodate situations in which corrected tooth modifications could not be or were not accomplished by the dentist. One is the ring clasp, which encircles nearly all of a tooth from its point of origin (Figure 7-26). It is used when a proximal undercut cannot be approached by other means. For example, when a mesiolingual undercut on a lower molar abutment cannot be approached directly because of its proximity to the occlusal rest area and cannot be approached with a bar clasp arm because of lingual inclination of the tooth, the ring clasp encircling the tooth allows the undercut to be approached from the distal aspect of the tooth.

The clasp should never be used as an unsupported ring (Figure 7-27) because if it is free to open and close as a ring, it cannot provide reciprocation or stabilization. Instead the ring-type clasp should always be used with a supporting strut on the nonretentive side, with or without an auxiliary occlusal rest on the opposite marginal ridge. The advantage of an auxiliary rest is that further movement of a mesially inclined tooth is prevented by the presence of a distal rest. In any event, the supporting strut should be regarded as a minor
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Reciprocation then comes from the rigid portion of the clasp lying between the supporting strut and the principal occlusal rest.

The ring-type clasp should be used on protected abutments, whenever possible, because it covers such a large area of tooth surface. Esthetics need not be considered on such a posteriorly located tooth.

A ring-type clasp may be used in reverse on an abutment located anterior to a tooth-bounded edentulous space (Figure 7-28). Although potentially an effective clasp, this clasp covers an excessive amount of tooth surface and can be esthetically objectionable. The only justification for its use is when a distobuccal or distolingual undercut cannot be approached directly from the occlusal rest area and/or tissue undercuts prevent its approach from a gingival direction with a bar clasp arm.

**Embrasure Clasp.** In the fabrication of an unmodified Class II or Class III partial denture, no edentulous spaces are available on the opposite side of the arch to aid in clasping. Mechanically, this is a disadvantage. However, when the connector from which the flexible retentive arm originates.

**Figure 7-26**  Ring clasp(s) encircling nearly all of the tooth from its point of origin. A, Clasp originates on the mesiobuccal surface and encircles the tooth to engage the mesiolingual undercut. B, Clasp originates on the mesiolingual surface and encircles the tooth to engage the mesiobuccal undercut. In either example, a supporting strut is used on the nonretentive side (drawn both as direct view of near side of tooth and as mirror view of opposite side).

**Figure 7-27**  Improperly designed ring clasp lacking necessary support. Such a clasp lacks any reciprocating or stabilizing action because the entire circumference of the clasp is free to open and close. A supporting strut should always be added on the nonretentive side of the abutment tooth, which then becomes, in effect, a minor connector from which a tapered and flexible retentive clasp arm originates.
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Figure 7-28 Ring clasp may be used in reverse on the abutment located anterior to the tooth-bound edentulous space.

Figure 7-29 Embrasure clasps extend through occlusal embrasures to engage facial undercuts when no modification spaces are present.

teen teeth are sound and retentive areas are available, or when multiple restorations are justified, clamping can be accomplished by means of an embrasure clasp (Figure 7-29).

Sufficient space must be provided between the abutment teeth in their occlusal third to make room for the common body of the embrasure clasp (Figure 7-30), yet the contact area should not be eliminated entirely. Historically, this clasp assembly demonstrates a high percentage of fracture caused by inadequate tooth preparation in the contact area. Because vulnerable areas of the teeth are involved, abutment protection with inlays or crowns is recommended. The decision to use unprotected abutments must be made at the time of oral examination and should be based on the patient’s age, caries index, and oral hygiene, as well as on whether existing tooth contours are favorable or can be made favorable by tooth modification. Preparation of adjacent, contacting, uncrowned abutments to receive any type of embrasure clasp of adequate interproximal bulk is difficult, especially when it is opposed by natural teeth.

The embrasure clasp always should be used with double occlusal rests, even when definite proximal shoulders can be established (Figure 7-31). This is done to avoid interproximal wedging by the prosthesis, which could cause separation of the abutment teeth, resulting in food impaction and clasp displacement. In addition to providing support, occlusal rests serve to shunt food away from contact areas. For this reason, occlusal rests should always be used whenever food impaction is possible.

Embrasure clasps should have two retentive clasp arms and two reciprocal clasp arms that are bilaterally or diagonally opposed. An auxiliary occlusal rest or a bar clasp arm can be substituted for a circumferential reciprocal arm, as long as definite reciprocation and stabilization result. A lingually placed retentive bar clasp arm may be substituted if a rigid circumferential clasp arm is placed on the buccal surface for reciprocation, provided lingual retention is used on the opposite side of the arch. Other less commonly used modifications of the cast circumferential clasp that are of historical interest are the multiple clasp, the half-and-half clasp, and the reverse-action clasp.

Back-action Clasp. The back-action clasp is a modification of the ring clasp; it has all of the same disadvantages and no apparent advantages (Figure 7-32). Its use is difficult to justify. The undercut can usually be approached just as well by using a conventional circumferential clasp, with less tooth coverage and less display
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Figure 7-31  A, Example of the use of an embrasure clasp for a Class II partially edentulous arch. Embrasure clasp on the two left molar abutments was used in the absence of posterior modification space. B, Occlusal and proximal surfaces of adjacent molar and premolar prepared for embrasure clasp. Note that rest seat preparations are extended both buccally and lingually to accommodate the retentive and reciprocal clasp arms. Adequate preparation confined to the enamel can rarely be accomplished for such a clasp, especially when clasped teeth are opposed by natural teeth.

Figure 7-32  Back-action circumferential clasp used on premolar abutment anterior to the edentulous space.

Figure 7-33  Multiple clasp is actually two opposing circumferential clasps joined at the terminal end of two reciprocal arms (mirror view).

of metal. With the circumferential clasp, the proximal tooth surface can be used as a guiding plane, as it should be, and the occlusal rest can have the rigid support it requires. An occlusal rest always should be attached to some rigid minor connector and should never be supported by a clasp arm alone. If the occlusal rest is part of a flexible assembly, it cannot function adequately as an occlusal rest.

Multiple Clasp. The multiple clasp simply consists of two opposing circumferential clasps joined at the terminal end of the two reciprocal arms (Figure 7-33). It is used when additional retention and stabilization are needed, usually on tooth-supported partial dentures. It may be used for multiple clasping in instances in which the partial denture replaces an entire half of the dental arch. It may be used rather than an embrasure clasp when the only available retentive areas are adjacent to each other. Its disadvantage is that two embrasure approaches are necessary rather than a single common embrasure for both clasps.

Half-and-half Clasp. The half-and-half clasp consists of a circumferential retentive arm arising from one direction and a reciprocal arm arising from another (Figure 7-34). The second arm must arise from a second minor connector, and this arm is used with or without an auxiliary occlusal rest. Reciprocation arising from a second minor connector usually can be accomplished with a short bar or with an auxiliary occlusal rest, thereby avoiding so much tooth coverage. There is little justification for the use of the half-and-half clasp in bilateral extension
base partial dentures. Its design was originally intended to provide dual retention, a principle that should be applied only to unilateral partial denture design.

**Reverse-action Clasp.** The reverse-action, or hairpin, clasp arm is designed to allow a proximal undercut to be engaged from an occlusal approach (Figure 7-35). Other methods of accomplishing the same result involve use of a ring clasp originating on the opposite side of the tooth or a bar clasp arm originating from a gingival direction. However, when a proximal undercut must be used on a posterior abutment, and when tissue undercuts, tilted teeth, or high tissue attachments prevent the use of a bar clasp arm, the reverse-action clasp may be used successfully. Although the ring clasp may be preferable, lingual undercuts may prevent the placement of a supporting strut without tongue interference. In this limited situation, the hairpin clasp arm serves adequately, despite its several disadvantages. The clasp covers considerable tooth surface and may trap debris; its occlusal origin may increase the functional load on the tooth, and its flexibility is limited. Esthetics usually need not be considered when the clasp is used on a posterior abutment, but the hairpin clasp arm does have the additional disadvantage of displaying too much metal for use on an anterior abutment.

When properly designed, the reverse-action clasp should make a hairpin turn to engage an undercut below the point of origin (see Figure 7-35). The upper part of the arm of this clasp should be considered a minor connector, giving rise to the tapered lower part of the arm. Therefore only the lower part of the arm should be flexible. With the retentive portion beginning beyond the turn, only the lower part of the arm should flex over the height of contour to engage a retentive undercut. The bend that connects the upper and lower parts of the arm should be rounded to prevent stress accumulation and fracture of the arm at the bend. The clasp should be designed and fabricated with this in mind.

These are the various types of cast circumferential clasps. As was mentioned previously, they may be used in combination with bar clasp arms as long as differentiation is made between retention and reciprocation by their form and location. Circumferential and bar clasp arms may be made flexible (retentive) or rigid (reciprocal) in any combination, as long as each retentive clasp arm is opposed by a rigid reciprocal component.

Use of many of the less desirable clasp forms can be avoided by changing the crown forms of the abutments through tooth modification within the enamel or with restorations. When abutment coverage is fabricated, tooth contours should be established that will permit the use of the most desirable clasp forms, rather than a form that makes it necessary to use a less desirable clasp design. This is best accomplished by first altering the crown contour of abutment teeth not designated for restoration to meet the requirements of guiding planes and survey line location. This is followed by the prescribed crown preparations. Before tooth reduction is performed for the prescribed crown preparations, the requirements of guiding planes and survey line location should be met.
ANALYSIS OF TOOTH CONTOURS FOR RETENTIVE CLASPS

Although the extracoronal, or clasp-type, direct retainer is used more often than the internal attachment, it is commonly misused. It is hoped that a better understanding of the principles of clasp design will lead to more intelligent use of this retainer. To best gain this understanding, it is vitally important for the clinician to consider how tooth contour and removable partial denture components must interact (be related) to allow stable prosthetic function. Just as unaltered natural teeth are not appropriately contoured to receive fixed partial dentures without preparation, the teeth that are engaged by a removable partial denture must be contoured to support, stabilize, and retain the functioning prosthesis. Analysis and accomplishment of tooth modification when it is required for optimum stability and retention are necessary for the success of the prosthesis.

Critical areas of an abutment that provide for retention and stabilization (reciprocation) can be identified only with the use of a dental cast surveyor (Table 7-1). To enhance the understanding of direct retainers, an introduction of the dental cast surveyor is appropriate at this time. Surveying will be covered in detail in Chapter 11.

The cast surveyor (Figure 7-36) is a simple instrument that is essential for planning partial denture treatment. Its main working parts are the vertical arm and the adjustable table, which hold the cast in a fixed relation to the vertical arm. This relationship of the vertical arm to the cast represents the path of placement that the partial denture will ultimately take when inserted or removed from the mouth (Figure 7-37).

The adjustable table may be tilted in relation to the vertical arm of the surveyor until a path can be found that best satisfies all involved factors (Figure 7-38). A cast in a horizontal relationship to the vertical arm represents a vertical path of placement; a cast in a tilted relationship represents a path of placement toward the side of the cast that is on an upward slant. The vertical arm, when brought in contact with a tooth surface, identifies the location on the clinical crown where the greatest convexity exists. This line, called the height of contour (specific to the surveyor-defined path),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7-1</th>
<th>Function and Position of Clasp Assembly Parts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component Part</td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor connector</td>
<td>Stabilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clasp arms</td>
<td>Stabilization (reciprocation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7-36** Essential parts of a dental surveyor (Ney Parallelometer, Dentsply Ceramco, Burlington, NJ), showing the vertical spindle in relation to an adjustable table.

**Figure 7-37** Angle of cervical convergence on two teeth presenting dissimilar contours. A greater angle of cervical convergence on tooth A necessitates placement of a clasp terminus, X, nearer the height of contour than when a lesser angle exists, as in B. It is apparent that uniform clasp retention depends on depth (amount) of the tooth undercut rather than on distance below the height of the contour at which the clasp terminus is placed.
triangle is at the point of contact of the surveyor blade with the tooth, and the base is the area of the cast representing the gingival tissue (see Figure 11-18). The apical angle is called the angle of cervical convergence (see Figure 7-37). This angle may be measured as described in Chapter 11, or it may be estimated by observing the triangle of light visible between the tooth and the surveyor blade. For this reason, a wide surveyor blade rather than a small cylindrical tool is used so it is easier to see the triangle of light. The importance of this angle lies in its relationship to the amount of retention.

is the boundary between (1) an occlusal or incisal region of the tooth that is freely accessible to a prosthesis and (2) a gingival region of the tooth that can be accessed only when a portion of the prosthesis elastically deforms and recovers to contact the tooth. This surveyor-defined path and the subsequent tooth height of contour will indicate the areas available for retention and those available for support and stabilization, as well as the existence of tooth and other tissue interference with the path of placement.

When the surveyor blade contacts a tooth on the cast at its greatest convexity, a triangle is formed. The apex of the triangle is at the point of contact of the surveyor blade with the tooth, and the base is the area of the cast representing the gingival tissue (see Figure 11-18). The apical angle is called the angle of cervical convergence (see Figure 7-37). This angle may be measured as described in Chapter 11, or it may be estimated by observing the triangle of light visible between the tooth and the surveyor blade. For this reason, a wide surveyor blade rather than a small cylindrical tool is used so it is easier to see the triangle of light. The importance of this angle lies in its relationship to the amount of retention.

![Figure 7-38](image-url) Relationship of height of contour, suprabulge, and infrabulge. A, When an egg is placed with its long axis parallel to the surveying tool, the height of contour is found at its greatest circumference, here designated by the arrow. In this example, the second line is diagonal to the line outlining the height of contour and is either above the height of contour (right side of egg), referred to as the suprabulge region, or below the height of contour (left side of egg), referred to as the infrabulge region. B, If the long axis of the egg is reoriented so that the previous diagonal line is now at the greatest circumference, the original “height of contour line” no longer is at the greatest circumference. The line segment at A is in the suprabulge region, and the line segment B is in the infrabulge region. Changing the orientation alters the relationship of surfaces relative to the greatest circumference and consequently alters suprabulge and infrabulge locations. C, Just as the height of contour changes as orientation changes for the egg, when a tooth orientation changes, the height of contour is altered. For this molar, the line H was produced with a horizontal orientation. When the tooth was inclined buccally, the height of contour moved to B, relative to the horizontal location. Alternatively, when the tooth was inclined lingually, the height of contour moves to L, relative to the horizontal location.
AMOUNT OF RETENTION

Clasp retention is based on resistance to deformation of the metal. For a clasp to be retentive, it must be placed in an undercut area of the tooth, where it is forced to deform upon application of a vertical dislodging force (Figure 7-39). It is this resistance to deformation along an appropriately selected path that generates retention (Figure 7-40). Such resistance to deformation is dependent on several factors and is also proportionate to the flexibility of the clasp arm.

The interaction of a number of factors under the control of the clinician combines to produce retention. These include both tooth (planned and executed by the clinician) and prosthesis (to be planned by the dentist and executed by the laboratory technician) factors.

Tooth factors include the size of the angle of cervical convergence (depth of undercut) and how far the clasp terminal is placed into the angle of cervical convergence. Prosthesis factors include the flexibility of the clasp arm. Clasp flexibility is the product of clasp length (measured from its point of origin to its terminal end), clasp relative diameter (regardless of its cross-sectional form), clasp cross-sectional form or shape (whether it is round, half-round, or some other form), and the material used in making the clasp. The retention characteristics of gold alloy, chrome alloy, titanium, or titanium alloy depend on whether it is in cast or wrought form.

Size of and Distance Into the Angle of Cervical Convergence

To be retentive, a tooth must have an angle of convergence cervical to the height of contour. When it is surveyed, any single tooth will have a height of contour or an area of greatest convexity. Areas of cervical convergence may not exist when the tooth is viewed in relation to a given path of placement. Also, certain areas of cervical convergence may not be usable for the placement of retentive clasps because of their proximity to gingival tissue.

This is best illustrated by mounting a spherical object, such as an egg, on the adjustable table of a dental surveyor (see Figure 7-38). The egg now represents the cast of a dental arch or, more correctly, one tooth of a dental arch. The egg first is placed perpendicular to the base of the surveyor and is surveyed so the height of contour can be determined. The vertical arm of the surveyor represents the path of placement that a denture would take, and conversely its path of removal.

With a carbon marker, a circumferential line has been drawn on an egg at its greatest circumference, as shown by the arrow in Figure 7-38, A. This line, which Kennedy called the height of contour, is its greatest convexity. Cummer spoke of it as the guideline because it is used as a guide in the placement of retentive and nonretentive clasps. To this, DeVan added the terms suprabulge, denoting the surfaces sloping superiorly, and infrabulge, denoting the surfaces sloping inferiorly.

Any areas cervical to the height of contour may be used for the placement of retentive clasp components, whereas areas occlusal to the height of contour may be used for the placement of nonretentive, stabilizing, or reciprocating components. Obviously, only flexible components may be placed gingivally to the height of contour because rigid elements would not flex over the height of contour or contact the tooth in the undercut area.

With the original height of contour marked on the egg, the egg is now tilted from the perpendicular to an angular relation with the base of the surveyor (see Figure 7-38, B). Its relation to the vertical arm of the surveyor has now been changed, just as a change in the position of a dental cast would bring about a different relationship with the surveyor. The vertical arm of the surveyor still represents the path of placement. However, its relation to the egg is totally different.

Again, the carbon marker is used to delineate the height of contour or the greatest convexity. It will be seen that areas that were formerly infrabulge are now suprabulge, and vice versa. A retentive clasp arm placed below the height of contour in the original position may now be excessively...
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should be conducted for a different path of placement. The cast is merely tilted in relation to the vertical arm until the most suitable path is found. The most suitable path of placement is generally considered to be the path of placement that will require the least amount of mouth preparation necessary to place the components of the partial denture in their ideal position on the tooth surfaces and in relation to the soft tissue. Then mouth preparations are planned with a definite path of placement in mind.

It is important to remember that tooth surfaces can be recontoured through selective grinding or the placement of restorations (mouth preparations) to achieve a more suitable path of placement. The path of placement also must take into consideration the presence of tissue undercuts that

![Figure 7-35](image_url)

**Figure 7-35**  Caramels

A, Retentive areas are not sufficient to resist reasonable dislodging forces when a cast is surveyed at its most advantageous position (occlusal plane parallel to the surveyor table), even though guide planes could be established with minor tooth modification. B, Tilting cast creates functionally ineffective tooth contours, which are present only in relation to the surveying rod and do not exist when compared with the most advantageous position (position in which restoration will be subject to dislodging forces in an occlusal direction). C-D, Clasps designed at tilt are ineffective without the development of corresponding guide planes to resist displacement when the restoration is subject to dislodging forces in the occlusal direction.
would interfere with the placement of major connectors, the location of vertical minor connectors, the origin of bar clasp arms, and the denture bases.

When the theory of clasp retention is applied to the abutment teeth in a dental arch during surveying of the dental cast, each tooth may be considered individually and in relation to the other abutment teeth as far as the designs of retentive and stabilizing (reciprocating) components are concerned. This is necessary because the relationship of each tooth to the entire arch and to the design of the whole prosthesis has been considered previously when teeth were selected or modified to achieve the most suitable path of placement. Once this relationship of the cast to the surveyor has been established, the height of contour on each abutment tooth becomes fixed, and the clasp design for each must be considered separately.

A positive path of placement and removal is made possible by the contact of rigid parts of the denture framework with parallel tooth surfaces, which act as guiding planes. Because guiding planes control the path of placement and removal, they can provide additional retention for the partial denture by limiting the possibilities that exist for its dislodgment. The more vertical are the walls (guiding planes) that are prepared parallel to the path of insertion, the fewer the possibilities that exist for dislodgment. If some degree of parallelism does not exist during placement and removal, trauma to the teeth and supporting structures and strain on the denture parts are inevitable. This ultimately results in damage to the teeth and their periodontal support or to the denture itself, or both. Therefore without guiding planes, clasp retention will be detrimental or practically nonexistent. If clasp retention is frictional only because of an active relationship of the clasp to the teeth, then orthodontic movement or damage to periodontal tissue, or both, will result. Instead a clasp should bear a passive relationship to the teeth, except when a dislodging force is applied. In addition to the degree of the angle of cervical convergence and the distance a clasp is placed into the angle of cervical convergence, the amount of retention generated by a clasp depends on its flexibility. This is a function of clasp length, diameter, taper, cross-sectional form, and material.

The amount of retention also depends on the flexibility of a clasp arm. This is a function of clasp length, diameter, cross-sectional form, and material.

**Length of Clasp Arm**

The longer the clasp arm is, the more flexible it will be, all other factors being equal. The length of a circumferential clasp arm is measured from the point at which a uniform taper begins. Tooth modification providing increased length to a suprabulge retentive clasp by allowing the retentive tip to approach the undercut from a gingival direction optimizes clasp retention (see Figure 7-8). The retentive circumferential clasp arm should be tapered uniformly from its point of origin through the full length of the clasp arm (Figure 7-41).

The length of a bar clasp arm also is measured from the point at which a uniform taper begins. Generally the taper of a bar clasp arm should begin at its point of origin from a metal base, or at the point at which it emerges from a resin base (Figure 7-42). Although a bar clasp arm usually will be longer than a circumferential clasp arm, its flexibility will be less because its half-round form lies in several planes; this prevents its flexibility from being proportionate to its total length. Tables 7-2 and 7-3 give an approximate depth of undercut that may be used for the cast gold and chromium-cobalt retentive clasp arms of circumferential and bar-type clasps. Based on a proportional limit of 60,000 psi and on the assumption that the clasp arm is properly tapered, the clasp arm should be able to flex repeatedly within the limits stated without hardening or rupturing because of fatigue. It has been estimated that alternate stress applications of the fatigue type are placed on a retainer arm during mastication and other force-producing functions about 300,000 times a year.
removal but also must be capable of flexing during func-
tion. Base not only must flex during placement and
removal but also must be capable of flexing during func-
tion. A retention on all principal abutments should be as
equal as possible. Although esthetic placement of clasp arms
is desirable, it may not be possible to place all clasp arms in
the same grade of contour, but in relation to the angle of cervi-
cal convergence.

Table 7-2
Permissible Flexibilities of Retentive Cast Circumferential and Bar-Type Clasp Arms of Type IV Gold Alloys*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCUMFERENTIAL</th>
<th>BAR-TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length, inches</td>
<td>Flexibility, inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 0.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 to 0.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 to 0.8</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on the approximate dimensions of Jelenko preformed plastic patterns (JF Jelenko, New York, NY).

Table 7-3
Permissible Flexibilities of Retentive Cast Circumferential and Bar-Type Clasp Arms for Chromium-Cobalt Alloys*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCUMFERENTIAL</th>
<th>BAR-TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length, inches</td>
<td>Flexibility, inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 0.3</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 to 0.6</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6 to 0.8</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on the approximate dimensions of Jelenko preformed plastic patterns (JF Jelenko, New York, NY).

Diameter of Clasp Arm

The greater the average diameter of a clasp arm is, the less
flexible it will be, all other factors being equal. If its taper is
absolutely uniform, the average diameter will be at a point
midway between its origin and its terminal end. If its taper is
not uniform, a point of flexure—and therefore a point of
weakness—will exist; this then will be the determining factor
in its flexibility, regardless of the average diameter of its
entire length.

Cross-sectional Form of the Clasp Arm

Flexibility may exist in any form, but it is limited to one
direction in the case of the half-round form. The only uni-
versally flexible form is the round form, which is practically
impossible to obtain by casting and polishing.

Because most cast clasp arms are essentially half-round in
form, they may flex away from the tooth, but edgewise
flexing (and edgewise adjustment) is limited. For this reason,
cast retentive clasp arms are more acceptable in tooth-
supported partial dentures in which they are called on to flex
only during placement and removal of the prosthesis. A retentive clasp arm on an abutment adjacent to a distal
extension base not only must flex during placement and
removal but also must be capable of flexing during func-
tional movement of the distal extension base. It must have
universal flexibility to avoid transmission of tipping stresses
to the abutment tooth, or it must be capable of disengaging
the undercut when vertical forces directed against the
denture are toward the residual ridge. A round clasp is the
only circumferential clasp form that may be safely used to
engage a tooth undercut on the side of an abutment tooth
away from the distal extension base. The location of the
undercut is perhaps the single most important factor in
selection of a clasp for use with distal extension partial
dentures.

Material Used for the Clasp Arm

Although all cast alloys used in partial denture construction
possess flexibility, their flexibility is proportionate to their
bulk. If this were not true, other components of the partial
denture could not have the necessary rigidity. A disadvan-
tage of a cast gold partial denture is that its bulk must be
increased to obtain needed rigidity at the expense of added
weight and increased cost. It cannot be denied that greater
rigidity with less bulk is possible through the use of chro-
mium-cobalt alloys.

Although cast gold alloys may have greater resiliency than
do cast chromium-cobalt alloys, the fact remains that the
structural nature of the cast clasp does not approach the
flexibility and adjustable nature of the wrought-wire clasp.
Because it was formed by being drawn into a wire, the
wrought-wire clasp arm has toughness exceeding that of a
clasp arm. The tensile strength of a wrought structure is
at least 25% greater than that of the cast alloy from which it
was made. It may therefore be used in smaller diameters to
provide greater flexibility without fatigue and ultimate
fracture.

Relative Uniformity of Retention

Now that the factors inherent to a determination of the
amount of retention from individual clasps have been
reviewed, it is important to consider the coordination of
relative retention between various clasps in a single
prosthesis.

The size of the angle of convergence will determine how
far a given clasp arm should be placed into that angle. By
disregarding—for the time being—variations in clasp flexi-
bility, the relative uniformity of retention will depend on the
location of the retentive part of the clasp arm, not in relation
to the height of contour, but in relation to the angle of cervi-
cal convergence.

The retention on all principal abutments should be as
equal as possible. Although esthetic placement of clasp arms
is desirable, it may not be possible to place all clasp arms in
the same occlusocervical relationship because of variations
in tooth contours. However, retentive surfaces may be made
similar by altering tooth contours or by using cast restora-
tions with similar contours.

Retentive clasp arms must be located so that they lie in
the same approximate degree of undercut on each abutment
tooth. In Figure 7-37, this is seen at point X on both teeth—A and B—despite variation in the distance below the height of contour. Should both clasp arms be placed equidistant below the height of contour, the higher location on tooth B would have too little retention, whereas the lower location on tooth A would be too retentive.

Measurement of the degree of undercut by mechanical means with the use of a surveyor is important. However, undercut identification is only one factor that is important to consider when one is providing appropriate retention for a removable partial denture.

**Stabilizing-Reciprocal Cast Clasp Arm**

When the direct retainer comes into contact with the tooth, the framework must be stabilized against horizontal movement for the required clasp deformation to occur. This stabilization is derived from cross-arch framework contacts or from a stabilizing or reciprocal clasp in the same clasp assembly. To provide true reciprocation, the reciprocal clasp must be in contact during the entire period of retentive clasp deformation. This is best provided with lingual-palatal, guide-plane surfaces.

A stabilizing (reciprocal) clasp arm should be rigid. Therefore it is shaped somewhat differently than is the cast retentive clasp arm, which must be flexible. Its average diameter must be greater than the average diameter of the opposing retentive arm, to increase desired rigidity. A cast retentive arm is tapered in two dimensions, as illustrated in Figure 7-41, whereas a reciprocal arm should be tapered in one dimension only, as shown in Figure 7-43. Achieving such a form for the arm requires freehand waxing of patterns.

**IMPLANTS AS DIRECT RETAINERS**

As was stated earlier, in situations where support requirements are adequately met by available oral tissues, dental implants can be used for retention and provide the advantage of eliminating a visible clasp. The unique aspect of implant use with removable partial dentures (RPDs) is that their location generally can be prescribed, meaning that the clinician selects the best location. The location within the modification space must first consider anatomic characteristics of bone availability. It would not be a great advantage to a patient if extensive augmentation procedures were required to allow implant placement in conjunction with an RPD.

If anatomic needs are met, placement of an implant within a modification space to the advantage of retentive needs requires consideration of anterior, mid, or distal placement. Because retainers utilizing teeth have always been restricted to tooth locations at either end of a span, the mid-span location typically is not considered. However, the application of implants allows consideration of where the most beneficial location of retention can be provided, which forces consideration of where the most efficient resistance to movement away from the denture base can be provided. Placement at either extreme of the denture base may allow greater movement than placement at a mid-point, and should be taken into consideration.

**OTHER TYPES OF RETAINERS**

**Lingual Retention in Conjunction With Internal Rests**

The internal rest is covered in Chapter 6. It is emphasized that the internal rest is not used as a retainer, but that its near-vertical walls provide for reciprocation against a lingually placed retentive clasp arm. For this reason, visible clasp arms may be eliminated, thus avoiding one of the principal objections to the extracoronal retainer.

Such a retentive clasp arm, terminating in an existing or prepared infrabulge area on the abutment tooth, may be of any acceptable design. It is usually a circumferential arm arising from the body of the denture framework at the rest area. It should be wrought because the advantages of adjustability and flexibility make the wrought clasp arm preferable. It may be cast with gold or a low-fusing, chromium-cobalt alloy, or it may be assembled by being soldered to one of the higher-fusing, chromium-cobalt alloys. In any event, future adjustment or repair is facilitated.

The use of lingual extracoronal retention avoids much of the cost of the internal attachment, yet disposes of a visible clasp arm when esthetics must be considered. Often it is employed with a tooth-supported partial denture only on the anterior abutments, and when esthetics is not a consideration, the posterior abutments are clasped in the conventional manner.

One of the dentist’s prime considerations in clasp selection is the control of stress transferred to the abutment teeth when the patient exerts an occluding force on
the artificial teeth. The location and design of rests, the clasp arms, and the position of minor connectors as they relate to guiding planes are key factors in controlling transfer of stress to abutments. Errors in the design of a clasp assembly can result in uncontrolled stress to abutment teeth and their supporting tissues. Some common errors and their corrections are illustrated in Figures 7-44 and 7-45.

**Figure 7-44**  A, Minor connector supporting the distal rest does not contact the prepared guiding plane, resulting in uncontrolled stress to the abutment tooth. B, A minor connector contacts the prepared guiding plane and directs stresses around the arch through the proximal contacts.

The choice of clasp design should be based on biological and mechanical principles. The dentist responsible for the treatment being rendered must be able to justify the clasp design used for each abutment tooth in keeping with these principles.

**INTERNAL ATTACHMENTS**

As was mentioned earlier in the chapter, the principle of the internal attachment was first formulated by Dr. Herman E.S. Chayes in 1906. One such attachment manufactured commercially still carries his name. Although it may be fabricated by the dental technician as a cast dovetail fitting into a counterpart receptacle in the abutment crown, the alloys used in manufactured attachments and the precision with which they are constructed make the ready-made attachment preferable to any of this type that can be fabricated in the dental laboratory. Much credit is due the manufacturers of metals used in dentistry for continued improvements in the design of internal attachments.

The internal attachment has two major advantages over the extracoronal attachment: elimination of visible retentive and support components, and better vertical support through a rest seat located more favorably in relation to the horizontal axis of the abutment tooth. For these reasons, the internal attachment may be preferable in selected situations. It provides horizontal stabilization similar to that of an internal rest. However, additional extracoronal stabilization is usually desirable. It has been
claimed that stimulation to the underlying tissue is greater when internal attachments are used because of intermittent vertical massage. This is probably no more than is possible with extracoronal retainers of similar construction.

Some of the disadvantages of internal attachments include the following: (1) they require prepared abutments and castings; (2) they require somewhat complicated clinical and laboratory procedures; (3) they eventually wear, with progressive loss of frictional resistance to denture removal; (4) they are difficult to repair and replace; (5) they are effective in proportion to their length and are therefore least effective on short teeth; (6) they are difficult to place completely within the circumference of an abutment tooth because of the size of the pulp; and (7) they are considered more costly.

Because the principle of the internal attachment does not permit horizontal movement, all horizontal, tipping, and rotational movements of the prosthesis are transmitted directly to the abutment tooth. The internal attachment therefore should not be used in conjunction with extensive tissue-supported distal extension denture bases unless some form of stress-breaker is used between the movable base and the rigid attachment. Although stress-breakers may be used, they do have some disadvantages—which are discussed later—and their use adds to the cost of the partial denture.

Numerous other types of retainers for partial dentures have been devised that cannot be classified as primarily of the intracoronal or extracoronal type. Neither can they be classified as relying primarily on frictional resistance or placement of an element in an undercut to prevent displacement of the denture. However, all of these use some type of locking device, located intracoronally or extracoronally, for providing retention without visible clasp retention. Although the motivation behind the development of other types of retainers has usually been a desire to eliminate visible clasp retainers, the desire to minimize torque and tipping stresses on the abutment teeth has also been given consideration.

All of the retainers that are discussed herein have merit, and much credit is due to those who have developed specific devices and techniques for the retention of partial dentures. The use of patented retaining devices and other techniques falls in the same limited category as the internal attachment prosthesis and is for economic and technical reasons available to only a small percentage of those patients who need partial denture service.

Internal attachments of the locking or dovetail type unquestionably have many advantages over the clasptype denture in tooth-supported situations. However, it is questionable whether the locking type of internal attachment is indicated for distal extension removable partial dentures, with or without stress-breakers and with or without splinted abutments, because of inherent excessive leverages most often associated with these attachments.

The nonlocking type of internal attachment, in conjunction with sound prosthodontic principles, can be advantageously used in many instances in Class I and Class II partially edentulous situations. However, unless the cross-arch axis of rotation is common to the bilaterally placed attachments, torque on the abutments may be experienced (Figure 7-46). Excellent textbooks devoted to the use of manufactured intracoronal and extracoronal retainer systems are available. For this reason, this text concerns itself primarily with the extracoronal type of direct retainer assembly (clasps). Numerous well-designed internal attachments are available in the dental market that may be used in situations requiring special retention. Descriptive literature and technique manuals are available from the manufacturers.

Other conservative treatment of partially edentulous arches with removable partial dentures can be accom-

**Figure 7-46** A, Axes of rotation, although parallel, are not common because one axis is located anterior to the other axis. B, When one nonlocking internal attachment is elevated farther from the residual ridge than its cross-arch counterpart, the axes of rotation do not fall on a common line; thus some torquing of abutments should be anticipated. However, in many instances, the effect produced by this situation will not exceed physiologic tolerance of the supporting structures of the abutments—all other torquing factors being equal.
plished in a variety of ways. Treatment is still contingent on the location and condition of the remaining teeth and the contour and quality of the residual ridges. Basic principles and concepts of design relative to support and stability must be respected even though a variety of retaining devices can be incorporated. Examples of some of these retaining devices are illustrated in Figures 7-47 through 7-50.

**Figure 7-47** Classification II, modification 1 maxillary removable partial denture with three internal attachments. Gold framework with soldered attachments that gain retention through activation of the gingival region of the male component (see inset picture).

**Figure 7-48** Same prosthesis as Figure 7-47, showing the attachment position relative to the framework palatal and distal minor connector components.

**Figure 7-49** Similar photo as in Figure 7-48, showing the attachment at the anterior modification space. Careful arrangement of the components is required to maximize the esthetic advantage of attachment use in such a region.

**Figure 7-50** Prosthesis with three internal attachments shown from the tissue side, depicting the common path for each. Notice the broad ridge coverage and the use of an anterior-posterior palatal strap major connector to help support the prosthesis, minimizing stress to the attachments.
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ROLE OF INDIRECT RETAINERS IN CONTROL OF PROSTHESIS MOVEMENT

As was described in Chapter 4, partial denture movement can exist in three planes. Tooth-supported partial dentures effectively use teeth to control movement away from the tissues. Tooth-tissue–supported partial dentures do not have this capability because one end of the prosthesis is free to move away from the tissue. This may occur because of the effects of gravity in the maxillary arch or adhesive foods in either arch. Attention to the details of design and location of partial denture component parts in control of functional movement is the strategy used in partial denture design.

When the distal extension denture base is dislodged from its basal seat, it tends to rotate around the fulcrum lines. Theoretically, this movement away from the tissues can be resisted by activation of the direct retainer, the stabilizing components of the clasp assembly, and the rigid components of the partial denture framework, which are located on definite rests on the opposite side of the fulcrum line away from the distal extension base. These components are referred to as indirect retainers (Figures 8-1 and 8-2). Indirect retainer components should be placed as far as possible from the distal extension base, which provides the best leverage advantage against dislodgment (Figure 8-3).

For the sake of clarity in discussion of the location and functions of indirect retainers, fulcrum lines should be considered the axis about which the denture will rotate when the bases move away from the residual ridge.

An indirect retainer consists of one or more rests and the supporting minor connectors (Figures 8-4 and 8-5). The proximal plates, adjacent to the edentulous areas, also provide indirect retention. Although it is customary to identify the entire assembly as the indirect retainer, it should be remembered that the rest is actually the indirect retainer united to the major connector by a minor connector. This is noted to avoid interpretation of any contact with tooth inclines as part of the indirect retainer. An indirect retainer should be placed as far from the distal extension base as
**Figure 8-1** Mandibular distal extension removable partial denture showing the distal extension base being lifted from the ridge and the clasp assembly being activated and engaged, with the indirect retainer providing stabilization against dislodgment.

**Figure 8-2** Fulcrum lines found in various types of partially edentulous arches, around which the denture may rotate when bases are subjected to forces directed toward or away from the residual ridge. Arrows indicate the most advantageous position of indirect retainer(s). **A-B**, In a Class I arch, the fulcrum line passes through the most posterior abutments, provided some rigid component of the framework is occlusal to the abutment’s heights of contour. **C**, In a Class II arch, the fulcrum line is diagonal, passing through the abutment on the distal extension side and the most posterior abutment on the opposite side. **D**, If the abutment tooth anterior to the modification space lies far enough removed from the fulcrum line, it may be used effectively for support of the indirect retainer. **E-F**, In a Class IV arch, the fulcrum line passes through two abutments adjacent to the single edentulous space. **G**, In a Class III arch with a posterior tooth on the right side, which has a poor prognosis and eventually will be lost, the fulcrum line is considered the same as though posterior tooth were not present. Thus its future loss may not necessitate altering the original design of the removable partial denture framework. **H**, In a Class III arch with nonsupporting anterior teeth, the adjacent edentulous area is considered to be the tissue-supported end, with a diagonal fulcrum line passing through the two principal abutments, as in a Class II arch.
**Figure 8-3** Indirect retainer principle. A, Beams are supported at various points. B, A lifting force will displace the entire beam in the absence of retainers. C, With direct retainers (dr) at the fulcrum, the lifting force will depress one end of the beam and elevate the other end. D, With both direct and indirect retainers (ir) functioning, the lifting force will not displace beam. The farther the indirect retainer is from the fulcrum, the more efficiently it should control movement.

**Figure 8-4** Planning the location for an indirect retainer for a Class II modification 2 removable partial denture. The greatest distance from the axis of rotation around most distal rests (fulcrum line) would fall on #22. The decision to use an incisal rest or cingulum rest will depend on the patient’s concern for the esthetic impact of an incisal rest versus having a crown (for the cingulum rest).

**Figure 8-5** Example of indirect retention used in conjunction with a palatal plate-type major connector. Indirect retainers are proximal plates on second premolars and occlusal rests located on first premolars. A secondary function of auxiliary occlusal rest assemblies is to prevent settling of the anterior portion of the major connector and to provide stabilization against horizontal rotation.
possible in a prepared rest seat on a tooth capable of supporting its function.

Although the most effective location of an indirect retainer is commonly in the vicinity of an incisor tooth, that tooth may not be strong enough to support an indirect retainer and may have steep inclines that cannot be favorably altered to support a rest. In such a situation, the nearest canine tooth or the mesio-occlusal surface of the first premolar may be the best location for the indirect retention, despite the fact that it is not as far removed from the fulcrum line. Whenever possible, two indirect retainers closer to the fulcrum line are used to compensate for the compromise in distance.

FACTORS INFLUENCING EFFECTIVENESS OF INDIRECT RETAINERS

The following factors influence the effectiveness of an indirect retainer:

1. The principal occlusal rests on the primary abutment teeth must be reasonably held in their seats by the retentive arms of the direct retainers. If rests are held in their seats, rotation about an axis should occur, which subsequently would activate the indirect retainers. If total displacement of the rests occurs, no rotation about the fulcrum would occur, and the indirect retainers would not be activated.

2. Distance from the fulcrum line. The following three areas must be considered:
   a. Length of the distal extension base
   b. Location of the fulcrum line
   c. How far beyond the fulcrum line the indirect retainer is placed

3. Rigidity of the connectors supporting the indirect retainer. All connectors must be rigid if the indirect retainer is to function as intended.

4. Effectiveness of the supporting tooth surface. The indirect retainer must be placed on a definite rest seat on which slippage or tooth movement will not occur. Tooth inclines and weak teeth should never be used to support indirect retainers.

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS OF INDIRECT RETAINERS

In addition to effectively activating the direct retainer to prevent movement of a distal extension base away from the tissues, an indirect retainer may serve the following auxiliary functions:

1. It tends to reduce anteroposterior tilting leverages on the principal abutments. This is particularly important when an isolated tooth is being used as an abutment—a situation that should be avoided whenever possible. Ordinarily, proximal contact with the adjacent tooth prevents such tilting of an abutment as the base lifts away from the tissues.

2. Contact of its minor connector with axial tooth surfaces aids in stabilization against horizontal movement of the denture. Such tooth surfaces, when made parallel to the path of placement, may also act as auxiliary guiding planes.

3. Anterior teeth supporting indirect retainers are stabilized against lingual movement.

4. It may act as an auxiliary rest to support a portion of the major connector, facilitating stress distribution. For example, a lingual bar may be supported against settling into the tissues by the indirect retainer acting as an auxiliary rest. One must be able to differentiate between an auxiliary rest placed for support for a major connector, one placed for indirect retention, and one serving a dual purpose. Some auxiliary rests are added solely to provide rest support to a segment of the denture and should not be confused with indirect retention.

5. It may provide the first visual indications for the need to reline an extension base partial denture. Deficiencies in basal seat support are manifested by the dislodgment of indirect retainers from their prepared rest seats when the denture base is depressed and rotation occurs around the fulcrum.

These auxiliary functions derived from indirect retainers are important to consider, especially given the reported controversy as to the effectiveness of indirect retainers.

FORMS OF INDIRECT RETAINERS

The indirect retainer may take any one of several forms. All are effective in proportion to their support and distance from the fulcrum line.

Auxiliary Occlusal Rest

The most commonly used indirect retainer is an auxiliary occlusal rest located on an occlusal surface and as far away from the distal extension base as possible. In a mandibular Class I arch, this location is usually on the mesial marginal ridge of the first premolar on each side of the arch (see Figure 8-4). The ideal position for the indirect retainer perpendicular to the fulcrum line would be in the vicinity of the central incisors, which are too weak and have lingual surfaces that are too perpendicular to support a rest. Bilateral rests on the first premolars are quite effective, even though they are located closer to the axis of rotation.

The same principle applies to any maxillary Class I partial denture when indirect retainers are used. Bilateral rests on the mesial marginal ridge of the first premolars generally are used in preference to rests on incisor teeth (see Figure 8-5). Not only are they effective without jeopardizing the weaker single-rooted teeth, but interference with the tongue is far less when the minor connector can be placed in the embrasure between canine and premolar rather than anterior to the canine teeth.

Indirect retainers for Class II partial dentures are usually placed on the marginal ridge of the first premolar tooth on
the opposite side of the arch from the distal extension base (Figure 8-6). Bilateral rests are seldom indicated except when an auxiliary occlusal rest is needed for support of the major connector, or when the prognosis for the distal abutment is poor and provision is being considered for later conversion to a Class I partial denture.

**Canine Rests**

When the mesial marginal ridge of the first premolar is too close to the fulcrum line, or when the teeth are overlapped so that the fulcrum line is not accessible, a rest on the adjacent canine tooth may be used. Such a rest may be made more effective by placing the minor connector in the embrasure anterior to the canine, either curving back onto a prepared lingual rest seat or extending to a mesioincisal rest. The same types of canine rests as those previously outlined—lingual or incisal rests—may be used (see Chapter 6).

**Canine Extensions From Occlusal Rests**

Occasionally, a finger extension from a premolar rest is placed on the prepared lingual slope of the adjacent canine tooth (Figure 8-7). Such an extension is used to effect indirect retention by increasing the distance of a resisting element from the fulcrum line. This method is particularly applicable when a first premolar must serve as a primary abutment. The distance anterior to the fulcrum line is only the distance between the mesio-occlusal rest and the anterior terminal of the finger extension. In this instance, although the extension rests on a prepared surface, it is used in conjunction with a terminal rest on the mesial marginal ridge of the premolar tooth. Even when they are not used as indirect retainers, canine extensions, continuous bar retainers, and linguoplates should never be used without terminal rests because of the resultant forces effective when they are placed on inclined planes alone.

**Cingulum Bars (Continuous Bars) and Linguoplates**

Technically, cingulum bars (continuous bars) and linguoplates are not indirect retainers because they rest on unprepared lingual inclines of anterior teeth. The indirect retainers are actually the terminal rests at either end that occur in the form of auxiliary occlusal rests or canine rests (see Chapter 5).

In Class I and Class II partial dentures, a cingulum bar or linguoplate may extend the effectiveness of the indirect retainer if it is used with a terminal rest at each end. In tooth-supported partial dentures, a cingulum bar or linguoplate is placed for other reasons but always with terminal rests (see Chapter 5).

In Class I and Class II partial dentures especially, a continuous bar retainer or the superior border of the linguoplate should never be placed above the middle third of the teeth, so that orthodontic movement during the rotation of a distal extension denture is avoided. This guideline is not so important when the six anterior teeth are in nearly a straight line, but when the arch is narrow and tapering, a cingulum bar or linguoplate on the anterior teeth extends well beyond the terminal rests, and orthodontic movement of those teeth is more likely. Although these are intended primarily to stabilize weak anterior teeth, they may have the opposite effect if not used with discretion.
**Modification Areas**

Occasionally, the occlusal rest on a secondary abutment in a Class II partial denture may serve as an indirect retainer. This use will depend on how far from the fulcrum line the secondary abutment is located.

The primary abutments in a Class II, modification 1 partial denture are the abutment adjacent to the distal extension base and the most distal abutment on the tooth-supported side. The fulcrum line is a diagonal axis between the two terminal abutments (Figure 8-8).

The anterior abutment on the tooth-supported side is a secondary abutment, which serves to support and retain one end of the tooth-supported segment and adds horizontal stabilization to the denture. If the modification space were not present, as in an unmodified Class II arch, auxiliary occlusal rests and stabilizing components in the same position would still be essential to the design of the denture (Figure 8-9). However, the presence of a modification space conveniently provides an abutment tooth for support, stabilization, and retention.

If the occlusal rest on the secondary abutment lies far enough from the fulcrum line, it may serve adequately as an indirect retainer. Its dual function then is tooth support for one end of the modification area and support for an indirect retainer. The most typical example is a distal occlusal rest on a first premolar when a second premolar and the first molar are missing and the second molar serves as one of the primary abutments. The longest perpendicular to the fulcrum line falls in the vicinity of the first premolar, making the location of the indirect retainer nearly ideal.

On the other hand, if only one tooth, such as a first molar, is missing on the modification side, the occlusal rest on the second premolar abutment is too close to the fulcrum line to be effective. In such a situation, an auxiliary occlusal rest on the mesial marginal ridge of the first premolar is needed, both for indirect retention and for support for an otherwise unsupported major connector.

Support for a modification area extending anteriorly to a canine abutment is obtained by any one of the accepted canine rest forms, as previously outlined in Chapter 6. In this situation, the canine tooth provides nearly ideal indirect retention and support for the major connector as well.

**Rugae Support**

Some clinicians consider coverage of the rugae area of the maxillary arch as a means of indirect retention because the rugae area is firm and usually well situated to provide indirect retention for a Class I removable partial denture. Although it is true that broad coverage over the rugae area can conceivably provide some support, the facts remain that tissue support is less effective than positive tooth support, and that rugae coverage is undesirable if it can be avoided.

The use of rugae support for indirect retention is usually part of a palatal horseshoe design. Because posterior retention is usually inadequate in this situation, the requirements for indirect retention are probably greater than can be satisfied by this type of tissue support alone.

In the mandibular arch, retention from the distal extension base alone is usually inadequate to prevent lifting of the base away from the tissues. In the maxillary...
arch, where only anterior teeth remain, full palatal coverage is usually necessary. In fact, with any Class I maxillary removable partial denture that extends distally from the first premolar teeth, except when a maxillary torus prevents its use, palatal coverage may be used to advantage. Although complete coverage may be seen in the form of a resin base, the added retention and reduced bulk of a cast metal palate make the latter preferable (see Chapter 5). However, in the absence of full palatal coverage, an indirect retainer should be used with other designs of major palatal connectors for the Class I removable partial denture.
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FUNCTIONS OF DENTURE BASES IN CONTROL OF PROSTHESIS MOVEMENT

The denture base supports the artificial teeth and consequently receives the functional forces from occlusion and transfers functional forces to supporting oral structures (Figure 9-1). This function is most critical for the distal extension prosthesis, as functional stability and comfort often relate directly to the ability for this transfer of forces to occur without undue movement.

Although its primary purpose is related to masticatory function, the denture base also may add to the cosmetic effect of the replacement, particularly when techniques for tinting and reproducing natural-looking contours are used. Most of the techniques for creating a natural appearance in complete denture bases are applicable equally well to partial denture bases.

Still another function of the denture base is stimulation of the underlying tissues of the residual ridge. Some vertical movement occurs with any denture base, even those supported entirely by abutment teeth, because of the physiologic movement of those teeth under function. It is clearly evident that oral tissues placed under functional stress within their physiologic tolerance maintain their form and tone better than similar tissues suffering from disuse. The term disuse atrophy is applicable to both periodontal tissues and the tissues of a residual ridge.

Tooth-Supported Partial Denture Base

Denture bases differ in functional purpose and may differ in terms of the material of which they are made. In a tooth-supported prosthesis, the denture base is primarily a span between two abutments supporting artificial teeth. Thus occlusal forces are transferred directly to the abutments through rests. Also, the denture base and the supplied teeth serve to prevent horizontal migration of all abutment teeth in the partially edentulous arch and vertical migration of teeth in the opposing arch.
provide support for the distal extension base, as the distance from the abutment increases, support from the underlying ridge tissues becomes increasingly important. Maximum support from the residual ridge may be obtained by using broad, accurate denture bases, which spread the occlusal load equitably over the entire area available for such support. The space available for a denture base is determined by the structures surrounding the space and by their movement during function. Maximum support for the denture base therefore can be accomplished only by using knowledge of the limiting anatomic structures and of the histologic nature of the basal seat areas, accuracy of the impression, and accuracy of the denture base (Figure 9-2). The first two of these support features relate to the gross size and cellular characteristics of the residual ridge tissues. These are highly variable between patients, and consequently not all residual ridges can provide the same quality of support. Therefore the ability to control functional displacement of the distal extension base is a determination that is unique for individual patients.

When only posterior teeth are being replaced, esthetics is usually only a secondary consideration. On the other hand, when anterior teeth are replaced, esthetics may be of primary importance. Theoretically, the tooth-supported partial denture base that replaces anterior teeth must perform the following functions: (1) provide desirable esthetics; (2) support and retain the artificial teeth in such a way that they provide masticatory efficiency and assist in transferring occlusal forces directly to abutment teeth through rests; (3) prevent vertical and horizontal migration of remaining natural teeth; (4) eliminate undesirable food traps (oral cleanliness); and (5) stimulate the underlying tissues.

**Distal Extension Partial Denture Base**

In a distal extension partial denture, denture bases other than those in tooth-supported modifications must contribute to the support of the denture. Such support is critical to the goal of minimizing functional movement and improving stability of the prosthesis. Although the abutment teeth provide support for the distal extension base, as the distance from the abutment increases, support from the underlying ridge tissues becomes increasingly important.
Retention of denture bases has been described as the result of the following forces: (1) adhesion, which is the attraction of saliva to the denture and tissues; (2) cohesion, which is the attraction of the molecules of saliva to each other; (3) atmospheric pressure, which is dependent on a border seal and results in a partial vacuum beneath the denture base when a dislodging force is applied; (4) physiologic molding of the tissues around the polished surfaces of the denture; and (5) the effects of gravity on the mandibular denture.

Boucher, writing on the subject of complete denture impressions, described these forces as follows:

Adhesion and cohesion are effective when there is perfect apposition of the impressioned surface of the denture to the mucous membrane surfaces. These forces lose their effectiveness if any horizontal displacement of the dentures breaks the continuity of this contact. Atmospheric pressure is effective primarily as a rescue force when extreme dislodging forces are applied to the denture. It depends on a perfect border seal to keep the pressure applied on only one side of the denture. The presence of air on the impression surface would neutralize the pressure of the air against the polished surface. Because each of these forces is directly proportional to the area covered by the dentures, the dentures should be extended to the limits of the supporting structures.

The molding of the soft tissues around the polished surfaces of denture bases helps to perfect the border seal. Also, it forms a mechanical lock at certain locations on the dentures, provided these surfaces are properly prepared. This lock is developed automatically and without effort by the patient if the impression is made with an understanding of the anatomic possibilities.*

Few partial dentures are made without some mechanical retention. Retention from the denture bases may contribute significantly to the overall retention of the partial denture and therefore must not be discounted. Denture bases should be designed and fabricated so that they will contribute as much retention to the partial denture as possible. However, it is questionable whether atmospheric pressure plays as important a role in retention of removable partial dentures because a border seal cannot be obtained as readily as it can be with complete dentures. Therefore adhesion and cohesion gained by excellent apposition of the denture base and soft tissues of the basal seat play an important retentive role.

**METHODS OF ATTACHING DENTURE BASES**

Acrylic-resin bases are attached to the partial denture framework by means of a minor connector designed so that a space exists between the framework and the underlying tissues of the residual ridge (Figure 9-3). Relief of at least a 20-gauge thickness over the basal seat areas of the master cast is used to create a raised platform on the investment cast on which the pattern for the retentive frame is formed (Figure 9-4). Thus after casting, the portion of the retentive framework to which the acrylic-resin base will be attached will stand away from the tissue surface sufficiently to permit a flow of acrylic-resin base material beneath its surface.

The retentive framework for the base should be embedded in the base material with sufficient thickness of resin (1.5 mm) to allow for relieving if this becomes necessary during the denture adjustment period or during relining procedures. Thickness is also necessary to avoid weakness and subsequent fracture of the acrylic-resin base material surrounding the metal framework.

The use of plastic mesh patterns in forming the retentive framework is generally less satisfactory than a more open framework (see Figure 9-4). Less weakening of the resin by the embedded framework results from use of the more open form. Pieces of 12- or 14-gauge half-round wax and 18-gauge round wax are used to form a ladderlike framework rather than the finer latticework of the mesh pattern. The precise design of the retentive framework, other than that it should be located both buccally and lingually, is not as important as its effective rigidity and strength when it is embedded in the acrylic resin base. It should also be free of interference with future adjustment, should not interfere with arrangement of artificial teeth, and should be open enough to avoid weakening any portion of the attached acrylic-resin. Designing the retentive framework for denture bases by having elements located buccal and lingual to the residual ridge not only will strengthen the acrylic-resin base but also will minimize distortion of the base created by the release of inherent strains in the acrylic-resin base during use or storage of the restoration (Figure 9-5).

Metal bases are usually cast as integral parts of the partial denture framework. Mandibular metal bases may be assembled and attached to the framework with acrylic-resin (Figure 9-6).

**IDEAL DENTURE BASE MATERIAL**

The requirements for an ideal denture base are as follows:

1. Accuracy of adaptation to the tissues, with minimal volume change
2. Dense, nonirritating surface capable of receiving and maintaining a good finish
3. Thermal conductivity
4. Low specific gravity; lightweight in the mouth
5. Sufficient strength; resistance to fracture or distortion
6. Easily kept clean
7. Esthetic acceptability
8. Potential for future relining
9. Low initial cost

Such an ideal denture base material does not exist, nor is it likely to be developed in the near future. However, any denture base, whether of resin or metal and regardless of the method of fabrication, should come as close to this ideal as possible.

**ADVANTAGES OF METAL BASES**

Except for those edentulous ridges with recent extractions, metal can be used for tooth-supported bases and is thought to provide several advantages. Its principal advantages are that it is difficult to adjust and reline. A commonly stated advantage is that the stimulation it gives to the underlying tissues is so beneficial that it prevents some alveolar atrophy that would otherwise occur under a resin base and thereby prolongs the health of the tissues that it contacts. Some of the advantages of a metal base are discussed in the following sections.

**Accuracy and Permanence of Form**

Cast metal bases, whether of gold, chrome, or titanium alloys, not only may be cast more accurately than denture resins but also can maintain their accuracy of form without changes in the mouth. Internal strains that may be released later to cause distortion are not present. Although some resins and some processing techniques are superior to others in accuracy and permanence of form, modern cast alloys are generally superior in this respect. Evidence of this fact is that an additional posterior palatal seal may be eliminated entirely when a cast palate is used for a complete denture, as compared with the need for a definite post-dam when the palate is made of acrylic-resin. Distortion of an acrylic-resin base is manifest in the maxillary denture by a distortion away from the palate in the midline and toward the tuberosities on the buccal flanges. The greater the curvature of the tissues, the greater is this dis-
tortion. Similar distortions occur in a mandibular denture but are more difficult to detect. Accurate metal castings are not subject to distortion by the release of internal strains, as are most denture resins.

Because of its accuracy, the metal base provides an intimacy of contact that contributes considerably to the retention of a denture. Sometimes called interfacial surface tension, direct retention from a cast denture base is significant in proportion to the area involved. This has been mentioned previously as an important factor in both direct and direct-indirect retention of maxillary restorations. Such intimacy of contact is not possible with acrylic-resin bases.

Permanence of form of the cast base is also ensured because of its resistance to abrasion from denture cleaning agents. Cleanliness of the denture base should be stressed; however, constant brushing of the tissue side of the acrylic-resin denture base inevitably causes some loss of accuracy by abrasion. Intimacy of contact, which is never as great with an acrylic-resin base as with a metal base, is therefore jeopardized further by cleaning habits. The metal bases, particularly the harder chrome alloys, withstand repeated cleaning without significant changes in surface accuracy.

**Comparative Tissue Response**

Clinical observations have demonstrated that the inherent cleanliness of the cast metal base contributes to the health of oral tissues when compared with an acrylic-resin base. Perhaps some of the reasons for this are the greater density and the bacteriostatic activity contributed by ionization and oxidation of the metal base. Acrylic-resin bases tend to accumulate mucinous deposits containing food particles, as well as calcareous deposits. Unfavorable tissue reaction to decomposing food particles and bacterial enzymes and mechanical irritation from calculus may result if the denture is not kept meticulously clean. Although calculus, which must be removed periodically, can precipitate on a cast metal base, other deposits do not accumulate as they do on an acrylic-resin base. For this reason, a metal base is naturally cleaner than an acrylic-resin base.

**Thermal Conductivity**

Temperature changes are transmitted through the metal base to the underlying tissues, thereby helping to maintain the health of those tissues. Freedom of interchange of temperature between the tissues covered and the surrounding external influences (temperature of liquids, solid foods, and inspired air) contributes much to the patient’s acceptance of a denture and may help avoid the feeling of the presence of a foreign body. Conversely, denture acrylic resins have insulating properties that prevent interchange of temperature between the inside and the outside of the denture base.

---

**Weight and Bulk**

Metal alloy may be cast much thinner than acrylic-resin and still have adequate strength and rigidity. Cast gold must be given slightly more bulk to provide the same amount of rigidity but still may be made with less thickness than acrylic-resin materials. Even less weight and bulk are possible when the denture bases are made of chrome or titanium alloys.

At times, however, both weight and thickness may be used to advantage in denture bases. In the mandibular arch, the weight of the denture may be an asset with regard to retention, and for this reason a cast gold base may be preferred. On the other hand, extreme loss of residual alveolar bone may make it necessary to add fullness to the denture base to restore normal facial contours and to fill out the buccal vestibule to prevent food from being trapped in the vestibule beneath the denture. In such situations, an acrylic-resin base may be preferred to the thinner metal base.

In the maxillary arch, an acrylic-resin base may be preferred to the thinner metal base to provide fullness in the buccal flanges or to fill a maxillary buccal vestibule. Acrylic-resin may also be preferred over the thinner metal base for esthetic reasons. In these instances, the thinness of the metal base may be of no advantage, but in areas where the tongue and cheek need maximum room, thinness may be desirable.

Denture base contours for functional tongue and cheek contact can best be accomplished with acrylic-resin. Metal bases are usually made thin to minimize bulk and weight, whereas acrylic-resin bases may be contoured to provide ideal polished surfaces that contribute to retention of the denture, to restore facial contours, and to avoid the accumulation of food at denture borders. Lingual surfaces usually are made concave except in the distal palatal area. Buccal surfaces are made convex at gingival margins, over root prominences, and at the border to fill the area recorded in the impression. Between the border and the gingival contours, the base can be made convex to aid in retention and to facilitate return of the food bolus to the occlusal table during mastication. Such contours prevent food from being entrapped in the cheek and from working under the denture. This usually cannot be accomplished with metal bases.

However, the advantages of a metal base need not be sacrificed for the sake of esthetics or desirable denture contours when the use of such a base is indicated. Denture bases may be designed to provide almost total metallic coverage, yet they have resin borders to avoid a display of metal and to add buccal fullness when needed (Figure 9-7). The advantages of thermal conductivity are not necessarily lost by covering a portion of the metal base as long as other parts of the denture are exposed to effect temperature changes through conduction.
Partial metal bases used with a palatal strap and resin denture teeth attached directly to the cast metal bases. If needed, a buccal flange of resin could be added to such a base region; however, for these small spans no such flange was needed.

**METHODS OF ATTACHING ARTIFICIAL TEETH**

Selection of artificial teeth for form, color, and material must precede attachment to the denture. Artificial teeth may be attached to denture bases by the several means that follow: with acrylic resin, with cement, processed directly to metal, cast with the framework, and by chemical bonding. Use of acrylic-resin to attach artificial teeth to a denture base is the most common method.

**Porcelain or Acrylic-Resin Artificial Teeth Attached With Acrylic-Resin**

Artificial porcelain teeth are mechanically retained. The posterior teeth are retained by acrylic-resin in their dioramic holes. The anterior porcelain teeth are retained by acrylic-resin surrounding their lingually placed retention pins. Artificial resin teeth are retained by a chemical union with the acrylic-resin of the denture base that occurs during laboratory processing procedures.

Attachment of acrylic-resin to the metal base may be accomplished by nailhead retention, retention loops, or diagonal spurs placed at random. Attachment mechanisms should be placed so that they will not interfere with placement of the teeth on the metal base (see Figure 9-7).

Any junction of acrylic-resin with metal should occur at an undercut finishing line or should be associated with some retentive undercut. Because only a mechanical attachment exists between metal and acrylic-resin, every attempt should be made to avoid separation and seepage, which result in discoloration and uncleanliness. Denture odors are frequently caused by accretions at the junction of the acrylic-resin with metal when only a mechanical union exists. Separation that occurs between the acrylic-resin and the metal can eventually lead to some loosening of the acrylic-resin base.

**Porcelain or Resin Tube Teeth and Facings Cemented Directly to Metal Bases** (Figure 9-8)

Some disadvantages of this type of attachment are the difficulties involved in obtaining satisfactory occlusion, the lack of adequate contours for functional tongue and cheek contact, and the unesthetic display of metal at gingival margins. The latter is avoided when the tooth is butted directly to the residual ridge, but then the retention for the tooth frequently becomes inadequate.

A modification of this method is the attachment of ready-made acrylic-resin teeth to the metal base with acrylic-resin of the same shade. This is called pressing on a resin tooth and is not the same as using acrylic-resin for cementation. It is particularly applicable to anterior replacements, because it is desirable to know in advance of making the casting that the shade and contours of the selected tooth will be acceptable (see Figure 9-7). After a labial index of the position of the teeth is made, the lingual portion of the tooth may be cut away or a post-hole prepared in the tooth for retention on the casting. Subsequently, the tooth is attached to the denture with acrylic-resin of the same shade. Because this is done under pressure, the acrylic-resin attachment is comparable with the manufactured tooth in hardness and strength.

Tube or side-groove teeth must be selected in advance of waxing the denture framework (Figure 9-9). However, for best occlusal relationships, jaw relation records always should be made with the denture casting in the mouth. This problem may be solved by selecting tube teeth for width but with occlusal surfaces slightly larger than will be necessary. The teeth are ground to fit the ridge with sufficient clearance beneath, for a thin metal base, and beveled to accommodate a boxing of metal. If an acrylic-resin tube tooth is used, the dioramic hole should be made slightly larger than that provided. The casting is completed and tried in, occlusal relationships are recorded, and then the teeth are ground to harmonious occlusion with the opposing dentition. As is discussed in Chapter 17, artificial posterior teeth on partial dentures can hardly ever be used unaltered but rather should be considered material from which occlusal forms may be created to function harmoniously with the remaining natural occlusion.

**Resin Teeth Processed Directly to Metal Bases**

Modern cross-linked copolymers enable the dentist or technician to process acrylic-resin teeth that have satisfactory hardness and abrasion resistance for many situations. Thus occlusion may be created without resorting to the modification of ready-made artificial teeth (Figure 9-10). Recesses in the denture pattern may be carved by hand or may be created around manufactured teeth that are used only to form the recess in the pattern. Occlusal
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Figure 9-8  Tissue surface of Class IV removable partial denture in which artificial dentition was added to a metal base.  
A, Teeth were set before completion of the framework to allow the modification space design to incorporate altered teeth.  
B, Anterior teeth were adjusted to the ridge, creating a ridge lap; then the framework was waxed to accommodate a custom tooth position.  
C, Metal reinforcement adds strength to the artificial teeth and protects against dislodgment.

relationships may be established in the mouth on the denture framework and transferred to an articulator. The teeth can then be carved and processed in acrylic-resin of the proper shade to fit the opposing occlusal record. Better attachment to the metal base than by cementation is thus possible. In addition, unusually long, short, wide, or narrow teeth may be created when necessary to fill spaces not easily filled by the limited selection of commercially available teeth.

Occlusion on acrylic-resin teeth may be reestablished to compensate for wear or settling by reprocessing new acrylic-resin or using light-activated acrylic-resin when this becomes necessary. A distinction always should be made between the need for relining to reestablish occlusion (on a distal extension partial denture) and the need for rebuilding occlusal surfaces on an otherwise satisfactory base (on a tooth-supported or a tooth and tissue-supported partial denture).

Reestablishment of occlusion may also be accomplished by placing cast gold or other suitable cast alloy restorations on existing resin teeth. Although this may be done on porcelain teeth as well, it is difficult to cut preparations in porcelain teeth unless air abrasive methods are used. Therefore, if later additions to occlusal surfaces are anticipated, acrylic-resin teeth should be used, thereby facilitating the addition of new resin or cast gold surfaces. A simple technique that can be used to fabricate cast gold occlusal surfaces and attach them to resin teeth is described in Chapter 18.

Metal Teeth

Occasionally, a second molar tooth may be replaced as part of the partial denture casting (Figure 9-11). This is usually done when space is too limited for the attachment of an artificial tooth and yet the addition of a second molar is desirable to prevent extrusion of an opposing second molar. Because the occlusal surface must be waxed before casting, perfect occlusion is not possible. Because metal, particularly a chrome alloy, is abrasion resistant, the area of occlusal contact should be held to a minimum to avoid damage to the periodontium of the opposing tooth and associated discomfort to the patient. Occlusal adjustment on gold occlusal surfaces is readily accomplished, whereas metal teeth made of chrome alloys are difficult to adjust and are objectionably hard for use as occlusal surfaces. Therefore they should be used only to fill a space and to prevent tooth extrusion.

Chemical Bonding

Recent developments in resin bonding have provided a means of direct chemical bonding of acrylic-resin to metal frameworks. The investing alveolar and gingival tissue replacement components can be attached without the use of loops, mesh, or surface mechanical locks. Sec-
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Figure 9-9  Stock porcelain or resin tube tooth, or artificial tooth used as tube tooth, should be ground to accommodate cast coping as illustrated. A hole is drilled from the underside of the tooth, or, if a hole is already present, it is made larger. Then the tooth is ground to fit the ridge with enough clearance for minimum thickness of metal. A 45-degree bevel then is formed around the base of the tooth; finally, a collar is created on the lingual side, extending to the interproximal area. The tooth is then lubricated, and a wax pattern for the denture base is formed around it.

Figure 9-10  Direct attachment of resin teeth to metal bases. A, Anterior modification space prepared to receive a denture tooth, which will be reinforced with a post. B, Posterior molar attached to a previously waxed base to specifically receive the replacement tooth.

tions of a metal framework that are used to support replacement teeth can be roughened with abrasives and then treated with a vaporized silica coating. On this surface, an acrylic-resin bonding agent is applied, followed by a thin film of acrylic-resin that acts as a substrate for later attachment of replacement acrylic-resin teeth or for processing of acrylic-resin tissue replacements (Figure 9-12).

A second method of fusing a microscopic layer of ceramic to the metal is accomplished by a process referred to as tribochemical coating. This system involves sandblasting the metal framework with a special silica particle material, Rocatec-Plus (3M Espe Dental Products, Irvine, CA). Silica from these particles is attached to the framework by impact. A silane is added to this ceramic-like film to form a chemical bond between the silicate layer and the denture base acrylic-resin. Denture base acrylic-resins formulated with 4-meta are also available and provide a mechanism for bonding acrylic-resin to metal.
green or blue casting wax is generally used, although the thinner 30-gauge or the thicker 26-gauge wax may be used for better evaluation of the clearance between areas not in contact.

Loss of support for a distal extension base will result in loss of occlusal contact between the prosthetically supplied teeth. Therefore acrylic-resin denture base materials that can be relined are generally used.

Although satisfactory techniques for making distal extension partial denture bases of cast metal are available, the fact that metal bases are difficult if not impossible to reline limits their use to stable ridges that will change little over a long period.

Loss of support for distal extension bases results from changes in residual ridge form over time. These changes may not be readily visible; however, manifestations of this change can be assessed. One of these is loss of occlusion between the distal extension denture base and the opposing dentition, which increases as the distance from the abutment increases (Figure 9-13). This change is proved by having the patient close on strips of 28-gauge green casting wax, or any similar wax, and tapping in centric relation only. Indentations in a wax strip of known thickness are quantitative, whereas marks made with articulating ribbon are only qualitative. In other words, indentations in the wax may be interpreted as light, medium, or heavy, whereas it is difficult if not impossible to interpret a mark made with articulating ribbon as light or heavy. In fact, the heaviest occlusal contact may perforate paper-articulating ribbon and make a lesser mark than areas of lighter contact. Therefore the use of any articulating ribbon is of limited value in checking occlusion intraorally. In making occlusal adjustments, articulating ribbon should be used only to indicate where relief should be provided after the need for relief has been established by using wax strips of known thickness. For this purpose, 28-gauge green or blue casting wax is generally used, although the thinner 30-gauge or the thicker 26-gauge wax may be used for better evaluation of the clearance between areas not in contact.

Loss of support for a distal extension base will result in loss of occlusal contact between the prosthetically supplied...
teeth and the opposing dentition and a return to heavy occlusal contact between the remaining natural teeth. Usually this is an indication that relining is needed to reestablish the original occlusion by reestablishing supporting contact with the residual ridge. It must be remembered, however, that occlusion on a distal extension base is sometimes maintained at the expense of extrusion of the opposing natural teeth. In such a situation, checking the occlusion alone will not show that settling of the extension base has occurred because changes in the supporting ridge may have also taken place.

A second manifestation of change also must be observable to justify relining. This second manifestation of change in the supporting ridge is evidence of rotation about the fulcrum line with the indirect retainers lifting from their seats as the distal extension base is pressed against the ridge tissues. Originally, if the distal extension base was made to fit the supporting form of the residual ridge, rotation about the fulcrum line is not visible. At the time the denture is initially placed, no anteroposterior rotational movement should occur when alternating finger pressure is applied to the indirect retainer and the distal end of a distal extension base or bases. After changes in the ridge form have occurred, which cause some loss of support, rotation occurs about the fulcrum line when alternating finger pressure is applied. This indicates changes in the supporting ridge that must be compensated for by relining or rebasing.

If occlusal contact has been lost and rotation about the fulcrum line is evident, relining is indicated. On the other hand, if occlusal contact has been lost without any evidence of denture rotation, and if stability of the denture base is otherwise satisfactory, reestablishing the occlusion is the remedy, rather than relining. For the latter, the original denture base may be used in much the same manner as the original trial base was used to record the occlusal relation. Teeth may then be reoriented to an opposing cast or to an occlusal template with the use of light-activated tooth-colored acrylic-resin, tooth-colored composite, cast occlusal surfaces, or new teeth. In any event, a new occlusion should be established on the existing bases. Relining in this instance would be the wrong solution to the problem.

Loss of support may also be assessed clinically by other methods. A layer of rather free-flowing irreversible hydrocolloid, wax, or tissue-conditioning material can be spread on the basal seat portion of the dried denture base(s), and the restoration returned to the patient's mouth. Care is exercised to ensure that the framework is correctly seated (rests and indirect retainers in planned positions). The restoration is removed when the material has set. Significant thicknesses of material remaining under the bases indicate lack of intimate contact of the bases with the residual ridges, suggesting a need for relining.

More often, however, loss of occlusion is accompanied by settling of the denture base to the extent that rotation about the fulcrum line is manifest. Because relining is the only remedy short of making completely new bases, use of an acrylic-resin base originally facilitates later relining. For this reason, acrylic-resin bases are generally preferred for distal extension partial dentures.

The question remains as to when, if ever, metal bases with their several advantages may be used for distal extension partial dentures. It is debatable as to what type of ridge will most likely remain stable under functional loading without apparent change. Certainly the age and general health of the patient will influence the ability of a residual ridge to support function. Minimum and harmonious occlusion and the accuracy with which the base fits the underlying tissues will influence the amount of trauma that will occur under function. The absence of trauma plays a big part in the ability of the ridge to maintain its original form.

The best indication for the use of metal distal extension bases is a ridge that has supported a previous partial denture without having become narrowed or flat or without consisting primarily of easily displaceable tissues. When such changes have occurred under a previous denture, further change may be anticipated because of the possibility that the oral tissues in question are not capable of supporting a denture base without further change. Despite every advantage in their favor, some individuals have ridges that respond unfavorably when called on to support any denture base.

In other instances, such as when a new partial denture is to be made because of the loss of additional teeth, the ridges may still be firm and healthy. Because the ridges have previously supported a denture base and have sustained occlusion, bony trabeculae will have become arranged to best support vertical and horizontal loading, cortical bone may have been formed, and tissues will have become favorable for continued support of a denture base.

In only a relatively few situations is the need for relining a distal extension base not anticipated; metal bases may be considered. However, many instances may be considered borderline. In these cases, metal bases may be used with full understanding on the part of the patient that a new denture
may become necessary if unforeseen tissue changes occur. The technique shown in Figure 9-6 permits replacement of metal distal extension bases without the need to remake the entire denture. This method should be seriously considered any time a distal extension partial denture is to be made with a metal base or bases.

For reasons previously outlined, the possibility that tissues will remain healthier beneath a metal base than they will beneath an acrylic-resin base may justify wider use of metal bases for distal extension partial dentures. Through careful treatment planning, better patient education on the problems involved in making a distal extension base partial denture, and greater care taken in the fabrication of denture bases, metal may be used to advantage in some situations in which acrylic-resin bases are ordinarily used.

**STRESS-BREAKERS (STRESS EQUALIZERS)**

The previous chapters describing component parts of a partial denture have presumed absolute rigidity of all parts of the partial denture framework except the retentive arm of the direct retainer. All vertical and horizontal forces applied to the artificial teeth are thus distributed throughout the supporting portions of the dental arch. Broad distribution of stress is accomplished through the rigidity of the major and minor connectors. The effects of the stabilizing components are also made possible by the rigidity of the connectors.

In distal extension situations, the use of a rigid connection between the denture base and supporting teeth must account for base movement without causing tooth or tissue damage. In such situations, stress on the abutment teeth and residual ridge is minimized through the use of functional basing, broad coverage, harmonious occlusion, and correct choice of direct retainers. Generally, two major types of clasp assemblies are used for distal extensions because of their stress-breaking design.

Retentive clasp arms may be cast only if they engage undercuts on the abutment teeth in such a manner that tissue-ward movement of the extension base transmits only minimum leverage to the abutment. Otherwise, tapered wrought-wire retentive clasp arms should be used because of their greater flexibility. The tapered, round wrought-wire clasp arm acts somewhat as a stress-breaker between the denture base and the abutment tooth by reducing the effects of denture base movement on the tooth through its flexibility.

Another concept of stress-breaking insists on separating the actions of the retaining elements from the movement of the denture base by allowing independent movement of the denture base (or its supporting framework) and the direct retainers. This form of stress-breaker, also referred to as a stress equalizer, has been used as a means of compensating for inappropriately designed removable partial dentures. Figure 9-14 shows an example of a split bar major connector, which is a commonly used stress breaker.

Regardless of their design, most all stress-breakers effectively dissipate vertical stresses, which is the purpose for which they are used. However, this occurs at the expense of horizontal stability and the harmful effects of reduced horizontal stability (excessive ridge resorption, tissue impingement, inefficient mastication), which far outweigh the benefits of vertical stress-breaking. It is the rigid nature of the more conventional removable partial denture that allows satisfaction of all requirements for support, stability, and retention without overemphasis on only one principle to the detriment of the oral tissues.

The student is referred to two textbooks that describe in detail the use of stress-breakers and articulated partial denture designs: (1) *Precision Attachments in Dentistry*, ed 3, by H.W. Preiskel; and (2) *Theory and Practice of Precision Attachment Removable Partial Dentures*, by J.L. Baker and R.J. Goodkind.
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DIFFERENCE IN PROTHESIS SUPPORT AND INFLUENCE ON DESIGN

Some of the biomechanical considerations of removable partial denture design were presented in Chapter 4. The strategy of selecting component parts for a partial denture to help control movement of the prosthesis under functional load has been highlighted as a method to be considered for logical partial denture design. The requirements for movement control are generally functions of whether the prosthesis will be tooth supported or tooth-tissue supported.

For a tooth-supported prosthesis, the movement potential is less because resistance to functional loading is provided by the teeth. Teeth do not vary widely in their ability to provide this support; consequently, designs for prostheses are less variable. This is the case even though the amount of supporting bone, the crown-to-root ratios, the crown and root morphologies, and the tooth number and position in the arch relative to edentulous spaces are well established and may be variable for tooth- and tooth-tissue–supported removable partial dentures (RPDs). For a tooth-tissue–supported prosthesis, the residual ridge (remaining alveolar bone and overlying connective tissue covered with mucosa) presents with variable potential for support. Not only does the underlying alveolar bone demonstrate a highly variable form following extraction, it continues to change with time. As alveolar bone responds to the loss of teeth, the overlying connective tissue and mucosa undergo change that places the soft tissue at risk for pressure-induced inflammatory changes. This variable tissue support potential adds complexity to design considerations when one is dealing with tooth-tissue–supported prostheses. This occurs because unlike the efficient support provided by teeth, which results in limited prosthesis movement, the reaction of the ridge tissue to functional forces can be highly variable, leading to variable amounts of prosthesis movement. An understand-
Figure 10-1  
A, Kennedy Class I partially edentulous arch. Major support for denture bases must come from residual ridges, tooth support from occlusal rests being effective only at the anterior portion of each base. B, Kennedy Class III, modification 1 partially edentulous arch provides total tooth support for the prosthesis. A removable partial denture made for this arch is totally supported by rests on properly prepared occlusal rest seats on four abutment teeth.

Figure 10-2  Distortion of tissues over the edentulous ridge will be approximately 500 µm under 4 newtons of force, whereas abutment teeth will demonstrate approximately 20 µm of intrusion under the same load.

DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN TWO MAIN TYPES OF REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES

On the basis of the previous discussion, it is clear that two distinctly different types of RPDs exist. Certain points of difference are present between Kennedy Class I and Class II types of partial dentures on the one hand and the Class III type of partial denture on the other. The first consideration is the manner in which each is supported. The Class I type and the distal extension side of the Class II type derive their primary support from tissues underlying the base and secondary support from the abutment teeth (Figure 10-1, A and Figure 10-2). The Class III type derives all of its support from the abutment teeth (Figure 10-1, B and Figure 10-2).

Second, for reasons directly related to the manner of support, the method of impression registration and the jaw record required for each type will vary. Third, the need for some kind of indirect retention exists in the distal extension type of partial denture, whereas in the tooth-supported, Class III type, no extension base is present to lift away from the supporting tissues because of the action of sticky foods and the movements of tissues of the mouth against the borders of the denture. This is so because each end of each denture base is secured by a direct retainer on an abutment tooth. Therefore the tooth-supported partial denture does not rotate about a fulcrum, as does the distal extension partial denture.

Fourth, the manner in which the distal extension type of partial denture is supported often necessitates the use of a base material that can be relined to compensate for tissue changes. Acrylic-resin is generally used as a base material for distal extension bases. The Class III partial denture, on the
other hand, which is entirely tooth supported, does not require relining except when it is advisable to eliminate an unhygienic, unesthetic, or uncomfortable condition resulting from loss of tissue contact. Metal bases therefore are more frequently used in tooth-supported restorations, because relining is not as likely to be necessary with them.

**Differences in Support**

The distal extension partial denture derives its major support from the residual ridge with its fibrous connective tissue covering. The length and contour of the residual ridge significantly influence the amount of available support and stability (Figure 10-3). Some areas of this residual ridge are firm, with limited displaceability, whereas other areas are displaceable, depending on the thickness and structural character of the tissues overlying the residual alveolar bone. The movement of the base under function determines the occlusal efficiency of the partial denture and also the degree to which the abutment teeth are subjected to torque and tipping stresses.

**Impression Registration**

An impression registration for the fabrication of a partial denture must fulfill the following two requirements:

1. The anatomic form and the relationship of the remaining teeth in the dental arch, as well as the surrounding soft tissues, must be recorded accurately so the denture will not exert pressure on those structures beyond their physiologic limits. A type of impression material that can be removed from undercut areas without permanent distortion must be used to fulfill this requirement. Elastic impression materials such as irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate), mercaptan rubber base (Thiokol), silicone impression materials (both condensation and addition reaction), and the polyethers are best suited for this purpose.

2. The supporting form of the soft tissues underlying the distal extension base of the partial denture should be recorded so firm areas are used as primary stress–bearing areas and readily displaceable tissues are not overloaded. Only in this way can maximum support of the partial
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*Figure 10-3*  
**A**, The longer the edentulous area covered by the denture base, the greater the potential lever action on the abutment teeth. If an extension base area is 30 mm (ac) and tissue displacement is 2 mm (ab), the amount of movement of the proximal plate on the guiding plane will be approximately 0.25 mm: \[ α = \sqrt{(ab)^2 + (ac)^2}; \] arc of the tangent \( ab/ad = x/cd \) \( (2/30 = x/3.75 = 0.25 \text{ mm}) \).  
**B**, The flat ridge will provide good support, poor stability.  
**C**, The sharp spiny ridge will provide poor support, poor to fair stability.  
**D**, Displaceable tissue on the ridge will provide poor support and poor stability.
Denture base be obtained. An impression material capable of displacing tissue sufficiently to register the supporting form of the ridge will fulfill this second requirement. A fluid mouth-temperature wax or any of the readily flowing impression materials (rubber base, the silicones, or the polyethers in an individual, corrected tray) may be employed for registering the supporting form. Zinc oxide–eugenol impression paste can also be used when only the extension base area is being impressed (see Chapter 15).

No single impression material can satisfactorily fulfill both of the previously mentioned requirements. Recording the anatomic form of both teeth and supporting tissues will result in inadequate support for the distal extension base. This is so because the cast will not represent the optimum coordinating forms, which require that the ridge must be related to the teeth in a supportive form. This coordination of support maximizes the support capacity for the arch and minimizes movement of the partial denture under function.

Differences in Clasp Design
A fifth point of difference between the two main types of removable partial dentures lies in their requirements for direct retention.

The tooth-supported partial denture, which is totally supported by abutment teeth, is retained and stabilized by a clasp at each end of each edentulous space. Because this type of prosthesis does not move under function (other than within the physiologic limitations of tooth support units), the only requirement for such clasps is that they flex sufficiently during placement and removal of the denture to pass over the height of contour of the teeth in approaching or escaping from an undercut area. While in its terminal position on the tooth, a retentive clasp should be passive and should not flex except when one is engaging the undercut area of the tooth for resisting a vertical dislodging force.

Cast retentive arms are generally used for this purpose. These may be of the circumferential type, arising from the body of the clasp and approaching the undercut from an occlusal direction, or of the bar type, arising from the base of the denture and approaching the undercut area from a gingival direction. Each of these two types of cast clasps has its advantages and disadvantages.

In the combination tooth and tissue-supported RPD, because of the anticipated functional movement of the distal extension base, the direct retainer adjacent to the distal extension base must perform still another function, in addition to resisting vertical displacement. Because of the lack of tooth support distally, the denture base will move tissue-ward under function proportionate to the quality (displace-ability) of the supporting soft tissues, the accuracy of the denture base, and the total occlusal load applied. Because of this tissue-ward movement, those elements of a clasp that lie in an undercut area mesial to the fulcrum for a distal extension (as is often seen with a distal rest) must be able to flex sufficiently to dissipate stresses that otherwise would be transmitted directly to the abutment tooth as leverage. On the other hand, a clasp used in conjunction with a mesial rest may not transmit as much stress to the abutment tooth because of the reduction in leverage forces that results from a change in the fulcrum position. This serves the purpose of reducing or “breaking” the stress, hence the term stress-breakers, and is a strategy that is often incorporated into partial denture designs through various means. Some dentists strongly believe that a stress-breaker is the best means of preventing leverage from being transmitted to the abutment teeth. Others believe just as strongly that a wrought-wire or bar-type retentive arm more effectively accomplishes this purpose with greater simplicity and ease of application. A retentive clasp arm made of wrought wire can flex more readily in all directions than can the cast half-round clasp arm. Thereby, it may more effectively dissipate those stresses that would otherwise be transmitted to the abutment tooth. A discussion of the limitations of stress-breakers has been presented in Chapter 9.

Only the retentive arm of the circumferential clasp, however, should be made of wrought metal. Reciprocation and stabilization against lateral and torquing movement must be obtained through use of the rigid cast elements that make up the remainder of the clasp. This is called a combination clasp because it is a combination of cast and wrought materials incorporated into one direct retainer. It is frequently used on the terminal abutment for the distal extension partial denture and is indicated where a mesiobuccal undercut exists, or where a gross tissue undercut, cervical and buccal to the abutment tooth, exists. It must always be remembered that the factors of length and material contribute to the flexibility of clasp arms. From a materials physical property standpoint, a short wrought-wire arm may be a destructive element because of its reduced ability to flex compared with a longer wrought-wire arm. However, in addition to its greater flexibility compared with the cast circumferential clasp, the combination clasp offers the advantages of adjustability, minimum tooth contact, and better esthetics, which justify its occasional use in tooth-supported designs.

The amount of stress transferred to the supporting eden- tumulous ridge(s) and the abutment teeth will depend on: (1) the direction and magnitude of the force; (2) the length of the denture base lever arm(s); (3) the quality of resistance (support from the edentulous ridges and remaining natural teeth); and (4) the design characteristics of the partial denture. As was stated in Chapter 7, the location of the rest, the design of the minor connector as it relates to its corresponding guiding plane, and the location of the retentive arm are all factors that influence how a clasp system functions. The greater the surface area contact of each minor connector to its corresponding guiding plane, the more horizontal the distribution of force (Figure 10-4).
The design of the partial denture framework should be systematically developed and outlined on an accurate diagnostic cast based on the following prosthesis concepts: where the prosthesis is supported, how the support is connected, how the prosthesis is retained, how the retention and support are connected, and how edentulous base support is connected.

In developing the design, it is first necessary to determine how the partial denture is to be supported. In an entirely tooth-supported partial denture, the most ideal location for the support units (rests) is on prepared rest seats on the occlusal, cingulum, or incisal surface of the abutment adjacent to each edentulous space (see Figure 10-1, B). The type of rest and amount of support required must be based on interpretation of the diagnostic data collected from the patient. In evaluating the potential support that an abutment tooth can provide, consideration should be given to (1) periodontal health; (2) crown and root morphologies; (3) crown-to-root ratio; (4) bone index area (how tooth has responded to previous stress); (5) location of the tooth in the arch; (6) relationship of the tooth to other support units (length of edentulous span); and (7) the opposing dentition. (For a more in-depth understanding of these considerations, review Chapters 6 and 12.)

In a tooth and tissue-supported partial denture, attention to these same considerations must be given to the abutment teeth. However, equitable support must come from the edentulous ridge areas. In evaluating the potential support available from edentulous ridge areas, consideration must be given to (1) the quality of the residual ridge, which includes contour and quality of the supporting bone (how the bone has responded to previous stress) and quality of the supporting mucosa; (2) the extent to which the residual ridge will be covered by the denture base; (3) the type and accuracy of the impression registration; (4) the accuracy of the denture base; (5) the design characteristics of the component parts of the partial denture framework; and (6) the anticipated occlusal load. A full explanation of tissue support for extension base partial dentures is found in Chapter 16.

Denture base areas adjacent to abutment teeth are primarily tooth supported. As one proceeds away from the abutment teeth, they become more tissue supported. Therefore it is necessary to incorporate characteristics in the partial denture design that will distribute the functional load equitably between the abutment teeth and the supporting tissues of the edentulous ridge. Locating tooth support units (rests) on the principal abutment teeth and designing the minor connectors that are adjacent to the edentulous areas to contact the guiding planes in such a manner that the functional load is dispersed equitably between the available tooth and tissue supporting units will provide designs with controlled distribution of support (see Figure 10-4).

The second step in systematic development of the design for any removable partial denture is to connect the tooth and tissue support units. This connection is facilitated by design-
ing and locating major and minor connectors in compliance with the basic principles and concepts presented in Chapter 5. Major connectors must be rigid so that forces applied to any portion of the denture can be effectively distributed to the supporting structures. Minor connectors arising from the major connector make it possible to transfer functional stress to each abutment tooth through its connection to the corresponding rest and also to transfer the effects of the retainers, rests, and stabilizing components to the remainder of the denture and throughout the dental arch.

The third step is to determine how the removable partial denture is to be retained. The retention must be sufficient to resist reasonable dislodging forces. As was stated in Chapter 7, retention is accomplished by placement of mechanical retaining elements (clasps) on the abutment teeth and by the intimate relationship of the denture bases and major connectors (maxillary) with the underlying tissues. The key to selecting a successful clasp design for any given situation is to choose one that will (1) avoid direct transmission of tipping or torqueing forces to the abutment; (2) accommodate the basic principles of clasp design by definitive location of component parts correctly positioned on abutment tooth surfaces; (3) provide retention against reasonable dislodging forces (with consideration for indirect retention); and (4) be compatible with undercut location, tissue contour, and esthetic desires of the patient. Location of the undercut is the most important single factor in selection of a clasp. Undercut location, however, can be modified by recontouring or restoring the abutment tooth to accommodate a clasp design better suited to satisfy the criteria for clasp selection.

The relative importance of retention is highlighted by the results from a clinical trial investigating prosthesis designs. A 5-year randomized clinical trial of two basic removable partial denture designs—one with rest, proximal plate, and I-bar (RPI) design and one with circumferential clasp design—demonstrated no discernible changes after 60 months in nine periodontal health components of the abutment teeth with either of the two designs. The overall results indicate that the two designs did not differ in terms of success rates, maintenance, or effects on abutment teeth. Therefore, a well-constructed removable partial denture that is supported by favorable abutments and good residual ridges that are properly prepared and maintained in a patient who exhibits good oral hygiene offers the best opportunity for satisfactory treatment.

The fourth step is to connect the retention units to the support units. If direct and indirect retainers are to function as designed, each must be rigidly attached to the major connector. The criteria for selection, location, and design are the same as those indicated for connecting the tooth and tissue support units.

The fifth and last step in this systematic approach to design is to outline and join the edentulous area to the already established design components. Strict attention to details of the design characteristics outlined in Chapter 9 is necessary to ensure rigidity of the base material without interfering with tooth placement.

**COMPONENTS OF PARTIAL DENTURE DESIGN**

All partial dentures have two things in common: (1) they must be supported by oral structures, and (2) they must be retained against reasonable dislodging forces.

In the Kennedy Class III partial denture, three components are necessary: support provided by rests, the connectors (stabilizing components), and the retainers.

The partial denture that does not have the advantage of tooth support at each end of each edentulous space still must be supported, but in this situation, the support comes from both the teeth and the underlying ridge tissues rather than from the teeth alone. This is a composite support, and the prosthesis must be fabricated so that the resilient support provided by the edentulous ridge is coordinated with the more stable support offered by the abutment teeth. The essentials—support, connectors, and retainers—must be designed and executed more carefully because of the movement of tissue-supported denture base areas. In addition, provision must be made for three other factors, as follows:

1. The best possible support must be obtained from the resilient tissues that cover the edentulous ridges. This is accomplished by the impression technique more than by the partial denture design, although the area covered by the partial denture base is a contributing factor in such support.
2. The method of direct retention must take into account the inevitable tissue-ward movement of the distal extension base(s) under the stresses of mastication and occlusion. Direct retainers must be designed so that occlusal loading will result in direct transmission of this load to the long axis of the abutment teeth instead of as leverage.
3. The partial denture, with one or more distal extension denture bases, must be designed so that movement of the extension base away from the tissues will be minimized. This is often referred to as indirect retention and is best described in relation to an axis of rotation through the rest areas of the principal abutments (see Chapter 8). However, retention from the removable partial denture base itself frequently can be made to help prevent this movement and, in such instances, may be discussed as direct-indirect retention.

**Tooth Support**

Support of the removable partial denture by the abutment teeth is dependent on the alveolar support of those teeth, the crown and root morphology, the rigidity of the partial denture framework, and the design of the occlusal rests. Through clinical and roentgenographic interpretation, the dentist may evaluate the abutment teeth and decide whether they will provide adequate support. In some instances, the splinting of two or more teeth, either by using fixed partial
dentures or by soldering two or more individual restorations together, is advisable. In other instances, a tooth may be deemed too weak to be used as an abutment, and extraction is indicated in favor of obtaining better support from an adjacent tooth.

Having decided on the abutments, the dentist is responsible for preparation and restoration of the abutment teeth to accommodate the most ideal design of the partial denture. This includes the form of the occlusal rest seats. These modifications may be prepared in sound tooth enamel or in restorative materials that will withstand the functional stress and wear of the component parts of the removable partial denture. The technician cannot be blamed for inadequate abutment tooth preparation, such as occlusal rest support. On the other hand, the technician is solely to blame if he or she extends the casting beyond, or fails to include, the total prepared areas. If the dentist has sufficiently reduced the marginal ridge area of the rest seat to avoid interference from opposing teeth, and if a definite occlusal rest seat is faithfully recorded in the master cast and delineated in the penciled design, then no excuse can be made for poor occlusal rest form on the partial denture.

**Ridge Support**

Support for the tooth-supported removable partial denture or the tooth-supported modification space comes entirely from the abutment teeth by means of rests. Support for the distal extension denture base comes primarily from the overlying soft tissues and the residual alveolar bone of the distal extension base area. In the latter, rest support is effective only at the abutment end of the denture base.

The effectiveness of tissue support depends on six things: (1) the quality of the residual ridge; (2) the extent to which the residual ridge will be covered by the denture base; (3) the accuracy and type of impression registration; (4) the accuracy of the denture bases; (5) the design characteristics of component parts of the partial denture framework; and (6) the occlusal load applied.

The quality of the residual ridge cannot be influenced, except that it can be improved by tissue conditioning, or it can be modified by surgical intervention. Such modifications are almost always needed but are not frequently done.

The accuracy of the impression technique is entirely in the hands of the dentist. Maximum tissue coverage for support that encompasses the primary stress-bearing areas should be the primary objective in any partial denture impression technique. The manner in which this is accomplished should be based on biological comprehension of what happens beneath a distal extension denture base when an occlusal load is applied.

The accuracy of the denture base is influenced by the choice of materials and by the exactness of the processing techniques. Inaccurate and warped denture bases adversely influence the support of the partial denture. Materials and techniques that will ensure the greatest dimensional stability should be selected.

The total occlusal load applied to the residual ridge may be influenced by reducing the area of occlusal contact. This is done with the use of fewer, narrower, and more effectively shaped artificial teeth (Figure 10-5).

The distal extension removable partial denture is unique in that its support is derived from abutment teeth, which are comparatively unyielding, and from soft tissues overlying bone, which may be comparatively yielding under occlusal forces. Resilient tissues, which are distorted or displaced by occlusal load, are unable to provide support for the denture base comparable with that offered by the abutment teeth. This problem of support is further complicated by the fact that the patient may have natural teeth remaining that can exert far greater occlusal force on the supporting tissues than would result if the patient were completely edentulous. This fact is clearly evident from the damage that often occurs to an edentulous ridge when it is opposed by a few remaining anterior teeth in the opposing arch, and especially when the opposing occlusion of anterior teeth has been arranged so that contact occurs in both centric and eccentric positions.

Ridge tissues recorded in their resting or nonfunctioning form are incapable of providing the composite support needed for a denture that derives its support from both hard and soft tissue. Three factors must be considered in the acceptance of an impression technique for distal extension removable partial dentures: (1) the material should record the tissues covering the primary stress-bearing areas in their supporting form; (2) tissues within the basal seat area other than primary stress-bearing areas must be recorded in their anatomic form; and (3) the total area covered by the impression should be sufficient to distribute the load over as large an area as can be tolerated by the border tissues. This is an application of the principle of the snowshoe.

Anyone who has had the opportunity to compare two master casts for the same partially edentulous arch—one cast having the distal extension area recorded in its anatomic or resting form, and the other cast having the distal extension area recorded in its functional form—has been impressed by the differences in topography (Figure 10-6). A denture base processed to the functional form is generally less irregular and provides greater area coverage than does a denture base processed to the anatomic form. Moreover, and of far greater significance, a denture base made to anatomic form exhibits less stability under rotating and/or torquing forces than does a denture base processed to functional form and thus fails to maintain its occlusal relation with opposing teeth. When the patient is asked to close onto strips of soft wax, it is evident that occlusion is maintained at a point of equilibrium over a longer period of time when the denture base has been made to the functional form. In contrast, evidence indicates that rapid “settling” of the denture base occurs when it has been made to the anatomic form, with an early return of the occlusion to natural tooth contact only. Such a denture not only fails to distribute the occlusal load equitably but also allows rotational move-
Major and Minor Connectors

Major connectors are the units of a partial denture that connect the parts of the prosthesis located on one side of the arch with those on the opposite side. Minor connectors arise from the major connector and join it with other parts of the denture; thus they serve to connect the tooth and tissue support units. A major connector should be properly located
in relation to gingival and moving tissues and should be designed to be rigid. Rigidity in a major connector is necessary to provide proper distribution of forces to and from the supporting components.

A lingual bar connector should be tapered superiorly with a half-pear shape in cross section and should be relieved sufficiently but not excessively over the underlying tissues whenever such relief is indicated. The addition of a continuous bar retainer or a lingual apron does not alter the basic design of the lingual bar. These are added solely for support, stabilization, rigidity, and protection of the anterior teeth and are neither connectors nor indirect retainers. The finished inferior border of a lingual bar or a linguoplate should be gently rounded to avoid irritation to subjacent tissues when the restoration moves even slightly in function.

The use of a linguoplate is indicated when the lower anterior teeth are weakened by periodontal disease. It is also indicated in Kennedy Class I partially edentulous arches when additional resistance to horizontal rotation of the denture is required because of excessively resorbed residual ridges. Still another indication is seen in those situations in which the floor of the mouth so closely approximates the lingual gingiva of anterior teeth that an adequately inflexible lingual bar cannot be positioned without impinging on gingival tissues.

Experience with the linguoplate has shown that with good oral hygiene, the underlying tissues remain healthy and no harmful effects to the tissues result from the metallic coverage per se. However, adequate relief must be provided whenever a metal component crosses the gingival margins and the adjacent gingiva. Excessive relief should be avoided because tissues tend to fill a void, resulting in the overgrowth of abnormal tissue. The amount of relief used, therefore, should be only the minimum necessary to avoid gingival impingement.

It does not seem that there are many advantages to be found in the use of the continuous bar retainer versus the linguoplate. In rare instances, when a linguoplate would be visible through multiple interproximal embrasures, the continuous bar retainer may be preferred for esthetic reasons only. In other instances, when a single diastema exists, a linguoplate may be cut out in this area to avoid the display of metal, without sacrificing its use when otherwise indicated.

The rigidity of a palatal major connector is just as important and its location and design just as critical as for a lingual bar. A U-shaped palatal connector is rarely justified except to avoid an inoperable palatal torus that extends to the junction of the hard and soft palates. Neither can the routine use of a narrow, single palatal bar be justified. The combination anterior-posterior palatal strap-type major connector is mechanically and biologically sound if it is located so that it does not impinge on tissues. The broad, anatomic palatal major connector is frequently preferred because of its rigidity, better acceptance by the patient, and greater stability without tissue damage. In addition, this type of connector may provide direct-indirect retention that may sometimes, but rarely, eliminate the need for separate indirect retainers.

Direct Retainers for Tooth-Supported Partial Dentures

Retainers for tooth-supported partial dentures have only two functions: to retain the prosthesis against reasonable dislodging forces without damage to the abutment teeth, and to aid in resisting any tendency of the denture to be displaced in a horizontal plane. The prosthesis cannot move tissue-ward because the retentive components of the clasp assembly are supported by the rest. No movement away from the tissues should occur, and therefore no rotation about a fulcrum, because the retentive component is secured by a direct retainer.

Any type of direct retainer is acceptable as long as the abutment tooth is not jeopardized by its presence. Intracoronal (frictional) retainers are ideal for tooth-supported restorations and offer esthetic advantages that are not possible with extracoronal (clasp) retainers. Nevertheless, circumferential and bar-type clasp retainers are mechanically effective and are more economically constructed than are intracoronal retainers. Therefore they are more universally used.

Vulnerable areas on the abutment teeth must be protected by restorations with either type of retainer. The clasp retainer must not impinge on gingival tissues. The clasp must not exert excessive torque on the abutment tooth during placement and removal. It must be located the least distance into the tooth undercut for adequate retention, and it must be designed with a minimum of bulk and tooth contact.

The bar clasp arm should be used only when the area for retention lies close to the gingival margin of the tooth and little tissue blockout is necessary. If the clasp must be placed high, if the vestibule is extremely shallow, or if an objectionable space would exist beneath the bar clasp arm because of blockout of tissue undercuts, the bar clasp arm should not be used. In the event of an excessive tissue undercut, consideration should be given to contouring the abutment and using some type of circumferential direct retainer.

Direct Retainers for Distal Extension Partial Dentures

Retainers for distal extension partial dentures, while retaining the prosthesis, must also be able to flex or disengage when the denture base moves tissue-ward under function. Thus the retainer may act as a stress-breaker. Mechanical stress-breakers accomplish the same thing, but they do so at the expense of horizontal stabilization. When some kind of mechanical stress-breaker is used, the denture flange must be able to prevent horizontal movement. Clasp designs that allow flexing of the retentive clasp arm may accomplish the same purpose as that of mechanical stress-breakers, without
sacrificing horizontal stabilization and with less complicated techniques.

In evaluating the ability of a clasp arm to act as a stress-breaker, one must realize that flexing in one plane is not enough. The clasp arm must be freely flexible in any direction, as dictated by the stresses applied. Bulky, half-round clasp arms cannot do this, and neither can a bar clasp engaging an undercut on the side of the tooth away from the denture base. Round, tapered clasp forms offer the advantages of greater and more universal flexibility, less tooth contact, and better esthetics. Either the combination circumferential clasp with its tapered wrought-wire retentive arm or the carefully located and properly designed circumferential or bar clasp can be considered for use on all abutment teeth adjacent to extension denture bases if the abutment teeth have been properly prepared and tissue support effectively achieved, and if the patient exercises good oral hygiene.

### Stabilizing Components

Stabilizing components of the removable partial denture framework are those rigid components that assist in stabilizing the denture against horizontal movement. The purpose of all stabilizing components should be to distribute stresses equally to all supporting teeth without overworking any one tooth. The minor connectors that join the rests and the clasp assemblies to the major connector serve as stabilizing components.

All minor connectors that contact vertical tooth surfaces (and all reciprocal clasp arms) act as stabilizing components. It is necessary that minor connectors have sufficient bulk to be rigid and yet present as little bulk to the tongue as possible. This means that they should be confined to interdental embrasures whenever possible. When minor connectors are located on vertical tooth surfaces, it is best that these surfaces be parallel to the path of placement. When cast restorations are used, these surfaces of the wax patterns should be made parallel on the surveyor before casting.

A modification of minor connector design has been proposed that places the minor connector in the center of the lingual surface of the abutment tooth (Figure 10-7). Proponents of this design claim that it reduces the amount of gingival tissue coverage and provides enhanced bracing and guidance during placement. Disadvantages may include increased encroachment on the tongue space, more obvious borders, and potentially greater space between the connector and the abutment tooth. This proposed variation, however, when combined with thoughtful design principles, may provide some benefit to the periodontal health of the abutment teeth and may be acceptable to some patients.

Reciprocal clasp arms also must be rigid, and they must be placed occlusally to the height of contour of the abutment teeth, where they will be nonretentive. By their rigidity, these clasp arms reciprocate the opposing retentive clasp; they also prevent horizontal movement of the prosthesis under functional stresses. For a reciprocal clasp arm to be placed favorably, some reduction of the tooth surfaces involved is frequently necessary to increase the suprabulge area.

When crown restorations are used, a lingual reciprocal clasp arm may be inset into the tooth contour by providing a ledge on the crown on which the clasp arm may rest. This permits the use of a wider clasp arm and restores a more nearly normal tooth contour, at the same time maintaining its strength and rigidity (see Chapter 14).

---

**Figure 10-7** Prospective guiding plane surfaces are indicated by lines located on the respective surfaces of abutment teeth. These surfaces, when used, can be made vertically parallel to the path of placement. However, by including guiding plane surfaces, which are not in the same parallel plane horizontally (arrows) but are divergent, cross-arch resistance to horizontal rotation of the denture is enhanced.
**Guiding Plane**

The term *guiding plane* is defined as two or more parallel, vertical surfaces of abutment teeth, so shaped to direct a prosthesis during placement and removal. After the most favorable path of placement has been ascertained, axial surfaces of abutment teeth are prepared parallel to the path of placement, and therefore become parallel to each other. Guiding planes may be contacted by various components of the partial denture—the body of an extracoronal direct retainer, the stabilizing arm of a direct retainer, the minor connector portion of an indirect retainer—or by a minor connector specifically designed to contact the guiding plane surface.

The functions of guiding plane surfaces are as follows: (1) to provide for one path of placement and removal of the restoration (to eliminate detrimental strain to abutment teeth and framework components during placement and removal); (2) to ensure the intended actions of reciprocal, stabilizing, and retentive components (to provide retention against dislodgment of the restoration when the dislodging force is directed other than parallel to the path of removal and also to provide stabilization against horizontal rotation of the denture); and (3) to eliminate gross food traps between abutment teeth and components of the denture.

Guiding plane surfaces need to be created so that they are as nearly parallel to the long axes of abutment teeth as possible. Establishing guiding planes on several abutment teeth (preferably more than two teeth), located at widely separated positions in the dental arch, provides for more effective use of these surfaces. The effectiveness of guiding plane surfaces is enhanced if these surfaces are prepared on more than one common axial surface of the abutment teeth (see Figure 10-7).

As a rule, proximal guiding plane surfaces should be about one-half the width of the distance between the tips of adjacent buccal and lingual cusps, or about one-third the buccal lingual width of the tooth, and should extend vertically about two thirds of the length of the enamel crown portion of the tooth from the marginal ridge cervically. In the preparation of guiding plane surfaces, care must be exercised to avoid creating buccal or lingual line angles (Figure 10-8). If it is assumed that the stabilizing or retentive arm of a direct retainer may originate in the guiding plane region, a line angle preparation would weaken either or both components of the clasp assembly.

A guiding plane should be located on the abutment surface adjacent to an edentulous area. However, excess torquing is inevitable if the guiding planes squarely facing each other on a lone standing abutment adjacent to an extension area are used (Figure 10-9).

**Indirect Retainers**

An indirect retainer must be placed as far anterior from the fulcrum line as adequate tooth support permits, if it is to function with the direct retainer to restrict movement of a distal extension base away from the basal seat tissues. It must be placed on a rest seat prepared in an abutment tooth that is capable of withstanding the forces placed on it. An indirect retainer cannot function effectively on an inclined tooth surface, nor can a single weak incisor tooth be used for this purpose.
purpose. A canine or premolar tooth should be used for the support of an indirect retainer, and the rest seat must be prepared with as much care as is given any other rest seat. An incisal rest or a lingual rest may be used on an anterior tooth, provided a definite seat can be obtained in sound enamel or on a suitable restoration.

A second purpose that indirect retainers serve in partial denture design is that of support for major connectors. A long lingual bar or an anterior palatal major connector is thereby prevented from settling into the tissues. Even in the absence of a need for indirect retention, provision for such auxiliary support is sometimes indicated.

Contrary to common use, a cingulum bar or a linguoplate does not in itself act as an indirect retainer. Because these are located on inclined tooth surfaces, they serve more as orthodontic appliances than as support for the partial denture. When a linguoplate or a cingulum bar is used, terminal rests should always be provided at either end to stabilize the denture and to prevent orthodontic movement of the teeth contacted. Such terminal rests may function as indirect retainers, but they would function equally well in that capacity without the continuous bar retainer or linguoplate.

**IMPLANT CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN**

As was mentioned in Chapter 4, the objectives of RPD design are to replace missing teeth with a prosthesis that exhibits limited movement under the influence of functional forces, and to ensure that movement is within physiologic tolerance. Physiologic tolerance would include tissue tolerance as well as a patient’s physiologic ability to accommodate to the prosthesis.

The Kennedy Class III tooth-supported RPD presents less of a challenge to oral tissues and patient accommodation than does the Kennedy Class I or II tooth-tissue prosthesis. The challenge is chiefly related to prosthesis movement to an extent allowed by tissue displaceability under an applied force. Use of dental implants to reduce this displacement can significantly benefit tissue tolerability and reduce any challenge to accommodation presented by prosthesis movement. Use of implants can also assist other worthwhile goals such as improved stability and retention when these aspects are needed because of anatomic deficiencies or related factors.

The clinician must consider potential movements of the prosthesis and the ability to control movement given the existing oral tissues, teeth, and occlusion. Selective application of dental implants can provide needed movement control.

**EXAMPLES OF SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO DESIGN**

**Class III Removable Partial Denture**

The Kennedy Class III removable partial denture (Figures 10-10 and 10-11), entirely tooth supported, may be made to fit the prepared surfaces of the anatomic form of the teeth and surrounding structures. It does not require an impression of the functional form of the ridge tissues, nor does it require indirect retention. Cast clasps of the circumferential variety, the bar type, or the combination clasp may be used, depending on how one can modify the surfaces of the abutment teeth (guiding planes, rests, contours for proper location of clasp arms). Unless the need for later relining is anticipated, as in the situation of recently extracted teeth, the denture base may be made of metal, which offers several advantages. The Class III partial denture can frequently be
used as a valuable aid in periodontal treatment because of its stabilizing influence on the remaining teeth.

**Kennedy Class I, Bilateral, Distal Extension Removable Partial Dentures**

The Class I, bilateral, distal extension partial denture is as different from the Class III type as any two dental restorations could be (see Figure 10-1). Because it derives its principal support from the tissues underlying its base, a Class I partial denture made to anatomic ridge form cannot provide uniform and adequate support. Yet, unfortunately, many Class I mandibular removable partial dentures are made from a single irreversible hydrocolloid impression. In such situations, both the abutment teeth and the residual ridges suffer because the occlusal load placed on the remaining teeth is increased by the lack of adequate posterior support.

Many dentists, recognizing the need for some type of impression registration that will record the supporting form of the residual ridge, attempt to record this form with a metallic oxide, a rubber base, or one of the silicone impression materials. Such materials actually record only the anatomic form of the ridge, except when the special design of impression trays permits recording of the primary stress-bearing areas under a simulated load. Others prefer to place a base, made to fit the anatomic form of the ridge, under some pressure at the time that it is related to the remaining teeth, thus obtaining functional support. Still others, who believe that a properly compounded mouth-temperature wax will displace only those tissues that are incapable of providing support to the denture base, use a wax secondary impression to record the supporting, or functional, form of the edentulous ridge. Any impression record will be influenced by the consistency of the impression material and the amount of hydraulic pressure exerted by its confinement within the impression tray.

**Kennedy Class II Removable Partial Dentures**

The Kennedy Class II partial denture (Figures 10-12 and 10-13) actually may be a combination of tissue-supported and tooth-supported restorations. The distal extension base must have adequate tissue support, whereas tooth-supported bases elsewhere in the arch may be made to fit the anatomic form of the underlying ridge. Indirect retention must be provided for; however, occasionally the anterior abutment on the tooth-supported side will satisfy this requirement. If additional indirect retention is needed, provisions must be made for it.

Cast clasps are generally used on the tooth-supported side; however, a clasp design in which wrought wire is used may reduce the application of torque on the abutment tooth adjacent to the distal extension and should be considered. The use of a cast circumferential clasp engaging a mesiobuccal undercut on the anterior abutment of the tooth-supported modification space may result in a Class I leverlike action if the abutment teeth have not been properly prepared, and/or if tissue support from the extension base area is not adequate. It seems rational under these circumstances to minimize these effects through optimum denture base adaptation, to reduce movement or to provide implant support (see Figure 10-13). Should the bar-type retainer be contraindicated because of a severe tissue undercut or the existence of only a mesiobuccal undercut on the anterior abutment, then a combination direct retainer with the retentive arm made of tapered wrought wire should be used. A thorough understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of various clasp designs is necessary in determining the type of direct retainer that is to be used for each abutment tooth.

Steps included in fabrication of the Class II partial denture closely follow those used with the Class I partial denture,
except that the distal extension base is usually made of an acrylic-resin material, whereas the base for any tooth-supported area can be made of metal. This is permissible because the residual ridge beneath tooth-supported bases is not called on to provide support for the denture, and later rebasing is not as likely to be necessary.

**ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS INFLUENCING DESIGN**

Every effort should be made to gain the greatest support possible for removable prostheses with the use of abutments bounding edentulous spaces. This not only will relieve the residual ridges of some of their obligation for support but also may allow the design of the framework to be greatly simplified. To this end, use of splint bars, internal clip attachments, overlay abutments, overlay attachments, a component partial, and implants should be considered.

**Use of a Splint Bar for Denture Support**

In the Chapter 14 discussion of missing anterior teeth, mention is made of the fact that missing anterior teeth are best replaced with a fixed partial denture. The following is quoted from that chapter: “From a biomechanical standpoint ... a removable partial denture should replace only the missing posterior teeth after the remainder of the arch has been made intact by fixed restorations.”

Occasionally, a situation is found in which it is necessary for several missing anterior teeth to be replaced by the removable partial denture rather than by fixed restorations. This may be caused by the length of the edentulous span or by the loss of a large amount of the residual ridge due to resorption, accident, or surgery, or it may result from a situation in which too much vertical space prevents the use of a fixed partial denture, or in which esthetic requirements can better be met through the use of teeth added to the denture framework. In such instances it is necessary that the best possible support for the replaced anterior teeth be provided. Ordinarily this is done through the placement of occlusal or lingual rests, or both, on the adjacent natural teeth, but when the edentulous span is too large to ensure adequate support from the adjacent teeth, other methods must be used. This is included here only because it influences the design of the major connector that must then be used.

An anterior splint bar may be attached to the adjacent abutment teeth in such a manner that fixed splinting of the abutment teeth results, with a smooth, contoured bar resting lightly on the gingival tissues to support the removable partial denture. As with any fixed partial denture, the type of abutment retainers and the decision to use multiple abutments will depend on the length of the span and the available support and stability of the teeth being used as abutments. Regardless of the type of abutment retainers used, the connecting bar may be cast of a rigid alloy, or a commercially available bar may be used and cast to the abutments or attached to the abutments by soldering.

The length of the span influences the size of a splint bar. Long spans require more rigid bars (10-gauge) than short spans (13-gauge). If the bar is to be soldered, it is best that recesses be formed in the proximal surfaces of the abutments and that the connecting bar, which rests lightly on the tissues, be cast or made to fit into these recesses and then attached by soldering.

Because of the greater rigidity of chromium-cobalt alloys, the splint bar is preferably cast in one of these materials and then is attached to the abutments by soldering. The complete assembly (abutments and connecting bar) is then cemented permanently to the abutment teeth, in the same way as for a fixed partial denture. The impression for the partial denture is then made, and a master cast is obtained that accurately reproduces the contours of the abutments and the splint bar. The denture framework then is made to fit the abutments and the bar by extending the major connector or minor connectors to cover and rest upon the splint bar. Retention for the attachment of a resin base, or any other acceptable means of attaching the replaced anterior teeth, is incorporated into the denture design. In those situations wherein the removable partial denture will be tooth supported, the splint bar may be curved to follow the crest of the residual ridge. However, in a distal extension situation, because of the vertical rotation of the denture, caution must be exercised to form the splint bar so that excessive torque will not accrue to its supporting abutments (Figure 10-14). The proximal contours of abutments adjacent to splint bars should be parallel to the path of placement. This serves three purposes: (1) it permits a desirable arrangement of artificial teeth; (2) it aids in resisting horizontal rotation of the restoration; and (3) these components act as guiding planes to direct the partial denture to and from its terminal position.

The splint bar must be positioned anteroposteriorly just lingual to the residual ridge to allow an esthetic arrangement of artificial teeth. The resulting partial denture offers esthetic advantages of removable anterior replacements and positive support, retention, and stability from the underlying splint bar (Figure 10-15).

**Internal Clip Attachment**

The internal clip attachment differs from the splint bar in that the internal clip attachment provides both support and retention from the connecting bar.

Several preformed connecting bars are commercially available in plastic patterns. These can be customized for length and cast in the metal alloy of choice. Internal clip attachments are also commercially available in various metal alloys and durable nylon. When a custom-made
Connecting bar and clip is fabricated, the bar should be cast from 10- or 13-gauge sprue wax. The cast bar should rest lightly or should be located slightly above the tissues. Retention is provided by one of the commercial preformed metal or nylon clips, which is contoured to fit the bar and is retained in a preformed metal housing or partially embedded by means of retention spurs or loops into the overlying resin denture base.

The internal clip attachment thus provides support, stability, and retention for the anterior modification area and may serve to eliminate both occlusal rests and retentive clasps on adjacent abutment teeth.

Overlay Abutment as Support for a Denture Base
Every consideration should be directed toward preventing the need for a distal extension removable partial denture. In many instances, it is possible to salvage the roots and a portion of the crown of a badly broken-down molar through endodontic treatment. A periodontally involved molar, otherwise indicated for extraction, sometimes may be salvaged by periodontal and endodontic treatment accompanied by reduction of the clinical crown almost level with the gingival tissues. In another situation, an unopposed molar may have extruded to such an extent that restoring the tooth with a crown is inadequate to develop a harmonious occlusion. Then too, it is not unusual to encounter a molar that is so grossly tipped anteriorly that it cannot serve as an abutment unless the clinical crown is reduced drastically.

Such teeth should be considered for possible support for an otherwise distal extension denture base. Endodontic treatment and preparation of the coronal portion of the tooth as a slightly elevated dome-shaped abutment often offer an alternative to a distal extension base. The student is referred to the “Selected Reading Resources” section (textbooks; abutment retainers) for sources of information on overdenture abutments and overlay-type prostheses.

Use of a Component Partial to Gain Support
A component partial is a removable partial denture in which the framework is designed and fabricated in separate parts. The tooth support and tissue-supported components are individually fabricated, and the two are joined with a high-impact acrylic-resin to become a single rigid functioning unit.
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Surveying

CHAPTER OUTLINE

Description of Dental Surveyor

Purposes of the Surveyor
- Surveying the diagnostic cast
- Contouring wax patterns
- Surveying ceramic veneer crowns
- Placement of intracoronal retainers (internal attachments)
- Placement of internal rest seats
- Machining cast restorations
- Surveying the master cast

Factors That Determine Path of Placement and Removal
- Guiding planes
- Retentive areas
- Interference
- Esthetics

Step-by-Step Procedures in Surveying a Diagnostic Cast
- Guiding planes
- Retentive areas
- Interference
- Esthetics

Final Path of Placement
- Recording Relation of Cast to Surveyor
- Surveying the Master Cast
- Measuring Retention
- Blocking Out the Master Cast
- Relieving the Master Cast
- Paralleled Blockout, Shaped Blockout, Arbitrary Blockout, and Relief

When a fixed partial denture (FPD) is prepared, the orientation of the diamond bur is controlled to remove an amount of tooth structure necessary to satisfy the requirements of the path of insertion for the prosthesis. Accomplishment of parallel preparations is ultimately verified by complete seating of the prosthesis, but could be verified on the master cast or dies by the use of the surveyor. Once the FPD is fabricated and completely seated, it is ensured full engagement of the entire circumference of and occlusal support from the abutment retainers. If adequate resistance form and fit of the prosthesis are provided, the chance for functional stability equivalent to natural teeth is good. This could not be ensured unless the relationship of the fixed prosthesis and the prepared teeth were carefully controlled.

For a removable prosthesis, the necessity for appropriately planned and executed tooth preparation, followed by verification of a well-fitting prosthesis that engages the teeth as planned, is equally important. As was briefly mentioned in Chapter 7, a dental surveyor is vitally important to the planning, execution, and verification of appropriate mouth modifications for a removable partial denture. Although it does not necessarily affect the occlusal rest preparations on abutment teeth, use of the surveyor is critical for planning the modifications of all tooth surfaces that will be involved in support, stabilization, and retention of the prosthesis. In this role, the use of a surveyor to determine the needed mouth preparation is vitally important in helping to provide stable and comfortable removable prostheses.

A dental surveyor has been defined as an instrument used to determine the relative parallelism of two or more surfaces of the teeth or other parts of the cast of a dental arch. Therefore the primary purpose of surveying is to identify the modifications of oral structures that are necessary to fabricate a removable partial denture that will have a successful prognosis. It is the modification of tooth surfaces to accommodate placement of the component parts of the partial denture in their designated ideal positions on abutment teeth that facilitates this prognosis.
Any one of several moderately priced surveyors on the market will adequately accomplish the procedures necessary to design and construct a partial denture. In addition, these surveyors may be used to parallel internal rests and intra-coronal retainers. With a handpiece holder added, they may be used to machine internal rests and to make the guiding-plane surfaces of abutment restorations parallel.

DESCRIPTION OF DENTAL SURVEYOR

The most widely used surveyors are the Ney (Figure 11-1) and the Jelenko (Figure 11-2). Both of these are precision-made instruments. They differ principally in that the Jelenko arm swivels, whereas the Ney arm is fixed. The technique for surveying and trimming blockout is therefore somewhat different. Other surveyors also differ in this respect, and the dentist may prefer one over another for this reason.

The principal parts of the Ney surveyor are as follows:
1. Platform on which the base is moved
2. Vertical arm that supports the superstructure
3. Horizontal arm from which the surveying tool suspends
4. Table to which the cast is attached
5. Base on which the table swivels
6. Paralleling tool or guideline marker (this tool contacts the convex surface to be studied in a tangential manner; the relative parallelism of one surface to another may thus be determined; with substitution of a carbon marker, the height of contour may be delineated on the surfaces of the abutment teeth and on areas of interference requiring reduction on blockout)
7. Mandrel for holding special tools (Figure 11-3)

The principal parts of the Jelenko surveyor are essentially the same as those of the Ney surveyor except that when the nut at the top of the vertical arm is loosened, the horizontal arm may be made to swivel. The objective of this feature, originally designed by Dr. Noble Wills, is to permit freedom of movement of the arm in a horizontal plane rather than to depend entirely on the horizontal movement of the cast. To some this is confusing because two horizontal movements must thus be coordinated. For those who prefer to move the cast only in horizontal relationship to a fixed vertical arm, the nut may be tightened and the horizontal arm used in a fixed position.

Another difference between Ney and Jelenko surveyors is that the vertical arm on the Ney surveyor is retained by friction within a fixed bearing. The shaft may be moved up or down within this bearing but remains in a vertical position until again moved. The shaft may be fixed in any vertical position desired by tightening a setscrew. In contrast, the vertical arm of the Jelenko surveyor is spring mounted and returns to the top position when it is released. It must be held down against spring tension while it is in use, which to some is a disadvantage. The spring may be removed, but the friction of the two bearings supporting the arm does not hold it in position as securely as does a bearing designed for that purpose. These minor differences in the two surveyors lead to personal preference but do not detract from the effectiveness of either surveyor when each is properly used.
Several other types of surveyors have been designed and are in use today. Many of these are elaborate and costly, yet provide little advantage over simpler types of surveyors.

**PURPOSES OF THE SURVEYOR**

The surveyor may be used for surveying the diagnostic cast, recontouring abutment teeth on the diagnostic cast, con-
tooth surfaces (guiding planes) made parallel to that path of placement.

2. To identify proximal tooth surfaces that are or need to be made parallel, so they act as guiding planes during placement and removal.

3. To locate and measure areas of the teeth that may be used for retention.

4. To determine whether teeth and bony areas of interference will need to be eliminated surgically or by selection of a different path of placement.

5. To determine the most suitable path of placement that will permit locating retainers and artificial teeth to provide the best esthetic advantage.

6. To permit accurate charting of the mouth preparations to be made. This includes the preparation of proximal tooth surfaces to provide guiding planes and the reduction of excessive tooth contours to eliminate interference and to permit a more acceptable location of reciprocal and retentive clasp arms. By marking these areas on the diagnostic cast in red, using an undercut gauge to estimate the amount of tooth structure that may safely (without exposing dentin) be removed, and then trimming the marked areas on the stone cast with the surveyor blade, the angulation and extent of tooth reduction may be established before the teeth are prepared in the mouth (Figure 11-6). With the diagnostic cast on the surveyor at the time of mouth preparation, reduction of tooth contours may be accomplished with acceptable accuracy.

7. To delineate the height of contour on abutment teeth and to locate areas of undesirable tooth undercut that are to
Contouring Wax Patterns

The surveyor blade is used as a wax carver during this phase of mouth preparation, so that the proposed path of placement may be maintained throughout the preparation of cast restorations for abutment teeth (Figure 11-7).

Guiding planes on all proximal surfaces of wax patterns adjacent to edentulous areas should be made parallel to the previously determined path of placement. Similarly, all other tooth contours that will be contacted by rigid components should be avoided, eliminated, or blocked out. This will include areas of the teeth to be contacted by rigid connectors, the location of nonretentive reciprocal and stabilizing arms, and the location of retentive clasp terminals.

8. To record the cast position in relation to the selected path of placement for future reference. This may be done by locating three dots or parallel lines on the cast, thus establishing the horizontal plane in relation to the vertical arm of the surveyor (see Figures 11-6 and 11-16).
should be made parallel. The surfaces of restorations on which reciprocal and stabilizing components will be placed should be contoured to permit their location well below occlusal surfaces and on nonretentive areas. Those surfaces of restorations that are to provide retention for clasp arms should be contoured so that retentive clasps may be placed in the cervical third of the crown and to the best esthetic advantage. Generally, a small amount of undercut from 0.01 to 0.02 inch (0.250 to 0.50 mm) or less is sufficient for retentive purposes.

**Surveying Ceramic Veneer Crowns**

Ceramic veneer crowns are often used to restore abutment teeth on which extracoronal direct retainers will be placed. The surveyor is used to contour all areas of the wax pattern for the veneer crown except the buccal or labial surface. It must be remembered that one of the principal goals in using a porcelain veneer restoration is to develop an esthetic replica of a natural tooth. It is unlikely that the ceramic veneer portion can be fabricated exactly to the form required for the planned placement of retentive clasp arms without some reshaping with stones. Before the final glaze is accomplished, the abutment crowns should be returned to the surveyor on a full arch cast to ensure the correct contour of the veneered portions or to locate those areas that need recontouring (Figure 11-8). The final glaze is accomplished only after the crowns have been recontoured.

**Placement of Intracoronal Retainers (Internal Attachments)**

In the placement of intracoronal retainers, the surveyor is used as follows:

1. To select a path of placement in relation to the long axes of the abutment teeth that will avoid areas of interference elsewhere in the arch
2. To cut recesses in the stone teeth on the diagnostic cast for estimating the proximity of the recess to the pulp (used in conjunction with roentgenographic information to estimate pulp size and location) and to facilitate the fabrication of metal or resin jigs to guide preparations of the recesses in the mouth
3. To carve recesses in wax patterns, to place internal attachment trays in wax patterns, or to cut recesses in castings with the handpiece holder (whichever method is preferred)
4. To place the keyway portion of the attachment in the casting before investing and soldering; each keyway must be located parallel to the other keyways elsewhere in the arch

The student is referred to the “Selected Reading Resources” section of the textbook for sources of information on intracoronal retainers (internal attachments).

**Placement of Internal Rest Seats**

The surveyor may be used as a drill press, with a dental handpiece attached to the vertical arm by a handpiece holder. Internal rest seats may be carved in the wax patterns and further refined with the handpiece after casting, or the entire rest seat may be cut in the cast restoration with the handpiece. It is best to carve the outline form of the rest seat in wax and merely refine the casting with the handpiece.

An internal rest differs from an internal attachment in that some portion of the prosthesis framework is waxed and cast to fit into the rest seat rather than a matched key and keyway attachment used (see Figures 6-13 and 6-14). The former is usually nonretentive but provides a definite seat for a removable partial denture or a cantilever rest for a broken-stress fixed partial denture. When they are used with fixed partial dentures, nonparallel abutment pieces may be placed separately.

The internal rest in partial denture construction provides a positive occlusal support that is more favorably located in relation to the rotational axis of the abutment tooth than the conventional spoon-shaped occlusal rest. It also provides horizontal stabilization through the parallelism of the vertical walls, thereby serving the same purpose as stabilizing and reciprocal arms placed extracoronally. Because of the movement of a distal extension base, more torque may be applied to the abutment tooth by an interlocking type of rest, and for this reason its use...
in conjunction with a distal extension partial denture is considered to be contraindicated. The ball-and-socket, spoon-shaped occlusal, or noninterlocking, rest should be used in distal extension partial denture designs. Use of the dovetailed or interlocking internal rest should be limited to tooth-supported removable restorations, except when it is used in conjunction with some kind of stress-breaker between the abutments and the movable base. The use of stress-breakers has been discussed in Chapter 9.

Internal rest seats may be made in the form of a nonretentive box, a retentive box fashioned after the internal attachment, or a semiretentive box. In the latter, the walls are usually parallel and nonretentive, but a recess in the floor of the box prevents proximal movement of the male portion. Internal rest seats are cut with dental burs of various sizes and shapes. Tapered or cylindrical fissure burs are used to form the vertical walls, and small round burs are used to cut recesses in the floor of the rest seat.

**Machining Cast Restorations**

With a handpiece holder attached (see Figure 11-4), the axial surfaces of cast and ceramic restorations may be refined by machining with a suitable cylindrical carborundum point. Proximal surfaces of crowns and inlays, which will serve as guiding planes, and vertical surfaces above crown ledges may be improved by machining, but only if the relationship of one crown to another is correct (see Figure 14-9). Unless the seating of removable dies is accurate and they are held in place with additional stone or plaster, cast restorations should first be tried in the mouth and then transferred, by means of a plaster or acrylic-resin index impression, to a reinforced stone cast for machining purposes. The new cast is then positioned on the surveyor, conforming to the path of placement of the partial denture, and vertical surfaces are machined with a true-running cylindrical carborundum point.

Although machined parallelism may be considered ideal and beyond the realm of everyday application, its merits more than justify the additional steps required to accomplish it. When such parallelism is accomplished and reproduced in a master cast, it is essential that subsequent laboratory steps be directed toward the use of these parallel guiding plane surfaces.

**Surveying the Master Cast**

Because surveying the master cast follows mouth preparations, the path of placement, the location of retentive areas, and the location of remaining interference must be known before the final design of the denture framework is completed. The objectives of surveying the master cast are as follows:

1. To select the most suitable path of placement by following mouth preparations that satisfy the requirements of guiding planes, retention, noninterference, and esthetics.
2. To permit measurement of retentive areas and to identify the location of clasp terminals in proportion to the flexibility of the clasp arm being used; flexibility will depend on many of the following factors: the alloy used for the clasp, the design and type of clasp, whether its form is round or half-round, whether it is of cast or wrought material, and the length of the clasp arm from its point of origin to its terminal end; retention then will depend on (a) the flexibility of the clasp arm, (b) the magnitude of the tooth undercut, and (c) the depth the clasp terminal is placed into this undercut.
3. To locate undesirable undercut areas that will be crossed by rigid parts of the restoration during placement and removal; these must be eliminated by blockout.
4. To trim blockout material parallel to the path of placement before duplication (Figure 11-9).
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**Figure 11-9** Master casts are modified by the addition of wax relief to nonbearing regions and by placement of blockout wax parallel to the path of insertion at regions beneath the height of contour where framework contact is not planned (i.e., all areas except retentive clasp tips). **A**, Blockout wax is provided for tooth contours beneath the height of contour on teeth #21 and #28. **B**, Similar blockout was accomplished for mandibular molar #31. Blockout is carved with a straight surveyor blade to ensure parallelism with the identified path of insertion.
The partial denture must be designed so that (1) it will not stress abutment teeth beyond their physiologic tolerance; (2) it can be easily placed and removed by the patient; (3) it will be retained against reasonable dislodging forces; and (4) it will not create an unfavorable appearance. It is necessary that the diagnostic cast be surveyed with these principles in mind. Mouth preparation should therefore be planned in accordance with certain factors that will influence the path of placement and removal.

**FACTORS THAT DETERMINE PATH OF PLACEMENT AND REMOVAL**

The factors that will determine the path of placement and removal are guiding planes, retentive areas, interference, and esthetics.

**Guiding Planes**

Proximal tooth surfaces that bear a parallel relationship to one another must be found or must be created to act as guiding planes during placement and removal of the prosthesis. Guiding planes are necessary to ensure the passage of rigid parts of the prosthesis past existing areas of interference. Thus the denture can be easily placed and removed by the patient without strain on the teeth contacted or on the denture itself and without damage to the underlying soft tissues.

Guiding planes are also necessary to ensure predictable clasp assembly function, including retention and stabilization. For a clasp to be retentive, its retentive arm must be forced to flex. Hence, guiding planes are necessary to give a positive direction to the movement of the restoration to and from its terminal position.

**Retentive Areas**

Retentive areas must exist for a given path of placement and must be contacted by retentive clasp arms that are forced to flex over a convex surface during placement and removal. Satisfactory clasp retention is no more than the resistance of metal to deformation. For a clasp to be retentive, its path of escapement must be other than parallel to the path of removal of the denture itself; otherwise it would not be forced to flex and thereby generate the resistance known as retention. Clasp retention therefore depends on the existence of a definite path of placement and removal.

Although desirable, retention at each principal abutment may not be balanced in relation to the tooth on the opposite side of the arch (exactly equal and opposite in magnitude and relative location); however, positive cross-arch reciprocation to retentive elements must be present. Retention should be sufficient only to resist reasonable dislodging forces. In other words, it should be the minimum acceptable for adequate retention against reasonable dislodging forces.

Fairly even retention may be obtained by one of two means. One is to change the path of placement to increase or decrease the angle of cervical convergence of opposing retentive surfaces of abutment teeth. The other is to alter the flexibility of the clasp arm by changing its design, its size and length, or the material of which it is made.

**Interference**

The prosthesis must be designed so that it may be placed and removed without encountering tooth or soft tissue interference. A path of placement may be selected that encounters interference only if the interference can be eliminated during mouth preparations or on the master cast by a reasonable amount of blockout. Interference may be eliminated during mouth preparations by surgery, extraction, modification of interfering tooth surfaces, or alteration of tooth contours with restorations.

Generally, interference that cannot be eliminated for one reason or another will take precedence over the factors of retention and guiding planes. Sometimes certain areas can be made noninterfering only by selecting a different path of placement at the expense of existing retentive areas and guiding planes. These must then be modified with restorations that are in harmony with the path dictated by the existing interference. On the other hand, if areas of interference can be eliminated by various reasonable means, this should be done. When this occurs, the axial contours of existing abutments may frequently be used with little alteration.

**Esthetics**

By one path of placement, the most esthetic location of artificial teeth is made possible, and less clasp metal and base material may be displayed.

The location of retentive areas may influence the path of placement selected; therefore retentive areas should always be selected with the most esthetic locations of clasps in mind. When restorations are to be made for other reasons, they should be contoured to permit the least display of clasp metal. Generally, less metal will be displayed if the retentive clasp is placed at a more distogingival area of tooth surface, made possible by the path of placement selected or by the contour of the restorations.

Esthetics also may dictate the choice of path selected when missing anterior teeth must be replaced with the partial denture. In such situations, a more vertical path of placement is often necessary so that neither the artificial teeth nor the adjacent natural teeth will have to be modified excessively (Figure 11-10). In this instance, esthetics may take precedence over other factors. This necessitates the preparation of abutment teeth to eliminate interferences and to provide guiding planes and retention in harmony with that path of placement dictated by esthetic factors.

Because the primary consideration should be the preservation of remaining oral tissues, esthetics should not be allowed to jeopardize the success of the partial denture. The replacement of missing anterior teeth therefore should be accomplished by means of fixed partial dentures whenever possible, especially if the mechanical and functional effec-
Figure 11-10  A, When anterior teeth must be replaced with the removable partial denture, the selected vertical path should consider the junction of the natural tooth and the denture tooth. The path of insertion that requires the least amount of alteration of the natural teeth and the denture tooth (maximizing natural embrasure contours) is desirable. B, Distal of canine slightly altered to accommodate the path that optimizes anterior denture tooth placement. C, Canine crowns required to satisfy desired contours of the natural tooth and the denture teeth.

Figure 11-11  Recommended method for manipulating the dental surveyor. The right hand is braced on the horizontal arm of the surveyor, and the fingers are used, as illustrated, to raise and lower the vertical shaft in its spindle. The left hand holding the cast on the adjustable table slides horizontally on the platform in relation to the vertical arm. The right hand must be used to loosen and tighten the tilting mechanism as a suitable anteroposterior and lateral tilt of the cast in relation to the surveyor is being determined.

The effectiveness of the partial denture will require significant tooth preparation.

**STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES IN SURVEYING A DIAGNOSTIC CAST**

Attach the cast to the adjustable surveyor table by means of the clamp provided. Position the adjustable table so that the occlusal surfaces of the teeth are approximately parallel to the platform (Figure 11-11). Such an orientation is a tentative but practical way to start considering the factors that influence the path of placement and removal.

**Guiding Planes**

Determine the relative parallelism of proximal surfaces of all of the potential abutment teeth by contacting the proximal tooth surfaces with the surveyor blade or diagnostic stylus. Alter the cast position anteroposteriorly until these proximal surfaces are in as close to a parallel relation to one another as possible, or near enough that they can be made parallel by recontouring. For posterior modification spaces, this will determine the anteroposterior tilt of the cast in relation to
the vertical arm of the surveyor (Figure 11-12). Although the surveyor table is universally adjustable, it should be thought of as having only two axes, thus allowing only anteroposterior and lateral tilting.

When a choice is made between having contact with a proximal surface at the cervical area only or contact at the marginal ridge only, the latter is preferred because a plane may then be established by recontouring (Figure 11-13). It is obvious that when only gingival contact exists, a restoration is the only means of establishing a guiding plane. Therefore, if a tilt that does not provide proximal contact is apparent, the proximal surface must be established with some kind of restoration.

The end result of selecting a suitable anteroposterior tilt should be to provide the greatest combined areas of parallel proximal surfaces that may act as guiding planes. Other axial surfaces of abutment teeth may also be used as guiding planes. This is realized most often by having the stabilizing component of the direct retainer assembly contacting in its entirety the axial surface of the abutment, which has been found or made parallel to the path of placement (see Figures 14-7 to 14-9). Therefore a lateral tilt of the cast to the vertical arm of the surveyor must also be considered, as well as the anteroposterior tilt, when guiding planes are used.

**Retentive Areas**

Through contact of buccal and lingual surfaces of abutment teeth with the surveyor blade, the amount of retention existing below their height of convexity may be determined. This is best accomplished by directing a small source of light toward the cast from the side away from the dentist. The angle of cervical convergence is best observed as a triangle of light between the surveyor blade and the apical portion of the tooth surface being studied (see Figure 7-41).

Alter the cast position by tilting it laterally until similar retentive areas exist on the principal abutment teeth. If only two abutment teeth are involved, as in a Kennedy Class I partially edentulous arch, they are both principal abutments. However, if four abutment teeth are involved (as they are in a Kennedy Class III, modification 1 arch), they are all principal abutments, and retentive areas should be located on all four. But if three abutment teeth are involved (as they are in a Kennedy Class II, modification 1 arch), the posterior abutment on the tooth-supported side and the abutment on the distal extension side are considered to be the principal abutments, and retention needs to be equalized accordingly. The third abutment may be considered to be secondary, and less retention is expected from it than from the other two. An exception is when the posterior abutment on the tooth-supported side has a poor prognosis and the denture is designed to ultimately be a Class I. In such a situation, the two stronger abutments are considered to be principal abutments.

When the cast is tilted laterally to establish reasonable uniformity of retention, it is necessary that the table be rotated about an imaginary longitudinal axis without disturbing the anteroposterior tilt previously established. The resulting position is one that provides or makes possible parallel guiding planes and provides for acceptable retention on the abutment teeth. It should be noted that this most desirable position will always require some tooth modification to be achieved. Note that possible interference to this tentative path of placement has not, as yet, been taken into consideration.
Interference

If a mandibular cast is being surveyed, check the lingual surfaces that will be crossed by a lingual bar major connector during placement and removal. Bony prominences and lingually inclined premolar teeth are the most common causes of interference to a lingual bar connector.

If the interference is bilateral, surgery or recontouring of lingual tooth surfaces, or both, may be unavoidable. If the interference is only unilateral, a change in the lateral tilt may allow enough of an area of tooth or tissue interference. In changing the path of placement to prevent interference, previously established guiding planes and an ideal location for retentive elements may be lost. Then the decision must be made whether to remove the existing interference by whatever means necessary or to resort to restorations on the abutment teeth, thereby changing the proximal and retentive areas to conform to the new path of placement.

In a like manner, bony undercuts that will offer interference to the seating of denture bases must be evaluated and the decision made to remove them surgically; to change the path of placement at the expense of modifying or restoring teeth to achieve guiding planes and retention; or to design denture bases to avoid such undercut areas. The latter may be done by shortening buccal and labial flanges and distolingual extension of the denture bases. However, it should be remembered that the maximum area available for support of the denture base should be used whenever possible.

Interference to major connectors rarely exists in the maxillary arch. Areas of interference are usually found on buccally inclined posterior teeth and those bony areas on the buccal aspect of edentulous spaces. As with the mandibular cast, the decision must be made whether to eliminate them, to change the path of placement at the expense of modifying or restoring teeth to achieve the required guiding planes and retention, or to design the connectors and bases to avoid them.

Other areas of possible interference to be evaluated are those surfaces of abutment teeth that will support or be crossed by minor connectors and clasp arms. Although interference to vertical minor connectors may be blocked out, doing so may cause discomfort to the patient’s tongue and may create objectionable spaces, which could result in the trapping of food. Also it is desirable that tooth surfaces contacted by vertical connectors be used as auxiliary guiding planes whenever possible. Too much relief is perhaps better than too little because of the possibility of irritation to soft tissues. It is always better that the relief be placed with some objective in mind. If possible, a minor connector should pass vertically along a tooth surface that is parallel to the path of placement (which is considered ideal) or tapered occlusally. If tooth undercuts that necessitate the use of an objectionable amount of blockout exist, they may be eliminated or minimized by slight changes in the path of placement and/or eliminated during mouth preparations. The need for such alteration should be indicated on the diagnostic cast in red pencil after final acceptance of a path of placement.

Tooth surfaces on which reciprocal and stabilizing clasp arms will be placed should be studied to see whether sufficient areas exist above the height of convexity for the placement of these components. The addition of a clasp arm to the occlusal third of an abutment tooth adds to its occlusal dimension and therefore to the occlusal loading of that tooth. Nonretentive and stabilizing clasp arms are best located between the middle third and the gingival third of the crown rather than on the occlusal third.

Areas of interference to proper placement of clasp arms can be eliminated by reshaping tooth surfaces during mouth preparations. These areas should be indicated on the diagnostic cast. Areas of interference to the placement of clasps may necessitate minor changes in the path of placement or changes in the clasp design. For example, a bar clasp arm originating mesially from the major connector to provide reciprocation and stabilization might be substituted for a distally originating circumferential arm.

Areas of interference often overlooked are the distal line angles of premolar abutment teeth and the mesial line angles of molar abutments. These areas frequently offer interference to the origin of circumferential clasp arms. If not detected at the time of initial survey, they are not included in the plan for mouth preparations. When such an undercut exists, the following three alternatives may be considered:

1. They may be blocked out the same as any other area of interference. This is by far the least satisfactory method because the origin of the clasp must then stand away from the tooth in proportion to the amount of blockout used. Although this is perhaps less objectionable than its being placed occlusally, it may be objectionable to the tongue and the cheek and may create a food trap.

2. They may be circumvented by approaching the retentive area from a gingival direction with a bar clasp arm. This is often a satisfactory solution to the problem if other contraindications to the use of a bar clasp arm, such as a severe tissue undercut or a retentive area that is too high on the tooth, are not present.

3. They may be eliminated by reducing the offending tooth contour during mouth preparation. This permits the use of a circumferential clasp arm originating well below the occlusal surface in a satisfactory manner. If the tooth is to be modified during mouth preparations, it should be indicated on the diagnostic cast with a colored pencil.

When the retentive area is located objectionably high on the abutment tooth or the undercut is too severe, interference may also exist on tooth surfaces that support retentive clasps. Such areas of extreme or high convexity must be considered as areas of interference and should be reduced accordingly. These areas are likewise indicated on the diagnostic cast for reduction during mouth preparations.

Esthetics

The path of placement thus established must still be considered from the standpoint of esthetics, as to both the location of clasps and the arrangement of artificial teeth.
Clasp designs that will provide satisfactory esthetics for any given path of placement usually may be selected. In some instances, gingivally placed bar clasp arms may be used to advantage; in others, circumferential clasp arms located cervically may be used. This is especially true when other abutment teeth located more posteriorly may bear the major responsibility for retention. In still other instances, a tapered wrought-wire retentive clasp arm may be placed to better esthetic advantage than a cast clasp arm. The placement of clasp arms for esthetic reasons does not ordinarily justify altering the path of placement at the expense of mechanical factors. However, it should be considered concurrently with other factors, and if a choice between two paths of insertion of equal merit permits a more esthetic placement of clasp arms by one path than the other, that path should be given preference.

When anterior replacements are involved, the choice of path is limited to a more vertical one for reasons previously stated. In this instance alone, esthetics must be given primary consideration, even at the expense of altering the path of placement and making all other factors conform. This factor should be remembered when the other three factors are considered, so that compromises can be made at the time other factors are being considered.

**FINAL PATH OF PLACEMENT**

The final path of placement will be the anteroposterior and lateral position of the cast, in relation to the vertical arm of the surveyor, that best satisfies all four factors: guiding planes, retention, interference, and esthetics.

All proposed mouth changes should be indicated on the diagnostic cast in red pencil, with the exception of restorations to be done. These may also be indicated on an accompanying chart if desired. Extractions and surgery are given priority to allow time for healing. The remaining red marks represent actual modifications of the teeth that remain to be done, which consist of the preparation of proximal surfaces, the reduction of buccal and lingual surfaces, and the preparation of rest seats. Except when they are placed in the wax pattern for a cast restoration, preparation of rest seats should always be deferred until all other mouth preparations have been completed.

The actual locations of rests will be determined by the proposed design of the denture framework. Therefore the tentative design should be sketched on the diagnostic cast in pencil after the path of placement has been decided. This is done not only to locate rest areas but also to record graphically the plan of treatment before mouth preparations. In the intervening time between patient visits, other partial denture restorations may have been considered. The dentist should have the plan of treatment readily available at each succeeding appointment to avoid confusion and to keep a reminder about that which is to be done and the sequence that will be required.

The plan for treatment should include: (1) the diagnostic cast with the mouth preparations and the denture design marked on it; (2) a chart showing the proposed design and the planned treatment for each abutment; (3) a working chart showing the total treatment involved that will permit a quick review and a check-off of each step as the work progresses; and (4) a record of the fee quoted for each phase of treatment that can be checked off as it is recorded on the patient’s permanent record.

Red pencil marks on the diagnostic cast are used to indicate the locations of areas to be modified as well as the locations of rests (Figure 11-14). Although it is not necessary that rest areas be prepared on the diagnostic cast, it is advisable for the beginning student to have done this before proceeding to alter the abutment teeth. This applies equally to crown and inlay preparations on abutment teeth. It is advisable, however, for even the most experienced dentist to have trimmed the stone teeth with the surveyor blade wherever tooth reduction is to be done. This identifies not only the

![Figure 11-14](image_url) Diagnostic casts can serve as a visual guide for tooth preparation. A, Surveyed cast shows areas requiring tooth reduction in red (mesio-occlusal rest and distal guide plane #28, cingulum rest #27), as well as path of insertion tripod marks. B, This mesially tipped molar has been diagnosed to have a ring clasp. Red markings show the necessary mesio-occlusal and disto-occlusal rests required, as well as the mesial guide plane. Also shown is the reduction necessary to lower the lingual height of contour at the mesiolingual line angle. All required axial contour adjustments are determined through the appropriate use of a surveyor.
amount to be removed in a given area but also the plane in which the tooth is to be prepared. For example, a proximal surface may need to be recontoured in only the upper third or the middle third to establish a guiding plane that will be parallel to the path of placement. This is not usually parallel to the long axis of the tooth, and if the rotary instrument is laid against the side of the tooth, the existing surface angle will be maintained, thus avoiding the need to establish a new plane that is parallel to the path of placement.

The surveyor blade, which represents the path of placement, may be used to advantage to trim the surface of the abutment tooth whenever a red mark appears. The resulting surface represents the amount of tooth to be removed in the mouth and indicates the angle at which the handpiece must be held. The cut surface on the stone tooth is not marked with red pencil again, but it is outlined in red pencil to positively locate the area that is to be prepared.

**RECORDING RELATION OF CAST TO SURVEYOR**

Some method of recording the relation of the cast to the vertical arm of the surveyor must be used so that the cast may be returned to the surveyor for future reference, especially during mouth preparations. The same applies to the need for returning any working cast to the surveyor for shaping wax patterns, trimming blockout on the master cast, or locating clasp arms in relation to undercut areas.

Obviously the trimmed base will vary with each cast; therefore recording the position of the surveyor table is of no value. If it were, calibrations could be incorporated on the surveyor table that would allow the same position to be reestablished. Instead, the position of each cast must be established separately, and any positional record applies only to that cast.

Of several methods, two seem to be the most convenient and accurate. One method is to place three widely divergent dots on the tissue surface of the cast with the tip of a carbon marker with the vertical arm of the surveyor in a locked position. Preferably these dots should not be placed on areas of the cast involved in the framework design. The dots should be encircled with a colored pencil for easy identification. When the cast is returned to the surveyor, it may be tilted until the tip of the surveyor blade or diagnostic stylus again contacts the three dots in the same plane. This approach, which will produce the original position of the cast and therefore the original path of placement, is known as tripoding the cast (Figure 11-15). Some dentists prefer to

![Figure 11-15](image-url)

**Figure 11-15** A-B, The path of placement is determined, and the base of the cast is scored to record its relation to the surveyor for future repositioning. C, An alternate method of recording the relation of the cast to the surveyor is known as *tripoding*. A carbon marker is placed in the vertical arm of the surveyor, and the arm is adjusted to the height by which the cast can be contacted in three divergent locations. The vertical arm is locked in position, and the cast is brought into contact with the tip of the carbon marker. Three resultant marks are encircled with colored lead pencil for ease of identification. Reorientation of the cast to the surveyor is accomplished by tilting the cast until the plane created by three marks is at a right angle to the vertical arm of the surveyor. D, Height of contour is then delineated by a carbon marker.
make tiny pits in the cast at the location of the tripoding dots to preserve the orientation of the cast and to transfer this relationship to the refractory cast.

A second method is to score two sides and the dorsal aspect of the base of the cast with a sharp instrument held against the surveyor blade (see Figure 11-15). When the cast is tilted until all three lines are again parallel to the surveyor blade, the original cast position can be reestablished. Fortunately, the scratch lines will be reproduced in any duplication, thereby permitting any duplicate cast to be related to the surveyor in a similar manner. Whereas a diagnostic cast and a master cast cannot be made to be interchangeable, a refractory cast, which is a duplicate of the master cast, can be repositioned on the surveyor at any time. The technician must be cautioned not to trim the sides of the cast on the cast trimmer and thereby lose the reference marks for repositioning.

It must be remembered that repositioning a cast on a surveyor at any time can involve a certain amount of human error. It has been estimated that an error of 0.2 mm can be anticipated when a cast with three reference points on its base is reoriented. This reorientation error can influence the placement of appropriate blockout wax and may result in ineffective placement of direct retainers into prescribed undercuts and improper contacts of minor connectors with guiding planes. Therefore reorientation of the cast to the surveyor by any method must be done with great care.

**SURVEYING THE MASTER CAST**

The master cast must be surveyed as a new cast, but the prepared proximal guiding plane surfaces will indicate the correct anteroposterior tilt. Some compromises may be necessary, but the amount of guiding plane surface remaining after blockout should be the maximum for each tooth. Areas above the point of contact with the surveyor blade are not considered as part of the guiding plane area, and neither are gingival undercut areas, which will be blocked out.

The lateral tilt will be the position that provides equal retentive areas on all principal abutments in relation to the planned clasp design. Factors of flexibility, including the need for extra flexibility on distal extension abutments, must be considered when one is deciding what will provide equal retention on all abutment teeth. For example, cast circumferential or cast bar retention on the tooth-supported side of a Class II design should be balanced against the 18-gauge wrought-wire retention on a distal abutment only if the more rigid cast clasp engages a lesser undercut than the wrought-wire clasp arm. Therefore the degree of undercut alone does not ensure relatively equal retention unless clasp arms of equal length, diameter, form, and material are used.

Gross interference will have been eliminated during mouth preparation. Thus for a given path of placement that is providing guiding planes and balanced retention, any remaining interference must be eliminated with blockout. If mouth preparations have been adequately planned and executed, the undercuts remaining to be blocked out should be minimal.

The base of the cast is now scored, or the cast is tripoded as described previously. The surveyor blade or diagnostic stylus then may be replaced with a carbon marker, and the height of convexity of each abutment tooth and soft tissue contours may be delineated. Similarly, any areas of interference to the rigid parts of the framework during seating and removal should be indicated with the carbon marker so areas to be blocked out or relieved can be located.

Carbon markers that become the slightest bit worn from use should be discarded. A worn (tapered) carbon marker will indicate heights of contour more occlusally located than those that actually exist. The carbon marker must be parallel to the vertical spindle of the surveyor (Figure 11-16). The diagnostic stylus should always be checked to ensure that it is not bent or distorted.

**MEASURING RETENTION**

The surveyor is used with the master cast for two purposes: (1) to delineate the height of contour of the abutment teeth both to locate clasp arms and to identify the location and magnitude of retentive undercuts; and (2) to trim blockout of any remaining interference to placement and removal of the denture. The areas involved are those that will be crossed by rigid parts of the denture framework.

The exact undercut that retentive clasp terminals will occupy must be measured and marked on the master cast (Figure 11-17). Undercuts may be measured with an undercut gauge, such as those provided with the Ney and Jelenko surveyors. The amount of undercut is measured in hundredths of an inch, with the gauges allowing measurements up to 0.03 inch. Theoretically the amount of undercut used may vary with the clasp to be used, up to a full 0.03 inch. However, undercuts of 0.01 inch are often adequate for retention by cast retainers. Tapered
wrought-wire retention may safely use up to 0.02 inch without inducing undesirable torque on the abutment tooth, provided the wire retentive arm is long enough (at least 8 mm). The use of 0.03 inch is rarely, if ever, justified with any clasp. When greater retention is required, such as when abutment teeth remain on only one side of the arch, multiple abutments should be used, rather than increased retention on any one tooth.

When a source of light is directed toward the tooth being surveyed, a triangle of light is visible. This triangle is bounded by the surface of the abutment tooth on one side and the blade of the surveyor on the other, the apex being the point of contact at the height of convexity and the base of the triangle being the gingival tissues (Figure 11-18). Retention will be determined by (1) the magnitude of the angle of cervical convergence below the point of convexity; (2) the depth at which the clasp terminal is placed in the angle; and (3) the flexibility of the clasp arm. The intelligent application of various clasp designs with their relative flexibility is of greater importance than the ability to measure an undercut with precise accuracy.

The final design may now be drawn on the master cast with a fine crayon pencil, preferably one that will not come off during duplication. Graphite is usually lifted in duplication, but some crayon pencil marks will withstand duplication without blurring or transfer. Sizing or spraying the master cast to protect such pencil marks is usually not advisable unless it is done with extreme care to avoid obliterating the surface detail.
The wax ledge on the buccal surface of the molar abutment will be duplicated in a refractory cast for exact placement of the clasp pattern. Note that the ledge has been carved slightly below the penciled outline of the clasp arm. This will allow the gingival edge of the clasp arm to be polished and still remain in its planned relationship to the tooth when the denture is seated. It should also be noted that the wax ledge definitively establishes planned placement of the direct retainer tip into the measured undercut.

**Figure 11-20** All guiding-plane areas must be parallel to the path of placement, and all other areas that will be contacted by rigid parts of the denture framework must be made free of the undercut by parallel blockout. Relief must also be provided for the gingival crevice and gingival margin. Black regions designate parallel blockout at proximal guide-plane surfaces and relief along the palatal marginal gingiva.

**Figure 11-19** The wax ledge on the buccal surface of the molar abutment will be duplicated in a refractory cast for exact placement of the clasp pattern. Note that the ledge has been carved slightly below the penciled outline of the clasp arm. This will allow the gingival edge of the clasp arm to be polished and still remain in its planned relationship to the tooth when the denture is seated. It should also be noted that the wax ledge definitively establishes planned placement of the direct retainer tip into the measured undercut.

**Blocking Out the Master Cast**

After the path of placement and the location of undercut areas have been established on the master cast, any undercut areas that will be crossed by rigid parts of the denture (which is every part of the denture framework but the retentive clasp terminals) must be eliminated by blockout.

In the broader sense of the term, blockout includes not only the areas crossed by the denture framework during seating and removal but also (1) those areas not involved that are blocked out for convenience; (2) ledges on which clasp patterns are to be placed; (3) relief beneath connectors to avoid tissue impingement; and (4) relief to provide for attachment of the denture base to the framework.

Ledges or shelves (shaped blockout) for locating clasp patterns may or may not be used (Figure 11-19). However, this should not be confused with the actual blocking out of undercut areas that would offer interference to the placement of the denture framework. Only the latter is made on the surveyor, with the surveyor blade or diagnostic stylus used as a paralleling device.

Hard inlay wax may be used satisfactorily as a blockout material. It is easily applied and is easily trimmed with the surveyor blade. Trimming is facilitated by slight warming of the surveyor blade with an alcohol torch. Whereas it is true that any wax will melt more readily than a wax-clay mixture if the temperature of the duplicating material is too high, it should be presumed that the duplicating material will not be used at such an elevated temperature. If the temperature of the duplicating material is high enough to damage a wax blockout, other distortions resulting in an inaccurate duplication will likely occur.

Paralleled blockout is necessary for areas that are cervical to guiding-plane surfaces and over all undercut areas that will be crossed by major or minor connectors. Other areas that are to be blocked out for convenience and for avoidance of difficulties in duplication should be blocked out with hard baseplate wax or oil-base modeling clay (artist’s modeling clay). Such areas include the labial surfaces and labial undercuts not involved in the denture design and the sublingual and distolingual areas beyond the limits of the denture design. These are blocked out arbitrarily with hard baseplate wax or clay, but because they have no relation to the path of placement, they do not require the use of the surveyor. Modeling clay that is water soluble should not be used when duplication procedures are involved.

Areas to be crossed by rigid connectors, on the other hand, should be trimmed with the surveyor blade or some other surveyor tool parallel to the path of placement (Figure 11-20). This imposes a considerable responsibility on the technician. If the blockout is not sufficiently trimmed to expose guiding-plane surfaces, the effects of the blockout will likely be transmitted to the opposing dentition.
these guiding planes, which were carefully established by the dentist, will be nullified. If, on the other hand, the technician is overzealous in paralleling the blockout, the stone cast may be abraded by heavy contact with the surveyor blade. Although the resulting cast framework would seat back onto the master cast without interference, interference to placement in the mouth would result. This would necessitate relieving the casting at the chair, which is not only an embarrassing and time-consuming operation but also one that may have the effect of obliterating guiding plane surfaces.

**RELIEVING THE MASTER CAST**

Tissue undercuts that must be blocked out are paralleled in much the same manner as tooth undercuts. The difference between blockout and relief must be clearly understood (Figures 11-21 and 11-22). For example, tissue undercuts that would offer interference to the seating of a lingual bar connector are blocked out with blockout wax and trimmed parallel to the path of placement. This does not in itself necessarily afford relief to avoid tissue impingement. In addition to such blockout, a relief of varying thickness must sometimes be used, depending on the location of the connector, the relative slope of the alveolar ridge, and the predictable effect of denture rotation. It must be assumed that indirect retainers, as such, or indirect retention is provided in the design of the denture to prevent rotation of the lingual bar inferiorly. A vertical downward rotation of the denture bases around posterior abutments places the bar increasingly farther from the lingual aspect of the alveolar ridge when this surface slopes inferiorly and posteriorly (Figure 11-23). Adequate relief of soft tissues adjacent to the lingual bar is obtained by the initial finishing and polishing of the framework in these instances. However, excessive upward vertical rotation of a lingual bar will impinge on lingual tissues if the alveolar ridge is nearly vertical or undercut to the path of placement (Figure 11-24). The
region of the cast involving proposed placement of the lingual bar should, in this situation, be relieved first by parallel blockout and then by a 32-gauge wax strip. Low-fusing casting wax such as Kerr’s green casting wax should not be used for this purpose: it is too easily thinned during adapting and may be affected by the temperature of the duplicating material. Pink casting wax should be used, even though it is difficult to adapt uniformly. A pressure-sensitive, adhesive-coated casting wax is preferred because it adapts readily and adheres to the cast surface. Any wax, even the adhesive type, should be sealed all around its borders with a hot spatula to prevent its lifting when the cast is moistened before or during duplication.

Horizontal rotational tendencies of mandibular distal extension removable partial dentures account for many of the tissue irritations seen adjacent to a lingual mandibular major connector. These irritations can usually be avoided by blocking out all undercuts adjacent to the bar parallel to the path of placement and then including adequate stabilizing components in the design of the framework to resist horizontal rotation. Judicious relief of the tissue side of the lingual bar with rubber wheels at the site of the irritation most often will correct the discrepancy. Under no circumstances should the rigidity of the major connector be jeopardized by grinding any portion of it.

Still other areas requiring relief are the areas where component parts cross the gingiva and gingival crevices. All gingival areas bridged by the denture framework should be protected from possible impingement resulting from rotation of the denture framework. Hard inlay wax may be used to block out gingival crevices (see Figure 11-21).

Table 11-1 differentiates between paralleled blockout, shaped blockout, arbitrary blockout, and relief. The same factors apply to both maxillary and mandibular arches, except that relief is ordinarily not used beneath palatal major connectors, as it is with mandibular lingual bar connectors, except when maxillary tori cannot be circumvented, or when resistive median palatal raphes are encountered.
### Table 11-1

**Differentiation Between Parallel Blockout, Shaped Blockout, Arbitrary Blockout, and Relief**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parallel Blockout</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal tooth surfaces to be used as guiding planes</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or blockout material</td>
<td>Only undercut remaining below contact of the surveyor blade with tooth surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneath all minor connectors</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or blockout material</td>
<td>Only undercut remaining below contact of the surveyor blade with tooth surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue undercuts to be crossed by rigid connectors</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or blockout material</td>
<td>Only undercut remaining below contact of the surveyor blade with surface of the cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue undercuts to be crossed by the origin of bar clasps</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or blockout material</td>
<td>Only undercut remaining below contact of the surveyor blade with surface of the cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep interproximal spaces to be covered by minor connectors or linguoplates</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or blockout material</td>
<td>Only undercut remaining below contact of the surveyor blade with surface of the cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneath bar clasp arms to gingival crevice</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or blockout material</td>
<td>Only undercut area involved in attachment of the clasp arm to the minor connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shaped Blockout</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On buccal and lingual surfaces to locate plastic or wax patterns for clasp arms</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax</td>
<td>Ledges for location of reciprocal clasp arms to follow height or convexity so that they may be placed as cervical as possible without becoming retentive. Ledges for location of retentive clasp arms to be placed as cervical as tooth contour permits; point of origin of clasp to be occlusal or incisal to height of the convexity, crossing the survey line at fourth terminal, and to include undercut area previously selected in keeping with flexibility of the clasp type being used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arbitrary Blockout</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All gingival crevices</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax</td>
<td>Enough to just eliminate gingival crevice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross tissue undercuts situated below areas involved in the design of denture framework</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or oil-based clay</td>
<td>Leveled arbitrarily with a wax spatula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue undercuts distal to the cast framework</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or oil-based clay</td>
<td>Smoothed arbitrarily with a wax spatula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial and buccal tooth and tissue undercuts not involved in denture design</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax or oil-based clay</td>
<td>Filled and tapered with spatula to within the upper third or crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relief</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneath lingual bar connectors or the bar portion of the linguoplates when indicated (see text)</td>
<td>Adhesive wax sealed to the cast; should be wider than the major connector to be placed on it</td>
<td>32-Gauge wax if the slope of the lingual alveolar ridge is parallel to the path of placement; 32-gauge wax after parallel blockout of undercuts if the slope of the lingual alveolar ridge is undercut to the path of placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas in which major connectors will contact thin tissue, such as hard areas so frequently found on lingual or mandibular ridges and elevated palatal raphes</td>
<td>Hard baseplate wax</td>
<td>Thin layer flowed on with hot wax spatula; however, if the maxillary torus must be covered, the thickness of the relief must represent the difference in the degree of displacement of the tissues covering the torus and the tissues covering the residual ridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneath framework extensions onto ridge areas for attachment of resin bases</td>
<td>Adhesive wax, well adapted to and sealed to the cast beyond the involved area</td>
<td>20-Gauge wax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PURPOSE AND UNIQUENESS OF TREATMENT

The purpose of dental treatment is to respond to a patient’s needs, both the needs perceived by the patient and those demonstrated through a clinical examination and patient interview. Although similarities have been noted between partially edentulous patients (such as Classification designations), significant differences exist, making each patient, and the ultimate treatment, unique.

The delineation of each patient’s uniqueness occurs through the patient interview and diagnostic clinical examination process. This includes four distinct processes: (1) understanding the patient’s desires or chief concerns/complaints regarding his or her condition (including its history) through a systematic interview process, (2) ascertaining the patient’s dental needs through a diagnostic clinical examination, (3) developing a treatment plan that reflects the best management of desires and needs (with influences unique to the medical condition or oral environment), and (4) executing appropriately sequenced treatment with planned follow-up. The ultimate treatment is individualized to address disease management and the coordinated restorative and prosthetic needs that are unique to the patient. Provision of the best care for a patient may involve no treatment, limited treatment, or extensive treatment, and the dentist must be prepared to help patients decide the best treatment option given his or her individual circumstances.

PATIENT INTERVIEW

Although oral health is an important aspect of overall health, it is an elective health pursuit for most individuals. Conse-
dentist should follow a sequence that includes: (and clinical examination) vary, to ensure thoroughness the patient expects to be outlined realistic expectations. Such a discussion at the outset concerns and to relate whether the proposed treatment will affect the patient in any way. This can include clinical symptoms of pain (provoked or unprovoked), difficulty with function, concern about appearance, problems with an existing prosthesis, or any combination of symptoms related to the teeth, periodontium, jaws, or previous dental treatment. It is important to listen carefully to what the patient has stated is the reason for presenting for evaluation; this is because all subsequent information gathered will be used to discuss these concerns and to relate whether the proposed treatment will affect the patient in any way. Such a discussion at the outset of patient care helps to outline realistic expectations.

A fundamental objective of the patient interview, which accompanies the diagnostic examination, is to gain a clear understanding of why the patient is presenting for evaluation; this involves having the patient describe the history related to the chief complaint. For complicated clinical problems, the interview and diagnostic examination require two appointments to allow complete gathering of all diagnostic information needed to formulate a complete plan of treatment.

The interview, an opportunity to develop rapport with the patient, involves listening to and understanding the patient’s chief complaint or concern about his or her oral health. This can include clinical symptoms of pain (provoked or unprovoked), difficulty with function, concern about appearance, problems with an existing prosthesis, or any combination of symptoms related to the teeth, periodontium, jaws, or previous dental treatment. It is important to listen carefully to what the patient has stated is the reason for presenting for evaluation; this is because all subsequent information gathered will be used to discuss these concerns and to relate whether the proposed treatment will affect the patient in any way. Such a discussion at the outset of patient care helps to outline realistic expectations.

Although formats for sequencing the patient interview (and clinical examination) vary, to ensure thoroughness the dentist should follow a sequence that includes:

1. Chief complaint and its history
2. Medical history review
3. Dental history review, especially related to previous prosthetic experience(s)
4. Patient expectations

It is from the above interaction that patient uniqueness, as mentioned earlier, is best defined. The expectations described by the patient are critical to an understanding of whether a removable partial denture will satisfy the stated treatment goal(s). The fact that removable partial dentures by necessity require material bulk and often use oral soft tissues for support may be hard to comprehend by patients with no such prosthetic history. Helping the patient understand the normal phase of accommodation to such a prosthesis is an important discussion point in selection of a prosthesis. For those patients with a negative past prosthesis experience, it is necessary to determine before treatment is started whether the design, fit, occlusion, or lack of maintenance of the prosthesis can be improved to provide a more positive experience.

**SHARED DECISION MAKING**

When helping patients understand their oral health status, comprising both disease and deficit considerations, and the means to address both, we should carefully consider what it is they need to hear from us. For most partially edentulous patients, the discussion may involve fairly complex rehabilitation options for addressing their missing teeth. Because of this complexity, our responsibility is to help them sort through the options in an attempt to help them come to the best decision for them. Using a communication model termed *shared decision making* gives structure to a process where the provider and the patient identify together the best course of care. This process recognizes that there may be complex “trade-offs” in care choice, and it addresses the need to fully inform patients about risks and benefits of care options, as well as ensuring that patient values and preferences play a prominent role in the process. Although it is clear that not all patients desire to participate equally in care decisions, because the options can vary significantly (some are more invasive, have greater risks, are accompanied by higher treatment burden than others; there are often varying maintenance needs between options), we should actively engage them in the process. This is more important given the fact that the tooth replacement is often an elective pursuit, and because of this, there is seldom great urgency involved in making a decision.

**CLINICAL EXAMINATION**

**OBJECTIVES OF PROSTHODONTIC TREATMENT**

The objectives of any prosthodontic treatment may be stated as follows: (1) the elimination of disease; (2) the preservation, restoration, and maintenance of the health of the remaining teeth and oral tissues (which will enhance the removable partial denture design); and (3) the selected replacement of lost teeth; for the purpose of (4) restoration of function in a manner that ensures optimum stability and comfort in an esthetically pleasing manner. Preservation is a principle that protects from decisions that place too high a premium on cosmetic concerns, and it is the dentist’s obligation to emphasize the importance of restoring the total mouth to a state of health and of preserving the remaining teeth and surrounding tissues.

Diagnosis and treatment planning for oral rehabilitation of partially edentulous mouths must take into consideration the following: control of caries and periodontal disease, restoration of individual teeth, provision of harmonious occlusal relationships, and the replacement of missing teeth by fixed (using natural teeth and/or implants) or removable
prostheses. Because these procedures are integrally related, the appropriate selection and sequencing of treatment should precede all irreversible procedures.

The treatment plan for the removable partial denture, which is often the final step in a lengthy sequence of treatment, should precede all but emergency treatment. This allows abutment teeth and other areas in the mouth to be properly prepared to support, stabilize, and retain the removable partial denture. This means that diagnostic casts, for designing and planning removable partial denture treatment, must be made before definitive treatment is undertaken. After the major factors that create functional forces are evaluated and those that resist it are understood, the removable partial denture design is drawn on the diagnostic cast, along with a detailed chart of mouth conditions and proposed treatment. This becomes the master plan for the mouth preparations and the design of the removable partial denture to follow.

As was pointed out in Chapter 1, failure of removable partial dentures can usually be attributed to factors that result in poor stability. These can result from inadequate diagnosis and failure to properly evaluate the conditions present. This results in failure to prepare the patient and the oral tissues properly before the master cast is fabricated. The importance of the examination, the consideration of favorable and unfavorable aspects relative to movement control, and the importance of planning the elimination of unfavorable influences cannot be overemphasized (see Chapter 2).

As was mentioned earlier, for complex treatment, two appointments are often required. The first will likely include a preliminary oral examination (to determine the need for management of acute needs), a prophylaxis, full-mouth radiographs, diagnostic casts, and mounting records if baseplates are not required. The follow-up appointment includes mounting of the diagnostic casts (when baseplates and occlusion rims are needed), a definitive oral examination, review of the radiographs to augment and correlate with clinical findings, and arrangement of additional consultations when required. Following collection and synthesis of all patient and clinical information, including surveying of the casts, a treatment plan (often with options) is presented.

**ORAL EXAMINATION**

A complete oral examination should precede any treatment decisions. It should include visual and digital examination of the teeth and surrounding tissues with a mouth mirror, explorer, and periodontal probe, vitality tests of critical teeth, and examination of casts correctly oriented on a suitable articulator. Clinical findings are augmented by and correlated with a complete intraoral radiographic survey.

During the examination, the objective to be kept foremost in mind should be the consideration of possibilities for restoring and maintaining the remaining oral structures in a state of health for the longest period of time. This is best accomplished by an evaluation of factors that generate functional forces and those that resist them. The stability of tooth and prosthesis position is the goal of such an evaluation. The following sequence of examination allows attention to be paid to aspects of each of these critical features of evaluation for removable partial denture service.

**Sequence for Oral Examination**

An oral examination should be accomplished in the following sequence: visual examination, pain relief and temporary restorations, radiographs, oral prophylaxis, evaluation of teeth and periodontium, vitality tests of individual teeth, determination of the floor of the mouth position, and impressions of each arch.

1. **Relief of pain and discomfort and caries control by placement of temporary restorations.** A preliminary examination is conducted to determine the need for management of acute needs and whether a prophylaxis is required to conduct a thorough oral examination. It is advisable not only to relieve discomfort arising from tooth defects but also to determine as early as possible the extent of caries, and to arrest further caries activity until definitive treatment can be instituted. If tooth contours are restored with temporary restorations, the impression will not be torn on removal from the mouth, and a more accurate diagnostic cast may be obtained.

2. **A thorough and complete oral prophylaxis.** An adequate examination can be accomplished best with the teeth free of accumulated calculus and debris. Also, accurate diagnostic casts of the dental arches can be obtained only if the teeth are clean; otherwise the teeth reproduced on the diagnostic casts are not a true representation of tooth and gingival contours. Cursory examination may precede an oral prophylaxis, but a complete oral examination should be deferred until the teeth have been thoroughly cleaned.

3. **Complete intraoral radiographic survey** (Figure 12-1). The objectives of a radiographic examination are (a) to locate areas of infection and other pathosis that may be present; (b) to reveal the presence of root fragments, foreign objects, bone spicules, and irregular ridge formations; (c) to reveal the presence and extent of caries and the relation...
of carious lesions to the pulp and periodontal attachment; (d) to permit evaluation of existing restorations as to evidence of recurrent caries, marginal leakage, and overhanging gingival margins; (e) to reveal the presence of root canal fillings and to permit their evaluation as to future prognosis (the design of the removable partial denture may hinge on the decision to retain or extract an endodontically treated tooth); (f) to permit evaluation of periodontal conditions present and to establish the need and possibilities for treatment; and (g) to evaluate the alveolar support of abutment teeth, their number, the supporting length and morphology of their roots, the relative amount of alveolar bone loss suffered through pathogenic processes, and the amount of alveolar support remaining.

4. Impressions for making accurate diagnostic casts to be mounted for occlusal examination. The casts preferably will be articulated on a suitable instrument. The importance of accurate diagnostic casts and their use will be discussed later in this chapter.

5. Examination of teeth, investing structures, and residual ridges. The teeth, periodontium, and residual ridges can be explored by instrumentation and visual means. Recording of relevant patient history and clinical data on diagnosis charts is important to document features important to clinical presentation. These can be recorded on electronic or paper charts for future reference (Figures 12-2 and 12-3).

Visual examination will reveal many of the signs of dental disease. Consideration of caries susceptibility is of primary

---

**Figure 12-2** A, Diagnosis record for recording pertinent data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATIENT'S NAME</th>
<th>John Doe</th>
<th>CHART NO. 383838</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STUDENT'S NAME</td>
<td>Joe Smith</td>
<td>JR. X, SR. STUDENT NO. 1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARTING DATE</td>
<td>1/14/99</td>
<td>INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE: P. Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLETION DATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE**

- **MAX RPD**
- **MAND. RPD**

**DIAGNOSIS**

1. Are you wearing or have you worn an oral prosthesis? Yes. No. If so, what type? Metal + Plastic.
2. If a previously worn prosthesis was not entirely satisfactory, what in your opinion were the problems with it? No retention, + teeth badly worn.
3. What was the cause of loss of the natural teeth? Perio. X, Caries X, Trauma.

**INTRAORAL FINDINGS**

1. Oral hygiene index: Good X, Fair. 2. Caries index: High, Moderate, Low X.
3. Are there bone or muscle attachments that might interfere with maximum fit and comfort? Yes. No.
4. Is type and quality of saliva normal? Yes. No. Comments:

**DIAGNOSTIC CAST ANALYSIS**

On the Articulator

1. Is there adequate interridge space for the contemplated prosthesis? Yes. No.
2. Is the occlusal plane retrievable? Yes. Doubtful.
3. Is there adequate inter-occlusal space for contemplated rest seats and rests where they will be needed? Yes. Note.
4. Are there any anomalies which were not evident intra-orally? Yes. No.

On the Surveyor

1. Which teeth are the most suitable abutments? Abutment #1 20, Abutment #2 28, Abutment #3.
2. Do the abutments have adequate retentive undercut in a favorable location on the tooth? Yes. No.
3. Can suitable guiding planes be developed on the probable abutments? Yes. No.

**RADIOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION**

1. What is the crown root ratio of each abutment? Abutment #1 1:3, Abutment #2 1:3, Abutment #3.
2. Does the supporting bone appear to be of good quality? Yes. No.

**Figure 12-2, cont'd** B, Treatment record chart for recording treatment plan and treatment progress.
The number of restored teeth present, signs of recurrent caries, and evidence of decalcification should be noted. Only those patients with demonstrated good oral hygiene habits and low caries susceptibility should be considered good risks without resorting to prophylactic measures such as the restoration of abutment teeth. At the time of the initial examination, periodontal disease, gingival inflammation, the degree of gingival recession, and mucogingival relationships should be observed. Such an examination will not provide sufficient information to allow a definitive diagnosis and treatment plan. For this purpose, complete periodontal charting that includes pocket depths, assessment of attachment levels, furcation involvement, mucogingival problems, and tooth mobility should be performed. The extent of periodontal destruction must be determined with appropriate radiographs and use of the periodontal probe.

The number of teeth remaining, the location of the edentulous areas, and the quality of the residual ridge will have a definite bearing on the proportionate amount of support that the removable partial denture will receive from the teeth and edentulous ridges. Tissue contours may appear to present a well-formed edentulous residual ridge; however, palpation often indicates that supporting bone has been resorbed and has been replaced by displaceable, fibrous connective tissue. Such a situation is common in maxillary tuberosity regions. The removable partial denture cannot be supported adequately by tissues that are easily displaced. When the mouth is prepared, this tissue should be recontoured or removed surgically, unless otherwise contraindicated. A small but stable residual ridge is preferable to a larger unstable ridge for providing support for the denture. The presence of tori or other bony exostoses must be detected and their presence in relation to framework design must be evaluated. Failure to palpate the tissue over the median palatal raphe to ascertain the difference in its displaceability as compared with the displaceability of the soft tissues covering the residual ridges can lead to a rocking, unstable, uncomfortable denture and to a dissatisfied patient. Adequate relief of the palatal major connectors must be planned, and the amount of relief required is directly proportionate to the difference in displaceability of the tissues over the midline of the palate and the tissues covering the residual ridges.

During the examination, not only each arch but also its occlusal relationship with the opposing arch must be considered separately. A situation that looks simple when the teeth are apart may be complicated when the teeth are in contact.

**Figure 12-3** Simple working chart. Restorations for individual teeth, crowns, and fixed partial dentures to be made may be marked on the chart and checked off as completed during mouth preparations.
occlusion. For example, an extreme vertical overlap may complicate the attachment of anterior teeth to a maxillary denture. Extrusion of a tooth or teeth into an opposing edentulous area may complicate the replacement of teeth in the edentulous area or may create occlusal interference, which will complicate the location and design of clasp retainers and occlusal rests. Such findings subsequently will be evaluated further by careful analysis of mounted diagnostic casts.

A breakdown of the fee may be recorded on the back of this chart for easy reference if adjustments or substitutions become necessary because of changes in diagnosis as the work progresses.

6. Vitality tests of remaining teeth. Vitality tests should be given particularly to teeth to be used as abutments and those having deep restorations or deep carious lesions. This should be done through both thermal and electronic means.

7. Determination of the height of the floor of the mouth to locate inferior borders of lingual mandibular major connectors. Mouth preparation procedures are influenced by the choice of major connectors (see Figure 5-6). This determination must precede altering contours of abutment teeth.

The fee for examination, which should include the cost of the radiographic survey and the examination of articulated diagnostic casts, should be established before the examination is performed and should not be related to the cost of treatment. It should be understood that the fee for examination is based on the time involved and the service rendered, and that the material value of the radiograph and diagnostic casts is incidental to the effectiveness of the examination.

The examination record should always be available in the office for future consultation. If consultation with another dentist is requested, respect for the hazards of unnecessary radiation justifies loaning the dentist the radiograph for this purpose. However, duplicate films should be retained in the dentist’s files.

**DIAGNOSTIC CASTS**

A diagnostic cast should be an accurate reproduction of all the potential features that aid diagnosis. These include the teeth locations, contours, and occlusal plane relationship; the residual ridge contour, size, and mucosal consistency; and the oral anatomy delineating the prosthesis extensions (vestibules, retromolar pads, pterygomaxillary notch, hard/soft palatal junction, floor of the mouth, and frenum). Additional information provided by appropriate cast mounting includes occlusal plane orientation and the impact on the opposing arch; tooth-to-palatal soft tissue relationship; and tooth-to-ridge relationships both vertically and horizontally.

A diagnostic cast is usually made of dental stone because of its strength and the fact that it is less easily abraded than is dental plaster. Generally the improved dental stones (die stones) are not used for diagnostic casts because of their cost. Their greater resistance to abrasion does, however, justify their use for master casts.

The impression for the diagnostic cast is usually made with an irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate) in a stock (perforated or rim lock) impression tray. The size of the arch will determine the size of the tray to be used. The tray should be sufficiently oversized to ensure an optimum thickness of impression material to avoid distortion or tearing on removal from the mouth. The technique for making impressions is covered in more detail in Chapter 15.

**Purposes of Diagnostic Casts**

Diagnostic casts serve several purposes as an aid to diagnosis and treatment planning. Some of these are as follows:

1. Diagnostic casts are used to supplement the oral examination by permitting a view of the occlusion from the lingual, as well as from the buccal, aspect. Analysis of the existing occlusion is made possible when opposing casts are occluded, as is a study of the possibilities for improvement by occlusal adjustment, occlusal reconstruction, or both. The degree of overclosure, the amount of interocclusal space available, and the possibilities of interference with the location of rests may also be determined. As was stated previously, opportunities for improvement of the occlusal scheme, by occlusal adjustment or occlusal reconstruction, are best evaluated by analysis and modification of mounted diagnostic casts. Such procedures often include diagnostic waxing to determine the possibility of enhancing the occlusion before definitive treatment is begun (Figure 12-4). In other words, diagnostic casts permit the dentist to plan ahead to avoid undesirable compromises in the treatment being given a patient.

2. Diagnostic casts are used to permit a topographic survey of the dental arch that is to be restored by means of a removable partial denture. The cast of the arch in question may be surveyed individually with a cast surveyor to determine the parallelism or lack of parallelism of tooth surfaces involved, and to establish their influence on the design of the removable partial denture. The principal considerations in studying the parallelism of tooth and tissue surfaces of each dental arch are to determine the need for mouth preparation: (a) proximal tooth surfaces, which can be made parallel to serve as guiding planes; (b) retentive and nonretentive areas of the abutment teeth; (c) areas of interference with placement and removal; and (d) esthetic effects of the selected path of insertion. From such a survey, a path of placement may be selected that will satisfy requirements for parallelism and retention to the best mechanical, functional, and esthetic advantage. Then mouth preparations may be planned accordingly.

3. Diagnostic casts are used to permit a logical and comprehensive presentation to the patient of present and future restorative needs, as well as of the hazards of future neglect. Occluded and individual diagnostic casts can be
used to point out to the patient (a) evidence of tooth migration and the existing results of such migration; (b) effects of further tooth migration; (c) loss of occlusal support and its consequences; (d) hazards of traumatic occlusal contacts; and (e) cariogenic and periodontal implications of further neglect. Treatment planning actually may be accomplished with the patient present, so that economic considerations may be discussed. Such use of diagnostic casts permits justification of the proposed fee through the patient’s understanding of the problems involved and of the treatment needed. Inasmuch as mouth rehabilitation procedures are frequently lengthy and often irreversible, there must be complete accord between dentist and patient before extensive treatment is begun, and financial arrangements must be consummated during the planning phase.

4. Individual impression trays may be fabricated on the diagnostic casts, or the diagnostic cast may be used in selecting and fitting a stock impression tray for the final impression. If wax blockout is to be used in the fabrication of individual trays, a duplicate cast made from an irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate) impression of the diagnostic cast should be used for this purpose. The diagnostic cast is too valuable for purposes of future reference to risk damage resulting from the making of an impression tray. On the other hand, if oil-based clay blockout is used, the diagnostic cast may be used without fear of damage.

5. Diagnostic casts may be used as a constant reference as the work progresses. Penciled marks indicating the type of restoration, the areas of tooth surfaces to be modified, the location of rests, and the design of the removable partial denture framework, as well as the path of placement and removal, all may be recorded on the diagnostic cast for future reference (Figure 12-5). Then these steps may be checked off the worksheet as they are completed. Areas of abutment teeth to be modified may first be changed on the duplicate diagnostic cast by trimming the
stone cast with the surveyor blade. A record is thus made of the location and degree of modification to be done in the mouth. This must be done in relation to a definite path of placement. Any mouth preparations to be accomplished with new restorations require that restored teeth be shaped in accordance with a previously determined path of placement. Even so, the shaping of abutment teeth on the duplicate diagnostic cast serves as a guide to the form of the abutment. This is particularly true if the contouring of wax patterns is to be delegated to the technician, as it may be in a busy practice.

6. Unaltered diagnostic casts should become a permanent part of the patient’s record because records of conditions existing before treatment are just as important as are preoperative radiographs. Therefore diagnostic casts should be duplicated, with one cast serving as a permanent record and the duplicate cast used in situations that may require alterations to it.

### Mounting Diagnostic Casts

For diagnostic purposes, casts should be related on an anatomically appropriate articulator to best understand the occlusal plane ceases to exist when opposing casts are separated, the value of such a mounting lies in the orientation of the casts in occlusion. (An arcon articulator is one in which the condyles are attached to the lower member as they are in nature, the term being a derivation coined by Bergström from the words articulation and condyle. Many of the more widely used articulators such as the Hanau H series, Dentatus, and improved Gysi have the condyles attached to the upper member and are therefore nonarcon instruments.)

It is better that the casts be mounted in relation to the axis-orbital plane to permit better interpretation of the plane of occlusion in relation to the horizontal plane. Although it is true that an axis-orbital mounting has no functional value on a nonarcon instrument because that plane ceases to exist when opposing casts are separated, the value of such a mounting lies in the orientation of the casts in occlusion. (An arcon articulator is one in which the condyles are attached to the lower member as they are in nature, the term being a derivation coined by Bergström from the words articulation and condyle. Many of the more widely used articulators such as the Hanau H series, Dentatus, and improved Gysi have the condyles attached to the upper member and are therefore nonarcon instruments.)

### Sequence for Mounting Maxillary Cast to Axis-Orbital Plane

The initial steps allow recording of the maxilla–temporomandibular joint (TMJ) relationship:

1. Identify the anterior and posterior reference points for the facebow (e.g., external auditory meatus, orbitale).
2. Prepare the bite fork and occlusion rim.
3. Place the bite fork centered to the arch, indexing it to the teeth with wax or elastomer.
4. Place the facebow over the bite fork rod anteriorly.

---

5. Place the bow evenly into the ears posteriorly.
6. Secure the bow anteriorly.
7. Position the bow anteriorly to the third point of reference (establishes the horizontal plane).
8. Secure the bite fork vertical rod, then the horizontal rod (holding the bow securely to prevent torque).
9. Release the bow anteriorly to allow spread, and disengage from the ears.
10. Remove the fork downward and out of the mouth with the attached bow.
11. Carefully check the security of the attachments.

The next steps allow transfer of the recorded relationship to the articulator:
1. Position the posterior reference points on the articulator (usually a posterior attachment point).
2. Secure the posterior points by securing the bow anteriorly.
3. Vertically relate the secured bow to the articulator anterior reference point.
4. Seat the maxillary cast into the bite fork registration (wax or elastomer).
5. Close the articulator and check clearance for mounting plaster (modify the cast as needed).

The facebow is a relatively simple device used to obtain a transfer record for orienting a maxillary cast on an articulating instrument. Originally, the facebow was used only to transfer a radius from condyle reference points, so that a given point on the cast would be the same distance from the condyle as it is on the patient. The addition of an adjustable infraorbital pointer to the facebow and the addition of an orbital plane indicator to the articulator make possible the transfer of the elevation of the cast in relation to the axis-orbital plane. This permits the maxillary cast to be correctly oriented in the articulator space comparable with the relationship of the maxilla to the axis-orbital plane on the patient. To accommodate this orientation of the maxillary cast and still have room for the mandibular cast, the posts of the conventional articulator must be lengthened. The older Hanau model H articulator usually will not permit a facebow transfer with an infraorbital pointer.

A facebow may be used to transfer a comparable radius from arbitrary reference points, or it may be designed so that the transfer can be made from hinge axis points. The latter type of transfer requires that a hinge-bow attached to the mandible should be used initially to determine the...
hinge axis points, to which the facebow is then adjusted for making the hinge axis transfer.

A facebow transfer of the maxillary cast, which is oriented to the axis-orbital plane in a suitable articulator, is an uncomplicated procedure. The Hanau series Wide-Vue 183-2, all 96H2-0 models, the Whip-Mix articulator (Whip-Mix Corp, Louisville, KY), and the Dentatus model ARH (Dentatus USA, New York, NY) will accept this transfer. The Hanau earpiece facebow models 153 and 158, the Hanau fascia facebow 132-2SM, and the Dentatus facebow type AEB incorporate the infraorbital plane to the articulator. None of these are hinge axis bows; they are used instead at an arbitrary point.

The location of the arbitrary point or axis has long been the subject of controversy. Gysi and others have placed it 11 to 13 mm anterior to the upper third of the tragus of the ear on a line extending from the upper margin of the external auditory meatus to the outer canthus of the eye. Others have placed it 13 mm anterior to the posterior margin of the center of the tragus of the ear on a line extending to the corner of the eye. Bergström has located the arbitrary axis 10 mm anterior to the center of a spherical insert for the external auditory meatus and 7 mm below the Frankfort horizontal plane.

In a series of experiments reported by Beck, it was shown that the arbitrary axis suggested by Bergström falls consistently closer to the kinematic axis than do the other two. It is desirable that an arbitrary axis is placed as close as possible to the kinematic axis. Although most authorities agree that any of the three axes will permit transfer of the maxillary cast with reasonable accuracy, it would seem that the Bergström point compares most favorably with the kinematic axis.

The lowest point on the inferior orbital margin is taken as the third point of reference for establishing the axis-orbital plane. Some authorities use the point on the lower margin of the bony orbit in line with the center of the pupil of the eye. For the sake of consistency, the right infraorbital point is generally used and the facebow assembled in this relationship. All three points (right and left axes and infraorbital point) are marked on the face with an ink dot before the transfer is made.

Casts are prepared for mounting on an articulator by placing three index grooves in the base of the casts. Two V-shaped grooves are placed in the posterior section of the cast and one groove in the anterior portion (Figure 12-7).

An occlusion rim properly oriented on a well-fitting record base should be used in facebow procedures involving the transfer of casts representative of the Class I and II partially edentulous situations. Without occlusion rims, such casts cannot be located accurately in the imprints of the wax covering the facebow fork. Tissues covering the residual ridges may be displaced grossly when the patient closes into the wax on the facebow fork.

Therefore the wax imprints of the soft tissues will not be true negatives of the edentulous regions of the diagnostic casts.

For purposes of illustration, a facebow using the external auditory meatus as the posterior reference point, the Whip-Mix Facebow technique (DB 2000, Whip-Mix Corp, Louisville, KY), will be shown. The facebow fork is covered with a polyether, polyvinyl siloxane or a roll of softened baseplate wax with the material distributed equally on the top and on the underneath side of the facebow fork. Then the fork should be pressed lightly on the diagnostic casts with the midline of the facebow fork corresponding to the midline of the central incisors (Figure 12-8). This will leave imprints of the occlusal and incisal surfaces of the maxillary casts and occlusion rim on the softened baseplate wax and is an aid in correctly orienting the facebow fork in the patient's mouth. The facebow fork is placed in position in the mouth, and the patient is asked to close the lower teeth into the wax to stabilize it in position. It is removed from the mouth and chilled in cold water and then replaced in position in the patient's mouth. An alternative method of stabilizing the facebow fork and recording bases is to enlist the assistance of the patient.

If an earpiece facebow is to be used, the patient should be reminded that the plastic earpieces in the auditory canals will greatly amplify noise. With the facebow fork in position, the facebow toggle is slipped over the anterior projection of the facebow fork (Figure 12-9). The patient
Orienting the facebow fork to the maxillary cast and occlusion rims will avoid displacing the occlusion rim in the mouth through patient closure or another uneven force. Polyvinyl siloxane material has been evenly distributed around the facebow fork, and care is exercised to position the fork to be centered at the mid-incisal position without any fork extension posterior to the record base, which could cause discomfort.

The horizontal toggle clamp of the Whip-Mix earpiece facebow (1) is slid onto the shaft of the facebow fork protruding from the patient’s mouth. The patient then helps guide plastic earpieces into the external auditory meatus and holds them in place while the operator tightens three thumb screws (2) and centers the plastic nosepiece (3) securely on the nasion. The horizontal toggle clamp is positioned and secured near (but not touching) the lip. The T screw (4) on the vertical bar is tightened. Note: Extreme care should be exercised not to tilt the facebow out of position when tightening.

Figure 12-9

Figure 12-8

Diagnosis and Treatment Planning

If an infraorbital pointer is used, it is placed on the extreme right side of the facebow and angled toward the infraorbital point previously identified with an ink dot. It is then locked into position with its tip lightly touching the skin at the dot. This establishes the elevation of the facebow in relation to the axis-orbital plane. Extreme care must be taken to avoid any slip that might injure the patient’s eye.

With all elements tightened securely, the patient is asked to open, and the entire assembly is removed intact, rinsed with cold water, and set aside. The facebow records not only the radius from the condyles to the incisal contacts of the upper central incisors, but also the angular relationship of the occlusal plane to the axis-orbital plane.

The facebow must be positioned on the articulator in the same axis-orbital relation as on the patient. If an arbitrary-type facebow is used, the calibrated condyle rods of the facebow ordinarily will not fit the condyle shafts of the articulator unless the width between the condyles just happens to be the same. With a Hanau model 132-25M facebow, the calibrations must be reequilized when in position on the articulator. For example, they have read 74 (mm) on each side of the patient but must be adjusted to read 69 (mm) on each side of the articulator. Some later model articulators have adjustable condyle rods and may be adjusted to fit the facebow. It is necessary that the facebow be centered in either case. Some facebows are self-centering, as is the Hanau Spring-Bow (Whip-Mix Corp, Louisville, KY).

The third point of reference is the orbital plane indicator, which must be swung to the right so that it will be above the tip of the infraorbital pointer. The entire facebow with maxillary cast in place must be raised until the tip of the pointer contacts the orbital plane indicated. The elevation having thus been established, for all practical purposes the orbital plane indicator and the pointer may now be removed because they may interfere with placing the mounting stone.

An auxiliary device called a cast support is available; it is used to support the facebow fork and the maxillary cast during the mounting operation (Figure 12-10). With this device, the weight of the cast and the mounting stone are supported separately from the facebow, thus preventing possible downward movement resulting from their combined weight. The cast support is raised to support contact with the facebow fork after the facebow height has been adjusted to the level of the orbital plane. Use of some type of cast support is highly recommended as an adjunct to facebow mounting.

The keyed and lubricated maxillary cast is now attached to the upper arm of the articulator with the mounting stone, thus completing the facebow transfer (Figure 12-11). Not only will the facebow have permitted the upper cast to be mounted with reasonable accuracy, it also will have served as a convenient means of supporting the cast during mounting. Once mastered, its use...
One of the first critical decisions that must be made in a removable partial denture service involves selection of the horizontal jaw relationship to which the removable partial denture will be fabricated (centric relation or the maximum intercuspal position). All mouth-preparation procedures depend on this analysis. Failure to make this decision correctly may result in poor prosthesis stability, discomfort, and deterioration of the residual ridges and supporting teeth.

It is recommended that deflective occlusal contacts in the maximum intercuspal and eccentric positions be corrected as a preventive measure. Not all dentists agree that centric relation and the maximum intercuspal position must be harmonious in the natural dentition. Many dentitions function satisfactorily with the opposing teeth maximally intercusp in an eccentric position without either diagnosable or subjective indications of temporomandibular joint dysfunction, muscle dysfunction, or disease of the supporting structures of the teeth. In many such situations, no attempt should be made to alter the occlusion. It is not a requirement to interfere with an occlusion simply because it does not completely conform to a relationship that is considered ideal.

If most natural posterior teeth remain and if no evidence of temporomandibular joint disturbances, neuromuscular dysfunction, or periodontal disturbances related to occlusal factors exists, the proposed restorations may be fabricated safely with maximum intercuspation of remaining teeth. However, when most natural centric stops are missing, the proposed prosthesis should be fabricated so that the maximum intercuspal position is in harmony with centric relation. By far the greater majority of removable partial dentures should be fabricated in the horizontal jaw relationship of centric relation. In most instances in which edentulous spaces have not been restored, the remaining posterior teeth will have assumed malaligned positions through drifting, tipping, or extrusion. Correction of the remaining natural occlusion to create a coincidence of centric relation and the maximum intercuspal position is indicated in such situations.

Regardless of the method used in creating a harmonious functional occlusion, an evaluation of the existing relationships of the opposing natural teeth must be made and is accomplished with a diagnostic mounting. This evaluation is performed in addition to, and in conjunction with, other diagnostic procedures that contribute to an adequate diagnosis and treatment plan.

Diagnostic casts provide an opportunity to evaluate the relationships of remaining oral structures when correctly mounted on a semiadjustable articulator with use of a facebow transfer and interocclusal records. Diagnostic casts are mounted in centric relation (most retruded relation of the mandible to the maxillae) so that deflective occlusal contacts can be correlated with those observed in the mouth. Deflective contacts of opposing teeth are usually destructive to the supporting structures involved and should be elimi-
nated. Diagnostic casts demonstrate the presence and location of such interfering tooth contacts and permit visualization of the treatment that would be necessary for their correction. Necessary alteration of teeth to harmonize the occlusion can be performed initially on duplicates of the mounted diagnostic casts to act as guides for similar necessary corrections in the mouth. In many instances the degree of alteration required will indicate the need for crowns or onlays to be fabricated, or for recontouring, repositioning, or elimination of extruded teeth.

As was previously mentioned, the maxillary cast is correctly oriented to the opening axis of the articulator by means of the facebow transfer and becomes spatially related to the upper member of the articulator in the same relationship that the maxilla has to the hinge axis and the Frankfort plane. Similarly, when a centric relation record is made at an established vertical dimension, the mandible is in its most retruded relation to the maxilla. Therefore when the maxillary cast is correctly oriented to the axis of the articulator, the mandibular cast automatically becomes correctly oriented to the opening axis, when attached to and mounted with an accurate centric relation record.

Unlike recording the fixed relationship of the maxilla to the mandibular opening axis (using the facebow transfer record), the mandibular position is recorded in space and is not a fixed point. Consequently, it is necessary to prove that the relationship of the mounted casts is correct. This can be done simply by making another interocclusal record, at centric relation, fitting the casts into the record, and checking to see that the condylar elements of the articulator are snug against the condylar housings. If this is not seen, another record is made until duplicate records are produced. Because centric relation is the only jaw position that can be repeated by the patient, mountings in this position can be replicated and verified for correctness.

A straightforward protrusive record is made to adjust the horizontal condylar inclines on the articulator. Lateral eccentric records are made so that the lateral condylar inclinations can be properly adjusted. All interocclusal records should be made as near the vertical relation of occlusion as possible. Opposing teeth or occlusion rims must not be allowed to contact when the records are made. A contact of the inclined planes of opposing teeth will invalidate an interocclusal record.

In some instances, a mounting of a duplicate diagnostic cast in the maximum intercuspal position may also be desirable to definitively study this relationship on the articulator. Because articulators simulate only jaw movements, it is not unreasonable to assume that the relationship of the casts mounted in centric relation may differ minutely from the maximum intercuspal position seen on the articulator and observed in the mouth. When diagnostic casts are hand related by maximum intercuspation for purposes of mounting on an articulator, it is essential that three (preferably four) positive contacts of opposing posterior teeth are present, having widespread molar contacts on each side of the arch. If occlusion rims are necessary to correctly orient casts on an articulator, a centric relation should usually be the horizontal jaw relationship to which the removable partial denture will be constructed.

**Materials and Methods for Recording Centric Relation**

Materials available for recording centric relation are (1) wax; (2) modeling plastic; (3) quick-setting impression plaster; (4) metallic oxide bite registration paste; (5) polyether impression materials; and (6) silicone impression materials. Of these, wax is likely to be least satisfactory unless carefully handled. If not uniformly softened when introduced into the mouth, it can record a position with unequal tissue placement. Also, it does not remain rigid and dimensionally stable after removal unless carefully chilled and handled upon removal (Figure 12-12).

*Modeling plastic* is a satisfactory record medium because it can be flamed and tempered until uniformly soft before it is placed into the mouth. After modeling plastic is chilled, it is sufficiently stable to permit the mounting of casts with accuracy. For these reasons, it is a satisfactory medium for recording occlusal relations for complete or partial dentures. It also can be used with opposing natural teeth.

*Impression plaster* has advantages of softness when introduced and rigidity when set, which make it a satisfactory material for recording jaw relations. Its use is highly recommended when occlusion rims are used to mount casts correctly or to adjust articulators with interocclusal eccentric records.

*Metallic oxide bite registration paste* offers many of the advantages of plaster, with less friability. Although not strong enough to be used alone, when supported by a gauze mesh attached to a metal frame, it is a satisfactory recording medium. Also it may be used with occlusion rims. After the paste sets, the frame is removed from the mouth and the buccal side of the gauze released where it was secured with sticky wax. The tube on the lingual side may then be slid off the lingual extension of the frame. The frame is not needed when casts are mounted with this type of registration because the tube alone lends sufficient support to the interocclusal record.

Elastomeric materials are excellent for recording interocclusal relationships (Figure 12-13). Some are specially formulated for this purpose and have the qualities of extremely low viscosity, minimal resistance to closure, rapid set, low rebound, lack of distortion, and stability after removal from the mouth. Care should be exercised to ensure that no elastic rebound results when the record is related to the cast during the mounting procedure.

The mandibular cast should be mounted on the lower arm of the articulator, with the articulator inverted (Figure 12-14A). The articulator is first locked in centric position, and the incisal pin is adjusted so that the anterior distance between the upper and lower arms of the articulator will be increased 2 to 3 mm greater than the normal parallel rela-
An articulator mounting thus made will have related the casts in centric relation (Figure 12-14). The dentist then can proceed to make an occlusal analysis by observing the influence of cusps in relation to one another after the articulator has been adjusted by using eccentric interocclusal records.

After an occlusal analysis has been made, the casts may be removed from their mounting for the purpose of surveying them individually and for other purposes as outlined previously. The indexed mounting ring record also should be retained throughout the course of treatment in the event that further study should be needed. It is advisable that the mounting be identified with the articulator that is used, so that it may always be placed back onto the same articulator.

**DIAGNOSTIC FINDINGS**

The information gathered in the patient interview and clinical examination provides the basis for establishing whether treatment is indicated, and if so, what specific treatment should be considered. More than one treatment option can be considered, and financial implications need to be considered against long-term expectations if the best decision is to be reached. Provision of a removable partial denture does not often preclude future consideration for other treatments, a fact that is not often the case for alternative treatments. The patient interview can reveal medical considerations that influence the decision to provide any prosthesis. When it is felt that general medical health is being neglected,
patients should be strongly encouraged to seek a general medical examination. Alternatively, patients who regularly see their physician may be found to take multiple medications that can contribute to a dry mouth and, potentially, an altered oral microflora with some increased risk for plaque-induced disease. Although such a condition can influence any prosthodontic care, given the unique features of removable partial denture service relative to the need for increased hygiene awareness and care, any factor that places an additional risk for plaque-induced disease should be emphasized with the patient and corrected if possible. Health conditions that negatively affect oral mucosal health (e.g., diabetes mellitus, Sjögren’s syndrome, lupus, atrophic changes) may pose a risk for patient comfort for a tissue-supported prosthesis and factor into a treatment decision.

For the patient who has had previous experience with some form of prosthesis, the patient interview provides additional information that can influence treatment decisions. Identifying possible reasons (or more importantly, a lack of any reason) for both positive and negative past prosthesis experiences is important for determining whether a patient can predictably be helped. Although the clinical examination will point out the oral tissue responses to such therapy, the interview will highlight the subjective patient response to therapy and provides significant information that should be pursued. As was mentioned previously, a patient complaint regarding the prosthesis needs to be confirmed through evaluation. The patient generally expresses concern about a symptom that can be related to support, stability, retention, and/or appearance. Confirmation of a design feature or oral condition that can explain the symptom is required if one is to have a chance to correct it with a similar prosthesis. If examination does not confirm any such relationship, it would be difficult to proceed without some concern for repeating the patient response to therapy unless a different form of therapy is selected (e.g., replacing a problematic removable partial denture with an implant-supported prosthesis).

**INTERPRETATION OF EXAMINATION DATA**

As a result of the oral examination, several diagnoses are made that are related to the various tissues, conditions, and clinical information gathered. The integration of these diagnoses serves as the basis for decisions that will ultimately identify the suggested treatment. The treatment decision reflects a confluence of several aspects of the patient’s past, present, and potential oral health status.

It is helpful to consider how the various diagnoses are integrated; consequently, a suggested framework is provided that highlights aspects of disease management, followed by reconstruction considerations for (1) prosthesis support, and (2) prosthesis design-specific aspects.

Disease management takes into account findings from the radiographic examination, periodontal disease and caries assessments, and pathology requiring endodontic considerations. Reconstruction considerations include diagnoses relative to prosthesis support (teeth and residual ridges) and prosthesis-specific design elements. Prosthesis support related to the remaining teeth requires radiographic examination of alveolar support and root morphology, endodontic evaluation, analysis of occlusal factors, assessment of the
benefit for fixed prostheses or orthodontics, and evaluation of the need for extraction. Residual ridge support involves radiographic examination of ridge contours and height, and evaluation of the need for pre-prosthetic surgical intervention. Prosthesis-specific design considerations include determination of anatomic relationships related to mandibular major connector design, the need for tooth modification to facilitate prosthesis function, and analysis of the occlusion. Each of these is considered in the following sections.

**Radiographic Interpretation**

Many of the reasons for radiographic interpretation during oral examination are outlined herein and are considered in greater detail in other texts. Aspects of such interpretation that are most pertinent to removable partial denture construction are those relative to the prognosis of remaining teeth that may be used as abutments.

**Disease Validation**

It is important to verify by clinical examination disease found through radiographic interpretation. Also, if the clinical examination reveals dental caries and/or periodontal disease, its severity can be confirmed by radiographic interpretation. It would be important to delineate caries severity, in terms of numbers of lesions and dentin/pulpal involvement, to gain insight as to level of disease risk associated with the patient, as well as to identify what therapy is required to maintain teeth. The same is true for periodontal disease risk and severity, as such a diagnosis affects both current and future tooth prognosis for prosthesis support.

Radiographic interpretation allows diagnosis of bone lesions associated with both the jaws and the teeth. The implications for tooth stability and ridge support are important to factor into prosthesis prognosis. Surgical and postoperative management of such lesions can vary significantly with diagnosis (benign vs. malignant), and definitive prosthesis treatment is often complicated by resective procedures.

**Tooth Support**

The quality of the alveolar support of an abutment tooth is of primary importance because the tooth will have to withstand greater stress loads when supporting a dental prosthesis. Abutment teeth providing total abutment support to the prosthesis, whether fixed or removable, will have to withstand a greater load and especially greater horizontal forces. The latter may be minimized by establishing a harmonious occlusion and by distributing the horizontal forces among several teeth through the use of rigid connectors. Bilateral stabilization against horizontal forces is one of the attributes of a properly designed tooth-supported removable prosthesis. In many instances, abutment teeth may be aided more than weakened by the presence of a bilaterally rigid removable partial denture.

In contrast, abutment teeth adjacent to distal extension bases are subjected not only to vertical and horizontal forces but to torque as well because of movement of the tissue-supported base. Vertical support and stabilization against horizontal movement with rigid connectors are just as important as they are with a tooth-supported prosthesis, and the removable partial denture must be designed accordingly. In addition, the abutment tooth adjacent to the extension base will be subjected to torque in proportion to the design of the retainers, the size of the denture base, the tissue support received by the base, and the total occlusal load applied. With this in mind, each abutment tooth must be evaluated carefully as to the alveolar bone support present and the past reaction of that bone to occlusal stress.

It is important to judge whether the teeth and their respective periodontium can favorably respond to the demands of a prosthesis. Can radiographic interpretation provide clues to predicting tooth response to increased loading from prostheses? Assessment of regions within the mouth that have been subjected to increased loading can provide some clues as to the predictability of future similar response. An understanding of bone density, index areas, and lamina dura response is helpful for these judgments.

**Bone Density**

The quality and quantity of bone in any part of the body are often evaluated by radiographic means. A detailed treatise concerning bone support of the abutment tooth should include many considerations not possible to include in this text because of space limitations. The reader should realize that subclinical variations in bone may exist but may not be observed because of the limitations inherent in technical methods and equipment.

Of importance to the dentist in evaluating the quality and quantity of the alveolar bone are the height and the quality of remaining bone. In estimating bone height, care must be taken to avoid interpretive errors resulting from angulation factors. Technically, when a radiographic exposure is made, the central ray should be directed at right angles to both the tooth and the film. The short-cone technique does not follow this principle; instead the ray is directed through the root of the tooth at a predetermined angle. This technique invariably causes the buccal bone to be projected higher on the crown than the lingual or palatal bone. Therefore in interpreting bone height, it is imperative to follow the line of the lamina dura from the apex toward the crown of the tooth until the opacity of the lamina materially decreases. At this point of opacity change, a less dense bone extends farther toward the tooth crown. This additional amount of bone represents false bone height. Thus the true height of the bone is ordinarily where the lamina shows a marked decrease in opacity. At this point, the trabecular pattern of bone superimposed on the tooth root is lost. The portion of the root between the cementoenamel junction and the true bone height has the appearance of being bare or devoid of covering.
Radiographic evaluation of bone quality is hazardous but is often necessary. It is essential to emphasize that changes in bone mineralization up to 25% often cannot be recognized by ordinary radiographic means. Optimum bone qualities are ordinarily expressed by normal-sized interdental trabecular spaces that tend to decrease slightly in size as examination of the bone proceeds from the root apex toward the coronal portion. The normal interproximal crest is ordinarily shown by a relatively thin white line crossing from the lamina dura of one tooth to the lamina dura of the adjacent tooth. Considerable variation in the size of trabecular spaces may exist within normal limits, and the radiographic appearance of crestal alveolar bone may vary considerably, depending on its shape and the direction that the ray takes as it passes through the bone.

Normal bone usually responds favorably to ordinary stresses. Abnormal stresses, however, may create a reduction in the size of the trabecular pattern, particularly in that area of bone directly adjacent to the lamina dura of the affected tooth. This decrease in size of the trabecular pattern (i.e., so-called bone condensation) is often regarded as a favorable bone response, indicative of an improvement in bone quality. This is not necessarily an accurate interpretation. Such bone changes usually indicate stresses that should be relieved because if the resistance of the patient decreases, the bone may exhibit a progressively less favorable response on future radiographs.

Increased thickness of the periodontal space ordinarily suggests varying degrees of tooth mobility. This should be evaluated clinically. Radiographic evidence coupled with clinical findings may suggest to the dentist the inadvisability of using such a tooth as an abutment. Furthermore, an irregular intercrestal bone surface should make the dentist suspicious of active bone deterioration.

It is essential that the dentist realize that radiographic evidence shows the result of changes that have taken place and may not necessarily represent the present condition. For example, periodontal disease may have progressed beyond the stage visibly demonstrated on the radiograph. As was pointed out earlier, radiographic changes are not observed until approximately 25% of the mineral content has been depleted. On the other hand, bone condensation probably does represent the current situation.

Radiographic findings should serve the dentist as an adjunct to clinical observations. Too often the radiographic appearance alone is used to arrive at a diagnosis; therefore radiographic findings should always be confirmed by clinical examination. Radiographic interpretation will also serve an important function if used periodically after the prosthesis has been placed. Future bone changes of any type suggest traumatic interference from some source. The nature of such interference should be determined and corrective measures taken.

Index Areas
Index areas are those areas of alveolar support that disclose the reaction of bone to additional stress. Favorable reaction to such stress may be taken as an indication of future reaction to an added stress load. Teeth that have been subjected to abnormal loading because of the loss of adjacent teeth or that have withstood tipping forces in addition to occlusal loading may be better risks as abutment teeth than those that have not been called on to carry an extra occlusal load (Figures 12-15 and 12-16). If occlusal harmony can be improved and unfavorable forces minimized by the reshaping of occlusal surfaces and the favorable distribution of occlusal loading, such teeth may be expected to support the prosthesis without difficulty. At the same time, other teeth, although not at present carrying an extra load, may be expected to react favorably because of the favorable reaction of alveolar bone to abnormal loading elsewhere in the same arch.

Other index areas are those around teeth that have been subjected to abnormal occlusal loading; that have been subjected to diagonal occlusal loading caused by tooth migration; and that have reacted to additional loading, such as around existing fixed partial denture abutments. The reaction of the bone to additional stresses in these areas may be either positive or negative, with evidence of a supporting trabecular pattern, a heavy cortical layer, and a dense lamina dura, or the reverse response. With the former, the patient is said to have a positive bone factor, which means the ability to build additional support wherever needed. With the latter, the patient is said to have a negative bone factor, which means the inability to respond favorably to stress.

Alveolar Lamina Dura
The alveolar lamina dura is also considered in a radiographic interpretation of abutment teeth. The lamina dura is the thin layer of hard cortical bone that normally lines the sockets of all teeth. It affords attachment for the fibers of the periodontal membrane, and, as with all cortical bone, its function is to withstand mechanical strain. In a roentgenogram, the lamina dura is shown as a radiopaque white line around the radiolucent dark line that represents the periodontal membrane.

When a tooth is in the process of being tipped, the center of rotation is not at the apex of the root, but in the apical third. Resorption of bone occurs where there is pressure, and apposition occurs where there is tension. Therefore during the active tipping process, the lamina dura is uneven, with evidence of both pressure and tension on the same side of the root. For example, in a mesially tipping lower molar, the lamina dura will be thinner on the coronal mesial and apicodistal aspects and thicker on the apices and
The reaction of bone adjacent to teeth that have been subjected to abnormal stress serves as an indication of probable reactions of that bone when such teeth are used as abutments for fixed or removable restorations. Such areas are called index areas.

**Figure 12-15** A, The canine has provided support for the distal extension removable partial denture for 10 years. There has obviously been positive bone response (arrow) to increased stress generated by the removable partial denture. B, The mandibular first premolar has provided support for the distal extension denture for 3 years. Bone response (arrow) to past additional stress has been unfavorable.
coronal distal aspects because the axis of rotation is not at the root apex but is above it. When the tooth has been tipped into an edentulous space by some change in the occlusion and becomes set in its new position, the effects of leverage are discontinued. The lamina dura on the side to which the tooth is sloping becomes uniformly heavier, which is nature’s reinforcement against abnormal stresses. The bone trabeculations are most often arranged at right angles to the heavier lamina dura.

Thus it is possible to say that for a given individual, nature is able to build support where it is needed and on this basis to predict future reactions elsewhere in the arch to additional loading of teeth used as abutments. However, because bone is approximately 30% organic, and this mostly protein, and because the body is not able to store a protein reserve in large amounts, any change in body health may be reflected in the patient’s ability to maintain this support permanently. When systemic disease is associated with faulty protein metabolism and when the ability to repair is diminished, bone is resorbed and the lamina dura is disturbed. Therefore the loading of any abutment tooth must be kept to a minimum inasmuch as the patient’s future health status and the eventualities of aging are unpredictable.

**Root Morphology**
The morphologic characteristics of the roots determine to a great extent the ability of prospective abutment teeth to resist successfully additional rotational forces that may be placed on them. Teeth with multiple and divergent roots will resist stresses better than teeth with fused and conical roots, because the resultant forces are distributed through a greater number of periodontal fibers to a larger amount of supporting bone (Figure 12-17).

**Third Molars**
Unerupted third molars should be considered as prospective future abutments to eliminate the need for a distal extension removable partial denture (Figure 12-18). The increased stability of a tooth-supported denture is most desirable to enhance the health of the oral environment.

**Periodontal Considerations**
An assessment of the periodontium in general and abutment teeth in particular must be made before prosthetic restoration. One must evaluate the condition of the gingiva, looking for adequate zones of attached gingiva and the presence or absence of periodontal pockets. The ideal periodontal condition is a disease-free periodontium with adequate attached mucosa in regions at or adjacent to removable partial denture component parts that cross the gingival margins to best resist the mechanical challenges posed as the result of function and use. The condition of the supporting bone must be evaluated, with specific attention to reduced bone support and mobility patterns recorded. If mucogingival involvements, osseous defects, or mobility patterns are recorded, the causes and potential treatment must be determined.

Oral hygiene habits of the patient must be determined, and efforts made to educate the patient relative to plaque control. The most decisive evidence of oral hygiene habits is the condition of the mouth before the initial prophylaxis. Good or bad oral hygiene is basic to the patient’s nature, and although it may be influenced somewhat by patient education, the long-range view must be taken. It is reasonably fair...
to assume that the patient will do little more in the long-term future than he has done in the past. In making decisions as to the method of treatment based on oral hygiene, the future in years, rather than in weeks and months, must be considered. It is probably best not to give the patient the benefit of any doubt as to future oral hygiene habits. Rather, the benefit should come from protective measures where any doubt exists about future oral hygiene habits. Therefore for patients at greatest risk, an oral prophylaxis with continued oral hygiene instructions should be scheduled for 3- to 4-month intervals. In addition, the patient must be advised of the importance of regular maintenance appointments for tissue-supported prostheses to maintain occlusal relationships. When these ongoing observations and prophylactic requirements are described, the patient is faced with the realization that he or she must be willing to share responsibility for maintaining the health of the mouth after restorative and prosthetic treatment.

The remaining teeth and prosthesis will require meticulous plaque control after placement of a removable partial denture. Because of the nature of material coverage of oral tissues, the oral microflora can change with the use of a removable prosthesis. Coupled with this microbial change is the potential for a mechanical challenge to tissue integrity if the appropriate relationship of the prosthesis and soft tissues of the residual ridge, as well as the marginal gingival, is not maintained.

Caries Risk Assessment Considerations

Caries activity in the mouth, past and present, and the need for protective restorations must be considered. The decision to use full coverage is based on a need to reshape abutment teeth to accommodate the components of the removable partial denture, prevention of restoration breakdown when abutments have large direct restorations, or evidence of recurrent caries risk. Occasionally, three-quarter crowns may be used where buccal or lingual surfaces are completely sound, but intracoronal restorations (inlays) are seldom indicated in any mouth with evidence of past extensive caries or precarious areas of decalcification, erosion, or exposed cementum.

Frequent consumption of sugars can lead to carious involvement of roots, caries around restorations, or caries associated with clasps of removable partial dentures. Intelligent consumption of sweets (smaller amounts and less frequent consumption) and frequent plaque removal are the recommended countermeasures. Excellent protection from caries can be provided by fluoride applications via toothpastes, mouth rinses, or (in extreme cases, such as postradiation xerostomia) 1% NaF gels applied daily with plastic trays.

Xerostomia, caused by degeneration of salivary glands (Sjögren’s syndrome) or various medications, will enhance the occurrence and severity of caries, as well as contribute to irritation of the oral mucosa. A possible way to alleviate xerostomia is the use of synthetic saliva, with a carboxymethylcellulose base, which can be enriched with fluoride in an effort to counteract caries. Frequent use provides an excellent means of maintaining high fluoride intraorally for long periods of time, thus enhancing the remineralization of incipient caries. Although providing instructions for improvement of oral hygiene is a duty of the dental team, suspected problems of dietary deficiencies should be referred to a nutritionist.

**Evaluation of the Prosthesis Foundation—Teeth and Residual Ridge**

An evaluation of the prosthesis foundation is required to ensure that an appropriately stable base of sound teeth and/or residual ridge(s) is provided to maximize prosthesis function and patient comfort. To that end, the evaluation focuses on the identification of conditions that are inconsistent with sound support and predictably stable function.

**Surgical Preparation**

The need for pre-prosthetic surgery or extractions must be evaluated. The same criteria apply to surgical intervention in the partially edentulous arch as in the completely edentulous arch. Grossly displacable soft tissues covering basal seat areas and hyperplastic tissue should be removed to provide a firm denture foundation. Mandibular tori should be removed if they will interfere with the optimum location of a lingual bar connector or a favorable path of placement. Any other areas of bone prominence that will interfere with the path of placement should be removed also. The path of placement will be dictated primarily by the guiding plane of the abutment teeth. Therefore some areas may present interference to the path of placement of the removable partial denture by reason of the fact that other unalterable factors such as retention and esthetics must take precedence in selecting that path.

Clinical research in pre-prosthetic surgical concepts has contributed significant developments to management of the compromised partially edentulous patient. Bone augmentation and guided bone regeneration procedures have been used with varying degrees of success as an alternative method of improving ridge support for the denture base areas. Skill and judgment must be exercised in patient selection, procedural planning, and surgical and prosthetic management to optimize clinical results. Use of osseointegrated implants can provide a foundation for developing suitable abutment support for removable partial dentures. As in any surgical procedure, results depend on careful treatment planning and cautious surgical management.

Extraction of teeth may be indicated for one of the following three reasons:

1. If the tooth cannot be restored to a state of health, extraction may be unavoidable. Modern advancements in the treatment of periodontal disease and in restorative procedures, including endodontic therapy, have resulted in the saving of teeth that were once considered untreatable. All reasonable avenues of treatment should be considered.
from both prognostic and economic standpoints before extraction is recommended.

2. A tooth may be removed if its absence will permit a more serviceable and less complicated removable partial denture design. Teeth in extreme malposition (lingually inclined mandibular teeth, buccally inclined maxillary teeth, and mesially inclined teeth posterior to an edentulous space) may be removed if an adjacent tooth is in good alignment and if good support is available for use as an abutment. Justification for extraction lies in the decision that a suitable restoration, which will provide satisfactory contour and support, cannot be fabricated, or that orthodontic treatment to realign the tooth is not feasible. An exception to the arbitrary removal of a malposed tooth occurs when a distal extension removable partial denture base would have to be made rather than using the more desirable tooth-supported base of the tooth in question. If alveolar support is adequate, a posterior abutment should be retained if at all possible in preference to a tissue-supported extension base. Teeth deemed to have insufficient alveolar support may be extracted if their prognosis is poor and if other adjacent teeth may be used to better advantage as abutments. The decision to extract such a tooth should be based on the degree of mobility and other periodontal considerations and on the number, length, and shape of the roots contributing to its support.

3. A tooth may be extracted if it is so unesthetically located as to justify its removal to improve appearance. In this situation, a veneer crown should be considered in preference to removal if the crown can satisfy the esthetic needs. If removal is advisable because of unesthetic tooth position, the biomechanical problems involved in replacing anterior teeth with a removable partial denture must be weighed against the problems involved in making an esthetically acceptable fixed restoration. Admittedly, the removable replacement is commonly the more esthetic of the two, despite modern advancements in retainers and pontics. However, the mechanical disadvantage of the removable restoration often makes the fixed replacement of missing anterior teeth preferable.

Another consideration for pre-prosthetic surgery involves the decision between use of a removable partial denture and an implant-supported prosthesis. The following categories of tooth loss are presented with comparative comments germane to such decisions.

**Short Modification Spaces**
For short spans (≤3 missing teeth), natural tooth— and implant-supported fixed prostheses as well as removable partial dentures can generally be considered. Implant placement requires the decision that ample bone volume exists, or can be provided with minimal morbidity, to adequately house sufficient implants to support prosthetic teeth. Implant prostheses have the advantage of not requiring the use of teeth for support, stability, and retention requirements, and consequently do not increase the functional burden on the natural dentition. Although the predictability of contemporary implant procedures (surgery and prosthodontics) makes them a consideration for short span prostheses, the main advantage is the opportunity to provide replacement teeth without involving adjacent teeth in the reconstruction. Therefore, when the adjacent teeth are in need of restoration, a conventional prosthesis should be considered.

**Longer Modification Spaces**
Longer span modification spaces (≥4 missing teeth) present a greater challenge for natural tooth—supported fixed prostheses. Consequently, options for treatment include the removable partial denture and the implant-supported prosthesis. An implant prosthesis has the same bone volume requirements as stated above, and for an increased span will likely require additional implants. Because residual ridge resorption can be greater with longer spans, the need for augmentation may also be greater. Both of these characteristics of longer spans cause implant use to be more costly and can significantly increase the cost difference between treatment options. The increased morbidity associated with augmentation procedures can also limit universal application. Because the removable partial denture remains largely tooth supported (unless the span includes anterior and posterior segments that may cause it to function similar to a distal extension), the functional stability requirements should be efficiently met through the tooth support.

**Distal Extension Spaces**
Without tooth support at each end of the missing teeth, the removable partial denture and the implant-supported prosthesis are the primary treatment considerations (double-abutted cantilevered fixed prostheses opposing maxillary complete dentures have been suggested to be a reasonable option for some patients). It then becomes obvious that when anatomic limitations to implant placement exist and surgical measures cannot be taken to correct this, the removable partial denture is the only option (unless no treatment is elected). Current surgical options are available to correct most anatomic limitations, yet frequently implant therapy is not elected because of patient medical factors, concerns for the risk of surgical morbidity, increased time required for treatment, and costs. It is important to note that a comparison of long-term maintenance requirements between these two options may demonstrate little cost difference over time. This is related to the effects of continued residual ridge resorption acting on the removable prosthesis and not the implant prosthesis.

**Endodontic Treatment**
Abutments for removable partial dentures are required to withstand various forces depending on the classification. The requirement for a distal extension abutment is different than that of a tooth-supported prosthesis in that torsional
forces exist in the distal extension situation. For this reason, an abutment for a distal extension that is endodontically treated carries a greater risk for complications than a similar tooth not involved in removable partial denture function.

Because tooth support helps control prosthesis movement, the need for endodontic treatment should include assessment of overdenture abutments for removable partial dentures, especially to control movement of distal extensions.

**Analysis of Occlusal Factors**

From the occlusal analysis made by evaluating the mounted diagnostic casts, the dentist must decide whether it is best to accept and maintain the existing occlusion or to attempt to improve on it by means of occlusal adjustment and/or restoration of occlusal surfaces. It must be remembered that the removable partial denture can supplement the occlusion that exists only at the time the prosthesis is constructed. The dominant force that dictates the occlusal pattern will be the cuspal harmony or disharmony of the remaining teeth and their proprioceptive influence on mandibular movement. The goal of artificial tooth placement is to harmonize with the functional parameters of the existing occlusion providing bilateral, simultaneous functional contact.

Chapter 17 identifies schemes of occlusion recommended for partially edentulous configurations. A review of these recommendations will provide a guide for modifying the existing occlusion or developing the appropriate occlusal scheme for each partially edentulous configuration.

Improvements in the natural occlusion must be accomplished before the prosthesis is fabricated, not subsequent to its fabrication. The objective of occlusal reconstruction by any means should be occlusal harmony of the restored dentition in relation to the natural forces already present or established. Therefore one of the earliest decisions in planning reconstructive treatment must be whether to accept or reject the existing vertical dimension of occlusion and the occlusal contact relationships in centric and eccentric positions. If occlusal adjustment is indicated, cuspal analysis always should precede any corrective procedures in the mouth by selective grinding. On the other hand, if reconstruction is to be the means of correction, the manner and sequence should be outlined as part of the overall treatment plan.

**Fixed Restorations**

There may be a need to restore modification spaces with fixed restorations rather than include them in the removable partial denture, especially when dealing with isolated abutment teeth. The advantage of splinting must be weighed against the total cost, with the weight of experience always in favor of using fixed restorations for tooth-bounded spaces unless the space will facilitate simplification of the removable partial denture design without jeopardizing the abutment teeth. One of the least successful removable partial denture designs is seen when multiple tooth-bounded areas are replaced with removable partial dentures in conjunction with isolated abutment teeth and distal extension bases. Biomechanical considerations and the future health of the remaining teeth should be given preference over economic considerations when such a choice is possible.

**Orthodontic Treatment**

Occasionally, orthodontic movement of malposed teeth followed by retention through the use of fixed partial dentures makes possible a better removable partial denture design mechanically and esthetically than could otherwise be used. Although adequate anchorage for tooth movement can be a major limitation in partially edentulous arches, carefully placed implants that subsequently can be used for prosthesis support have been used to expand orthodontic applications for this patient group.

**Need for Determining Type of Mandibular Major Connector**

As was discussed in Chapter 5, one of the criteria used to determine the use of the lingual bar or linguoplate is the height of the floor of the patient’s mouth when the tongue is elevated. Because the inferior borders of the lingual bar and the linguoplate are placed at the same vertical level, and because subsequent mouth preparations depend in part on the design of the mandibular major connector, determination of the type of major connector must be made during the oral examination. This determination is facilitated by measuring the height of the elevated floor of the patient’s mouth in relation to the lingual gingiva with a periodontal probe and recording the measurement for later transfer to diagnostic and master casts. It is most difficult to make a determination of the type of mandibular major connector to be used solely from a stone cast that may or may not accurately indicate the active range of movement of the floor of the patient’s mouth. Too many mandibular major connectors are ruined or made flexible because subsequent grinding of the inferior border is necessary to relieve impingement of the sensitive tissues of the floor of the mouth.

**Need for Reshaping Remaining Teeth**

The clinical crown shapes of anterior and posterior teeth are not capable of supporting a removable partial denture framework without appropriate modification. Without the required modifications, the prosthesis does not adequately benefit from the support and stability offered by the teeth and consequently will not be comfortable to the patient. Many failures of removable partial dentures can be attributed to the fact that the teeth were not reshaped properly to establish guiding planes or to receive clasp arms and occlusal rests before the impression for the master cast was made. Of particular importance are the paralleling of proximal tooth surfaces to act as guiding planes, the preparation of adequate rest areas, and the reduction of unfavorable tooth contours (Figure 12-19). To neglect planning such mouth preparations in advance is inexcusable and leads to unsuccessful removable prosthesis service.
restoration is fully seated. Such a lingual bar will be located so that it will interfere with tongue comfort and function. These are only some of the objectionable consequences of inadequate mouth preparations.

The amount of reduction of tooth contours should be kept to a minimum, and all modified tooth surfaces not only should be repolished after reduction but also should be subjected to fluoride treatment to lessen the incidence of caries. If it is not possible to produce the contour desired without perforating the enamel, then the teeth should be restoratively modified with an acceptable restorative material. The age of the patient, caries activity evidenced elsewhere in the mouth, and apparent oral hygiene habits must be taken into consideration when one is deciding between reducing the enamel or modifying tooth contours with protective restorations.

Some of the areas that frequently need correction are the lingual surfaces of mandibular premolars, the mesial and lingual surfaces of mandibular molars, the distobuccal line...
angle of maxillary premolars, and the mesiobuccal line angle of maxillary molars. The actual degree of inclination of teeth in relation to the path of placement and the location of retentive and supportive areas are not readily interpretable during visual examination. These are established during comprehensive analysis of the diagnostic cast with a surveyor, which should follow the visual examination.

INFECTION CONTROL

The American Dental Association follows the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)–recommended infection control procedures for dentistry. The most recent recommendations were made in 2003 and included updates from the previous 1993 guidelines. Most of the updates will be familiar to practitioners and are already largely practiced routinely. They are designed to prevent or reduce the potential for disease transmission from patient to DHCW (Dental Health Care Worker), from DHCW to patient, and from patient to patient. The document emphasizes the use of “standard precautions” (which replaces the term “universal precautions”) for the prevention of exposure to and transmission of not only bloodborne pathogens, but also other pathogens encountered in oral health care settings.

Major updates and additions include application of standard precautions rather than universal precautions, work restrictions for health care personnel infected with, or occupationally exposed to, infectious diseases; management of occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens, including postexposure prophylaxis for work exposures to hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV); selection and use of devices with features designed to prevent sharps injury, contact dermatitis, and latex hypersensitivity; hand hygiene; dental unit waterlines; and biofilm and water quality; special considerations include dental handpieces and other devices attached to air lines and waterlines, saliva ejectors, radiology, parenteral medications, single-use or disposable devices, preprocedural mouth rinses, oral surgical procedures, handling of biopsy specimens and extracted teeth, laser/electrosurgery plumes, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease and other prion diseases, program evaluation, and research considerations. The recommendations provide guidance for measures to be taken that will reduce the risks of disease transmission, among both dental health care workers (DHCWs) and their patients.

Dental patients and DHCWs potentially may be exposed to a variety of microorganisms. Exposure can occur via blood and/or oral or respiratory secretions. The microorganisms may include viruses and bacteria that infect the upper respiratory tract in general, as well as cytomegalovirus, HBV, HCV, herpes simplex virus types 1 and 2, HIV, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, staphylococci, and streptococci. The transmission of infection in the dental operatory can occur through several routes. These include direct contact (blood, oral fluids, or other secretions), indirect contact (contaminated instruments, operatory equipment, or environmental surfaces), and contact with airborne contaminants present in droplet spatter or in aerosols of oral and respiratory fluids. For infection to occur via any of these routes, the “chain of infection” must be present. This includes a susceptible host, a pathogen with sufficient infectivity and numbers to cause infection, and a portal through which the pathogen may enter the host. For infection control procedures to be effective, one or more of these “links” in the chain must be broken.

Studies from the CDC report that clothing exposed to the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) virus may be safely washed after a normal laundry cycle. A high-temperature (140°F to 160°F, 60°C to 70°C) wash cycle with normal bleach concentrations, followed by machine drying (212°F, 100°C, or higher), is preferable if clothing is visibly soiled with blood or other body fluids. Dry cleaning and steam pressing will also kill the AIDS virus, according to these studies. Patients with oral lesions suggestive of infectious disease and patients with a known history of hepatitis B, AIDS, AIDS-related complex, or other infectious diseases should be referred for appropriate medical care. In addition to environmental surface and equipment disinfection, all instruments, stones, burs, and other reusable items should be disinfected in 2% glutaraldehyde for 10 minutes, cleaned of debris, rinsed, and patted dry before the sterilization process is initiated. Heat-sensitive items can be sterilized with the use of ethylene oxide (gas).

For items that have been used in the mouth, including laboratory materials (e.g., impressions, bite registrations, fixed and removable prostheses, orthodontic appliances), cleaning and disinfection are required before they are manipulated in the laboratory (whether on-site or at a remote location). Any item manipulated in the laboratory should also be cleaned and disinfected before placement in the patient’s mouth. Fresh pumice with iodophor should be used for each polishing procedure, and the pumice pan should be washed, rinsed, and dried after each procedure. Because materials are constantly evolving, DHCWs are advised to follow manufacturers’ suggested procedures for specific materials relative to disinfection procedures. As a guide, use of a chemical germicide that has at least an intermediate level of activity (i.e., “tuberculocidal hospital disinfectant”) is appropriate for such disinfection. Careful communication between dental office and dental laboratory regarding the specific protocol for handling and decontamination of supplies and materials is important to prevent any cross contamination.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: FIXED OR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES

Total oral rehabilitation (disease management, defective tooth restoration, and tooth replacement) is an objective in treating the partially edentulous patient. Although replacement of missing teeth by means of fixed partial dentures,
either tooth or implant supported, is generally the method of choice, there are many reasons why a removable partial denture may be the better method of treatment for a specific patient.

The dentist must follow the best procedure for the welfare of the patient, who is always free to seek more than one opinion. Ultimately, the choice of treatment must meet the economic limitations and personal desires of the patient. The exception to this guideline is the Class III arch with a modification space on the opposite side of the arch, which will provide better cross-arch stabilization and a simpler design for the removable partial denture (Figure 12-20).

Although uncommon, unilateral tooth loss is sometimes inappropriately treated with a unilateral removable partial denture in place of a fixed partial denture. This type of prosthesis is not enhanced by cross-arch stabilization and places excessive stress on abutment teeth. Possibly more important, the risk for aspiration is significant if such a prosthesis is dislodged during use. For these reasons, use of the unilateral removable partial denture is strongly discouraged.

**Indications for Use of Fixed Restorations**

*Tooth-Bounded Edentulous Regions*

Generally any unilateral edentulous space bounded by teeth suitable for use as abutments should be restored with a fixed partial denture cemented to one or more abutment teeth at either end. The length of the span and the periodontal support of the abutment teeth will determine the number of abutments required. As was mentioned earlier, such a span could be managed with the use of dental implants if deemed feasible and elected by the patient. The fact that implant support does not place additional functional demands on adjacent teeth likely contributes to their preservation, although this has not been universally demonstrated.

For conventional fixed prostheses, lack of parallelism of the abutment teeth may be counteracted with copings or locking connectors to provide parallel sectional placement. Sound abutment teeth make possible the use of more conservative retainers, such as partial-veneer crowns, or resin-bonded-to-metal restorations, rather than full crowns. The age of the patient, evidence of caries activity, oral hygiene habits, and the soundness of remaining tooth structure must be considered in any decision to use less than full coverage for abutment teeth.

Two specific contraindications for the use of unilateral fixed restorations are known. One is a long edentulous span with abutment teeth that would not be able to withstand the trauma of nonaxial occlusal forces. The other is abutment teeth, which exhibit reduced periodontal support due to periodontal disease, which would benefit from cross-arch stabilization. In either situation, a bilateral removable restoration can be used more effectively to replace the missing teeth.

**Modification Spaces**

A removable partial denture for a Class III arch is better supported and stabilized when a modification area on the opposite side of the arch is present. A fixed partial denture need not be used to restore such an edentulous area because its inclusion may simplify the design of the removable partial denture. However, when a modification space is bound by a lone-standing single-rooted abutment, it is better restored by means of a fixed partial denture. This acts to stabilize the at-risk tooth, and the denture is made less complicated by not having to include other abutment teeth for the support and retention of an additional edentulous space or spaces.

When an edentulous space that is a modification of a Class I or Class II arch exists anterior to a lone-standing abutment tooth, this tooth is subjected to trauma by the movements of a distal extension removable partial denture far in excess of its ability to withstand such stresses. The splinting of the lone abutment to the nearest tooth is mandatory. The abutment crowns should be contoured for support and retention of the removable partial denture; in addition, a means of supporting a stabilizing component on the anterior abutment of the fixed partial denture or on the occlusal surface of the pontic usually should be provided.

**Anterior Modification Spaces**

Usually any missing anterior teeth in a partially edentulous arch, except in a Kennedy Class IV arch in which only anterior teeth are missing, are best replaced by means of a fixed restoration. There are exceptions. Sometimes a better esthetic result is obtainable when the anterior replacements are supplied by a removable partial denture, at other times treatment is simplified by inclusion of an anterior modification space into the removable partial denture (Figure 12-21).
Figure 12-21  A, Diagnostic waxing of this complex case revealed the best means to manage replacement of tooth #’s 6 and 7 was with a fixed prosthesis, especially since the ridge defect was not severe and the adjacent teeth offered good retainer support. B, In contrast, this complex situation requires the maxillary anterior to be repositioned palatally to address an esthetic concern caused by the condition of the maxillary canines and the need to replace the posterior teeth as well. C, The anterior teeth will be more easily managed as part of the removable partial denture. (Courtesy Dr. M. Alfaro, Columbus, OH.)

This is also true when excessive tissue and bone resorption necessitates placement of the pontics in a fixed partial denture too far palatally for good esthetics or for an acceptable relation with the opposing teeth. However, in most instances, from mechanical and biological standpoints, anterior replacements are best accomplished with fixed restorations. The replacement of missing posterior teeth with a removable partial denture is then made much less complicated and gives more satisfactory results.

Replacement of Unilaterally Missing Molars (Shortened Dental Arch)

Often the decision must be made to replace unilaterally missing molars (Figure 12-22). The decision must balance the impact of the treatment on the remaining oral structures with the potential benefit to the patient long term. To restore the missing molars with a fixed partial denture would require a cantilever prosthesis or the use of dental implants. A cantilever-fixed prosthesis is most applicable if the second molar is to be ignored, then only first molar occlusion need be supplied with the use of a cantilever-type fixed partial denture. Occlusion need be only minimal to maintain occlusal relations between the natural first molar in the one arch and the prosthetic molar in the opposite arch. The cantilevered pontic should be narrow buccolingually and need not occlude with more than one half to two thirds of the opposing tooth. Often such a restoration is the preferred method of treatment. However, at least two abutments should be used to support a cantilevered molar opposed by a natural molar.

To replace unilaterally missing molars with a removable partial denture necessitates the use of a distal extension prosthesis. This involves the major connector joining the edentulous side to retentive and stabilizing components located on the non-edentulous side of the arch. Leverage factors are frequently unfavorable, and the retainers used on the non-
edentulous side are often unsatisfactory. Two factors important to consider in making the decision to provide a unilateral, distal extension removable partial denture include the opposing teeth and the future effect of the maxillary tuberosity.

First, the opposing teeth must be considered if it is considered important to prevent extrusion and migration. This influences replacement of the missing molars far more than any improvement in masticating efficiency that might result. Replacement of missing molars on one side is seldom necessary for reasons of mastication alone.

Second, the future effect of a maxillary tuberosity must be considered if concern exists for tuberosity enlargement. Often when left uncovered, the tuberosity increases in size, making future occlusal treatment difficult. However, covering the tuberosity with a removable partial denture base, in combination with the stimulating effect of the intermittent occlusion, helps maintain tuberosity size and position. In such an instance, it may be better to make a removable partial denture with cross-arch stabilization and retention than to leave a maxillary tuberosity uncovered.

Indications for Removable Partial Dentures
Although a removable partial denture should be considered only when a fixed restoration is contraindicated, there are several specific indications for the use of a removable restoration.

Distal Extension Situations
Replacement of missing posterior teeth is often best accomplished with a removable partial denture (see Figure 12-22B), especially when implant treatment is not feasible for the patient. The exception to this includes situations in which the replacement of missing second (and third) molars is inadvisable or unnecessary, or in which unilateral replacement of a missing first molar can be accomplished by means of a multiple-abutment cantilevered fixed restoration or an implant-supported prosthesis. The most common partially edentulous situations are the Kennedy Class I and Class II. With the latter, an edentulous space on the opposite side of the arch is often conveniently present to aid in required retention and stabilization of the removable partial denture. If no space is present, selected abutment teeth can be modified to accommodate appropriate clasp assemblies, or intra-coronal retainers can be used. As was previously stated, all other edentulous areas are best replaced with fixed partial dentures.

After Recent Extractions
The replacement of teeth after recent extractions often cannot be accomplished satisfactorily with a fixed restoration. When relining will be required later, or when a fixed restoration using natural teeth or implants will be constructed later, a temporary removable partial denture can be used. If an all-resin denture is used rather than a cast framework removable partial denture, the immediate cost to the patient is much less, and the resin denture lends itself best to future temporary modifications, including those required after implant placement and before restoration.

Tissue changes are inevitable following extractions. Tooth-bounded edentulous areas (as a result of extractions) are best initially restored with removable partial dentures. Relining of a tooth-supported resin denture base is then possible. This is usually done to improve esthetics, oral cleanliness, or patient comfort. Support for such a restoration is supplied by occlusal rests on the abutment teeth at each end of the edentulous space.

Long Span
A long span may be totally tooth supported if the abutments and the means of transferring the support to the denture are adequate, and if the denture framework is rigid. There is
little if any difference between the support afforded a removable partial denture and that afforded a fixed restoration by the adjacent abutment teeth. However, in the absence of cross-arch stabilization, the torque and leverage on the two abutment teeth would be excessive. Instead, a removable denture that derives retention, support, and stabilization from abutment teeth on the opposite side of the arch is indicated as the logical means of replacing the missing teeth.

**Need for Effect of Bilateral Stabilization**

In a mouth weakened by periodontal disease, a fixed restoration may jeopardize the future of the involved abutment teeth unless the splinting effect of multiple abutments is used. The removable partial denture, on the other hand, may act as a periodontal splint through its effective cross-arch stabilizing of teeth weakened by periodontal disease. When abutment teeth throughout the arch are properly prepared and restored, the beneficial effect of a removable partial denture can be far greater than that of a unilateral fixed partial denture.

**Excessive Loss of Residual Bone**

The pontic of a fixed partial denture must be correctly related to the residual ridge and in such a manner that the contact with the mucosa is minimal. Whenever excessive resorption has occurred, teeth supported by a denture base may be arranged in a more acceptable buccolingual position than is possible with a fixed partial denture (Figure 12-23).

Unlike a fixed partial denture, the artificial teeth supported by a denture base can be located without regard for the crest of the residual ridge and more nearly in the position of the natural dentition for normal tongue and cheek contacts. This is particularly true of a maxillary denture.

Anteriorly, loss of residual bone occurs from the labial aspect. Often the incisive papilla lies at the crest of the residual ridge. Because the central incisors are normally located anterior to this landmark, any other location of artificial central incisors is unnatural. An anterior fixed partial denture made for such a mouth will have pontics resting on the labial aspect of this resorbed ridge and will be too far lingual to provide desirable lip support. Often the only way the incisal edges of the pontics can be made to occlude with the opposing lower anterior teeth is to use a labial inclination that is excessive and unnatural, and both esthetics and lip support suffer. Because the same condition exists with a removable partial denture in which the anterior teeth are abutted on the residual ridge, a labial flange must be used to permit the teeth to be located closer to their natural position.

The same method of treatment applies to the replacement of missing mandibular anterior teeth. Sometimes a mandibular anterior fixed partial denture is made six or more units in length, in which the remaining space necessitates leaving out one anterior tooth or using the original number of teeth but with all of them too narrow for esthetics. In either instance, the denture is nearly in a straight line because the pontics follow the form of the resorbed ridge. A removable partial denture will permit the location of the replaced teeth in a favorable relation to the lip and opposing dentition regardless of the shape of the residual ridge. When such a removable prosthesis is made, however, positive support must be obtained from the adjacent abutments.

**Figure 12-23**  
A, Occlusal view of the anterior ridge defect (Kennedy Class IV) shows the palatal position of the ridge crest. Incisal edges of opposing dentition require a more labial position, which would create a difficult pontic form. B, Labial view of the same cast shows the significance of the vertical bone loss. Replacement of the teeth and ridge anatomy is best accomplished with a removable partial denture.
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Unusually Sound Abutment Teeth
Sometimes the reasoning for making a removable restoration is the desire to see sound teeth preserved in their natural state and not prepared for restorations. As was mentioned previously, if this decision is made because it is felt that no tooth modification is necessary for removable partial dentures, then the prosthesis will lack tooth-derived stability and support.

When this condition exists, the dentist should not hesitate to reshape and modify existing enamel surfaces to provide proximal guiding planes, occlusal rest areas, optimum retentive areas, and surfaces on which nonretentive stabilizing components may be placed. Continued durability of the natural teeth is best ensured if the modifications that optimize prosthesis function are provided. This is due to the fact that such modifications also ensure the most harmonious use of the natural dentition.

Abutments With Guarded Prognoses
If the prognosis of an abutment tooth is questionable or if it becomes unfavorable while under treatment, it might be possible to compensate for its impending loss by a change in denture design. The questionable or condemned tooth or teeth may then be included in the original design and, if subsequently lost, the removable partial denture can be modified or remade (Figure 12-24). Most removable partial denture designs do not lend themselves well to later additions, although this eventuality should be considered in the design of the denture.

When the tooth in question will be used as an abutment, every diagnostic aid should be used to determine its prognosis as a prospective abutment. It is usually not as difficult to add a tooth or teeth to a removable partial denture as it is to add a retaining unit when the original abutment is lost and the next adjacent tooth must be used for that purpose.

It is sometimes possible to design a removable partial denture so that a single posterior abutment, about which there is some doubt, can be retained and used at one end of the tooth-supported base. Then if the posterior abutment is lost, it could be replaced by adding an extension base to the existing denture framework. Such an original design must include provisions for future indirect retention, flexible clasping of the future abutment, and provisions for establishing tissue support. Anterior abutments that are considered poor risks may not be so freely used because of the problems involved in adding a new abutment retainer when the original one is lost. It is rational that such questionable teeth should be condemned in favor of more suitable abutments, even though the original treatment plan must be modified accordingly.

Economic Considerations
Economics should not be the sole criterion used to arrive at a method of treatment. When, for economic reasons, complete treatment is out of the question and yet replacement of missing teeth is indicated, the restorative procedures dictated by these considerations must be described clearly to the patient as a compromise and not as representative of the best that modern dentistry has to offer. A prosthesis that is made to satisfy economic considerations alone may provide only limited success and result in more costly treatment in the future.
One of the more difficult decisions to make for the partially edentulous patient involves making the choice of a complete denture over a removable partial denture. Many factors need to be considered when one is making such a decision; these generally fall under the categories of tooth-related factors, factors of comparative functional expectations between prostheses, and patient-specific factors. Because the difference between a tooth-tissue–born prosthesis and a tissue-born prosthesis can be significant, especially since it is difficult for the partially edentulous patient to conceptualize the tissue-born situation, such an irreversible decision is not trivial.

An evaluation of the remaining teeth will determine whether any caries or periodontal disease exists. The decision as to whether a tooth is useful for inclusion in a prosthetic treatment plan can be made on the basis of an understanding that with appropriate disease management, the tooth provides a reasonable 5-year prognosis for survival. This takes into account the added functional demand by the prosthesis and a risk assessment for recurrent disease. Because this scenario concerns teeth with disease, the expectation is that tooth structure and/or support is compromised. The added functional burden, along with a potentially increased risk for disease, is an important concern when one is determining the long-term benefit for retaining teeth with a removable partial denture.

If the teeth can be maintained with a reasonable prognosis, the next questions to ask are “Do they require restoration with surveyed crowns?” and “How much improvement to the prosthesis support, stability, and retention do they provide?” If the expected prognosis for a given tooth is questionable, the costs associated with restoration high, and the added benefit to the prosthesis low, the tooth should likely not be maintained unless the patient strongly desires to maintain all teeth. However, if the same scenario exists and the long-term impact on the support, stability, and retention of the prosthesis is great, the decision strongly favors keeping the tooth.

The question of whether retained teeth offer a significant advantage to the prosthesis from a support, stability, and retention standpoint requires comparative evaluation of potential denture-bearing foundations. If the expectation is that an edentulous arch would have unfavorable physical features (poor ridge form, poor arch configuration, displacable mucosa, high frena attachments, minimum denture bearing area, and/or an unfavorable jaw relationship), then retention of teeth is likely to provide a more significant benefit. If retention of teeth can help to prevent or delay age-related denture-bearing foundation changes seen with complete denture use, then retention of teeth can be of significant benefit.

When evaluation demonstrates that the remaining teeth have no active disease, then the often-negative impact of disease management on prognosis is not a concern. The decision to maintain teeth is again based on risk assessment, costs for use of the teeth, added benefit to prosthesis functional stability, and comparative functional expectations between a mucosal-borne denture and a removable partial denture that uses teeth for some support, stability, and retention.

The remaining tooth location and distribution can also affect the decision to maintain teeth. It makes a difference whether the remaining teeth are located on only one side of the arch. Having bilateral teeth remaining, especially if they are in similar locations (canines-canines, canines/premolars-canines/premolars), offers advantages for prosthesis design and occlusal development compared with asymmetrical tooth locations. Some teeth may not serve well as a stabilizing component for a removable partial denture and should not be maintained. If the remaining terminal tooth adjacent to a distal extension base is an incisor, the likelihood of long-term support, stability, and retention is poor.

An additional factor for consideration when one is deciding between a complete denture and a removable partial denture is whether there is a strong patient desire to maintain teeth. As was mentioned previously, because the change to a complete denture is a significant transformation, sufficient discussion must take place before this decision is made. The dentist must be very clear that the patient understands the functional differences between a mucosal-borne prosthesis for all aspects of function (i.e., chewing, talking, etc.) and the natural dentition or a removable partial denture.

The uniqueness of the patient is again appreciated these issues are discussed with the patient. One patient may prefer complete dentures rather than complete oral rehabilitation, regardless of ability to pay. Another may be so determined to keep his own teeth that he will make great financial sacrifice if given a reasonable assurance of success of oral rehabilitation. Listening to the patient during the examination and the diagnostic procedures pays off significantly when the treatment options differ so vastly as complete and removable partial dentures often do. During the presentation of pertinent facts, time should be allowed for patients to express themselves freely as to their desires in retaining and restoring their natural teeth. At this time, a treatment plan may be influenced or even drastically changed to conform to the expressed and implied wishes of the patient. For example, there may be a reasonable possibility of saving teeth in both arches through the use of removable partial dentures. With only anterior teeth remaining, a removable partial denture can be made to replace the posterior teeth with the use of good abutment support and, in the maxillary arch, use of full palatal coverage for retention and stability. If patients express a desire to retain their anterior teeth at any cost, and if the remaining teeth are esthetically acceptable and functionally sound, the dentist should make every effort to provide successful treatment. If patients prefer a mandibular removable partial denture because of fear of difficulty in wearing a mandibular complete denture, then, all factors
being acceptable, their wishes should be respected and treatment should be planned accordingly. The professional obligation to present the facts and then do the best that can be done in accordance with the patients’ expressed desires still applies.

Other patients may wish to retain remaining teeth for an indefinite but relatively short period of time, with eventual complete dentures a foregone conclusion. In this instance, the professional obligation may be to recommend interim removable partial dentures without extensive mouth preparation. Such dentures will aid in mastication and will provide esthetic replacements, at the same time serving as conditioning restorations, which will make the later transition to complete dentures somewhat easier. Such removable partial dentures should be designed and fabricated with care, but the total cost of removable partial denture service should be considerably less.

An expressed desire on the part of patients to retain only six mandibular anterior teeth must be considered carefully before this is agreed to as the planned treatment. The advantages for patients are obvious: they may retain six esthetically acceptable teeth; they do not become totally edentulous; and they have the advantages of direct retention for the removable partial denture that would not be possible if they were completely edentulous. Retaining even the mandibular canine teeth would accomplish the latter two objectives. Potential disadvantages relate directly to the patient keeping up with prosthesis maintenance procedures. The disadvantages relate to the poor response of the anterior maxilla to functional stress concentrated from the opposing natural dentition. If the functional forces of occlusion are not well distributed, the natural anterior can concentrate stress to the anterior maxillary arch. The possible result of such poorly distributed functional force includes the loss of residual maxillary bone, loosening of the maxillary denture caused by the tripping influence of the natural mandibular teeth, and loss of the basal foundation for the support of future prostheses. However, if the maxillary anterior teeth are arranged to contact in balanced eccentric positions and if patients comply with periodic recall to maintain these relationships, these problems are minimized. Prevention of this sequence of events lies in the maintenance of positive occlusal support posteriorly and the continual elimination of traumatic influence from the remaining anterior teeth. Such support is sometimes impossible to maintain without frequent relining or remaking of the lower removable partial denture base. The presence of inflamed hyperplastic tissue is a frequent sequela to continued loss of support and denture movement.

Although some patients are able to successfully function with a lower removable partial denture supported only by anterior teeth against a complete maxillary denture, it is likely that undesirable consequences will result unless the patient faithfully follows the instructions of the dentist. In no other situation in treatment planning are the general health of the patient and the quality of residual alveolar bone as critical as they are in this situation.

### CLINICAL FACTORS RELATED TO METAL ALLOYS USED FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE FRAMEWORKS

The cast framework offers significant advantages over the all acrylic-resin removable partial denture. In general, the ability to predictably utilize the remaining teeth for support, stability, and retention over time is best assured when the interface between prosthesis and teeth consists of a cast structure and not a polymer. Although the utility of all acrylic-resin prostheses can be extended if wire “rests” are provided, typical polymer properties do not allow for a durable interface, which is required if one is to take advantage of the stabilizing effects of tooth contact. Expectations of how the metal framework improves functional performance are related to the properties of the metal alloy. Various alloys can be considered for use. Following is a discussion of the most common framework alloys in use today.

Practically all cast frameworks for removable partial dentures are made from a chromium-cobalt (Cr-Co) alloy. The popularity of Cr-Co alloys has been attributed to their low density (weight), high modulus of elasticity (stiffness), low material cost, and resistance to tarnish. The term stellite alloy historically has referred to this class of alloy. Today the more common alloys contain 60% to 63% Co, 29% to 31.5% Cr, and 5% to 6% Mo, with the balance including Si, Mn, Fe, N, and C. The addition of controlled amounts of nitrogen (<.5%) is reported to improve physical properties. Titanium is also used as a removable partial denture (RPD) frame material; however, production difficulties continue to hinder its widespread use. The dentist should become familiar with the alloy used by her/his laboratory and should closely monitor fit, density, and rigidity.

The following are comparable characteristics of gold alloys and chromium-cobalt alloys: (1) each is well tolerated by oral tissues; (2) they are equally acceptable esthetically; (3) enamel abrasion by either alloy is insignificant on vertical tooth surfaces; (4) a low-fusing chrome-cobalt alloy or gold alloy can be cast to wrought wire, and wrought-wire components may be soldered to either gold or chrome-cobalt alloys (these characteristics are important in overcoming the objection by some dentists to the increased stiffness of chromium-cobalt alloys for the portions of direct retainers that must engage an undercut of the abutment tooth); (5) the accuracy obtainable in casting either alloy is clinically acceptable under strictly controlled investing and casting procedures; and (6) soldering procedures for the repair of frameworks can be performed on each alloy.

#### Comparative Physical Properties of Gold and Chromium-Cobalt

Chromium-cobalt alloys generally have less yield strength when compared with gold alloys used for removable partial dentures. Yield strength is the greatest amount of stress an
alloy will withstand and still return to its original shape in an unweakened condition. Possessing a lower proportional limit, the chromium-cobalt alloys will deform permanently at lower loads than gold alloys. Therefore the dentist must design the chromium-cobalt framework so that the degree of deformation expected in a direct retainer is less than a comparable degree of deformation for a gold component. The modulus of elasticity refers to the stiffness of an alloy. Gold alloys have a modulus of elasticity approximately one-half that for chromium-cobalt alloys for similar uses. The greater stiffness of the chromium-cobalt alloy is advantageous but at the same time offers disadvantages. Greater rigidity can be obtained with the chromium-cobalt alloy in reduced sections in which cross-arch stabilization is required, thereby eliminating an appreciable bulk of the framework. Its greater rigidity is also an advantage when the greatest undercut that can be found on an abutment tooth is in the nature of 0.05 inch. A gold retentive element would not be as efficient in retaining the restoration under such conditions as would the chromium-cobalt clasp arm.

A high yield strength and a low modulus of elasticity produce greater flexibility. The gold alloys are approximately twice as flexible as the chromium-cobalt alloys; in many instances, this provides a distinct advantage in the optimum location of retentive elements of the framework. The greater flexibility of the gold alloys usually permits location of the tips of retainer arms in the gingival third of the abutment tooth. The stiffness of chromium-cobalt alloys can be overcome by including wrought-wire retentive elements in the framework.

The bulk of a retentive clasp arm for a removable partial denture is often reduced for greater flexibility when chromium-cobalt alloys are used as opposed to gold alloys. This, however, is inadvisable because the grain size of chromium-cobalt alloys is usually larger and is associated with a lower proportional limit, and so a decrease in the bulk of chromium-cobalt cast claps increases the likelihood of fracture or permanent deformation. The retentive clasp arms for both alloys should be approximately the same size, but the depth of undercut used for retention must be reduced by one half when chromium-cobalt is the choice of alloys. Chromium-cobalt alloys are reported to work/harden more rapidly than gold alloys, and this, associated with coarse grain size, may lead to failure in service. When adjustments by bending are necessary, they must be executed with extreme caution and limited optimism.

Chromium-cobalt alloys have a lower density (weight) than gold alloys in comparable sections and therefore are about one half as heavy as gold alloys. The weight of the alloy in most instances is not a valid criterion for selection of one metal over another because after placement of a removable partial denture, the patient seldom notices the weight of the restoration. The comparable lightness of chromium-cobalt alloys, however, is an advantage when full palatal coverage is indicated for the bilateral distal extension removable partial denture. Weight is a factor that must be considered when the force of gravity must be overcome, so that usually passive direct retainers will not be activated constantly to the detriment of abutment teeth.

The hardness of chromium-cobalt alloys presents a disadvantage when a component of the framework, such as a rest, is opposed by a natural tooth or by one that has been restored. We have observed more wear of natural teeth opposed by some of the various chromium-cobalt alloys as contrasted with type IV gold alloys.

It has been observed that gold frameworks for removable partial dentures are more prone to produce uncomfortable galvanic shock to abutment teeth restored with silver amalgam than are frameworks made of chromium-cobalt alloy. This may not be a valid criterion for the selection of a particular alloy when the dentist has complete control over the choice of restorative materials.

Commercially pure (CP) titanium and titanium in alloys containing aluminum and vanadium, or palladium (Ti-O-Pd), should be considered potential future materials for removable partial denture frameworks. Their versatility and well-known biocompatibility are promising; however, long-term clinical trials are needed to validate their potential usefulness. Currently, when CP titanium is cast under dental conditions, the material properties change dramatically. During the casting procedure, the high affinity of the liquid metal for elements such as oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen results in their incorporation from the atmosphere. As interstitial alloying elements, their deleterious effect on mechanical properties is a problem. Also, reactions between molten titanium metal and the investment refractory produce gases, which cause porosity. With alpha-beta alloys, such as Ti-6Al-4V, a surface skin of alpha titanium can form (alpha-case zone), which has a tremendous effect on electrochemical behavior and mechanical properties. This could be important for small thin structures, such as clasp assemblies and major and minor connectors. The CP grades of titanium have yield strengths that are too low for clinical use as clasp (450 MPa minimum), although the ductility is high. The much higher yield strengths of the Ti-6Al-4V alloys are the same as that of a typical bench-cooled cobalt-chromium alloy, but with far superior ductility. The typical Young’s modulus of elasticity of titanium alloy is half that of cobalt-chromium and just slightly higher than that of type IV gold alloys. This would require a different approach to clasp design than is used with cobalt-chromium alloys, and would present some advantages. Wrought titanium alloy wires are also flexible because of the same low elastic modulus. Beta alloys, which are used in orthodontics, have two-thirds the elastic modulus of CP titanium and Ti-6Al-4V. The joining of titanium by brazing is a problem because like-casting inert atmospheres must be used. The corrosion and fatigue behavior of brazed joints has yet to be tested for long-term corrosion resistance and...
clinical efficacy. Clinical use has demonstrated reasonable short-term results, but laboratory fabrication difficulties need to be addressed, and long-term advantages over existing alloys must be demonstrated before titanium will gain broad clinical use.

**Wrought Wire: Selection and Quality Control**

Wrought-wire direct retainer arms may be attached to the restoration by embedding a portion of the wire in a resin denture base, by soldering to the fabricated framework, or by casting the framework to a wire embedded in the wax pattern (Figure 12-25). The physical (mechanical) properties of available wrought wires are most important considerations when a proper wire for the desired method of attachment is selected. These properties include yield strength or proportional limit, percentage elongation, tensile strength, and fusion temperature. After the wire is selected, the procedures to which the wire is subjected in fabricating the restoration become critical. Improper laboratory procedures can diminish certain desirable physical properties of the wrought structure, rendering it relatively useless for its intended purpose. For example, when wrought wire is heated, as in a cast-to or soldering procedure, its physical properties and microstructure may be considerably altered, depending on temperature, heating time, and cooling operation. All manufacturers of wrought forms for dental applications furnish charts listing their products and the physical properties of each product. The percentage of noble metals is given. In addition, most manufacturers designate wires that may be used in a cast-to procedure. American Dental Association (ADA) Specification No. 7 addresses itself to wrought gold wire in terms of both content and minimum physical properties (Table 12-1).

The tensile strength of the wrought structure is approximately 25% greater than that of the cast alloy from which it was made. The wrought structure’s hardness and strength are also greater. This means that a wrought structure that has a smaller cross section than a cast structure may be used as a retainer arm (retentive) to perform the same function. It has been suggested that a minimum yield strength of 60,000 psi is required for the retentive element of a direct retainer. A percentage elongation of less than 6% is indicative that a wrought wire may not be amenable to contouring without attendant undesirable changes in microstructure.

Regardless of the method of attaching the wrought-wire retainer that is used, that is, embedding, soldering, or cast-to, tapering the wrought arm seems most rational. A retainer arm is in essence a cantilever that can be made more serviceable and efficient by tapering. Tapering to 0.8 mm permits more uniform distribution of service stresses throughout the length of the arm, being readily demonstrated by photoelastic stress analysis. Uniform tapering of an 18-gauge, round wire arm can be accomplished by rapidly rotating the wire in angled contact with an abrasive disk in the dental lathe. It is then polished by rotating the wire in angled contact with a mildly abrasive rubber disk in the dental lathe. The appropriate taper is shown in Figure 12-26.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12-1</th>
<th>Comparative Specifications Contained in ADA Specification No. 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content of metals of the gold, platinum group (minimum)</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum fusion temperature (°F)</td>
<td>1742° F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum yield point value (hardened or oven cooled) (psi)</td>
<td>125,000 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum elongation (hardened)</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum elongation (softened)</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADA, American Dental Association.
SUMMARY

In selecting materials, it must be remembered that fundamentals do not change. These are inviolable. It is only methods, procedures, and substances—by which the dentist effects the best possible end result—that change. The responsibility of the decision still rests with the dentist, who must evaluate all factors in relation to the results desired. In any instance therefore, the dentist must weigh the problems involved, compare and evaluate the characteristics of different potential materials, and then make a decision that leads to delivery of the greatest possible service to the patient.
CHAPTER 13

Preparation of the Mouth for Removable Partial Dentures

The preparation of the mouth is fundamental to a successful removable partial denture service. Mouth preparation, perhaps more than any other single factor, contributes to the philosophy that the prescribed prosthesis not only must replace what is missing but also must preserve the remaining tissues and structures that will enhance the removable partial denture.

Mouth preparation follows the preliminary diagnosis and the development of a tentative treatment plan. Final treatment planning may be deferred until the response to the preparatory procedures can be ascertained. In general, mouth preparation includes procedures in four categories: oral surgical preparation, conditioning of abused and irritated tissues, periodontal preparation, and preparation of abutment teeth. The objectives of the procedures involved in all four areas are to return the mouth to optimum health and to eliminate any condition that would be detrimental to the success of the removable partial denture.

Naturally, mouth preparation must be accomplished before the impression procedures are performed that will produce the master cast on which the removable partial denture will be fabricated. Oral surgical and periodontal procedures should precede abutment tooth preparation and should be completed far enough in advance to allow the necessary healing period. If at all possible, at least 6 weeks, and preferably 3 to 6 months, should be provided between surgical and restorative dentistry procedures. This depends on the extent of the surgery and its impact on the overall support, stability, and retention of the proposed prosthesis.
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ORAL SURGICAL PREPARATION

As a rule, all pre-prosthetic surgical treatment for the removable partial denture patient should be completed as early as possible. When possible, necessary endodontic surgery, peri-
odontal surgery, and oral surgery should be planned, so that they can be completed during the same time frame. The longer the interval between the surgery and the impression procedure, the more complete the healing and consequently the more stable the denture-bearing areas.

A variety of oral surgical techniques can prove beneficial to the clinician in preparing the patient for prosthetic replacements. However, it is not the purpose of this section to present the details of surgical correction. Rather, attention is called to some of the more common oral conditions or changes in which surgical intervention is indicated as an aid to removable partial denture design and fabrication, and as an aid to the successful function of the restoration. Additional information regarding the techniques used is available in oral surgery texts and journal publications. It is important to emphasize, however, that the dentist who is providing the removable partial denture treatment bears the responsibility for ensuring that the necessary surgical procedures are accomplished in accordance with the treatment plan. Measures to control apprehension, including the use of intravenous and inhalation agents, have made the most extensive surgery acceptable to patients. Whether the dentist chooses to perform these procedures or elects to refer the patient to someone more qualified is immaterial. The important consideration is that the patient should not be deprived of any treatment that would enhance the success of the removable partial denture.

**Extractions**

Planned extractions should occur early in the treatment regimen but not before a careful and thorough evaluation of each remaining tooth in the dental arch is completed (Figure 13-1). Regardless of its condition, each tooth must be evaluated in terms of its strategic importance and its potential contribution to the success of the removable partial denture. With the knowledge and technical capability available in dentistry today, almost any tooth may be salvaged if its retention is sufficiently important to warrant the procedures necessary. On the other hand, heroic attempts to salvage seriously involved teeth or those of doubtful prognosis for which retention would contribute little if anything, even if successfully treated and maintained, are contraindicated. Extraction of nonstrategic teeth that would present complications or those that may be detrimental to the design of the removable partial denture is a necessary part of the overall treatment plan.

**Removal of Residual Roots**

Generally, all retained roots or root fragments should be removed. This is particularly true if they are in close proximity to the tissue surface, or if associated pathologic findings are evident. Residual roots adjacent to the abutment teeth may contribute to the progression of periodontal pockets and compromise the results of subsequent periodontal therapy. Removal of root tips can be accomplished from the facial or palatal surfaces without resulting in a reduction of alveolar ridge height or endangering adjacent teeth (Figure 13-2).

**Impacted Teeth**

All impacted teeth, including those in edentulous areas, as well as those adjacent to abutment teeth, should be considered for removal. The periodontal implications of impacted teeth adjacent to abutments are similar to those for retained roots. These teeth are often neglected until serious periodontal implications arise.
The skeletal structure of the body changes with age. Asymptomatic impacted teeth in the elderly that are covered with bone, with no evidence of a pathologic condition, should be left to preserve the arch morphology. If an impacted tooth is left, this should be recorded in the patient’s record, and the patient should be informed of its presence. Roentgenograms should be taken at reasonable intervals to ensure that no adverse changes occur.

Alterations that affect the jaws can result in minute exposures of impacted teeth to the oral cavity via sinus tracts. Resultant infections can cause considerable bone destruction and serious illness for persons who are elderly and not physically able to tolerate the debilitation. Early elective removal of impactions prevents later serious acute and chronic infection with extensive bone loss. Any impacted teeth that can be reached with a periodontal probe must be removed to treat the periodontal pocket and prevent more extensive damage (Figure 13-3).

**Malposed Teeth**

The loss of individual teeth or groups of teeth may lead to extrusion, drifting, or combinations of malpositioning of remaining teeth (Figure 13-4). In most instances, the alveolar bone supporting extruded teeth will be carried occlusally as the teeth continue to erupt. Orthodontics may be useful in correcting many occlusal discrepancies, but for some patients, such treatment may not be practical because of lack of teeth for anchorage of the orthodontic appliances or for other reasons. In such situations, individual teeth or groups of teeth and their supporting alveolar bone can be surgically repositioned. This type of surgery can be accomplished in an outpatient setting and should be given serious consideration before additional teeth are condemned or the design of removable partial dentures is compromised.

**Cysts and Odontogenic Tumors**

Panoramic roentgenograms of the jaws are recommended to survey the jaws for unsuspected pathologic conditions.
When a suspicious area appears on the survey film, a periapical roentgenogram should be taken to confirm or deny the presence of a lesion. All radioluencies or radiopacities observed in the jaws should be investigated. Although the diagnosis may appear obvious from clinical and roentgenographic examinations, the dentist should confirm the diagnosis through appropriate consultation and, if necessary, perform a biopsy of the area and submit the specimens to a pathologist for microscopic study. The patient should be informed of the diagnosis and provided with various options for resolution of the abnormality as confirmed by the pathologist’s report.

**Exostoses and Tori**

The existence of abnormal bony enlargements should not be allowed to compromise the design of the removable partial denture (Figure 13-5). Although modification of denture design can, at times, accommodate for exostoses, more frequently this results in additional stress to the supporting elements and compromised function. The removal of exostoses and tori is not a complex procedure, and the advantages to be realized from such removal are great in contrast to the deleterious effects that their continued presence can create. Ordinarily the mucosa covering bony protuberances is extremely thin and friable. Removable partial denture components in proximity to this type of tissue may cause irritation and chronic ulceration. Also, exostoses approximating gingival margins may complicate the maintenance of periodontal health and lead to the eventual loss of strategic abutment teeth.

**Hyperplastic Tissue**

Hyperplastic tissues are seen in the form of fibrous tuberosities, soft flabby ridges, folds of redundant tissue in the vestibule or floor of the mouth, and palatal papillomatosis (Figure 13-6). All these forms of excess tissue should be removed to provide a firm base for the denture. This removal will produce a more stable denture, will reduce stress and strain on the supporting teeth and tissues, and in many instances will provide a more favorable orientation of the occlusal plane and arch form for the arrangement of the artificial teeth. Appropriate surgical approaches should not reduce vestibular depth. Hyperplastic tissue can be removed with any preferred combination of scalpel, curette, electrosurgery, or laser. Some form of surgical stent should always be considered for these patients, so that the period of healing is more comfortable. An old removable partial denture properly modified can serve as a surgical stent. Although hyperplastic tissue has no great malignant propensity, all such excised tissue should be sent to an oral pathologist for microscopic study.

**Muscle Attachments and Frena**

As a result of the loss of bone height, muscle attachments may insert on or near the residual ridge crest. The mylohyoid, buccinator, mentalis, and genioglossus muscles are most likely to introduce problems of this nature. In addition to the problem of the attachments of the muscles themselves, the mentalis and genioglossus muscles occasionally produce
bony protuberances at their attachments that may also interfere with removable partial denture design. Appropriate ridge extension procedures can reposition attachments and remove bony spines, which will enhance the comfort and function of the removable partial denture.

Repositioning of the mylohyoid muscle is successfully achieved by several methods. The genioglossus muscle is more difficult to reposition, but careful surgery can reduce the prominence of the genial tubercles, as well as provide some sulcus depth in the anterior lingual area.

Surgical procedures that use skin or mucosal grafts have largely replaced secondary epithelialization procedures for the facial aspect of the mandible. Mucosal grafts that use the palate as a donor site offer the best possibility for success; transplanted skin can be used when large areas must be grafted.

The maxillary labial and mandibular lingual frenae are the most common sources of frenum interference with denture design. These can be modified easily through any of several surgical procedures. Under no circumstances should a frenum be allowed to compromise the design or comfort of a removable partial denture.

Bony Spines and Knife-Edge Ridges
Sharp bony spicules should be removed and knifelike crests gently rounded. These procedures should be carried out with minimum bone loss. If, however, correction of a knife-edge residual crest results in insufficient ridge support for the denture base, the dentist should resort to vestibular deepening for correction of the deficiency or insertion of the various bone grafting materials that have demonstrated successful clinical trials.

Polyps, Papillomas, and Traumatic Hemangiomas
All abnormal soft tissue lesions should be excised and submitted for pathologic examination before a removable partial denture is fabricated. Even though the patient may relate a history of the condition’s having been present for an indefinite period, its removal is indicated. New or additional stimulation to the area introduced by the prosthesis may produce discomfort or even malignant changes in the tumor.

Hyperkeratoses, Erythroplasia, and Ulcerations
All abnormal white, red, or ulcerative lesions should be investigated, regardless of their relationship to the proposed denture base or framework. A biopsy of areas larger than 5 mm should be completed, and if the lesions are large (over 2 cm in diameter), multiple biopsies should be taken. The biopsy report will determine whether the margins of the tissue to be excised can be wide or narrow. The lesions should be removed and healing accomplished before the removable partial denture is fabricated. On occasion, such as after irradiation treatment or the excoriation of erosive lichen planus, the removable partial denture design will have to be radically modified to avoid areas of possible sensitivity.

Dentofacial Deformity
Patients with a dentofacial deformity often have multiple missing teeth as part of their problem. Correction of the jaw deformity can simplify the dental rehabilitation. Before specific problems with the dentition can be corrected, the patient’s overall problem must be evaluated thoroughly. Several dental professionals (prosthodontist, oral surgeon, periodontist, orthodontist, general dentist) may play a role in the patient’s treatment. These individuals must be involved in producing the diagnostic database and in planning treatment for the patient. Information obtained from a general patient evaluation done to determine the patient’s health status, a clinical evaluation directed toward facial esthetics and the status of the teeth and oral soft tissues, and analysis of appropriate diagnostic records can be used to produce a database. From this database, the patient’s problems can be enumerated, with the most severe problem being placed at the top of the list. Other identified problems would follow in order of their severity. It is only after this step that input from several dentists can provide a correctly sequenced final treatment plan for the patient.

Surgical correction of a jaw deformity can be made in horizontal, sagittal, or frontal planes. The mandible and maxillae may be positioned anteriorly or posteriorly, and their relationship to the facial planes may be surgically altered to achieve improved appearance. Replacement of missing teeth and development of a harmonious occlusion are almost always major problems in treating these patients.

Osseointegrated Devices
A number of implant devices to support the replacement of teeth have been introduced to the dental profession. These devices offer a significant stabilizing effect on dental prostheses through a rigid connection to living bone. The system that pioneered clinical prosthodontic applications with the use of commercially pure (CP) titanium endosseous implants is that of Brånemark and coworkers (Figure 13-7). This titanium implant was designed to provide a direct titanium-to-bone interface (osseointegrated), with basic laboratory and clinical results supporting the value of this procedure.

Implants are carefully placed using controlled surgical procedures and, in general, bone healing to the device is allowed to occur before a dental prosthesis is fabricated. Long-term clinical research has demonstrated good results for the treatment of complete and partially edentulous dental patients using dental implants. Although research on implant applications with removable partial dentures has been very limited, the inclusion of strategically placed implants can significantly control prosthesis movement (See Chapter 25, Figures 13-8 through 13-10).

Augmentation of Alveolar Bone
Considerable attention has been devoted to ridge augmentation with the use of autogenous and alloplastic materials,
especially in preparation for implant placement. Larger ridge volume gains necessitate consideration of autogenous grafts; however, these procedures are accompanied by concerns for surgical morbidity. Alloplastic materials have displayed short-term success; however, no randomized controlled trials have been conducted to provide evidence of long-term increases in ridge width and height for removable prostheses.

Clinical results depend on careful evaluation of the need for augmentation, the projected volume of required mate-

---

**Figure 13-7** A, Brånemark system components. From lower to upper: implant, cover screws, abutment, abutment screw, gold cylinder, and gold screw. B, Basic procedures in second-stage surgery: (1) exploration to locate cover screw; (2) removal of soft tissue; (3) removal of bony tissue; (4) removal of cover screw; (5) use of depth gauge to measure the amount of soft tissue; (6) abutment connection; and (7) placement of healing cap. C, Diagram of freestanding three-unit fixed partial denture supported by two osseointegrated implants that restore the extension base area, which would have been restored with a Class II removable partial denture if implants had not been used. (A and C redrawn from Hobo S, Ichida E, Garcia LT: *Osseointegration and occlusal rehabilitation*, Tokyo, Japan Quintessence, 1989.)
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Many removable partial denture patients require some conditioning of supporting tissues in edentulous areas before the final impression phase of treatment begins. Patients who require conditioning treatment often demonstrate the following symptoms:

1. Inflammation and irritation of the mucosa covering denture-bearing areas (Figure 13-11)
2. Distortion of normal anatomic structures, such as incisive papillae, rugae, and retromolar pads

Careful clinical judgment with sound surgical and prosthetic principles must be exercised.
Figure 13-10  A, A Class II, modification 1 maxillary arch with a posterior implant at the distal location of the extension base. B, Maxillary gold framework with broad palatal coverage, maximum stabilization through palatal contacts of multiple maxillary teeth, and implant position at the distal extension base. A single implant should be protected from excessive occlusal forces; consequently the broad palatal coverage and maximum bracing are important features of the overall design. The ball attachment abutment was used for retentive purposes. C, Occlusal view of the prosthesis with implant (see A), which provides improved retention to the distal extension base. (Courtesy Dr. James Taylor, Ottawa, Ontario.)

Figure 13-11  A, Inflamed and distorted denture bearing mucosa due to an ill-fitting prosthesis that is worn 24 hours a day. B, After the tissue abuse is treated via modification of the denture base with a tissue conditioning resilient liner material, the prosthesis is removed for portions of the day, and the abused tissue is massaged, the denture bearing foundation is healthy again.
3. A burning sensation in residual ridge areas, the tongue, and the cheeks and lips

These conditions are usually associated with ill-fitting or poorly occluding removable partial dentures. However, nutritional deficiencies, endocrine imbalances, severe health problems (diabetes or blood dyscrasias), and bruxism must be considered in a differential diagnosis.

If the use of a new removable partial denture or the relining of a present denture is attempted without first correcting these conditions, the chances for successful treatment will be compromised because the same old problems will be perpetuated. The patient must be made to realize that fabrication of a new prosthesis should be delayed until the oral tissues can be returned to a healthy state. If there are unresolved systemic problems, removable partial denture treatment will usually result in failure or limited success.

The first treatment procedure should consist of immediate institution of a good home care program. A suggested home care program includes rinsing the mouth three times a day with a prescribed saline solution; massaging the residual ridge areas, palate, and tongue with a soft toothbrush; removing the prosthesis at night; and using a prescribed therapeutic multiple vitamin along with a prescribed high-protein, low-carbohydrate diet. Some inflammatory oral conditions caused by ill-fitting dentures can be resolved by removing the dentures for extended periods. However, few patients are willing to undergo such inconveniences.

**Use of Tissue Conditioning Materials**

The tissue conditioning materials are elastopolymers that continue to flow for an extended period, permitting distorted tissues to rebound and assume their normal form. These soft materials apparently have a massaging effect on irritated mucosa, and because they are soft, occlusal forces are probably more evenly distributed.

Maximum benefit from using tissue conditioning materials may be obtained by (1) eliminating deflective or interfering occlusal contacts of old dentures (by remounting in an articulator if necessary); (2) extending denture bases to proper form to enhance support, retention, and stability (Figure 13-12); (3) relieving the tissue side of denture bases sufficiently (2 mm) to provide space for even thickness and distribution of conditioning material; (4) applying the material in amounts sufficient to provide support and a cushioning effect (Figure 13-13); and (5) following the manufacturer’s directions for manipulation and placement of the conditioning material.

The conditioning procedure should be repeated until the supporting tissues display an undistorted and healthy appearance. Many dentists find that intervals of 4 to 7 days between changes of the conditioning material are clinically acceptable. Improvement in irritated and distorted tissues is usually noted within a few visits, and in some patients a dramatic improvement will be seen. Usually three or four changes of the conditioning material are adequate, but in some instances additional changes are required. If positive results are not seen within 3 to 4 weeks, one should suspect more serious health problems and request a consultation from a physician.
**PERIODONTAL PREPARATION**

Periodontal preparation of the mouth usually follows any oral surgical procedure and is performed simultaneously with tissue conditioning procedures. Ordinarily, tooth extraction and removal of impacted teeth and retained roots or fragments are accomplished before definitive periodontal therapy is provided. However, it is strongly recommended that a gross debridement be performed before tooth extraction when patients present with significant calculus accumulation. This helps limit the possibility of accidentally dislodging a piece of calculus into the extraction socket, which could lead to an infection. Elimination of exostoses, tori, hyperplastic tissue, muscle attachments, and frenum, on the other hand, can be incorporated with periodontal surgical techniques. In any situation, periodontal therapy should be completed before restorative dentistry procedures are begun for any dental patient. This is particularly true when a removable partial denture is contemplated because the ultimate success of this restoration depends directly on the health and integrity of the supporting structures of the remaining teeth. The periodontal health of the remaining teeth, especially those to be used as abutments, must be evaluated carefully by the dentist and corrective measures instituted before a removable partial denture is fabricated. It has been demonstrated that following periodontal therapy and with a good recall and oral hygiene program, properly designed removable partial dentures will not adversely affect the progression of periodontal disease or carious lesions.

This discussion attempts to demonstrate how periodontal procedures affect diagnosis and treatment planning in a removable partial denture service rather than how the procedures are actually accomplished. For technical details, the reader is referred to any of several excellent textbooks on periodontics.

**Objectives of Periodontal Therapy**

The objective of periodontal therapy is the return to health of supporting structures of the teeth, creating an environment in which the periodontium may be maintained. The specific criteria for satisfying this objective are as follows:

1. Removal and control of all etiologic factors contributing to periodontal disease along with reduction or elimination of bleeding on probing
2. Elimination of, or reduction in, the pocket depth of all pockets with the establishment of healthy gingival sulci whenever possible
3. Establishment of functional atraumatic occlusal relationships and tooth stability
4. Development of a personalized plaque control program and a definitive maintenance schedule

Complete periodontal charting that includes the recording of pocket depths, assessment of attachment levels, and recording of furcation involvements, mucogingival problems, and tooth mobility should be performed. Determining the severity of periodontal disease should also include the use of appropriate radiographs. The dentist who is considering removable partial denture fabrication must be certain that these criteria have been satisfied before continuing with impression procedures for the master cast.

**Periodontal Diagnosis and Treatment Planning**

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of periodontal diseases is based on a systematic and carefully accomplished examination of the periodontium. It follows the procurement of the health history of the patient and is performed with direct vision, palpation, a periodontal probe, a mouth mirror, and other auxiliary aids, such as curved explorers, furcation probes, diagnostic casts, and appropriate radiographs.

In the examination procedure, nothing is as important as careful exploration of the gingival sulcus and recording of the probing pocket depth and sites that bleed on probing with a suitably designed periodontal probe. Under no circumstances should removable partial denture fabrication begin without an accurate appraisal of sulcus/pocket depth and health. The probe is positioned as close to parallel to the long axis of the tooth as possible and is inserted gently between the gingival margin and the tooth surface, and the depth of the sulcus/pocket is determined circumferentially around each tooth. At least six probing depth readings are recorded on the patient’s chart for each tooth. Usually depths are recorded for the distobuccal, buccal, mesiobuccal, distolingual, lingual, and mesiolingual aspects of each tooth. Sulfuric health can also be assessed by the presence or absence of bleeding upon probing.

Dental radiographs can be used to supplement the clinical examination but should not be used as a substitute for it. A critical evaluation of the following factors should be made:

1. Type, location, and severity of bone loss;
2. Location, severity, and distribution of furcation involvements;
3. Alterations of the periodontal ligament space;
4. Alterations of the lamina dura;
5. The presence of calcified deposits;
6. The location and conformity of restorative margins;
7. Evaluation of crown and root morphologies;
8. Root proximity;
9. Caries; and
10. Evaluation of other associated anatomic features, such as the mandibular canal or sinus proximity.

This information serves to substantiate the impression gained from the clinical examination.

Each tooth should be evaluated carefully for mobility. Unfortunately, there is no universally accepted standard for mobility. In general, mobility is graded according to the ease and extent of tooth movement. Normal mobility is in the order of 0.05 to 0.10 mm. Grade I mobility is present when less than 1 mm of movement occurs in a bucco-lingual direction; grade II is present when mobility in the bucco-lingual direction is between 1 and 2 mm; grade III is present...
when greater than 2 mm of mobility occurs in the bucco-lingual direction and/or the tooth is vertically depressible. Tooth mobility is an indication of the condition of the supporting structures, namely, the periodontium, and usually is caused by inflammatory changes in the periodontal ligament, traumatic occlusion, loss of attachment, or a combination of the three factors. The degree of mobility present, coupled with a determination of the causative factors responsible, provides additional information that is invaluable in planning for the removable partial denture. If the causative factor can be removed, many grade I and grade II mobile teeth can become stable and may be used successfully to help support, stabilize, and retain the removable partial denture. Mobility in itself is not an indication for extraction unless the mobile tooth cannot aid in support or stability of the removable partial denture, or mobility cannot be reduced. (Grade III usually cannot be reversed and will not provide support or stability.)

**Treatment Planning**

Depending on the extent and severity of the periodontal changes present, a variety of therapeutic procedures ranging from simple to relatively complex may be indicated. As was the situation with the previously discussed oral surgical procedures, it is the responsibility of the dentist rendering the removable partial denture treatment to see that the required periodontal care is accomplished for the patient. Periodontal treatment planning can usually be divided into three phases. The first phase is considered disease control or initial therapy because the objective is to essentially eliminate or reduce local causative factors before any periodontal surgical procedures are accomplished. The procedures that are accomplished as part of the initial preparation phase include oral hygiene instruction, scaling, and root planing and polishing, as well as endodontics, occlusal adjustment, and temporary splinting, if indicated. In many instances, carefully performed scaling and root planing combined with excellent patient compliance may negate the need for periodontal surgery.

During the second, or periodontal, surgical phase, any needed periodontal surgery, such as free gingival grafts, osseous grafts, or pocket reduction, is accomplished. It is advisable to discuss the possible need for these treatment procedures with the patient at the initial examination appointment or during the initial phase of therapy, as this will likely involve referral of the patient to a periodontist. The maintenance of periodontal health is accomplished in phase 3 and is always ongoing. A definitive recall schedule should be established with the patient and is usually kept at 3- to 4-month intervals.

**Initial Disease Control Therapy (Phase 1)**

**Oral Hygiene Instruction**

Ordinarily, dental treatment should be introduced to the patient through instruction provided in a carefully devised oral hygiene regimen. The cooperation witnessed by the patient’s acceptance and compliance with the prescribed procedure, as evidenced by improved oral hygiene, will provide the dentist with a valuable means of evaluating that patient’s interest and the long-term prognosis of treatment.

For the oral hygiene routine to be successful, the patient must be convinced to follow the prescribed procedure regularly and conscientiously. The most effective motivation techniques require a good understanding by the patient of his/her periodontal condition. Only then can the benefits of routine treatment become evident. Hence, an explanation of dental/periodontal disease, including its causes, initiation, and progression, is an important component of oral hygiene instruction. After this discussion, the patient should be instructed on the use of disclosing wafers/tablets, a soft/medium-bristle toothbrush, and unwaxed/waxed dental floss. At subsequent appointments, oral hygiene can be evaluated carefully, and other oral hygiene aids such as an interdental and/or sulcular brushes can be incorporated as needed. Further treatment should be withheld until a satisfactory level of plaque control has been achieved. This is a particularly critical point for the patient who requires extensive restorative dentistry or a removable partial denture. Without good oral hygiene, any dental procedure, regardless of how well it is performed, is ultimately doomed to failure. The informed dentist insists that acceptable oral hygiene is demonstrated and maintained before embarking on an extensive restorative dentistry treatment plan.

**Scaling and Root Planing**

One of the most important services rendered to the patient is the removal of calculus and plaque deposits from the coronal and root surfaces of the teeth. Careful scaling and root planing are fundamental to the reestablishment of periodontal health. Without meticulous removal of calculus, plaque, and toxic material in the cementum, other forms of periodontal therapy cannot be successful.

The use of ultrasonic instrumentation for calculus removal followed by root planing with sharp periodontal curettes is recommended. The curette is designed specifically for root planing and, when used correctly in combination with ultrasonic instrumentation, results in calculus removal and root surface decontamination. Thorough scaling and root planing should precede definitive surgical periodontal procedures that may be indicated before removable partial denture fabrication.

**Elimination of Local Irritating Factors Other Than Calculus**

Overhanging restoration margins and open contacts that allow food impaction should be corrected before definitive prosthetic treatment is begun. Although periodontal health predisposes to a much better environment for restorative procedures, it is not always possible or prudent to delay all restorative procedures until complete periodontal therapy and healing have occurred. This is especially true for patients...
with severe carious lesions in which pulpal involvement is likely. Excavation of these areas and placement of adequate restorations must be incorporated early in treatment. The placement of temporary or treatment fillings must not, in itself, become a local causative factor.

Elimination of Gross Occlusal Interferences
Bacterial plaque accumulations and calculus deposits are the primary factors involved in the initiation and progression of inflammatory periodontal disease. However, poor restorative dentistry can contribute to damage of the periodontium, and poor occlusal relationships may act as another factor that contributes to more rapid loss of periodontal attachment. Although occlusal interferences may be eliminated through a variety of techniques, at this stage of treatment, selective grinding is the procedure generally applied. Particular attention is directed to the occlusal relationships of mobile teeth. Traumatic cuspal interferences are removed by a selective grinding procedure. An attempt is made to establish a positive planned intercuspal position that coincides with centric relation. Deflective contacts in the centric path of closure are removed, eliminating mandibular displacement from the closing pattern. After this, the relationship of the teeth in various excursive movements of the mandible is observed, with special attention to cuspal contact, wear, mobility, and roentgenographic changes in the periodontium. The presence of working and nonworking interferences should be evaluated; if present, they should be removed.

The mere presence of occlusal abnormalities, in the absence of demonstrable pathologic change associated with the occlusion, does not necessarily constitute an indication for selective grinding. The indication for occlusal adjustment is based on the presence of a pathologic condition rather than on a preconceived articulation pattern. In the natural dentition, attempts to create bilateral balance, in the prosthetic sense, have no place in the occlusal adjustment procedure. Bilateral balanced occlusion not only is difficult to obtain in a natural dentition but also is apparently unnecessary in view of its absence in most normal healthy mouths. Occlusion on natural teeth needs to be perfected only to the point at which cuspal interference within the patient’s functional range of contact is eliminated and normal physiologic function can occur.

Guide to Occlusal Adjustment
Schuyler has provided the following guide to occlusal adjustment by selective grinding*:

In the study or evaluation of occlusal disharmony of the natural dentition, accurately mounted diagnostic casts are extremely helpful, if not essential, in determining static cusp-to-fossa contacts of opposing teeth and as a guide in the correction of occlusal anomalies in both centric and eccentric functional relations. Occlusion can be coordinated only by selective spot grinding. Ground tooth surfaces should be subsequently smoothed and polished.

1. A static coordinated occlusal contact of the maximum number of teeth (maximum intercuspbral position) when the mandible is in centric relation to the maxilla should be the first objective.
   a. A prematurely contacting cusp should be reduced only if the cusp point is in premature contact in both centric and eccentric relations. If a cusp point is in premature contact in centric relation only, the opposing sulcus should be deepened.
   b. When anterior teeth are in premature contact in centric relation, or in both centric and eccentric relations, corrections should be made by grinding the incisal edges of the mandibular teeth. If premature contact occurs only in the eccentric relation, correction must be made by grinding the lingual inclines of the maxillary teeth.
   c. Usually, premature contacts in centric relation are relieved by grinding the buccal cusps of mandibular teeth, the lingual cusps of maxillary teeth, and the incisal edges of mandibular anterior teeth. Deepening the fossa of a posterior tooth or the lingual contact area in the centric relation of a maxillary anterior tooth changes and increases the steepness of the eccentric guiding inclines of the tooth; although this relieves trauma in centric relation, it may predispose the tooth to trauma in eccentric relations.

2. After establishing a static, even distribution of stress over the maximum number of teeth in centric relation, we are ready to evaluate opposing tooth contact or lack of contact in eccentric functional relations. Our attention is directed first to balancing side contacts. In extreme cases of pathologic balancing contacts, relief may be needed even before corrective procedures in centric relation are performed. Where balancing contacts exist, it is extremely difficult to differentiate the harmless from the destructive because we cannot visualize the influence of these fulcrum contacts on the functional movements of the condyle in the articular fossa. Subluxation, pain, lack of normal functional movement of the joint, or loss of alveolar support of the teeth involved may be evidence of excessive balancing contacts. Balancing side contacts receive less frictional wear than working side contacts, and premature contacts may develop progressively with wear. A reduction in the steepness of guiding tooth inclines on the working side will increase the proximity of the teeth on the balancing side and may contribute to destructive prematurities. In all corrective grinding to relieve premature or excessive contacts in eccentric relations, care must be exercised to avoid the loss of a static supporting contact in centric relation. This static support in centric relation may exist with the mandibular buccal cusp fitting into the central fossa of the maxillary tooth or with the maxillary lingual cusp fitting into the central fossa of the mandibu-

*Courtesy Dr. C.H. Schuyler, Montclair, NJ.
6. The cause of the mobility must be determined and then a decision made for elimination of the causative factors. The response of these teeth to temporary immobilization followed by appropriate treatment may be helpful in establishing a prognosis for them and may lead to a rational decision as to whether they should be retained or sacrificed. Secondary mobility resulting from the presence of an inflammatory lesion may be reversible if the disease process has not destroyed too much of the attachment apparatus. Primary mobility caused by occlusal interference also may disappear after selective grinding. In instances of angular types of mobility resulting from the presence of an inflammatory lesion, it is not necessary to grind the tooth surface. Instead, the mobility may be eliminated by restoring the opposing tooth to its static contact in its opposing sulcus. The grinding of mandibular buccal cusps or maxillary lingual cusps at this time would rob these cusps of their static contact in the opposing central sulci. Thus, any sharp edges left by grinding should be rounded off.

5. Any sharp edges left by grinding should be rounded off.

Temporary Splinting

Teeth that are mobile at the time of the initial examination frequently present a diagnostic problem for the dentist. The cause of the mobility must be determined and then a decision made for elimination of the causative factors. The response of these teeth to temporary immobilization followed by appropriate treatment may be helpful in establishing a prognosis for them and may lead to a rational decision as to whether they should be retained or sacrificed. Secondary mobility resulting from the presence of an inflammatory lesion may be reversible if the disease process has not destroyed too much of the attachment apparatus. Primary mobility caused by occlusal interference also may disappear after selective grinding. In instances of angular types of osseous defects, one should consider guided tissue regeneration as a means of increasing attachment levels. In some situations, however, the teeth must be stabilized because of loss of supporting structure from the periodontal process.

Teeth may be immobilized during periodontal treatment by acid etching teeth with composite resin, with fiber-reinforced resins, with cast removable splints, or with intracoronal attachments. The latter, an example of which is the A-splint, necessitates cutting tooth surfaces and embedding a ridge connector between adjacent teeth.

After periodontal treatment is performed, splinting may be accomplished with cast removable restorations or cast cemented restorations. The preferred form of permanent splinting uses two or more cast restorations soldered or cast together. They may be cemented with permanent (zinc oxide–phosphate or resin) cements or temporary (zinc oxide–eutencol) cements. A properly designed removable partial denture can also stabilize mobile teeth if provision for such immobilization is planned as the denture is designed.

Use of a Nightguard

The removable acrylic-resin splint, originally designed as an aid in eliminating the deleterious effects of nocturnal clenching and grinding, has been used to advantage for the removable partial denture patient. The nightguard may prove helpful as a form of temporary splinting if worn at night when the removable partial denture has been removed. The flat occlusal surface prevents intercuspation of the teeth, which eliminates lateral occlusal forces (Figure 13-14).

The nightguard is particularly useful before fabrication of a removable partial denture when one of the abutment teeth has been unopposed for an extended period. The periodontal ligament of a tooth without an antagonist undergoes changes characterized by loss of orientation of periodontal ligament fibers, loss of supporting bone, and narrowing of the periodontal ligament space. If such a tooth is suddenly returned to full function when it is carrying an increased burden, pain and prolonged sensitivity may result. However
if a nightguard is used to return some functional stimulation to the tooth, the periodontal ligament changes are reversed and an uneventful course can be experienced when the tooth is returned to full function.

**Minor Tooth Movement**
The increased use of orthodontic procedures in conjunction with restorative and prosthetic dentistry has contributed to the success of many restorations by altering the periodontal environment in which they are placed. Malposed teeth that were once doomed to extraction should be considered now for repositioning and retention. The additional stability provided for a removable partial denture by uprighting a tilted or drifted tooth may mean much in terms of comfort to the patient. The techniques employed are not difficult to master, and the rewards in terms of a better restorative dentistry service are great.

**Definitive Periodontal Surgery (Phase 2)**

**Periodontal Surgery**
After initial therapy is completed, the patient is reevaluated for the surgical phase. If oral hygiene is at an optimum level, yet pockets with inflammation and osseous defects are still present, a variety of periodontal surgical techniques should be considered to improve periodontal health. The procedures selected should have the potential to enhance the results obtained during Phase 1 therapy.

Pocket reduction or elimination may be achieved by root planing when the cause of pocket depth is edema caused by gingival inflammation. Apically positioned flap surgery or occasionally a gingivectomy may be considered for reduction of suprabony pockets. Osseous resection or regeneration using a flap approach is a form of surgical therapy that is commonly employed to help with treatment of the diseased periodontium. It must be noted that elimination of the inflammatory disease process and restoration of the periodontal attachment apparatus are the major objectives of periodontal therapy.

**Periodontal Flaps.** Today, use of one of the various flap procedures is the surgical approach that offers the greatest versatility. Periodontal flap surgery involves the elevation of either mucosa alone or both the mucosa and the periosteum. Although there are several indications for flap elevation, the most important goal of flap elevation is to allow access to the bone and the root surfaces for complete instrumentation. Other goals of the flap approach include access for pocket elimination, caries control, crown lengthening to allow for optimum restorative dental treatment, root amputation or hemisection, as required and access to the furcation of the tooth.

A decision is made before surgery is performed if the aim is resection of osseous tissue to allow for a more physiologic osseous anatomy and subsequently gingival contour, or to regenerate some of the lost periodontal attachment apparatus. However, sometimes changes have to be made during surgery based on the anatomy of defects following the removal of diseased granulation tissue. Osseous resection involves the use of both osteoplasty and ostectomy procedures. Osteoplasty refers to reshaping the bone without removing tooth-supporting bone; ostectomy includes the removal of tooth-supporting bone. Consequently, the flap is widely applied in the treatment of periodontal disease.

**Guided Tissue Regeneration.** Guided tissue regeneration (GTR) has been defined as those procedures that attempt regeneration of lost periodontal structures through differing tissue responses. The rationale for GTR is based on the physiologic healing response of the tissues after periodontal surgery. After periodontal surgery, a race to repopulate the root surface begins among the four tissue types of the periodontium, namely, epithelium, connective tissue, periodontal ligament (PDL), and bone. Epithelium, which migrates at a rate of 0.5 mm per day, typically migrates first along the root surface, preventing new attachment. Therefore to allow the undifferentiated mesenchymal cells from the PDL and the endosteum of bone to repopulate the root against surfaces, the epithelial cells and the gingival connective tissue cells should be isolated. This isolation during initial healing enables periodontal structures to become reestablished and may lead to better long-term health of the tooth. The GTR procedure commonly involves the use of an osseous graft along with a resorbable membrane (Figure 13-15). This technique has the potential to lead to substantial improvement of the periodontal condition when used around carefully selected two- and three-walled osseous defects and mandibular furcation involvements.

**Periodontal Plastic Surgery.** Periodontal plastic surgery, which was previously referred to as “mucogingival surgery,” is applied to those procedures used to resolve problems involving the interrelationship between the gingiva and the alveolar mucosa. Mucogingival surgery consists of plastic surgical procedures that are used for correction of gingival–mucous membrane relationships that complicate periodontal disease and may interfere with the success of periodontal treatment. The objectives of periodontal plastic surgery are several and include elimination of pockets that transverse the mucogingival junction, creation of an adequate zone of attached gingiva, correction of gingival recession by root coverage techniques, relief of the pull of frenum and muscle attachments on the gingival margin, and correction of deformities of edentulous ridges, done to permit access to the underlying alveolar process and correction of osseous deformities when there is sufficient or insufficient attached gingiva, to deepen a shallow vestibule, and to assist in orthodontic therapy. Commonly used periodontal plastic surgical procedures include lateral sliding flaps, free gingival grafts, pedicle grafts, coronally positioned grafts, double papilla flaps, semilunar coronally positioned flaps, subepithelial connective tissue grafts, and edentulous ridge augmentation using one of the above techniques. In addition, GTR has been used for periodontal plastic surgical...
Figure 13-15  Guided tissue regeneration (GTR) procedure performed to address a furcation involvement. A, Tooth #30 presented with a grade 2 furcation involvement with the probe entering 3 mm in a horizontal direction. A GTR procedure using a combination of a bone graft and a nonresorbable membrane was planned. B, Following hand and ultrasonic instrumentation, decalcified freeze-dried bone allograft was grafted around the furcation. C, A nonresorbable membrane was placed over the bone graft. D, The flap was then sutured with a nonresorbable expanded polytetraethylene suture. E, Two months following surgery, the membrane was removed. Note the presence of red rubbery tissue filling the previously exposed furcation site. This tissue has the potential to form osseous tissue and close the access to the furcation entrance.
procedures. Recently, use of the commercially available acellular dermal graft has gained popularity. However, the most commonly used procedure is the subepithelial connective tissue graft (Figure 13-16).

These plastic surgical procedures should be considered whenever an abutment tooth lacks adequate attached keratinized gingiva and requires root coverage to facilitate removable partial denture construction and maintenance.

**Recall Maintenance (Phase 3)**
Several longitudinal studies have now demonstrated the increasing importance of maintenance for all patients who have undergone any periodontal therapy. This includes not only reinforcement of plaque control measures but also thorough debridement of all root surfaces of supragingival and subgingival calculus and plaque by the dentist or an auxiliary.

The frequency of recall appointments should be customized for the patient, depending on the susceptibility and severity of periodontal disease. It is now understood that patients with a history of moderate to severe periodontitis should be placed on a 3- to 4-month recall system to maintain results achieved by nonsurgical and surgical therapy.

**Advantages of Periodontal Therapy**
Periodontal therapy done before a removable prosthesis is fabricated has several advantages. First, the elimination of periodontal disease removes a primary causative factor in tooth loss. The long-term success of dental treatment depends on the maintenance of the remaining oral structures, and periodontal health is mandatory if further loss is to be avoided. Second, a periodontium free of disease presents a much better environment for restorative correction. Elimination of periodontal pockets with the associated return of a physiologic architectural pattern establishes a normal gingival contour at a stable position on the tooth surface. Thus the optimum position for gingival margins of individual restorations can be established with accuracy. The coronal contours of these restorations can also be developed in correct relationships to the gingival margin, ensuring the proper degree of protection and functional stimulation to gingival tissues. Third, the response of strategic but questionable teeth to periodontal therapy provides an important opportunity for reevaluating their prognosis before the final decision is made to include (or exclude) them in the removable partial denture design. And last, the overall reaction of the patient to periodontal procedures provides the dentist with an excellent indication of the degree of cooperation to be expected in the future.

Even in the absence of periodontal disease, certain periodontal procedures may be an invaluable aid in removable partial denture construction. Through periodontal surgical techniques, the environment of potential abutment teeth may be altered to the point of making an otherwise unacceptable tooth a most satisfactory retainer for a removable partial denture.

**ABUTMENT TEETH PREPARATION**

**Abutment Restorations**

Equipped with the diagnostic casts on which a tentative removable partial denture design has been drawn, the dentist is able to accomplish preparation of abutment teeth with accuracy. The information at hand should include the proposed path of placement, the areas of teeth to be altered and tooth contours to be changed, and the locations of rest seats and guiding planes (see Figure 12-5).

During examination and subsequent treatment planning, in conjunction with a survey of diagnostic casts, each abut-
ment tooth is considered individually as to what type of restoration is indicated. Abutment teeth presenting sound enamel surfaces in a mouth in which good oral hygiene habits are evident may be considered a fair risk for use as removable partial denture abutments. One should not be misled, however, by a patient’s promise to do better as far as oral hygiene habits are concerned. Good or bad oral hygiene is a habit of long standing and is not likely to be changed appreciably because a removable partial denture is being worn. Therefore one must be conservative in evaluating the oral hygiene habits of the patient in the future. Remember that clasps as such do not cause teeth to decay, and if the individual will keep the teeth and the removable partial denture clean, one need not condemn clasps from a cariogenic standpoint. On the other hand, more removable partial dentures have been condemned as cariogenic because the dentist did not provide for the protection of abutment teeth rather than because of inadequate care on the part of the patient.

Esthetic veneer types of crowns should be used when a canine or premolar abutment is to be restored or protected. Less frequently, the molar will have to be treated in such a manner, and except for maxillary first molars, the full cast crown is usually acceptable.

When there is proximal caries on abutment teeth with sound buccal and lingual enamel surfaces, in a mouth exhibiting average oral hygiene and low caries activity, a gold inlay may be indicated. However, silver amalgam or composite for the restoration of those teeth with proximal caries should not be condemned, although one must admit that an inlay cast of a hard type of gold will provide the best possible support for occlusal rests, at the same time giving an esthetically pleasing restoration. However, an amalgam restoration, properly condensed, is capable of supporting an occlusal rest without appreciable flow over a long period.

The most vulnerable area on the abutment tooth is the proximal gingival area, which lies beneath the minor connector of the removable partial denture framework and is therefore subject to accumulation of debris in an area most susceptible to caries. Even when the removable partial denture is removed, these areas are often missed by the toothbrush, which allows bacterial plaque and debris to remain for long periods. Because of this unique removable partial denture concern, special attention should be paid to these areas during patient education and follow-up. Even when a complete crown restoration is placed in this most vulnerable area, recurrent caries can occur. Caries risk is best managed through effective home care and professional follow-up procedures, rather than through the placement of restorations.

All proximal abutment surfaces that are to serve as guiding planes for the removable partial denture should be prepared so that they will be made as nearly parallel as possible to the path of placement. Preparations may include modifying the contour of existing ceramic restorations, if necessary. This may be accomplished with abrasive stones or diamond finishing stones. A polished surface for the altered ceramic restoration may be restored by using any of several polishing kits supplied by manufacturers.

When preparing abutments that will receive surveyed crowns, it is important to plan for the tooth reduction necessary to allow placement of sufficient restorative material for durability, contour, and esthetics, as well as the contours prescribed for the desired clasp assembly (Figure 13-17). This can be accomplished by first modifying the axial contours of the abutments to those required of the completed crown, then starting controlled tooth reduction (preparation) to accommodate the thickness of the materials for durability, contour, and esthetics. This ensures that the wax patterns and resultant crowns can be restored to the desired form.

Contouring Wax Patterns
Modern indirect techniques permit the contouring of wax patterns on the master cast with the aid of the surveyor blade. All abutment teeth to be restored with castings can be prepared at one time and an impression made that will provide an accurate stone replica of the prepared arch. Wax patterns may then be refined on separated individual dies or removable dies. All abutment surfaces facing edentulous areas should be made parallel to the path of placement by the use of the surveyor blade (Figure 13-18). This technique will provide proximal surfaces that will be parallel without any further alteration in the mouth, will permit the most positive seating of the removable partial denture along the path of placement, and will provide the least amount of undesirable space beneath minor connectors for the lodgment of debris.

Rest Seats
After the proximal surfaces of the wax patterns have been made parallel, and buccal and lingual contours have been established to satisfy the requirements of stability and retention with the best possible esthetic placement of clasps arms, the occlusal rest seats should be prepared in the wax pattern rather than in the finished restoration. The placement of occlusal rests should be considered at the time the teeth are prepared to receive cast restorations, so there will be sufficient clearance beneath the floor of the occlusal rest seat. Too many times, a completed cast restoration is cemented in the mouth for a removable partial denture abutment without any provision for the occlusal rest having been made in the wax pattern. The dentist then proceeds to prepare an occlusal rest seat in the cast restoration, while ever conscious of the fact that he or she may perforate the casting during the process of forming the rest seat. The unfortunate result is usually a poorly formed rest seat that is too shallow.

If tooth structure has been removed to provide placement of the occlusal rest seat, it may be ideally placed in the wax pattern by using a No. 8 round bur to lower the marginal ridge and establish the outline form of the rest and then using a No. 6 round bur to slightly deepen the floor of the
A ball-and-socket type of relationship between occlusal rest and abutment tooth is the most desirable. At the same time, the marginal ridge must be lowered so that the angle formed by the occlusal rest and the minor connector will stand above the occlusal surface of the abutment tooth as little as possible and avoid interference with the opposing teeth. Simultaneously, sufficient bulk must be provided to prevent weakness in the occlusal rest at the marginal ridge. The marginal ridge must be lowered and yet not be the deepest part of the rest preparation. To permit occlusal stresses to be directed toward the center of the abutment tooth, the angle formed by the floor of the occlusal rest with the minor connector should be less than 90 degrees. In other words, the floor of the occlusal rest should incline slightly from the lowered marginal ridge toward the center of the tooth.

Perhaps the most important function of a rest is the division of stress loads from the removable partial denture to provide the greatest efficiency with the least damaging effect to the supporting abutment teeth. For a distal extension removable partial denture, the rest must be able to transmit occlusal forces to the abutment teeth in a vertical direction only, thereby permitting the least possible lateral stresses to be transmitted to the abutment teeth.

For this reason, the floor of the rest seat should incline toward the center of the tooth so that the occlusal forces, insofar as possible, are centered over the root apex. Any other form but that of a spoon shape can permit locking of the occlusal rest and the transmission of tipping forces to the abutment tooth. A ball-and-socket type of relationship between occlusal rest and abutment tooth is the most desirable. At the same time, the marginal ridge must be lowered so that the angle formed by the occlusal rest and the minor connector will stand above the occlusal surface of the abutment tooth as little as possible and avoid interference with the opposing teeth. Simultaneously, sufficient bulk must be provided to prevent weakness in the occlusal rest at the marginal ridge. The marginal ridge must be lowered and yet not be the deepest part of the rest preparation. To permit occlusal stresses to be directed toward the center of the abutment tooth, the angle formed by the floor of the occlusal rest with the minor connector should be less than 90 degrees. In other words, the floor of the occlusal rest should incline slightly from the lowered marginal ridge toward the center of the tooth.

This proper form can be readily accomplished in the wax pattern, if care is taken during crown or inlay prepara-
preparation of proximal tooth surfaces should be done first because if the occlusal portion of the rest seat is placed first and the proximal tooth surface is altered later, the outline form of the rest seat is sometimes irreparably altered.

Following proximal surface recontouring (guided plane preparation), the larger round bur is used to lower the marginal ridge 1.5 to 2.0 mm while at the same time creating the relative outline form of the rest seat. The result is a rest seat preparation with marginal ridge lowered and gross outline form established but without sufficient deepening of the rest seat preparation toward the center of the tooth. A smaller

Figure 13-18  A, Occlusal view of full contour wax patterns, which will be splinted between crowns and across the midline with a 13-gauge splint bar. Rests are evident on the lingual surfaces of abutment wax patterns. B, Wax patterns showing labial cut-back for porcelain. Bilateral guide-plane surfaces will be reproduced in metal and are parallel to the path of insertion. C, An abutment veneered crown with an appropriate height of contour and a 0.02-inch undercut for the anticipated wrought-wire retainer. D, Completed prosthesis splinted between retainer crowns and across the midline. Splint bar with added vertical support provides indirect retention. E, Prosthesis inserted intraorally.
The success or failure of a removable partial denture depends on how well the mouth preparations were accomplished. It is only through intelligent planning and competent execution of mouth preparations that the denture can satisfactorily restore lost dental functions and contribute to the health of the remaining oral tissues.

round bur (a No. 4 or 6) may then be used to deepen the floor of the rest seat to a gradual incline toward the center of the tooth. Enamel rods are then smoothed by the planing action of a round bur revolving with little pressure. Abrasive rubber points are sufficient to complete the polishing of the rest seat preparation.
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After surgery, periodontal treatment, endodontic treatment, and tissue conditioning of the arch involved, the abutment teeth may be prepared to provide support, stabilization, reciprocation, and retention for the removable partial denture. Rarely, if ever, is the situation encountered in which alterations of the abutment are not indicated because teeth do not develop with guiding planes, rests, and contours to accommodate clasp assemblies.

A favorable response to any deep restorations, endodontic therapy, and the results of periodontal treatment should be established before the removable partial denture is fabricated. If the prognosis of a tooth under treatment becomes unfavorable, its loss can be compensated for by a change in the removable partial denture design. If teeth are lost after the removable partial denture is fabricated, then the removable partial denture must be added to or replaced. Most removable partial denture designs do not lend themselves well to later additions, although this possibility should be considered in the original design of a denture. Every diagnostic aid should be used to determine which teeth are to be used as abutments or are potential abutments for future designs. When an original abutment is lost, it is extremely difficult to effectively modify the removable partial denture to use the next adjacent tooth as a retaining unit.

It is sometimes possible to design a removable partial denture so that a single posterior abutment that is questionable can be retained and used to support one end of a tooth-supported base. Then, if that posterior abutment was lost, it could be replaced with a distal extension base (see Figure 12-25). Such a design must include provision for future indirect retention, flexible clasping on the remaining terminal abutment, and provision for establishing tissue support by a secondary impression. Anterior abutments, which are considered poor risks, may not be so freely used because of the problems involved in adding a new abutment retainer when the original one is lost. Such questionable teeth should be treatment planned for extraction in favor of a better abutment in the original treatment plan.
CLASSIFICATION OF ABUTMENT TEETH

The subject of abutment preparations may be grouped as follows: (1) those abutment teeth that require only minor modifications to their coronal portions, (2) those that are to have restorations other than complete coverage crowns, and (3) those that are to have crowns (complete coverage).

Abutment teeth that require only minor modifications include teeth with sound enamel, those with small restorations not involved in the removable partial denture design, those with acceptable restorations that will be involved in the removable partial denture design, and those that have existing crown restorations requiring minor modification that will not jeopardize the integrity of the crown. The latter may exist as an individual crown or as the abutment of a fixed partial denture.

The use of unprotected abutments has been discussed previously. Although complete coverage of all abutments may be desirable, it is not always possible or practical. The decision to use unprotected abutments involves certain risks of which the patient must be advised and includes responsibility for maintaining oral hygiene and caries control. Making crown restorations fit existing denture clasps is a difficult task; however, the fact that it is possible to do may influence the decision to use uncrowned but otherwise sound teeth as abutments.

Complete coverage restorations provide the best possible support for occlusal rests. If the patient’s economic status or other factors beyond the control of the dentist prevent the use of complete coverage restorations, then an amalgam alloy restoration, if properly condensed, is capable of supporting an occlusal rest without appreciable flow for a long period. Any existing silver amalgam alloy restoration about which there is any doubt should be replaced with new amalgam restorations. This should be done before guiding planes and occlusal rest seats are prepared, to allow the restoration to reach maximum strength and be polished.

Continued improvement in dimensional stability, strength, and wear resistance of composite resin restorations will add another dimension to the preparation and modification of abutment teeth for removable partial dentures that should be less invasive than placement of complete coverage restorations and more economical.

SEQUENCE OF ABUTMENT PREPARATIONS ON SOUND ENAMEL OR EXISTING RESTORATIONS

Abutment preparations on sound enamel or on existing restorations that have been judged as acceptable should be done in the following order:
1. Proximal surfaces parallel to the path of placement should be prepared to provide guiding planes (Figure 14-1A).
2. Tooth contours should be modified (Figure 14-1B and C), lowering the height of contour so that (a) the origin of circumferential clasp arms may be placed well below the occlusal surface, preferably at the junction of the middle and gingival thirds; (b) retentive clasp terminals may be placed in the gingival third of the crown for better esthetics and better mechanical advantage; and (c) reciprocal clasp arms may be placed on and above a height of contour that is no higher than the cervical portion of the middle third of the crown of the abutment tooth.

3. After alterations of axial contours are accomplished and before rest seat preparations are instituted, an impression of the arch should be made in irreversible hydrocolloid and a cast formed in a fast-setting stone. This cast can be returned to the surveyor to determine the adequacy of axial alterations before proceeding with rest seat preparations. If axial surfaces require additional axial recontouring, this can be performed during the same appointment and without compromise.

4. Occlusal rest areas should be prepared that will direct occlusal forces along the long axis of the abutment tooth (Figure 14-1D). Mouth preparation should follow the removable partial denture design that was outlined on the diagnostic cast at the time the cast was surveyed and the treatment plan confirmed. Proposed changes to abutment teeth should be made on the diagnostic cast and outlined in colored pencil to indicate the area, amount, and angulation of the modification to be done (see Chapter 12). Although occlusal rest seats may also be prepared on the diagnostic cast, indication of their location in colored pencil is usually sufficient for the experienced dentist because rest preparations follow a definite pattern (see Chapter 6).

ABUTMENT PREPARATIONS USING CONSERVATIVE RESTORATIONS

Conventional inlay preparations are permissible on the proximal surface of a tooth not to be contacted by a minor connector of the removable partial denture. On the other hand, proximal and occlusal surfaces that support minor connectors and occlusal rests require somewhat different treatment. The extent of occlusal coverage (i.e., whether cusps are covered) will be governed by the usual factors, such as the extent of caries, the presence of unsupported enamel walls, and the extent of occlusal abrasion and attrition.

When an inlay is the restoration of choice for an abutment tooth, certain modifications of the outline form are necessary. To prevent the buccal and lingual proximal margins from lying at or near the minor connector or the occlusal rest, these margins must be extended well beyond the line angles of the tooth. This additional extension may be accomplished by widening the conventional box preparation. However, the margin of a cast restoration produced for such a preparation may be quite thin and may be damaged by the clasp during placement or removal of the removable partial denture. This hazard may be avoided by extending the outline of the box beyond the line angle, thus producing a strong restoration-to-tooth junction.
Every effort should be made to provide the restoration with maximum resistance and retention, as well as with clinically imperceptible margins. The first requisite can be satisfied by preparing opposing cavity walls 5 degrees or less from parallel and producing flat floors and sharp, clean line angles.

In this type of preparation, the pulp is particularly vulnerable unless the axial wall is curved to conform to the external proximal curvature of the tooth. When caries is of minimal depth, the gingival seat should have an axial depth at all points about the width of a No. 559 fissure bur. It is of utmost importance that the gingival seat be placed where it can be easily accessed to maintain good oral hygiene. The proximal contour necessary to produce the proper guiding plane surface and the close proximity of the minor connector render this area particularly vulnerable to future caries.

Every effort should be made to provide the restoration with maximum resistance and retention, as well as with clinically imperceptible margins. The first requisite can be satisfied by preparing opposing cavity walls 5 degrees or less from parallel and producing flat floors and sharp, clean line angles.

It is sometimes necessary to use an inlay on a mandibular first premolar for the support of an indirect retainer. The narrow occlusal width bucco-lingually and the lingual inclination of the occlusal surface of such a tooth often complicate the two-surface inlay preparation. Even the most
ABUTMENT PREPARATIONS USING CROWNS

When multiple crowns are to be restored as removable partial denture abutments, it is best that all wax patterns be made at the same time. A cast of the arch with removable dies may be used if they are stable and sufficiently keyed for accuracy. If preferred, contouring wax patterns and making them parallel may be done on a solid cast of the arch (Figure 14-2), with individual dies used to refine margins. Modern impression materials and indirect techniques make either method equally satisfactory.

The same sequence for preparing teeth in the mouth applies to the contouring of wax patterns. After the cast has been placed on the surveyor to conform to the selected path of placement and after the wax patterns have been preliminarily carved for occlusion and contact, proximal surfaces that are to act as guiding planes are carved parallel to the path of placement with a surveyor blade. Guiding planes are extended from the marginal ridge to the junction of the middle and gingival thirds of the tooth surface involved. One must be careful not to extend the guiding plane to the gingival margin because the minor connector must be relieved when it crosses the gingivae. A guiding plane that includes the occlusal two thirds or even one third of the proximal area is usually adequate without endangering gingival tissues.

After the guiding planes are parallel and any other contouring to accommodate the removable partial denture design is accomplished, occlusal rest seats are carved in the wax pattern. This method has been outlined in Chapter 6.

It should be emphasized that critical areas prepared in wax should not be destroyed by careless spruing or polishing. The wax pattern should be sprued to preserve paralleled surfaces and rest areas. Polishing should consist of little more than burnishing. Rest seat areas should need only refining with round finishing burs. If some interference by spruing is unavoidable, the casting must be returned to the surveyor for proximal surface refinement. This can be done accurately with the aid of a handpiece holder attached to the vertical spindle of the surveyor or some similar machining device.

One of the advantages of making cast restorations for abutment teeth is that mouth preparations that would otherwise have to be done in the mouth may be done on the surveyor with far greater accuracy. It is generally impossible to make several proximal surfaces parallel to one another when preparing them intraorally. The opportunity for contouring wax patterns and making them parallel on the surveyor in relation to a path of placement should be used to its full advantage whenever cast restorations are being made.

The ideal crown restoration for a removable partial denture abutment is the complete coverage crown, which can be carved, cast, and finished to ideally satisfy all requirements for support, stabilization, and retention without compromise for cosmetic reasons (Figure 14-3). Porcelain veneer crowns can be made equally satisfactory but only by the added step of contouring the veneered surface on the surveyor before the final glaze. If this is not done, retentive contours may be excessive or inadequate.

The three-quarter crown does not permit creation of retentive areas as does the complete coverage crown. However, if buccal or labial surfaces are sound and retentive areas are acceptable or can be made so by slight modification of tooth surfaces, the three-quarter crown is a conservative restoration of merit. The same criteria apply in the decision to leave a portion of an abutment unprotected, as in the decision to leave any tooth unprotected that is to serve as a removable partial denture abutment.

Regardless of the type of crown used, preparation should be made to provide the appropriate depth for the occlusal rest seat. This is best accomplished by altering the axial contours of the tooth to the ideal before prepare the tooth and

**Figure 14-2** Solid cast of multiple abutment crowns for a removable partial denture. Wax patterns for crown #21, #28, #30, and #31 can be completed at the same time using the identical cast orientation. This allows control of the path of insertion features on all fitting surfaces of the removable prostheses.

**Figure 14-3** Metal ceramic crowns for teeth #4 and #5 demonstrating occlusal rests in metal and evidence of palatal finishing procedures. The distal surface of #4 provides a guide-plane surface that is continued onto a portion of the lingual surface for maximum stabilization.
creating a depression in the prepared tooth at the occlusal rest area (Figure 14-4). Because the location of occlusal rests is established during treatment planning, this information will be known in advance of any tooth preparations. If, for example, double occlusal rests are to be used, this will be known so that the tooth can be prepared to accommodate the depth of both rests. It is inexcusable when waxing a pattern to find that a rest seat has to be made shallower than is desirable because of post-treatment planning. It can also create serious problems when a rest seat has to be made shallow in an existing crown or inlay because its thickness is not known. The opportunity for creating an ideal rest seat (if it has been properly treatment planned) depends only on the few seconds it takes to create a space for it.

**Ledges on Abutment Crowns**

In addition to providing abutment protection, more ideal retentive contours, definite guiding planes, and optimum occlusal rest support, complete coverage restorations on teeth used as removable partial denture abutments offer still another advantage not obtainable on natural teeth. This is the crown ledge or shoulder, which provides effective stabilization and reciprocation.

The functions of the reciprocal clasp arm have been stated in Chapter 6. Briefly, these are reciprocation, stabilization, and auxiliary indirect retention. Any rigid reciprocal arm may provide horizontal stabilization if it is located on axial surfaces parallel to the path of placement. To a large extent, because it is placed at the height of convexity, a rigid reciprocal arm may also act as an auxiliary indirect retainer. However, its function as a reciprocating arm against the action of the retentive clasp arm is limited to stabilization against possible orthodontic movement when the denture framework is in its terminal position. Such reciprocation is needed when the retentive clasp produces an active orthodontic force because of accidental distortion or improper design.

Reciprocation, to prevent transient horizontal forces that may be detrimental to abutment stability, is most needed when the restoration is placed or when a dislodging force is applied. Perhaps the term orthodontic force is incorrect, because the term signifies a slight but continuous influence that would logically reach equilibrium when the tooth is orthodontically moved. Instead, the transient forces of placement and removal are intermittent but forceful, which can lead to periodontal destruction and eventual instability rather than to orthodontic movement.

True reciprocation is not possible with a clasp arm that is placed on an occlusally inclined tooth surface because it does not become effective until the prosthesis is fully seated. When a dislodging force is applied, the reciprocal clasp arm, along with the occlusal rest, breaks contact with the supporting tooth surfaces, and they are no longer effective. Thus, as the retentive clasp flexes over the height of contour and exerts a horizontal force on the abutment, it does not become effective until the prosthesis is fully seated. During placement and removal, a rigid clasp arm placed on the opposite side of the tooth cannot provide resistance against these horizontal forces. See Figure 14-6 for a method to ensure true reciprocation.
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Figure 14-6  A, Preparation of the ledge in a wax pattern with a surveyor blade parallel to the path of placement. B, Refinement of the ledge on casting, using a suitable stone or milling device in a handpiece attached to the dental surveyor or a specialized drill press for the same purpose. C, Approximate width and depth of the ledge formed on the abutment crown, which will permit the reciprocal clasp arm to be inlaid within the normal contours of the tooth. D, True reciprocation throughout the full path of placement and removal is possible when the reciprocal clasp arm is inlaid onto the ledge on the abutment crown. E, Direct retainer assembly is fully seated. The reciprocal arm restores the lingual contour of the abutment.

Reciprocation exists during the entire path of placement and removal. A ledge on the abutment crown acts as a terminal stop for the reciprocal clasp arm. It also augments the occlusal rest and provides indirect retention for a distal extension removable partial denture.

A ledge on an abutment crown has still another advantage. The usual reciprocal clasp arm is half-round, and therefore convex, and is superimposed on and increases the bulk of an already convex surface. A reciprocal clasp arm built on a crown ledge is actually inlayed into the crown and reproduces more normal crown contours (see Figure 14-6). The patient's tongue then contacts a continuously convex surface rather than the projection of a clasp arm. Unfortunately, the enamel is not thick enough nor the tooth so shaped that an effective ledge can be created on an unrestored tooth. Narrow enamel shoulders are sometimes used as rest seats on anterior teeth, but these do not provide the parallelism that is essential to reciprocation during placement and removal.

The crown ledge may be used on any complete or three-quarter crown restored surface that is opposite the retentive side of an abutment tooth. It is used most frequently on premolars and molars but also may be used on canine restorations. It is not ordinarily used on buccal surfaces for reciprocation against lingual retention because of the excessive display of metal, but it may be used just as effectively on posterior abutments when esthetics is not a factor.

The fact that a crown ledge is to be used should be known in advance of crown preparation to ensure sufficient removal of tooth structure in this area. Although a shoulder or ledge is not included in the preparation itself, adequate space must be provided so that the ledge may be made sufficiently wide and the surface above it made parallel to the path of placement. The ledge should be placed at the junction of the gingival and middle thirds of the tooth, curving slightly to follow the curvature of the gingival tissues. On the side of the tooth where the clasp arm will originate, the ledge must be kept low enough to allow the origin of the clasp arm to be wide enough for sufficient strength and rigidity.

In forming the crown ledge, which is usually located on the lingual surface, the wax pattern of the crown is completed except for refinement of the margins before the ledge is carved. After the proximal guiding planes and the occlusal rests and retentive contours are formed, the ledge is carved with the surveyor blade so that the surface above is parallel to the path of placement. Thus a continuous guiding plane surface will exist from the proximal surface around the lingual surface.
The full effectiveness of the crown ledge can be achieved only when the crown is returned to the surveyor for refinement after casting. To afford true reciprocation, the crown casting must have a surface above the ledge that is parallel to the path of placement. This can be accomplished with precision only by machining the casting parallel to the path of placement with a handpiece holder in the surveyor or some other suitable machining device (Figure 14-7).

Similarly, the parallelism of proximal guiding planes needs to be perfected after casting and polishing. Although it is possible to approximate parallelism and, at the same time, form the crown ledge on the wax pattern with a surveyor blade, some of its accuracy is lost in casting and polishing. The use of suitable burs such as No. 557, 558, and 559 fissure burs and true cylindrical carborundum stones in the handpiece holder permits the paralleling of all guiding planes on the finished casting with the accuracy necessary for the effectiveness of those guiding plane surfaces.

The reciprocal clasp arm is ultimately waxed on the investment cast so that it is continuous with the ledge inferiorly and contoured superiorly to restore the crown contour, including the tip of the cusp. It is obvious that polishing must be controlled so as not to destroy the form of the shoulder that was prepared in wax or the parallelism of the guiding plane surface. It is equally vital that the removable partial denture casting be finished with great care so that the accuracy of the counterpart is not destroyed. Modern investments, casting alloys, and polishing techniques make this degree of accuracy possible.

**Spark Erosion**

Spark erosion technology is a highly advanced system for producing the ultimate in precision fit of the reciprocal arm to the ledge on the casting. This technology uses a tool system that permits repositioning of the casting with great accuracy and an electric discharge machine that is programmed to erode minute metal particles through periodic spark intervals.

Regardless of the method or technique used, it is imperative that the predetermined cast orientation be maintained to ensure that ledges and proximal guide planes remain parallel.

---

**Figure 14-7**  A milling machine used to prepare parallel surfaces, internal rest seats, lingual grooves, and ledges in cast restorations. Such a device permits more precise milling than is possible with a dental handpiece attached to the dental Surveyor. To be effective, the cast must be positioned on the drill in such a manner that the previously established path of placement is maintained. A movable stage or base therefore should be adjustable until the relation of the cast to the axis of the drill has been made the same as that obtained when the cast was on the dental surveyor.
Veneer Crowns for Support of Clasp Arms

For cosmetic reasons, resin and porcelain veneer crowns are used on abutment teeth that would otherwise display an objectionable amount of metal. They may be present in the form of porcelain veneers retained by pins and cemented to the crown; porcelain fused directly to a cast metal substructure; porcelain fused to a machined coping; cast porcelain; pressed ceramic crowns; computer-assisted designed and machined ceramic restorations; or acrylic-resin processed directly to a cast crown. The development of abrasion-resistant composites offers materials suitable for veneering that can withstand clasp contact, thereby eliminating an undesirable display of metal.

Veneer crowns must be contoured to provide suitable retention. This means that the veneer must be slightly over-contoured and then shaped to provide the desired undercut for the location of the retentive clasp arm (Figure 14-8). If the veneer is of porcelain, this procedure must precede glazing, and if it is of resin, it must precede final polishing. If this important step in making veneered abutments is neglected or omitted, excessive or inadequate retentive contours may result.

In limited clinical trials, porcelain laminates demonstrated resistance to wear of 5-year equivalence. The porcelain, however, resulted in slight wear on the clasps.

The flat underside of the cast clasp makes sufficient contact with the surface of the veneer so that abrasion of a resin veneer may result. Although the underside of the clasps may be polished (with some loss in accuracy of fit), abrasion results from the trapping and holding of food debris against the tooth surface as the clasp moves during function. Therefore, unless the retentive clasp terminal rests on metal, glazed porcelain should be used to ensure the future retentiveness of the veneered surface. Present-day acrylic-resins, which are cross-linked copolymers, will withstand abrasion for considerable time, but not nearly to the same degree as porcelain. Therefore acrylic-resin veneers are best used in conjunction with metal that supports the half-round clasp terminal.

SPLINTING OF ABUTMENT TEETH

Often, a tooth is considered too weak to use alone as a removable partial denture abutment because of the short length or excessive taper of a single root, or because of bone loss resulting in an unfavorable crown-to-root ratio. In such instances, splinting to the adjacent tooth or teeth can be used as a means of improving abutment support. Thus, two single-rooted teeth serve as a multi-rooted abutment.

Splinting should not be used to retain a tooth that would otherwise be condemned for periodontal reasons. When the length of service of a restoration depends on the serviceability of an abutment, any periodontally questionable tooth should be condemned in favor of using an adjacent healthy tooth as the abutment, even though the span is increased one tooth by doing so.

The most common application of the use of multiple abutments is the splinting of two premolars or a first premolar and a canine (Figure 14-9). Mandibular premolars generally have round and tapered roots, which are easily loosened by rotational, as well as by tipping, forces. They are the weakest of the posterior abutments. Maxillary premolars also often have tapered roots, which may make them poor risks as abutments, particularly when they will be called on to resist the leverage of a distal extension base. Such teeth are best splinted by casting or soldering two crowns together. When a first premolar is used as an abutment has poor root form or support, it is best that it be splinted to the stronger canine.

Anterior teeth on which lingual rests are to be placed often must be splinted together to avoid orthodontic move-
there may be notable exceptions when a molar abutment would benefit from the effect of splinting, as in a hemi-sected molar root (Figure 14-10).

**USE OF ISOLATED TEETH AS ABUTMENTS**

The average abutment tooth is subjected to some distal tipping, rotation, torquing, and horizontal movement, all of which must be held to a minimum by the quality of tissue support and the design of the removable partial denture. The isolated abutment tooth, however, is subjected also to mesial tipping caused by lack of proximal contact. Despite indirect retention, some lifting of the distal extension base is inevitable, causing torque to the abutment.

In a tooth-supported prosthesis, an isolated tooth may be used as an abutment by including a fifth abutment for additional support. Thus rotational and horizontal forces are resisted by the additional stabilization obtained from the fifth abutment. When two such isolated abutments exist, a sixth abutment should be included for the same reason. Thus the two canines, the two isolated premolars, and two posterior teeth are used as abutments.

In contrast, an isolated anterior abutment adjacent to a distal extension base usually should be splinted to the nearest tooth by means of a fixed partial denture. The effect is
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assume responsibility for use of the isolated tooth as an abutment.

The economic aspect of the use of fixed restorations as part of the mouth preparations for a removable partial denture is essentially the same as that for any other splinting procedure: the best design of the fixed partial denture that will ensure the longevity of its service makes the additional procedure and expense necessary. Although it must be recognized that economic considerations, combined with a particularly favorable prognosis of an isolated tooth, may influence the decision to forego the advantages of using a fixed partial denture, the original treatment plan should include this provision, even though the alternative method may be accepted for economic reasons.

MISSING ANTERIOR TEETH

When a removable partial denture is used to replace missing posterior teeth, especially in the absence of distal abutments, any additional missing anterior teeth are best replaced by means of fixed restorations rather than included in the removable partial denture. In any distal extension situation, some anteroposterior rotational action will result from the addition of an anterior segment to the denture. The ideal treatment plan, which would consider the anterior edentulous space separately, may result in conflict with economic and esthetic realities. Each situation must be treated according to its own merits. Often the best esthetic result can be obtained by replacing missing anterior teeth and tissues with the removable partial denture rather than with a fixed restoration. From a biomechanical standpoint, however, it is generally advisable that a removable partial denture should replace the missing posterior teeth only after the remainder of the anterior arch has been made intact by fixed restorations.

Although the need for compromise is recognized, the decision to include an anterior segment on the denture depends largely on the support available for that part of the removable partial denture. The greater the number of...
natural anterior teeth remaining, the better is the available support for the edentulous segment. If definite rest seats can be prepared on multiple abutments, the anterior segment may be treated as any other tooth-bounded modification space. Sound principles of rest support apply just as much as elsewhere in the arch. Inclined tooth surfaces should not be used for occlusal support, nor should rests be placed on unprepared lingual surfaces. The best possible support for an anterior segment is multiple support extending, if possible, posteriorly across prepared lingual rest seats on the canine teeth to mesio-occlusal rest seats on the first premolars. Such support would permit the missing anterior teeth to be included in the removable partial denture, often with some cosmetic advantages over fixed restorations.

In some instances, the replacement of anterior teeth by means of a removable partial denture cannot be avoided. However, without adequate tooth support, any such prosthesis will lack the stability that would result from replacing only the posterior teeth with the removable partial denture and the anterior teeth with fixed restorations. When anterior teeth have been lost through accident or have been missing for some time, resorption of the anterior residual ridge may have progressed to the point that neither fixed nor removable pontics may be butted to the residual ridge. In such instances, for reasons of esthetics and orofacial tissue support, the missing teeth must be replaced with a denture base supporting teeth that are more nearly in their original position, considerably forward from the residual ridge. Although such teeth may be positioned to better cosmetic advantage, the contouring and coloring of a denture base to be esthetically pleasing require the maximum artistic effort of both the dentist and the technician. Such a removable partial denture, both from an esthetic and a biomechanical standpoint, is one of the most difficult of all prosthetic restorations. However, a splint bar, connected by abutments on both sides of the edentulous space, will provide much-needed support and retention to the anterior segment of the removable partial denture. Because the splint bar will provide vertical support, rest seats on abutments adjacent to the edentulous area need not be prepared, thus simplifying an anterior restoration to some extent.

The concept of a dual path of placement to enhance the esthetic replacement of missing anterior teeth with a removable partial denture is recognized. Sources of information on this concept are made available in the “Selected Reading Resources” of this text under “Partial Denture Design.”

**TEMPORARY CROWNS WHEN A REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE IS BEING WORN**

Occasionally, an existing removable partial denture must remain serviceable while the mouth is being prepared for a new prosthesis. In such situations, temporary crowns must be made that will support the old removable partial denture and will not interfere with its placement and removal. Acrylic-resin temporary crowns that duplicate the original form of the abutment teeth must be made.

The technique for making temporary crowns to fit direct retainers is similar to that used for other types of acrylic-resin temporary crowns. The principal difference is that an impression, made with an elastic impression material, must be made of the entire arch with the existing removable partial denture in place. It is necessary that the removable partial denture remain in the impression when it is removed from the mouth. If it remains in the mouth, it must be removed and inserted into the impression in its designated position. The impression with the removable partial denture in place is disinfected, wrapped in a wet paper towel (if irreversible hydrocolloid was used as the impression material) or placed in a plastic bag, and set aside while the tooth or teeth are being prepared for new crowns.

After the preparations are completed and the impressions and jaw relation records have been made, the prepared teeth are dried and lubricated. The original impression is trimmed to eliminate any excess, undercuts, and interproximal projections that would interfere with the replacement of the impression in the mouth.

The methyl methacrylate acrylic-resins, composites, copolymers, and fiber-reinforced resins may serve as excellent materials for temporary crowns in conjunction with removable partial dentures. Making temporary crowns requires a small mixing cup or dappen dish; a cement spatula; and a small, disposable, plastic syringe. Autopolymerizing acrylic-resin of the appropriate tooth color is placed in the cup or dappen dish, and monomer is added to make a slightly viscous mix. The volume should be slightly in excess of the amount estimated to fabricate the temporary restorations. The mix should be spatulated to a smooth consistency and the mix immediately poured into the barrel of the disposable syringe. A small amount of the mix should be injected over and around the margins of the prepared teeth. The remaining material should be injected into the impression of the prepared teeth. The impression is seated into the mouth, where the dentist holds it in place until sufficient time has elapsed for it to reach a stiff, rubbery stage, or a consistency recommended by the manufacturer. This again must be based on experience with the particular resin used. At this time, the impression is removed. The crowns may remain in the impression. If so, they are stripped out of the impression, all excess is trimmed away with scissors, and the crowns are reseated on the prepared abutments. The removable partial denture is then removed from the impression and reseated in the mouth onto the temporary crowns, which should be in a stiff-rubbery state. The patient may bring the teeth into occlusion to reestablish the former position and occlusal relationship of the existing removable partial denture.

After the resin crown or crowns have polymerized, the removable partial denture is removed and the crowns remain on the teeth. These are then carefully removed, contoured to accommodate oral hygiene access, trimmed, polished,
and temporarily cemented. The result is a temporary crown that restores the original abutment contours and allows the removable partial denture to be placed and removed without interference, while temporarily providing the same support to the denture that existed before the teeth were prepared.

**Cementation of Temporary Crowns**

Cementation of temporary crowns may require slight relief of the internal surface of the crowns to accommodate the temporary cement and to facilitate removal. The temporary cement should be thin and applied only to the inside gingival margin of the crowns to ensure complete seating. As soon as the temporary cement has hardened, the occlusion should be checked and adjusted accordingly. Regardless of the type of temporary cement used, any excess that might irritate the gingivae should be removed.

**FABRICATING RESTORATIONS TO FIT EXISTING DENTURE RETAINERS**

It is often necessary that an abutment tooth be restored with a complete crown (or other restoration) that will fit the inside of the clasp of an otherwise serviceable removable partial denture. One technique for doing so is simple enough, but it requires that an indirect-direct pattern be made and therefore justifies a fee for service above that required for the usual restoration.

The technique for making a crown to fit the inside of a clasp is as follows: An irreversible hydrocolloid impression of the mouth is made with the removable partial denture in place. This impression, which is used to make the temporary crown, is wrapped in a wet paper towel or placed in a plastic bag and set aside while the tooth is being prepared. Even though several abutment teeth are to be restored, it is usually necessary that each temporary restoration be completed before the next one is begun. This is necessary so that the original support and occlusal relationship of the removable partial denture can be maintained as each new temporary crown is being made. During preparation of the abutment tooth, the removable partial denture is replaced frequently to ascertain that sufficient tooth structure has been removed to allow for the thickness of the casting. When the preparation is completed, an individual impression of the tooth is obtained from which a stone die is made. A temporary crown is then made in the original irreversible hydrocolloid impression, as outlined in the preceding paragraphs. It is trimmed, polished, and temporarily cemented, and the removable partial denture is returned to the mouth. The patient is dismissed after the excess cement has been removed.

On the stone die made from the individual impression, a thin, autopolymerizing resin coping will be formed with a brush technique. The stone die should first be trimmed to the finishing line of the preparation, which is then delineated with a pencil, and the die painted with a tinfoil substitute. A separating material, such as a tinfoil substitute, should be used and will form a thin film on a cold, dry surface. Not all tinfoil substitutes are suitable for this purpose. With autopolymerizing resin powder and liquid in separate dappen dishes and a fine brush, a coping of resin of uniform thickness is painted onto the die. This should extend not quite to the pencil line representing the limit of the crown preparation. After hardening, the resin coping may be removed, inspected, and trimmed if necessary. The thin film of foil substitute should be removed before the coping is reseated onto the die.

The wax pattern buildup on the resin coping is usually not begun until the patient returns. A sequence using a functional chew-in technique for occlusion would be followed establishing proximal contact and contours appropriate for the clasp assembly as outlined below.

First, the occlusal portion of the wax pattern is established by having the patient close into maximum intercusption, followed by excursive movements (Figure 14-13A). The wax pattern is returned to the cast, and additions are made to dull areas as required. The process is repeated until a smooth occlusal registration has been obtained. Except for narrowing of the occlusal surface and carving of grooves and spillways, this will be the occlusal anatomy of the finished restoration.

The second step is the addition of sufficient wax to establish contact relations with the adjacent tooth. At this time, the occlusal relation of the marginal ridges also must be established. Next, wax is added to buccal and lingual surfaces where the clasp arms will contact the crown, and the wax pattern is again reseated in the mouth. The clasp arms, minor connectors, and occlusal rests involved in the removable partial denture are carefully warmed with a needlepoint flame, carefully avoiding any adjacent resin, and the removable partial denture is positioned in the mouth and onto the wax pattern (Figure 14-13B). Several attempts may be necessary until the removable partial denture is fully seated and the components of the clasp are clearly recorded in the wax pattern. Each time the removable partial denture is removed, the pattern will draw with it and must be teased out of the clasp.

When contact with the clasp arms and the occlusal relation of the removable partial denture have been established satisfactorily, the temporary crown may be replaced and the patient dismissed. The crown pattern is completed on the die by narrowing the occlusal surface bucco-lingually, adding grooves and spillways, and refining the margins. Any wax ledge remaining below the reciprocal clasp arm may be left to provide some of the advantages of a crown ledge that were described earlier in this chapter. Excess wax remaining below the retentive clasp arm, however, must be removed to permit the adding of a retentive undercut later (Figure 14-13 C).
**Figure 14-13** Making of the cast crown to fit an existing removable partial denture clasp. **A,** Thin acrylic-resin coping is made first on the individual die of a prepared tooth. Inlay wax is then added and coping placed onto the prepared tooth where occlusal surfaces and contact relations are established directly in the mouth. The clasp assembly is warmed with a needlepoint flame only enough to soften the inlay wax, and the removable partial denture is placed into the mouth, where it is guided gently into place by the opposing occlusion. This step must be repeated several times and excess wax removed or wax added until full supporting contact with the underside of the clasp assembly has been established, with the denture fully seated. Usually, the wax pattern withdraws with the denture and must be gently teased out of the clasp each time. **B,** The wax pattern is then placed back onto the individual die to complete the occlusal anatomy and refine the margins. Excess wax remaining below the impression of the retentive clasp arm must be removed, but the wax ledge may be left below the reciprocal clasp arm. **C,** Finished casting in the mouth. The terminus of the retentive clasp is then readapted to engage the undercut. It is frequently necessary to remove some interference from casting, as indicated by articulating paper placed between the clasp and the crown, until the clasp is fully seated.

If a veneer material is to be added, the veneer space must now be carved in the wax pattern. In such situations, the contour of the veneer may be recorded by making a stone matrix of the buccal surface, which can be repositioned on the completed casting to ensure the proper contour of the composite veneer.

The wax pattern must be sprued with care so that essential areas on the pattern are not destroyed. After casting, the crown should be subjected to a minimum of polishing because the exact form of the axial and occlusal surfaces must be maintained.

Because it is impossible to withdraw a clasp arm from a retentive undercut on the wax pattern, the casting must be made without any provision for clasp retention. After the crown has been tried in the mouth with the denture in place, the location of the retentive clasp terminal is identified by scoring the crown with a sharp instrument. Then the crown may be ground and polished slightly in this area to create a retentive undercut. The clasp terminal then may be carefully adapted into this undercut, thereby creating clasp retention on the new crown.

An alternate method for making crowns to fit existing retainers uses mounted casts with the removable prosthesis adapted to the working cast to develop occlusal surfaces for the involved crowns.

Ideally, all abutment teeth would best be protected with complete crowns before the removable partial denture is fabricated. Except for the possibility of recurrent caries caused by defective crown margins or gingival recession, abutment teeth so protected may be expected to give many years of satisfactory service in support, stabilization, and retention of the removable partial denture. Economically, a policy of insisting on complete coverage for all abutment teeth may well be justified from the long-term viewpoint. It must be recognized, however, that in practice, complete coverage of all abutment teeth is not
always possible at the time of treatment planning. Many factors influence the future health status of an abutment tooth, some of which cannot be foreseen. It is necessary that the dentist be able to treat abutment teeth that later become defective so that their service as abutments may be restored and the serviceability of the removable partial denture maintained. Although not part of the original mouth preparations, this service accomplishes much the same objective by providing support, stability, and retention, and the dentist must be technically capable of providing this removable partial denture service when it becomes necessary.
Impression materials used in the various phases of partial denture fabrication may be classified as rigid, thermoplastic, or elastic substances. Rigid impression materials are those that set to a rigid consistency. Thermoplastic impression materials are those that become plastic at higher temperatures and resume their original form when cooled. Elastic impression materials are those that remain in an elastic or flexible state after they have set and have been removed from the mouth.

Although rigid impression materials may be capable of recording tooth and tissue details accurately, they cannot be removed from the mouth without fracture and reassembly. Thermoplastic materials cannot record minute details accurately because they undergo permanent distortion during withdrawal from tooth and tissue undercuts. Elastic materials are the only ones that can be withdrawn from tooth and tissue undercuts without permanent deformation and therefore are used generally for making impressions for removable partial dentures, immediate dentures, crowns, and fixed partial dentures when tooth and tissue undercuts and surface detail must be recorded with accuracy.

**Rigid Materials**

**Plaster of Paris**

One type of rigid impression material is plaster of Paris, which has been used in dentistry for over 200 years. Although all plaster of Paris impression materials are handled in approximately the same manner, the setting and flow characteristics of each manufacturer’s product will vary. Some are pure and finely ground with only an
accelerator added to expedite setting within reasonable working limits. Others are modified impression plasters to which binders and plasticizers have been added to permit limited border manipulation while the material is setting. These do not set as hard or fracture as cleanly as pure plaster of Paris and therefore cannot be reassembled with as much accuracy if fracture occurs.

Plaster of Paris was once the only material available for removable partial denture impressions, but now elastic materials have completely replaced the impression plasters in this phase of prosthetic dentistry. It can be used for making accurate transfers of abutment castings or copings in the fabrication of fixed restorations and internal attachment dentures and for making rigid indexes and matrices for various purposes in prosthetic dentistry. Modified impression plasters may be used to record maxillomandibular relationships.

Metallic Oxide Paste
A second type of rigid impression material is metallic oxide paste, which is usually some form of a zinc oxide–eugenol combination. A number of these pastes are available; however, they are not used as primary impression materials and should never be used for impressions that include remaining natural teeth. They also are not to be used in stock impression trays.

Metallic oxide pastes are manufactured with a wide variation of consistencies and setting characteristics. For convenience, most of them are dispensed from two tubes; this enables the dentist to dispense and mix the correct proportion from each tube on a mixing slab. The previously prepared tray for the edentulous ridge segments is loaded and positioned in the mouth with or without any attempt at border molding. Border molding with metallic oxide impression pastes is not advisable because wrinkles will occur if movement is permitted at the time the material reaches its setting state.

As with all impression techniques, the accuracy of the primary impression and of the impression tray has a great influence on the final impression. Some metallic oxide pastes remain fluid for a longer period than do others, and some manufacturers claim that border molding is possible. In general, however, all metallic oxide pastes have one thing in common with plaster of Paris impression materials: they all have a setting time during which they should not be disturbed and after which no further border molding is effective.

Metallic oxide pastes, which are rigid substances, can be used as secondary impression materials for complete dentures and for extension base edentulous ridge areas of a removable partial denture if a custom impression tray has been properly designed and attached to the removable partial denture framework (see Chapter 16).

Metallic oxide pastes can also be used as an impression material for relining distal extension denture bases and may be used successfully for this purpose if the original denture base has been relieved sufficiently to allow the material to flow without displacement of the denture or the underlying tissues.

THERMOPLASTIC MATERIALS*

Modeling Plastic
Like plaster of Paris, modeling plastic is among the oldest impression materials used in prosthetic dentistry. This material is most often used for border correction (border molding) of custom impression trays for Kennedy Class I and Class II removable partial denture bases. It is manufactured in several different colors, each color being an indication of the temperature range at which the material is plastic and workable. A common error in the use of modeling plastic is that it is often subjected to higher temperatures than intended by the manufacturer. It then becomes too soft and loses some of its favorable working characteristics. If a temperature-controlled water bath is not used, a thermometer should be used to maintain the water temperature. If modeling plastic is softened at a temperature above that intended by the manufacturer, the material becomes brittle and unpredictable. Also, there is the ever-present danger of burning the patient when the temperature used in softening the modeling plastic is too high.

The most commonly used modeling plastic for corrected impressions of extension base areas is the red (red-brown) material, in cake form, that softens at about 132° F. It should never be softened at temperatures much above this. Neither it nor any other modeling plastic should be immersed in the water bath for an indefinite period. It should be dipped and kneaded until soft and subjected to no more heat than necessary before the tray is loaded and it is placed in the mouth. Then it may be flamed with an alcohol torch for the purpose of border molding, but it should always be tempered by being dipped back into the water bath before its return to the mouth to avoid burning the patient. The modeling plastic then may be chilled using a water spray before removal from the mouth, although this is not necessary if care is used in removing the impression. During sectional flaming and border molding, the modeling plastic should be chilled in ice water after each removal from the mouth; then it may be trimmed with a sharp knife without danger of fracture or distortion.

Red, gray, and green modeling plastics are obtainable in stick form for use in border molding an impression or an impression tray. The green material is the lowest fusing of the modeling plastics. The red and gray sticks have a higher and broader working range than do the cakes of like color so they may be flamed without harming the material. The

*Some of the historical parts of this discussion have been quoted or paraphrased from McCracken WL: Impression materials in prosthetic dentistry, Dent Clin North Am 2:671-684, 1958.
gray material in stick form is preferred by some dentists for border molding because of its contrasting lighter color. The choice between the use of green and gray sticks is purely optional and entirely up to the dentist.

Some dentists still prefer to use modeling plastic as a secondary impression material to record edentulous ridges in removable partial denture fabrication. When this is done, it is generally used only as a means of building up the underside of the denture before the tissues are recorded with some secondary impression material (see Chapter 16).

**Impression Waxes and Natural Resins**

A second group of thermoplastic impression materials consists of those impression waxes and resins commonly spoken of as mouth-temperature waxes. The most familiar of these have been the Iowa wax (Kerr Co., Romulus, MI) and the Korecta waxes (D-R Miner Dental, Concord, CA), all of which were developed for specific techniques.

Knowledge of the characteristics of mouth-temperature waxes is important if they are to be used correctly.

The Iowa wax was developed for use in recording the functional or supporting form of an edentulous ridge. It may be used as a secondary impression material or as an impression material for relining the finished removable partial denture to obtain support from the underlying tissues. The mouth-temperature waxes lend themselves well to all relining techniques as they will flow sufficiently in the mouth to avoid displacement of tissues. As with any relining technique, it is necessary that sufficient relief and venting be provided to give the material the opportunity to flow.

The difference between impression wax and modeling plastic is that impression waxes have the ability to flow as long as they are in the mouth and thereby permit equalization of pressure and prevent displacement. The modeling plastics flow only in proportion to the amount of flaming and tempering that can be done outside of the mouth; this does not continue after the plastic has approached mouth temperature. The principal advantage of mouth-temperature waxes is that, given sufficient time, they permit a rebound of those tissues that may have been forcibly displaced.

The impression waxes also may be used to correct the borders of impressions made of more rigid materials, thereby establishing optimum contact at the border of the denture. All mouth-temperature wax impressions have the ability to record border detail accurately and include the correct width of the denture border. They also have the advantage of being correctable.

Mouth-temperature waxes vary in their working characteristics. They are designed primarily for impression techniques that attempt to record the tissues under an occlusal load. In such techniques, the occlusion rim or the arrangement of artificial teeth is completed first. Mouth-temperature wax is then applied to the tissue side of the denture base, and the final impression is made under functional loading by using various movements to simulate functional activity. These mouth-temperature materials also may be used successfully in open-mouth impression techniques. Iowa wax will not distort after removal from the mouth at ordinary room temperatures, but the more resinous waxes must be stored at much lower temperatures to avoid flow when they are out of the mouth. Resinous waxes are not ordinarily used in removable partial denture impression techniques except for secondary impressions.

**ELASTIC MATERIALS**

**Reversible Hydrocolloids**

Reversible (agar-agar) hydrocolloids, which are fluid at higher temperatures and gel on reduction in temperature, are used primarily as impression materials for fixed restorations. They demonstrate acceptable accuracy when properly used; however, the reversible hydrocolloid impression materials offer few advantages over the irreversible (alginate) hydrocolloids when used as a removable partial denture impression material. Present-day irreversible hydrocolloids are sufficiently accurate for making master casts for removable partial dentures. However, border control of impressions made with these materials is difficult.

**Irreversible Hydrocolloids**

Irreversible hydrocolloids are used for making diagnostic casts, orthodontic treatment casts, and master casts for removable partial denture procedures. Because they are made of colloid materials, neither reversible nor irreversible hydrocolloid impressions can be stored for any length of time, but must be poured immediately.

These materials have low tear strength, provide less surface detail than other materials (e.g., mercapta rubber base), and are not as dimensionally stable as other materials. They can, however, be used in the presence of moisture (saliva); are hydrophilic; pour well with stone; have a pleasant taste and odor; and are nontoxic, nonstaining, and inexpensive. The combination reversible–irreversible hydrocolloids have demonstrated a tendency to separate and should be used with that understanding. The hydrocolloids can be acceptably disinfected with a spray solution of 2% acid glutaraldehyde, stored in 100% humidity, and poured within 1 hour.

**Mercapta Rubber–Base Impression Materials**

The mercapta rubber–base (Thiokol) impression materials can also be used for removable partial denture impressions and especially for secondary corrected or altered cast impressions. To be accurate, the impression must have a uniform thickness that does not exceed 3 mm (1/8 inch). This necessitates the use of a carefully made individual impression tray.

---

*Some of the historical parts of this discussion have been quoted or paraphrased from McCracken WL: Impression materials in prosthetic dentistry, Dent Clin North Am 2:671-684, 1958.
of acrylic-resin or some other material possessing adequate rigidity and stability. Those materials that are highly cross-linked (medium and heavy body) do not recover well from deformation and should not be used when large or multiple undercuts are present. For example, when large numbers of teeth with natural tooth contours that display multiple undercuts remain, these materials will be subjected to clinically significant distortion upon withdrawal. The long-term dimensional stability of these materials is poor because of water loss after setting. The material must be held still during the impression-making procedure because it does not have a snap set; it should be allowed to rebound for 7 to 15 minutes after it is removed from the mouth and should then be poured immediately. Many of these materials have an unpleasant odor and can stain clothes. These materials are moderately inexpensive, have high tear strength and long working and setting times (8 to 10 minutes), and can be disinfected in liquid, cold-sterilizing solutions. The accuracy of mercapta rubber base is acceptable for making impressions for removable partial dentures; however, as with hydrocolloid impression materials, certain precautions must be taken to avoid distortion of the impression. Mercapta rubber–base impression materials do have an advantage over hydrocolloid materials in that the surface of an artificial stone poured against them is of a smoother texture and therefore appears to be smoother and harder than one poured against a hydrocolloid material. This is probably so because the rubber material does not have the ability to retard or etch the surface of the setting stone. Despite their accuracy, this has always been a disadvantage of all hydrocolloid impression materials. The fact that a smoother surface results does not, however, preclude the possibility of a grossly inaccurate impression and stone cast resulting from other causes. Rubber-base impression materials possess a longer setting time than the irreversible hydrocolloid materials and lend themselves better to border molding in adequate supporting trays.

**Polyether Impression Materials**
Polyether impression material is an elastic-type material, as are the polysulfide and silicone materials. These materials have demonstrated good accuracy in clinical evaluations and are thixotropic, which provides good surface detail and makes them useful as a border molding material. It should be noted, however, that these materials are not compatible with the addition reaction silicone impression materials and should not be used to border mold custom trays when the silicone impression materials are to be used as the final impression material. The polyethers are also hydrophilic, which produces good wetability for easy cast forming.

The polyethers have low to moderate tear strength and much shorter working and setting times, which can limit the usefulness of the material. The flow characteristics and flexibility of the polyether materials are the lowest of any of the elastic materials. These characteristics can limit the use of polyethers in removable partial denture impression procedures. The stiffness of the material can result in cast breakage when removal of the cast from a custom tray is attempted. These materials have a higher permanent deformation than the addition reaction silicones. Some have an unpleasant taste, and because the material will absorb moisture, it cannot be immersed in disinfesting solutions or stored in high humidity for any extended period of time. The materials should be poured within 2 hours; however, manufacturers claim that if the impression is kept dry, clinically acceptable casts can be poured for up to 7 days.

**Silicone Impression Materials**
The silicone impression materials are more accurate and easier to use than the other elastic impression materials. The condensation silicones have a moderate (5 to 7 minutes) working time that can be altered by adjusting the amount of the accelerator. They have a pleasant odor, moderately high tear strength, and excellent recovery from deformation. These materials can be used with a compatible putty material to form fit a custom tray. Silicone impression materials are hydrophobic, which can make cast formation a problem. These materials can be disinfected in any of the disinfesting solutions with no alteration in accuracy. Ideally, these materials should be poured within 1 hour.

The addition reaction silicones are the most accurate of the elastic impression materials. They have less polymerization shrinkage, low distortion, fast recovery from deformation, and moderately high tear strength. These materials have a working time of 3 to 5 minutes, which can be easily modified with the use of retardants and temperature controls. They are available in both hydrophilic and hydrophobic forms, have no smell or taste, and also come in putty forms, to assist in form fitting the impression tray at the side. Most of the addition reaction silicones are available in automixing devices, can be poured up to 1 week after impression making with acceptable clinical results, and are stable in most sterilizing solutions. Sulfur in latex gloves and in ferric and aluminum sulfate retraction solution may inhibit polymerization. Many of the hydrophobic types are difficult to pour with stone, and adhesion to acrylic-resin trays is not good. The putties for these materials have a relatively short shelf life, and they are more expensive than the other elastic impression materials.

**IMPRESSIONS OF THE PARTIALLY EDENTULOUS ARCH**
An impression of the partially edentulous arch must record accurately the anatomic form of the teeth and surrounding tissues. This is necessary so that the prosthesis may be designed to follow a definite path of placement and removal and so that support, stability, and retention derived from the abutment teeth may be precise and accurate.

Materials that could be permanently deformed by removal from tooth or tissue undercuts should not be used. The thermoplastic impression materials and metallic oxide pastes
are therefore excluded for recording the anatomic form of the dental arch. Rubber-base materials that are highly cross-linked should not be used when large or multiple undercuts are present because these materials will be subjected to considerable distortion upon withdrawal. Plaster of Paris and modeling plastic are capable of recording tissue detail accurately, but they must be sectioned for removal and subsequently reassembled, which often leads to permanent deformation.

The introduction of hydrocolloids as impression materials was a giant step forward in dentistry. For the first time, impressions could be made of undercut areas with a material that was elastic enough to be withdrawn from those undercuts without permanent distortion. It permitted the making of a one-piece impression, which did not require the use of a separating medium, and was and still is an acceptably accurate material when handled properly.

The principal differences between reversible and irreversible hydrocolloids are as follows:
1. Reversible hydrocolloid converts from the gel form to a sol by the application of heat. It may be reverted to gel form by a reduction in temperature. This physical change is reversible.
2. Irreversible hydrocolloid becomes a gel via a chemical reaction as a result of mixing alginate powder with water. This physical change is irreversible.

Reversible hydrocolloid does have some disadvantages. It must be introduced into the mouth while warm enough to be a sol, and then it converts to an elastic gel on cooling. Therefore there is an ever-present danger of burning the tissues of the mouth—a burn that is painful and slow to heal. It requires warming and tempering equipment that is thermostatically controlled and necessitates the use of water-jacketed impression trays for cooling.

All hydrocolloids are dimensionally stable only during a brief period after removal from the mouth. If exposed to the air, they rapidly lose water content, with resulting shrinkage and other dimensional changes. If immersed in water, they imbibe water, with accompanying swelling and dimensional changes. All hydrocolloid impressions should be poured immediately, but if they must be stored for a brief period, they should be in a saturated atmosphere rather than immersed in water. This can be accomplished simply by wrapping the impression in a damp paper towel or sealing it in a plastic bag.

Hydrocolloids also exhibit a phenomenon known as syneresis, which is associated with the giving off of a mucinous exudate. This mucinous exudate has a retarding effect on any gypsum material, which results in a soft or chalky cast surface. Sometimes this is detected only by close examination of the impression after removal from the cast. Nevertheless, such a cast surface is inaccurate and ultimately will result in an inaccurate removable partial denture framework. Pouring the cast immediately and using some chemical accelerator, such as potassium sulfate, to counteract the retarding effect of the hydrocolloid can prevent this inaccuracy. All modern irreversible hydrocolloid impression materials have an accelerator incorporated into the powder and no longer need to be treated with a fixing solution.

Because no heat is used in the preparation of irreversible hydrocolloid, there is no danger of burning the patient. For this reason, the patient should be more relaxed and cooperative during the positioning of the tray. However, some disadvantages are associated with the use of irreversible hydrocolloid. This material gels by means of a chemical reaction that is accelerated by the warmth of the tissues, whereas reversible hydrocolloid gels from the tray in toward the tissues, because of the cooling action of the water that circulates through the tray. In the irreversible hydrocolloid, gelation first takes place next to the tissues, and any movement of the tray during gelation will result in internal stresses that are released on removal of the impression from the mouth. A distorted and therefore inaccurate impression results from an irreversible hydrocolloid impression that is not held immobile during gelation.

Another disadvantage of irreversible hydrocolloid is that it must be introduced into the mouth at approximately 70°F, which results in immediate increase in the viscosity and surface tension of the material. Air bubbles are therefore harder to dispel, and it is inevitable that more air will be trapped in an irreversible impression than in a reversible impression. Every precaution must be taken to avoid the entrapment of air in critical areas.

### Important Precautions to Be Observed in the Handling of Hydrocolloid Impressions

Some important precautions to be observed in the handling of hydrocolloid are as follows:
1. The impression should not be exposed to air because some dehydration will inevitably occur and result in shrinkage.
2. The impression should not be immersed in water or disinfectants because some imbibition will inevitably result, with an accompanying expansion.
3. The impression should be protected from dehydration by placing it in a humid atmosphere or wrapping it in a damp paper towel until a cast can be poured. To avoid volume change, this should be done within 15 minutes after removal of the impression from the mouth.
4. Exudate from the hydrocolloid has a retarding effect on the chemical reaction of gypsum products and results in a chalky cast surface. This can be prevented by pouring the cast immediately or by first immersing the impression in a solution of accelerator if an accelerator is not included in the formula.

### Step-by-Step Procedure for Making a Hydrocolloid Impression

The step-by-step procedure and important points to observe in the making of a hydrocolloid impression are as follows:
1. Select a suitable, sterilized, perforated or rim-lock impression tray that is large enough to provide a 4-
5-mm thickness of the impression material between the teeth and tissues and the tray.

2. Build up the palatal portion of the maxillary impression tray with wax or modeling plastic to ensure even distribution of the impression material and to prevent the material from slumping away from the palatal surface (Figure 15-1A). At this time, it is also helpful to pack the palate with gauze that has been sprayed with a topical anesthetic. This will serve to anesthetize the minor salivary glands and mucous glands of the palate and thus prevent secretions as a response to smell or taste or to the physical presence of the impression material. If gelation occurs next to the tissues while the deeper portion is still fluid, a distorted impression of the palate may result, which cannot be detected in the finished impression. This may result in the major connector of the finished casting not being in contact with the underlying tissues. The maxillary tray frequently has to be extended posteriorly to include the tuberosities and the vibrating line region of the palate. Such an extension also aids in correctly orienting the tray in the patient’s mouth when the impression is made.

3. The lingual flange of the mandibular tray may need to be lengthened with wax in the retromylohyoid area or to be extended posteriorly, but it rarely ever needs to be lengthened elsewhere. Wax may need to be added in the distolingual flap to prevent the tissues of the floor of the mouth from rising inside the tray (Figure 15-1B).

4. Place the patient in an upright position, with the arch to be impressed nearly parallel to the floor.

5. When irreversible hydrocolloid is used, place the measured amount of water (at 70°F) in a clean, dry, rubber mixing bowl (600-mL capacity). Add the correct measure of powder. Spatulate rapidly against the side of the bowl with a short, stiff spatula. This should be accomplished in less than 1 minute. The patient should rinse his or her mouth with cool water to eliminate excess saliva while the impression material is being mixed and the tray is being loaded.

6. In placing the material in the tray, avoid entrapping air. Have the first layer of material lock through the perforations of the tray or rim-lock to prevent any possible dislodgment after gelation.

7. After loading the tray, remove the gauze with the topical anesthetic and quickly place (rub) some of the impression material on any critical areas using your finger (areas such as rest preparations and abutment teeth). If a maxillary impression is being made, place the material in the highest aspect of the palate and over the rugae.

8. Use a mouth mirror or index finger to retract the cheek on the side away from you as the tray is rotated into the mouth from the near side.

9. Seat the tray first on the side away from you, next on the anterior area, while reflecting the lip, and then on the near side, with the mouth mirror or finger for cheek retraction. Finally, make sure that the lip is draping naturally over the tray.

10. Be careful not to seat the tray too deeply, leaving room for a thickness of material over the occlusal and incisal surfaces.

11. Hold the tray immobile for 3 minutes with light finger pressure over the left and right premolar areas. To avoid internal stresses in the finished impression, do not allow the tray to move during gelation. Any movement of the tray during gelation will produce an inaccurate impression. If, for example, you allow the patient or the assistant to hold the tray in position at any time during the impression procedure, some movement of the tray will be inevitable during the transfer and the impression will probably be inaccurate. Do not remove the impression from the mouth until the impression material has completely set.

12. After releasing the surface tension, remove the impression quickly in line with the long axis of the teeth to avoid tearing or other distortion.

13. Rinse the impression free of saliva with slurry water, or dust it with plaster, and rinse gently; then examine it critically. Spray the impression thoroughly with a suitable disinfectant and cover it immediately with a damp paper towel.

A cast should be poured immediately into a disinfected hydrocolloid impression to avoid dimensional changes and syneresis. Circumstances often necessitate some delay, but this time lapse should be kept to a minimum. A delay of 15 minutes will satisfy the disinfection requirements and should not be deleterious if the impression is kept in a humid atmosphere.
Step-by-Step Procedure for Making a Stone Cast From a Hydrocolloid Impression

The step-by-step procedure for making a stone cast from the impression is as follows:

1. A more abrasive-resistant type IV stone should be used to form removable partial denture casts. Have the measured dental stone at hand, along with the designated quantity of room temperature water, as recommended by the manufacturer. A clean 600-mL rubber mixing bowl, a stiff spatula, and a vibrator complete the preparations. A No. 7 spatula also should be within reach.

2. First, pour the measure of water into the mixing bowl and then add the measure of stone. Spatulate thoroughly for 1 minute, remembering that a weak and porous stone cast may result from insufficient spatulation. Mechanical spatulation under vacuum is preferred. After any spatulation other than in a vacuum, place the mixing bowl on the vibrator and knead the material to permit the escape of any trapped air.

3. After removing the impression from the damp towel, gently shake out surplus moisture and hold the impression over the vibrator, impression side up, with only the handle of the tray contacting the vibrator. The impression material must not be placed in contact with the vibrator because of possible distortion of the impression.

4. With a small spatula, add the first cast material to the distal area away from you. Allow this first material to be vibrated around the arch from tooth to tooth toward the anterior part of the impression (Figure 15-2). Continue to add small increments of material at this same distal area, with each portion of added stone pushing the mass ahead of it. This avoids the entrapment of air. The weight of the material causes any excess water to be pushed around the arch and to be expelled ultimately at the opposite end of the impression. Discard this fluid material. When the impressions of all teeth have been filled, continue to add artificial stone in larger portions until the impression is completely filled.

5. The filled impression should be placed so that its weight does not distort the hydrocolloid impression material. The base of the cast can be completed with the same mix of stone. The base of the cast should be 16 to 18 mm (5/8 to 3/4 inch) at its thinnest portion and should be extended beyond the borders of the impression so that buccal, labial, and lingual borders will be recorded correctly in the finished cast. A distorted cast may result from an inverted impression.

6. As soon as the cast material has developed sufficient body, trim the excess from the sides of the cast. Wrap the impression and cast in a wet paper towel, or place it in a humidor, until the initial set of the stone has taken place. The impression is thus prevented from losing water by evaporation, which might deprive the cast material of sufficient water for crystallization. Chalky cast surfaces around the teeth are often the result of the hydrocolloid’s acting as a sponge and robbing the cast material of its necessary water for crystallization.

7. After the cast and impression have been in the humid atmosphere for 30 minutes, separate the impression from the cast. Thirty minutes is sufficient for initial setting.

**Figure 15-2**  A, Stone is introduced at one posterior region of the impression, with care taken to trace the stone moving into each tooth as it rounds the arch. B, Additional stone is not needed until the stone has reached the opposite-most posterior tooth.
Any stone that interferes with separation from the tray must be trimmed away with a knife.
8. Clean the impression tray immediately while the used impression material is still elastic.
9. Trimming of the cast should be deferred until final setting has occurred. The sides of the cast then may be trimmed to be parallel, and any blebs or defects resulting from air bubbles in the impression may be removed. If this is a cast for a permanent record, it may be trimmed to orthodontic specification to present a neat appearance for demonstration purposes. Master casts and other working casts are ordinarily trimmed only to remove excess stone.

Possible Causes of an Inaccurate and/or a Weak Cast of a Dental Arch

The possible causes of an inaccurate cast are as follows:
1. Distortion of the hydrocolloid impression (a) by use of an impression tray that is not rigid; (b) by partial displacement from the tray; (c) by shrinkage caused by dehydration; (d) by expansion caused by imbition (this will be toward the teeth and will result in an undersized rather than oversized cast); and (e) by attempting to pour the cast with stone that has already begun to set.
2. A ratio of water to powder that is too high. Although this may not cause volumetric changes in the size of the cast, it will result in a weak cast.
3. Improper mixing. This also results in a weak cast or one with a chalky surface.
4. Trapping of air, either in the mix or in pouring, because of insufficient vibration.
5. Soft or chalky cast surface that results from the retarding action of the hydrocolloid or the absorption of necessary water for crystallization by the dehydrating hydrocolloid.
6. Premature separation of the cast from the impression.
7. Failure to separate the cast from the impression for an extended period.

INDIVIDUAL IMPRESSION TRAYS

This chapter has previously dealt with making an impression in a rigid stock tray of the anatomic form of a dental arch for making a diagnostic cast, a working cast for restorations, or a master cast. There are times, however, when a stock tray is not suitable for making the final anatomic impression of the dental arch. Most tooth-supported removable partial dentures may be made on a master cast from such an impression. Some maxillary distal extension removable partial dentures with broad palatal coverage, particularly those for a Kennedy Class I arch, may also be made on an anatomic cast, but usually these necessitate the use of an individually made tray.

A stock tray must be sufficiently rigid to avoid distortion during the impression and cast forming procedures and should fit the mouth with about 4 to 5 mm clearance for the impression material without interfering with teeth or bordering tissues; otherwise an individual tray made of some acrylic-resin tray material should be used for the final anatomic impression.

Most stock or disposable removable partial denture trays are of the rim-lock or perforated varieties. Both are made in a limited selection of sizes and shapes. Wide selections of trays are available that can be used for partially edentulous patients, including trays for both bilateral and unilateral edentulous areas.

All of these trays have reinforced borders. Although a complete denture impression tray is, or should be, made of material that permits trimming and shaping to fit the mouth, the existence of a beaded border and the rigidity of a stock removable partial denture tray allow no trimming and little shaping. The resulting impression is often a record of border tissues distorted by an ill-fitting tray rather than an impression of tissues draping naturally over a slightly underextended impression tray.

An individual acrylic-resin tray, on the other hand, can be made with sufficient clearance for the impression material and can be trimmed just short of the vestibular reflections to allow the tissues to drape naturally without distortion. The removable partial denture borders may then be made as accurately as complete denture borders with equal advantages.

Although techniques have been proposed for making individual impression trays that incorporate plastic tubing for water-cooling reversible hydrocolloid impressions, the final anatomic impression usually will be made with irreversible hydrocolloid, mercaptan rubber, or silicone impression materials.

Technique for Making Individual Acrylic-Resin Impression Trays

The diagnostic cast is often adequate for preparation of the individual tray. However, if extensive surgery or extractions were performed after the diagnostic cast was made, a new impression in a rigid stock tray and a new cast must be made. The procedures for making the new cast are identical to those described previously.

A duplicate of the diagnostic cast, on which the individual tray can be fabricated, should be made because the cast on which an individual tray is made is often damaged or must be mutilated to separate the tray from the cast. Obviously the original diagnostic cast must be retained as a permanent record in the patient's file. Several techniques may be used to make individual impression trays. One technique for making an individual maxillary tray is described in Figures 15-3 and 15-4. This format could be used for both autopolymerizing acrylic-resin and visible light-cured (VLC) acrylic-resin. The VLC custom tray materials are premixed sheet materials that, when polymerized, provide a highly stable, distortion-free custom impression tray that is ready to use in minutes. These materials are provided by the manufacturers in sheet forms of various sizes, thicknesses, and colors.
A technique for making an individual maxillary tray with light-polymerized resin is as follows:

1. Outline the extent of the tray on the cast with a pencil. The tray must include all teeth and tissues that will be involved in the removable partial denture.

2. Adapt one layer of baseplate wax over the tissue surfaces and two layers over the teeth of the cast to serve as a spacer for impression material. The wax spacer should be trimmed 2 to 3 mm short of the outline drawn on the diagnostic cast. Wax covering the posterior palatal seal area should be removed so that intimate contact of the tray and tissue in this region may serve as an aid in correctly orienting the tray when the impression is made. Expose portions of the incisal edges of the central incisors to serve as anterior stops when placing the tray in the mouth. Bevel the wax so that the completed tray will have a guiding incline that will help position the tray on the anterior stop. Other cast undercuts should be blocked out with wax or modeling compound. **NOTE:** Adapt an additional layer of baseplate wax over the teeth if the impression is to be made in irreversible hydrocolloid. This step is not necessary if the choice of impression material is a rubber-base or silicone type of material.

3. Paint the exposed surfaces of the cast that may be contacted by the light-polymerized resin tray material with a model release agent (MRA) to facilitate separation of the polymerized tray from the cast.

4. Remove the VLC tray material from the light-proof pouch and carefully cut the desired length with a knife or scalpel. Adapt the VLC material to the cast and trim it with a knife. Be sure not to thin the material over the teeth or the posterior border area.

5. Attach a handle by molding excess VLC material into the desired shape and blend it into the tray material in the cast. With some materials, a paper clip or similar wire may be shaped and used to reinforce the handle. Alternatively, some manufacturers make prefabricated metal custom tray handles that may be easily adapted.
6. Place the cast with the adapted tray in the light polymerizing unit and process according to the manufacturer’s directions—usually a maximum of 1 minute.

7. Remove the cast from the unit and gently remove the tray from the cast. Peel the softened wax out of the tray while the wax is still warm.

8. Paint the entire impression tray with the manufacturer’s air barrier coating material and return the tray to the unit turnstile for additional polymerizing, tissue side up.

9. When the polymerizing cycle is completed, remove the tray from the unit and clean it with a brush and water.

10. Perfect the borders of the tray with rotary instruments (vulcanite burs, acrylic-resin trimmers, etc.), and slightly polish the external surface of the tray.

11. Place perforations (No. 8 bur size) in the VLC resin tray at 5-mm (1/4-inch) intervals, with the exception of the alveolar groove areas, if an irreversible hydrocolloid

---

**Figure 15-3, cont’d**

E. A handle is added to provide a means to place and remove the tray, as well as to pass the tray from assistant to dentist. Its form should consider the lip length and need to manipulate the perioral region. F. Before the tray is placed in the curing oven, an air barrier coating is painted on the surface. The tray is then polymerized as per manufacturers’ recommendations. G. As soon as the tray material has hardened, the tray is removed from the cast, and the wax spacer is removed from the rough tray. An acrylic-resin trimmer in the lathe is used to rough finish the tray. Holes are drilled through the tray, spaced approximately 4.5 mm apart. These holes will serve to lock the impression material in the tray. In addition, excess impression material is forced out of the holes when the impression is made, thereby minimally displacement of soft oral tissues. These two features will assist in correctly orienting the individualized impression tray in the mouth.
impression material is to be used (see Figures 15-3 and 4).

12. The finished tray must be sanitized and tried in the mouth so that any necessary corrections to the tray can be accomplished before the impression is made.

The technique for making an individual mandibular VLC resin tray follows the same procedures. The buccal shelf regions on the mandibular cast are not covered by the wax spacer because these areas provide the primary support for the mandibular removable partial denture (RPD) and
serve as posterior stops in orienting the tray in the patient’s mouth. During impression making, these areas will permit selective placement of tissues in the mandibular stress-bearing areas.

If mercaptan rubber is to be used, perforations are not usually necessary to lock the material in the tray, as the adhesive provided by the manufacturer provides reliable retention, and some confinement of these materials is desirable. However, a series of perforations are necessary in the median palatal raphe and incisive papilla areas of the maxillary tray so that excess impression material will escape through them, thus providing relief of the tissues in this area. For the same reasons, perforations are placed in the alveolar groove of the mandibular tray. With the use of adhesives, the impression material is not easily removed from the tray should a faulty impression have to be remade, but this is an inconvenience common to all newer elastic materials and does not prevent reuse of the impression tray. Opaque elastic impression materials and adhesives can prevent the detection of undesirable pressure areas when an impression is evaluated.

Master casts made from impressions in individual acrylic-resin trays are generally more accurate than those made in rigid stock trays. The use of individual trays should be considered a necessary step in making the majority of removable partial dentures when a secondary impression technique is not to be used. Reasons and methods for making a secondary impression will be considered in Chapter 16.

Final impressions for maxillary tooth–supported removable partial dentures often may be made in carefully selected and recontoured rigid stock impression trays. However, an individual acrylic-resin tray is preferred in those situations in the mandibular arch when the floor of the mouth closely approximates the lingual gingiva of the remaining anterior teeth. Recording the floor of the mouth at the elevation it assumes when the lips are licked is important in selecting the type of major connector to be used (see Chapter 5). Modification of the borders of an individual tray to fulfill the requirements of an adequate tray is much easier than is the modification of a metal stock tray.
In a tooth-supported removable partial denture, a metal base or the framework that supports an acrylic-resin base is connected to and is part of a rigid framework that permits the direct transfer of occlusal forces to the abutment teeth through the occlusal rests. Even though the denture base of the modification space(s) in a Kennedy Class III removable partial denture provides support for the supplied teeth, the residual ridge beneath the base is not called on to aid in the support of the removable partial denture. Therefore the resiliency of the ridge tissues, the ridge configuration, and the type of bone that supports these tissues are not factors in denture support. Regardless of the length of the edentulous spans, if the framework is rigid, the abutment teeth are sound enough to carry the additional load, and the occlusal rests are properly formed, support comes entirely from the abutment teeth at either end of that span. Support may be augmented by splinting and by the use of additional abutments, but in any event the abutments are the sole support of the removable restoration.

An impression (and resultant stone cast) records the anatomic form of the teeth and their surrounding structures and is needed to make a tooth-supported removable partial denture. The impression should also record the moving tissues that will border the denture in an unstrained position, so the relationship of the denture base to those tissues may be as accurate as possible. Although underextension of the denture base in a tooth-supported prosthesis is the lesser of two evils, an underextended base may lead to food entrapment and inadequate facial contours, particularly on the buccal and labial sides. To accurately record the moving tissues of the floor of the mouth, an individual impression tray should be used, rather than an ill-fitting or overextended stock tray. This has been discussed at length in Chapters 5 and 15.
DISTAL EXTENSION REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE

The distal extension removable partial denture does not have the advantage of total tooth support because one or more bases are extensions covering the residual ridge distal to the last abutment. It therefore is dependent on the residual ridge for a portion of its support.

The distal extension removable partial denture must depend on the residual ridge for some support, stability, and retention. Indirect retention, to prevent the denture from lifting away from the residual ridge, should also be incorporated in the design. The tooth-supported base is secured at either end by the action of a direct retainer and is supported at either end by a rest, whereas this degree of support and direct retention is lacking in the distal extension prosthesis. For this reason, a distal abutment should be preserved whenever possible. In the event of the loss or absence of a distal abutment tooth, the patient must be made aware of the movements to be expected with a distal extension removable partial denture and the limitations imposed on the dentist when the residual ridge must be used for support, stability, and retention for that part of the prosthesis.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SUPPORT OF A DISTAL EXTENSION BASE

Because one of the stated objectives of prosthodontic treatment is the restoration of function and comfort in an esthetically pleasing manner, maintenance of occlusal contact in distal extension removable partial dentures demands an understanding of the factors that influence residual ridge support. Support from the residual ridge becomes more important as the distance from the last abutment increases and will depend on the following several factors:
1. Contour and quality of the residual ridge
2. Extent of residual ridge coverage by the denture base
3. Type and accuracy of the impression registration
4. Accuracy of the fit of the denture base
5. Design of the removable partial denture framework
6. Total occlusal load applied

Contour and Quality of the Residual Ridge

The ideal residual ridge to support a denture base would consist of cortical bone that covers relatively dense cancellous bone, with a broad rounded crest with high vertical slopes, and is covered by firm, dense, fibrous connective tissue. Such a residual ridge would optimally support vertical and horizontal stresses placed on it by denture bases. Unfortunately this ideal is seldom encountered.

Easily displaceable tissue will not adequately support a denture base, and tissues that are interposed between a sharp, bony residual ridge and a denture base will not remain in a healthy state. Not only must the nature of the bone of the residual ridge be considered in developing optimum support for the denture base, but also its positional relationship to the direction of forces that will be placed on it.

The crest of the bony mandibular residual ridge is most often cancellous. Because lining mucosa restricts both the buccal and lingual mucosae adjacent to teeth in the mandible, loss of firm mucosa overlying the residual ridge is common following tooth extraction in the posterior mandible. Pressures placed on tissues overlying the crest of the mandibular residual ridge usually result in irritation of these tissues, accompanied by the sequelae of chronic inflammation. Therefore the crest of the mandibular residual ridge cannot be a primary stress-bearing region. The buccal shelf region (bounded by the external oblique line and the crest of the alveolar ridge) seems to be better suited for a primary stress-bearing role because it is covered by relatively firm, dense, fibrous connective tissue supported by cortical bone. In most instances this region bears more of a horizontal relationship to vertical forces than do other regions of the residual ridge (Figure 16-1). The slopes of the residual ridge then would become the primary stress-bearing region for resistance of horizontal and off-vertical forces.

The immediate crest of the bone of the maxillary residual ridge may consist primarily of cancellous bone. Unlike in the mandible, oral tissues that overlie the maxillary residual alveolar bone are usually of a firm, dense nature (similar to the mucosa of the hard palate) or can be surgically prepared to support a denture base. The topography of a partially edentulous maxillary arch imposes a restriction on selection of a primary stress-bearing area. In spite of impression pro-
In procedures, the crestal area of the residual ridge will become the primary stress-bearing area for vertically directed forces. Some resistance to these forces may be obtained by the immediate buccal and lingual slopes of the ridge. Palatal tissues between the medial palatal raphe and the lingual slope of the posterior edentulous ridge are readily displaceable and cannot be considered as primary stress-bearing sites (Figure 16-2). The tissues covering the crest of the maxillary residual ridge must be less displaceable than the tissues that cover palatal areas, or relief of palatal tissues must be provided in the denture bases or for palatal major connectors.

**Extent of Residual Ridge Coverage by the Denture Base**

The broader the residual ridge coverage, the greater is the distribution of the load, which results in less load per unit area (Figure 16-3). A denture base should cover as much of the residual ridge as possible and should be extended the maximum amount within the physiologic tolerance of the limiting border structures or tissues. Knowledge of these border tissues and the structures that influence their movement is paramount to the development of broad coverage denture bases. In a series of experiments, Kaires has shown that “maximum coverage of denture-bearing areas with large, wide denture bases is of the utmost importance in withstanding both vertical and horizontal stresses.”

It is not within the scope of this text to review the anatomic considerations related to denture bases. The student is referred to several articles listed in the “Selected Reading Resources” regarding this subject.

**Type and Accuracy of the Impression Registration**

The residual ridge may be said to have two forms: the anatomic form and the functional form (Figure 16-4). The anatomic form is the surface contour of the ridge when it is not supporting an occlusal load. The functional form of the residual ridge is the surface contour of the ridge when it is supporting a functional load.

The anatomic form is recorded by a soft impression material, such as a metallic oxide impression paste, if the entire impression tray is uniformly relieved. Depending on the viscosity of the particular impression material used and the rigidity of the impression tray, it is also the form that can be recorded by mercaptan rubber, silicone, and hydrocolloid impression materials. Distortion and tissue displacement by pressure may result from confinement of the impression material within the tray and from insufficient thickness of
impression material between the tray and the tissues, as well as from the viscosity of the impression material; however, none of these factors is selective or physiologic in its action. These accidental distortions of the tissues occur because of faulty technique. Use of the anatomic form of the residual ridge in fabricating complete dentures is quite common because of a belief that this is the most physiologic form for support of the dentures.

However, many other dentists believe that certain regions of the residual ridge(s) in a partially edentulous patient are more capable of supporting dentures than other regions. Their impression methods are directed to place more stress on primary stress-bearing regions with specially constructed individual trays and at the same time record the anatomic form of other basal seat tissues, which cannot assume a stress-bearing role. The form of the residual ridge recorded under some loading, whether by occlusal loading, finger loading, specially designed individual trays, or the consistency of the recording medium, is called the functional form. This is the surface contour of the ridge when it is supporting a functional load. How much it will differ from the anatomic form will depend on the thickness and structural characteristics of the soft tissues overlying the residual bone. It will also differ from the anatomic form in proportion to the total load applied to the denture base. Of the two philosophies, the latter seems to be more logical.

McLean and others recognized the need to record the tissues that support a distal extension removable partial denture base in their functional form, or supporting state, and then relate them to the remainder of the arch by means of a secondary impression. This was called a functional impression because it recorded the ridge relation under simulated function.

Any method, whether it records the functional relationship of the ridge to the remainder of the arch, or the functional form of the ridge itself, may provide acceptable support for the removable partial denture. On the other hand, those who use the anatomic ridge form for the removable partial denture should seriously consider the need for some mechanical stress-breaker to avoid the possible cantilever action of the distal extension base against the abutment teeth.

Steffel has classified advocates of the various methods for treating the distal extension removable partial denture as follows:

1. Those who believe that ridge and tooth supports can best be equalized by the use of stress-breakers or resilient equalizers.
2. Those who insist on bringing about the equalization of ridge and tooth support by physiologic basing, which is accomplished by a pressure impression or by relining of the denture under functional stresses.
3. Those who uphold the idea of extensive stress distribution for stress reduction at any one point.

It would seem that there is little difference in the philosophy behind methods 2 and 3 as given by Steffel, for both the equalization of tooth and tissue support and stress distribution over the greatest area are objectives of the functional type of impression. Many of the requirements and advantages that are associated with the distributed stress denture apply equally well to the functionally or physiologically based denture. Some of these requirements are (1) positive occlusal rests; (2) an all-rigid, nonflexible framework; (3) indirect retainers to add stability; and (4) well-adapted, broad coverage bases.

Those who do not accept the theory of physiologic basing, for one reason or another, should use some form of stress-breaker between the abutment and the distal extension base. The advantages and disadvantages of doing so have been given in Chapter 9.
Chapter 16  Support for the Distal Extension Denture Base

Accuracy of the Fit of the Denture Base

Support of the distal extension base is enhanced by intimacy of contact of the tissue surface of the base and the tissues that cover the residual ridge. The tissue surface of the denture base must optimally represent a true negative of the basal seat regions of the master cast. Denture bases have been discussed in Chapter 9.

In addition, the denture base must be related to the removable partial denture framework in the same manner as the basal seat tissues were related to the abutment teeth when the impression was made. Every precaution must be taken to ensure this relationship when the altered cast technique of making a master cast is used.

Design of the Removable Partial Denture Framework

Some rotation movement of a distal extension base at the distal abutment is inevitable under functional loading. It must be remembered that the extent to which abutments are subjected to rotational and torquing forces that result from masticatory function is directly related to the position and resistance of the food bolus. The greatest movement takes place at the most posterior extent of the denture base. The retromolar pad region of the mandibular residual ridge and the tuberosity region of the maxillary residual ridge therefore are subjected to the greatest movement of the denture base (Figure 16-5). Steffel and Kratochvil have suggested that as the rotational axis is moved from a disto-occlusal rest to a more anterior location, more of the residual ridge receives vertically directed occlusal forces to support the denture base (Figure 16-6). They have suggested that occlusal rests may be moved anteriorly to better use the residual ridge for support without jeopardizing either vertical or horizontal support of the denture by occlusal rests and guiding planes (Figure 16-7).

It is possible, however, that the proximal plate minor connector adjacent to the edentulous area will not disengage from or break contact with the guiding plane. When one considers impression and cast formation variables; waxing, investing, and casting discrepancies; and finishing and polishing procedures, it may be somewhat philosophical to assume that the minor connector proximal plate will have contact, and if it does, will disengage its contact with the guiding plane, especially if the tissues that support the extension denture base are healthy and demonstrate favorable contour. It is more likely that the abutment tooth will move physiologically to contact the minor connector and that the disengagement will depend on the amount of tissue displacement. Geometrically, the actual amount of tissue displacement in the extension base area under occlusal load may not be enough to cause the minor connector to break contact with the guiding plane.

Total Occlusal Load Applied

Patients with distal extension removable partial dentures generally orient the food bolus over natural teeth rather than prosthetic teeth. This is likely due to the more stable nature of the natural dentition, the proprioceptive feedback it provides for chewing, and the possible nociceptive feedback from the supporting mucosa. This has an effect on the direction and magnitude of the occlusal load to the removable partial denture, and thus on the load transferred to the abutments. Given this, the support from the residual ridge should be optimized and shared appropriately with the remaining natural dentition.

The number of artificial teeth, the width of their occlusal surfaces, and their occlusal efficiency influence the total occlusal load applied to the removable partial denture. Kaires conducted an investigation under laboratory conditions and concluded that “the reduction of the size of the

Figure 16-5  Acute dip of the short denture base is compared with that of the long one in the upper figure. In the lower figure, when the point of rotation is changed from C to B by the loss of more teeth, it can be seen that a proportionally greater area of the residual ridge is used to support the denture base than occurs when the fulcrum line passes through C. The amount of movement is directly related to the quality of tissue support. Line AC represents the length of the denture base. (See also Figure 10-3.)

Figure 16-6  If rotation of the distal extension base occurs around the nearest rest, as the rest is moved anteriorly more of the residual ridge will be used to resist rotation. Compare the vertical arcs of the long-dash broken line with the arcs of the solid line. (See also Figure 10-4.)
occlusal table reduces the vertical and horizontal forces that act on the removable partial dentures and lessens the stress on the abutment teeth and supporting tissues."

ANATOMIC FORM IMPRESSION

The anatomic form impression is a one-stage impression method using an elastic impression material that will produce a cast that does not represent a functional relationship between the various supporting structures of the partially edentulous mouth. It will represent only the hard and soft tissues at rest. With the removable partial denture in position in the dental arch, the occlusal rest(s) will fit the rest seat(s) of the abutment teeth, while the denture base(s) will fit the surface of the mucosa at rest. When a masticatory load is applied to the extension base(s) with a food bolus, the rest(s) will act as a definite stop, which will limit the part of the base near the abutment tooth from transmitting the load to the underlying anatomic structures. The distal end of the base(s), however, that is able to move more freely, will transmit more of the masticatory load to the underlying extension base tissues and will transmit more torque to the abutment teeth through the rigid removable partial denture framework.

It is obvious that the soft tissues that cover the ridge cannot by themselves carry any load applied to them. They act as a protective padding for the bone, which in the final analysis is the structure that receives and resists the masticatory load. Distribution of this load over a maximum area of bone is a prime requisite in preventing trauma both to the tissues of the extension base areas and to the abutment teeth.

A removable partial denture fabricated from a one-stage impression, which records only the anatomic form of basal seat tissues, places more of the masticatory load on the abutment teeth and that part of the bone that underlies the distal end of the extension base. The balance of the bony ridge will not function in carrying its share of the load. The result will be a traumatic load to the bone underlying the distal end of the base and to the abutment tooth, which in turn can result in bone loss and loosening of the abutment tooth. A properly prepared, individualized impression tray can be used to record the primary stress-bearing areas in a functional form and the non-stress-bearing areas in an anatomic form, just as is often accomplished in making impressions for complete dentures.

Some dentists believe that every removable partial denture should be relined before its final placement in the mouth. Some believe that tissue can be evenly displaced and use impression materials of heavy consistency. This latter practice can introduce traumatic stresses to the underlying tissues. Some dentists use free-flowing pastes that produce an impression of the soft tissues at rest. A removable partial denture made according to this technique will be similar to a removable partial denture fabricated from a one-piece impression. The occlusal rest will act as a stop and prevent an even distribution of the masticatory load by the base to the edentulous ridge.

METHODS FOR OBTAINING FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE DISTAL EXTENSION BASE

The objective of any functional impression technique is to provide maximum support for the removable partial denture bases. This allows for the maintenance of occlusal contact between natural and artificial dentition and, at the same time, minimal movement of the base, which would create leverage on the abutment teeth. Although some tissue-ward movement of the distal extension base is unavoidable and is dependent on the six factors listed previously, it can be minimized by providing the best possible support for the denture base.

A thorough understanding of the characteristics of each of the impression materials and impression methods leads
to the conclusion that no single material can record the anatomic form of the teeth and tissues in the dental arch and, at the same time, the functional form of the residual ridge. Therefore, some secondary or corrected impression method must be used.

The method selected is greatly influenced by determination of the support potential of the residual ridge mucosa. Mucosa that is firm and minimally displaceable provides a different support potential than mucosa that is more easily displaced. Methods for obtaining functional support for either should satisfy the two requirements for providing adequate support to the distal extension removable partial denture base. These are (1) that it records and relates the supporting soft tissue under some loading, and (2) that it distributes the load over as large an area as possible.

**Selective Tissue Placement Impression Method**

Soft tissues that cover basal seat areas may be placed, displaced, or recorded in their resting or anatomic form. Placed and displaced tissues differ in the degree of alteration from their resting form and in their physiologic reaction to the amount of displacement. For example, the palatal tissues in the vicinity of the vibrating line can be slightly displaced to develop a posterior palatal seal for the maxillary complete denture and will remain in a healthy state for extended periods. On the other hand, these tissues develop an immediate inflammatory response when they have been overly displaced in developing the posterior palatal seal.

Oral tissues that have been overly displaced or distorted attempt to regain their anatomic form. When they are not permitted to do this by the denture bases, the tissues become inflamed and their physiologic functions become impaired, accompanied by bone resorption. Tissues that are minimally displaced (placed) by impression procedures for definitive border control respond favorably to the additional pressures placed on them by the resultant denture bases if these pressures are intermittent rather than continuous.

The selective tissue placement impression method is based on these clinical observations, the histologic nature of tissues that cover the residual alveolar bone, the nature of the residual ridge bone, and its positional relationship to the direction of stresses that will be placed on it. It is further believed that by use of specially designed individual trays for impressions, denture bases can be developed that will use those portions of the residual ridge that can withstand additional stress and at the same time relieve the tissues of the residual ridge that cannot withstand functional loading and remain healthy.

There should be no philosophical difference between the requirement of support and coverage by bases of distal extension removable partial dentures and that of complete dentures, either maxillary or mandibular, because the objective of maximum support is the same. The tray is unquestionably the most important part of an impression. However, a tray must be so formed and modified that the impression philosophy of the dentist can be carried out. Making individualized acrylic-resin impression trays is described in Chapter 15, and a method of attaching custom trays to a removable partial denture framework is illustrated in Figure 16-8.

Because the goal is to maximize soft tissue support while using the teeth to their supportive advantage, the framework fitted to the teeth while soft tissue support is registered provides a means of coordinating both. This means that before the trays are attached, the framework must be fitted in the mouth as illustrated in Figure 16-9. Fitting the framework involves the following steps:
C. One thickness of baseplate wax is adapted to outlines to act as spacers so that room for the impression material exists in the finished trays. Windows are cut in the wax spacers corresponding to regions on the cast contacted by minor connectors (tissue stops) for denture bases. D. The framework is warmed and pressed to position on the relieved master cast. All regions of the cast that will be contacted by autopolymerizing acrylic-resin or visible light-cured (VLC) resin are painted with tinfoil substitute (Alcote) or model release agent (MRA). E. Acrylic-resin material is adapted to the cast and over the framework with finger pressure as described in Chapter 15. Excess material over the borders of the cast is removed with a sharp knife while the material is still soft. F. Polymerized acrylic-resin trays and framework are removed from the cast, and trays are trimmed to outline the wax spacer. G. Borders of the trays will be adjusted to extend 2 mm short of the tissue reflections. Holes will be placed in the trays corresponding to the crest of the residual ridge and retromolar pads to allow escape of excess impression material when an impression is made.
The framework must be evaluated to assure complete seating, full contact with the remaining dentition for stabilization, support, and retention as planned, and to allow full natural tooth contact. **A,** Several types of disclosing media may be used, such as stencil correction fluid, rouge, and chloroform, and disclosing fluids, pastes, and waxes. Here, a spray disclosing medium has been applied and the framework is placed with mild pressure. Incomplete seating is seen when the framework binds. It is imperative that the framework not be forced to place at this initial seating. **B,** A portion of the proximal plate is preventing complete seating. **C,** The framework is carefully adjusted as over-adjustment can result in a poorly adapted framework. **D,** The framework seats completely after adequate adjustment. This may require repeated disclosing and careful adjustment; however, if improvement is not seen with each framework modification there should be concern regarding frame accuracy. **E,** Following complete seating and verification of appropriate tooth contacts by component parts (i.e., rests, proximal plates, stabilizing components) the occlusion must be checked and the framework adjusted until natural tooth contacts that exist without the framework seated are achieved with the framework in place. All adjusted regions can be carefully polished with rotary rubber points.
1. Use of disclosing media to identify interferences to completely seating the removable partial denture framework.
2. Use of disclosing media to identify the appropriate contact(s) of the component parts of the framework during seating of the framework and when the framework is completely seated in its designated terminal position.
3. Adjusting the seated framework to the opposing occlusion.

If there are opposing frameworks, the maxillary framework is removed from the mouth and the mandibular framework is adjusted to the natural maxillary dentition; then the maxillary framework is replaced and it is adjusted to the mandibular dentition with its framework in place. It is important to remember that the metal frameworks must allow all of the natural dentition to maintain the same designed contact relationship with the opposing arch as when the frameworks are out of the mouth. After the framework has been fitted and the custom trays have been attached, selective tissue placement impression and cast formation can be accomplished as described in Figure 16-10.

**Figure 16-10**  Selective tissue placement impression technique. A, Tray attached at the frame try-in, which in B is seen incompletely seated. C, Completed border molding, which defines the primary bearing areas of the buccal shelves bilaterally. This bearing area and the lingual extension are seen in the final impression (D), which can be seen to be in contact with use of the pressure indicating paste (E).
The altered cast method of impression making is most commonly used for the mandibular distal extension partially edentulous arch (Kennedy Class I and Class II arch forms). A common clinical finding in these situations is greater variation in tissue mobility and tissue distortion or displaceability, which requires some selective tissue placement to obtain the desired support from these tissues. This variability in tissue mobility is probably related to the pattern of mandibular residual ridge resorption. Altered cast impression methods are seldom used in the maxillary arch because of the nature of the masticatory mucosa and the amount of firm palatal tissue present to provide soft tissue support. These tissues seldom require placement to provide the required support. If excessive tissue mobility is present, it is often best managed by surgical resection, as this is a primary supporting area.

Support is obtained from the primary support areas in the manner by which the flow of the impression material is controlled during the impression-making procedure. Restricting the flow of the material in the primary stress-bearing areas (by minimizing the amount of relief over the area when the custom tray was made) causes greater pressure to be exerted on the tissues in this area (compared with other areas of unrestricted flow where a greater amount of relief or venting of the impression tray was provided). This is often referred to as the “selected pressure” or “dynamic” impression method. By controlling the flow of the impression material with wax relief and venting, one can place or displace the soft tissues over the primary support areas so that they are the primary areas to provide support to the denture base when a removable partial denture is functionally loaded.

An impression for a mandibular distal extension partially edentulous arch may also be adequately made in an individualized, complete arch tray. To do so, not only must the tray be formed to provide proper space for the particular impression materials, but provision must be made so that the functional form of primary stress-bearing areas can be recorded. Such an impression procedure, properly executed, can be used when metal bases are to be incorporated in the design of the restoration. There is little difference, if any, between recording the basal seats in the partially edentulous arch and recording like areas for complete dentures on an edentulous arch. A secondary impression made in custom trays attached to the framework only makes definitive border control and tissue placement a bit easier, compared with the individualized complete arch tray.

### Functional Impression Technique

When the residual ridge mucosa demonstrates a uniformly firm consistency, an impression technique that involves capturing the tissue form while the patient is in occlusion can be considered. Such a technique records the mucosal position and shape under the influence of a static closure force, similar to functional masticatory forces. The more the mucosa displaces under function, the more rebound there is likely to be. Because the prosthesis will be under occlusal load for only a portion of a day, minimal rebound is desired so as to maintain the clasp assembly–tooth relationship. When such a technique is applied to firm, minimally displaceable mucosa, a minimal rebound effect is seen on the prosthesis position. The selective pressure technique described earlier can be applied to all varieties of residual ridges because it is customized to mucosal conditions, whereas the functional impression technique has limited application to a uniformly firm ridge consistency.
The fourth phase* in the treatment of patients with removable partial dentures is the establishment of a functional and harmonious occlusion. Occlusal harmony between a removable partial denture and the remaining natural teeth is a major factor in the preservation of the health of their surrounding structures. In the treatment of patients with complete dentures, the inclination of the condyle path is the only factor not within the control of the dentist. All other factors may be altered to obtain occlusal balance and harmony in eccentric positions to conform to a particular concept and philosophy of occlusion.

Balanced occlusion is desirable with complete dentures because unbalanced occlusal stresses may cause instability of the dentures and trauma to the supporting structures. These stresses can reach a point that causes movement of the denture bases. In removable partial dentures, however, because of the attachment of the removable partial denture to the abutment teeth, occlusal stresses can be transmitted directly to the abutment teeth and other supporting structures, resulting in sustained stresses that may be more damaging than those transient stresses found in complete dentures. Failure to provide and maintain adequate occlusion on the removable partial denture is primarily a result of (1) lack of support for the denture base, (2) the fallacy of establishing occlusion to a single static jaw relation record, and (3) an unacceptable occlusal plane.

In establishing occlusion on a removable partial denture, the influence of the remaining natural teeth is usually such that the occlusal forms of the teeth on the removable partial denture must be made to conform to an already established occlusal pattern. Occlusal adjustment or restoration may have altered this pattern. However, the pattern present at the time the removable partial denture is made dictates the

*See Chapter 2, under discussion on the six phases of removable partial denture service.
occlusion on the removable partial denture. The only exceptions are those in which an opposing complete denture can be made to function harmoniously with the removable partial denture, or in which only anterior teeth remain in both arches and the incisal relationship can be made so that tooth contacts do not disturb denture stability or retention. In these situations, jaw relation records and the arrangement of the teeth may proceed in the same manner as with complete dentures, and the same general principles apply.

With all other types of removable partial dentures, the remaining teeth dictate the occlusion. The dentist should strive for planned contacts in centric occlusion and no interferences in lateral excursions. Although a functional relationship of the removable partial denture to the natural dentition sometimes may be adjusted satisfactorily in the mouth, extraoral adjustment is often easier for both dentist and patient, is more accurate, and can be accomplished in a more comprehensive manner.

Establishment of a satisfactory occlusion for the removable partial denture patient should include the following: (1) analysis of the existing occlusion; (2) correction of existing occlusal disharmony; (3) recording of centric relation or an adjusted centric occlusion; (4) harmonizing of eccentric jaw movements for a functional eccentric occlusion; and (5) correction of occlusal discrepancies created by the fit of the framework and during processing of the removable partial denture.

**DESIRABLE OCCLUSAL CONTACT RELATIONSHIPS FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES**

The following occlusal arrangements are recommended to develop a harmonious occlusal relationship among removable partial dentures and to enhance stability of the removable partial dentures:

1. Simultaneous bilateral contacts of opposing posterior teeth must occur in centric occlusion.
2. Occlusion for tooth-supported removable partial dentures may be arranged similarly to the occlusion seen in a harmonious natural dentition, because stability of such removable partial dentures results from the effects of direct retainers at both ends of the denture base.
3. Bilateral balanced occlusion in eccentric positions should be formulated when a maxillary complete denture (Figure 17-1) opposes the removable partial denture. This is accomplished primarily to promote the stability of the complete denture. However, simultaneous contacts in a protrusive relationship do not receive priority over appearance, phonetics, and/or a favorable occlusal plane.
4. Working side contacts should be obtained for the mandibular distal extension denture (Figure 17-2). These contacts should occur simultaneously with working side contacts of the natural teeth to distribute the stress over the greatest possible area. Masticatory function of the denture is improved by such an arrangement.
5. Simultaneous working and balancing contacts should be formulated for the maxillary bilateral distal extension removable partial denture whenever possible (Figure 17-3). Such an arrangement will compensate in part for the unfavorable position the maxillary artificial teeth must occupy in relation to the residual ridge, which is usually lateral to the crest of the ridge. However, this desirable relationship often must be compromised when the patient’s anterior teeth have an excessively steep vertical overlap with little or no horizontal overlap. Even in this situation, working side contacts can be obtained without resorting to excessively steep cuspal inclinations.
6. Only working contacts need to be formulated for the maxillary or mandibular unilateral distal extension removable partial denture (Figure 17-4). Balancing side contacts would not enhance the stability of the denture.
Part II  Clinical and Laboratory

Figure 17-3  Opposing Class I partially edentulous arches arranged to allow working side contacts of opposing posterior teeth with balancing contact arranged to minimize tipping of the maxillary removable partial denture and to broadly distribute forces accruing to its supporting structures (abutments and residual ridges).

because it is entirely tooth supported by the framework on the balancing side.

7. In the Kennedy Class IV removable partial denture configuration, contact of opposing anterior teeth in the planned intercuspal position is desired to prevent continuous eruption of the opposing natural incisors, unless they are otherwise prevented from extrusion by means of a lingual plate or auxiliary bar, or by splinting. Contact of the opposing anterior teeth in eccentric positions can be developed to enhance incisive function but should be arranged to permit balanced occlusion without excursive interferences.

8. Artificial posterior teeth should not be arranged farther distally than the beginning of a sharp upward incline of the mandibular residual ridge or over the retromolar pad (Figure 17-5). To do so would have the effect of shunting the denture anteriorly.

A harmonious relationship of opposing occlusal and incisal surfaces alone is not adequate to ensure stability of distal extension removable partial dentures. In addition, the relationship of the teeth to the residual ridges must be considered. Bilateral eccentric contact of the mandibular distal extension removable partial denture need not be formulated to stabilize the denture. The buccal cusps, however, must be favorably placed to direct stress toward the buccal shelf, which is the primary support area in the mandibular arch. In such positions, the denture is not subjected to excessive tilting forces (Figure 17-6). On the other hand, the artificial teeth of the bilateral, distal extension, maxillary removable partial denture often must be placed lateral to the crest of the residual ridge (Figure 17-7). Such an unfavorable position can cause tipping of the denture, which is restrained only by direct retainer action on the balancing side. To enhance the stability of the denture, it seems logical to provide simultaneous working and balancing contacts in these situations if possible.
Chapter 17  Occlusal Relationships for Removable Partial Dentures

Methods for Establishing Occlusal Relationships

Five methods of establishing interocclusal relations for removable partial dentures will be briefly described. Before any of these is described, it is necessary that the use of a facebow mounting of the maxillary cast and pertinent factors in removable partial denture occlusion be considered. The technique for applying the facebow has been described briefly in Chapter 12.

![Figure 17-6](image)

**Figure 17-6**  The posterior teeth in this distal extension with a narrower buccal-lingual width than the original teeth have been selected, and they are placed relative to the primary support (buccal shelf) to distribute the functional load to the most anatomically favorable location in a manner that reduces leverage effects.

Although a hinge axis mounting may be desirable for complete oral rehabilitation procedures, any of the common types of facebow will facilitate mounting of the maxillary cast in relation to the condylar axis in the articulating instrument with reasonable accuracy and are acceptable for a removable partial denture. As was suggested in Chapter 12, it is still better that the plane of occlusion be related to the axis-orbital plane. Because the dominant factor in removable partial denture occlusion is the remaining natural teeth and their proprioceptive influence on occlusion, a comparable radius at the oriented plane of occlusion in an acceptable instrument will allow reasonably valid mandibular movements to be reproduced.

Semiadjustable articulators can simulate but not duplicate jaw movement. Realization of the limitations of a specific instrument and knowledge of the procedures that can overcome these limitations are necessary if an adequate occlusion is to be created.

The recording of occlusal relationships for the partially edentulous arch may vary from the simple apposition of opposing casts (by occluding sufficient remaining natural teeth) to the recording of jaw relations in the same manner as for a completely edentulous patient. As long as some natural teeth remain in contact, however, the cuspal influence that those teeth will have on functional jaw movements dictates the placement of the artificial teeth and the occlusal scheme.

The horizontal jaw relation (planned intercuspal position or centric relation) in which the restoration is to be fabri-
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**Figure 17-7**  A, Maxillary molar occluded in a normal horizontal relationship to the opposing molar. B, The resultant position is lateral to the supporting crest of the residual ridge. This position is functionally unfavorable because of the potentially unstable leverage effects; however, stability can be improved by arranging simultaneous working and balancing contacts in the occlusal scheme.
cation should have been determined during diagnosis and treatment planning. Mouth preparations also should have been accomplished in keeping with this determination, including occlusal adjustment of the natural dentition, if such was indicated. Therefore one of the following conditions should exist: (1) centric relation and planned intercuspal position coincide with no evidence of occlusal pathologic conditions, therefore the decision should be to fabricate the restoration in centric relation; (2) centric relation and the planned intercuspal position do not coincide, but the planned intercuspal position is clearly defined and the decision has been made to fabricate the restoration in the planned intercuspal position; (3) centric relation and the planned intercuspal position do not coincide and the intercuspal position is not clearly defined, therefore the decision should be made to fabricate the restoration in centric relation; and (4) posterior teeth are not present in one or both arches, and the denture will be fabricated in centric relation.

Occlusal relationships may be established by using the most appropriate of the following methods to fit a particular partially edentulous situation.

**Direct Apposition of Casts**

The first method is used when sufficient opposing teeth remain in contact to make the existing jaw relationship obvious, or when only a few teeth are to be replaced on short denture bases and no evidence of occlusal abnormalities is found. With this method, opposing casts may be occluded by hand. The occluded casts should be held in apposition with rigid supports attached with sticky wax to the bases of the casts until they are securely mounted in the articulator.

At best, this method can only perpetuate the existing occlusal vertical dimension and any existing occlusal disharmony present between the natural dentition. Occlusal analysis and the correction of any existing occlusal disharmony should precede the acceptance of such a jaw relation record. The limitations of such a method should be obvious. Yet, such a jaw relation record is better than an inaccurate interocclusal record between the remaining natural teeth. Unless a record is made that does not influence the closing path of the mandible because of its bulk and/or the consistency of the recording medium, direct apposition of opposing casts at least eliminates the possibility that the patient may have a faulty jaw relationship.

**Interocclusal Records With Posterior Teeth Remaining**

A second method, which is a modification of the first, is used when sufficient natural teeth remain to support the removable partial denture (Kennedy Class III or IV) but the relation of opposing natural teeth does not permit the occluding of casts by hand. In such situations, jaw relations must be established as for fixed restorations with some type of interocclusal record.

The least accurate of these methods is the interocclusal wax record. The bulk, consistency, and accuracy of the wax will influence the successful recording of centric relation with an interocclusal wax record after chilling. Excess wax that contacts the mucosal surfaces may distort soft tissue, thereby preventing accurate seating of the wax record onto the stone casts. Distortion of wax during or after removal from the mouth may also interfere with accurate seating. Therefore a definite procedure for making interocclusal wax records is given as follows:

- A uniformly softened, metal-reinforced wafer of baseplate or set-up wax is placed between the teeth, and the patient is guided to close in centric relation (Figure 17-8). Correct closure should have been rehearsed before placement of the wax so that the patient will not hesitate or deviate in closing. The wax then is removed and immediately chilled thoroughly in room-temperature water. It should be replaced a second time to correct the distortion that results from chilling and then again chilled after removal.
- All excess wax should now be removed with a sharp knife. It is most important at this time that all wax that contacts mucosal surfaces be trimmed free of contact. The chilled wax record again should be replaced to make sure that no contact with soft tissue occurs.

A wax record can be further corrected with a freely flowing occlusal registration material, such as a metallic oxide paste, which is used as the final recording medium. In making such a corrected wax record, the opposing teeth (and also the patient’s lips and the dentist’s gloves) should first be lightly coated with petroleum jelly or a silicone preparation. The occlusal registration material then is mixed and applied to both sides of the metal-reinforced wax record. It is quickly placed, and the patient is assisted with closing in the rehearsed path, which will be guided by the previous wax record. After the occlusal registration material has set, the corrected wax record is removed and inspected for accuracy. Any excess projecting beyond the wax matrix should be removed with a sharp knife until only the registration of the cusp tips remains. Such a record should seat on accurate
casts without discrepancy or interference and will provide an accurate interocclusal record. When an intact opposing arch is present, use of an opposing cast may not be necessary. Instead a hard stone may be poured directly into the occlusal registration material record to serve as an opposing cast. However, although this may be an acceptable procedure in the fabrication of a unilateral fixed partial denture, the advantages of having casts properly oriented in a suitable articulator contraindicate the practice. The only exception to this occurs if the maxillary cast on which the removable partial denture is to be fabricated has been mounted previously with the aid of a facebow. In such an instance, an intact mandibular arch may be reproduced in stone by pouring a cast directly into the interocclusal record.

Some of the advantages of using a metallic oxide paste over wax as a recording medium for occlusal records include (1) uniformity of consistency; (2) ease of displacement on closure; (3) accuracy of occlusal surface reproduction; (4) dimensional stability; (5) the possibility of some modification in occlusal relationship after closure, if it is made before the material sets; and (6) reduced likelihood of distortion during mounting procedures.

Three important details to be observed when one uses such a material are as follows:
1. Make sure that the occlusion is satisfactory before making the interocclusal record.
2. Be sure that the casts are accurate reproductions of the teeth being recorded.
3. Trim the record with a sharp knife wherever it engages undercuts, soft tissue, or deep grooves.

Occlusal Relations Using Occlusion Rims on Record Bases

A third method is used when one or more distal extension areas are present, when a tooth-supported edentulous space is large, or when opposing teeth do not meet. In these instances, occlusion rims on accurate jaw relation record bases must be used. Simple wax records of edentulous areas are never acceptable. Any wax, however soft, will displace soft tissue. It is impossible to accurately seat such a wax record on a stone cast of the arch.

With this method, the recording proceeds much the same as with the second method, except that occlusion rims are substituted for missing teeth (Figure 17-9). It is essential that accurate bases be used to help support the occlusal relationship. Visible light-cured (VLC) bases may be adapted to the casts through the technique described in Chapter 15 for making impression trays. Utilizing the master cast, block out undesirable undercuts. However, do not add any wax for spacing. Paint a thin layer of the model release agent on the cast and the relief wax to aid in removal of the base from the cast after the designated time of polymerization recommended by the manufacturer. Carefully, adapt the VLC base material to the cast. Do not thin the material, and do not adapt the VLC base material over the remaining teeth. Process the base in the polymerization to set the material, then separate the record base from the cast and remove any remaining blockout wax. Clean the base and apply the air barrier coating over the entire record base, and process (tissue side up) as directed.

Record bases may also be made entirely of autopolymerizing acrylic-resin. Those materials used in dough form lack sufficient accuracy for this purpose unless they are corrected by relining. An acrylic-resin base may be formed by sprinkling monomer and polymer into a shallow matrix of wax or clay after any undercuts are blocked out. If the matrix and blockout have been formed with care, interference with removal will not occur, and little trimming will be necessary. When the sprinkling method is used and sufficient time is allowed for progressive polymerization to occur, such bases

Figure 17-9  Relationship and distribution of remaining teeth for this patient requires that record bases and occlusion rims be used for accurate mounting of casts. A, Acrylic-resin record bases and hard baseplate wax occlusion rims for an edentulous maxilla and Kennedy Class I mandibular arch. These record bases are stable and were formed by sprinkling autopolymerizing acrylic-resin. B, Occlusion rims substitute for missing posterior teeth and provide an opportunity for posterior support when interocclusal records are made; this is most critical for the longer edentulous span on the mandibular right.
are stable and accurate. Other record bases include the use of cast metal and compression molded or processed acrylic-resin bases for jaw relation records.

Relative to the third method, some mention must be made of the ridge on which the record bases are formed. If the prosthesis is to be tooth supported or if a distal extension base is to be made on the anatomic ridge form, the bases will be made to fit that form of the residual ridge. But if a distal extension base is to be supported by the functional form of the residual ridge, it is necessary that the recording of jaw relations be deferred until the master cast has been corrected to that functional form.

Record bases must be as nearly identical as possible to the bases of the finished prosthesis. Jaw relation record bases are useless unless they are made on the same cast or a duplicate cast on which the denture will be processed, or are themselves the final denture bases. The latter may be a cast alloy or a processed acrylic-resin base.

Jaw relation records made by this method accomplish essentially the same purpose as the two previous methods. The fact that record bases are used to support edentulous areas does not alter the effect. In any method, the skill and care used by the dentist in making occlusal adjustments on the finished prosthesis will govern the accuracy of the resulting occlusion.

Methods for Recording Centric Relation on Record Bases

Centric relation may be recorded in many ways when record bases are used. The least accurate is the use of softened wax occlusion rims. Modeling plastic occlusion rims, on the other hand, may be uniformly softened by flaming and tempering, resulting in a generally acceptable occlusal record. This method is time proved, and when competently done, it is equal in accuracy to any other method.

When wax occlusion rims are used, they should be reduced in height until just out of occlusal contact at the desired vertical dimension of occlusion. A single stop is then added to maintain their terminal position as a jaw relation record is made in some uniformly soft material, which sets to a hard state. Quick-setting impression plaster, bite registration paste, or autopolymerizing resin may be used. With any of these materials, opposing teeth must be lubricated to facilitate easy separation. Whatever the recording medium, it must permit normal closure into centric relation without resistance and must be transferable with accuracy to the casts for mounting purposes.

Jaw Relation Records Made Entirely on Occlusion Rims

The fourth method is used when no occlusal contact occurs between the remaining natural teeth, such as when an opposing maxillary complete denture is to be made concurrently with a mandibular removable partial denture. It may also be used in those rare situations in which the few remaining teeth do not occlude and will not influence eccentric jaw movements. Jaw relation records are made entirely on occlusion rims when either arch has only anterior teeth present (Figure 17-10).

In any of these situations, jaw relation records are made entirely on occlusion rims. The occlusion rims must be supported by accurate jaw relation record bases. Here, the choice of method for recording jaw relations is much the same as that for complete dentures. Either some direct inter-occlusal method or a stylus tracing may be used. As with complete denture fabrication, the use of a facebow, the choice of articulator, the choice of method for recording jaw relations, and the use of eccentric positional records are optional, based on the training, ability, and desires of the individual dentist.

Establishing Occlusion by the Recording of Occlusal Pathways

The fifth method of establishing occlusion on the removable partial denture is the registration of occlusal pathways and the use of an occluding template rather than a cast of the opposing arch. When a static jaw relation record is used, with or without eccentric articulatory movements, the prosthetically supplied teeth are arranged to occlude according to a specific concept of occlusion. On the other hand, when a functional occlusal record is used, the teeth are modified to accept every recorded eccentric jaw movement.

These movements are made more complicated by the influence of the remaining natural teeth. Occlusal harmony on complete dentures and in complete mouth rehabilitation may be obtained by the use of several different instruments and techniques. Schuyler has emphasized the importance of establishing first the anterior tooth relation and incisal guidance before proceeding with any complete oral rehabilitation. Others have shown
the advantages of establishing canine guidance as a key to functional occlusion before proceeding with any functional registration against an opposing prosthetically restored arch. This is done on the theory that the canine teeth serve to guide the mandible during eccentric movements when the opposing teeth come into functional contact. It also has been pointed out that the canine teeth transmit periodontal proprioceptor impulses to the muscles of mastication and thus have an influence on mandibular movement even without actual contact guidance. However, as long as the occlusal surfaces of unrestored natural teeth remain in contact, as in many a partially dentulous mouth, these teeth will always provide the primary influence on mandibular movement. The degree of occlusal harmony that can be obtained on a fixed or removable restoration will depend on the occlusal harmony that exists between these teeth.

Regarding occlusion, Thompson has written, “Observing the occlusion with the teeth in static relations and then moving the mandible into various eccentric positions is not sufficient. A dynamic concept is necessary to produce an occlusion that is in functional harmony with the facial skeleton, the musculature, and the temporomandibular joints.”* By adding “and with the remaining natural teeth,” the requirements for removable partial denture occlusion are more completely defined.

Some of the methods described previously may be applied to the fabrication of removable partial dentures in both arches simultaneously, whereas the registration of occlusal pathways necessitates that an opposing arch be intact or restored to the extent of planned treatment. A diagnostic wax-up of both maxillary and mandibular arches will facilitate visualization of the proposed mouth preparation and restorative procedures required to accommodate the planned occlusal scheme, correct orientation of the occlusal plane, correct arch form, and complete tooth modifications to accommodate the removable partial denture design—all at the desired vertical dimension of occlusion. If removable partial dentures are planned for both arches, a decision is necessary as to which denture is to be made first and which is to bear a functional occlusal relation to the opposing arch. Generally the mandibular arch is restored first and the maxillary removable partial denture is occluded to that restored arch. If the maxillary arch is to be restored with a complete denture or a fixed partial denture or crowns, a full diagnostic wax-up must be done before occlusion is established on the opposing removable partial denture. If opposing fixed partial dentures or opposing occluding crowns are to be fabricated, it may be advantageous to develop the occlusion and fabricate them simultaneously to ensure optimal positioning, cuspal relationship, and functional integrity.

Regardless of the method used for recording jaw relations, when one arch is completely restored first, that arch is treated as an intact arch even though it is wholly or partially restored by prosthetic means. The dentist must consider at the time of treatment planning the possible advantages of establishing the final occlusion to an intact arch.

**Step-by-Step Procedure for Registering Occlusal Pathways**

After the framework has been adjusted to fit the mouth, the technique used for the registration of occlusal pathways is as follows:

1. Support the wax occlusion rim with a denture base that has the same degree of accuracy and stability as the finished denture base. Ideally, this would be the final denture base, which is one of the advantages of making the denture with a metal base. Otherwise, make a temporary base of VLC resin or sprinkled autopolymerizing acrylic-resin (see Figs. 18-34 through 18-38), either of which is essentially identical to the final acrylic-resin base. In any distal extension removable partial denture, make this base on a cast that has been corrected to desired functional or supporting forms of the edentulous ridge. Place a film of hard sticky wax on the base before the wax occlusion rim is secured to it. The wax used for the occlusion rim should be hard enough to support biting stress and should be tough enough to resist fracture. Hard inlay wax has proved to be suitable for most patients. However, some individuals with weak musculature or tender mouths may have difficulty in reducing this wax. In such situations, use a slightly less hard wax. Make the occlusion rim wide enough to record all extremes of mandibular movement.

2. Inform the patient that the occlusion rim must be worn for 24 hours or longer. It should be worn constantly, including at nighttime, except for removal during meals. With wearing and biting into a hard wax occlusion rim, a record is made of all extremes of jaw movement. The wax occlusion rim must maintain positive contact with the opposing dentition in all excursions and must be left high enough to ensure that a record of the functional path of each cusp will be carved in wax. This record should include not only voluntary excursive movements but also involuntary movements and changes in jaw movement caused by changes in posture. Extreme jaw positions and habitual movements during sleep should also be recorded.

The occlusal paths, thus recorded, will represent each tooth in its three-dimensional aspect. Although the cast

---

poured against this will resemble the opposing teeth, it will be wider than the teeth that carved it because it represents those teeth in all extremes of movement. The recording of occlusal paths in this manner eliminates entirely the need to reproduce mandibular movement on an instrument.

Instruct the patient in the removal and placement of the removable partial denture that supports the occlusion rim, and explain that by chewing in all directions, the wax will be carved by the opposing teeth. The opposing teeth must be cleaned occasionally of accumulated wax particles. It is necessary that the patient comprehend what is to be accomplished and understand that both voluntary and involuntary movements must be recorded.

Before dismissing the patient, add or remove wax where indicated to provide continuous contact throughout the chewing range. To accomplish this, repeatedly warm the wax with a hot spatula and have the patient close and chew into the warmed wax rim with the opposing dentition, each time adding to any area that is deficient. Any area left unsupported by its flow under occlusal forces must be reinforced with additional wax. It is important that the wax rim be absolutely dry and free of saliva before additional wax is applied. Each addition of wax must be made homogeneous with the larger mass to prevent separation or fracture of the occlusion rim during the time it is being worn. Leave the wax occlusion rim from 1 to 3 mm high, depending on whether the occlusal vertical dimension is to be increased.

3. After 24 hours, the occlusal surface of the wax rim should show a continuous gloss, which indicates functional contact with the opposing teeth in all extremes of movement. Any areas deficient in contact should be added to at this time. The reasons for maintaining positive occlusal contact throughout the time the occlusion rim is being worn are that (a) all opposing teeth may be placed in function; (b) an opposing denture, if present, will become fully seated; and (c) vertical dimension of occlusion in the molar region will be increased, thus the head of the mandibular condyle will be repositioned and temporomandibular tissue can return to a normal relationship.

If during this period the wax occlusion rim has not been reduced to natural tooth contact, warm it by directing air from the air syringe through a flame onto the surface of the wax. If the wax rim is held with the fingers during warming, a gradual softening process will result, rather than a melting of the surfaces already established. Repeatedly warm the occlusion rim and replace it in the mouth until the occlusal height has been reduced and lateral excursions have been recorded. At this time, use additional wax to support those areas left unsupported by the flow of wax to the buccal or lingual surfaces. Trim the areas obviously not involved, thus narrowing the occlusion rim as much as possible. Remove those areas projecting above the occlusal surface, which by their presence might limit functional movement.

When seating of the denture and changes in mandibular position have been accomplished by the previous period of wear, it is possible to complete the occlusal registration in an operatory. However, if all involuntary movements and those caused by changes in posture are to be recorded, the patient should again wear the occlusion rim for a period of time.

4. After a second 24- to 48-hour period of wear, the registration should be complete and acceptable. The remaining teeth that serve as vertical stops should be in contact, and the occlusion rim should show an intact glossy surface representing each cusp in all extremes of movement.

Natural teeth formerly in contact will not necessarily be in contact on completion of the occlusal registration. Those teeth that have been depressed over a period of years and those that have been moved to accommodate overclosure or mandibular rotation may not be in contact upon reestablishment of mandibular equilibrium. Such teeth may possibly return to occlusal contact in the future or may have to be restored to occlusal contact after initial placement of the denture. Because the mandibular position may have been changed during the process of occlusal registration, the cuspal relation of some of the natural teeth may be different from before. This fact must be recognized in determining the correct restored vertical dimension of occlusion.

Occlusion thus established on the removable partial denture will have more complete harmony with the opposing natural or artificial teeth than can be obtained by adjustments in the mouth alone, because occlusal adjustment to accommodate voluntary movement does not necessarily prevent occlusal disharmony in all postural positions or during periods of stress. Furthermore, occlusal adjustment in the mouth without occlusal analysis is limited by the dentist’s ability to correctly interpret occlusal markings made intraorally, whether by articulating ribbon or by other means.

The registration of occlusal pathways has additional advantages. It makes obtaining jaw relations possible under actual working conditions, with the denture framework in its terminal position, the opposing teeth in function, and an opposing denture, if present, fully seated. In some instances, it also makes possible the recovery of the lost vertical dimension of occlusion, unilaterally or bilaterally, when overclosure or mandibular rotation has occurred.

The completed registration is now ready for conversion to an occluding template. This is usually done by boxing the occlusal registration with modeling clay after it has been reset and secured onto the master or processing cast. Only the wax registration and areas for verti-
cal stops are left exposed. It is then filled with a hard die stone to form an occluding template (see Chapter 18).

It is necessary that stone stops are used to maintain the vertical relation rather than relying on some adjustable part of the articulating instrument, which might be changed accidentally. Also, if stone stops are used and both the denture cast and the template are mounted before they are separated, a simple hinge instrument may be used.

**MATERIALS FOR ARTIFICIAL POSTERIOR TEETH**

Contemporary acrylic-resin teeth are generally preferred to porcelain teeth, because they are more readily modified and are thought to more nearly resemble enamel in their abrasion potential against opposing teeth. Acrylic-resin teeth with gold occlusal surfaces are preferably used in opposition to natural teeth restored with gold occlusal surfaces, whereas porcelain teeth are generally used in opposition to other porcelain teeth.

Acrylic-resin tooth surfaces, however, may in time become impregnated with abrasive particles, thereby becoming an abrasive substance themselves. This may explain why acrylic-resin teeth are sometimes capable of wearing opposing gold surfaces. An evaluation of occlusal contact or lack of contact, however, should be meticulously accomplished at each 6-month recall appointment, regardless of the choice of material for posterior tooth forms.

Although some controversy may continue with regard to the use of porcelain or acrylic-resin artificial teeth, there is broad agreement that narrow (reduced bucco-lingual) occlusal surfaces are desirable. Posterior teeth that will satisfy this requirement should be selected, and the use of tooth forms that have excessive bucco-lingual dimension should be avoided.

Acrylic-resin teeth are easily modified and readily lend themselves to construction of cast gold surfaces on their occlusal portions. A simple procedure for fabricating gold occlusal surfaces and attaching them to acrylic-resin teeth is described in Chapter 18 under posterior tooth forms.

Whenever possible, the teeth should be arranged bucco-lingually in the center of the template. When natural teeth have registered the functional occlusion, this may be considered the normal physiologic position of the artificial dentition, regardless of its relation to the residual ridge. On the other hand, if some artificial occlusion in the opposing arch has been recorded, such as that of an opposing denture, the teeth should be arranged in a favorable relation to their foundation, even if this means arranging them slightly buccally or lingually from the center of the template.

The teeth are usually arranged for intercuspation with the opposing teeth in a normal cuspal relationship. Whenever possible, the mesiobuccal cusp of the maxillary first molar should be located in relation to the buccal groove of the mandibular first molar, and all other teeth arranged accordingly. With a functionally generated occlusion, however, it is not absolutely necessary that normal opposing tooth relationships be reestablished. In the first place, the opposing teeth in a dental arch that is not contiguous may not be in normal alignment, and intercuspation may be difficult to accomplish. In the second place, the occlusal surfaces will need to be modified so that they will function favorably regardless of their anteroposterior position. Because cusps modified to fit an occlusal template will be in harmony with the opposing dentition, it is not necessary that the teeth themselves be arranged to conform to the usual concept of what constitutes a normal anteroposterior relationship.

**ESTABLISHING JAW RELATIONS FOR A MANDIBULAR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE OPPOSING A MAXILLARY COMPLETE DENTURE**

It is common for a mandibular removable partial denture to be made to occlude with an opposing maxillary complete denture. The maxillary denture may already be present, or it may be made concurrently with the opposing removable partial denture. In any event, the establishment of jaw relations in this situation may be accomplished by one of several previously outlined methods.

If an existing maxillary complete denture is satisfactory and the occlusal plane is oriented to an acceptable anatomic, functional, and esthetic position (which rarely occurs), then the complete denture need not be replaced and the opposing arch is treated as an intact arch as though natural teeth were present. A facebow transfer is made of that arch, and the cast is mounted on the articulator. To accomplish this, a facebow record is made with the complete denture in place. After the facebow apparatus has been removed from the patient, the complete denture is removed and an irreversible hydrocolloid impression of the denture is made. When the impression material has set, the denture is removed, cleaned, and

**Arranging Teeth to an Occluding Template**

The occlusal surface of the artificial teeth, porcelain or resin, must be modified to occlude with the template. With this method, they are actually only raw materials from which an occlusal surface is developed that is in harmony with an existing occlusal pattern. Therefore the teeth must be occluded too high and then modified to fit the template at the established vertical dimension of occlusion.

Teeth arranged to an occluding template ordinarily should be placed in the center of the functional range.
returned to the patient. A cast is formed in the impression and then is mounted on the articulator with the facebow record. Maxillomandibular relations may be recorded on accurate record bases attached to the mandibular removable partial denture framework with the use of a suitable recording medium. Centric relation is recorded and is transferred to the articulator. Eccentric records can then be made to program the articulator.

In rare instances, when the mandibular removable partial denture replaces all posterior teeth and the anterior teeth are noninterfering, a central bearing point tracer may be mounted in the palate of the maxillary denture, and centric relation recorded by means of an intraoral stylus tracing against a stable mandibular base. If a stylus jaw relation recording method is used, the stylus must be carefully removed from the denture and attached to the same palatal location of the stone cast that was transferred to the articulator via the facebow. The mandibular cast can then be oriented by way of the horizontal jaw relation record and attached to the articulator.

When an existing complete denture is opposing the arch on which a removable partial denture is fabricated, a cast of the complete denture may be used during the fabrication procedures. However, when the occlusion is corrected after processing, and the removable partial denture is finalized during initial placement, the complete denture should be retrieved and mounted on the articulator with a centric relation record at the desired vertical dimension of occlusion. This will ensure a more accurate cuspal relationship and will prevent abrasion of the cusp contacts that would occur if a stone cast of the denture is used. This procedure is completed when the patient is in the office so as not to deprive the patient of use of the existing complete denture.

If the relationship of the posterior teeth on the maxillary denture to the mandibular ridge is favorable and the complete denture is stable, jaw relations may be established by recording occlusal pathways in the mandibular arch just as for any opposing intact arch. The success of this method depends on the stability of the denture bases, the quality of tissue support, the relation of the opposing teeth to the mandibular ridge, and the interrelation of existing artificial and natural teeth.

More often than not, the existing maxillary complete denture will not be acceptable to use because of poor tooth position. The denture will have been made to occlude with malpositioned mandibular teeth, which have since been lost, or the teeth will have been arranged without consideration for the future occlusal relation with a mandibular removable partial denture. Too often, one sees a maxillary denture with posterior teeth arranged close to the residual ridge without regard for the interarch relationship and with an occlusal plane that is too low. Usually, however, a new maxillary denture must be made concurrently with the mandibular removable partial denture, and jaw relations may be established in one of two ways.

If the mandibular removable partial denture will be tooth supported (a Kennedy Class III arch accommodating a bilateral removable prosthesis), the mandibular arch is restored first. The same applies to a mandibular arch that is restored with fixed partial dentures. In either situation, the mandibular arch is completely restored first, and jaw relations are established, as they would be to a full complement of opposing teeth. Thus the maxillary complete denture is made to occlude with an intact arch.

On the other hand, as is more often the situation, the mandibular removable partial denture may have one or more distal extension bases. The situation then necessitates that the occlusion be established on both dentures simultaneously.

All mouth preparations and restorative procedures required to correctly orient the occlusal plane, correct the arch form, accommodate the desired occlusal scheme, and accommodate the removable partial denture design must be accomplished on the remaining natural teeth. In addition, all supporting tissue must be in an acceptable state of health before the final impression is made. After final impressions, which include the alter cast impression or the corrected cast impression, are made, the maxillary occlusion rim is contoured, occlusal vertical relation with the remaining lower teeth is established, and a facebow transfer of the maxillary arch is made. The maxillomandibular relations may be recorded by any of the several methods previously outlined and the articulator mounting completed. Occlusion may be established as for complete dentures, with care taken to establish a favorable tooth-to-ridge relationship in both arches, an optimum occlusal plane, and cuspal harmony between all occluding teeth.

After try-in, several methods may be used to complete the restorations. Both dentures may be processed concurrently and remounted for occlusal correction, or the removable partial denture may be processed first. After the dentures are completed and remounted, the teeth—still in wax on the complete denture—are adjusted to any discrepancies that are occurring.

Occlusal discrepancies created during processing must be corrected before the patient is permitted to use the denture(s). Methods by which these discrepancies may be corrected are discussed in Chapter 18.
This chapter covers only those phases of dental laboratory procedures that are directly related to removable partial denture fabrication. Familiarity with laboratory procedures relative to making fixed restorations and complete dentures is presumed. Such information is available in numerous textbooks on those subjects and is not duplicated here. For example, the principles and techniques involved in the waxing, casting, and finishing of single inlays, crowns, and fixed partial dentures are adequately covered in lecture material and textbooks and in manuals available to the dental student, the dental laboratory technician, and the practicing dentist. Similarly, knowledge of the principles and techniques for mounting casts, articulating teeth, and waxing, processing, and polishing complete dentures is presumed as a necessary background for the laboratory phases of removable partial denture fabrication. Therefore this chapter is directed specifically toward the laboratory procedures involved in the fabrication of a removable partial denture.

### Duplicating a Stone Cast

A stone cast may be duplicated for several purposes. One is the duplication in stone of the original or corrected master cast to preserve the original. One use of such a cast is for fitting a removable partial denture framework without danger of fracture or abrading the surface of the original master cast. Another use might be for processing a temporary prosthesis where wax relief and blockout on the original
cast allow production of a duplicate, which following processing will make insertion of the prosthesis easier.

Another purpose of duplicating a cast is to allow an investment cast to be formed for framework fabrication. Careful preparation of the master cast for production of this investment cast involves consideration of the defined path of insertion, heights of contour, and retentive and stabilization areas designed into the mouth preparations. The framework produced should be carefully evaluated on the cast for fit, just as a fixed partial denture is evaluated on a working cast with dies (Figure 18-1).

Blockout should be accomplished on the master cast before an investment cast is made. On this investment cast, the wax or plastic pattern is formed. The use of preformed plastic patterns eliminates some of the danger of damaging the surface of the investment cast in the process of forming the pattern. With freehand waxing, considerable care must be taken not to score or abrade the investment cast. The metal framework is ultimately cast against its surface, and the finished casting and the original cast are then returned to the dentist after all fitting has been completed on the duplicate cast.

Duplicating Materials and Flasks

Duplicating materials include both colloidal and silicone materials. Colloidal materials are made fluid by heating and return to a gel while cooling. The cast to be duplicated must be placed in the bottom of a suitable flask, called a duplicating flask. A duplicating flask should contain the fluid material to facilitate its cooling, to support the mold while it is being filled with the cast material, and to facilitate removal of the cast from the mold without permanent deformation or damage to the mold. Numerous duplicating flasks are available on the market.

The technique for duplicating is the same for any cast, whether or not blockout is present. However, if wax or clay blockout is present, the temperature of the duplicating material must not be any higher than that recommended by the manufacturer, to prevent melting and distortion of the blockout material.

Ordinary baseplate wax may be used for paralleled blockout and ledges, but care must be taken that the temperature of the duplicating material is not too high because it will then melt the wax. The use of prepared blockout material, such as Ney blockout wax or Wills undercut material, may be preferred.

Duplicating Procedure

The equipment needed and the steps required for duplication using a silicone material are described in Figures 18-2 through 18-6.

WAXING THE REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE FRAMEWORK

When preformed plastic patterns are used (Figure 18-7), parts of the denture framework must be waxed freehand to prevent excessive bulk and to create the desired contours for a satisfactory custom-made removable partial denture framework (Figure 18-8).

Although most dentists do not fabricate their own removable partial denture castings, it is essential that they have an understanding of the dental laboratory procedures involved. This enables them to design the removable partial denture
framework, complete a laboratory work authorization that communicates the desired design and authorizes its fabrication, and evaluate the quality of the framework (Figure 18-9). Understanding and evaluation of the key features required in a completed removable partial denture framework ensure the patient of a chance to function comfortably with the finished product (Figure 18-10). The contrary is also true.

**Forming the Wax Pattern for a Mandibular Class II Removable Partial Denture Framework**

Examples that illustrate many of the essentials of waxing a removable partial denture framework are presented in Figures 18-11 through 18-20. This exercise includes the
Attaching Wrought-Wire Retainer Arms by Soldering

Wrought-wire retainers may be attached to a removable partial denture framework after it has been cast and finished (Figures 18-21 and 18-22). The soldering procedure may be accomplished by electric soldering or by a direct-heat method with an oxygen-gas flame. With either method, care must be taken to use compatible alloys, appropriate solder, and flux in conjunction with the careful application of controlled heat.

Students are encouraged to review the Chapter 12 discussion of the selection of metal alloys to enhance their understanding of the properties of solder, flux, the effects of heat on metal alloys, and the necessity for quality control in soldering procedures.

Waxing Metal Bases

A technique for forming the retentive framework for the attachment of acrylic-resin bases has been given. Two basic types of metal bases may be used instead of the resin base. The advantages of cast metal bases in preference to acrylic-resin bases have been discussed in Chapter 9. The type of base to be used must be determined before block-out and duplication, so that the relief over each edentulous ridge may be provided or eliminated as required.

For an acrylic-resin base, relief for the retentive frame must be provided. No relief over the residual ridge is used for a complete metal base. For a partial metal base, the junction between metal and acrylic-resin must be clearly defined by trimming the relief along a definite, previously determined line.

One type of metal base is the complete base with a metal border to which tube teeth, cast copings, or an
acrylic-resin superstructure may be attached. If a porcelain or plastic tube or grooved teeth are used, they must be positioned first and the pattern waxed around them to form a coping. The teeth are then attached to the metal base by cementation or, with the use of resin teeth, are attached with additional acrylic-resin under pressure, a so-called pressed-on method of attaching acrylic-resin teeth to a metal base. Another method of attaching teeth is to wax the base to form a coping for each tooth, either by carving recesses in the wax or by waxing around artificial teeth. Rather than attaching a stock tooth, the full tooth may be waxed into occlusion, the base invested, and the wax patterns replaced with heat-polymerized acrylic-resin. This method permits some variation in the dimension and form of the supplied teeth that is not possible with stock teeth. It is particularly applicable to abnormally long or short spaces or when a stock tooth of desired width is not available. With modern cross-linked acrylic-resins, such processed teeth are fairly durable; however, the addition of gold occlusal surfaces is an option.

When artificial teeth are to be arranged to occlude with an opposing cast or an opposing template, the metal base must be formed for attachment of the tissue-colored denture resin supporting the teeth. This is the most common method of attaching teeth to a metal base. The wax pattern for the base is formed from one thickness of 24-gauge casting wax, which is then reinforced at the
border and forms the retention of the acrylic-resin superstructure. Because metal borders are more difficult to adjust than acrylic-resin, they are usually made somewhat short of the area normally covered with an acrylic-resin base. Also, because border thickness adds objectionable weight to the denture, it is made with only a slight border roll. This is one disadvantage of the complete metal base, because the border accuracy of the impression registration cannot be used to fullest advantage, and contouring of facial and lingual surfaces cannot be as effective as with an acrylic-resin base, in which added bulk can sometimes be used to advantage.

The border is first penciled lightly on the investment cast, and then the 24-gauge sheet casting wax is smoothly adapted. Considerable care must be taken not to stretch and thin the sheet wax in adapting it to the cast. To prevent wrinkling, the wax should be adapted in at least two longitudinal pieces and joined and sealed together at the ridge crest. The wax is then trimmed along the penciled outline with a warm, dull instrument to prevent scoring of the investment cast.

A single piece of 14-gauge round wax is now adapted around the border over the sheet wax. With a hot spatula, the round wax must be sealed to the cast along its outer border. Sufficient wax is flowed onto the round wax to blend it smoothly into the sheet wax, thus completing a border roll. The inner half of the round wax form remains untouched. Wax is added when needed to facilitate carving without trimming the original 24-gauge thickness. The result should be a rounded border that blends smoothly into the sheet wax.

The boxing for the resin, which will in turn support the artificial teeth, is now added, again with 14-gauge round wax. The proposed outline for the boxing is identified by lightly scoring the sheet wax. On this scored line, the 14-gauge round wax is adapted, thus forming the outline of the boxing.

With additional wax, the ditch between the sheet wax and the outer border of the round wax is filled in and
blended smoothly onto the sheet wax. This is done in the same manner as the border, with sufficient wax added to allow for smoothing and carving. As was mentioned previously, the pattern should not be flamed or polished with a cloth. Instead the pattern must be smoothed by carving. The result thus far should be a pattern reinforced at the border and at the boxing and slightly concave in between, with some of the original sheet wax exposed. The inside of the boxing is not sealed to the sheet wax, thus leaving a slight undercut for the attachment of the acrylic-resin. With a sharp blade, the margins of the boxing are then carved to a knife-edge finishing line.
Another example of a wax pattern for a mandibular framework. A wrought wire has been adapted to tooth #27. The clasp demonstrates an appropriate circlet shape, allowing maximum length. The circlet shape also allows the undercut to be approached from below; this improves retention—push retention is more efficient than pull retention. Ridge relief is evident beneath the resin minor connector, and the proximal plate housing the wire has been waxed with bulk to facilitate casting. The plate may require adjustment at a later time.

Same pattern as shown in Figure 18-15. Includes a lingual plate major connector design. The external finishing line at the anterior modification space is lingual to the anticipated tooth and resin position, allowing a natural contour to be developed in the completed prosthesis. The posterior denture base minor connector patterns have been reinforced with additional wax to add stiffness at the junction with the proximal plate and major connector. Because of the potential for repeated flexure in this region under function, such reinforcement is critical to long-term success with patterns such as this. Because the wrought-wire retainers are not cast, it is important that they be contoured to contact the teeth as accurately as possible, as shown.

Occlusal view of the maxillary refractory cast with a wax pattern. An anatomic replica has been used to develop an anterior-posterior palatal strap major connector with beading evident at the anterior, posterior, and internal edges. Bilateral, tapered I-bar retainers have been waxed as extensions of the resin-retaining minor connectors, and double rests were incorporated into the design on each side.
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Figure 18-19  Buccal view of right I-bar shown in Figure 18-18. The tissue index is demonstrated gingival to the proximal plate, tissue relief is provided beneath the denture base minor connector, and the I-bar shows a taper as it approaches the mid-buccal 0.01-inch undercut.

Figure 18-20  Buccal view of I-bar opposite to that shown in Figure 18-19. Many of the same features seen in Figure 18-19 are evident in this example. The tissue stop distal to the ridge relief is shown and the palatal external finishing line continues distal to the junction of the hard and soft palate (which is the terminus of the posterior palatal strap).

With the backside of the large end of the No. 7 wax spatula, this margin may be lifted slightly, further deepening the undercut beneath the finishing line.

In addition to the undercut finishing line, retention spurs, loops, or nailheads are added for retention of the acrylic-resin to be added later. Spurs are usually made of 18-gauge or smaller round wax attached at one end only at random acute angles to the sheet wax. Loops are small-gauge round (wax, resin, or metal) circles attached vertically or horizontally with space beneath for the acrylic-resin attachment. Nailheads are made of short pieces of 18-gauge round wax attached vertically to the sheet wax, with the head flattened by a slightly warmed spatula. Any method of providing retention is acceptable if it permits positive attachment of the acrylic-resin and will not interfere with the placement of artificial teeth.

A metal base waxed as described will provide optimum contours with a minimum of bulk and weight, and with adequate provision for the attachment of artificial teeth to the metal base. If properly designed, the more visible portions of the metal base will be covered with the acrylic-resin supporting the supplied teeth.

Figure 18-21  Wrought wire can be soldered to cast frameworks as an alternative method to incorporation in the wax pattern and casting procedure. Electric soldering is a common method for soldering and does not require heating of the entire framework. Following preparation of the minor connector where the wire will be soldered, an 18-gauge, round, wrought-wire clasp is carefully adapted and then is secured to the framework and the duplicate stone cast with the use of refractory investment. In this situation, a distolingual molar undercut will be used bilaterally for retention. The flux is placed at the proximal plate, followed by placement of sufficient solder, and the electric heat element tip is placed into contact with the solder while the frame is grounded at another location.

SPRUNG, INVESTING, BURNOUT, CASTING, AND FINISHING OF THE REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE FRAMEWORK

Brumfield has listed factors that influence the excellence of a dental casting (Box 18-1).
Spruing

Brumfield described the function of sprues as follows: The sprue channel is the opening that leads from the crucible to the cavity in which the framework is to be cast. Sprues have the purpose of leading the molten metal from the crucible into the mold cavity. For this purpose, they should be large enough to accommodate the entering stream and of the proper shape to lead the metal into the mold cavity as quickly as possible, but with the least amount of turbulence. Sprues have the further purpose of providing a reservoir of molten metal from which the casting may draw during solidification, thus preventing porosity caused by shrinkage. Spruing of the cast may be roughly summarized in the following three general rules.

1. Sprues should be large enough that the molten metal in them will not solidify until after the metal in the casting proper has frozen (8- to 12-gauge round wax is usually used for multiple spruing of removable partial denture castings).

2. Sprues should lead into the mold cavity as directly as possible and still permit a configuration that will induce a minimal amount of turbulence in the stream of molten metal.

3. Sprues should leave the crucible from a common point and be attached to the wax pattern at its bulkier sections, that is, no thin sections of casting should intervene between two bulky, unsprued portions.

The configuration of the sprues, from their point of attachment at the crucible until they reach the mold cavity, may be influential in reducing turbulence. One of the more important sources of difficulty in casting is the entrapment of gases in the mold cavity before they have a chance to escape. If the sprue channels contain sharp right-angle turns, great turbulence is induced, which is calculated to entrap such gases and so lead to faulty castings. Sprue channels should make long radii and easy turns, and should enter the mold cavity from a direction designed to prevent splashing at this point.

As was previously stated, the sprues should be attached to the bulky points of the mold pattern. If two bulky points exist with a thin section between them, each of the bulky spots should be sprued. The points of attachment should be flared out and local constrictions avoided. If this practice is followed, the sprue, which is bulky enough to freeze after the case framework has frozen, will continue to feed molten metal to the framework until it has entirely solidified. The intent is to provide sound metal in the casting proper with all shrinkage porosity forced into the sprue rod, which is later discarded.

The laboratory procedure for multiple spruing is essentially the same for all mandibular and maxillary castings, except those with a palatal plate. Typical examples are illustrated in Figures 18-23 and 18-24.

Two basic types of sprues are used: multiple and single. Most removable partial denture castings require multiple
Mandibular cast framework with sprue intact, showing three 8-gauge sprues attached to the lingual bar. If one is concerned about completely filling distal extension base minor connectors, 12-gauge sprues can be attached to the minor connector.

For a maxillary framework, multiple 8-gauge sprues or a single main sprue located posteriorly can be used. When a single main sprue is used, additional sprues can feed critical regions for casting completeness.

spruing, with the use of 8- to 12-gauge round wax shapes for main sprues and 12- to 18-gauge round wax shapes for auxiliary sprues. Occasionally, however, a single sprue is preferred for cast palates and cast metal bases for the mandibular arch when these are used as complete denture bases. With removable partial dentures, the use of a single sprue is limited to those maxillary frameworks in which—because of the presence of a palatal plate—it is impossible to locate multiple sprues centrally. In such situations, the single sprue may be used advantageously. A single sprue must be attached to the wax pattern so the direction of flow of the molten metal will be parallel to the long axis of the single sprue. In some instances, the investment cast may have to be cut away anteriorly to make room for the attachment of the sprue; in others, the sprue may be attached posteriorly. One disadvantage of using a single sprue for large castings is that an extra long investment ring must be used.

Some important points to remember in multiple spruing are as follows:
1. Use a few sprues of large diameter rather than several smaller sprues.
2. Keep all sprues as short and direct as possible.
3. Avoid abrupt changes in direction; avoid T-shaped junctions as much as possible.
4. Reinforce all junctions with additional wax to prevent constrictions in the sprue channel and to prevent V-shaped sections of investment that might break away and be carried into the casting.

Investing the Sprued Pattern

The investment for a removable partial denture casting consists of two parts: the investment cast on which the pattern is formed, and the outer investment surrounding the cast and pattern (see Figure 18-41). The latter is confined within a metal ring, which may or may not be removed after the outer investment has set. If the metal ring is not to be removed, it must be lined with a layer of cellulose, asbestos substitute, or ceramic fiber paper to allow for both setting and thermal expansion of the mold in all directions.

The investment must conform accurately to the shape of the pattern and must preserve the configuration of the pattern as a cavity after the pattern itself has been eliminated through vaporization and oxidation. Brumfield has listed the purposes of the investment as follows:
1. It provides the strength necessary to hold the forces exerted by the entering stream of molten metal until this metal has solidified into the form of the pattern.
2. It provides a smooth surface for the mold cavity so that the final casting will require as little finishing as possible; in some situations, a deoxidizing agent is used to keep surfaces bright.
3. It provides an avenue of escape for most of the gases entrapped in the mold cavity by the entering stream of molten metal.
4. It, together with other factors, provides necessary compensation for the dimensional changes of the alloy* from the molten to the solid, cold state.

*Note the substitution of the word alloy, as the same principles apply whether the metal is a precious metal alloy or a chromium-cobalt alloy. In some of the latter alloys, the cobalt is partially replaced by nickel; such alloys are sometimes described as Stellite alloys.
The investment for casting gold alloys is a plaster-bound silica material, so compounded that the total mold expansion will offset the casting shrinkage of the alloy, which varies from 1% to 1.74% (the highest figure being the shrinkage of pure gold). Generally, the higher the percentage of gold in the alloy, the greater is the contraction of the casting on solidifying.

Only one chromium-cobalt alloy has a sufficiently low melting temperature to be cast into a plaster-silica investment mold. According to Peyton, for the other alloys that have a higher melting temperature, an investment that contains quartz powder held together by an ethyl silicate or sodium silicate binder is generally used. Expansion to offset casting shrinkage for chromium-cobalt alloys is accomplished primarily through thermal expansion of the mold and must be sufficient to offset their greater casting shrinkage, which is on the order of 2.3%. For this reason, the casting ring is usually removed after the mold has hardened to allow for the greater mold expansion necessary with these alloys. Because the investments for chromium-cobalt alloys are generally less porous, there is greater danger that gases will be entrapped in the mold cavity by the molten metal. Spruing must be done with greater care, and in some instances, provision for venting the mold is necessary to prevent defective castings.

**Step-by-Step Procedure**
The technique for applying the outer investment is usually referred to as investing the pattern. Actually the cast on which the pattern is formed is part of the investment also. This investment technique is presented in Figures 18-25 through 18-27.

**Burnout**
The burnout operation serves three purposes: it drives off moisture in the mold; it vaporizes and thus eliminates the pattern, leaving a cavity in the mold; and it expands the mold to compensate for contraction of the metal on cooling.

For the investment to heat uniformly, it should be moist at the start of the burnout cycle. Steam will then carry the heat into the investment during the early stages of the burnout. Therefore if the investment is not burned out on the same day that it is poured, it should be soaked in water for a few minutes before it is placed in the burnout furnace.

Just before it is placed in the furnace, the mold should be placed in the casting machine to balance the weight against the weight of the mold. At this time, the mold should be properly oriented to the machine and its crucible, and a scratch line should be made at the top for later repositioning of the hot mold.

The mold should be placed in the oven with the sprue hole down and the orientation mark forward. Burnout should be started with a cold oven, or nearly so. Then the temperature of the oven should be increased slowly to a temperature recommended by the manufacturer. This temperature should be maintained for the period recommended by the manufacturer to ensure uniform heat penetration. More time must be allowed for plastic patterns, particularly palatal anatomic replica patterns. It is important that the peak temperature recommended by the manufacturer not be exceeded during the burnout period. (When a high-heat investment is used, follow the manufacturer’s instructions as to burnout temperature.)
Casting

The method of casting will vary widely with the alloy and equipment used. All methods use force to quickly inject the molten metal into the mold cavity. This force may be centrifugal or air pressure; the former is more commonly used. In any case, too much or too little force is undesirable. If too little force is used, the mold is not completely filled before the metal begins to freeze. If too much force is used, excessive turbulence may result in the entrapment of gases in the casting. With centrifugal casting machines, this is regulated by the number of turns put on the actuating spring.

The metal may be melted with a gas-oxygen blowtorch or by an electric muffle surrounding the metal. In some commercial casting procedures and in some dental laboratories, the induction method may be used (Figure 18-28); this provides a rapid and accurate method of melting the metal. Currently available casting machines include those that are electrically controlled to heat alloys to a specified temperature and to release the molten metal at precisely the correct casting temperature. These machines are relatively expensive and are primarily located in commercial laboratories or institutions where casting volume is high.

Removing the Casting From the Investment

Chromium-cobalt alloys are usually allowed to cool in the mold, are divested (Figure 18-29), and are not cleaned by pickling. Finishing (Figure 18-30) and polishing (Figure 18-31), which are done with special high-speed equipment, require technical skill in the use of bench lathes. Just before they are polished (high-shine), chromium-cobalt castings are electropolished; this is a controlled deplating process (Figure 18-32).

Finishing and Polishing

Some authorities hold that the sprues should not be removed from the casting until most of the polishing is...
completed. Although it is true that this policy may prevent accidental distortion, it is difficult to adhere to and is therefore somewhat impractical. Instead, reasonable care should be exercised to prevent any distortion resulting from careless handling. A specific precaution is that a cast clasp arm should not be indiscriminately polished and then pliered into place. The waxing should have been done in such a manner that a minimum of finishing is necessary and the intended relationship of the clasp to the abutment is maintained (Figure 18-33).

Actual polishing procedures may vary widely according to personal preference for certain abrasive shapes and sizes. However, the following several rules for finishing the casting are important:

1. *High speeds are preferable to low speeds.* Not only are they effective but in experienced hands there is less danger of the casting being caught and thrown out of the hands by the rotating instrument.

2. *The wheels or points and the speed of their rotation should do the cutting.* Excessive pressure heats the work, crushes the abrasive particles, causes the wheels to clog and glaze, and slows the cutting.

3. *A definite sequence for finishing should be adopted and followed for every framework.*

4. *Clean polishing wheels should be used.* If contaminated wheels are used, foreign particles may become embedded in the surface, which will lead to later discoloration.

5. *Be sure that each finishing operation completely removes all scratches left by the preceding one.* Remember that each successive finishing step uses a finer abrasive and therefore cuts more slowly and requires more time to accomplish.
Laboratory Procedures

Chapter 18

Making Record Bases

Bases for jaw relation records should be made of materials that possess accuracy or those that can be relined to provide such accuracy. Relining may be accomplished by seating the previously adapted base onto the tinfoil or lubricant in the cast with an intervening mix of zinc oxide–eugenol paste or with autopolymerizing acrylic-resin. Some use has been made of mercaptan and silicone impression materials for this purpose, but the wisdom of using an elastic lining material for jaw relation record bases is questionable. When rigid setting materials are used for this purpose, any undercuts on the cast must be blocked out with wax or clay to facilitate their removal without damage to the cast.

The ideal jaw relation record base is one that is processed (or cast) to the form of the master cast, becoming the permanent base of the completed prosthesis. Cast metal bases for complete or removable partial dentures offer this advantage, as do acrylic-resin bases that are processed directly to the master cast, thus becoming the permanent denture base. When undercuts are present, the master cast will be destroyed during removal of the base. Then existing undercuts must be blocked out inside the denture base before dental stone is poured into it to make a cast for articulator mounting. A second cast, which includes the undercuts, must be poured against the entire base to support it when the overlying acrylic-resin is processed. With both the processed base and the overlying acrylic-resin, some care must be taken to prevent visible junction lines between the original acrylic-resin base and the acrylic-resin that supports the teeth and establishes facial contours.

Some autopolymerizing acrylic-resin materials are sufficiently accurate for use as jaw relation bases. These are used with a sprinkling technique, which, when properly done, permits formation of a base that compares favorably with a processed base or a visible light polymerized base. A material must be selected that will polymerize in a reasonable time (usually a 12-minute monomer) and will retain its form during the sprinkling process. Because polymerization with typical shrinkage toward the cast begins immediately, alternate addition of monomer and polymer in small increments results in reduced overall shrinkage and greater accuracy. Another option is to use visible light-cured (VLC) denture base materials, which employ a technique similar to that described in Chapter 15 for making custom impression trays.

Technique for Making a Sprinkled Acrylic-Resin Record Base

The technique for sprinkling a record base will be given here because the techniques used for the VLC impression tray and record bases were presented in Chapter 15 and elsewhere in this chapter. Some blockout and lubrication of the cast are necessary (Figure 18-34). Relief of undercut areas on the cast is best accomplished with a water-soluble modeling clay or

Figure 18-31 The framework is finished with a rubber polishing point before final “high-shine” polish in a region adjacent to the teeth (A) and at the periphery of a major connector (B).

Figure 18-32 Electropolish unit used for the final surface polish of frameworks in a heated polishing liquid.
baseplate wax. Modeling clay is easily formed and shaped on the cast and is easily removed from the cast or the base with a natural-bristle toothbrush under warm running water. Wax must be flushed off the cast with hot water and possibly removed from the inside of the base before use.

Bases for jaw relation records must have maximum contact with the supporting tissue. The accuracy of the base will proportionate to the contact provided to the total area of intimate tissue. Those areas are most often undercut and require blockout of the distolingual and retromylohyoid areas of the mandibular cast, the distobuccal and labial aspects of the maxillary cast, and, frequently, small multiple undercuts in the palatal rugae. These areas and any others are blocked out with a minimum of clay or wax, to obliterate as little of the surface of the cast as possible. A close-fitting base may then be made that will have the necessary accuracy and stability and yet may be lifted from and returned to the master cast without abrading it.

The cast and the blockout or relief are coated with a separating medium. Following this, the cast is wet with the monomer from a dropper bottle. After the surface has been wetted with the monomer, the polymer is sprinkled or dusted onto the wet surface until all the monomer has been absorbed. Sprinkling is best accomplished with a large-mouthed bottle with a single hole in the lid near the rim. This facilitates placement of the polymer without excess in any one area. A flexible bottle with a suitable applicator tip also may be used. The objective should be to apply polymer

**Figure 18-33** Attention to detail in forming the wax pattern not only ensures the quality of the framework, it also saves time in finishing and polishing the resultant casting. A, Wax pattern of the mandibular framework, which incorporates three wrought-wire retainers. B, The same framework following casting shows a smooth casting surface and attention to detail regarding casting completeness and clasp form.

**Figure 18-34** A, Preparation of Kennedy Class I, modification 1 distal extension for sprinkle-on record base technique. Cast undercuts are blocked out with wax, and the cast is coated with separator. B, Peripheral extent of the base (the same as peripheral extent of the prosthesis captured during border molding and an impression-making procedure for this altered cast) is outlined with rope wax to contain resin.
uniformly over the entire ridge rather than allowing excess to accumulate at the border to be trimmed later. An auto-polymerizing acrylic-resin material must be used that will retain its form during the sprinkling procedure without objectionable flow into low areas (Figures 18-35 and 18-36).

Once the polymer has been sprinkled in slight excess, the monomer is again added. Flooding must be prevented; therefore the monomer must be directed over the entire surface gradually until the polymer has just absorbed the monomer. A few seconds delay before the addition of excess monomer will allow the mass to reach a tacky consistency and will prevent it from flowing when more monomer is added. Then the monomer may be added in excess and is immediately absorbed by the application of more polymer, as before. This process is repeated selectively until a uniform layer has been built up that is just thick enough so that none of the underlying cast or relief may be seen.

The final step in sprinkling is the addition of monomer sufficient to leave a wet surface. Immediately, the cast should be placed in a covered glass dish or covered with an inverted bowl. This permits final polymerization in a saturated atmosphere of monomer and prevents evaporation of surface monomer. The cast should not be placed in water nor any attempt made to accelerate polymerization. Slow polymerization is necessary so that shrinkage toward the cast will occur. Only then will overall shrinkage be negligible and accuracy of fit ensured. This is of little consequence in making an impression tray, but it is most essential in making a sprinkled acrylic-resin base.

Although polymerization will be about 90% complete within an hour and an impression tray may even be lifted within a half-hour, it is critical that a sprinkled denture base should be left overnight before it is separated from the cast. It should be lifted dry or under lukewarm tap water. It should not be immersed in hot water because some warping may occur.

A sprinkled acrylic-resin base made with the precautions outlined previously will retain its accuracy for days, or even for an indefinite period, similar to a heat-polymerized resin base (Figure 18-37) or a VLC base.
**OCCLUSION RIMS**

It has been explained that jaw relation records for removable partial dentures always should be made on accurate bases that may be part of the denture casting itself or may be attached to it in exactly the same relation as the final denture base will be. Further, it has been stated that although use of the final denture base is best for jaw relation records, a sprinkled or corrected acrylic-resin base may be used satisfactorily. In any case, accuracy of the base supporting a maxillomandibular record must be ensured before the function of occlusion rims is considered.

Occlusion rims may be made of several materials. The material that is most commonly used to establish static occlusal relationships is the hard baseplate wax rim. However, use of a wax occlusion rim can be inaccurate when the occlusal portion of the rim is mishandled. When some soft material that sets to a rigid state, such as impression plaster or bite registration paste, is used in conjunction with wax rims to record static occlusal relations, many of the errors common to wax rims are eliminated—provided some space for the material exists between the occlusion rims, the opposing teeth, or both, at the desired vertical dimension to be recorded. Registration made on wax occlusion rims with the use of a wax registration material must be handled carefully and mounted immediately.

Occlusion rims for static jaw relation records should be so shaped that they represent the lost teeth and their supporting structures (Figure 18-38). An occlusion rim that is too broad and is extended beyond where prosthetic teeth will be located is inexcusable. Such rims will substantially alter the shape of the palatal vault and the arch form of the mandibular arch, will crowd the patient's tongue, will have an unwelcome effect on the patient, and will offer more resistance to jaw relation recording media than will a correctly shaped occlusion rim.

Modeling plastic (compound) has several advantages and may be used rather than wax for occlusion rims. It may be softened uniformly by flaming, yet when chilled it becomes rigid and sufficiently accurate. It may be trimmed with a sharp knife to expose the tips of the opposing cusps to recheck or position an opposing cast into the record rim. Opposing occlusion rims of modeling plastic may be keyed with greater accuracy than opposing wax rims. Preferably, however, even those should be trimmed short of contact at the vertical dimension of occlusion, and bite registration paste should be interposed for the final record. As with wax rims, an adjustable frame may be used to support the final record.

Occlusion rims made of extra hard baseplate wax or modeling plastic may be used to support intraoral central bearing devices, intraoral tracing devices, or both. Because of its greater stability, modeling plastic is preferable for this purpose when the edentulous situation permits the use of flat plane tracings. An example of such a situation occurs when an opposing complete denture is made concurrently with the removable partial denture. In such a situation, modeling plastic occlusion rims provide greater stability than wax rims, with corresponding improvement in the predictable accuracy of such a jaw relation record. Although sealing opposing occlusion rims or using clips for complete denture jaw relation records may be acceptable, particularly for an initial articulator mounting, the existence of a removable partial denture framework makes this practice hazardous. The framework with attached base should be seated accurately on its cast before the opposing cast is repositioned in occlusion to it, because it is necessary for the dentist to be able to see the removable partial denture framework is in its designed terminal relation to the supporting teeth before articulating the casts.

**Figure 18-38** Occlusion rims are added to allow recording of jaw relation records. Placement of the wax record is dictated by the opposing tooth position and the supporting ridge character. When possible, the occlusion rim should allow recording of the jaw position within the primary bearing area of the ridge.

Occlusion rims for recording functional, or dynamic, occlusion must be made of a hard wax that can be carved by the opposing dentition. This method, outlined in Chapter 17, presumes that the opposing arch is intact or has been restored. Functional occlusion records cannot be made by this method when both arches are restored simultaneously. Rather, an opposing arch must be as intact as the treatment plan calls for, or it must be restored by whatever prosthetic means the situation dictates. Opposing removable partial dentures or an opposing complete denture may be carried concurrently up to the final occlusal record. One denture is then completed and the functional record is made in opposition to it. Often
this necessitates that all opposing teeth are articulated first in wax to establish optimum ridge relations and the correct occlusal plane. One denture is then carried to completion, and the teeth that remain in wax on the opposing denture are removed while the functional occlusal record is being made.

The laboratory steps required for establishing an occlusion with the use of functional occlusal records were described in Chapter 17; however, more detail is provided in the following section. Some inlay waxes are used for this purpose because they can be carved by the opposing dentition, and because most of them are hard enough to support occlusion over a period of hours or days. A wax for recording functional crown and bridge occlusion, because it is established entirely in the dental office, is selected on the basis of how well it may be carved by the opposing dentition in a relatively short time. Therefore a softer wax may be used than is required for the recording of occlusal paths over 24 hours or longer. For this latter purpose, hard inlay wax seems to satisfy best the requirements for a wax that is durable yet capable of recording a functional occlusal pattern. This wax is packaged in the form of sticks. A layer of hard, sticky wax is first flowed onto the surface of the denture base. Two sticks of the inlay wax are then laid parallel along the longitudinal center of the denture base and are secured to it with a hot spatula. This is the only preparation needed before the dental appointment. Because neither the height nor the width of the occlusion rim can be known in advance, and because deep warming of a chilled wax rim is difficult, the rim is not completed before the appointment.

With the patient in the chair, a hot spatula is inserted into the crevice between the two sticks of wax, making the center portion fluid between two supporting walls. Some transfer of heat to the supporting walls occurs, resulting uniform softening of the occlusion rims. The patient is asked to close into this wax rim until the natural teeth are in contact; this establishes both the height and the width of the occlusion rim. Wax is added or carved away as indicated, and the patient is asked to make lateral excursions. Any excess wax is then removed, and any unsupported wax is supported by addition. Finally, wax is added to increase the occlusal vertical dimension sufficiently to allow for (1) denture settling, (2) changes in jaw relations brought about by the reestablishment of posterior support, and (3) carving in all mandibular excursions. When sufficient height and width have been established to accommodate all excursive movements, the patient is given instructions for chewing in the functional record and is then dismissed.

Although this discussion has been included in the chapter on laboratory procedures, the entire procedure of establishing occlusion rims for recording functional occlusion should be considered a chairside procedure rather than a laboratory procedure. It is necessary that the purpose of a functional occlusal record be clearly understood, so that subsequent laboratory steps may be accomplished in such a manner that the effect of the occlusal record may be reproduced on the finished denture.

**MAKING A STONE OCCLUSAL TEMPLATE FROM A FUNCTIONAL OCCLUSAL RECORD**

After final acceptance of the occlusal record developed by the patient, the effectiveness of this method for establishing functional occlusion on the removable partial denture will depend on how accurately the following procedures are carried out. For this reason, it will be given as a step-by-step procedure. If the base of the master cast (or processing cast) has not been keyed previously, do this before proceeding. Reduce the thickness and width of the base if it is so large that difficulty will be encountered in flasking. The base may not be reduced after removal from the articulator because the mounting record would be lost.

Keying may be done in several ways, but a method whereby the keyed portions are visible on the articulator mounting eliminates some possibility of remounting error. According to the preferred method, form a 45-degree bevel on the base of the cast by hand or with the model trimmer, and then add three V-shaped grooves on the anterior and posterior aspects of the base of the cast at the bevel. The bevel serves to facilitate reseating of the cast on the articulator mounting, and the mounting surfaces are made still more definite by the triangular grooves. Once placed at the beveled margin, the triangular grooves are visible at all times, and any discrepancy may be clearly seen.

Inspect the underside of the cast framework and the denture bases, removing any particles of wax or other debris. Similarly, inspect and clean the master cast of any particles of stone, wax, or blockout material, or any other debris that might prevent the casting from being seated accurately on it.

Now seat the denture framework on the cast in its original terminal position. This is the position that is maintained by securing it with sticky wax with all occlusal rests seated while the trial denture base is made. It is also the position that the casting assumed in the mouth while the occlusal record was being made, and that must be duplicated on return of the denture framework to the master cast. While holding the framework in this terminal position, secure it again with sticky wax. (If a processing cast is used in place of the master cast, the denture base will have been made on that cast, and the same precautions used in returning the framework to its original position apply.)

With the denture framework and the occlusal record in position, form a matrix of clay around the occlusal record to confine the hard stone, which will form the stone occlusal template. The clay matrix is the same for a
metal or electroplated surface as for the wax record. The clay matrix should rise at a 45-degree angle from the buccal and lingual limits of the occlusal registration. Then arch the clay or a sheet of wax across from one side to the other, forming a vault that will permit lingual access when the teeth are articulated.

Leave the occlusal surfaces of a processing cast exposed so that they may act as vertical stops. This will serve to maintain the vertical relation in the articulator. Unless such stone-to-stone stops are used, the technician may alter the vertical relation in the articulator, accidentally or otherwise. Any change in vertical relations is incompatible with a concept of dynamic conclusion because the occlusal pattern is directly related to the degree of jaw separation. Although it may be true that occlusal vertical dimension may be changed when casts are mounted in relation to the opening axis of the mandible, as long as natural cusps remain to influence mandibular movement, the occlusal vertical relation established with a functional occlusal record must not be changed in the articulator.

Cover the surfaces of the adjacent abutment teeth left exposed with sodium silicate, microfilm, or some other separating medium to ensure separation of the stone vertical stops. If the wax record has not been electroplated, use a hard dental stone to form the opposing template. This may be an improved stone, but the use of a stone die material is preferred. Only the occluding surface needs to be poured in the harder stone, with a less costly laboratory stone used to back it up. If this is done, add the second layer to the first before the former takes its initial set to prevent any possibility of accidental separation between the two materials.

Vibrate the stone only into the wax registration and against the stone stops. Pile on the rest of the stone, and leave it uneven to facilitate attachment to the mounting stone. Attach the occlusal template to the articulator without provision for removal or remounting because only the working cast needs to be keyed for remounting.

After the stone template has set, attach the occluded casts to both arms of the articulator before separating the casts. The type of articulating instrument used is of little importance because all eccentric positions are recorded on the template, and whatever instrument is used acts purely as a simple hinge or a tripod. Therefore any laboratory articulator or tripod may be used.

Casts should be attached to the articulating instrument with stone rather than with plaster. Mounting stones are available that have been especially formulated and prepared to minimize the setting expansion inherent in most gypsum products. The least amount of setting expansion of the mounting medium is most desirable to maintain the intended relationship of the opposing casts.

One must remember which arch will be movable as a working cast, and the articulator mounting should be made accordingly. For example, for a mandibular denture, the template is attached to the upper arm of the articulator. For a maxillary denture, the template is mounted upside down on the lower arm. The keyed base of the working cast attached to the opposing arm must be coated with a light coat of microfilms, mineral oil, or petroleum jelly to facilitate its separation from the mounting stone.

After the mounting has been completed, separate the casts and remove the clay. The template, with its mounting, may be removed from the articulator if a mounting ring or mounting stud permits; otherwise trimming must be done on the articulator. With a pencil, outline the limits of the occlusal registration and any excess stone around its borders. With a knife, trim the vertical stops to a sharp edge on the buccal surface where they contact the working cast.

Remove any overhanging stone, leaving the occluding template and vertical stops clearly visible and accessible. Remove the wax registration before arranging artificial teeth to the occluding template.

**ARRANGING POSTERIOR TEETH TO AN OPPOSING CAST OR TEMPLATE**

Whether posterior teeth are to be arranged to occlude with an opposing cast or with an occlusal template, the denture base on which the jaw relation record has been made must first be removed and discarded unless metal bases are part of the denture framework, or heat-polymerized acrylic-resin bases were used. This statement is based on the assumption that where an adjustable articulator has been used to develop the occlusion, the trial dentures have been evaluated, the articulator mounting has been proved, and the articulator has been programmed for eccentric positions. Because record bases that are entirely tissue supported have no place in recording occlusal relations for removable partial dentures, the bases must be attached to the denture framework. Metal bases that are part of the prosthesis present no problem. The teeth may be arranged in wax or replaced on the metal base, depending on the type of posterior tooth used, and these must be occluded directly to the opposing cast or template.

Unless occlusal relations are recorded on final acrylic-resin bases, autopolymerizing acrylic-resin bases attained by the sprinkling method or VLC bases are the most accurate and stable of bases that may be used for this purpose. (An alternate method is relining of the original impression bases, thus accomplishing the same purpose.) Although static relations may be recorded successfully on corrected bases, functional registrations are best accomplished on new acrylic-resin bases made for that purpose.
In either situation, the denture cannot be completed on these bases; neither can the bases be removed conveniently from the retentive framework during the boil out after flasking. Therefore the metal framework must be lifted from the cast, and the original record base removed by flaming its underside. Care must be taken not to allow the acrylic-resin to burn, or the cast framework will become discolored with carbon. The framework is repolished and is then returned to its original position on the master cast and secured there with sticky wax before the artificial teeth are arranged.

**Posterior Tooth Forms**

Posterior tooth forms for removable partial dentures should not be selected arbitrarily. One should bear in mind that the objective in removable partial denture occlusion is harmony between natural and artificial dentition. Whether the teeth are arranged to occlude with an opposing cast or to an occlusal template, they should be modified to harmonize with the existing dentition. In this respect, removable partial denture occlusion may differ from complete denture occlusion. In the latter case, posterior teeth may be selected and articulated according to the dentist’s concept of what constitutes the most favorable complete denture occlusion, whereas removable partial denture occlusion must be made to harmonize with an existing occlusal pattern. Thus the occlusal surfaces on the finished removable partial denture may bear little resemblance to the original occlusal surfaces of the teeth as manufactured.

Artificial tooth forms should be selected to restore the space and fulfill the esthetic demands of the missing dentition. Manufactured tooth forms usually require modification to satisfactorily articulate with an opposing dentition. The original occlusal form, therefore, is of little importance in forming the posterior occlusion for the removable partial denture.

The posterior teeth may be made of porcelain or resin (including all resin forms—composite, interpolymer network, cross-link, double cross-link, etc.). An advantage of resin teeth is that they are more easily modified and subsequently reshaped for masticating efficiency by the addition of grooves and spillways. Resin teeth are also more easily narrowed bucco-lingually to reduce the size of the occlusal table without sacrificing strength or esthetics. They may be more easily ground to fit minor connectors and irregular spaces and to avoid retentive elements of the removable partial denture framework. However, when resin teeth are used, the occlusion must be evaluated periodically to make sure that the occlusal surfaces have not worn out of contact. It seems that the best combinations of opposing occlusal surfaces used to maintain the established occlusion and to prevent deleterious abrasion are porcelain-to-porcelain surfaces, gold surfaces to natural or restored natural teeth, and gold surfaces to gold surfaces.

**Arranging Teeth to an Occluding Surface**

The procedure for arranging teeth to a static relationship with an opposing cast is essentially the same as for arranging teeth to an occluding template. On the other hand, articulation of artificial teeth on an adjustable instrument, which reproduces to some extent mandibular movement, will follow more closely the customary pattern for complete denture occlusion. The procedure for arranging posterior teeth to an occluding template was presented in Chapter 17.

**Types of Anterior Teeth**

Anterior teeth on removable partial dentures are concerned primarily with esthetics and the function of incising. These are best arranged when the patient is present because an added appointment for try-in would be necessary anyway. They may be arranged arbitrarily on the cast and then tried in, but a stone index of their labial surfaces should be made on the master cast after the final arrangement has been established to preserve the arrangement that the patient saw and approved.

From a purely mechanical standpoint, all missing anterior teeth are best replaced with fixed restorations rather than with the removable partial denture. However, for cosmetic or economic reasons, or in situations in which several missing anterior teeth are involved—such as in a Class IV partially edentulous arch—their replacement with the removable partial denture may be unavoidable.

Some types of anterior teeth used in removable partial dentures are as follows:

1. *Porcelain or resin teeth, attached to the framework with acrylic-resin.*
2. *Ready-made resin teeth processed directly to retentive elements on the metal framework with a matching resin.* This is called a *pressed-on method* and has the advantage of permitting previous selection and evaluation of the anterior teeth, plus the advantage of the use of ready-made resin teeth for labial surfaces. These are then hollowed out on the lingual surface to facilitate their permanent attachment to the denture framework with the resin of the same shade.
3. *Resin teeth processed to a metal framework in the laboratory.* Tooth forms of wax may be carved on the removable partial denture framework and tried in the mouth, adjusted for esthetics and occlusion, and then processed in an acrylic-resin of a suitable shade. There is some question as to whether the shade and durability of such teeth are comparable with those of manufactured resin teeth, but improvements in materials have led to improved quality and appearance of laboratory-made teeth. Moreover, such teeth may often be shaped and characterized to better blend with adjacent natural teeth.
WAXING AND INVESTING THE REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE BEFORE PROCESSING ACRYLIC-RESIN BASES

Waxing the Removable Partial Denture Base

Waxing the removable partial denture base before investing differs little from waxing a complete denture. The only difference is the waxing of and around exposed parts of the metal framework. At the framework–denture base junction, undercut finishing lines should be provided whenever possible. Then the waxing is merely butted to the finishing line with a little excess to allow for finishing. Otherwise, small voids in the wax may become filled with investing plaster, or fine edges of the investment may break off during boil out and packing. In either situation, small pieces of investment may become embedded in the acrylic-resin at the finishing lines. This is prevented by slightly overwaxing and then finishing the acrylic-resin back to the metal finishing line with finishing burs. Abrasive wheels and disks should not be used for this purpose, because they will cut into the metal and may burn the acrylic-resin. Pumice and a rag wheel should be used sparingly for polishing, because they will abrade the acrylic-resin more rapidly than the metal and will leave the finishing line elevated above the adjacent acrylic-resin.

When waxing to polished metal parts that do not possess a finishing line is done, it must be remembered that no attachment will exist, and that over a period of time, some seepage, separation, and discoloration of the acrylic-resin in this area are inevitable. This may be prevented to some extent by roughening the metal whenever possible to effect some mechanical attachment by silicoating the attachment or by using one of the resin adhesives. The wax should be left 1.5 to 2.0 mm thick so that the acrylic-resin will have some bulk at its junction with the polished metal. Thin films of acrylic-resin over metal should be avoided. In finishing, these should be cut back to an area of bulk with finishing burs. Otherwise, any thin acrylic-resin film eventually will separate and become discolored and unclean as a result of marginal seepage.

Gingival forms should be waxed in accordance with modern concepts of esthetics and should be made to prevent entrapment of food particles. Dental students should become familiar with normal gingival architecture as found on diagnostic casts of natural dentitions, beginning in basic technique exercises with the casts of each other's mouths. In this manner, they may acquire a better concept of gingival contours to be reproduced on prosthetic restorations.

Artificial teeth should be uncovered fully to expose the entire anatomic crown and beyond when gingival recession is simulated. Adjacent or contralateral tooth-gingival relationships should be used as a guide to facilitate the harmonious esthetic presentation of the gingival contours. Relatively few prosthodontic patients are in an age bracket in which some gingival recession and exposed cementum would not normally be present; this should be simulated on prosthodontic restorations in proportion to the patient's age. With removable partial dentures, gingival contours around the remaining natural teeth should be used as a guide to the gingival contours to be reproduced on the prosthesis. However, interproximal spaces are almost always filled, particularly between posterior artificial teeth.

Frush has listed the following rules for varying the height of the gingival tissue at the cervical portion of the teeth:
1. Slightly below the high lip line at the central incisors.
2. Lower than the central incisor gingival margin at the lateral incisors.
3. Higher than the central or lateral incisor gingival margin at the canine.
4. Slightly lower than the canine at the premolar and variable for both premolars and molars.*

The correctly formed papilla should be shaped so that it will be self-cleansing. It should be carved so that it is in harmony with the interpretation of age and will be the deciding factor in the visible outline form of the tooth. As Frush has pointed out, even a drop of wax properly placed can change the appearance of a square tooth to a tapering or ovoid appearance. A properly formed papilla further enhances the natural appearance by increasing the color in this area.

The rules for forming the papilla were given by Frush as follows:
1. The papilla must extend to the point of tooth contact for cleanliness.
2. The papillae must be of various lengths.
3. The papilla must be convex in all directions.
4. The papilla must be shaped according to the age of the patient.
5. The papilla must end near the labial face of the tooth and must never slope inward to terminate toward the lingual portion of the interproximal surface.*

The denture should be waxed and carved as for a cast restoration, which it actually is, regardless of the material or the method of processing used. The fact that a split-mold technique is used for processing does not alter the fact that the form of the denture base is to be reproduced by a casting procedure. Therefore the denture pattern should be waxed with care in the same form as that desired for the finished restoration rather than attempting to shape facial contours on the prosthesis during the polishing phase (Figure 18-39). Polishing should consist primarily of trimming away the flash, stippling polished surfaces when desired, and polishing lightly with brush wheels and pumice, followed by final polishing with a soft brush wheel and a nonabrasive shining agent, such as whiting. Gross trimming and polishing with pumice should not be necessary if the denture has been properly waxed before investing.

Because the polished surfaces of any denture play an important part in both retention and control of the food bolus, buccal and lingual contours generally should be made concave. In most situations, the border thickness of the denture should be left as recorded in the impression. The only exceptions are the distolingual aspect of the mandibular denture base, to prevent interference with the tongue, and the distobuccal aspect of the maxillary denture base, to prevent interference with the coronoid process of the mandible. These are the only areas that cannot ordinarily be waxed to final contour before investing and may need to be thinned by the dentist at the time of final polishing.


---

**Investing the Removable Partial Denture**

In investing a removable partial denture for processing an acrylic-resin base, it must be remembered that the denture cast must be recovered from the flask intact for remounting. The practice of cutting the teeth off the cast to expose the connectors and retainers, which are then embedded in the upper half of the flask, is permissible only when an existing denture base is being relined and no provision has been made for remounting. (In such a situation, it seems that this practice offers no advantage over investing the denture that is being so relined upside down in the lower half of the flask.) Because in the past some increase in occlusal vertical dimension has been inevitable in any split-mold processing technique, this method results in raising of the removable partial denture framework from the supporting teeth by the amount of increase. Occlusal adjustment in the mouth may temporarily reestablish a harmonious occlusal relation with the opposing teeth, whereas the removable partial denture framework will then settle into supporting contact with the abutment teeth at the expense of the underlying ridge.

Changes in occlusal vertical dimension may be held to a minimum by the use of acrylic denture resins that can be placed in the mold in a fluid rather than in a doughy
state or those that may be injected in a fluid state into a closed mold. Dimensional changes that occur during relining may also be held to a minimum by the use of autopolymerizing acrylic-resins for this purpose, thus preventing thermal expansion of a mold subjected to elevated temperatures.

When two opposing removable partial dentures are being made concurrently, one is sometimes processed and placed first, and then the final occlusion is established on the second denture to a fully restored arch. In such a situation, when no natural teeth are in opposition, it is not necessary for the first denture to be remounted after processing. In all other situations, remounting to correct for errors in occlusion is absolutely necessary. Flasking must be accomplished so that the cast may be recovered from the flask undamaged.

Minute voids in the base of the cast will have been reproduced in the stone mounting, and although the obvious larger blebs may be trimmed away, smaller blebs will remain. If the voids in the cast become filled with investing material, the effect is that two particles are trying to occupy the same space. Covering the base with tinfoil substitute before investing can prevent this. Coating the base and sides of the cast with petroleum jelly not only keeps the base of the cast isolated from investing material but also may allow the cast to be more easily recovered from the surrounding investment.

The entire cast, except for the wax and teeth, may then be invested in the lower half of the flask (Figure 18-40). As with a complete denture, only the supplied teeth and wax are left exposed to be invested in the upper half. Also, as with a complete denture, the investment in the lower half must be smooth and free of undercuts and must be coated with a separator to facilitate separation of the two halves of the flask.

An alternate and preferred procedure is to invest the cast only to the top of the tinfoil on the base, smoothing the investment and applying a reliable separator. Then a second layer of investment placed around the anatomic portion of the cast covers the natural teeth and the exposed parts of the denture framework. This is likewise smoothed and made free of undercuts and coated with a separator before the top half of the flask is poured. Recovery of the cast is thus made easier by having a shell of investment over the anatomic portion of the cast, which may be removed separately.

When the denture base is to be characterized by applying tinted acrylic-resins to the mold, care should be taken not to embed the wax border in the lower half of the flask. Bennett has pointed out the need for investing only to the border of the wax, leaving the entire surface that is to be tinted reproduced in the upper half of the flask. With this precaution, tinting may be carried all the way to the border, and later removal of the flask will not mar the

Figure 18-40 Prostheses invested in processing flasks. A, Mandibular Class I master cast with exposed minor connectors of the distal extension bases. B, Denture teeth for framework shown in A. C, Maxillary distal extension minor connector embedded in investing stone. D, Opposing flask unit with denture teeth for distal extension shown in C.
tinted surface. If tinting is not to be done or is to be done only at the cervical margins of the teeth and the papillae, the wax border should be embedded in the lower half, where it may be faithfully reproduced and preserved during polishing.

The use of acrylic-resin materials that require trial packing is complicated by the presence of the retentive framework of the removable partial denture. With their use, trial packing must be done with two sheets of cellophane between two layers of the resin dough; otherwise the flask could not be opened without pulling the resin away from the teeth in one half of the flask or the metal framework in the other. Acrylic-resin dough is placed in each half of the flask, the sheets of cellophane are placed between them, and the flask is closed for trial packing. The flask is then opened, the cellophane is removed, and the excess flash is trimmed away. Trial packing should be repeated until no excess is visible. Final closure is accomplished without the intervening sheets of cellophane.

Acrylic-resin materials have been developed that require no trial packing. These are mixed as usual but may be poured into the mold or placed into the mold in a soft state. They offer little or no resistance to closure of the flask, yet the finished product is comparable with acrylic-resin materials packed in a doughy state. They must be used in some excess, with the excess escaping between the halves of the flask. Although they are soft enough to allow the escape of gross excess, the use of a land space is advisable to prevent a thin film from forming on the land area. Any film that exists on the land area after deflasking may be interpreted as an opening of the flask by that amount, hence the need for some provision for an intervening space to accommodate the excess and to facilitate its escape as the flask is closed.

To provide such a land space, the land area on the lower half of the flask may be painted with melted base-plate wax before the top half is poured. After wax elimination, a space then remains to accommodate any excess acrylic-resin remaining after the flask has been completely closed. It is necessary that no plaster or wax is allowed to remain on the rim of the flask, and that the flask makes metal-to-metal contact before the second half is poured. Only in this way is it possible to see that the flask is completely closed before it is placed in the curing unit.

Pouring of the top half of the flask follows the same procedure as that used with a complete denture. Although it is not absolutely necessary for the entire top half to be poured in stone, it is necessary for a stone cap of some type to be used to prevent tooth movement in an occlusal direction. This is so because of the inability of plaster to withstand closing pressures. All plaster remaining on the occlusal surfaces of the teeth should be removed and a separator added before the stone cap is poured to facilitate its removal during deflasking. If the use of stone investment is preferred, a shell of improved stone or die stone may be painted or applied with the fingers onto the wax and teeth and allowed to harden before the remainder of the flask is filled with plaster. If a full stone investment is preferred, some provision should be made for easy separation during deflasking. Not only should a separator stone cap be used, but metal separators or knife cuts radiating out to the walls of the flask should be placed on the partially set stone. Deflasking then is easily accomplished by removing the stone cap and inserting a knife blade between the sections of stone.

Boil out should be deferred until the investing material has set for several hours or preferably overnight. Boil out must effectively eliminate all wax residue; an adequate source of clean hot water must be available. Immersion of a flask containing the invested denture in boiling water for 5 minutes will adequately soften the wax supporting the artificial teeth so that flask halves may be separated and the remaining wax flushed out. After wax elimination with boiling water, the invested denture should be flushed with a solution of grease-dissolving detergent and again with clean boiling water.

Immediately after boil out, the warm mold should be painted with a thin film of tinfoil substitute, with care taken to not allow it to collect around the cervical portions of the teeth. No tinfoil substitute should be used on any part of the denture teeth. A second coat should be applied after the first coat has reasonably dried, and packing of the mold should proceed immediately after this film has dried to the touch.

When the master cast for a distal extension removable partial denture has been repoured from a secondary impression, the supporting foot on the retention frame may not necessarily be in contact with the cast. Closing pressure within the flask may distort the unsupported extension of the metal framework, with subsequent rebound on deflasking. The finished denture base will then lack contact with the supporting tissue, resulting in denture rotation about the fulcrum line, similar to that which occurs after tissue resorption. To provide support for the distal extension of the metal framework during flask closure, autopolymerizing acrylic-resin should be sprinkled or painted around the tissue stop at the distal end of the framework and allowed to harden before the denture base continues to be packed (see Figure 5-39).

**PROCESSING THE DENTURE**

Processing follows the same procedure as that used for a complete denture. Denture base characterization tinting may be added just before packing. This is most desirable if denture base material will be visible when in the mouth. Posterior acrylic-resin bases alone ordinarily do not require characterization, but the dentist should select a denture base
material that closely resembles the color of the surrounding tissue. The ideal acrylic-resin base material for removable partial dentures therefore is one that (1) may be used without trial packing; (2) possesses a shade that is compatible with surrounding tissue; (3) is dimensionally stable and accurate; (4) is dense and lends itself to polishing; and (5) polymerizes completely.

There has never been any question concerning the merits of placing tinfoil over the denture before investing: this results in a tinfoil-lined matrix and eliminates the need for a separating film. The fact remains, however, that the use of a tinfoil substitute has become universal.

At best, any tinfoil substitute creates an undesirable film at the gingival margins of the teeth, resulting in microscopic separation between the teeth and the surrounding acrylic-resin. This may be shown by sectioning a finished denture and by observing the marginal discoloration around the cervical portions of the teeth after several months in the mouth. To some extent, injection molding obviates this objection to the use of a tinfoil substitute; this is one of the principal advantages of injection molding over compression molding.

Because the use of compression molding is widespread and is likely to continue, methods are needed that eliminate the use of a tinfoil substitute. The layered silicone rubber method results in more complete adaptation of the acrylic-resin around the cervical portions of porcelain teeth and more complete bonding to acrylic-resin teeth. In addition, denture base tints may be applied directly to the mold without first applying a separating film.

A room-temperature polymerizing silicone rubber that has sufficient body and toughness for the purpose is applied to the wax surface of the denture and over the teeth. To prevent movement of the teeth during processing, the occlusal surfaces should be exposed before the upper half of the flask is poured. The manufacturer’s instructions must be followed as to mixing and time elapsed before the outer stone investment is added, to ensure polymerization and bonding to the overlying investment. Boil out then is completed in the usual way.

A further advantage of the layered silicone rubber method is the ease of accomplishing deflasking. If the wax carving of the denture has been completed with care before flasking, denture tints remain unaltered by unnecessary trimming and polishing of the processed denture.

All resin base materials available up to the present time exhibit some dimensional change, both during processing and in the mouth. The fit of the denture is therefore dependent on the accuracy of the denture base material because impression and cast materials in use today are themselves reasonably accurate. In an attempt to minimize dimensional changes in the denture base, materials and techniques are being improved constantly.

Denture base materials that may be poured into the mold or placed into the mold in a soft state are also popular. This technique eliminates trial packing and excessive pressures, which lead to open flasks and altered occlusal vertical dimension as is sometimes experienced with compression molding of acrylic-resin base materials. Activated, or autopolymerizing, acrylic-resins are commonly used to prevent mold expansion at higher temperatures. Materials other than acrylic-resins are used with various techniques, some of which include styrene, vinyl, and experimentally epoxy resins. The main objective behind the development of newer techniques and materials is greater dimensional accuracy and stability, combined with improved strength and better appearance.

The use of injection molding or poured materials to process removable partial denture base materials combines accuracy and efficiency to help create a well-fitting denture base. The Success Injection System by Dentsply Trubyte (York, PA) combines the accuracy of injection molding with Lucitone 199 (Dentsply Trubyte, York, PA). The hardware consists of the injection unit, aluminum alloy flasks, and associated system flask components. The flasks are numbered; specifically, they are mated halves that need to be matched for more accurate results. The investment and processing techniques are as follows:

1. The cast with the completed wax-up is embedded in the designated side “1” of the flask in the usual manner, placing the cast as close as possible to the back of the flask. After any undercuts on the cast are eliminated, flattened wax sticks (approximately 7 mm in diameter) are used to build the injection sprues. For maxillary removable partial dentures, attach the sprue to the posterior border, ensuring that the sprue is sufficiently wide. For mandibular removable partial dentures, position one sprue for each base extension. Apply a separator to the investment, and place the top half of the flask on the bottom half, ensuring complete intimate metal contact and closure of the halves. Secure the flask brackets to the flask and tighten. Place the flask on the leveler with side “2” up, and complete the investing procedure in the usual manner.

2. When the investment has set, loosen the bolts and remove the metal flask brackets. Place the flask in boiling water (8 to 10 minutes) and complete the boil out procedure. Place the metal injection insert into the back of the flask, and slide the plastic injection socket into the metal insert as far as possible. The plastic injection socket lip should rest flush against the trim of the metal injection insert. Close the flask, position the metal flask brackets, and tighten the bolts.

3. Use the powder/liquid vials to measure sufficient resin for the removable partial denture. Note that the maximum powder and/or liquid that the injection car-
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trigide can hold is 38 g (56 mL) powder and/or 17.5 mL liquid. Stir the powder and/or liquid for approximately 15 seconds. Do not excessively mix. Cover the mixing jar until the material reaches the “soft pack” stage (approximately 6 minutes). Do not allow the material to reach the “snap set” stage.

4. Place the resin material into the plastic injection cartridge and insert the blue plastic cartridge plug into the large open end, ribbed side out. Push the blue cartridge plug in as far as possible to compress the material, and insert the cartridge nozzle into the plastic injection socket until it seats on the injection socket’s lip. Place the metal protective sleeve over the cartridge and place the flask in the injection unit, ensuring that the bolts and the flask brackets face to the operator’s right side. Position the open slots on the cartridge sleeve facing out, then push the sleeve up toward the unit’s crosshead, securing the sleeve around the blue rubber O-ring. Tighten the unit’s hand wheel to secure the flask.

5. Complete the injection process, ensuring that the mold is completely filled by viewing the blue cartridge plug through the sleeve slots until the plug stops moving. When completed, remove the flask from the unit, remove the cartridge sleeve, and pull the plastic cartridge out of the flask with a slight twist. Keep the injection socket in place inside the metal injection insert. Fit the small, blue plastic piston cap onto the end of the pressing device piston. Place the piston of the processing device into the plastic injection socket at the back of the flask, and screw the pressing device onto the metal injection insert until the etched groove is visible on the pin at the top of the pressing device.

6. Allow the flask to sit for 30 minutes before heat-polymerizing to ensure a good bond between the denture resin and the teeth. Submerge the closed flask in water at 163 ± 2°F for 1½ hours. Follow with an additional 30-minute boil. An alternate polymerization method is 9 hours in a water bath of 163 ± 2°F with no boil. Remove the flask from the polymerization tank and allow to air cool for approximately 30 minutes. Place the flask in a lukewarm water bath to cool completely.

7. Unscrew the pressing device and loosen the bolts on the flask. Remove the flask brackets and separate the flask. Remove the investment and divest the removable partial denture and cast. Cut off the injection sprue(s), and finish and polish the removable partial denture in a conventional manner.

The use of VLC denture base materials is claimed to save considerable time in providing a processed base. Manufacturers recommend the use of a light-colored cast to enhance the polymerization of the VLC material. A stone matrix must be fabricated so that the denture teeth can be positively relocated in the same position during the polymerizing process. Once the stone matrix has been completed and verified, the wax and teeth can be removed from the framework, and they can be cleaned and silicon-coated or coated with the resin bonding agent.

The ideal thickness for the VLC material requires a 1.5-mm space between the edentulous ridge and the retentive component of the framework. The ridge lap of the denture teeth should also be 1.5 mm above the retentive component of the framework, and the tissue side finishing line of the framework should be even with or slightly higher than the palatal side finishing line. If VLC denture base material is to be used, these requirements must be considered at the diagnosis and treatment planning stages.

Without the framework in place, a thin coat of model release agent (MRA) is applied to the denture base areas of the cast, and the VLC material is adapted to the edentulous denture base area and is trimmed to the general outline with a sharp blade. The framework is then seated firmly by being embedded into the uncured VLC material. Make certain that the rests, tissue stops, and other components of the removable partial denture framework are correctly positioned in their designated terminal positions on the cast. Remove any excess material that may interfere with articulation of the casts or positioning of the teeth, and check to ensure that the VLC material is adapted into the tissue side finishing line of the framework on the cast. This will necessitate returning the cast with the framework to the articulator. Once this has been verified, remove the cast from the articulator and process it in the light-polymerizing unit for 2 minutes.

The denture teeth can then be secured to the stone matrix and related to the cast with the framework and the removable partial denture base. The denture teeth may have to be adjusted before the removable partial denture base can be fitted. To do this, trim the ridge lap areas of the teeth enough to provide the required 1.5 mm of space between the tooth and the denture base material. Remember that thin areas should be avoided between the framework and the cast (minimum of 1.5 mm), and between the framework and the denture teeth (minimum of 1.5 mm).

The denture tooth surfaces that are to be bonded to the VLC denture base must be lightly ground and cleaned. The teeth may then be placed in modeling compound or putty to hold them while the bonding agent is applied to all of the designated surfaces to be bonded to the VLC denture base. These coated surfaces should be allowed to sit for 2 minutes and then are processed in the light polymerization unit for 1 minute.

To secure the teeth into their designated position on the VLC denture base, apply a small piece of VLC material to each tooth with the modeling tool provided by the manufacturer. With the aid of the stone matrix and by
using a high-intensity light, tack each individual tooth into position on the VLC denture base.

After tacking the teeth to the VLC denture base, paint a narrow band of bonding agent on the junction line between the teeth and the denture base material. The bonding agent acts as a sealer to prevent leakage and aids bonding of the teeth to the denture base material. Allow the bonding agent to set for 2 minutes and then process in the light unit for 1 minute. You can now complete the buccal and lingual contouring of the denture base with additional VLC material. Paint all of the exposed surfaces of the VLC denture base material with the air barrier coating material, and process in the light polymerization unit for 2 minutes. After processing, carefully remove the removable partial denture from the cast. Do not attempt to pry it off. Paint the tissue surfaces of the edentulous areas with the air barrier coating material, and place in the light polymerization unit for 6 minutes with the tissue side up. Clean the removable partial denture with water and a brush to remove all traces of the air barrier coating. Trim and polish in a routine manner to complete the removable partial denture.

The study of the history of denture base materials is a most interesting one that has been covered elsewhere in dental literature. The future of denture base materials promises to be just as fascinating a study, but such a discussion cannot be included within the scope of this book. With newer materials, the future of methyl methacrylate as a denture base material is uncertain despite its acceptance as the best material available since its introduction in 1937. Although it has made possible the simulation of natural tissue color and contours combined with ease of manipulation, the fact remains that it leaves much to be desired as far as accuracy and dimensional stability are concerned. Whether other and newer materials will eventually supplant methyl methacrylate as a denture base material remains to be seen. The fact is that the denture base of the future (1) must be capable of accurately reproducing natural tissue tones faithfully through the use of characterizing stains and customizing procedures, and (2) must not require elaborate processing procedures and equipment, which would make the cost prohibitive for general use.

**REMOVING AND OCCLUSAL CORRECTION TO AN OCCLUSAL TEMPLATE**

Even with improved denture base materials and processing techniques, some movement of artificial teeth will still occur because of the dimensional instability of the wax in which the artificial teeth were arranged. Until sources of error can be eliminated, remounting will continue to be necessary. How well the occlusion may be perfected by remounting will depend on the manner in which jaw relations were transferred to an instrument and how closely the instrument is capable of reproducing functional occlusion. But even though the articulator is capable of reproducing only a static centric relation, that relation at least should be reestablished before the denture is placed.

Although it is admitted that there are limitations to the perfection of eccentric occlusion in the mouth, some believe that it can be done with more accuracy than on an instrument that is incapable of reproducing eccentric positions. Correction for errors in centric occlusion, however, should not be included in a concept that presumes that centric occlusion may be established satisfactorily by intraoral adjustment, followed then by perfecting of eccentric occlusion. Because of denture instability and the inaccessibility of the occlusion for analysis, accurate intraoral corrections are not possible. Practically, even the occlusal adjustment of natural dentition in which each tooth has its own support can best be done when preceded by an analysis of articulated diagnostic casts.

One cardinal premise must be accepted if prosthetic dentistry is to be anything more than a haphazard procedure. It is possible to transfer centric jaw relation to an instrument with accuracy and to maintain this relation throughout fabrication of the prosthesis. If this is true, then centric occlusion, coinciding with centric jaw relation, with centric occlusion of the remaining natural teeth, or with both, must have been established before initial placement of the prosthesis. This means that occlusal correction to reestablish centric relation by remounting after final processing is an absolute necessity for the success of the restoration. Remounting after processing is accomplished by returning the cast to a keyed relationship with the articulator mounting.

**Precautions to Be Taken in Remounting**

The following precautions should be taken to ensure the accuracy of remounting to make final occlusal adjustment before polishing and initial placement of the denture. These apply to all types of occlusal relationship records but are directed particularly at remounting an occlusal template when stone vertical stops are used:

1. Make sure that the base of the cast has been reduced to fit the flask before keying and mounting, so it will not have to be altered later.
2. Bevel the margins of the base of the cast so it will seat in a definite boxlike manner in the articulator mounting.
3. Notch the posterior and anterior aspects of the base to ensure its return to its original position. Notches at the margins are preferable to depressions within the base because the former permit a visual check of the accuracy of the remounting.
4. Lubricate lightly the base and sides of the cast before it is mounted to facilitate its easy removal from the mounting stone.
5. Add tinfoil or lightly lubricate the base and sides of the cast before flaking it, so that traces of investment will not be present to interfere with remounting.
6. When remounting the cast, secure it in the articulator with sticky wax, a hot glue gun, or modeling plastic, followed by stone over both the mounting and the sides of the cast.
7. Before adjusting the occlusion, make certain that no traces of investment remain on the vertical stops.
8. Take care to not abrade the opposing occlusal surface during occlusal adjustment. The use of marking tape or inked ribbon is preferable to articulating paper. The artificial tooth is less likely to cut through and mar the opposing surface, and ink or dye will not build up a false opposing surface, as will wax from articulating paper.
9. Occlusal readjustment to an occlusal template is complete when the stone vertical stops are again in contact. With other types of articulator mountings, readjustment is complete when the vertical pin is again in contact and any valid horizontal excursions are freed of interference.

Occlusal readjustment, as with the original articulation, is done at the expense of the original tooth anatomy. Occlusal surfaces should be reshaped by adding grooves and spillways and by reducing the area of the occlusal table, thus improving the masticating efficiency of the artificial tooth. Although this may be done immediately after occlusal readjustment and before initial placement of the denture, it may be deferred until completion of the final adjustment. In any event, it is a necessary step in the completion of any removable prosthesis.

Porcelain teeth may be reshaped with abrasive or diamond-mounted points. Resin teeth lend themselves better to reshaping with small burs to restore functional anatomy. Either type should be repolished judiciously to prevent reduction of cuspal contacts. Although cusps may be narrowed, spillways added, and the total area of contact reduced to improve masticating efficiency, critical areas of contact, both vertical and horizontal, must always be preserved.

The term remounting is also applied to the mounting of a completed prosthetic restoration back into an instrument by using some kind of interocclusal records. Discrepancies in occlusion resulting from processing of tooth-supported dentures may be corrected by reattaching the indexed processing cast and denture to the same instrument on which the occlusion was formulated. However, because of some instability inherent in distal extension removable partial dentures, such dentures should be retrieved from processing investment, finished, and polished and prepared for performance of occlusal corrections with the use of new intraoral records. The dentist must make a remounting cast before occlusal corrections can be accomplished. This is done simply first by placing the denture in the mouth and making an irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate) impression of the denture and the remaining teeth in the arch (Figure 18-41). When the impression is removed, the denture usually will remain in the impression or can be accurately replaced. Undercuts in the denture bases are blocked out, the retentive elements of the framework are covered with a thin layer of

**Figure 18-41**  A, A stock, perforated tray is used to make an irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate) impression of the denture and dental arch. Blockout of undercuts in the denture base and of tips of direct retainers is necessary, so the denture can be readily removed and replaced on the resultant remounting cast, as illustrated in B. B, Remounting cast poured in stone with the prosthesis in place and interocclusal registration for mounting against a maxillary cast. Wax placed at the retainer tip (A) allows the prosthesis to be readily removed and replaced on the cast for occlusal correction procedures that use an articulator.
Polishing the Denture

Areas to be considered in the polishing of a removable partial denture are (1) the borders of the denture bases, (2) the facial surfaces, and (3) the teeth and adjacent areas.

The borders on complete metal bases will have been established previously. On partial metal bases and complete acrylic-resin bases, the accuracy with which the border may be finished will depend on the accuracy of the impression record and how well this was preserved on the stone cast. Edentulous areas recorded from impressions in stock trays generally lack the accuracy at the borders that is found on casts made from impressions in individualized trays and by secondary impression methods. Border accuracy is determined also by whether or not the impression recorded a functional or a static relationship of the bordering tissue attachments.

Denture Borders

The principal objectives to be considered in making an impression of edentulous areas of a partially edentulous arch include (1) maximal support for the edentulous removable partial denture base, and (2) extension of the borders to obtain maximum coverage compatible with moving tissue. Although this second objective may be met with an adequate individualized impression tray, it is best accomplished with a secondary impression method. Not only the extent of the border but also its width should be recorded accurately. Both extent and width as recorded should be preserved on the stone cast. With the exception of certain areas that are arbitrarily thinned by polishing (mentioned previously in this chapter), finishing and polishing the denture borders should consist only of removing any flash and artifact blebs. Otherwise, borders should be left as recorded in the impression.

When the impression is made in a stock tray, the tray itself will have influenced both the extent and the width of the border. Some areas will be left short of the total area available for denture support, whereas others will be extended beyond functional limits by overextension of the tray. Unfortunately, the technician may attempt to interpret the anatomy of the mouth and arbitrarily trim the denture borders. This presumes that the technician has an intimate knowledge of the anatomy of the mouth of the patient for whom the restoration is being made, which is most unlikely.

The dentist must correct any overextension remaining after arbitrarily trimming the border from cast landmarks in the mouth. It is preferable for the dentist to finish the borders of dentures, having painstakingly developed them during impression procedures.

Facial Surfaces

The facial surfaces of the denture base are those polished surfaces lying between the buccal borders and the supplied teeth. Methods have been proposed for making sectional impression records of buccal contours, thereby permitting the denture base to be made to conform to the facial musculature. These have never received wide acceptance and may be considered impractical in removable partial prosthodontics.

Facial surfaces may be established in wax or may be carved into the denture base after processing. Generally, it is desirable that it be done in wax as part of the wax pattern because it is easier to do so, and because contours can best be established at a time when modifications can be made if desired. Buccal surfaces should be contoured to aid in retention of the denture by border molding, to preserve the border roll and thereby prevent food impaction, and to facilitate return of the food bolus back onto the masticating table. Lingual surfaces should be made concave to provide tongue room and to aid in retention of the denture. Polishing of concave surfaces is always more difficult than polishing of flat and convex surfaces. If such contours are established previously in wax, not only is finishing more easily accomplished, but border and gingival areas are less likely to be inadvertently altered.

Finishing Gingival and Interproximal Areas

The contouring of gingival and interproximal areas after processing is difficult and generally unsatisfactory (Figure 18-42). The practice of doing so dates back to the days when vulcanite rubber was trimmed and shaped with Pearson-type chisels, and a trimming block was a necessary piece of equipment in any dental laboratory. Finishing was done with vulcanite burs and with brush wheels and pumice, creating the vertical interproximal grooves that for many years were typical of the denture look. Not only is this contrary to modern concepts of denture esthetics, but also, gingival and interproximal carving of the denture resin around plastic teeth may not be done without causing some damage to the teeth themselves.

Modern cosmetic considerations demand that gingival carving be done around each tooth individually, with variations in the height of the gingival curve and in the length of the papillae. Interproximally, the papillae should be convex rather than concave. The gingival attachment should be free of grooves and ditches that would accumulate debris and stain and should be as free for cleansing as possible. All this precludes gross shaping and trimming of gingival areas after processing. Gingival carving should be done in wax, and investing should be done with care to prevent blebs and
Pumicing of gingival areas can only serve to polish the high spots; although it may be done lightly, its use should be limited to light buffing of areas already made as smooth as in the waxing phase. Heavy pumicing of the denture resin not only creates a typical denture look but also alters the delicately carved wax surface and any plastic teeth present. If pumicing must be done, plastic teeth should be protected with adhesive masking tape during the process.

Any polishing operation on a removable partial denture done on a lathe is made hazardous by the presence of direct retainers, which can easily become caught in the polishing wheel. Although the least damage that might occur is the distortion of a clasp arm, there is a greater possibility that the denture may be thrown forcibly into the lathe pan, with serious damage to the framework or other parts of the denture. The technician must ever be conscious of this possibility and must always cover any projecting clasp with the finger while it is near the polishing wheel. In addition, it is wise to keep a pumice pan well filled with wet pumice to cushion the shock should an accident occur. Any other lathe pan used in polishing should be lined with a towel or with a resilient material for the same reason. The potential hazard of retainers catching gloved fingers or hands that hold a removable partial denture is always present. Serious injury can result, and extreme caution must be taken to prevent such an occurrence. The risk of infection is increased if the removable partial denture has been in place intraorally.

**Figure 18-42** Attention to adjacent tooth-tissue contours can facilitate the production of natural-appearing prostheses. The interproximal papilla at A demonstrates both vertical and horizontal components. In general, the horizontal component increases with age. The prosthetic interproximal papilla at B exhibits only a vertical component and appears artificial. The anterior border (*) contour is blunted and provides an obvious and abrupt contour change. Contouring the border to bevel into the interproximal region will reduce its objectionable appearance.

Pumice, and finally with a soft brush wheel and a nonabrasive polishing agent specially made for this purpose.

Artifacts. Finishing should consist only of trimming around the teeth and the papillae with small round burs to create a more natural simulation of living tissue, plus light stippling with an off-center round bur for the same reason. Polishing should consist only of light buffing with brush wheels and
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WORK AUTHORIZATION

A work authorization contains the written directions for laboratory procedures to be performed for fabrication of dental restorations. The responsibility of a dentist to the public and to the dental profession to safeguard the quality of prosthodontic services is controlled in part through meaningful work authorizations. If work authorizations are properly completed, they provide a means for increased professional quality assurance and satisfaction in a removable partial denture service.

A work authorization completed by a dentist is similar to granting power of attorney. It grants authority for others to act on the dentist’s behalf and specifically prescribes what is authorized.

When properly executed, work authorizations are effective channels of communication. They enhance the quality of the completed restorations by providing instructions for individually and scientifically considered prostheses.

Content

Information contained in a work authorization should include the following: (1) the name and address of the dental laboratory; (2) the name and address of the dentist who initiates the work authorization; (3) the identification of the patient; (4) the date of work authorization; (5) the desired completion date of the request; (6) specific instructions; (7) the signature of the dentist; and (8) the registered license number of the dentist. All these requirements can be accommodated in a simply designed form (Figure 19-1).

Function

The following four important functions are performed by a work authorization:

1. It furnishes definite instructions for laboratory procedures to be accomplished and implies an expectation of a level of acceptable quality for the services rendered.
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Technicians are decoding experts. Sufficient information must be included in a work authorization to enable the technician to understand and execute the request. Many dentists are overly presumptive in assuming that a request can be acceptably fulfilled without proper directions. It is sound practice to provide the dental laboratory technician with adequate written instructions for each laboratory service required in the fabrication of a restoration. Therefore a new work authorization should accompany the material returned to the laboratory for continuing progress to

2. It provides a means of protecting the public from the illegal practice of dentistry.
3. It is a protective legal document for both the dentist and the dental laboratory technician.
4. It completely delineates the responsibilities of the dentist and the dental laboratory technician.

Characteristics
A work authorization must be legible, clear, concise, and readily understood. It is unreasonable to assume that laboratory technicians are decoding experts. Sufficient information must be included in a work authorization to enable the technician to understand and execute the request. Many dentists are overly presumptive in assuming that a request can be acceptably fulfilled without proper directions.

It is sound practice to provide the dental laboratory technician with adequate written instructions for each laboratory service required in the fabrication of a restoration. Therefore a new work authorization should accompany the material returned to the laboratory for continuing progress to
Part II  Clinical and Laboratory

differences in the laboratory phases necessary for their fabrication establish a requirement for individual work authorization forms.

DEFINITIVE INSTRUCTIONS BY WORK AUTHORIZATIONS

Work authorization forms may be designed so that only a minimum of writing is necessary to provide thorough instructions (Figure 19-2). The form can

![Figure 19-2](image-url)
contain printed listings of materials and specifications that require either a checkmark or a fill-in for authorization of their use.

A reminder space is included to designate the choice of metal for the framework. Frameworks for removable partial dentures are usually cast in type IV gold, chromium-cobalt alloy, or a titanium alloy. The nature of the material of the denture base may also be indicated by a checkmark. It is difficult to elicit this information from the markings on master casts.

Space is reserved on the work authorization form to furnish the technician with information on the dentist’s selection of teeth. The responsibility for tooth selection must remain with the dentist. The success of the removable partial denture depends in part on the consideration given to the size, number, and placement of the artificial teeth, and to the material from which they are made.

A display of courtesy deserved by and a demonstration of respect for the laboratory technician are indicated. The general request is prefaced by “Please” and the specific instructions are ended with “Thank you.” Do any other three words promote better relations?

A good work authorization form not only ensures clarity but also simplifies correct execution. Figures can be provided on which diagrams may be drawn to enhance written descriptions when necessary. These diagrams may show the occlusal and lingual surfaces of the posterior teeth and the lingual surfaces of the anterior teeth. The palatal region of the maxillary arch and the lingual slopes of the mandibular alveolar ridge can also be included. These features allow a clear, diagrammatic representation of the locations of major connectors, which will complement the outline of the framework on the master cast.

A color-code index can be used to explain the markings on the master cast when it is submitted to the laboratory for the fabrication of a framework. For example, a green pencil can be used to outline the framework; red to designate the desired location of finishing lines on the framework; and black lines to denote the height of contour on teeth and soft tissue created during the survey of the cast. The color code eliminates confusion in interpreting the markings on the master cast.

Specifications for waxing the framework components for gold, chromium-cobalt, or titanium alloy castings must be furnished for the technician and are an integral part of the work authorization form. Specifications that are adequate for most removable partial denture frameworks may be listed. This feature alone saves time and effort in preparing the work authorization and serves as a handy reference for the laboratory technician. The listing of average specifications does not preclude altering a specification when the situation necessitates other characteristics in a given component.

The specific instructions provided in a work authorization must be so constructed that they will be a constant source of direction and supervision for the laboratory phases of a removable partial denture service. Instructions should leave no doubt about the dentist’s requirements in a request for laboratory services. It is foolish to use undercut dimensions of 0.01 or 0.02 inch when a master cast is surveyed, unless directions are included to incorporate these dimensions into the finished framework.

Work authorization blanks should be available in such a manner that a duplicate can be conveniently made and thus a copy can be supplied for both the dentist and the dental laboratory technician. The original may be a different color than the duplicate for ready identification.

**LEGAL ASPECTS OF WORK AUTHORIZATIONS**

Although the National Association of Dental Laboratories (NADL) provides guidelines for statutory regulation, it is the inherent right of each state to implement its own regulation. Fortunately, all states exercise this control. Interpretations of acts that constitute the practice of dentistry are moderately uniform. However, statutory restrictions on dental laboratory operations vary from state to state. Properly executed work authorizations serve to document communication and protect the professional relationship between the dentist and the dental laboratory.

Many states require that work authorizations be made in duplicate and that both the dentist and the dental laboratory technician retain a copy for a specified period from the date of work authorization. Thus documents are available to substantiate or refute claims and counterclaims that concern the illegal practice of dentistry, or to aid in the settlement of misunderstandings between a dentist and a dental laboratory technician.

**DELINEATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES BY WORK AUTHORIZATIONS**

The dentist is responsible for all phases of a removable partial denture service in the strict sense of the word, although the dental laboratory technician may be requested to perform certain technical phases of the service. However, the laboratory technician is responsible only to the dentist and never to the patient. A dentist who relegates the design of a removable partial denture to a less qualified individual accepts the possibility of an inferior removable partial denture service.

A dentist who imposes on auxiliary personnel those responsibilities that legally and morally belong with the dentist does a great injustice to the patients, the technicians, and the dental profession. There is little doubt that the illegal practice of dentistry and the presently existing impasse between dentist and some dental laboratory technicians are in part a result of many individual dentists who impose unrealistic responsibility on laboratory technicians. Furthermore, this unwelcome relationship may have been caused by the submission of poor impressions, casts, records, and instructions to the laboratory technician, with the demand
of impossible quality in the returned restoration under threat of economic boycott.

Most dental laboratory technicians are ethical and earnestly desire to contribute their talents to the dental profession. The dental profession is vitally interested in increasing the number of serious-minded dental auxiliary personnel to share in providing oral health care. However, until the dental profession elevates itself in the eyes of laboratory technicians and also elevates the stature of dental laboratory technology, greater availability of responsible auxiliary personnel is more fancied than real.

The dental laboratory technician is a member of a team whose objectives are the prevention of oral disease and the maintenance of oral health as adjuncts to the physical and mental well-being of the public. A good dental laboratory technician is a valuable team member working with the dentist and contributes much to the team effort in providing oral health care for patients. The degree and quality of the team effort are the responsibility of the dentist and depend on the dentist’s knowledge, experience, technical skill, administrative ability, integrity, and ability to communicate effectively.

A dentist may delegate much of the laboratory phase of a removable partial denture service. Work authorizations help fulfill the moral obligation to supervise and direct those technical phases that can be accomplished by dental laboratory technicians. Substantial indications suggest that many members of the dental profession either are not cognizant of the rewards of writing good work authorizations or are not proficient in their execution. It is not a secret that some dentists do not submit instructions when availing themselves of commercial dental laboratory services.

If the practice of prosthodontics is to remain in the control of dentists, each member of the dental profession must avoid delegating responsibility to those who are less qualified to accept the responsibility. Movements to allow denturism are seemingly becoming more prevalent and possibly are related to poor laboratory communication regarding removable prosthodontics.
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Initial Placement, Adjustment, and Servicing of the Removable Partial Denture

Initial placement of the completed removable partial denture, the fifth of six essential phases of removable partial denture service mentioned in Chapter 2, should be a routinely scheduled appointment. All too often the prosthesis is quickly placed and the patient dismissed with instructions to return when soreness or discomfort develops. Patients should not be given possession of removable prostheses until denture bases have been initially adjusted as required, occlusal discrepancies have been eliminated, and patient education procedures have been continued.

Although it is true that some accommodation is a necessary part of adjusting to new dentures, many other factors are also pertinent. Among these are how well the patient has been informed of the mechanical and biological problems involved in the fabrication and wearing of a removable prosthetic restoration, and how much confidence the patient has acquired in the excellence of the finished product. Knowing in advance that every step has been carefully planned and executed with skill, and having acquired confidence in both the dentist and the excellence of the prosthesis, the patient is better able to accept the adjustment period as a necessary but transient step in learning to wear the prosthesis. This confidence could be lost if the dentist does not approach the insertion and postinsertion phases as equally important for the success of the treatment.

The term adjustment has two connotations, each of which must be considered separately. The first is adjustment of the denture bearing and occlusal surfaces of the denture made by the dentist at the time of initial placement and thereafter. The second is the adjustment or accommodation by the patient, both psychologically and biologically, to the new prosthesis.
After the resin bases have been processed and before dentures are separated from the casts, the occluding teeth must be altered to perfect the occlusal relationship between opposing artificial dentition or between artificial dentition and an opposing cast or template. Denture bases must be finished to eliminate excess and perfect the contours of polished surfaces for the best functional and esthetic results. This is made necessary by the inadequacies of casting procedures, because both the metal and resin parts of a prosthetic restoration are produced by casting methods. Unfortunately, such procedures in the laboratory rarely eliminate the need for final adjustment in the mouth to perfect the fit of the restoration to the oral tissue.

Included in this final step in a long sequence of finishing procedures necessary to produce a biologically acceptable prosthetic restoration are the following: (1) adjustment of the bearing surfaces of the denture bases to be in harmony with the supporting soft tissue; (2) adjustment of the occlusion to accommodate the occlusal rests and other metal parts of the denture; and (3) final adjustment of the occlusion on the artificial dentition to harmonize with natural occlusion in all mandibular positions.

**ADJUSTMENTS TO BEARING SURFACES OF DENTURE BASES**

Altering bearing surfaces to perfect the fit of the denture to the supporting tissue should be accomplished with the use of some kind of indicator paste (Figure 20-1). The paste must be one that will be readily displaced by positive tissue contact and that will not adhere to the tissue of the mouth. Several pressure indicator pastes are commercially available. However, equal parts of a vegetable shortening and USP zinc oxide powder can be combined to make an acceptable paste. The components must be thoroughly spatulated to a homogeneous mixture. A quantity sufficient to fill several small ointment jars may be mixed at one time.

Rather than dismissing the patient with instructions to return when soreness develops and then overrelieving the denture for a traumatized area to restore patient comfort, use a pressure indicator paste with any tissue bearing prosthetic restoration. The paste should be applied by the dentist in a thin layer over the bearing surfaces. The material should be rinsed in water so it will not stick to the soft tissue, and then digital pressure should be applied to the denture in a tissue-ward direction. The patient cannot be expected to apply a heavy enough force to the new denture bases to register all of the pressure areas present. The dentist should apply both vertical and horizontal forces with the fingers in excess of what might be expected of the patient. The denture is then removed and inspected. Any areas where pressure has been heavy enough to displace a thin film of indicator paste should be relieved and the procedure repeated with a new film of indicator until excessive pressure areas have been eliminated. This is particularly difficult to interpret when patients exhibit xerostomia. An area of the denture base that shows through the film of indicator paste may be erroneously interpreted as a pressure spot, when actually the paste had adhered to the tissue in that area. Therefore only those areas that show through an intact film of indicator paste should be interpreted as pressure areas and relieved accordingly. The decision to relieve an area of pressure must consider whether the pressure is in a primary, secondary, or nonsupportive denture bearing area. The primary denture bearing areas should be expected to show greater contact than other areas.

Pressure areas most commonly encountered are as follows: in the mandibular arch—(1) the lingual slope of the mandibular ridge in the premolar area, (2) the mylohyoid ridge, (3) the border extension into the retromylohyoid space, and (4) the distobuccal border in the vicinity of the ascending ramus and the external oblique ridge; in the maxillary arch—(1) the inside of the buccal flange of the denture over the tuberosities, (2) the border of the denture lying at the malar prominence, and (3) the point at the pterygomaxillary notch where the denture may impinge on the pterygomandibular raphe or the pterygoid hamulus. In addition, bony spicules or irregularities in the denture base that will require specific relief may be found in either arch.

The amount of relief necessary will depend on the accuracy of the impression, the master cast, and the denture base. Despite the accuracy of modern impression and cast materials, many denture base materials leave much to be desired in this regard, and the element of technical error is always present. It is therefore essential that discrepancies in the denture base are detected and corrected before the tissues of the mouth are subjected to the stress of supporting a prosthetic restoration. One of our major responsibilities to the patient is that trauma should always be held to a minimum. Therefore the appointment time for initial placement of the denture must be adequate to permit such adjustment.

**OCCLUSAL INTERFERENCE FROM DENTURE FRAMEWORK**

Any occlusal interference from occlusal rests and other parts of the denture framework should have been eliminated before or during the establishment of occlusal relations. The denture framework should have been tried in the mouth before a final jaw relation is established, and any such interference should have been detected and eliminated. Much of this need not occur if mouth preparations and the design of the removable partial denture framework are carried out with a specific treatment plan in mind. In any event, occlusal interference from the framework should not ordinarily require further adjustment at the time the finished denture is initially placed. For the dentist to have sent an impression or casts of the patient’s mouth to the laboratory and to receive a finished removable partial denture prosthesis without having tried the cast framework in the mouth is a dereliction of responsibility to the patient and the profession.
**Figure 20-1** A, Tissue side of finished bases of a Kennedy Class I modification removable partial denture, where pressure indicates that paste has been applied. Paste was applied following careful inspection of the tissue surface for irregularities or sharp projections, which must be eliminated before fitting in the mouth. The entire tissue surface of the bases was dried before it was coated with a thin coat of pressure indicator paste using a stiff-bristle brush. Brush marks are evident, and it is the change in the pattern of brush marks that guides adjustment. It is important to avoid thick application of indicator paste, which can hide the presence of significant pressure. B, The prosthesis can be dipped in cold water or sprayed with a provided release agent before placement in the patient’s mouth, to prevent paste from sticking to oral tissues. After careful seating of the denture, the patient can close firmly on cotton rolls for a few seconds, or the dentist can alternately apply a tissue-ward pressure over the bases to simulate functional movement. The presence of tissue contact is evident in the pattern of the paste, which is different from the brushed pattern. There is no suggestion of excessive pressure in this tissue contact pattern. However, it is not uncommon to relieve the area adjacent to the abutment sparingly. Several placemements of the denture with indicator paste are usually necessary for evaluation of the accuracy of the bases. C, A different denture base recovered from the mouth after manipulation simulating function. The tissue contact reveals excessive pressure at the region lingual to the retromolar pad.

**ADJUSTMENT OF OCCLUSION IN HARMONY WITH NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL DENTITION**

The final step in the adjustment of the removable partial denture at the time of initial placement is adjustment of the occlusion to harmonize with the natural occlusion in all mandibular excursions. When opposing removable partial dentures are placed concurrently, the adjustment of the occlusion will parallel to some extent the adjustment of occlusion on complete dentures. This is particularly true when the few remaining natural teeth are out of occlusion. But where one or more natural teeth may occlude in any mandibular position, those teeth will influence mandibular movement to some extent. It is necessary therefore that the artificial dentition on the removable partial denture be made to harmonize with whatever natural occlusion remains.

Occlusal adjustment of tooth-supported removable partial dentures may be performed accurately by any of several intraoral methods. Occlusal adjustment of distal extension removable partial dentures is accomplished more
accurately with the use of an articulator than by any intraoral method. Because distal extension denture bases will exhibit some movement under a closing force, intraoral indications of occlusal discrepancies, whether produced by articulating paper or disclosing waxes, are difficult to interpret. Distal extension dentures positioned on remounting casts can conveniently be related in the articulator with new, nonpressure interocclusal records, and the occlusion can be adjusted accurately at the appointment for initial placement of the dentures (Figure 20-2).

The methods by which occlusal relations may be established and recorded have been discussed in Chapter 17. In this chapter, the advantages of establishing a functional occlusal relationship with an intact opposing arch have been discussed, along with the limitations that exist to perfecting harmonious occlusion on the finished prosthesis by intraoral adjustment alone. Even when the occlusion on two opposing removable partial dentures is adjusted, it is best that one arch be considered an intact arch and the other one adjusted to it. This is accomplished by first eliminating any occlusal interference with mandibular movement imposed by one denture and adjusting any opposing natural dentition to accommodate the prosthetically supplied teeth. Then the opposing removable partial denture is placed, and occlusal adjustments are made to harmonize with both the natural dentition and the opposing denture, which is now considered part of an intact dental arch. Which removable partial denture is adjusted first, and which is made to occlude with it is somewhat arbitrary, with the following exceptions: If one removable partial denture is entirely tooth supported and the other has a tissue-supported base, the tooth-supported denture is adjusted to final occlusion with any opposing natural teeth. That arch is then treated as an intact arch and the opposing denture adjusted to occlude with it. If both removable partial dentures are entirely tooth supported, the one that occludes with the most natural teeth is adjusted first and the second denture is then adjusted to occlude with an intact arch. Tooth-supported segments of a tooth and tissue-supported removable partial denture are likewise adjusted first to harmonize with any opposing natural dentition. The final adjustment of occlusion on opposing tissue-supported bases is usually done on the mandibular removable partial denture because this is the moving member, and the occlusion is made to harmonize with the maxillary removable partial denture, which is treated as part of an intact arch.

Intraoral occlusal adjustment is accomplished with the use of some kind of indicator and suitable mounted points and burs. Diamond or other abrasive points must be used to reduce enamel, porcelain, and metal contacts. These also may be used to reduce plastic tooth surfaces, but burs may be used for plastic with greater effectiveness. Articulation paper may be used as an indicator if one recognizes that heavy interocclusal contacts may become perforated, leaving only a light mark. Secondary contacts, which are lighter and

**Figure 20-2** Sequence of laboratory and clinical procedures performed for correction of occlusal discrepancies caused by processing of removable partial dentures. The arch with the prosthesis will require a new cast and record to provide occlusal correction. If it is a maxillary prosthesis, this involves preserving the facebow record by replacing the processed maxillary removable partial denture and cast on the articulator and indexing the occlusal surfaces using a remount jig, or making another facebow record at the try-in appointment. If it is a mandibular prosthesis, the opposing arch can be prepared before insertion. A, In this example, the opposing arch is a complete denture that is not to be altered. To produce a cast for use in correcting the occlusion on the articulator, a pick-up impression of the mandibular prosthesis is made. The prosthesis stays within the irreversible hydrocolloid impression; the clasps, proximal plates, and any undercut or parallel surface are carefully blocked out with wax before the remount cast is formed. B, The remount cast that is formed is then inverted and positioned with the use of an interocclusal record.
frequently sliding, may make a heavier mark. Although articulation ribbon does not become perforated, it is not easy to use in the mouth, and differentiation between primary and secondary contacts is difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain.

In general, occlusal adjustment of multiple contacts between natural and artificial dentition when tooth-supported removable partial dentures are involved follows the same principles as those for natural dentition alone. This is because removable partial dentures are retained by devices attached to the abutment teeth, whereas no mechanical retainers are present with complete dentures. The use of more than one color of articulation paper or ribbon to record and differentiate between centric and eccentric contacts is just as helpful in adjusting removable partial denture occlusion as natural occlusion, and this method may be used for the initial adjustment.

For final adjustment, because one denture will be adjusted to occlude with a predetermined arch, the use of an occlusal wax may be necessary to establish points of excessive contact and interference. This cannot be done by articulation paper alone. An occlusal indicating wax (Figure 20-3) that is adhe-
sive on one side, or strips of 28-gauge casting wax or other similar soft wax, may be used. This should always be done bilaterally, with two strips folded together at the midline. Thus the patient is not as likely to deviate to one side as when wax is introduced unilaterally.

For centric contacts, the patient is guided to tap into the wax. Then the wax is removed and inspected for perforations under transillumination. Premature contacts or excessive contacts appear as perforated areas and must be adjusted. One of two methods may be used to locate specific areas to be relieved. Articulation ribbon may be used to mark the occlusion; then those marks that represent areas of excessive contact are identified by referring to the wax record and are relieved accordingly. A second method is to introduce the wax strips a second time, this time adapting them to the buccal and lingual surfaces for retention. After the patient has tapped into the wax, perforated areas are marked with a waterproof pencil. The wax is then stripped off and the penciled areas are relieved.

Whichever method is used, it must be repeated until occlusal balance in the planned intercuspal position has been established and uniform contacts without perforations are evident from a final interocclusal wax record. After adjustment has been completed, any remaining areas of interference are reduced, thus ensuring that there is no interference during the chewing stroke. Adjustments to relieve interference during the chewing stroke should be confined to buccal surfaces of mandibular teeth and lingual surfaces of maxillary teeth. This serves to narrow the cusps so that they will go all the way into the opposing sulci without wedging as they travel into the planned intercuspal contact. Skinner proposed giving a small bite of soft banana to chew rather than expecting the patient to chew without food actually being present. The small bolus of banana promotes normal functional activity of the chewing mechanism, yet by its soft consistency does not in itself cause indentations in the soft wax. Any interfering contacts encountered during the chewing stroke are thus detected as perforations in the wax, which are marked with pencil and relieved accordingly.

After adjustment of the occlusion, the anatomy of the artificial teeth should be restored to maximal efficiency by restoring grooves and spillways (food escapeways) and by narrowing the teeth bucco-lingually to increase the sharpness of the cusps and reduce the width of the food table. Mandibular buccal and maxillary lingual surfaces in particular should be narrowed to ensure that these areas will not interfere with closure into the opposing sulci, because artificial teeth used on removable partial dentures that oppose natural or restored dentition should always be considered material out of which a harmonious occlusal surface is created. Final adjustment of the occlusion should always be followed by meticulous restoration of the most functional occlusal anatomy possible. Although this may be done after a subsequent occlusal adjustment is made at a later date, the possibility that the patient may fail to return on schedule is always present; in the meantime, broad and inefficient occlusal surfaces may cause overloading of the supporting structures, which would be traumatogenic. Therefore restoration of an efficient occlusal anatomy is an essential part of the denture adjustment at the time of placement. Again, this necessitates that sufficient time is allotted for initial placement of the removable partial denture to permit accomplishment of all necessary occlusal corrections.

Adjustments to occlusion should be repeated at a reasonable interval after the dentures have reached a point of equilibrium and the musculature has become adjusted to the changes brought about by restoration of occlusal contacts. This second occlusal adjustment usually may be considered sufficient until such time as tissue-supported denture bases no longer support the occlusion, and corrective measures—either reoccluding the teeth or relining the denture—must be used. However, a periodic recheck of occlusion at intervals of 6 months is advisable to prevent traumatic interference resulting from changes in denture support or tooth migration.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PATIENT**

Finally, before the patient is dismissed, he or she should be reminded of the chronic nature of the missing tooth condition and of the fact that treatment solutions, such as a removable partial denture (RPD), require monitoring to ensure that they continue to provide optimum function without harming the mouth.

Patients should be instructed in the proper placement and removal of the removable partial denture. They should demonstrate that they can place and remove the prosthesis themselves. Clasp breakage can be avoided by instructing...
patients to remove the removable partial denture by the bases and not by repeated lifting of the clasp arms away from the teeth with the fingernails.

Patients should be advised that some discomfort or minor annoyance might be experienced initially. To some extent, this may be caused by the bulk of the prosthesis to which the tongue must become accustomed.

Patients must be advised of the possibility of the development of soreness despite every attempt on the part of the dentist to prevent its occurrence. Because patients vary widely in their ability to tolerate discomfort, it is best to advise every patient that needed adjustments will be made. On the other hand, the dentist should be aware that some patients are unable to accommodate the presence of a removable prosthesis. Fortunately, these are few in any practice. However, the dentist must avoid any statements that might be interpreted or construed by the patient to be positive assurance tantamount to a guarantee that the patient will be able to use the prosthesis with comfort and acceptance. Too much depends on the patient’s ability to accept a foreign object and to tolerate reasonable pressure to make such assurance possible.

Discussing phonetics with the patient in regard to the new dentures may indicate that this is a unique problem to be overcome because of the influence of the prosthesis on speech. With few exceptions, which usually result from excessive and preventable bulk in the denture design, contour of denture bases, or improper placement of teeth, the average patient will experience little difficulty in wearing the removable partial denture. Most hindrances to normal speech will disappear in a few days.

Similarly, perhaps little or nothing should be said to the patient about the possibility of gagging or the tongue’s reaction to a foreign object. Most patients will experience little or no difficulty in this regard, and the tongue will normally accept smooth, nonbulky contours without objection. Contours that are too thick, too bulky, or improperly placed should be avoided in the construction of the denture, but if present, these should be detected and eliminated at the time of placement of the denture. The dentist should palpate the prosthesis in the mouth and reduce excessive bulk accordingly before the patient has an opportunity to object to it. The area that most often needs thinning is the distolingual flange of the mandibular denture. Here the denture flap should always be thinned during finishing and polishing of the denture base. Sublingually, the denture flap should be reproduced as recorded in the impression, but distal to the second molar the flap should be trimmed somewhat thinner. Then, when the denture is placed, the dentist should palpate this area to ascertain that a minimum of bulk exists that might be encountered by the side and base of the tongue. If this needs further reduction, it should be done and the denture repolished before the patient is dismissed.

The patient should be advised of the need to keep the dentures and the abutment teeth meticulously clean. If cariogenic processes are to be prevented, the accumulation of debris should be avoided as much as possible, particularly around abutment teeth and beneath minor connectors. Furthermore, inflammation of gingival tissue is prevented by removing accumulated debris and substituting toothbrush massage for the normal stimulation of tongue and food contact with areas that will be covered by the denture framework.

The mouth and the removable partial denture should be cleaned after eating and before retiring. Brushing before breakfast also may be effective in reducing the bacterial count, which may help to lessen acid formation after eating in the caries-susceptible individual. A removable partial denture may be effectively cleaned with the use of a small, soft-bristle brush. Debris may be effectively removed through the use of nonabrasive dentifrices, because they contain the essential elements for cleaning. Household cleaners and toothpastes should not be used, because they are too abrasive for use on acrylic-resin surfaces. The patient—the elderly or handicapped patient in particular—should be advised to clean the denture over a basin partially filled with water so that denture impact will be less if the denture is dropped accidentally during cleaning.

Along with brushing with a dentifrice, additional cleaning may be accomplished with the use of a proprietary denture cleaning solution. The patient should be advised to soak the dentures in the solution for 15 minutes once daily, followed by thorough brushing with a dentifrice. Although hypochlorite solutions are effective denture cleansers, they have a tendency to tarnish chromium-cobalt frameworks and should be avoided.

In some mouths, the precipitation of salivary calculus on the removable partial denture necessitates taking extra measures for its removal. Thorough daily brushing of the denture will prevent deposits of calculus for many patients. However, any buildup of calculus noted by the patient between scheduled recall appointments should be removed in the dental office. This can be quickly and readily accomplished with an ultrasonic cleaner.

Because many patients may dine away from home, the informed patient should provide some means of carrying out midday oral hygiene. Simply rinsing the removable partial denture and the mouth with water after eating is beneficial if brushing is not possible.

Opinion is divided on the question of whether or not a removable partial denture should be worn during sleep. Conditions should determine the advice given the patient, although generally the tissue should be allowed to rest by removal of the denture at night. The denture should be placed in a container and covered with water to prevent its dehydration and subsequent dimensional change. About the only situation that possibly justifies wearing removable partial dentures at night is when stresses generated by bruxism would be more destructive because they would be concentrated on fewer teeth. Broader distribution of the stress load, plus the splinting effect of the removable partial denture, may make wearing the denture at night advisable.
However, an individual mouth protector should be worn at night until the cause of the bruxism is eliminated.

Often the question arises whether an opposing complete denture should be worn when a removable partial denture in the other arch is out of the mouth. The answer is that if the removable partial denture is to be removed at night, the opposing complete denture should not be left in the mouth. There is no more certain way of destroying the alveolar ridge, which supports a maxillary complete denture, than to have it occlude with a few remaining anterior mandibular teeth.

The patient with a removable partial denture should not be dismissed as completed without at least one subsequent appointment for evaluation of the response of oral structures to the restorations and minor adjustment if needed. This should be made at an interval of 24 hours after initial placement of the denture. It need not be a lengthy appointment but should be made as a definite rather than a drop-in appointment. This not only gives the patient assurance that any necessary adjustments will be made and provides the dentist with an opportunity to check on the patient’s acceptance of the prosthesis but also avoids giving the patient any idea that the dentist’s schedule may be interrupted at will and serves to give notice that an appointment is necessary for future adjustments.

FOLLOW-UP SERVICES

The patient must understand the sixth and final phase of removable partial denture service (periodic recall) and its rationale. Patients need to understand that the support for a prosthesis (Kennedy Class I and II) may change with time. Patients may experience only limited success with the treatment and prostheses to meticulously accomplished by the dentist, unless they return for periodic oral evaluations.

After all necessary adjustments have been made to the removable partial denture and the patient has been instructed on proper care of the denture, the patient must also be advised as to future care of the mouth to ensure health and longevity of the remaining structures. How often the dentist should examine the mouth and the denture depends on the oral and physical condition of the patient. Patients who are caries susceptible or who have tendencies toward periodontal disease or alveolar atrophy should be examined more often. Every 6 months should be the rule if conditions are normal.

The need to increase retention on clasp arms to make the denture more secure will depend on the type of clasp that has been used. Increasing retention should be accomplished by contouring the clasp arm to engage a deeper part of the retentive undercut rather than by forcing the clasp in toward the tooth. The latter creates only frictional retention, which violates the principle of clasp retention. As an active force, such retention contributes to tooth or restoration movement, or both, in a horizontal direction, disappearing only when the tooth has been moved or the clasp arm has returned to a passive relationship with the abutment tooth. Unfortunately, this is almost the only adjustment that can be made to a half-round cast clasp arm. On the other hand, the round wrought-wire clasp arm may be cervically adjusted and brought into a deeper part of the retentive undercut. Thus the passivity of the clasp arm in its terminal position is maintained but retention is increased, because it is forced to flex more to withdraw from the deeper undercut. The patient should be advised that the abutment tooth and the clasp will serve longer if the retention is held minimally, which is only that amount necessary to resist reasonable dislodging forces.

The future development of denture rocking or looseness may be the result of a change in the form of the supporting ridges rather than lack of retention. This should be detected as early as possible after it occurs and corrected by relining or rebasing. The loss of tissue support is usually so gradual that the patient may be unable to detect the need for relining. This usually must be determined by the dentist at subsequent examinations as evidenced by rotation of the distal extension denture about the fulcrum line. If the removable partial denture is opposed by natural dentition, the loss of base support causes loss of occlusal contact, which may be detected by having the patient close on wax or Mylar strips placed bilaterally. If, however, a complete denture or a distal extension removable partial denture opposes the removable partial denture, the interocclusal wax test is not dependable because posterior closure, changes in the temporomandibular joint, or migration of the opposing denture may have maintained occlusal contact. In such cases, evidence of loss of ridge support is determined solely by the indirect retainer leaving its seat as the distal extension denture rotates about the fulcrum.

No assurance can be given to the patient that crowned or uncrowned abutment teeth will not decay at some future time. The patient can be assured, however, that prophylactic measures in the form of meticulous oral hygiene, coupled with routine care by the dentist, will be rewarded by greater health and longevity of the remaining teeth.

The patient should be advised that maximal service may be expected from the removable partial denture if the following rules are observed:

1. Avoid careless handling of the denture, which may lead to distortion or breakage. Damage to the removable partial denture occurs while it is out of the mouth as a result of dropping it during cleaning or an accident that occurs when the denture is not worn. Fractured teeth and denture bases and broken clasp arms can be repaired, but a distorted framework can rarely if ever be satisfactorily readapted or repaired.

2. Protect teeth from caries with proper oral hygiene, proper diet, and frequent dental care. The teeth will be no less susceptible to caries when a removable partial denture is being worn but may be more so because of the retention of debris. At the same time, the remaining teeth have become all the more important because of oral rehabilitation, and abutment teeth have become even more valu-
able because of their importance to the success of the removable partial denture. Therefore a rigid regimen of oral hygiene, diet control, and periodic clinical observation and treatment is essential for the future health of the entire mouth. Also the patient must be more conscientious about returning periodically for examination and necessary treatment at intervals stated by the dentist.

3. Prevent periodontal damage to the abutment teeth by maintaining tissue support of any distal extension bases. As a result of periodic evaluation, this can be detected and corrected by relining or whatever procedure is indicated.

4. Accept removable partial denture treatment as something that cannot be considered permanent, but partial dentures must receive regular and continuous care by both the patient and the dentist. The obligations for maintaining caries control and for returning at stated intervals for treatment must be clearly understood, along with the fact that regular charges will be made by the dentist for whatever treatment is rendered.
Relining and Rebasing the Removable Partial Denture

CHAPTER OUTLINE

- Relining Tooth-Supported Denture Bases
- Relining Distal Extension Denture Bases
- Methods of Reestablishing Occlusion on a Relined Removable Partial Denture

Differentiation between relining and rebasing the removable partial denture has been discussed previously in Chapter 1. Briefly, relining is the resurfacing of the tissue of a denture base with new material to make it fit the underlying tissue more accurately. Rebasing is the replacement of the entire denture base with new material. The artificial teeth may need to be replaced in a rebase procedure. Relining removable partial dentures is a common occurrence in many dental practices; however, rebasing is not indicated as often.

In either situation, a new impression is necessary and uses the existing denture base with modifications (Figure 21-1) as an impression tray for a closed-mouth or an open-mouth impression procedure. One of several types of impression materials may be used, such as metallic oxide impression paste, rubber-base or silicone elastomers, tissue conditioning materials, or mouth-temperature wax. With a tooth-supported prosthesis, the impression method (open- or closed-mouth) is not as critical. In deciding between a closed-mouth and an open-mouth impression method for relining a distal extension removable partial denture, a major consideration is the resiliency of the mucosa covering the residual ridge. As with secondary impression techniques, a firm mucosal foundation can likely accommodate a closed-mouth functional impression technique or an open-mouth selective pressure technique. However, when the mucosa is easily displaced, the open-mouth selective pressure technique is preferable. Both techniques should guard against framework movement during the impression procedure.

Before relining or rebasing is undertaken, the oral tissue must be returned to an acceptable state of health (Figure 21-2). For more information, refer to the Chapter 13 discussion about conditioning abused and irritated tissue.
RELINING TOOTH-SUPPORTED DENTURE BASES

When total abutment support is available, but for one reason or another a removable partial denture has been the restoration of choice, and support for that restoration is derived entirely from the abutment teeth at each end of each edentulous span. This support may be effective through the use of occlusal rests, boxlike internal rests, internal attachments, or supporting ledges on abutment restorations. Except for intrusion of abutment teeth under functional stress, the supporting abutments prevent settling of the restoration toward the tissue of the residual ridge. Tissue changes that occur beneath tooth-supported denture bases do not affect the support of the denture; therefore relining or rebasing is usually done for reasons that include (1) unhygienic conditions and the trapping of debris between the denture base and the residual ridge; (2) an unsightly condition that results from the space that has developed; or (3) patient discomfort associated with lack of tissue contact that arises from open spaces between the denture base and the tissue. Anteriorly, loss of support beneath a denture base may lead to some denture movement, despite occlusal support and direct retainers located posteriorly. Rebasing would be the treatment of choice if the artificial teeth are to be replaced or rearranged, or if the denture base needs to be replaced for esthetic reasons, or because it has become defective.

To accomplish relining or rebasing, the original denture base must have been made of a resin material that can be relined or replaced. Commonly, tooth-supported removable partial denture bases are made of metal as part of the cast framework. These generally cannot be satisfactorily relined, although they sometimes may be altered by drastic grinding to provide mechanical retention for the attachment of an entirely new resin base, or some of the new resin bonding agent may be used. Ordinarily, a metal base, with its several advantages, is not used in a tooth-supported area in which early tissue changes are anticipated. A metal base should not be used after recent extractions or other surgery, or for a long span when relining is anticipated to provide secondary tissue support. A distal extension metal base ordinarily is used only when a removable partial denture is made over tissue that has become conditioned to supporting a previous denture base.

Because the tooth-supported denture base cannot be depressed beyond its terminal position with the occlusal rests seated and the teeth in occlusion, and because it cannot rotate about a fulcrum, a closed-mouth impression method is used. Virtually any impression material may be used, provided sufficient space is allowed beneath the denture base to permit the excess material to flow to the borders—where it may be turned by the bordering tissue, or, as in the palate, may be allowed to escape through venting holes without undue displacement of the underlying tissue. The qualities of each type of impression material must be kept in mind when the material to be used is selected. Ordinarily, an impression material is used that will record the anatomic form of the oral tissue.

A word of caution should be mentioned when a tooth-supported resin base is relined with autopolymerizing resin as an intraoral procedure. When one or more relatively short spans are to be relined, making an impression for relining purposes necessitates that the denture be flasked and processed. The possibilities that the vertical dimension of occlusal...
sion may be increased and that the denture may be distorted during laboratory procedures must be weighed against the disadvantages of using a direct-reline material. Fortunately, these materials are constantly improved with greater predictability and color stability. The possibility that the original denture base will become crazed or distorted by the action of the activated monomer is minimal when the base is made of modern cross-linked resin. However, caution should be exercised to ensure that the older types of resin bases are compatible when one is relining with direct-reline resins.

When relining in the mouth with a resin reline material is done with an appropriate technique, the results can be highly satisfactory, with complete bonding to the existing denture base, good color stability, permanence, and accuracy. The procedure for applying a direct reline of an existing resin base is as follows:

1. Generously relieve the tissue side of the denture base. Lightly relieve the borders. This not only provides space for an adequate thickness of new material but also eliminates the possibility of tissue impingement caused by confinement of the material.
2. Apply lubricant or tape over the polished surfaces from the relieved border to the occlusal surfaces of the teeth to prevent new resin from adhering to the preserved bases and teeth.
3. Mix the powder and the liquid in a suitable container according to the proportions recommended by the manufacturer.
4. While the material is reaching the desired consistency, have the patient rinse the mouth with cold water. At the same time, wipe the fresh surfaces of the dried denture base with a cotton pellet or small brush saturated with some of the reline resin monomer. This facilitates bonding and ensures that the surface is free of any contamination.
5. When the material has first begun to thicken, but while it is still quite fluid, apply it to the tissue side of the denture base and over the borders. Immediately place the removable partial denture in the mouth in its terminal position, and have the patient lightly close into occlusion. Be sure that no material flows over the occlusal surfaces or alters the established vertical dimension of occlusion. Then, with the patient’s mouth open, manipulate the cheeks to turn the excess at the border and establish harmony with bordering attachments. If a mandibular removable partial denture is being relined, have the patient move the tongue into each cheek and then against the anterior teeth to establish a functional lingual border. It is necessary that the direct retainers be effective to prevent displacement of the denture while molding of the borders is accomplished. Otherwise the denture must be held in its terminal position with finger pressure on the occlusal surfaces while border molding is in progress.
6. Immediately remove the denture from the mouth and, with fine curved iris scissors, trim away gross excess mate-
rial and any material that has flowed onto proximal tooth surfaces and other components of the removable partial denture framework. While doing this, have the patient again rinse the mouth with cold water. Then replace the denture in its terminal position to bring the teeth into occlusion. Repeat the border movements with the patient’s mouth open. By this time, or soon thereafter, the material will have become firm enough to maintain its form out of the mouth.
7. Remove the denture, quickly rinse it in water, and dry the relined surface with compressed air. Apply a generous coat of glycerin with a brush or cotton pellet to prevent frosting of the surface caused by evaporation of the monomer. Allow the material to polymerize in a container of cold water. This will eliminate any patient discomfort and tissue damage that could have resulted from exothermic heat or prolonged contact of the tissue with unreacted monomer. Although it is preferable for 20 to 30 minutes to elapse before trimming and polishing, it may be done as soon as the material hardens. Polymerization may be expedited and made denser by placing the denture in warm water in a pressure pot for 15 minutes at 20 psi. The masking tape must be removed before trimming is done but should be replaced over the teeth and polished surfaces below the junction of the new and old materials to protect those surfaces during final polishing.

When properly done, a direct reline is entirely acceptable for most tooth-supported removable partial denture bases made of a resin material, except when some tissue support may be obtained for long spans between abutment teeth. In the latter situation, a reline impression in tissue conditioning material or other suitable elastic impression material may be accomplished. The denture may then be flaked, and a processed reline may be added for optimal tissue contact and support.

## RELINING DISTAL EXTENSION DENTURE BASES

A distal extension removable partial denture, which derives its major support from the tissue of the residual ridge, requires relining much more often than does a tooth-supported denture. Because of this, distal extension bases are usually made of a resin material that can be relined to compensate for loss of support caused by tissue changes. Although tooth-supported areas are relined for other reasons, the primary reason for relining a distal extension base is to reestablish tissue support for that base.

The need for relining a distal extension base is determined by evaluating the stability and occlusion at reasonable intervals after initial placement of the denture. Before initial placement of the denture, the patient must be advised that (1) periodic examination and also relining, when it becomes necessary, are imperative; (2) the success of the removable partial denture and the health of the remaining tissue and
abutment teeth depend on periodic examination and servicing of both the denture and the abutment teeth; and (3) a charge will be made for these visits in proportion to the required treatment.

There are two indications of the need for relining a distal extension removable partial denture base. First, loss of occlusal contact between opposing dentures or between the denture and the opposing natural dentition may be evident (see Figures 9-13 and 9-14). This is determined by having the patient close on two strips of 28-gauge, soft green or blue (casting) wax or Mylar matrix strips. If occlusal contact between artificial dentition is weak or lacking while the remaining natural teeth in opposition are making firm contact, the distal extension denture needs to have occlusion reestablished on the present base by altering the occlusion, thereby reestablishing the original position of the denture framework and base, or sometimes both. In most instances, reestablishing the original relationship of the denture is necessary, and the occlusion will automatically be reestablished.

Second, loss of tissue support that causes rotation and settling of the distal extension base or bases is obvious when alternate finger pressure is applied on either side of the fulcrum line. Although checking for occlusal contact alone may be misleading, such rotation is positive proof that relining is necessary. If occlusal inadequacy is detected without any evidence of denture rotation toward the residual ridge, all that needs to be done is to reestablish occlusal contact by rearranging the teeth or by adding to the occlusal surfaces with resin or cast gold onlays. On the other hand, if occlusal contact is adequate but denture rotation can be demonstrated, this is usually the result of migration or extrusion of opposing teeth or a shift in position of an opposing maxillary denture, thus maintaining occlusal contact at the expense of the stability and tissue support of that denture. This is often the situation when a maxillary complete denture opposes a removable partial denture. It is not unusual for a patient to complain of looseness of the maxillary complete denture and to request relining of that denture when actually it is the removable partial denture that needs relining. Relining and thus repositioning of the removable partial denture result in repositioning of the maxillary complete denture with a return of stability and retention in that denture. Therefore evidence of rotation of a distal extension removable partial denture about the fulcrum line must be the deciding factor as to whether relining needs to be done.

Rotation tissue-ward about the fulcrum line always results in lifting of the indirect retainer(s). The framework of any distal extension removable partial denture must be in its original terminal position with indirect retainers fully seated during and at the end of any relining procedure. Any possibility of rotation about the fulcrum line caused by occlusal influence must be prevented, and therefore the framework must be held in its original terminal position during the time the impression is being made. This all but eliminates the use of a closed-mouth impression procedure when unilateral or bilateral distal extension bases are relined.

The best way to ensure framework orientation throughout the impression procedure for a distal extension removable partial denture is with an open-mouth procedure done in exactly the same manner as the original secondary impression (see Figure 16-10, D). The denture to be relined first is relieved generously on the tissue side (see Figure 21-1) and then is treated in the same way as the original impression base for a functional impression. The step-by-step procedure is the same, with the dentist’s three fingers placed on the two principal occlusal rests and at a third point between, preferably at an indirect retainer farthest from the axis of rotation. The framework thus is returned to its original terminal position, with all tooth-supported components fully seated. The tissue beneath the distal extension base then is registered in a relationship to the original position of the denture that will ensure that (1) the denture framework will be returned to its intended relationship with the supporting teeth; (2) optimum tissue support will be reestablished for the distal extension base; and (3) the original occlusal relationship with the opposing teeth will be restored.

Although it is true that the teeth are not allowed to come into occlusion during an open-mouth impression procedure, the original position of the denture is positively determined by its relationship with the supporting abutment teeth. Because this is the relationship on which the original occlusion was established, returning the denture to this position should bring about a return to the original occlusal relationship if two conditions are satisfied. The first condition is that laboratory procedures during relining must be done accurately without any increase in the vertical dimension of occlusion. This is essential to any reline procedure, but it is a particular necessity with a removable partial denture because any change in occlusal vertical dimension will prevent occlusal rests from seating and will result in overloading and trauma to the underlying tissue. The second condition is that the opposing teeth have not extruded or migrated, or that the position of an opposing denture has not become altered irreversibly. In the latter situation, some adjustment of the occlusion will be necessary, but this should be deferred until the opposing teeth or denture and the structures associated with the temporomandibular joint have had a chance to return to their original position before denture settling occurs. One of the greatest satisfactions of a job well done is seen in the execution of an open-mouth reline procedure as described in the previous paragraph, which results in the restoration not only of the original denture relationship and of tissue support but also of the original occlusal relationship (Figure 21-3).

**METHODS OF REESTABLISHING OCCLUSION ON A RELINED REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE**

Occlusion on a relined removable partial denture may be reestablished by several methods, depending on whether the relining results in an increase in the vertical dimension of
occlusion or in lack of opposing occlusal contacts. In either instance, it is usually necessary to make a remounting cast for the relined removable partial denture so the denture can be correctly related to an opposing cast or prosthesis in an articulator (Figure 21-4).

In rare instances, after a distal extension removable partial denture has been relined by the method previously described, the occlusion is found to be negative rather than positive, or the same as it was before relining. This may be the result of wear of occlusal surfaces over a period of time, a high position of the original occlusion with resulting depression of opposing teeth, or other reasons. In such a situation, occlusion on the denture must be restored to reestablish an even distribution of occlusal loading over both natural and artificial dentition. Otherwise the natural dentition must carry the burden of mastication unaided, and the denture becomes only a space-filling or cosmetic device.

If the artificial teeth to be corrected are resin, the occlusion can be reestablished by adding autopolymerizing or light-activated resin to occlusal surfaces, or by fabricating gold occlusal surfaces, which can be attached to the original replaced teeth. The original teeth may also be removed from the denture base and replaced by new teeth arranged to harmonize with the opposing occlusal surfaces. Baseplate wax may be used to support the teeth as they are arranged. This wax should be carved to restore the lingual anatomy of the teeth and the portion of the denture base that was eliminated when the original teeth were removed. A stone matrix
is made that covers the occlusal and lingual surfaces of the teeth and denture flange. Then wax may be removed from the denture base and teeth and the tissue-bearing surface coated with a bonding agent. Those areas on the stone matrix intimate to the new resin to be added should be painted with a tinfoil substitute or an air barrier coating material if a visible light-cured (VLC) material is to be used. The new teeth are placed in the stone matrix, and the matrix is accurately attached to the denture base with sticky wax or a hot glue gun. VLC material or an autopolymerizing resin is then used to attach the teeth. If an autopolymerizing material is used, it can be conveniently sprinkled on by a buccal approach. The buccal surface of the denture base adjacent to the teeth should be slightly overfilled so the correct shape may be restored to this portion of the base during finishing and polishing procedures. Occlusal discrepancies caused by this procedure should be corrected in the articulator by new jaw relation records if the denture has a distal extension base.

A second method involves removing the original teeth and replacing them with a hard inlay wax occlusion rim on which a functional registration of occlusal pathways is then established (see Chapter 17). The original teeth or new teeth may then be arranged to occlude with the template thus obtained and subsequently attached to the denture base with processed VLC material or autopolymerizing resin. If the latter is used, the need for flasking may be eliminated by securing the teeth to a stone matrix while the resin attachment is applied with a brush technique. Regardless of the method used for reattaching the teeth, the occlusion thus established should require little adjustment in the mouth and should exhibit the occlusal harmony that is possible to attain by this method.
The need for repairing or adding to a removable partial denture will occasionally arise. However, the frequency of this occurrence should be held to a minimum by careful diagnosis, intelligent treatment planning, adequate mouth preparations, and the carrying out of an effective removable partial denture design with proper fabrication of all component parts. Any need for repairs or additions will then be the result of unforeseen complications that arise in abutment or other teeth in the arch, breakage or distortion of the denture through accident, or careless handling by the patient, rather than faulty design or fabrication.

It is important that the patient is instructed in proper placement and removal of the prosthesis so that undue strain is not placed on clasp arms, on other parts of the denture, or on contacted abutment teeth. The patient also should be advised that care must be given to the prosthesis when it is out of the mouth, and that any distortion may be irreparable. It should be made clear that there can be no guarantee against breakage or distortion from causes other than obvious structural defects.

**BROKEN CLASP ARMS**

The following are several reasons for breakage of clasp arms:

1. **Breakage may result from repeated flexure into and out of too severe an undercut.** If the periodontal support is greater than the fatigue limit of the clasp arm, failure of the metal occurs first. Otherwise the abutment tooth is loosened and eventually is lost because of the persistent strain that is placed on it. Locating clasp arms only where an acceptable minimum of retention exists, as determined by an accurate survey of the master cast, can prevent this type of breakage.

2. **Breakage may occur as a result of structural failure of the clasp arm itself.** A cast clasp arm that is not properly...
formed or is subject to careless finishing and polishing eventually will break at its weakest point. This can be prevented by providing the appropriate taper to flexible retentive clasp arms and uniform bulk to all rigid nonretentive clasp arms. Wrought-wire clasp arms may eventually fail because of repeated flexure at the region where it exits from the resin base (Figure 22-1), or at a point at which a nick or constriction occurred as a result of careless use of contouring pliers. They also may break at the point of origin from the casting as a result of excessive manipulation during initial adaptation to the tooth or subsequent readaptation. Clasp breakage can best be prevented by cautioning the patient against removing the removable partial denture by sliding the clasp arm away from the tooth with the fingernails. A wrought-wire clasp arm can normally be adjusted several times over a period of years without failure. It is only when the number of adjustments is excessive that breakage is likely to occur. Wrought-wire clasp arms also may break at the point of origin because of recrystallization of the metal. This can be prevented by proper selection of wrought wire, avoidance of burnout temperatures exceeding 1300°F, and avoidance of excessive casting temperatures when a cast-to method is used. When wrought wire is attached to the framework by soldering, the soldering technique must avoid recrystallization of the wire. For this reason, it is best that soldering be done electrically to prevent the wrought wire from overheating. A low-fusing (1420°F to 1500°F), triple-thick, color-matching gold solder should be used rather than a solder that possesses a higher fusing temperature.

3. Breakage may occur because of careless handling by the patient. Any clasp arm will become distorted or will break if subjected to excessive abuse by the patient. The most common cause of failure of a cast clasp arm is distortion caused by accidental dropping of the removable partial denture. A broken retentive clasp arm, regardless of its type, may be replaced with a wrought-wire retentive arm embedded in a resin base (see Figure 22-1C and D) or attached to a metal base by electric soldering. Often this avoids the necessity of fabricating an entirely new clasp arm.

Figure 22-1  Fractured direct retainer on canine abutment. The reason for breakage is likely the long-term repeated flexure from movement associated with this 8-year-old distal extension prosthesis. The denture must be evaluated for prospective serviceability if the retainer arm is repaired. Often, the patient will best be served by replacing the denture with a new restoration. A, The cast produced from an irreversible hydrocolloid pick-up impression. The height of contour is shown in pencil, with a red line illustrating to the laboratory the location of repair wire (18-gauge). B, Clasp adapted to the designated line on the canine and fitted into the resin trough distal to the canine and palatal to the first and second premolars. Note the curvature placed at the end of the wire to prevent movement within the polymerized resin. C, Finished and polished wire repair from the buccal. D, Palatal view.
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FRACTURED OCCLUSAL RESTS

Breakage of an occlusal rest almost always occurs where it crosses the marginal ridge. Improperly prepared occlusal rest seats are the usual cause of such weakness: an occlusal rest that crosses a marginal ridge that was not lowered sufficiently during mouth preparations may be made too thin or may be thinned by adjustment in the mouth to prevent occlusal interference. Failure of an occlusal rest rarely results from a structural defect in the metal and rarely if ever is caused by accidental distortion. Therefore the blame for such failure must often be assumed by the dentist for not having provided sufficient space for the rest during mouth preparations.

Soldering may repair broken occlusal rests. In preparation for the repair, it may be necessary to alter the rest seat of the broken rest or to relieve occlusal interferences. With the removable partial denture in its terminal position, an impression is made in irreversible hydrocolloid and then is removed, with the removable partial denture remaining in the impression. The dental stone is poured into the impression and is allowed to set. The removable partial denture is removed from the cast, and platinum foil is adapted to the rest seat and the marginal ridge and overlaps the guiding plane. The removable partial denture is returned to the cast and, with a fluoride flux, gold solder is electrically fused to the platinum foil and the minor connector in sufficient bulk to form an occlusal rest. An alternative solder to use is an industrial brazing alloy, which is higher fusing but responds excellently to electric soldering and does not tarnish.

DISTORTION OR BREAKAGE OF OTHER COMPONENTS—MAJOR AND MINOR CONNECTORS

Assuming that major and minor connectors were originally made with adequate bulk, distortion usually occurs from abuse by the patient (Figure 22-2). All such components should be designed and fabricated with sufficient bulk to ensure their rigidity and permanence of form under normal circumstances.

Major and minor connectors occasionally become weakened by adjustment to prevent or eliminate tissue impingement. Such adjustment at the time of initial placement may

![Figure 22-2](image-url)
result from inadequate survey of the master cast or from faulty design or fabrication of the cast. This is inexcusable and reflects on the dentist. Such a restoration should be remade instead of further weakening the restoration by attempting to compensate for its inadequacies by relieving the metal. Similarly, tissue impingement that arises from inadequately relieved components results from faulty planning, and the casting should be remade with enough relief to prevent impingement. Failure of any component that was weakened by adjustment at the time of initial placement is the responsibility of the dentist. However, adjustment made necessary by settling of the restoration because abutment teeth have become intruded under functional loading may be unavoidable. Subsequent failure that results from the weakening effect of such an adjustment may necessitate making a new restoration as a consequence of tissue changes. Commonly, repeated adjustment to a major or minor connector results in loss of rigidity to the point that the connector can no longer function effectively. In such situations, a new restoration must be made, or that part must be replaced by casting a new section and then reassembling the denture by soldering. This occasionally requires disassembly of denture bases and artificial teeth. The cost and probable success must then be weighed against the cost of a new restoration. Generally the new restoration is advisable.

**LOSS OF A TOOTH OR TEETH NOT INVOLVED IN SUPPORT OR RETENTION OF THE RESTORATION**

Additions to a removable partial denture are usually simply made when the bases are made of resin (Figure 22-3). The addition of teeth to metal bases is more complex and necessitates casting a new component and attaching it by soldering or creating retentive elements for the attachment of a resin extension. In most instances when a distal extension denture base is extended, the need should be considered for subsequent relining of the entire base. After the denture base has been extended, a relining procedure for both the new and the old base should be carried out to provide optimum tissue support for the restoration.

**LOSS OF AN ABUTMENT TOOTH NECESSITATING ITS REPLACEMENT AND MAKING A NEW DIRECT RETAINER**

In the event of a lost abutment, the next adjacent tooth is usually selected as a retaining abutment, and it generally will require modification or a restoration. Any new restoration should be made to conform to the original path of placement, with proximal guiding plane, rest seat, and suitable retentive area. Otherwise, modifications to the existing tooth should be done the same as during any other mouth preparations, with proximal recontouring, preparation of an adequate occlusal rest seat, and any reduction in tooth contours necessary to accommodate retentive and stabilizing components. A new clasp assembly may be cast for this tooth and the denture reassembled with the new replacement tooth added.

**OTHER TYPES OF REPAIRS**

Other types of repairs may include the replacement of a broken or lost prosthetic tooth, the repair of a broken resin base, or the reattachment of a loosened resin base to the metal framework. Breakage is sometimes the result of poor design, faulty fabrication, or use of the wrong material for a given situation. Other times, it results from an accident that will not necessarily repeat itself. If the latter occurs, repair or replacement usually suffices. On the other hand, if fracture has occurred because of structural defects, or if it occurs a second time after the denture has been repaired once before, then some change in the design—by modification of the original denture or with a new denture—may be necessary.

**REPAIR BY SOLDERING**

Approximately 80% of all soldering in dentistry can be done electrically. Electric soldering units are available for this purpose, and most dental laboratories are so equipped. Electric soldering permits soldering close to a resin base without removing that base because of rapid localization of heat at the electrode. The resin base needs only to be protected with a wet casting ring liner during soldering.

Color-matching gold solder may be used for soldering both gold and chromium-cobalt alloys. A solder for gold alloys that melts at between 1420°F and 1500°F is entirely adequate for soldering gold alloys to chromium-cobalt alloys, thereby lessening the chance of recrystallizing gold wrought wire via excessive and prolonged heat. For electric soldering, triple-thick solder should be used so the additional bulk of the solder will retard melting momentarily, while the carbon electrode conducts heat to the area to be soldered. For soldering chromium-cobalt alloys, a color-matching white 19K gold solder—which melts at about 1676°F—is used. An application of flux is essential for the success of any soldering operation to prevent oxidation of the parts to be joined and the solder itself. A borax-type flux is used when gold alloys are soldered. Fluoride-type flux must be used when chromium-cobalt alloys are soldered. When a gold alloy is to be soldered to a chromium-cobalt alloy, a fluoride-type flux should be chosen.

The following is a procedure for electric soldering:

1. Roughen both sections to be joined.
2. Adapt platinum foil to the master cast beneath the framework to serve as a backing on which the solder will flow. Lift the edges of the foil to form a trough to confine the flow of the solder.
This patient presented with an asymptomatic fractured lateral incisor. A, Clinical presentation of the fractured tooth and prosthesis. Evaluation of the prosthesis revealed it to be adequately fitting, stable, and retentive. B, Pick-up impression of the prosthesis. C, Cast formed from the pick-up impression, showing a fully seated prosthesis. D, Preparation of the prosthesis included a mechanical means for retention (which was provided by creating a recess in the resin adjacent to the missing tooth) and creating a trough at the external finishing line to repair an area of marginal breakdown. E, The finished repair, which will be taken to the mouth and checked for occlusal clearance lingual to the maxillary anterior teeth.

3. *Seat the pieces to be soldered onto the master cast and secure them temporarily with sticky wax.* Over each piece, add enough soldering investment to secure them after the sticky wax has been eliminated, but leave as much metal exposed as possible.

4. *After flushing off the sticky wax with hot water, secure the cast to the soldering stand.* Cut sufficient solder and place conveniently nearby.

5. *Flux both sections.* Put sufficient triple-thick solder on or in the joint to complete the soldering in one operation, always starting with enough solder to complete the job.

6. *Wet the carbon tip with water to aid conduction of the current,* and then touch the carbon tip to the solder (be sure the solder is held firmly in place). Place the other electrode on any portion of the framework to com-
Proceed to complete the electric circuit and heat the carbon electrode. Do not push the solder with the carbon tip, but let the heat alone make the solder flow. Do not remove the carbon tip from the solder while the soldering operation is in progress; this will cause surface pitting due to arcing. After the solder has flowed, remove the electrodes, removing the carbon tip electrode last, and proceed to remove the work from the cast for finishing.

Torch soldering requires an entirely different approach. It is used when the solder joint is long or unusually bulky, and when a larger quantity of solder has to be used. Torch soldering cannot be undertaken to repair a removable partial denture framework that has resin denture bases or artificial teeth supported by resin. The procedure for torch soldering is as follows:

1. Roughen both sections to be joined.
2. Adapt platinum foil to the master cast so it extends under both sections.
3. Seat the sections on the master cast in the correct relationship, and secure them temporarily with sticky wax. Also flow sticky wax into the joint to be soldered.
4. Attach a dental bur or nail over the two sections with a liberal amount of sticky wax. Attach a second and even a third nail or bur across other areas to lend additional support. Never use pieces of wood for this purpose because the wood will swell if it gets wet, thus distorting the relationship of the two sections.
5. Carefully remove the assembled casting from the master cast. Adapt a stock of utility wax directly under each section on either side of the platinum foil. After boil out is done, investment will remain in the center to support the platinum foil.
6. Invest the casting in sufficient soldering investment to secure it, and expose as much of the area to be soldered as possible. When the investment has set, boil out the sticky and utility waxes. Then place the investment in a drying oven at a temperature not exceeding 200°F until the contained moisture has been eliminated. Do not dry or preheat the investment with a torch because oxides then will be formed that will interfere with the flow of the solder.
7. Use the reducing part of the flame, which is that feathery part just outside the blue inner cone. Flux the joint thoroughly and dry out the flux with the outer part of the flame until it has a powdery appearance. Heat the casting until it is dull red, and then, while holding a strip of solder in the soldering tweezers, dip it into the flux and feed it into the joint, while the casting is being held at a dull-red heat with the torch. Once the soldering operation has begun, do not remove the flame, because any cooling will cause oxides to form. The heat from the casting should be sufficient to melt the solder; therefore do not put the flame directly on the solder because it will become overheated and pitting will result.
8. After the soldering has been completed, allow the investment to cool slowly before quenching and proceeding with finishing. Remember that any soldering operation that heats the entire casting is in effect a softening heat-treating operation, and heat-hardening of a repaired gold alloy casting is desirable to restore its optimal physical properties.
Tooth replacement is required for a variety of reasons. Sometimes replacements may be necessary for shorter periods of time that serve alternative purposes than permanent replacement, such as while tissue is healing or related treatment is being provided. When such applications require the temporary use of removable partial dentures, their fabrication and use must be incorporated into a total prosthodontic treatment plan.

These various uses of interim prostheses for the partially edentulous mouth strive to achieve temporary goals with minimum time and expense. These prostheses are typically resin with wire retention and may include components to provide tooth support. The difficulty in achieving and maintaining strategic tooth support and stability with such prostheses makes it important that patients be made aware that these prostheses are temporary and may jeopardize the integrity of adjacent teeth and the health of supporting tissue if worn for extended periods without supportive care.

Interim prostheses may be indicated as a part of total treatment for the following:
1. Sake of appearance
2. Maintenance of a space
3. Reestablishment of occlusal relationships
4. Conditioning of teeth and residual ridges
5. Interim restoration during treatment
6. Conditioning the patient for wearing a prosthesis

**Appearance**

For the sake of appearance, an interim removable partial denture may replace one or more missing anterior teeth, or it may replace several teeth, both anterior and posterior. Such a restoration is usually made of resin, which may be produced by a sprinkling method, by the visible light-cured (VLC) method, or by waxing, flasking, and processing with autopolymerizing or heat polymerizing resin (Figure 23-1). It may be retained by circumferential wrought-wire clasps, Crozat-type clasps, interproximal spurs, or wire loops.
A, Although loss of mandibular teeth does not always have a significant esthetic impact, this interim removable partial denture was needed because of the visibility of the mandibular incisors. Provision of the mandibular left molars allowed early accommodation of the residual ridge during the temporary prosthesis period. B, Tissue surface of the interim prosthesis revealing a rounded lingual flange and a tapered labial flange. The latter was needed to improve lip movement and reduce the feeling of bulk, both of which enhance normal lip activity.

A, Malpositioned maxillary anterior teeth require extraction. Following a period of healing, the patient will decide on a definitive treatment option, which may include a removable partial denture or an implant-supported prosthesis. Because the length of time until definitive care will be provided is not known, a temporary interim prosthesis not only replaces esthetically important teeth but provides stabilization of adjacent and opposing dentition as well. B, Occlusal view of the interim prosthesis showing clasp placement at the most posterior locations without crossing of the occlusion and anterior positions bilaterally. Full palatal coverage allows less stress to the remaining maxillary dentition and may prevent prosthesis-induced gingival trauma as well as tooth movement.

SPACE MAINTENANCE

When a space results from recent extractions or traumatic loss of teeth, it is usually prudent to maintain the space while the tissue heals. In younger patients, the space should be maintained until the adjacent teeth have reached sufficient maturity to be used as abutments for fixed restorations, or so that an implant can be placed. In adult patients, maintenance of the space can prevent undesirable migration and extrusion of adjacent or opposing teeth until definitive treatment can be accomplished (Figure 23-2).
REESTABLISHING OCCLUSAL RELATIONSHIPS

Interim removable partial dentures are used for the following reasons: (1) to establish a new occlusal relationship or occlusal vertical dimension; and (2) to condition teeth and ridge tissue for optimum support of the definitive removable partial denture that will follow.

Interim removable partial dentures may be used as occlusal splints in much the same manner as cast or resin occlusal splints are used on natural teeth. When total tooth support is available, there is little difference between a fixed and a removable occlusal splint, except that a removable splint is likely to be left out of the mouth unless the patient is actually made more comfortable by its presence. This is usually true when the wearing of an occlusal splint alleviates a temporomandibular joint condition. In other situations, it may be advisable to cement the removable restoration to the teeth until such time as the patient has become accustomed to, and dependent on, the jaw relationship provided by the splint.

Both fixed and removable tooth-supported occlusal splints have much in common. Either of them may be eliminated in sections as restorative treatment is being done, thus maintaining the established jaw relation until all restorative treatment has been completed. The dentist decides whether these are to be fixed or removable, and whether they are made of a cast alloy, a composite, or a resin material.

When one or more distal extension bases exist on an occlusal splint, a different situation occurs. The establishment of a new occlusal relation depends on the quality of support and stability the splint receives from the denture support. Both broad coverage and functional basing of tissue-supported bases are desirable, along with some type of occlusal rest on the nearest abutments. Any tissue-supported occlusal splint should be at least relined in the mouth with an autopolymerizing reline resin to afford optimal coverage and support for the distal extension base.

When they have been previously conditioned by wearing of a restoration.

Abutment teeth also benefit from wearing of an interim restoration when such a restoration applies an occlusal load to those teeth, either through occlusal coverage or through occlusal rests. Commonly a tooth that is to be used as an abutment for a removable partial denture has been out of occlusion for some time. Immediately on applying an occlusal load to that tooth sufficient to support any type of removable prosthesis, some intrusion of the tooth will occur. If such intrusion is allowed to occur after initial placement of the final prosthesis, the occlusal relationship of the prosthesis and its relation to the adjacent gingival tissue will be altered. Perhaps this is one reason for gingival impingement, which occurs after the prosthesis has been worn for some time, even though seemingly adequate relief was provided initially. When an interim removable partial denture is worn, such abutment teeth have an opportunity to become stabilized under the loading of the temporary restoration, and intrusion will have occurred before the impression for the master cast is made. There is sufficient reason to believe that both abutment teeth and supporting ridge tissue are more capable of providing continued support for the removable partial denture when they have been previously conditioned by the wearing of a temporary interim restoration.

INTERIM RESTORATION DURING TREATMENT

In some instances, an existing removable partial denture can be used with modifications as an interim removable partial denture. Such modifications may include relining and adding teeth and clasps to an existing denture. In other instances, an existing removable partial denture may be converted to a transitional complete denture for immediate placement while the tissue heals and an opposing arch is prepared to receive a removable partial denture. Sometimes a temporary interim removable partial denture must be made to replace missing anterior teeth in a partially edentulous arch, which are ultimately to be replaced with fixed restorations. On occasion, the anterior portion of the restoration is cut away when the fixed restorations are placed; this leaves the remainder of the denture to be worn while posterior abutment teeth are prepared. Still another type of interim removable partial denture is one in which missing posterior teeth are replaced temporarily with a resin occlusion rim rather than with occluding teeth.

CONDITIONING TEETH AND RESIDUAL RIDGES

O.C. Applegate, in an article on the choice of partial or complete denture treatment, emphasized the advantages of conditioning edentulous areas to provide stable support for distal extension removable partial dentures. This is accomplished by having the patient wear an interim removable partial denture for a period of time before the final base is fabricated. In the absence of opposing occlusion, stimulating the underlying tissue by applying intermittent finger pressure to the denture base is advised. Whether the stimulation results from occlusal or finger pressure, there seems to be little doubt that the tissues of the residual ridge become more capable of supporting a distal extension removable partial denture.
of teeth is inevitable. Such a removable partial denture also may be considered a valid part of the treatment, because the patient is at the same time being conditioned to wear a removable prosthesis. It should be considered strictly a temporary measure that provides the patient with a restoration for the remaining life of the natural teeth when further restorative treatment of those teeth is impractical or economically or technically impossible.

This type of a removable partial denture may be worn for prolonged periods, in the meantime undergoing revision, modification to include additional teeth lost, or relining when such becomes necessary or advisable. The dentist should agree to provide such a removable partial denture only under the following conditions: (1) that a definite fee for the treatment is appropriate and that the fee will depend on the servicing necessary; and (2) that when further wearing of the transitional denture is unwise and jeopardizes the health of remaining tissue, the transition to complete dentures will proceed.

It is imperative that a distinction is made between temporary restorations and a true removable partial denture service, and that the patient is advised of the purposes and limitations of such restorations.

**CLINICAL PROCEDURE FOR PLACEMENT**

It is important to consider proper fitting of the prosthesis to ensure comfortable use during the temporary phase of treatment. Careful attention to planned use of the teeth for support, stability, and retention without undue stress from gingival tissue contact or improper occlusal loading will ensure more comfortable use.

To ensure proper use of the remaining natural teeth, the prosthesis must be completely seated in the arch. Common areas requiring adjustment to ensure complete seating include interproximal extensions, regions where clasps exit from the acrylic-resin base, tissue undercuts (labial undercuts from recent extractions or the lingual/retromylohyoid region), and any portion of the prosthesis that lies inferior to the height of contour, especially if bilaterally opposed (Figure 23-3).

Once seated, it is important to check that no undue pressure to the marginal gingival region is present. To facilitate this step, and to help with the complete seating requirement, it is possible to have the laboratory block out the marginal gingival region and infrabulge regions to reduce seating problems (Figure 23-4). Infrabulge regions may include lingual and palatal tooth surfaces, as well as modification space regions. Because temporary prostheses are generally fabricated on unprepared teeth, these regions often require correction. However, if the blockout is not accomplished carefully, the prosthesis may seat easily, but it may not be as stable as possible because of insufficient tooth contact. Stability and retention are improved when it is possible to have the prosthesis contact portions of the teeth superior to the height of contour because of tooth-dictated control of movement.

It is possible to create occlusal imbalance if the lingual/palatal portion of the prosthesis is too bulky. Consequently, an opposing cast should be provided to allow placement of clasps and acrylic-resin contours that do not cause occlusal interference (Figure 23-5). Once fully seated and relieved appropriately, the occlusion should contribute to the remaining natural dentition (as in a definitive prosthesis) and harmonize with natural tooth–dictated function. Typically, the prosthesis should not be the sole source of occlusal contact. In such situations, the functional forces are concentrated at the acrylic-resin-to-tooth junction, and predictably a change in orientation occurs, allowing tissue-ward movement and a change in occlusion with an increase in soft tissue contact.
A, Maxillary cast with an outline of the prosthesis design and with the region at the marginal gingival crossing outlined. If the cast is not relieved at the marginal gingival, the prosthesis should be corrected before insertion. B, Cast showing gingival regions relieved with baseplate wax. A duplicate of this cast will provide the necessary relief for use as a processing cast. If interproximal regions have undercuts, these can also be blocked out to allow easier insertion of a temporary prosthesis.

A, Evaluation of mounted casts allows determination of the occlusal impact on maxillary temporary prosthesis clasp selection and placement. Interocclusal space allows placement of a ball clasp distal to the canine and a circumferential clasp from the distal of the second molar, both without occlusal interference if the clasps are carefully contoured. B, Anterior cast modification in anticipation of postextraction ridge contours for this immediate temporary prosthesis. Diagnosis of the limited space at the anterior region before surgery allows presurgical discussion of the possible need for mandibular incisor modification to improve the interim and final prosthesis occlusion.
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MAXILLOFACIAL PROSTHETICS

The preceding chapters have dealt with prosthesis considerations for partially edentulous individuals. In these patients, the extent of loss includes teeth and a varying degree of residual ridge bone, yet the remaining anatomy of the jaws and adjacent regions is functionally and physically intact. For these patients, the major distinguishing feature that affects removable partial denture design is whether the prosthesis will be tooth supported or tooth and tissue supported.

The maxillofacial patient can experience unique alterations in the normal oral/craniofacial environment; these result from surgical resections (Figure 24-1), maxillofacial trauma, congenital defects, developmental anomalies, or neuromuscular disease. In contrast to the above, when removable partial dentures are considered for these individuals, not only are tooth and tissue support considerations important, but the design must also take into account what impact the altered environment will have on prosthesis support, stability, and retention. In general, environmental changes reduce the capacity for residual teeth and tissue to provide optimum cross-arch support, stability, and retention.

As a subspecialty of prosthodontics, maxillofacial prosthetics is concerned with the restoration and/or replacement of the stomatognathic system and associated facial structures with prostheses that may or may not be removed on a regular or elective basis. This chapter discusses important background information related to maxillofacial prostheses and the principles involved in removable partial denture design for the maxillofacial patient.
Maxillofacial Classification

Patients can be categorized by maxillofacial defects that are acquired, congenital, or developmental. Acquired defects include those that are the result of trauma, or of disease and its treatment. These may include a soft and/or hard palate defect resulting from removal of a squamous cell carcinoma of the region (Figure 24-2). Congenital defects are typically craniofacial defects that are present from birth. The most common of these include cleft defects of the palate that may include the premaxillary alveolus. Developmental defects are those defects that occur because of some genetic predisposition that is expressed during growth and development (Figure 24-3). Such a classification order is helpful as patients within each category share similar characteristics (beyond those features specifically related to the prosthesis design), which become part of the total management plan. For example, prosthetic management of an adult who has experienced a maxillectomy procedure can be quite different from management of a patient with an unrepaired cleft palate.

Another helpful way to classify maxillofacial patients is by the type of prosthesis under consideration. Consequently, prostheses are said to be extraoral (cranial or facial replacement) or intraoral (involving the oral cavity); interim (for short periods of time, often perioperative) or definitive (more permanent); and treatment (used as a component of management, such as a splint or stent) prostheses.

TIMING OF DENTAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL PROSTHETIC CARE FOR ACQUIRED DEFECTS

Acquired defects are the most common maxillofacial defects managed by using removable prostheses. A conceptual framework for the timing of dental/oral care that best emphasizes the initial important surgical requirements, followed later by the important prosthetic requirements, is helpful to consider regarding the coordination of care for patients with acquired defects. Such a framework considers preoperative and intraoperative interim care and definitive care. Although it may seem unrelated initially, it is included in this discussion of removable partial dentures for maxillofacial applications because of the important impact that decisions made at all stages of management can have on prosthesis function and patient outcomes.

Preoperative and Intraoperative Care

The planning of prosthetic treatment for acquired oral defects should begin before surgery. For the patient facing head and neck surgery, consideration should be given to dental needs that will improve the immediate postoperative course. Consequently, the prosthodontist who will help with management of the patient’s care should see the patient before surgery (Figure 24-4). The dental objectives of the preoperative and intraoperative care stages are to remove...
A functional jaw position developed because of a combination of tooth loss and growth discrepancy. This developmental defect is illustrated by a protruded and overclosed mandibular position (A), which has created a significantly irregular maxillary occlusal plane (B).

The immediate postoperative period will be significantly challenging to the patient. If preexisting dental disease is severe enough to potentially create symptoms during the immediate postoperative period, treatment should be provided to remove such a complication. Large carious lesions, which could create pain, can be temporarily restored by endodontic therapy if they offer some advantage for postoperative prosthetic function. Teeth exhibiting acute periodontal disease (such as acute necrotizing ulcerative gingivitis) should be treated, as should any periodontal condition that could potentially cause postoperative pain because of excessive mobility or oral infection. Any tooth deemed nonrestorable because of advanced caries or periodontal disease, and not critical for temporary use during the interim care period following temporary treatment, should be removed before, or at the time of, surgical resection. Teeth that may appear to have a limited long-term prognosis may significantly enhance prosthetic service during the initial postsurgical period and should be maintained until the initiation of definitive care.

Impressions are made of the maxillary and mandibular arches to provide a record of existing conditions and occlusion to allow fabrication of immediate or interim prostheses (Figure 24-5) and to assess the need for immediate and delayed modification of the teeth or adjacent structures to optimize prosthetic care. It is important at this stage to begin planning for the definitive prosthesis because the greatest impact on the success of the maxillofacial prosthesis stems from the integrity of the remaining teeth and surrounding structures.

Interim Care

The major emphasis during this stage of care is the surgical (and adjunctive) management needs of the patient. In today’s environment of appropriately aggressive mandibular surgical reconstruction, mandibular discontinuity defects are seldom a surgical outcome. When discontinuity defects
The typical maxillary acquired defect results in oral communication with the nose and/or maxillary sinus, although the composition of the surgical defect may vary widely (Figure 24-6). This creates physiologic and functional deficiencies in mastication, deglutition, and speech. Such defects have a negative impact on the psychological disposition of patients, especially if the defect also affects cosmetic appearance. The major deficiencies directly addressed by prosthetic management at this interim care time are deglutition and speech. This immediate postsurgical time is very challenging for patients, and it is important that they have been mentally prepared for it during the preoperative period. However, even with preliminary discussion, the impact of the surgery is often very distressing. An initial focus on improvement in swallowing and speech with the interim prosthesis can help boost the rehabilitation process significantly.

The patient is counseled that chewing on the defect side is not allowed because of its effect on prosthesis movement. The objective of this interim obturator prosthesis is to separate the oral and nasal cavities by obturating the communication. Such obturator prostheses most commonly refer to obturation of a hard palatal defect but conceptually can be considered the same for soft palatal defects at this stage of management, because both attempt to artificially block the free transfer of speech sounds and foods/liquids between the oral and nasal cavities. The advantages of having the ability to take nourishment by mouth without nasal reflux (allowing for nasogastric tube removal) and to communicate with family members are a significant component of early prosthetic management. How immediately such care should be provided depends on a number of factors.

A prosthesis can be provided at surgery (see Figure 24-5B). Such a surgical obturator prosthesis is placed at the time of surgical access closure and serves to control the surgical dressing and split-thickness skin graft during the immediate postsurgical period. Such prostheses are best stabilized by appropriate wiring to remaining teeth or alveolar bone, or they may be suspended from superior skeletal structures. For some patients who have teeth remaining, such an immediate surgical prosthesis could be retained by wires in the prosthesis that engage undercuts on the teeth and would be removable; however, the ability to control the surgical dressing may be less predictable with such an approach. Immediate placement of a prosthesis has been suggested to improve patient acceptance of the surgical defect, although no measure of this psychological impact has been shown; this method offers greater assurance of adequate nourishment by mouth—potentially precluding the use of a nasogastric tube.

It may be preferable to stabilize the surgical dressing by suturing a sponge bolster to provide stabilization to the split-thickness skin graft. Following the primary healing stage, the sponge with packing (or the immediate prosthesis if used) is removed by the surgeon and an interim obturator prosthesis can be placed (Figure 24-7). For the patient who has been provided with bolster obturation, the presurgical prosthetic evaluation is very important to ensure that the patient is prepared for the transition from bolster to prosthesis, and to ensure that plans for the prosthesis are made, especially if an interim prosthesis is to be fabricated. Interim prostheses are wire-retained resin prostheses that generally do not have teeth initially but may be modified with the addition of teeth after an initial period of accommodation (Figure 24-8).

When surgical defects become large, as in a near-total maxillectomy defect, prosthesis support, stability, and retention are not likely to be satisfactory unless extension into the defect can be accomplished. When teeth remain, the impact of the defect size is somewhat lessened. But when the remaining teeth are few or are located unilaterally in a straight line (see Figure 24-1), the mechanical advantage for prosthesis
Figure 24-6  Maxillary defects. A, A resection that resulted in a small communication with the sinus, with some hard palate remaining, and adjacent mucosa typical of the oral cavity. B, A resection that did not follow classic maxillectomy technique; however, the midline resection was made through the socket of tooth #9 preserving its alveolar housing. C, A resection along the palatal midline that did not preserve oral mucosa at the resection margin, which allows chronic ulceration at this point of prosthesis fulcrum. Notice the split-thickness skin graft in the superior-lateral region. Engagement of this region can provide support to the obturator extension, minimizing movement with function.

Figure 24-7  An interim obturator prosthesis fabricated of resin, retained by wires, and provided following surgical pack removal.

stability is less. The ability of the defect tissue to offer the needed mechanical characteristics to the interim prosthesis is unpredictable at best. It is this patient who benefits the most from a well-planned surgery that preserves oral and defective anatomy to the advantage of the prosthesis.

Potential Complications

The interim phase of prosthetic management can last for three or more months. The primary objective is to allow the patient to pass from an active surgical (and adjunctive treatment) phase to an observational phase of management with minimal complications. During the transition, the patient recovers from the systemic effects of the treatment, deals with the psychological impact of the defect using his or her own coping strategy, and becomes more aware of the functional deficits associated with the surgical defect(s). Minimizing potential complications during the transition, which
includes preparing the patient for those anticipated to occur, facilitates the process for the patient and family. Common interim prosthetic complications are related to tissue trauma and the associated discomfort; inadequate retention (looseness) of the maxillary prosthesis; incomplete obturation with leakage of air, food, and liquid around the obturator portion of the prosthesis; and the tissue effects of chemotherapy and radiation therapy.

Discomfort related to the use of interim prostheses can be due to surgical wound healing dynamics, defect conditions, mucosal effects of adjunctive treatment, and/or prosthetic fit. Common areas of surgical wound pain include junctions of the oral and lip/cheek mucosa, especially at the anterior alveolar region for maxillectomy patients. The lateral scar band produced when the skin graft heals to the oral mucosa can be the site of discomfort in some patients. When a split-thickness skin graft is not placed, discomfort caused by the prosthesis fit within the defect can be a consistent and long-term problem. The hard palate surgical margin when not covered with surgically reflected oral mucosa most often will be covered by nasal epithelium, which is also very prone to discomfort. Alveolar bone cuts that have not been rounded will perforate the oral mucosa and will be painful whether or not a prosthesis is worn. This is most frequently a finding for mandibular resection superior alveolar margins when the reconstruction has restored the lower and labial contour to the mandible, but the intraoral mucosa at the superior surface is under tension because of a difference in height.

The prosthesis can create discomfort via excessive static pressure from the internal surfaces or from overextension into the vestibular tissue. The prosthesis can also create discomfort caused by functional movement associated with swallowing and speech. As was discussed previously, prosthesis movement is dependent on the quality of the supporting structures. Teeth offer the best support, followed by firm edentulous ridges, and lastly, surgical defect structures. The tongue, opposing dentition, and cheek/lips place force on the prosthesis that must be resisted over a large area to prevent movement. Because the defect is least likely to be able to resist movement, the relative size and structural integrity of the defect compared with the remaining teeth and/or edentulous ridge determine the potential prosthesis movement and most affect the discomfort related to such movement.

When teeth are available (and especially if located both close to and far away from the defect), retention is enhanced by engaging them with prosthetic clasps. Clasp retention is the most efficient means of effectively resisting dislodgment. The clasps will require periodic adjustment to maintain their effectiveness as the movement of the prosthesis flexes the clasps beyond their elastic recovery capacity. For edentulous patients, because the surgical defect allows communication between cavities, the fitting surface of the prosthesis can no longer create a closed environment to develop a seal for resisting dislodgment. Consequently, during the interim phase, when complete engagement of the defect is not possible because of tissue sensitivity, the careful use of denture adhesives is required to facilitate retention. The patient should be instructed that adhesives can alter the prosthesis fit and disrupt the close adaptation of the prosthesis to the remaining tissue. Used adhesive must be removed before new adhesive is reapplied, to maintain fit and hygiene. Also related to retention is the inability to completely place the prosthesis, which for maxillectomy patients can be due to contracture of the scar band. When the maxillary resection leaves the cheek unsupported by bone, the prosthesis provides the necessary support for wound maturation. If the patient removes the interim obturator prosthesis for a period sufficient to allow contraction, the prosthesis will be more difficult to place. Once placed, however, the scar band will relax and subsequent removal and placement will be more easily accomplished. The discomfort associated with this phenomenon is mostly due to patient anxiety and can be
Defect and Oral Hygiene

Following surgical pack removal, the defect site will mature with time and exposure to the external environment. Initial loss of incompletely consolidated skin graft, mucous secretions mixed with blood, and residual food debris within the cavity are common oral findings for the patient with a maxil- lary defect. These cause concern for patients who are unprepared and unfamiliar with these new oral findings. As they become more familiar with the surgical defect, patients should be encouraged to clean the defect of food debris and mucous secretions routinely. Defect hygiene will allow quicker healing and will improve the ability to adequately fit a prosthesis. Common defect hygiene practices include (1) lavage procedures, which include rinsing of the defect during normal showering, (2) rinsing of the defect using a bulb syringe or a modified oral irrigating device (modified to provide a multiple orifice “shower” effect), and (3) manual cleaning procedures, such as the use of a sponge-handled cleaning aid. Frequently, dried mucous secretions are difficult to remove and require adequate hydration before mechanical removal.

Definitive Care

When the active treatment phase has been completed, definitive prosthetic management can be initiated for as long as it takes the defect tissue to mature sufficiently to tolerate more aggressive manipulation and obturation. This phase can be considered a transition for the patient-physician relationship, in which the primary emphasis shifts from active treatment to observation. The primary emphasis from the patient’s standpoint shifts to prosthetic management, and the goals and design of the prosthesis differ from those of the interim prosthesis (Figure 24-9). However, for some patients, more definitive prostheses are delayed because of general health concerns, questionable tumor prognosis or control, or failure of the patient to reach a level of oral and/ or defect hygiene that warrants more sophisticated treatment. Although this phase of management can be considered elective, without definitive prostheses patients are not afforded the opportunity for complete rehabilitation. It is the extended use of temporary prostheses beyond their serviceable life span that has given a poor impression of prosthetic service to many surgeons and patients. Every opportunity should be provided to the patient for the most complete rehabilitation possible, and this necessitates consideration of more definitive prostheses.
From the previous discussion regarding removable prosthetic physiology, the inability of these static artificial replacements to mimic their natural counterparts results in less than ideal functional measures. Factors related to the structural integrity of the surgical defect and associated reconstructions as they affect this already compromised functional capacity are important considerations, especially when few teeth remain. As was stated previously, the fact that control of removable maxillofacial prostheses has a large skilled performance requirement of patients suggests that oral and defect structures adjacent to the prostheses are important for successful performance. This is crucial to an understanding of the impact that postsurgical defect characteristics and soft tissue reconstructions have on maxillofacial prosthesis management. The reasons for this are twofold: (1) the opportunity for maximal prosthetic benefit necessitates consideration of surgical site characteristics that are separate from classic tumor control approaches, and (2) the ability of the patient to biomechanically control large removable prostheses following surgery may be notably hindered by surgical closure/reconstruction options. Surgical outcomes that can improve prosthetic function without adversely affecting tumor control should be considered and will be described for the more common surgical defects and associated prostheses.

**INTRAORAL PROSTHESES: DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

Maxillofacial prosthetics is largely a removable prosthetic discipline, with the exception of dental implant–retained prostheses for some applications. For maxillofacial reconstruction with removable partial denture prostheses, typical goals of treatment consist of a well-supported, stable, retentive prosthesis that is acceptable in appearance and exhibits minimal movement under function, thereby preserving the maximum amount of supporting tissue. A strategy for achieving these goals includes maximum coverage of the edentulous ridge within the movement capacity of the muscular attachments, maximum engagement of the remaining teeth to help control retention and movement under function, and placement of artificial teeth to facilitate maintenance of this prescribed tooth-tissue contact during normal functional contacts. Maintaining these basic concepts within an otherwise normal anatomic environment (relative to food control and deglutition) has provided reasonable success for patients requiring replacement of missing teeth. The challenges faced in doing so for removable maxillofacial prostheses are quite different.

Normal resistance to functional loads is achieved by the highly sophisticated periodontal attachment of the natural dentition, which provides support and stability to teeth. When the dentition is partially depleted and is replaced by prostheses that are tooth supported, the support and stability of the replacement teeth remain to be provided by the natural attachment. When tooth loss includes several posterior teeth, replacements are placed over the residual edentulous ridge, and the prosthesis receives support and stability from both teeth and mucosa. When all teeth are lost, support and stability are totally provided by the mucosa covering the residual edentulous ridge, and the prosthesis receives support and stability from both teeth and mucosa. When all teeth are lost, support and stability are totally provided by the mucosa covering the residual edentulous ridge. Finally, when surgical removal of tumors results in tooth and supporting structure loss, support and stability are provided by combinations of remaining teeth and/or residual ridges and areas within the surgical defect. For partial and complete tissue-supported prostheses, the mechanism of functional load support—as provided by the mucosa—is unsuited to the task from a biological standpoint. Given this understanding, when a maxillofacial prosthesis is required to involve a surgical defect for support and stability, it is obvious that the environment within the surgical defect is even less suited to the task.

**SURGICAL PRESERVATION FOR PROSTHESIS BENEFIT**

**Maxillary Defects**

Surgical outcomes that influence prosthesis success can be considered as those that determine the number of maxillary structures removed (Figure 24-10) and/or those that affect the structural integrity and quality of the defect. For surgical defects of the hard and/or soft palate, the primary prosthetic objectives include restoration of physical separation of the oral and nasal cavities in a manner that restores mastication, deglutition, speech, and facial contour to as near a normal state as possible. Typical prostheses used to achieve these objectives include the obturator prosthesis (Figure 24-11A and B), typically referring to prostheses that obturate defects within the bony palate, and the speech aid prosthesis (Figure 24-9). Figure 24-9 A definitive (left) and interim (right) obturator prosthesis contrasting the materials used and the obturator bulb contour. Clasp retention is more stabilizing with the definite prosthesis because of the cast half-round clasp configuration, the use of embrasure clasps, and the opportunity for guide-plane use. Also, because the surgical site is more mature, prosthesis extension into this region to augment support, stability, and retention when necessary is possible.
**Figure 24-10** A, A maxillary defect where a tooth distal to the resection was maintained. The tooth will significantly stabilize the prosthesis by preventing movement of the obturator bulb into the defect at the distal resection margin. B, A maxillary defect that demonstrates preservation of the anterior arch curvature, providing enhanced stability through a tripod effect. Also evident is the use of a split-thickness skin graft in the superior-lateral region, which improves the opportunity for useful support.

**Figure 24-11** A, Superior view of an obturator prosthesis demonstrating the cast framework, three posterior cast half-round clasps and an anterior I-bar clasp, and a superior obturator surface contoured to encourage secretions to flow posteriorly. B, The same prosthesis seated intraorally. C, A speech aid prosthesis with posterior retention and anterior indirect retention, and a resin speech bulb. D, The same prosthesis showing bilateral embrasure clasps and obturation of the palatopharyngeal defect.
24-11C and D), which typically refers to prostheses that restore palatopharyngeal function for defects of the soft palate. Current preoperative diagnostic procedures have improved the ability to discern the location and regional bone involvement of tumors of the maxilla and associated paranasal sinuses. Relative to prosthetically important surgical modifications, if it can be determined that tumor control does not require a classic radical maxillectomy approach, or that the inferior sinus floor, hard palate, and alveolus are uninvolved, preservation of as much hard palate and alveolar bone and as many teeth as possible should be considered. Tooth preservation has the greatest impact on success because of its stabilizing effect on prosthetic movement. When teeth can be retained in the premaxilla for more posterior tumors, or in the posterior molar region for more anterior tumors, control of prosthesis movement is more easily accomplished and prosthetic success can be considerably improved (see Figure 24-10). Because the classic midline maxillectomy defect is significantly more debilitating for the average patient than a defect whereby preservation of the premaxillary component was accomplished, inclusion of the anterior premaxillary component should be an individual decision based on tumor control, classic resection technique.

For resections in patients with teeth, the tooth adjacent to the defect is subjected to significant force from prosthesis movement. When the surgical alveolar ostectomy cut is planned, the resection should be made through the extraction site of the adjacent tooth to provide the most favorable prognosis for this supportive tooth (see Figure 24-6). This procedure ensures adequate alveolar support for the adjacent tooth, which is a critical tooth for prosthesis success, and improves the tooth's prognosis for long-term survival. The midline of the hard palate is a common area of removable prosthesis pressure because of movement of the prosthesis into the defect under functional forces of swallowing and mastication. To provide the best surgical preparation for this area, when the hard palate is resected, the vertical surface of the bone cut should be covered with an advancement flap of palatal mucosa, to provide a firm and resistant mucosal covering to this region, where the prosthesis can notably act as a fulcrum.

The soft palate owes its normal function to the bilateral sling nature of the musculature, which provides the shape and movement capacity specific for speech and deglutition requirements. When this is altered because of surgery, there appears to be a variable response in the ability to continue to provide palatopharyngeal competence based on the amount of continuous band of posterior tissue remaining. Often an insufficient band of palatal tissue fails to provide palatopharyngeal competence and hinders prosthetic management of the problem. To serve as a guide for decision making in surgery, it has been suggested that if the required resection leaves less than one third of the posterior aspect of the soft palate, the entire soft palate should be removed. The exception to this would be the edentulous patient who is undergoing a radical maxillectomy. Without teeth to provide the necessary retention for one side of a prosthesis, the patient benefits from the ability to place the prosthesis above the posterior soft tissue band for retention (Figure 24-12).

Preparation of the maxillary surgical site can improve prosthesis tolerance through the use of a split-thickness skin graft (see Figure 24-1). Lining the reflected cheek flap and posterior denuded structures with a graft improves tissue response by decreasing the pain associated with functional contact often seen when this surface is left to heal secondarily. If the posterior structures, pterygoid plates, or anterior temporal bone can provide a firm supportive base for the prosthesis, a skin graft covering is extremely helpful. Laterally, the junction of the skin and oral mucosa creates a scar contracture, which provides a natural retentive region for the obturator portion of the prosthesis. Careful attention is given to this region in fabricating a prosthesis, to maximize support, stability, and retention of the prosthesis.

In general, the need to extend a prosthesis into the defect is greater for edentulous patients than patients with teeth. When teeth remain, they are used to a greater extent to stabilize and retain the obturator component of the prosthesis, and the defect region is not required for such objectives. However, all patients with maxillary defects should have sufficient access to the lateral-posterior region of the defect to seal the defect at a minimum. In the edentulous patient, for maximum ability to obturate a maxillary defect, access to the regions superior to the defect opening is required. Nasal turbinates and mucosal connections that do not allow full extension into the necessary retentive and supportive areas of the defect compromise function. The function of turbinates in the newly externalized environment is not
beneficial for breathed air humidification or warming, and consequently may not warrant preservation.

Surgical reconstruction of maxillary defects should be undertaken when restoration of the functional goals of speech, deglutition, and mastication is better served by such procedures. Surgical reconstruction of a maxillary hard palatal defect in a manner that provides separation of the oral and nasal cavities without consideration for oral space requirements for speech, or for the supportive requirements of replacement teeth, is not only incomplete management but can preclude subsequent prosthetic management. When surgical defects measure 3 cm or less and can be reconstructed to normal contours without compromising adjacent tissue function, surgical management is an appropriate consideration. Larger defects are very difficult to surgically reconstruct and, without careful planning for subsequent functional needs, could create an environment incapable of supporting a prosthesis. For partial soft palatal reconstructions, it is very difficult to provide functional tissue replacement without compromising palatal function. In light of this unpredictability, predictable prosthetic management of such defects is most often the treatment of choice.

**Mandibular Defects**

The functions of mastication, deglutition, speech, and oral competence (saliva control) are made possible through coordinated efforts of separate anatomic regions, which include the oral sphincter, alveololingual and buccal sulci, alveolar ridges, floor of the mouth, mobile tongue, base of the tongue, tonsillar pillars, soft palate, hard palate, and buccal mucosa. The more regions that are involved in a surgical procedure, the greater is the demand on surgical reconstructive efforts. When the mandible is also involved, the complexity of the reconstructive procedure is dependent on the location and amount of mandible to be included in the resection and the decision to maintain continuity with normal mandibular position and contour (Figure 24-13). For disease involving the functional anatomy around the mandible, surgical outcomes that influence prosthesis success are based on decisions to take mandibular portions or segments and decisions regarding reconstruction. The primary prosthetic objectives for mandibular defects are to restore mastication and cosmesis by the replacement of teeth. Achieving the mastication goal requires an understanding that regardless of the manner of prosthesis support (natural teeth, reconstructed soft tissue, or implants), the impact of the prosthetic device on success is dependent on appropriate surgical management of both soft tissue and bone.

Disease involving soft tissue structures adjacent to and enveloping the mandible necessitates consideration of a mandibular resection to ensure control. When the soft tissue disease is clearly separate from the mandible and does not require bone removal, surgical defects involving these structures should be surgically reconstructed and therefore do not require prosthetic management. The exception to this is the large tongue resection that may require augmentation of the palatal contours to facilitate speech production. Such a palatal augmentation prosthesis is most beneficial when coordinated speech therapy can guide the optimal prosthesis configuration. Other resections may appear to require palatal augmentation for speech, yet the functional problem is tongue immobility secondary to tension created by the reconstructive tissue. Consideration should be given to soft tissue reconstructions that are of sufficient size and mobility, are less prone to contracture tension, and can produce a more normal alveololingual sulcus because these characteristics have been shown to have a significant influence on tongue mobility. Other desirable characteristics, such as sensation and lubrication, are also possible but necessitate a choice of which one is most required given the goals desired.
When tumors are primary to the mandible, as an ameloblastoma is, or when they involve the mandible from adjacent regions, surgical resection of segments of the mandible is required for tumor control. It may be difficult to always predict the functional deficit and the exact plan of reconstruction because the surgeon determines the extent of the resection based on presurgical and surgical findings. However, common anatomically based mandibular resections include the lateral mandibular resection, the anterior mandibular resection, and the hemimandibular resection. From the standpoint of the surviving mandibular resection patient, the most significant decision regarding his or her management is the decision to maintain mandibular continuity, which allows maintenance of position for adjacent intraoral and extraoral soft tissue.

Surgical evolution of procedures that maintain continuity for the mandible has significantly improved the opportunity for functional restoration of mastication, deglutition, and speech. The debilitating effects of the discontinuity defect include a significant cosmetic deformity to the lower third of the face, decreased masticatory function secondary to unilateral closure, compromised coordination of tongue and teeth, altered speech ability, and impaired deglutition (Figure 24-14). Given an appreciation of the decreased performance seen with conventional mucosa-borne denture prostheses, it should be obvious that masticatory rehabilitation for the resection patient without mandibular continuity is unpredictable at best and is never achieved for most patients. Even for patients with remaining teeth, the altered mandibular position created in time presents a significant functional and cosmetic handicap. From a prosthetic rehabilitation standpoint, the most significantly handicapped postsurgical head and neck condition is the discontinuous mandible. Consequently, such a postsurgical condition should be the rare exception (typically because of reconstruction plate failure) and should not be the planned surgical outcome.

The cosmetic deformity associated with mandibular resection is improved through the use of reconstruction plates to maintain the presurgical contour to the lower jaw. This form of mandibular contour and position maintenance should be considered the minimum standard of care for mandibular resection patients from a functional standpoint. Use of reconstruction plates can maintain cosmetic appearance and preserve the bilateral nature of mandibular movement. However, the use of reconstruction plates alone precludes replacement of teeth in the region of resection. Prosthetic replacement of teeth cannot be provided for regions superior to the reconstruction bar because of the potential for mucosal perforation and exposure of the bar from functional loading of the soft tissue. From a masticatory function standpoint, this may not be a significant negative impact for some patients because of the maintenance of sufficient numbers of occlusal contacts postsurgically.

**Mandibular Reconstruction—Bone Grafts**

The evolution of head and neck reconstructive surgery has been dramatic over the past three decades. The vascularized tissue options of the forehead and deltopectoral regions gave way to the more popular pedicled myocutaneous flaps from the 1960s to the 1970s. By the 1980s, numerous osteomyocutaneous free-flap donor sites had been identified and were being used for mandibular reconstruction and particulate cancellous bone marrow in formed allogeneic frames. Equally important to the functional outcome of mastication was the development of the science and the clinical application of the osseointegration phenomenon in the area of dental implants.

The ideal prosthetic characteristics of the replacement mandible include a stable union to proximal and distal segments, restoration of contour to the lower third of the face, a rounded ridge contour with attached mucosa of 2 to 3 mm thickness, and adjacent sulci providing free movement of...
buccal and lingual soft tissues for food control. Regardless of the type of prosthesis to be used, the appropriate placement of the bone relative to the opposing arch is vital to the intended functional use. If a removable prosthesis is planned and is expected to cover the bone reconstruction, the contour of the developed ridge should provide a surface covered with firm, thin soft tissue, and a rounded superior contour with buccal and lingual slopes approaching parallel to each other and with sufficient vestibular depth to provide horizontal stability. Such a ridge condition is the surgical analog of a minimally resorbed edentulous ridge. With adequate cheek and tongue movement, this should provide a reasonable prognosis for prosthetic success, provided sufficient numbers of teeth remain on the nonresected side. For the optimum chance of prosthetic function, dental implants should be considered, and with sufficient bulk of bone and the same characteristics listed for the removable prosthesis, the prognosis for success is the greatest. To reiterate, the major determining factor for improved function will be the quality of the soft tissue reconstruction.

The major complications seen with mandibular reconstruction are related to the bulk of the soft tissue component and lack of mobility of the tongue. When these factors are controlled for, complications are caused most often by bone placement and size. The common use of free flaps, including bone from other regions of the body that do not possess the native mandibular shape, presents a significant degree of technical difficulty associated with the procedure. The fibula, which is a popular choice for mandibular replacement, presents some challenges in meeting the ideal requirements mentioned previously. Because of the straight nature of the bone, it is easy to err in both horizontal and vertical positioning, especially for reconstructions that span to the midline. Lingual positioning requires prosthetic placement at a position that may become functionally unstable over time. Such a location requires implant positions that create a mechanical cantilever that can be detrimental to the long-term success of the implant-supported prosthesis. Posteriorly, the inability to re-create the natural ascending curve of the mandible can restrict placement of teeth and preclude restoration of complete occlusion on the resected side. It is common to have a mismatch in height at the anterior junction of the graft with the resident mandible. For implant-supported prostheses, this area can present significant challenges in terms of adequate hygiene of the implants, and over time, this can compromise implant health. For removable prostheses, this can become a source of irritation if fulcrumlike action occurs with movement.

MAXILLARY PROSTHESSES

Obturator Prostheses

The defining characteristic of an obturator prosthesis is that it serves to restore separation of the oral and adjacent cavities following surgical resection of tumors of the nasal and para-nasal regions (Figure 24-15). Aramany developed a classification for partially edentulous maxillectomy dental arches (Figure 24-16). The various defects resulting from resection contain and are bounded by anatomic structures and an epithelial lining (either transplanted skin and/or native mucosa) that are quite different from normal partially edentulous arch anatomic features. The expectation for this altered region to contribute significantly to prosthesis support, stability, or retention is infrequently met. Consequently, prosthesis support and stabilization are largely dependent on the ability to aggressively engage the remaining teeth and residual ridge structures.

In comparison with partially edentulous arches, the movement potential for the prosthesis extension into the defect can be significant. When engagement of the distobuccal temporal bone is possible, upward movement of the obturator bulb can be greatly minimized. Movement potential increases as the remaining tooth number decreases and their arrangement becomes more linear (Figure 24-17). This illustrates the importance of maintaining teeth when possible, which allows for greater prosthesis stabilization through direct tooth engagement and through cross-arch stabilization that increases with nonlinear tooth configurations (Figure 24-18).

To help control potential movement, various suggestions have been made relative to prosthesis design. The basic principle of placing support, stabilization, and retention immediately adjacent to and as far from the defect as possible acts to distribute the tooth effect on prosthesis performance to the greatest mechanical advantage. Because the teeth adjacent to the anterior resection margin are often incisors, it may be necessary to consider splinting them to improve the long-term prognosis. This region is critical for prosthesis performance, and the requirement for a cingulum rest and labial retention is often difficult to optimize without crowns. Distally, it is often necessary to incorporate an embrasure clasp to provide maximum retention and stabilization. Such a clasp assembly must have sufficient room for occlusal clearance, and it is not uncommon for the opposing occlusion to need adjustment to accommodate such a rest complex. When possible, the palatal surfaces of the maxillary teeth should be surveyed to determine whether guide-plane surfaces can be produced to impart a stabilizing effect. When accomplished, the prosthesis benefits from improved movement resistance, and it does so with more teeth contributing to the effect, thereby distributing the stress more appropriately. Brown described how the vertical height of the lateral portion of the obturator above the buccal scar band can contribute to prosthesis movement control by helping to prevent vertical displacement (see Figure 24-15).

Speech Aid Prostheses

The defining characteristics of speech aid prostheses are that they are functionally shaped to the palatopharyngeal musculature to restore or compensate for areas of the soft palate that are deficient because of surgery or congenital anomaly.
A pediatric speech aid is a temporary prosthesis used to improve voice quality during the growing years. It is made of materials that are easily modified as growth or orthodontic treatment progresses. Because a speech aid has a significant posterior extension into the pharyngeal region, torque is evident from the long moment arm. A basic principle of posterior retention with anterior indirect retention must be applied to the design of such a maxillary prosthesis. Posterior retention is gained by the use of wrought-wire clasps around the most distal maxillary molars, whereas the anterior extension of the prosthesis onto the hard palate provides indirect retention. If clinical crown length and undercut are adequate to provide retention, orthodontic bands with buccal tie wings can be used in conjunction with the wrought wires. This design facilitates the maintenance of the pharyngeal part of the pediatric speech aid in the proper position in the palatopharyngeal opening.

Figure 24-15  A, Coronal view of proposed maxillary resection. Bold lines designate typical area to be resected. B, Demonstrates the value of lateral wall height in the design of a removable partial denture obturator. As the defect side of the prosthesis is displaced, the lateral wall of the obturator will engage the scar band and aid in retaining the prosthesis. C, Coronal section with surgical obturator in place. With the prosthesis in place, the relation of the scar band (arrow) to the lateral portion of the obturator can be seen. A buccal scar band will develop at the height of the previous vestibule where the buccal mucosa and the skin graft in the surgical defect join. D, Axial view of the resected area illustrates the defect. Dotted lines indicate areas available for intraoral retention.
The defining characteristic of a palatal lift is that it positions a flaccid soft palate posteriorly and superiorly to narrow the palatopharyngeal opening for the purpose of improving oral air pressure and therefore speech. Patients who exhibit a structurally normal soft palate and pharyngeal port can

**Palatal Lift Prostheses**

In the adult whose palatopharyngeal insufficiency is the result of a cleft palate or palatal surgery, an adult speech aid prosthesis can be constructed of more definitive materials because growth changes will not have to be accommodated. If teeth are missing, the prosthesis will incorporate a retentive partial denture framework. The basic design should include posterior retention and anterior indirect retention.

**Figure 24-16** Aramany’s classification for partially edentulous maxillectomy dental arches: Class I—midline resection. Class II—unilateral resection. Class III—central resection. Class IV—bilateral anteroposterior resection. Class V—posterior resection. Class VI—anterior resection.

**Figure 24-17** A, A maxillary obturator prosthesis in which remaining teeth provide significant stabilization to the obturator extension because of their number and location, which allows cross-arch prosthesis engagement. B, Another obturator prosthesis, which benefits from teeth in a linear arrangement and therefore does not have any cross-arch tooth stabilization. Obturator movement in B is likely to be significantly greater than in A. The requirement for using the defect to provide support where possible is therefore greater in B than in A.
Removable Partial Denture Considerations in Maxillofacial Prosthetics

Direct retainers should be positioned to facilitate the design for the acrylic retention because stability needs related to functional force are not a significant design concern.

Resection prostheses are those prostheses provided to patients who have acquired mandibular defects that result in loss of teeth and significant portions of the mandible. Mandibular resection results in defects that may preserve mandibular continuity or may result in discontinuity defects. These are further subclassified by Cantor and Curtis (Figure 24-19) and provide a meaningful foundation for a discussion of removable prosthesis design considerations.

When mandibular continuity is preserved, as in a marginal resection (type I mandibular defect, see Figure 24-19), function is least affected and the major prosthesis concern is related to the soft tissue potential for support. With good remaining dental support, near-normal function can often be achieved with prosthodontic rehabilitation.

To efficiently maintain prosthesis position, the dislodging force is best resisted by bilateral direct retainers placed close to the posterior lift and anteriorly placed indirect retention. Success with a palatal lift prosthesis depends upon the presence of a number of maxillary posterior teeth, which can provide retention for the prosthesis, coupled with an easily placed flaccid soft palate.

**Palatal Augmentation Prostheses**

When surgical resection involving the tongue and/or floor of the mouth limits tongue mobility, it affects both speech and deglutition. With tongue mobility limitations, the contour of the palate can be augmented by a prosthesis to modify the space of Donder to allow food manipulation to be more easily transferred posteriorly into the oropharynx.

Prosthesis movement potential is low because the functional forces involved are those imparted by the tongue during deglutition and speech, neither of which creates force similar to mastication. It is common to use a diagnostic resin augmentation prosthesis retained with wire clasps to plan the necessary contour needs. Once the appropriate palatal contour has been determined, a definitive augmentation prosthesis can be constructed of cast metal with appropriately placed minor connectors for attaching the resin augmentation. Bilateral rests and direct retainers should be positioned to facilitate the design for the acrylic retention because stability needs related to functional force are not a significant design concern.

**MANDIBULAR PROSTHESSES**

Resection prostheses are those prostheses provided to patients who have acquired mandibular defects that result in loss of teeth and significant portions of the mandible. Mandibular resection results in defects that may preserve mandibular continuity or may result in discontinuity defects. These are further subclassified by Cantor and Curtis (Figure 24-19) and provide a meaningful foundation for a discussion of removable prosthesis design considerations.

**Evolution of Mandibular Surgical Resection**

When mandibular continuity is preserved, as in a marginal resection (type I mandibular defect, see Figure 24-19), function is least affected and the major prosthesis concern is related to the soft tissue potential for support. With good remaining dental support, near-normal function can often be achieved with prosthodontic rehabilitation.

Although it is not as common an outcome as in the past, when continuity of the mandible is lost because of a segmental resection that was not reconstructed, the bilateral joint complex no longer controls the remaining mandibular segment. Consequently, the function of the remaining mandibular segment is severely compromised because of loss of coordinated bilateral muscular action functioning across a bilateral joint. The resulting segmental movement is an uncoordinated action dictated by the remaining unilateral muscular activity within a surgical environment that changes with healing dynamics and patient rehabilitation efforts. Successful removable prosthodontic intervention for these situations necessitates a combination of clinician knowledge.
Type I Resection
In a type I resection of the mandible, the inferior border is intact and normal movements can be expected to occur. The major difference between this situation and a typical edentulous span is the nature of the soft tissue foundation. For type I resections, the denture-bearing area may be compromised by closure of the defect with the use of adjacent lining mucosa (which can reduce the bucco-lingual width), or by the presence of a split-thickness skin graft.

Ideally, one would like to see a firm, nonmovable tissue bed with normal buccal and lingual vestibular extension. If the defect is unilateral and posterior, the framework would be typical of a Kennedy Class II design, taking into account whatever modification spaces may be present. When the marginal resection is in the anterior area, the design may be more typical of a Kennedy Class IV design (Figure 24-20).

Anterior marginal resections sometimes include part of the anterior tongue and floor of the mouth. With loss of normal tongue function, the remaining teeth are no longer retained in a neutral zone, and as a result, they often collapse lingually because of lip pressure. If this occurs, the use of a labial bar major connector may be necessary.

Corrected cast impression procedures provide a major advantage for fabrication of removable partial dentures in partial mandibulectomy patients. Capture of the unique buccal, lingual, and labial functional contours in the final prosthesis can contribute significantly to stabilization of the prosthesis, especially in discontinuity defects.

Type II Resection
In the type II resection, the mandible is often resected in the region of the second premolar and first molar. If no other teeth in the arch are missing, a prosthesis usually is not indicated. In some situations, however, a prosthesis may have to be fabricated to support the buccal tissue and to help fill the space between the tongue and the cheek to prevent food and saliva from collecting in the region.

Framework design should be similar to a Kennedy Class II design, with extension into the vestibular areas of the resection. This area would be considered nonfunctional and should not be required to support mastication. It must be remembered that extension into the defect area can place significant stress on the remaining abutment teeth; therefore occlusal rests should be placed near the defect, and an attempt should be made to gain tripod support from remaining teeth and tissue where possible.

The following discussion highlights design considerations for the major defect classifications outlined. A common feature among all removable resection prostheses is that all framework designs should be dictated by basic prosthodontic principles of design. These include broad stress distribution, cross-arch stabilization with use of a rigid major connector, stabilizing and retaining components at locations within the arch to best minimize dislodging functional forces, and replacement tooth positions that optimize prosthesis stability and functional needs. Modifications to these principles are determined on an individual basis and are greatly influenced by unique residual tissue characteristics and mandibular movement dynamics.

Historically, mandibular stabilization by bone grafts or reconstruction bars was not always a surgical goal. The major exception was the anterior defect (type V), which was recognized to pose significant airway risks if not managed. Currently, most lateral segmental mandibulectomies are also reconstructed surgically. When the mandible is not stabilized following resection and a discontinuity defect results, a mandibular resection prosthesis should be provided to restore mastication within the unique movement capabilities of the residual functioning mandible.
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tion should be cautious of the potential for bone exposure at the superior margin of the resection.

Retention can be achieved through the use of various types of clasp assemblies on the distal abutments. Indirect retention can be derived from rests prepared in the mesial fossae of the first premolars and/or the lingual surfaces of the canines. Unlike the result in Figure 24-21, use of an infrabulge retainer on the surgical side may be difficult if a shallow vestibule results from surgical closure. The locations of minor connectors should be physiologically determined to minimize stress on the abutment teeth and to enhance resistance to reasonable dislodging forces. Wrought-wire circumferential retainers are acceptable alternatives.

In a type II mandibular resection, where posterior and anterior teeth are missing on the defect side, the remaining teeth on the intact side of the arch are often present in a straight-line configuration. Embrasure clasps may be used on the posterior teeth, with an infrabulge retainer on the anterior abutment. In some situations, a rotational path design may be used to engage the natural undercuts on the mesial proximal surfaces of the anterior abutments. Lingual retention with buccal reciprocation on the remaining posterior teeth should be considered. The longitudinal axis of rotation in this design should be considered to be a straight line through the remaining teeth. Depression of the prosthesis on the edentulous side will have less of a chance to dislodge the prosthesis if retention is on the lingual surfaces than if on the buccal. Suggested framework designs for this patient group are illustrated in Figure 24-22.

Physiologic relief of minor connectors is always recommended. When the remaining teeth are in a straight line, a Swing-Lock major connector design (Swing-Lock, Inc, Milford, TX) may be used to take advantage of as many buccal and/or labial undercuts as possible. Because elderly patients often complain of difficulty manipulating Swing-Lock mechanisms, in straight-line situations it may be possible to use alternate buccal and lingual retention effectively (Figure 24-23).

In the type II resection with anterior and posterior missing teeth on the resected side and posterior missing
Type I Resection

A type IV resection (see Figure 24-19) would use the same design concepts as type II or III resections with the corresponding edentulous areas. If the graft does not provide an articulation and the soft tissue covering the graft is not firmly attached to the bone graft, the movement potential will be dictated by functional forces of movement coupled with soft tissue supportive capacities.

If a type IV resection extends to the midline with the extension of a graft into the defect area, but does not include temporomandibular joint reconstruction on the surgical side, the design will be similar to the type III resection with an extension base on the surgical side.

If the type IV resection extends beyond the midline, with less than half of the mandible remaining, the design will be similar to the type II resection that has an extension base into the surgical defect area.

Type V Resection

In the type V resected mandible, when the anterior or posterior denture-bearing area of the mandible has been

**Figure 24-21** Type II resection and prosthesis. A, Clinical presentation of the mandibular right resection and missing mandibular left molars. B, Resection prosthesis with a cast lingual plate major connector and wrought-wire clasps. C, Resection prosthesis in place demonstrating the two-tooth extension on the defect side (patient’s right). (Courtesy Dr. Ron Desjardins, Rochester, MN.)
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As was mentioned earlier, in a discontinuity defect, the movement of the residual mandibular segment is an uncoordinated action dictated by two features unique to the specific defect and patient. The first is the remaining unilateral muscular activity that will be specific to the surgical resection and that will have a characteristic resting posture to the defect side with a diagonal movement on “closure.” The second is that the surgical environment will change as healing progresses, and patient efforts to train movement

surgically reconstructed, the removable partial denture design is similar to the type I resection design.

The principal difference between a type V resected mandible and the intact mandible with the same tooth loss pattern lies in the management of soft tissue at the graft site. For design purposes, one should consider the residual mandibles of the type I and V resections to be similar to nonsurgical mandibles with the same tooth-loss pattern.

**Mandibular Guide Flange Prosthesis**

As was mentioned earlier, in a discontinuity defect, the movement of the residual mandibular segment is an uncoordinated action dictated by two features unique to the specific defect and patient. The first is the remaining unilateral muscular activity that will be specific to the surgical resection and that will have a characteristic resting posture to the defect side with a diagonal movement on “closure.” The second is that the surgical environment will change as healing progresses, and patient efforts to train movement

**Figure 24-22**  A, Frame design for type II resection, no teeth missing on the nonresected side. Note the provision for extension into the resection space between tongue and cheek. B, Type II design, with missing posterior teeth on the nonresected side. C, Type II design, with missing anterior teeth. D, Type II design, with missing anterior and posterior teeth.

**Figure 24-23** Conventional clasping with the use of alternating buccal and lingual retention (arrows).
Part III  Maintenance

during this healing period will help maintain both position and movement range. To facilitate training of the mandibular segment to maintain a more midline closure pattern, clinicians have used a guide flange prosthesis.

The mandibular guide flange prosthesis is used primarily as an interim training device. When no missing teeth are supplied, it may be considered a training appliance rather than a prosthesis. This appliance is used in dentulous patients with nonreconstructed lateral discontinuity defects who have severe deviation of the mandible toward the surgical side and are unable to achieve unassisted intercuspal contact on the nonsurgical side (Figure 24-24). Generally these patients have had a significant amount of soft tissue removed along with the resected mandibular segment and have attained surgical closure by suturing of the lateral surface of the tongue to the buccal mucosa, which causes a deviation toward the defect side. Scarring also occurs and is worse for patients who have not been placed on an exercise program during the healing period. The guide flange prosthesis is designed to restrict the patient to vertical opening and closing movements into maximum occlusal contacts. Over time, this guided function should promote scar relaxation, allowing the patient to make unassisted masticatory contact.

The components of the guide flange prosthesis include the major and minor connectors needed to support, stabilize, and retain the prosthesis and the guiding mechanism. This may include a cast buccal guide bar and guide flange, or simply a resin flange, which engages the opposing arch buccal tooth surfaces. In either case, the opposing arch must provide a stable foundation to resist any forces needed to guide the deviated mandibular segment into maximum occlusal contact.

The buccal guide bar is placed as close as possible to the buccal occlusal line angle of the remaining natural teeth to allow maximum opening. The lateral position of the bar must be adequate to prevent the guide from contacting the buccal mucosa of the maxillary alveolus. The length of the bar should overlie the premolars and the first molar where possible. Retention of the maxillary frame should not be problematic because the force directed on the bar is in a palatal direction. The guide flange is attached to the mandibular major connector by two generous interproximal minor connectors. As with the maxillary frame, significant

**Figure 24-24**  A mandibular guide flange prosthesis. **A,** Flange extension is incorporated into a mandibular type II resection prosthesis using a resin extension. **B,** Resection prosthesis inserted. **C,** Opposing maxillary prosthesis designed to engage palatal surfaces of all remaining teeth for maximal stability against flange-induced forces. **D,** Flange extending to the buccal region of the opposing prosthesis and teeth. Upon closure, the flange will guide the mandible to maximum intercuspation, at which time the flange extension will reside in the maxillary left buccal vestibule. (Courtesy Dr. Ron Desjardins, Rochester, MN.)
interproximal tooth structure must be cleared to provide the necessary bulk for the minor connectors. The height of the guide flange is determined by the depth of the buccal vestibule. A small hook is placed at the middle of the top of the guide to prevent disengagement on wide opening. Because the mandibular segment has a constant medial force, the flange acts as a powerful lever with a strong lateral force on the teeth. Therefore extra rests and additional stabilization and retention on multiple teeth must be considered to prevent overstressing of individual teeth. Retention on the tooth adjacent to the defect is critical for resistance to lifting of the frame. Lingual retention in the premolar area may be considered as an aid in resistance to displacement. When necessary, missing teeth can be added to a guide flange prosthesis. Flange prostheses can be provisionally designed for modification into definitive removable partial dentures after guidance is no longer necessary. This is accomplished by removal of the buccal flange and buccal guide bar components after the patient is able to make occlusal contacts without use of the guide. However, many patients with mandibular resections have difficulty making repeated occlusal contacts—a fact described in several studies. Occlusal considerations in mandibulectomy patients have been discussed extensively by Desjardins.

Palatal occlusal ramps have been used to guide those patients with less severe deviation than those who require a guide flange into a more stable intercuspal contact position. These prostheses incorporate a palatal ramp that simulates the function of the guide flange prosthesis. This inclination of the palatal ramp is determined by the severity of the deviation of the remaining mandible. Some patients have the ability to move laterally into occlusion but have a tendency to close medially and palatally rather than close into an acceptable cuspal relationship. These patients can benefit from a palatal ramp, which can be functionally generated in wax at the try-in stage. This provides a platform for occlusal contact in the entire bucco-lingual range of movement. A supplemental row of prosthetic teeth may be arranged, then removed at the boil out stage, and processed in pink acrylic resin for esthetics. Patients who have experienced both smooth and tooth-form ramps usually prefer the tooth form if the width is adequate.

**JAW RELATION RECORDS FOR MANDIBULAR RESECTION PATIENTS**

Interocclusal records must be made using verbal guidance only for resection patients with discontinuity defects. A hands-on approach, like that used for conventional edentulous jaw relation records, will lead to unnatural rotation of the mandible and an inaccurate record. The patient should be instructed to move the mandible toward the non-surgical side and close into a nonresistant recording medium at the preestablished occlusal vertical dimension, which will be the occlusal contact position. If the surgical side is significantly deficient, an occlusion rim may have to be extended into the defect area to support the recording medium. Head position is of extreme importance during registration of jaw relation records. If the patient is in a semirecumbent position in the dental chair during the recording procedure, the mandible may be retracted and deviated toward the surgical side, preventing movement toward the intact side. To minimize this problem, the recording should be made with the patient seated in a normal upright postural position.

Most patients with lateral discontinuity defects can make lateral movements toward the non-surgical side, even without the presence of a lateral pterygoid muscle functioning on the balancing (surgical) side. This is possible because of the compensatory effects of the horizontal fibers of the temporalis and the lateral pterygoid muscle on the normal side, causing a rotational effect on the remaining condyle.

**SUMMARY**

Maxillofacial prosthetic treatment of the patient with an oral defect is among the most challenging treatments in dentistry. Defects are highly individual and require the clinician to call upon all knowledge and experience to fabricate a functional prosthesis. The basic principles and concepts described throughout this text will help the clinician to successfully design maxillofacial removable partial dentures. The interested reader is encouraged to pursue maxillofacial texts for more information regarding prosthesis design for this patient group.
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Summary

Dental implants are increasingly being used in a variety of ways in the replacement of teeth. Providing implants to support all teeth needing replacement is often preferable if indicated and if the patient can afford to do so. If the patient is unable to pursue an implant-only supported prosthesis, this should not keep him or her from considering an implant, because the patient still may benefit from a carefully selected implant used for critical clinical performance advantage when removable partial dentures are pursued. Additionally, implants can be used for removable partial dentures to allow future implant-only treatment options.

This chapter presents basic considerations in the selection of implants to improve prosthesis performance by increasing functional stability. Prosthesis instability, a commonly stated problem with removable prostheses, is presented as a potentially confounding and unique component of oral sensory-motor function at issue when patients are challenged with removable prostheses. When all the relevant information necessary to adequately address how best to manage a patient’s tooth loss is considered,* one aspect that should be kept in mind is that among the various prostheses from which we choose (conventional fixed partial denture, implant-supported partial denture, and removable partial denture), the removable partial denture is the most unique. Exactly how we describe this uniqueness to our patients is critical to their appropriate prosthesis selection and provides a clue to us as to how dental implants can best be used in conjunction with removable partial dentures (RPDs).

*Patient factors—clinical factors (dentition and residual ridge conditions), functional factors, psychological factors; prosthesis factors—implant, fixed, or removable partial dentures.
PHYSIOLOGIC DISTINCTION BETWEEN PROSTHESES

Although physiologic aspects of replacement prostheses have not been adequately researched, the fact that removable partial dentures are less like teeth than fixed prostheses strongly suggests that we should delineate this to our patients. The most obvious difference between treatment options is the manner in which they are supported—conventional fixed partial dentures using teeth with periodontal ligaments versus implant prostheses using osseointegrated implants versus RPDs using teeth, or teeth and mucosa. An additional difference is the rigidity associated with the prosthesis-tooth interface connection—cemented prostheses rigidly connected to teeth versus screw-retained implant prostheses rigidly connected between implants versus clasp/attachment-retained removable partial denture prostheses.

Given this support and rigid connection difference, it is easy to recognize that one distinguishing difference between fixed prostheses (tooth or implant supported) and tooth-tissue-supported RPDs is the potential for movement under function. The impact that such movement will have on related oral sensory and oral functional expectations of patients is potentially critical to understand. These patient-specific perspectives are variable because some of our patients are better at distinguishing oral sensory input than others and some are more functionally capable than others. The importance of sensory-functional considerations is evident when it is realized that the oral cavity is unique from a sensory perception standpoint, because the sensory input from the mouth regions involved in the task of mastication represents one of the largest collections of sensory information processed for a single functional act in the body, rivaled closely by the multifunctional hand (Figure 25-1).

REPLACING ANATOMY AND FUNCTIONAL ABILITY

With this relative importance of oral sensory function associated with mastication in mind, it would be helpful to consider what exactly we are attempting to replace when we discuss with our patients the management of missing teeth. This involves both the physical tools for mastication and the oral ability for precise and stable neuromuscular functions to manipulate a bolus of food. Analysis of chewing studies shows that the oral receptor feedback that guides movement of the mandible comes from various sources. The most sensitive input (i.e., the input that provides the most refined and precisely controlled movement) comes from the periodontal mechanoreceptors (PMRs), with additional input coming from the gingiva, mucosa, periosteum/bone, and temporomandibular joint (TMJ) complex. Loss of teeth leads to loss of guidance precision, which may be caused by the deficit in PMRs. No artificial replacements reestablish the same ability inherent in the PMR guidance. Yet prostheses may vary in their ability to affect the deficit on the basis of sensory-related dynamics. This notion of variable prosthesis impact suggests that either the prostheses are not the same or patients may vary in terms of neuromuscular* ability.

What is meant by the term neuromuscular ability? This is the task-specific sensory-motor performance “ability” that a specific patient possesses for the task/act of mastication. It involves multiple factors, including the selection of a prosthesis that may vary in qualitative neuromuscular ability compared with the gold standard—natural teeth. This prosthesis influence can be favorable when replacements are more like teeth (in their neuromuscular sensory input nature), or it can be unfavorable if they are unlike teeth and potentially cause confounding sensory input that diminishes function (e.g., implant fixed partial denture vs. denture base). This therapeutic variability suggests that prostheses differ in the influence they have on oral sensory receptors; therefore this may affect our patient’s perspective on how much we have improved the rehabilitation of oral function (i.e., neurophysiologic ability rehabilitation).

Stability under function is critical for limiting confounding sensory input because instability is a significant confounder of normal function. Whether a prosthesis is stable or unstable influences whether it provides a positive or a negative contribution to an already reduced peripheral receptor influence. This is compounded by the inherent neuromuscular variability seen between patients.

*In this discussion, neurophysiologic and neuromuscular both refer to the relationship between oral sensory input and the resultant oral functional movement.
Consequently, in some of our patients, replacement teeth may have less of a “margin” for sensory contribution without creating functional impediments.

**STRAATEGICALLY PLACED IMPLANTS FOR RPD STABILITY AND IMPROVED PATIENT ACCOMMODATION**

To decide which treatment option is best from a patient accommodation perspective, it must be determined whether this specific patient possesses the ability to meet the challenge posed by the neuromuscular deficit. If the answer is yes, then the patient may be an appropriate candidate for an RPD. However, if the answer is no and for good reasons an RPD is chosen, the use of strategically located implants to assist the patient in meeting the challenge should be discussed.

Stated differently, the success of any prosthesis may be compromised by a significant level of sensory loss. In addition, if the patient also possesses an inherently poor neurophysiologic ability, the choice of a prosthesis that creates an additional sensory “burden” may make the situation too challenging for the patient. The greatest contributing factor to the challenge is instability, and stability is most efficiently improved by the use of dental implants.

**MOVEMENT CONTROL WITH SELECTIVE IMPLANT PLACEMENT**

The most beneficial use of an implant with a removable partial denture is to reduce the negative impact of any sensory input resulting from prosthesis movement. The greatest potential for movement is seen with Kennedy Class I and II prostheses. Consequently, the greatest benefits in the use of implants with Class I and II removable partial dentures are to gain stability, control prosthesis movement, and reduce unnatural sensations that are movement related.

The clinician who is deciding exactly where to place an implant for the greatest benefit should take into consideration many factors. The ultimate decision will likely be influenced by a combination of important clinical issues. Basic considerations include factors associated with support, stability, and retention; residual ridge anatomy; strategic tooth loss; opposing occlusal influence; and the condition of a terminal tooth.

**Placement for Support versus Retention**

When considering where to place an implant to assist an RPD, we should ask, “What will best serve the patient over time?” Certainly, we want the prostheses to be adequately retained, but as we consider what the retentive need for our removable partial denture is, we should also ask, “Is it the most important issue that patients face?”

Support for prostheses is the characteristic that resists the greatest functional forces—those associated with chewing. A well-supported prosthesis is likely to impart less displacement to the soft tissue; less displacement likely is associated with a more comfortable prosthesis. If the major concern is comfort, then support is more often the best treatment target for an implant. The most effective location for resisting force would be the posterior occlusal contact position—that position where the forces of occlusion are likely the greatest.

**Anatomic Concerns for Class I and II Arches**

It is clear that placement of implants within the alveolar ridge requires adequate bone volume. Tooth loss commonly leads to residual ridge resorption; the longer from the time of extraction that a patient is seen, the more alveolar resorption is expected.

When this occurs in the posterior jaw, vertical loss of volume at the ridge crest is complicated by the maxillary sinus and inferior alveolar nerve at the apical location. These anatomic boundaries require careful consideration of surgical manipulation and must be considered as potentially more burdensome to the patient (i.e., they increase surgical risk). It is unclear at this time whether shortened implants (≤ 8 mm) in posterior edentulous regions are adequate for the necessary resistance. Certainly, the opposing occlusion contributes to this decision and natural teeth would be expected to generate more forceful occlusal function demanding greater implant resistance, compared with an opposing complete denture prosthesis.

**Benefits of Implant versus Surveyed Crown**

Surveyed crowns have long been used to maximize support, stability, and retention for removable partial dentures. The ability to control expected movement in the removable prosthesis can be improved by the use of such a carefully contoured crown. The same can be said for an implant, which presents a logical comparison as to which is a better choice for patients.

As an example, if a patient is deciding between a crown on tooth #6 versus an implant at site #5, what should he or she be considering? Both can be used to provide support, stability, and retention. If the crown is designed to accommodate an attachment, it can also be used without a visible clasp. This is a more technically demanding intervention and carries with it more challenging maintenance requirements. Also, the typical consideration regarding caries risk should be discussed. This suggests the need to think about long-term needs when deciding between options.

The implant at site #5 can reduce the need for a clasp, while at the same time providing a reasonably simple maintenance requirement for managing attachment needs. The implant attachment can be easily accommodated within a simple RPD framework that accommodates the #5 replacement tooth and available prosthetic space for attachment needs. Variable retention is available based on the type of attachment selected—an advantage over the use of a clasp,
which carries the risk of fracture with repeated adjustment over time.

**Strategically Lost Tooth and Implant Use**

Loss of a canine or molar abutment in an existing removable prosthesis can have a significantly negative impact on the prosthesis. Resistance to movement toward the tissue and across the tissue (aspects of support and stability) is greatly affected. Previous interventions for strategic tooth loss, such as the Swing-Lock prosthesis, have been based on recognition of the need to use more teeth to meet the demands for comfortable, stable function. Use of an implant in this situation can directly address the loss of a strategic component that controls functional movement and may be able to utilize the existing prosthesis.

**Use of Abutment for Support and/or Retention**

As an implant is placed more distally (in a distal extension), it serves more of a support function than a retention function. In a situation where support and retention are desired, the connecting design (the actual attachment male-female components) must allow adequate resistance to supporting forces without premature deformation of the retentive component and reduction of the retaining properties.

Generally a component designed to primarily provide retention may not serve a supportive role for the desired period of time before replacement. Use of a more resistant retentive element to better resist supportive forces may provide retention in excess of the patient’s ability to comfortably remove the prosthesis for daily hygiene.

**Influence of Opposing Occlusion on Implant Location and Implant Abutment Design**

Distal extension removable partial dentures are significantly influenced by the type and plane of orientation of the opposing dentition. Opposing complete dentures, which exhibit a regular occlusal plane, encourage equal force distribution associated with occlusion, allowing an optimum scenario for comfort.

Irregular occlusal planes created by super-erupted opposing natural teeth make control of functional forces more challenging at the residual alveolar ridge level. Use of implants for such oral conditions may improve prosthesis comfort, especially if support is fully utilized (i.e., no retainer function). In such a scenario, implant abutment design should serve to control movement toward and across the denture bearing area. This places a premium on nonresilient and nonretentive abutment designs. Care should be taken to closely follow such designs during the early postinsertion phase because the potential for excessive occlusal loads could have detrimental effects on abutment connections and implant stability.

**TREATMENT PLANNING**

**Survey Considerations: Path of Insertion for Teeth and Implants**

Engagement of implant abutments requires consideration of the prosthesis path of insertion (POI). An implant placed coincident with the POI allows greater prosthetic flexibility in abutment selection and a more favorable removable partial denture connection (Figure 25-2).

**Location Influenced by Anatomic and Opposing Occlusal Factors**

Implant use requires interocclusal space sufficient for prosthetic materials: denture base with framework minor connector, attachment housing, and denture tooth. Therefore the opposing occlusion should be evaluated preoperatively. This becomes even more critical when less residual ridge resorption occurs.

With excessive maxillary residual ridge resorption, the implant location may be more palatal/lingual, requiring consideration of the impact that such a location may have on palatal or lingual contours.

**Clasp Assembly Requirements If an Implant Is Used Adjacent to Tooth**

Engagement of an implant abutment to provide horizontal and vertical resistance supplements the resistance derived from tooth engagement. Consequently, less tooth coverage may be necessary for regions of the arch that have an implant.

If implant use is directed primarily to retention, tooth engagement for maximum resistance remains necessary to improve stability. If this is not achieved, deterioration in retention may be more rapid because of excessive forces directed to the retentive element, which could result in more rapid material deformation.

**CLINICAL EXAMPLES**

Figures 25-3 to 25-6 present clinical examples.

- **Primary use—support**
  - Figure 25-3: Kennedy Class I mandibular
  - Figure 25-4: Kennedy Class II

- **Combined use—support and retention**
  - Figure 25-5: Kennedy Class III
  - Figure 25-6: Kennedy Class II

**SUMMARY**

Removable partial dentures are unique compared with prostheses supported by natural teeth. Their uniqueness largely relates to their potentially significant negative impact on oral sensory input during function, as well as on the prosthetic bulk required. Because of this, RPDs may present a challenge to accommodation, of which patients should be made aware during the treatment planning stage.
Figure 25-2  Parallel path of insertion established with tooth guide planes (distal of the canines and mesial of the molar) and adjacent implants.
Figure 25-3  Significant residual ridge resorption with a strategically missing tooth #22. The implant provided sufficient support to improve functional comfort and occlusal function.

Figure 25-4  A long span modification space across the mandibular midline. The implant provided support and retention improved function and comfort while reducing functional stress on the mandibular incisors.
Support provided by the cingulum and mesial-occlusal rests of the teeth, and by the implant at site #3. Implants at sites #5 and #12 provide retention. Guide-plane surfaces augment implants for sufficient retention without clasps.
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Figure 25-6  An implant-assisted Class III removable partial denture with minimum interocclusal space in an elderly patient desiring no prosthesis clasps. Denture teeth were shaped and positioned for optimum esthetics, allowing creation of occlusal contours by acrylic-resin, attaching the teeth to the frame and attachment housings.

Patient sensory perception and neuromuscular variability may influence prosthesis selection. The sensory deficit associated with tooth loss can be complicated by unstable prostheses; for challenging RPDs, the use of implants can significantly contribute to stability.
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**APPENDIX A**

**Glossary**

**Abutment** A tooth, a portion of a tooth, or a portion of an implant that serves to support and/or retain a prosthesis.

**Acrylic** Formed from acrylic acid (e.g., acrylic resin).

**Acrylic resin** 1: Pertaining to polymers of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, or acrylonitrile; for example, acrylic fibers or acrylic resins; 2: any of a group of thermoplastic resins made by polymerizing.

**Anatomic ridge form** Surface form of the edentulous ridge when at rest or when not supporting a functional load; often recorded in a soft impression material such as hydrocolloid or metallic oxide impression paste, and results when an impression tray is uniformly relieved. See also static form.

**Angle of cervical convergence** Angle viewed between a vertical rod contacting an abutment tooth and the axial surface of the abutment cervical to the height of contour.

**Appliances** Devices (such as splints, orthodontic appliances, and space maintainers) worn by the patient in the course of treatment.

**Balanced occlusion** The simultaneous contacting of maxillary and mandibular teeth on the right and left in the anterior and posterior occlusal areas in centric or any eccentric position within the functional range.

**Bar clasp** Type of extracoronal retainer that originates from the denture base or framework, traverses soft tissue, and approaches the tooth undercut area from a gingival direction.

**Basal seat** Oral tissues and structures of the residual ridge supporting a denture base. See also denture foundation area.

**Cast** An accurate and positive reproduction of a maxillary or mandibular dental arch made from an impression of that arch; further designated according to the purpose for which it is made, such as diagnostic cast, master cast, or investment cast; also may be used as an infinitive (to cast) or as an adjective (cast framework, or cast metal base).

**Casting** A metal object shaped by being poured into a mold to harden; used primarily to designate the cast metal framework of a partial denture but also may be used to describe a molded metal denture base that is actually cast into a mold.

**Centric jaw relation** See Centric relation.

**Centric occlusion** The occlusion of opposing teeth when the mandible is in centric relation. This may or may not coincide with the maximal intercuspal position.

**Centric relation** 1: The maxillomandibular relationship in which the condyles articulate with the thinnest avascular portion of their respective disks with the complex in the anterior-superior position against the shapes of the articular eminences. This position is independent of tooth contact. This position is clinically discernible when the mandible is directed superior and anteriorly. It is restricted to a purely rotary movement about the transverse horizontal axis (GPT-5); 2: the most retruded physiologic relation of the mandible to the maxillae to and from which the individual can make lateral movements. It is a condition that can exist at various degrees of jaw separation. It occurs around the terminal hinge axis (GPT-3); 3: the most retruded relation of the mandible to the maxillae when the condyles are in the most posterior unstrained position in the glenoid fossae from which lateral movement can be made at any given degree of jaw separation (GPT-1); 4: the most posterior relation of the lower to the upper jaw from which lateral movements can be made at a given vertical dimension (Boucher); 5: a maxilla-to-mandible relationship in which the condyles and disks are thought to be in the midmost, uppermost position. The position has been difficult to define ana-

tomically but is determined clinically by assessing when the jaw can hinge on a fixed terminal axis (up to 25 mm). It is a clinically determined relationship of the mandible to the maxilla when the condyle disk assemblies are positioned in their most superior position in the mandibular fossae and against the distal slope of the articular eminence (Ash); 6: the relation of the mandible to the maxillae when the condyles are in the uppermost and rearmost position in the glenoid fossae. This position may not be able to be recorded in the presence of dysfunction of the masticatory system; 7: a clinically determined position of the mandible placing both condyles into their anterior uppermost position. This can be determined in patients without pain or derangement in the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) (Ramsfjord). See also centric jaw relation.

Circumferential clasp Term used to designate a clasp arm that originates above the height of contour and approaches the tooth undercut from an occlusal direction.

Clasp (or direct retainer) Component of the clasp assembly that engages a portion of the tooth surface and either enters an undercut for retention or remains entirely above the height of contour to act as a reciprocating element; generally used to stabilize or retain a removable prosthesis.

Clasp assembly Part of a removable partial denture that acts as a direct retainer and/or stabilizer for a prosthesis by partially encompassing or contacting an abutment.

Complete denture Dental prosthesis that replaces all of the natural dentition and associated structures of the maxilla or mandible. It is entirely supported by tissues (mucous membrane, connective tissues, and underlying bone).

Dental cast surveyor Instrument used to determine the relative parallelism of two or more axial surfaces of teeth or other parts of a cast of a dental arch; also used to locate and delineate the contours and relative positions of abutment teeth and associated structures.

Dental stones Used to form an artificial stone reproduction from an impression, and used as an investment or for mounting purposes; all dental stones are gypsum products.

Denture base Part of a denture (whether it is metal or is made of a resinous material) that rests on the residual bone covered by soft tissue and to which the teeth are attached.

Denture foundation area See Basal seat.

Direct retainer Component of a removable partial denture used to retain or prevent dislodgment; consists of a clasp assembly or precision attachment.

Edentulous ridge See Residual ridge.

Functional impression Impression and resulting cast of the supporting form of the edentulous ridge; artificially created by means of a specially molded (individualized) impression tray or an impression material, or both, that displaces those tissues that can be readily displaced and that would be incapable of rendering support to the denture base when it is supporting functional load. See also functional ridge form.

Functional occlusal registration Used to designate a dynamic registration of opposing dentition rather than the recording of a static relationship of one jaw to another.

Functional ridge form See Functional impression.

Guiding planes Two or more vertically parallel surfaces of abutment teeth shaped to direct a prosthesis during placement and removal; surfaces are parallel to the path of the placement and parallel to each other; preferably these surfaces are made parallel to the long axes of abutment teeth.

Height of contour Line encircling a tooth, designating its greatest circumference at a selected position determined by a dental surveyor.

Incisal rest A rest placed on the incisal edge of an anterior abutment tooth.

Indirect retainer Part of a removable partial denture that assists direct retainers in preventing displacement of distal extension denture bases by resisting lever action from the opposite side of the fulcrum line.

Interim denture (or provisional denture) Dental prosthesis used for a short time for reasons of esthetics, mastication, occlusal support, or convenience, or for conditioning the patient to accept an artificial substitute for missing natural teeth until a more definite prosthetic dental treatment can be provided.

Internal attachment See Precision attachment.

Investment cast Cast compounded to withstand high temperatures without disintegrating and, incidentally, to perform certain functions relative to burnout and expansion of the mold. See also refractory cast.

Lingual bar connector Component of the partial denture framework located lingual to the dental arch and above the moving tissues of the floor of the mouth but as far below the gingival tissues as possible.

Lingual rest A rest that occupies a position on the lingual surface of an anterior tooth.

Lingual prosthesis Designation given when the lingual bar major connector is attached to a thin, contoured apron adjacent to the lingual surfaces of the anterior teeth in the mandible.

Major connector Part of a removable partial denture that connects the components on one side of the arch to the components on the opposite side of the arch.

Mold Word used to indicate either the cavity into which a casting is made or the shape of an artificial tooth; use of the term is incorrect when referring to a reproduction of a dental arch or a portion thereof.

Occlusal rest  A rest placed on the occlusal surface of a post-terior tooth
Palatal bar  Thin, broad palatal coverage with a width of less than 8 mm used as a major connector
Palatal major connector Any thin, broad palatal coverage that is used as a major connector
Palatal strap Proportionally thinner and broader than a palatal bar, although differentiation is somewhat objective
Plastic Refers to any of various substances that harden and retain their shape after being molded
Precision attachment Refers to an interlocking device, one component of which is fixed to an abutment or abutments, while the other is integrated into a removable prosthesis to stabilize and/or retain it. See also internal attachment.
Prosthesis A denture, an obturator, a fixed partial denture, or a crown
Rebasining Process that goes beyond relining and involves refitting a denture by replacing the entire denture base with new material without changing the occlusal relations of the teeth
Refractory cast See investment cast.
Refractory investment Investment material that can withstand the high temperatures of casting or soldering; plaster of Paris and artificial stone may be considered investment if either is used to invest any part of a dental restoration for processing
Relining Resurfacing of a denture base with new material to make it fit the underlying tissue
Removable partial denture Prosthesis that replaces some teeth in a partially dentate arch, and can be removed from the mouth and replaced at will
Residual ridge Residual bone with its soft tissue that covers the underlying area of the denture base; the exact character of the soft tissue covering may vary, but it includes the mucous membrane and underlying fibrous connective tissue. See also edentulous ridge.
Resin Used broadly for substances named according to their chemical composition, physical structure, and means for activation or curing, such as acrylic resin
Rest Any component of the partial denture that is placed on an abutment tooth, ideally in a prepared rest seat, so that it limits movement of the denture in a gingival direction and transmits functional forces to the tooth
Retainer Any type of clasp, attachment, device, etc., used for fixation, stabilization, or retention of a prosthesis; may be intracoronal or extracoronal and can be used as a means of retaining a removable or a fixed restoration
Retention Quality inherent in the denture that resists the vertical forces of dislodgment (e.g., the force of gravity, the adhesiveness of foods, the forces associated with opening of the jaws)
Semiprecision rest Rigid metallic extension of a fixed or removable partial denture that fits into an intracoronal preparation in a cast restoration
Stability Quality of a prosthesis of being firm, stable, or constant and resisting displacement by functional, horizontal, or rotational stresses
Static form See Anatomic ridge form.
Stone Use of the word in dentistry should be limited to those gypsum materials that are employed for their hardness, accuracy, or abrasion resistance
Support Foundation on which a dental prosthesis rests, or to hold up and serve as a foundation
Undercut When used in reference to an abutment tooth, that portion of a tooth that lies between the height of contour and the gingiva; when used in reference to other oral structures, the contour or cross section of a residual ridge or dental arch that would prevent placement of a denture
Wax pattern Converted to a casting via elimination of the pattern by heat, leaving a mold into which the molten metal is forced by centrifugal force or other means
A textbook is rarely found to be all-inclusive in subject matter related to a dental clinical discipline or subdiscipline. Therefore this section, which lists other textbooks and articles from dental periodical literature, may assist in broadening a student’s perspective on principles and concepts of removable partial prosthodontics.

Some of the articles have historic significance and are considered classics. Contemporary selections are also included. The serious student of dentistry may extract from this section background information and details related to the progress of removable partial prosthodontics over the years.

We do not imply that sources have been exhausted in compiling these lists of textbooks and articles. We have attempted to correctly classify listed articles for ready reference; however, the length of the “Miscellaneous” section attests to the difficulties encountered.

TEXTBOOKS

Babbush CA et al: Dental implants: the art and science, ed 2, St. Louis, 2011, Saunders.
Beumer J, Curtis TA, Firtell DN: Maxillofacial prosthetics, St Louis, 1979, Mosby.
Block MS: Color atlas of dental implant surgery, ed 3, St. Louis, 2011, Saunders.
Dawson PE: Functional occlusion: from TMJ to smile design, St Louis, 2007, Mosby.
Dubrul EL: Sicher and Dubrul's oral anatomy, ed 8, St Louis/Tokyo, 1988, Ishiyaku EuroAmerica.
Graber G: Removable partial dentures, Stuttgart, Germany, 1988, Thieme Medical.
Graber DA, Goldstein RE, Feinman RA: Porcelain laminate veneers, Chicago, 1988, Quintessence.
Lane WR et al: Maxillofacial prosthetics, Littleton, Mass, 1979, PSG.
Malamed SF: Medical emergencies in the dental office, ed 6, St Louis, 2007, Mosby.
Malone WPF, Koth DC: Tylman's theory and practice of fixed prosthodontics, ed 8, Tokyo, 1989, IEA.
Morrow RM, Rudd KD, Roahds JE: Dental laboratory procedures: complete dentures, vol 1, St Louis, 1985, Mosby.
Mosby's dental dictionary, ed 2, St Louis, 2008, Mosby.
Preiskel HW: Precision attachments in prosthodontics, Chicago, 1996, Quintessence.
Watt DM, MacGregor AR: Designing partial dentures, Littleton, MA, 1985, PSG.
Winkler S: Essentials of complete denture prosthodontics, ed 2, Littleton, MA, 1988, PSG.
Zarb GA: Temporomandibular joint and masticatory muscle disorders, St Louis, 1995, Mosby.

Getz II: Making a full-coversion restoration on an abutment to fit an existing removable partial denture, J Prosthet Dent 54:335-336, 1985.

ABUTMENT RETAINERS: EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL ATTACHMENTS

ANATOMY

Boucher CO: Complete denture impressions based upon the anatomy of the mouth, J Am Dent Assoc 31:1174-1181, 1944.

BIOMECHANICS

Cecconi BT: Effect of rest design on transmission of forces to abutment teeth, J Prosthet Dent 32:141-151, 1974.
Vallittu PK: Comparison of the in vitro fatigue resistance of an acrylic resin removable partial denture reinforced with continuous glass fibers or metal wires, J Prosthodont 5:115-121, 1996.

CLASSIFICATION

Kennedy E: Partial denture construction, Dental Items of Interest 3-8, 1928.
CLEFT PALATE


COMPLETE MOUTH AND OCCLUSAL REHABILITATION


CROWNS AND FIXED PARTIAL DENTURES


**DENTAL LABORATORY PROCEDURES**


DENTURE ESTHETICS: TOOTH SELECTION AND ARRANGEMENT


Hughes GA: Facial types and tooth arrangement, J Prosthet Dent 1:82-95, 1951.

DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT PLANNING


**IMPLANTS AND RPDs**


MAXILLOFACIAL PROSTHESIS


MISCELLANEOUS


Applegate OC: Conditions which may influence the choice of partial or complete denture service, J Prosthet Dent 7:182-196, 1957.


Selected Reading Resources


Mehringer EJ: The saliva as it is related to the wearing of dentures, J Prosth Dent 4:312-318, 1954.


MOUTH PREPARATIONS


OCCLUSION, JAW RELATION RECORDS, TRANSFER METHODS


Appendix B  Selected Reading Resources


**PARTIAL DENTURE DESIGN**


PERIODONTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Appendix B  Selected Reading Resources

Physiology: Mandibular Movement


Shanahan TEJ: Dental physiology for dentures: the direct application of the masticatory cycle to denture occlusion, J Prosthet Dent 2:3, 1952.


Rebaseing and Relining


Wilson JH: Partial dentures: relining the saddle supported by the mucosa and alveolar bone, J Prosthet Dent 3:807-813, 1953.


Stress-breaker designs


James AC: Stress-breakers which automatically return the saddle to rest position following displacement: mandibular distal extension partial dentures, J Prosthet Dent 4:73-81, 1954.
Terrell WH: Split bar technique applicable to both precision attachment and clasp cases, J South Calif Dent Assoc 9:10-14, 1942.

SURVEYING

WORK AUTHORIZATIONS
abutment teeth
application of fluoride gel to, 32
artificial teeth as, 48
avoiding damage to, 297
benefits of interim dentures to, 313
cast restorations for, 208
classification of, 206
contour adjustments to, 141f
countour of, 173
crowns for, 208-212, 209f
decay of, 296
with guarded prognosis, 179
isolated, 214f
ledges on abutment crowns, 209-211
lever action on, 117f
loss of, 308, 341
with missing anterior teeth, 214-215
modification of natural, 60f
occlusal force on, 59f
occlusal rests on secondary, 101
preparation of, 120-121, 200-204
contouring, 28f, 207f, 283f
on sound enamel, 206
prognosis for service of, 39, 169f
protection of, 83, 123
rest seats, 201-204
restorations, 200-201
retention of, 91
retention on terminal, 38f
soundness of, 179
spark erosion, 211
splinting of, 212-214
strain on, 10
support characteristics of, 23
temporary crowns, 215-216
tipped/tilted, 87f
cast evaluation of, 59f
contour adjustments with, 141f
rest preparation with, 59
tooth-tissue contours, 283f
unprotected, 206
use of isolated teeth as, 213-214
using conservative restorations, 206-208
veneer crowns on, 212
vulnerable areas of, 201
acrylic-resin facings, 274
acrylic-resin material, 277
for artificial teeth, 251
for bonding, 111
for impression trays, 226-230
for teeth, occlusion on, 109-110

f indicates figure; b, box; t, table.
INDEX

Attachments (Continued)
of facings, 109
internal (See internal attachments)
internal clip, 128-129
locking internal, 94
muscle, 188-189
position for Classification II, modification 1 maxillary removable partial dentures, 95f
of resin denture bases, 106f
of resin teeth, 273
resin tube teeth, 109
rigid, 26f
types of extracoronal, 71
wrought-wire retainer arms, 256
augmentation of alveolar bone, 189-191
authorizations, work. See work authorizations
autopolymerizing resin, 300-301
auxiliary occlusal rests, 98f
axial surfaces, recontouring of, 62f
axis of rotation, 94f, 96, 98f, 235
longitudinal, 24, 25f
vertical, 24-26, 25f
axes, 22, 23f

B
back-action clasps, 83-84, 84f
ball type rests, 84
ball-and-socket relationships, 202
bar retainers, 77f
bar-type clasp assemblies, 73-76, 75f-76f, 126f
contraindications for, 78f
design of, 77f
errors and corrections in, 78f
I-bars, 80f
inability to use, 74
indications for, 74-75
length of, 90
one-half T-type, 80f
permissible flexibilities of, 91t
placement of, 76f
use of, 77f, 123
use of bar clasp arm, 77f
bar-type major connectors
anterior/posterior palatal, 40f, 45, 45f, 54-55
single palatal, 40f, 45, 54
baseplate wax, thickness of, 237f-238f
bases. See denture bases
beading, 45, 45f-46f
beading lines, 46f
bearing areas/surfaces, 43f
bearing area/surfaces, 290
biomechanics, 22
cantilevers, 26f
considerations of, 22-23
design solutions and, 21-22
framework designs, 27f
impact of implants on movement, 28
lever length, 26f
machinery, 23f
possible movements of partial dentures, 24-28
biomechanics (Continued)
removable partial dentures, 22
cantilevers, 26f
considerations of, 22-23
framework designs, 27f
impact of implants on movement, 28
lever length, 26f
possible movements of partial dentures, 24-28
rotational forces, 25f
blocking out the master cast, 145-146
blockout wax, 136f
blockouts, 123, 146f, 254, 268-269
parallel, 145f-146f
shaped, 147, 148f
summary of types of, 148f
boil out procedure, 277
bonding
acrylic-resin, 111
chemical, 110-111
bone augmentation, 189-191
bone density, 166-167, 331-332
bone grafts, 199f, 327-328
bone loss, 5, 178, 178f
bone resorption, 187f
bony enlargements
exostoses and tori, 188
spicules, 189
bony ridge, 236
bony spines, 189
bony undercut, 140
Brånemark system, 189, 190f
breakage. See repairs
buccal guide bars, 336-337
buccal retention, versus lingual, 80
buccal surface modification, 173f
bulk, sensation of, 312f
bulk of denture bases, 108
burnout operation, 264, 265f
calculus, 196
on acrylic-resin bases, 108
removal of, 195
salivary, 295
cancers of oral cavity, 317f-318f, 327
formation of, 327
chewing strokes, 294
chewing studies, 5, 339
chewing, 294
Chayes, Herman E. S., 71, 93
centers for Disease Control (CDC), infection control procedures, 174
centric relations on record bases, 163-164, 248
ceramic veneer crowns, surveying, 135
cervical convergence
angle of, 86f
size of/distance into angle of, 88-90
caries, 216
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), infection control procedures, 174
centric relations on record bases, 163-164, 248
cementation, of temporary crowns, 216
centers for Disease Control (CDC), infection control procedures, 174
centric relations on record bases, 163-164, 248
ceramic veneer crowns, surveying, 135
cervical convergence
angle of, 86f
size of/distance into angle of, 88-90
chain of infection, 254
Chayes, Herman E. S., 71, 93
chewing strokes, 294
chewing studies, 5, 339. See also mastication
chrome alloys, 110
carious lesions, 195-196
cast metal bases, 107-108. See also gold/ gold alloys; metal alloys
cast molar designs, maxillary, 112f
cast supports, 161
cast veneer crowns, lingual rests on, 34
casts/casting. See also laboratory procedures. impression-related entries
abutment teeth, diagnostic cast evaluation of, 59f
accurate mounting of, 247f
anatomic and functional ridge forms, 234f
casting methods, 265
dental cast surveyors, 12, 13f
diagnostic, 157f, 186f, 202f, 227f-228f
diagnostic casts, surveying, 133-134, 137-138, 141f-142f
factors influencing excellence of, 262f
framework design, 258f
injection molding, 278-279
for interim partial dentures, 315f
machining, 136
making the cast crown, 217f
master casts, 254f
beading lines, 46f
efforts of, 256f
minor connectors, 50f
refractory, 46f
repouring of, 277
maxillary casts, beading of, 45, 46f
milling of, 211f
mounted maxillary, 165f, 315f
preparation of base, 160f
reciprocal arms, 79f
refractory casts, 259f-260f
remounting, 281-282, 281f
of residual ridges, 122f
solid cast example, 208f
trimming, 229f-230f
voids in casts, 276
centers for Disease Control (CDC), infection control procedures, 174
centric relations on record bases, 163-164, 248
ceramic veneer crowns, surveying, 135
cervical convergence
angle of, 86f
size of/distance into angle of, 88-90
chain of infection, 174
Chayes, Herman E. S., 71, 93
chewing strokes, 294
chewing studies, 5, 339. See also mastication
chrome alloys, 110
carious lesions, 195-196
cast metal bases, 107-108. See also gold/ gold alloys; metal alloys
cast molar designs, maxillary, 112f
cast supports, 161
cast veneer crowns, lingual rests on, 34
casts/casting. See also laboratory procedures. impression-related entries
abutment teeth, diagnostic cast evaluation of, 59f
accurate mounting of, 247f
anatomic and functional ridge forms, 234f
casting methods, 265
dental cast surveyors, 12, 13f
diagnostic, 157f, 186f, 202f, 227f-228f
diagnostic casts, surveying, 133-134, 137-138, 141f-142f
factors influencing excellence of, 262f
framework design, 258f
injection molding, 278-279
for interim partial dentures, 315f
machining, 136
making the cast crown, 217f
master casts, 254f
beading lines, 46f
efforts of, 256f
minor connectors, 50f
refractory, 46f
repouring of, 277
maxillary casts, beading of, 45, 46f
milling of, 211f
mounted maxillary, 165f, 315f
preparation of base, 160f
reciprocal arms, 79f
refractory casts, 259f-260f
remounting, 281-282, 281f
of residual ridges, 122f
solid cast example, 208f
trimming, 229f-230f
voids in casts, 276
cementation, of temporary crowns, 216
centers for Disease Control (CDC), infection control procedures, 174
centric relations on record bases, 163-164, 248
ceramic veneer crowns, surveying, 135
cervical convergence
angle of, 86f
size of/distance into angle of, 88-90
chain of infection, 174
Chayes, Herman E. S., 71, 93
chewing strokes, 294
chewing studies, 5, 339. See also mastication
chrome alloys, 110
carious lesions, 195-196
cast metal bases, 107-108. See also gold/ gold alloys; metal alloys
cast molar designs, maxillary, 112f
cast supports, 161
cast veneer crowns, lingual rests on, 34
classifications of partially edentulous arches (Continued)
confusion/disagreement about, 16
examples of, 17f, 19f
Kennedy method (See Kennedy classifications)
requirements for acceptable, 17
clenching/grinding, 197f
clinical examinations, 151-164
clinical procedures
occlusal adjustments, 196-197, 281f, 292f-293f
initial, 290
with natural and artificial dentition, 291-294
placing interim partial dentures, 314
clip attachments, 129
cohesion, 105
colloidal materials, duplicating, 254
combination clasps, 76-80, 79f, 118
combined techniques, 187f
commercially pure (CP) titanium, 182-183
comfort issues, 44f
abused/irritated tissues, 191-193
adjustments to bearing surfaces for, 290
impingement (See impingement problems)
implant use and, 343f
provision of tissue relief, 261f
relief of pain/discomfort, 152
surgical procedures for, 325
tongue interference, 45f
transfer of forces for, 103
complete coverage restoration, 252
complete coverage restorations, 206, 252
complete palatal coverage major connectors, 42f, 55
component parts, adding, 35-36
composite materials, 215
composite support, 120
conditioning of abused/irritated tissue, 191-193, 193f
conditioning teeth, with abutment teeth, 313
connector areas, outlining, 44
connectors
major (See major connectors)
minor (See minor connectors)
tissue reaction to metallic coverage, 49-50
conservative restorations, 206-208
continuous bars. See cingulum (continuous) bars
contour height, 86-88, 87f, 134f, 142f, 173f, 306f
tourning of abutment teeth. See contouring of abutment teeth
recontouring of major connectors, 31-32, 34-35
contouring wax patterns, 134-135, 134f, 201, 203f
contours of denture bases for contact with
occlusal, 345f
canine, 138f
ceramic veneer crowns, 135
crowns remaining in impressions, 215
fabricating to accommodate rests, 32
fitting crowns inside clasps, 216
ledges on abutment crowns, 209-211
making the cast crown, 217f
metal-ceramic, 135f, 209f
metal-ceramic crowns, 208f
restoration of multiple, 208
surveyed crowns vs. implants, 340-341
temporary crowns, 152, 215-216
three-quarter crowns, 208
tissue reaction to metallic coverage, 108
tongue, 108
temporary crowns, 208-212, 209f
canine crowns, 138f
ceramic veneer crowns, 135
crowns remaining in impressions, 215
fabricating to accommodate rests, 32
fitting crowns inside clasps, 216
ledges on abutment crowns, 209-211
making the cast crown, 217f
metal-ceramic, 135f, 209f
metal-ceramic crowns, 208f
restoration of multiple, 208
surveyed crowns vs. implants, 340-341
temporary crowns, 152, 215-216
three-quarter crowns, 208
veneer crowns
for esthetics, 201
lingual rests on, 34
porcelain, 212f
for support of clasps arms, 212
custom impression trays, 34f
cyst removal, 187-188
D
decision making
choice of major connectors, 332-333
for implant use in stability, 340
influence of patient interviews on, 165
position choices for surveying, 139f
shared, 8-9, 151, 158f
using anterior segments on dentures, 214-215
using isolated teeth as abutments, 214
deformities, dentofacial, 189
development, 326
dental arch, shortened, 6, 176-177
dental cast surveyors, 12, 13f
Dental Health Care Workers (DHCWs), 174
dental surveyors. See surveyors/surveying
dentist-patient relationships
failure of, 15
rappot, 151
shared decision making, 151, 158f
dentofacial deformities, 189
denture bases
  accuracy of form of, 107-108, 121
  attaching artificial teeth, 106, 109-111, 111f
  clasp-retained, 15
  contours for tongue/cheek contact, 108
  distal extension partial (See distal extension denture bases) function in movement control of, 103-106
  ideal material for, 106-108
  irritation to tissue by, 192f-193f
  materials for, 278
  irritation to tissue by, 192f-193f
  need for relining, 112-114
  overlay abutments for support of, 129
  purpose/function of, 103
  stress-breakers (stress equalizers), 112-114
  tooth-supported, 103-104
  weight of, 108
denture bearing foundation, 192f
design considerations and principles
  articulated partial dentures, 114
  biomechanics and, 21-22
  clasps, 89f, 118, 141
  for clasps, 71-72
  component partials for support, 129
  components of design, 120-126
  for controlling movement, 28
  for denture bases, 106f
  differentiation of types of removable partial dentures, 116-118
  direct retainer assemblies, 60f
  for distal extension removable partial dentures, 26f
diagnosis/assessment. See also treatment planning
  for clasp-retained partial dentures, 14-15
  clinical examination, 151-164
  oral examinations, 152-156
  treatment objectives for, 151-152
determining for classification of partially edentulous arches, 16
  diagnosis phase of service, 12-13
  diagnostic casts, 156-164, 157f
  jaw relations records for, 162-163
  mounting, 158-162
  purposes of, 156-158
  recording centric relation, 163-164
  surveying, 137-138, 141f
  differential diagnosis, 174-179
  indications for removable partial dentures, 177-179
  use of fixed restorations, 175-177
  findings, 164-184
  infection control procedures, 174
  interpretation of data, 165-174
  carries risk assessment, 170
  determination of mandibular major connectors, 172
distal extension spaces, 171
distal extension partial dentures
  endodontic treatment need, 171-172
  fixed restorations, 172
  longer modification spaces, 171
doctoral factors, 172
  orthodontic treatment need, 172
  periodontal considerations, 169-170
  prosthesis foundation, 170
  radiographic, 166-169
  reshaping of remaining teeth, 172-174
  short modification spaces, 171
  surgical preparation need, 170-172
  of loss of occlusion, 112
  need for relining, 113
  for oral rehabilitation, 151-152
  patient interviews, 150-151
  periodontal, 194-195
  preoperative, 325
  for pulp involvement, 186f
  recording data (sample form), 153f-154f
  waxing for management of replacement teeth, 176f
  working chart for (sample form), 155f
  diastolic holes, 109
  direct apposition of casts, 246
  direct retainers, 4f, 24, 60f
  amount of retention of, 88-92
  analysis of tooth contours for, 86-87
  arm functions, 30f, 69-70
  class-type (See clasps/clasp assemblies)
  description of, 67-68
  design of, 68-70, 120, 123-124
  extraconoral, 73f
  function of, 120
  implants as, 92
  internal attachments, 10, 71, 93-95, 95f
  advantages/disadvantages of, 93-95
  nonlocking, 94f
  principle of, 93
  types of, 94
direct retainers (Continued)
  mechanical laws of, 69f
  need for new, 308
  repairs to, 306f
  role in movement control of, 67-68
  selecting a design, 71-72
  types of, 70-85, 80f, 92-93
  direction of effort (force), 22, 24f
  discontinuous mandibles, 327
disease management, 165-166
diagnosis of periodontal disease, 194-195
  initial disease control therapy phases, 198-200
  periodontal disease, 213f
  radiographic validation of disease, 166
  soft tissue disease, 327
displaceability of periodontal ligament, 25f
displacement, limiting the freedom of, 68
distal extension denture bases, 13, 97f, 104-106, 177, 252
  accuracy of fit of, 235
  anatomic form impressions, 236
  description of, 232
  designs for, 26f
  evaluation of framework, 239f
  horizontal rotational tendencies of, 147
  retention from, 101-102
  rotation of, 23, 25f, 235f
  support for, 13, 232-241
  underextended, 233f
distal extension obturators, 325f
distal extension partial dentures
direct retainers for, 123-124
  methods for treating, 234
  support for, 121
  support from, 104
disto-occlusal rest, 26f
distortion of components, 307-308
disuse atrophy, 103
divestment of the framework, 266f
double occlusal rests, 80f
double-strap connectors, 44
dovetail internal attachments, 94
dual placement paths, 215
duplication molds, 255f
duration of force, 22
distal extension obturators, 325f
distal extension partial dentures
direct retainers for, 123-124
  methods for treating, 234
  support for, 121
  support from, 104
disto-occlusal rest, 26f
distortion of components, 307-308
  disuse atrophy, 103
divestment of the framework, 266f
double occlusal rests, 80f
double-strap connectors, 44
dovetail internal attachments, 94
dual placement paths, 215
  duplication molds, 255f
  duration of force, 22
Eeconomic considerations, 179, 214
  education, patient. See patient instructions
effect arms, 26f, 73
elastic impression materials, 221-222
  irreversible hydrocolloids, 221
  mercaptan rubber-base, 221-222
  polyether, 222
  reversible hydrocolloids, 221
  silicone, 222
elastic materials for impressions, 222
elastic impression materials, 221-222
  irreversible hydrocolloids, 221
  mercaptan rubber-base, 221-222
  polyether, 222
  reversible hydrocolloids, 221
  silicone, 222
elastic impression materials, 221-222
  irreversible hydrocolloids, 221
  mercaptan rubber-base, 221-222
  polyether, 222
  reversible hydrocolloids, 221
  silicone, 222
elastomeric interocclusal registration material, 163, 164f
electric soldering, 308-310
DHcwS (Dental Health Care Workers), 174
Index
functional stress, 343f
functional support, for distal extension
denture bases, methods for obtaining,
236-241
furcation entrance, closing, 199f
fusing layers of denture bases, 111

G

gagging reflex, 295
genealogy, preparation, 67
gingiva
anatomic changes to, 5
recession of, 200f
gingival areas, finishing, 282-283
gingival carving, 282-283
gingival forms, 274
gingival tissue, height of, 274-275
Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms, 2-3, 158
Glossary of Prosthodontic Terms, 2

H

hairpin clasps, 80f, 83f, 85f
half-and-half clasps, 84-85, 85f
half-round retentive arms, 27f, 80f
hand hygiene, 174
hard palate defects, 326
hard palate defects, 317f
health, major connectors and, 32b
height of contour, 86-88, 87f
height of floor of mouth, 34, 34f
hemangiomas, traumatic, 189
hepatitis virus control, 174
hinge axis mountings, 245
hinges, 38f
HIV infection control, 174
horizontal forces, 26
hydrocolloid impression materials
irreversible hydrocolloids, 32, 122f, 221,
303f
precautions for handling, 223
reversible hydrocolloids, 221
stone casts from, 225-226
hygiene, oral. See oral hygiene
hyperkeratoses, 189
hyperplasia fibrous tuberosities, 188f
hyperplastic tissue, 188

I

I-bars, 261f
impacted teeth, 186-187
impingement problems
avoiding, 147f
by bar clasp assemblies, 76f
by major connectors, 31-33
implants. See also artificial teeth
anatomic concerns for Class I and II
arches, 340
Brånemark system, 190f
clinical examples of, 341
implant-assisted Class III denture,
345f
long span modifications across
mandibular midline, 343f
parallel path of insertion, 342f
residual ridge resorption with
strategically missing tooth, 343f
support from cingulum and mesial-
occlusal rests, 344f
as direct retainers, 92
excessive force on, 192f
functional ability and replacing
anatomy, 339-340
implant-only support, 338
for improving ridge support, 122
influence of opposing occlusion on, 341
movement control with selective
placement of, 340-341
physiologic distinction between
prostheses and, 339
placement of, 92, 340
as rests, 57, 66
roles for, 28
strategic placement of, 340
strategically lost teeth and, 341
for support vs. retention, 340-341
surveyed crowns vs., 340-341
titanium endosseous, 189
treatment planning, 341
class assembly requirements for
using adjacent tooth with, 341
influence of anatomic and opposing
occlusal factors on placement of,
341
survey considerations, 341
See also casts/casting
elastic, 221-222
mercaptaan rubber-base, 221-222
polyether, 222
silicone, 222
impression materials (Continued)
hydrocolloid (See hydrocolloid
impression materials)
mercaptaan rubber, 230
rigid, 219-220
metallic oxide paste, 220
plaster of Paris, 163, 219-220
thermoplastic, 220-221
modeling plastic, 220-221
waxes and natural resins, 221
impression procedures, 222-226. See also
laboratory procedures
adding handles, 227f-228f
air barrier coatings, 229f-230f
anatomic forms, 236
causes of inaccurate/weak casts, 226
crowns remaining in, 215
for distal extension removable partial
dentures, 302
functional impression technique, 241
open-mouth technique, 303f
registration, 117-118, 127
elastomeric interocclusal registration
material, 164f
type/accuracy of, 233-234
secondary impressions, 237f-238f
selective tissue placement, 237-241, 240f
use of existing dentures as base for
relining, 300f
impression trays
acrylic-resin, 226-230
individual, 157
stock, 226, 281f, 282
stock versus custom, 34f
impressions
anatomic form, 236
distorted, 223
final, 230
purpose of, 231
incisal rest seats, 64-65
incisal rests, 64-65
lingual versus, 32
placement of, 35
incisors, lingual rests on, 32
inclined plane, 22
index areas, 167
indications for fixed restorations, 175-177
modification spaces, 175-176
replacement of unilaterally missing
molars, 176-177, 177f
tooth-bounded edentulous regions,
175
indications for removable partial dentures,
177-179
abutments with guarded prognosis,
179
after recent extractions, 177
distal extension situations, 177
economic considerations, 179
excess loss of residual bone, 178
long spans, 177-178
need for bilateral stabilization, 178
unusually sound abutment teeth, 179
indicator paste, 290
indicator wax, 293-294, 294f
indirect retainer principle, 98f, 120
interpretation of diagnostic data, 165-174
caries risk assessment, 170
determination of mandibular major
connectors, 172
distal extension spaces, 171
endodontic treatment need, 171-172
fixed restorations, 172
longer modification spaces, 171
occlusal factors, 172
orthodontic treatment need, 172
periodontal considerations, 169-170
prosthesis foundation, 170
radiographic, 166-169
reshaping of remaining teeth, 172-174
short modification spaces, 171
surgical preparation need, 170-172
interproximal areas, finishing, 282-283
interproximal occlusal rest seats, 59-51
interproximal ring clasp assemblies, 80f
interviews, patient. See patient interviews
intracoronal rests, 31-32
intracoronal retainers, 70, 72f. See also
direct retainers
fabrication of, 71
placement of, 135
investing/investments
applying, 264f
investing before processing, 275-277
investing sprued patterns, 263-264
preparing, 265f
removing casting from investments, 265
wax burnout procedure, 265f
irreversible hydrocolloids, 32, 122f, 221, 303f
irritating factors, removal of, 195-196
J
jaw deformities, 189
jaw relation records, 162-163, 245-246, 248, 252, 270
jaw relations, 318f
establishing, 270f
interocclusal records for, 337
mandibular removables opposing
maxillary complete dentures, 251-252
Jelenko surveys, 131, 131f-132f
Kennedy classifications (Continued)
Class II, 27-28, 79f, 127-128, 244f, 332, 340
anatomic concerns of implants with, 340
indirect retainers for, 99-100
mandibular, 100f, 127f
maxillary, 101f
modification 1, 95f, 101f, 104f, 106f,
139, 179f, 192f
examples of, 17f-18f, 126-128
extended occlusal rests with, 59
follow-up support service for, 296-297
maxillary, 95f
rules governing, 19b
modifications to, 4f
Class III, 27-28, 126-128
components of, 120
design of, 126f
modification 1, 116f
modification 2, 173f
Class IV, 27-28, 175-176
contact of opposing anterior teeth, 244
defects, 178f
tissue surface of, 110f
kinematic axis, 160
knife-edge ridges, 189
K
labial bars, 33f, 37-39, 38f, 54
laboratory procedures. See also casts/
casting: work authorizations;
imdpression-related entries
adding monomer, 269f
arranging posterior teeth to opposing
casts/templates, 272-273
to an occluding surface, 273
posterior tooth forms for, 273
attaching wrought-wire retainer arms,
256
burnout operation, 264
casting methods, 265
for clasp-retained partial dentures, 15
divestig of the framework, 266f
duplicating stone casts, 253-254
materials for, 255f
molds, 255f
evaluation of framework, 258f
factors influencing excellence in casting,
262b
finishing/polishing casts, 265-266
electropolishing units, 267f
esthetic features, 275f
gross finishing, 266f
polishing the framework, 267f
forming wax patterns, mandibular Class
II frameworks, 255-256
frameworks from master casts, 254f
examples of, 256f
gold solder for repairs, 308
I-bars, 261f
investments
applying, 264f
preparing, 265f
laboratory procedures (Continued)
before processing, 275-277
removing casting from, 265
wax burnout procedure, 265f
jaw relation records, 270f
making record bases, 267-269
occlusion, 270-271
polishing the denture, 282-283
denture borders, 282
facial surfaces, 282
gingival and interproximal areas, 282-283
preformed plastic patterns, 256f
processing flasks, 276f
processing the denture, 277-280
record bases, sprinkle-on technique, 268f
refractory casts, 255f
remounting and occlusal corrections to
occlusal templates, 280-282
precautions in remounting, 280-282
sequence of, 292f-293f
soldering wrought-wire, 261f-262f
spruing, 262-264, 263f-264f
steps in making denture frameworks, 257f
stone occlusal templates from
functional occlusal records, 271-272
types of anterior teeth used, 273-274
wax patterns, 259f
waxing
of base, 275f
the framework, 254-261
metal bases, 256-261
before processing, 274-275
lamina dura, alveolar, 167
land space, 277
latching mechanisms, 38f
lateral discontinuity defects, 337
ledges
on abutment crowns, 209-211
forming the crown ledge, 210
preparation of, 210f
as terminal stops, 210
wax, 145f
legal aspects of work authorizations, 287
lever action, on abutment teeth, 117f
lever systems, 79f
leverage effects, reducing, 245f
leverage principle, 29
levers, 22-23, 23f
classes of, 24f
first-class, 26f
length of, 26f
lifting forces, 119f
lingual aprons
adapting, 35f
adding to clasp arms, 71-72
lingual bars, 30f-31f, 32-34, 33f, 37f-38f, 52
location of, 31
purpose of, 123
lingual finishing lines, 52f
lingual rest seats, 63f
lingual rests
on canines and incisors, 63-64
chromium-cobalt, 65f
incisal versus, 32
tooth preparation for receiving, 32
lingual retention, 80, 92-93
linguoplastes, 31, 33f, 34-36, 35f-36f, 42f-43f, 52-53, 123
cingulum bars and, 100
functions of, 126
lip movement, 312f
load-displacement character, 22
loading, abnormal, 167
locking internal attachments, 94
long spans, 177-178
longitudinal axis, rotation around, 24, 25f
luting agents, 67
M
magnitude of force, 22
major connectors, 4f, 41f
anterior/posterior palatal bar-type, 40f, 45, 45f, 54-55
beading of maxillary cast, 45, 46f
characteristics of, 32b, 43f
choice of, 332-333
cingulum (continuous) bars, 31f, 33f, 36-37, 37f, 53
complete palatal coverage, 42f, 55
design considerations for, 122-123
framework for, 30f, 45f
height of floor of mouth, 34f
interference to, 140
junction of minor connectors and, 49, 52f
labial bars, 33f, 37-39, 38f, 54
lingual bars, 30f-31f, 32-34, 33f, 37f-38f, 52
lingual finishing lines, 52f
linguoplastes, 33f, 34-36, 35f-36f, 42f-43f, 52-53
mandibular, 32-39, 33f, 35f
maxillary, 39-45, 43f
mandibular plate-type, 40-42, 42f
palatal strap-type, 39-40, 40f-41f, 47f, 54
pleural plate-type, 32f
reparis to, 307-308
rigidity of, 123
role in control of prosthesis movement, 30-45
single palatal bar-type, 40f, 45, 54
sublingual bar-type, 31f, 33f, 36, 53
U-shaped palatal, 40f, 44-45, 44f, 55
malpositioned teeth, 187, 187f
management of partial edentulism, 2, 8
mandible resections, 326f, 327
mandibular anterior teeth, replacement of, 178
mandibular bilateral distal extension
dentures, 3f
mandibular bilateral distal extension partial dentures, 30f
mandibular Class I design, 100f
mandibular Class II, modification 1
partially edentulous arches, 127f
mandibular Class II design, 100f, 127f
mandibular defects, 326
Cantor and Curtis classifications of
partial mandibulcetomy, 332f
Type I, 331
Type I resections, 332, 333f
Type II resections, 332-334, 334f-335f
Type III resections, 334
Type IV resections, 334
Type V resections, 334-335
mandibular denture bases, 105f
mandibular framework, 4f
mandibular lingual bars, 52
mandibular major connectors, 32-39, 33f, 35f
mandibular prostheses, occlusal view, 104f
mandibular reconstruction, 327-328
complications of, 328
mandibular ridge, 252
mandibulecectomies, 332f
marginal ridge, 60f
master casts, 50f, 234f. See also casts/
casting: laboratory procedures
accuracy of, 230
beading lines, 46f
blocking out, 145-146
color-coded markings on, 287
with fluoride gel use, 32
modification of, 136f
refractory, 46f
repouring of, 277
surveying, 136-137, 143, 146-147
mastication
chewing studies, 5
food reduction issues of, 6
function of, 6, 326
interference adjustments for chewing
strokes, 294
loss of function of, 5
process of, 6
restoration of, 326f
support for, 340
masticatory forces, 73f, 236
materials
for arm assemblies, 91
artificial teeth
porcelain, 109, 274, 281
porcelain veneer crowns, 212f
stock porcelain or resin, 111f
for artificial teeth, 251
for bone augmentation, 189-190
cast metal base, 108
colloidal, 254
for conditioning of abused/irritated
tissue, 193
deformation of, 341
for denture bases, 106-107, 278
for diagnostic casts, 156
for duplicating stone casts, 255f
elastomeric interocclusal registration, 164f
history of, 280
impression (See impression materials)
indicator paste, 290
for interim obturator prostheses, 323f
for interim partial dentures, 311
maxillofacial prosthetics (Continued)
surgical stents, 319f
 timing of dental care with, 317-323
 interim care, 318-320
 oral hygiene, 322-323
 preoperative and intraoperative care, 317-318
 Type I resections, 332
 anterior mandible, 333f
 Type II resection and prosthesis, 334f
 Type II resections, 332-334
 Type III resections, 334
 Type IV resections, 334
 Type V resections, 334-335
 maxilomandibular relations, 252
 mechanical forces, 22
 of direct retainer assemblies, 69f
 mechanical locks, 105
 melanoma, 318f
 mercaptan rubber-base impression material, 221-222, 230
 mesio-occlusal rest seats, 63f
 metal alloy, chromium-cobalt, 128-129
 metal alloys, 79-80, 93, 181-183
 cast metal base, 108
 chrome, 110
 chromium-cobalt, 91, 181
 gold (See gold/gold alloys)
 retention characteristics of, 88
 titanium, 182-183
 metal materials
 advantages of, 107-108
 attachment to denture bases, 110
 esthetics with, 108
 metal bases
 advantages of, 110f
 coating of, 106
 coating with silica of, 112f
 for distal extension partial dentures, 113
 partial, 109f
 waxing, 256-261
 metal-ceramic crowns, 135f, 208f
 tissue reaction to metallic coverage, 49-50
 metallic oxide bite registration paste, 163
 metallic oxide paste, 220
 methyl methacrylates, 215
 microorganisms, exposure to, 174
 milling machines, 211f
 minor connectors, 4f, 38f, 46-49
 avoiding wedging effects with, 74f
 clasp assemblies, 47f
 curvature of, 125f
 in denture bases, 107f
 design considerations for, 122-123
 design of, 48, 49f
 disengagement from guiding plane by, 235
 embedment of, 276f
 embrasure spaces for, 47f
 finishing lines, 48f-49f, 49
 form/location of, 47-48
 framework for, 30f
 functions of, 46
 junction of major connector and, 49
 minor connectors (Continued)
junction of major connectors and, 52f
 master casts, 50f
 occlusal forces on, 93f
 physiologic relief of, 333
 proximal plate, 47f
 relief spaces under, 106f
 repairs to, 307-308
 as stabilizing components, 124
 terminal portion of, 51f
 tissue stops, 48-49, 50f-51f
 vertical rotation of, 125f
 modeling plastic, 163, 220-221, 270
 modification areas
 Class II partial dentures, 101
 support for, 101
 modification spaces, 175-176
 modifications to dentures, 48
 molars
 maxillary, cast molar designs, 112f
 splinting of, 213
 unerupted third, 169, 169f, 187f
 unilaterally missing, 176-177, 177f
 molding of tissues, 105
 molds/molding (casts)
duplicating stone casts, 255f
duplication molds, 255f
 injection molding, 278-279
 monomers, adding, 269f
 Mosby's Dental Dictionary, 2-3, 12
 mouth preparation, 12-13
 abutment teeth (See under abutment teeth)
clad-retained partial dentures, 14
 conditioning of abused/irritated tissue, 191-193, 193f
 jaw relation records, 162-163
 for occlusal adjustment, 245-246
 oral surgical preparation
 augmentation of alveolar bone, 189-191
 bony spines and knife-edge ridges, 189
 combined techniques, 187f
 cyst/tumor removal, 187-188
 dentofacial deformities, 189
 exostoses and tori, 188, 188f
 extractions, 186, 186f
 hyperkeratoses, erythromelalgia, ulcers, 189
 hyperplastic tissue, 188, 188f
 impacted teeth, 186-187
 malpositioned teeth, 187
 muscle attachments and frena, 188-189
 osseointegrated devices, 189
 polyps, papillomas, traumatic hemangiomata, 189
 removal of residual roots, 186
 periodontal preparation, 194-200
 advantages of, 200
 diagnosis of periodontal disease, 194-195
 initial disease control therapy phases, 198-200
 objectives of, 194
 treatment planning, 195
 sequencing of, 12-13
 materials (Continued)
metal
 advantages of, 107-108
 attachment to denture bases, 110
 esthetics with, 108
 for palatal strap-type connectors, 109f
 tissue reaction to metallic coverage, 49-50
metal-ceramic crowns, 135f, 208f
for relining tooth-supported bases, 300-301
for resin denture bases, 221
for temporary crowns, 215
tinfoil, 216
VLC, 279
maxillary arch, edentulism in, 3-5
maxillary casts, 107f
mounting to axis-orbital plane, 158-162
maxillary Class III arches, 126f
maxillary defects, 323-326
maxillary denture bases, 105f
maxillary, cast molar designs, 112f
maxillary major connectors, 39-45, 43f
maxillary removable partial dentures, 30f
maxillary teeth, framework design using, 61f
maxilla-temporo-mandibular joint relationship, 158-159
maxillofacial prosthetics, 336f
acquired defects following surgical removal, 317f
Aramany's classification for, 350f
classification of defects, 317
defects and oral hygiene with, 322
description/need for, 316-317
design considerations for intraoral, 323, 329f
claspings, 335f
frame designs, 335f
interim obturator prostheses, 320f-321f, 323f
with distal extension, 325f
with palatopharyngeal defects, 324f
jaw relation records, 337
lack of hard palate, 317f
mandible resections, 326f
for mandibular defects, 326-327
bone grafts, 327-328
mandibular guide flange prostheses, 335-337, 336f
mandibular prostheses, 320f-321f, 323f
with distal extension, 325f
with palatopharyngeal defects, 324f
jaw relation records, 337
lack of hard palate, 317f
mandible resections, 326f
for mandibular defects, 326-327
bone grafts, 327-328
mandibular guide flange prostheses, 335-337, 336f
mandibular prostheses, 331-337
evolution of, 331-332
potential complications, 320-322
maxillary prostheses, 328-331
obturators, 328, 330f
palatal augmentation, 331
palatal lift, 330-331
speech aid, 328-330
obturation of defects by, 325-326
potential complications with, 320-322
reseations affecting sinus and hard palate, 320f
with segmental reconstruction, 327f
support/stabilization issues with, 324f
surgical preservation for benefit of, 323-328
materials (Continued)
movement (anatomical)
  jaws, 163
  of tissues, 32, 166
  of tongue, 326, 331
tooth mobility, 167, 194-195, 197-198
movement (of prostheses). See also
  stability/stabilization
  allowing independent, 114
  biomechanical issues, 24-28
  breakage caused by, 306f
  calculating amount of, 117f
  control of, 9-12, 126
  distribution of stress for, 114
  function of denture bases in, 103-106
  impact of, 339
  internal attachments and, 93-94
  planes of movement, 96
  reasons for, 329
  of removable partial dentures, 21-22
  role of indirect retainers in, 96-99
  role of major connectors in, 30-45
  role of rests in, 56-57
  three-plane movement, 27
  tissue support and amount of, 235f
  with tooth-supported dentures, 26-27
  understanding of, 24
mucosa
  displacement of, 14f
  over bony protuberances, 188
  residual ridge, 10, 241
  mucosal grafts, 189
  multiple clasps, 84, 84f
  muscle attachments, 188-189
  muscles, repositioning of, 189
N
  National Association of Dental Laboratories (NADL), 287
  natural teeth
    modification of, 60f
    occlusal adjustments to, 291-294
    occlusal relationships between dentures
  and, 243f
    retention of, 180-181
  support for prostheses by, 9-10
  neuromuscular ability, 339
  N ey surveyors, 131, 131f-132f
  nightguards, 197-198, 197f
  nonbearing areas, 43f
  outlining, 42
  nonlocking internal attachments, 94, 94f
  nonsupporting teeth, 97f
O
  obturator extensions, 320f
  obturators. See interim obturator prostheses
occluding surfaces, arranging teeth to, 273
occlusal adjustments, 275, 281f, 291-292, 292f-293f
  for created discrepancies, 252
  final, 293-294
  with gold alloys, 110
  indicator wax for, 294
  initial, 290
  intraoral, 292-293
  occlusal adjustments (Continued)
    with natural and artificial dentition,
    291-294
    on relined removable partial dentures,
    302-304
    removal of interferences, 196, 292
    Schuyler’s guide to, 196-197
    occlusal contact
    areas of, 6, 13-14, 113f
    desirable arrangements for, 243-244
    loss of, 296
    occlusal contours, 345f
    occlusal disharmony, 246
    occlusal forces, 59f, 93f, 119f, 233f
    occlusal function, 343f
    occlusal harmony, 15, 167, 242, 291-294
    occlusal imbalance, 314
    occlusal load, 276, 113f, 122f, 167
    distribution of, 57
    intrusion to teeth of, 313
    total applied, 121, 235-236
    occlusal pathways, 248-251
    occlusal plane, irregular, 318f
    occlusal records, 13
    occlusal relationships
      accurate mounting of casts, 247f
      balancing side contacts, 244f
      Class I arches, 244f
      desirable, 243-244
      development of, for Class II dentures,
      244f
      establishment and verification of, 13
      evaluation of existing, 155-156
      functionally unfavorable positions, 245f
      jaw relation records, 248, 251-252
      maxillomandibular, 248f
      methods for establishing
        direct apposition of casts, 246
        interocclusal records with posterior
        teeth remaining, 246-247
        occlusion rims on record bases,
        247-248
      recording occlusal pathways, 248-251
      between natural dentition and
      removable partial dentures, 243f
    occlusal rest seats
      extended, 59
      interproximal, 59-61
      preparation of, 206
    occlusal rests, 305-306
      auxiliary, 74f
      canine extensions from, 100
      double, 80f
      extended, 59, 59f
      form of, 58-59
      internal, 61, 61f
      placement of, 236f
      preparation of, 58f
      repairs to, 307
    occlusal splints, 313
    occlusal vertical dimensions, 275-276
    occlusion
      on acrylic-resin teeth, 109-110
      enhancing, 157f
      establishing, 242-243
      failure to maintain adequate, 242
      inadequate, 302
    occlusion (Continued)
      loss of, 112
      problems, with clasp-retained partial
      dentures, 15
      reestablishment of, 110
      occlusion rims, 247f, 270-271, 270f
      occlusion rims on record bases, 247-248
      odontogenic tumors, 187-188
      one-half T-type bar clasps, 80f
      open-mouth impression procedures, 302
      opposing arch tooth positions, 116
      opposing guide planes, 9-10
      oral cavity, forces inherent in, 22
      oral competence, 326
      oral examinations, 152-156
      sequence for, 152-156
      oral function, measures of, 6
      oral hygiene, 200-201
      brushing of acrylic-resin dentures, 108
      with maxillofacial defects and
      prosthodontics, 322
      patient instruction for, 195, 296-297
      patient instructions for, 295
      tissue reaction and poor, 49
      oral prophylaxis, 152
      oral receptor feedback, 339
      oral rehabilitation, 151-152
      oral structures, preservation of, 12
      oral surgical preparation
        augmentation of alveolar bone, 189-191
        bony spines and knife-edge ridges, 189
        combined techniques, 187f
        cyst/tumor removal, 187-188
        dentofacial deformities, 189
        exostoses and tori, 188, 188f
        extractions, 186, 186f
        hyperkeratoses, erythropa, ulcers, 189
        hyperplastic tissue, 188, 188f
        impacted teeth, 186-187
        malpositioned teeth, 187
        muscle attachments and frena, 188-189
        osseointegrated devices, 189
        polyps, papillomas, traumatic
        hemangiomas, 189
        removal of residual roots, 186
        orthodontic procedures, 198
        osseointegrated devices, 189
        osseous tissue formation, 199f
        osteoplasty, 198
      outcomes
        adverse, clasp assembly-related, 72
        of current removable partial dentures,
        7
        patient’s expected, 8-9
P
  palatal connectors, 126f. See also under
  major connectors
    location of, 42
  palatal contours, 41f-42f
  palatal coverage, absence of full, 101-102
  palatal finish lines, 52f
  palatal major connectors, 41f
  palatal obturators. See interim obturator prostheses
  palatal occlusal ramps, 337
registration (Continued)
materials for
elastomeric interocclusal, 163, 164f
elastomeric interocclusal registration, 164f
metallic oxide bite registration paste, 165
relief/relief spaces, 106f, 146f-147f, 147, 148t
with interim partial dentures, 315f
of minor connectors, 333
physiologic relief of, 333
relief spaces under, 106f
for soft tissue, 31f
supporting regions, 233f
reliefs, wax, 136f, 253-254
relined removable partial dentures, 236,
106f, 233, 253-254
relief/relief spaces, 106f, 146f-147f, 147,
relieved removable partial dentures, 236,
removal paths, determining, 137-138
removal of residual roots, 186
removal of prostheses, frictional resistance
to, 72f
removal of residual roots, 186
removable partial dentures
current use of, 7
daily removal of, 49-50
impact of, 5
need for, 7
technical quality concerns for, 7t
removal of prostheses, frictional resistance
to, 72f
remounting, 303f
definition of, 281-282
goals of, 292f-293f
precautions for, 280-282
remounting and occlusal corrections to
occlusal templates, 280-282
precautions in remounting, 280-282
removal of residual roots, 186
removal paths, determining, 137-138
repairs
broken clasp arms, 305-306
direct retainers, 306f
evaluation of denture for replacement
versus, 306f
major and minor connectors, 307-308
occlusal rests, 307
soldering, 307f, 308-310
repairs to clasp arms, 305-306
repouring of master casts, 277
research, proximal plate, Akers (RPA)
class assemblies, 73-74
resections. See mandible resections;
mundibular defects
residual bone, 178
residual ridge. See also ridge-related entries
to ascending ramus, 244f
casting of, 122f
conditioning of, 313
contour and quality of, 232-233
residual ridge (Continued)
evaluation of, 170
extent covered by denture base, 233
recording anatomic form of, 232f
resorption of, 341, 343f
support from, 235-236
support issues for, 235f
support quality of, 121
residual ridge crest, 233f
residual roots, removal of, 186
resin denture bases, 30f, 105f
attachment of, 106f
materials for, 221
precautions for, 300-301
resin interim dentures, 311
resin teeth
anterior, 274
attachment of, 273
pressing on, 109
processing of, 273
resin tube teeth, 111f
attaching, 109
resistance, 24f
direction of, 100f
frictional, 72f, 81
resistance arms, 26f, 76-78
rest, proximal plate, l-bar (RPI) clasp
assemblies, 73-76, 76f-77f
rest seats, 100f
chromium-cobalt alloy, 34-35
extended occlusal, 59
form of, 58-59
incisal, 64-65, 65f-66f
incline angle of, 58f
internal, creation of, 32
interproximal occlusal, 59-61
for Kennedy Class I arches, 116f
mesio-occlusal, 63f
occlusal, 57f
size/shape of, 32
in sound enamel, 32
placement of, 35
positive vertical support by, 64f
preparation of, 58f, 60f, 64f, 66f,
201-204
selecting type of, 36
rest seats, 100f
resorbing of, 200-201
fabricating for existing denture
retainers, 216-218
perforations to existing, 32
sequence of preparation on, 206
rests, 4f, 38f
adjacent/joined, 59-60
auxiliary occlusal, 99-100
ball type, 34
bilateral, 99
canine, 100
determining locations of, 141
extended occlusal, 59
form of occlusal, 58-59
implants as, 66
incisal, 64-65
internal occlusal, 61
rests (Continued)
intracoronar, 31-32
lingual, on canines and incisors, 63-64
occlusal, 74f
auxiliary, 98f
canine extensions from, 100
double, 80f
intaglio surface of, 60f
internal, 61f
placement of, 236f
preparation of, 58f, 59f
on secondary abutments, 101
shape of, 58f
preparation of, 9-10
role in movement control of, 56-57
support for, 61-63, 116f
terminal, 100
retainers
direct (See direct retainers)
direct (See indirect retainers)
for interim dentures, 311
retention
achievement of, 333
amount of, 88f
causes of, 105
design considerations for, 120
implant use for, 341
importance of, 67-68
measuring, 143-144
mechanical, 105-106
primary, 68, 105
secondary, 68, 105
on terminal abutments, 38f
uniformity of, 91-92
weight/bulk and, 108
without clasps, 344f
retenive areas, 89f
purpose of, 137
surveying, 139
retentive arms, 80f-81f
retentive terminals, 88f
retromolar pads, 105f, 232f
reverse-action clasps, 85, 85f
reversible hydrocolloids, 221
ridge
anatomic, 14f, 121
residual (See residual ridge)
ridge crest, shortening of, 340
ridge forms, anatomic and functional,
234f
ridge mucosa, residual, 10, 51f
ridge support
design considerations for, 121-122
implants for improving, 122
ridge volume, 5
ridges, knife-edge, 189
rigid clasp arms, 209f
rigid connections, 114
rigid impression materials, 219-220
metallic oxide paste, 220
plaster of Paris, 163
rigidity of major connectors, 36
ring-type clasps, 81-82, 82f
Roche clasp arms, 74
root morphology, 169
root planing/scaling, 195
root tips, extraction of, 186f
surveyors/surveying (Continued)
positional choices for, 139
purposes of, 132-137
recording placement paths, 135f
relation of cast to surveyor, 142-143
relative parallelism of proximal tooth surfaces, 139f
retentive areas, 139
survey line placement, 202f
surveyed crowns vs. implants, 340-341
tools used with, 132f-133f, 143f, 211f
treatment planning, 341
undercut gauges, 144f
swallowing, 6, 326
Swing-Lock design, 38, 333-334, 341
Syneresis, 223
T
tapered wrought-wire retentive arm, 27f
temperature, freedom of interchange of,
tapered wrought-wire retentive arm, 27f
temporomandibular joint (TMJ) complex,
temporary splinting, 197, 197f
temporary restorations, versus removable temporary crowns, 152, 215-216
temperature, freedom of interchange of,
temporal rests, 100
terminology, 2-3
thermal conductivity, through metal
denture bases, 108
thermoplastic impression materials, 220-221
modeling plastic, 220-221
waxes and natural resins, 221
third molars, unerupted, 169, 169f
three-quarter crowns, 208
tinfoil, 216, 278
tipped/tiled abutment teeth, 87f
cast evaluation of, 59f
contour adjustments with, 141f
rest preparation with, 59
 tipping forces, 28f, 69, 167-169, 244f
tissue atrophy, 103
tissue conditioning, 193f
 conditioning of abused/irritated tissue, 191-193
with interim dentures, 312
tissue contact areas, 291f
tissue grafting, 200f
tissue index contacts/stops, 51f
tissue molding, 105
tissue records, 222-223
tissue relief, provision of, 261f
tissue stops, 48-49, 50f-51f
tissue support, loss of, 296, 302
tissues
tissue, 89-90, 146-147
blocking out, 147f
approach to, 90
age and, 3-5
consequences of, 5
current management of, 2 in existing prostheses, 341
tooth mobility, 167, 194-195, 197-198
tooth replacements, patient perspectives on, 8-9
 tooth restorations, 129
 tooth-supported prostheses, 9-10, 252, 300
copings, 191f
design considerations for, 120-121
direct retainers for, 123
movement of, 26-27
tissue-supported and, 10-12
tooth-tissue contours, 283f
tooth-to-ridge relationships, 252
torch soldering, 310
tori, 155, 188, 188f
trapecular pattern, 166
trauma to teeth, 90
traumatic effects of pressure, 300f
traumatic hemangiomas, 189
tumors, removal of, 187-188
Type I resections, 331-332, 333f
Type II resections, 332-334, 334f-335f
Type III resections, 334
Type IV gold alloys, 91t
Type IV gold crowns, 91t
Type IV gold crowns, 91t
Type V resections, 334-335
U
ulcerations, 189
undercut gauges, 132f, 143-144, 144f
undercuts
approach to, 90
blocking out, 147f
depth of, 90
as limiting factors, 74-75
unilateral tooth loss, 175
unilaterally missing molars, 176-177, 177f
U-shaped palatal major connectors, 40f, 44-45, 44f, 55
V
veneering, 201
lingual rests on, 34
porcelain, 212f
for support of clasp arms, 212
surveying ceramic, 135
veneers, resin, 274
vertical axis, rotation around, 24-26, 25f
gerade movement, 24
vertical path selection, 138f
vertical stresses, 114
vertical support, 57f. See also rest seats;
rests
visible light-cured (VLC) methods,
vertical axis, rotation around, 24-26, 25f
geneva, 279-280, 311
artificial teeth, 304
bases, 247
custom trays, 226
vitality tests of remaining teeth, 156
voids in casts, 276
V-shaped grooves, 45f
W
wax baseplates, 227f-228f, 237f-238f
wax blockouts, 136f
wax burnout procedure, 265f
wax impression material, 221
wax indicators for occlusal adjustments,
with interim dentures, 312
voids in casts, 276
V-shaped grooves, 45f
wax occlusion rims, 270
wax patterns, 259f
contouring, 134-135, 134f, 201, 203f
forming, 255-256
for mandibular frameworks, 260f
peripheral extent of base, 268f
quality of framework and, 268f
veneer spaces in, 217
wax reliefs, 136f, 253-254
wax trimmers, 132f
waxes and natural resins, 221
waxing
denture bases, 274-275, 275f
the framework, 254-261
for management of replacement teeth, 176f
metal bases, 256-261
to polished metal parts, 274
before processing, 274-275
wedges, 22, 23f
wedging effects, 47
avoiding, 74f
prevention of, 59-60
well-being, major connectors and, 32b
wheels, 23f
Whip-Mix facebows, 160, 161f
work authorizations, 284-286. See also
laboratory procedures
characteristics of, 285-286
content of, 284
definitive instructions by, 286-287
delineation of responsibilities by, 287-288
function of, 284-285
legal aspects of, 287
sample forms, 285f-286f
working chart for (sample form), 155f
wrought-titanium alloy wires, 182-183
wrought-wire clasp arms, tensile strength of, 91
wrought-wire retainer arms, 79f-80f
attaching, 256
X
xerostomia, 170
Y
Young's modulus of elasticity of titanium alloy, 182-183
Z
zinc oxide-eugenol impression paste, 118